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NOTE TO READER
Appearing at the same time as the English edition are editions in the five other official
languages of the Communities: Danish, German, French, Italian and Dutch. The English
edition contains the original texts of the interventions in English and an English transla-
tion of those made in other languages. In these cases there are, after the name of the
speaker, the following letters, in brackets, to indicate the language spoken : (DK) tor
Danish, (D) for German, (F) for French, (I) for ltalian and (NL) for Dutch.
The original texts of these interventions appear in the edition published in the language
spoken.
Retolutront adopted at \ttttng\ o.f ) to 6 Notember 1980 appear n the O.ffinal Jotrnal of the
EuropeanCommunrtrerC lll of 1 12. 19E0
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of
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of the draft
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for the 1981 financialyear (Doc. 1-543/80)
on Seaion V 
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of the draft
general budget of the European Communities
fortbe 1981 financialyear (Doc. 1-544/80)
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8. Orderofbusiness
IN TFIE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
President
(The sitting uas opened at t.3O p.m.)
President. 
- 
The siming is open.
l. Resumption of the session
President. 
- 
I declare resumed the session of the
pean Parliament adjourned on 17 October 1980.
rnission)
12. Agenda for next sitting
2
2
2
2
9. Speahingtime ...
l0. Deadline for tabling anrcndments
71. General budget of the European Cornmunities
for the 1981 financial year 
- 
Reports by Mr
Ad.onnino (Comrnittee on Badgets), on tbe
draft general budget of the Earo?ed.n Comma-
nitics for the 1981 financial year (Doc. 146i/SO)
3
73
t9
2. Tibute
President. 
- 
I have learned with regret of the death, after a
painful illness, of Mr Heinz Schmitt.
Mr Schmitt, who was born on 30 August l92O \n Brack-
wede, has been a Member of this Parliamenr since the 1979
direct elections. Mr Schmia was a member of the Socialist
Group and of the Commirree on External Economic Rela-
tions. On behalf of the House I have sent my sincere con-
dolences to his family and to his political group.
I invite the House to observe a minute,s silence in his
memory.
(The House stood in silence for on| minate)
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3. Verification of credentials 
President.- At it meeting of 28 October 1980 the Bureau 
verified th!! credentials of Mr Lopkows.ki whose appoint-
ment was announced on 14 October 1980. 
Pursuant to Article 3 (1) of the Rules of Procedure the 
Bureau has established that the appointment complies with 
the provisions of the Treaties. I therefore propose that the 
appointment be ratified. 
Are there any objections? 
The appoint~ent is ratified. 
4. Demand for the waiving of parliamentary 
immunity of two Members 
President. - I have received from the competent au-
thorities of the Federal Republic of Germany requests for· 
the waiving of the immunity of Mr Aigner and Mr Herk-. 
lotz. 
Pursuant to Rule 51 (2) of the Rules of Procedure these re-
quests will be referred to the appropriate committee. 
5. Documents received 
President. - Since the session was adjourned I hav~ re-
ceived from the Council, Commission, the parliamentary 
committees and Members various documents which are 
listed in the Minutes. 
6. Texts of treaties forwarded by the Council 
President. - I have received from the Council certified 
true copies of various agreements and acts. These docu~ 
ments which are listed in the minutes will be deposited in 
the archives of the European Parliament. 
7. Authorization of reports- Referral to Committee 
President. - Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Rules of Proce-
dure I have authorized various committees to draw up re-
ports. Details of these authorizations together with the 
various referrals and decisions are set out in the minutes. 
8. Order of business 
President. - At its meeting of 25 September 1980 the en-
larged Bureau prepared the draft agenda for the part-ses-
sion, and this has been distributed (PE 67. 956/rev.). 
1 See minutes 
As is customary the only item on the agenda is the draft 
general budget ofthe European Communities for 1981. 
Are there any comments? 
The order of business is adopted. 1 
9. Speaking time 
President. - In agreement with the enlarged Bureau I 
propose to allocate speaking time as set out in the draft 
agenda. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 1 
10. Deadline for tabling amendments 
President. - I have fixed the deadline for tabling the last 
amendments and proposed modifications after the report 
of the Committee on Budgets and for the amendments t<? 
the motions for resolutions contained in the Ansquer and 
Adonnino reports at 10 p.m. on Tuesday, 4 November 
1980. 
11. General budget of the European Communities 
for the 1981 financial year 
President. -The next item is the debate on the draft gen-
eral budget for 1981 on the basis of the following reports 
drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Budgets: 
- Adonnino report (Doc. 1-540/80) on the draft general 
budget for the European Communities for 1981 (Doc. 
1-465/80) 
- Section III: Commission 
- Ansquer reports (Doc. 1-546/80, 1-541/80, 1-542/80, 
1-543/80, and 1-544/80,) on sections: 
- I: Parliament 
- II: C~uncil 
- Annex (Social and Economic Committee) of Section II 
- IV: Court of Justice 
- V: Court of Auditors 
of the draft general budget of the European Communities 
for 1981. 
Before calling Mr Adonnin~ to speak I should like to draw 
your attention to a practical matter. Because of the acous-
tics in the Chamber individual conversations can easily 
'-· 
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President
cause an unpleasant background noise. I therefore ask you
, to exercise restraint in this regard during the debates and
particularly during the vorcs.
I call Mr Adonnino.
Mr Adonnino,rapporteur 
- 
(I) Madam President, Mr
President-in-Office of the Council, Commissioners, ladies
and gendemen: the 1981 financial year presents factors at
once more complex and more decisive for the Communiry
than those affecting its predecessors.
While succesbfully justifying its economic and political
existence in an international climate of great uncertainty,
the Community musr also resolve its own internal ten-
sions. The question of the Communiry's ability to fulfil its
commitmens prompts increasing demands for reconsider-
ation of its means, objecdves, and institutional structures,
This already difficult situarion is further complicated by
characteristics peculiar to the 1981 budgit itself.
The first of these is the imminent exhaustion of own re-
sources dub to the arainmenr of the VAT ceiling.
'The 
second concerns the accession on 1 January 1981 of a
tenth country, to t*re Communiry. \(hile wishing to ex-
tend a welcome to Greece, I am obliged to assert ihat en-
largement will involve problems of increased expendirure
on the organizarional level. Income will also be increased,
but in accordance with the special stipulations temporarily
exempting Greece from the paymentof own resources (the
sixth VAT directive will apply to Greece only from, 1984,
and alignment on the Common Customs Tariff from 1986)
part of the Greek contribution musr be refunded.
Commitment appropriadons of 200000000 EUAs and
payment appropriations of 48000C000 EUAs have been
earmarked for this pulpose.
The third factor affecting the budget is the so called
'British problem', whose financial solution accounrs for a
net sum of I 175000 EUAs for 1981. Taking into account
the British conribudon itself, the figure in the budget be-
comes 1544000 EUAs, or 87o of the total.
\$flith the decisions of 30 and 31 Ma|, the Council reques-
ted of the Commission that measures be taken in 1981 to
rebalance the budget. This effort should include a recon-
sideration of the various policies and of the costs and be-
nefits accruing to each Member State. Particular attention
should be paid to the widespread anxiety felt, especially,by
the governments of the Member States, concerning the in-
crease in public spending. This increase, sometimes dif-
ficult to control, tends to impede progress towards har-
rponious growth and jeopardize the Community objec-
tives set forth in Article 2 of the Treary of Rome. \(rhat is
more important, it poses a potential threat to the principle
of Communiry solidariry, which can only be strengthened
through possession of the'means necessary to develop
common policies.
It is necessary to emphasize clearly that the 1981 budget
follows the first exercise of the parliamentary power in the
conrexr of the 1980 budget to reject abudgetin rbto. This
occurred in December, and final approval was granted
only in June of this year.
The principal reasons for this rejection are known to
everyone, and I will only recapitulate them briefly: the
problem of controlling agriculrural expenditure, especially
in areas affected by surplus production; rhe problem of the
abnormal rate of increase in non-compulsory expenditure
on which it is difficult for Parliament and the Council to
reach agreement; and the problem of the budgetization of
borrowing and lending acrivities and the EDF.
Measures had been taken towards solving some of these
problems when the 1980 budget was approved, but the
others were postponed for discussion until 1981, and
therefore now reasserr themselves with all their accus-
tomed vigour.
The preliminary draft presented by the Commission called
for commitment appropriations of 21731 million EUAs
and payment appropriations of ZOOST million EUAs.
This constirutes a respecdve increase of 25.5Vo and 27 .9 7o
relative to 1980 and, a0.95Vo utilization of income derived
from the VAT.
This budget, logically enough, included no provision for
agricultural prices. The Commission in the policy intro-
duction recognized the omission, but asserted that once
the issue had fully developed financial measures could be
taken within the existing budgetary framework.
\fle consider the evaluation of the policies to have been
inadequate. The Commission had expressed the inrention
to include no new policies where the legal basis had been
judged insufficient. In exceptional cases, ir took into con-
sideration only those for which regulation was pending in
the Council, and for which prompt implemeptation could
be foreseen. The Commission itself has defined this pre-
liminary draft budget as a 'trairsitional document', but
even in this conrext it has failed to exploit its power of in-
itiadve and 
- 
though dissenting from the Council's con-
clusions 
- 
to strike a proper balance bet'ween the Codncil
on the one hand and the Parliamenr on the other.
In the draft approved on 23 September, the Council re-
duced commitment appropriations by 829 million and
payment appropriations by 812 million. Due to the letter
of amendt'nent presented in Parliament regarding the prob-
lem of Portugal, these figures have become 758 million and
770 million respectively. The percentage of growth in re-
spect to 1980 has thus decreased to 20.77o for commit-
ments and 22.77o for payments.
The Parliament, though aware of the factors influencing
the Council's decisions 
- 
factors roughly corresponding
to the budgetary characterisrics I have just described 
-finds this draft budget unacceptable. I hope that a more ap-
propriate solution to the problems in question may emerge
from the present report.
'i
I
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In response to anxiery concerning agricultural prices, the
exhaustion of own resources' and the possibiliry of addi-
tional expenses arising in the course of the fiscal year' the
Council effected rigorous cuts in the only area possible:
that of non-compulsory expenditure. In so doing, it fell
back on the simple arithmetical increase rate, unwilling
once again to heed the precise recommendations of Parlia-
ment. In first determining available financial resources and
then tailoring the policies to fit them, the Council is guilry
of an improper use of Community procedure. Policies
should first be analysed and evaluated, the available {und-
ing established, and then an effort made to strike the bal-
anie between them that is so essential for Communiry de-
velopment.
Similarly, the Council has once again refused to incorpo-
rate borrowing and lending operations and the EDF into
the budget, as the Parliament has long called on it to do.
How should the Parliament react to this refusal? Various
proposals have been advanced: it could pursue the clear
and rigid course initiated lastyear andreject the budget on
the first reading. It could make an emphatic political pro-
test by refusing to examine the document, thus allowing it
to smnd by default. It could even go so far as to declare the
budget incapable of amendment as it stands, and abandon a
foredoomed attempt to exercise its powers. The great ma-
joriry of the members o{ the Committee on Budgets, this
rapporteur included, reject these proposals and hold on the
conffary that it is the Parliament's dury towards the Com-
munity to make full use of its prerogatives. Parliament
should seek a correct interpretadon of its rights by the
Council as a matter of course, and urge that the complex
and unprecedented budget procedure be brought to com-
pletion in a proper manner dy.ygl the. joint efforts of the
rwo institutions concerned. Only in this way can the pro-
cedure result in an acceptable document, and Parliament
calls on the Council in precise terms to this effect. Parlia-
ment has therefore decided to exercise its prerogatives
and, in so doing, continue along the lines traced in the
budget procedure.
The peculiar nature of this procedure stems from the fact
that the authority to make the final decision is shared by
two institutions, the Council and thb Parliament, which
are to act in cooperation. This point should be underlined:
it is cooperation, and not conciliadon, as in the legislative
procedure, which is stipulated in the 1970 agreement. The
logic is clear: if there is but one budgetary authoriry, then
the Parliament and the Council are not separate institu-
tions in confronadon, but ratler the two pans of a single
whole, pledged to reach agreement through cooperation.
Ve appeal to the Council to regard our common activities
in this light and to act on this assumption in the course of
the procedures to follow.
In order for the 198 1 budget to be an occasion for progress,
steps must be taken to deal adequately with several perti-
nent issues. The first is the problem underlying the distinc-
tion beween 'compulsory' and 'non-compulsory' ex-
pendirure. I believe we are all agreed that this definition is
already somewhat bizarre; it exists in the treaties and in our
legislation for the sole purpose of describing certain pow-
ers appordoned berween the rwo institutions. It has no
other justification, and no other meaning, though susceP-
tible to various intelpretations. That apparendy adopted
by the Council, which allows it to judge on each seParate
occasion.the extent of parliamentary power by labelling
budget items'compulsory' or'non-compulsory', is incor-
rect and should be vigorously opposed. The Council must
be reminded that the compulsory nature of Community
spending in regard to third panies is distinct from that ex-
pressed in the Treaty, whose purpose is to divide power
bet*""r, the Council and the Parliament. To evoke the
concept of compulsory expenditure each time the Com-
munity contracts an obligation towards a third parry is a-
meaningless manoeuvre constituting a wilful distortion of
the ideas contained in the Treaties.
I here express the hope that the Council will adopt an in-
telpretation permitting the pragmatic evolution of this de-
finition to continue along the lines indicated in the past. I
also hope that the Council will consent to reexamine, to-
gether with the Parliament, the classification of certain im-
po.t.nt and sizeable budget items, including food aid, the
-orientation 
of the EAGGF, fisheries, cooperation with
third countries, and others which I here omit for the sake
of breviry.
The next problem to be considered is that of the increase
rate for non-compulsory expenditure' Up to the present it
has been agreed that the maximum rate should apply to
commitment appropriations as well as to Payment aPProp-
riations. Parliament, upon examininB the matter more ful-
ly, has found this unaiceptable, for the rate is calculated
according to annual factors, and is therefore inappropriate
for commitment appropriations, which must be projected
multiannually. Parliament is well aware, however, that
there must be a logical and constant relationship between
commitments and payments, one which is established
and evaluated by the two arms of the budgetary authority
and not merely applied in a mechanical manner. Perhaps it
should remain fixed for a cenain number of years, while al-
lowing for adapations to various policies and initiatives.
Because of the importance of this issue to the question of
parliamentary powers, restricted as they are by the Coun-
.il's definitiorrs, it must immediately be emphasized that
certain increases cannot be ascribed to the Parliament's
margin of manoeuvre. I refer in particular to the 112 mill-
ion EUAs for the ECSC which we presented as a Par-
liamentary initiative solely because the Council had de-
clared a state of manifest crisis in the steel industry. The
Parliament does in fact wish to intervene, but it clearly
cannot accept the near exhaustion of its margin through the
inclusion of this 112 million.
I will now go to on the third in a series of problems which
form the major source of contention berween the Parlia-
ment and the Council, though they may aPPear as mere
preliminaries. I refer. to the 'legal basis', a question calling
for an immediate clarification of the budgetary concePts
held by the two insdtutions. The Council, and often, in its
wake, the Commission, asserts that lines of credit cannot
be incorporated into the budget without a legal basis to be
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constituted by regulations submitted by the Commission.
It is clear that this viewpoint results in a budget which
would be a mere adminisiratit e record of decisions made
without parliamentary participation.
'We are aware that in the matter of regulations final author-
iry rests with the Council, while the Parliament has the
right only to give an opinion. If the legal basis is a prere-
quisite for inclusion in the budget and a regulation the sole
authorization for subsequent expenditure, fien clearly the
budget becomes a mere list of preformulated decisions. I
do not believe that this is the budgetary concept set out in
the Rome Treaties.
Thebudgetary document should in itself constitute a deci-
sion, and provide direct authorizaion of expenditure for
those bodies responsible for it. Complex cases may arise
where the budgetary authority may consider regulations
necessary, and in that event both arms should together re-
quest the Commission for a proposal concerning the rele-
vant line of credit on the budget. The Council should com-
mit itself to the approval of this proposal in consequence of
its earlier agreement to budgetize the line of credit. Au-
thorization of expendirure, which derives direcdy from the
budget, would remain contingent upon approval of the
regulation, but this approval in itself would not constisute
authorization: it would be rather a signal for immediate
implementation.
(Appkuse)
It must once more be emphasized that such regulations
cannot be used to determine the amount of expendirure or
to impose a ceiling on it, for this would again mean reduc-
ing the budgetary document to a list of external decisions
made through procedures where Parliament has only ad-
vlsory Power
I would remind you, furthermore, *iat in the course of the
Communiry's complex development, procedures have
frequendy been the subject of contradictory interpreta-
tions on the part of the same authority. These interprbta-
tions have often been vague and contentious, taking their
definitive form only after prolonged examination. The
Council itself, for example, created a precedent by permit-
ting the lines of credit regarding aid to developing coun-
tries to be entered in the budget, the lack of a legal basis
norwithstanding.
This brings us to one of the sore points in the rejection of
the 1980 budget: the budgetization of Community
borrowing and lending operations. At present such opera-
tions account for the considerable sum of 9000 million
EUAs, of which some 5000 million are under the author-
iry of the Commission. The situation of the EDF is similar.
I believe that the issues should be dealt with separately.
Due to the difficulties I have mentioned, the Community
has been tending towards an increasingly developed policy
of borrowing and lending,.especially in the investment sec-
tor. The satisfactory results obtained in the first trial of
Community borrowing mechanisms indicate that efforts
should be continued in this direction.
Is it really desirable that such important financial acdvity
should remain beyond parliamentary control, or that, since
it is not, stricdy speaking, expenditure, it should be under-
taken where Parliament can only give an opinion?
\fle reject this absolutely and hold that the budgetization of
borrowing and lending operations must involve Parlia-
ment in decisions concerning guarantees to creditors, the
amounts themselves, and the application of annual ceil-
ings. The resulting overall picrure would provide the
Council and the Parliament, as the rwo arms of the budget
authoriry, with means for informed control and confirm
guarantees to creditors,
If this were not done, the Parliament, in approving the
budget and along with it the token entries concerning third
party guarantees, would in effect be guaranteeing what it
has not decided upon. Such a distortion should be re-
medied beginning with this 1981 budget.
I believe the Parliament to be in agreement with the Com-
mission's proposal to include the guarantee in Parr I and to
create a Part II to be incorporated organically into the
budget. From this second part, which would be a capital
budget for borrowing and lending, would derive authoriz-
ation for the Commission to proceed with the implementa-
don of each item.
The problem of the budgetization of the EDF is of a differ-
ent nanrre. In a further unforrunate instance of wilful mis-
understanding of parliamentary powers, the fif th Fund has
already been established, thus nullifying Parliament's ef-
forts to have the relevant appropriations entered in the
budget. Since Parliamentcan righdully expect the recogni-
tion of its powers in this area, it should press the Council
for an agreement to include the EDF as soon as possible.
The EDF has derived no benefit from the progress re-
presented by the changeover to own resources, since it con-
tinues to be funded through Member Sate contributions.
Such contributions should be abolished in favour of univer-
sal reliance on the principle of own resources.
As a consequence of the 1970 decision, a triennial provi-
sion by the Commission was introduced into the budget-
ary context, to be accompanied by an examination by the
Council and a parliamentary opinion. The provision was
adopted with a view to clarifying the overall budgetary
strarcgy of the Communiry, and its apparent neglect has
seriously curtailed the in{luence of a document vital to
Communiry development. The value of such a strategy in
the present crisis of Communiry development is incontes-
table; equally clear is the fact that on an issue of such im-
portance Parliament, as part of the budget authoriry, can-
not limit itself to a mere opinion.
This year in particular, instead of the usual multiannual fi-
nancial projections, we have only a'hypothesis' regard-
ing the evolution of the budget, predicting that over the
next few years there will be an estimated 107o increase in
annual resources.
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The vagueness of the provision is probably due to difficul-
ties inherent in the period of transition that must precede
the 1981 proposals. The rates of increase esdmated for ag-
riculrural expendirure (67o, 127o, and 781o) and other
items, particularly the Regiond and Social Fund (127o and
257o), seem upon examination to bear litde relation to cur-
rent growth tendencies. The document has clearly failed to
anticipate even the general direction which the Commis-
sion must take in its proposals for the coming year. In the
energy sector, to which the Parliament attaches great im-
portance. there is allowance for an estimated l27o or 25Vo
increase, a figure as inacceptable as it is absurd.
I will now discuss the issue of public spending, one of sev-
eral important problems which tend to impede the bal-
anced development of the Communiry. Parliament, which
bears responsibiliry in this area, shares the Council's anx-
iery while responding to itin a different manner. I believe it
an error to lump Community public spending together
with that of the separate Member States. Community
policies differ from those on the national level, especially
insofar as the one may be affected by the other.
I believe thata doctrine of Communitypublic spendinghas
never been formqlarcd, and that it is time to call upon past
experience tq do so. It would become evident that in prin-
ciple Communiry public spending and its national alterna-
tives (substirute, or, more rarely, supplementary spend-
ing) should aim at sustaining and stimulating economic ac-
tiviry, especially in investment, instead of contributing to
the increase of worldwide financial pressures. If the Coun-
cil could be brought to share this view, the negative and ob-
structive attitudes now held with such tenaciry by the
Member States would disappear.
According to the most recent definitive statistics available,
those for 1979, the Communiry budget amounted to only
2.87o of the budgets of the Member States, only 1.767o of
national public spending, including regional and local
spending and the cost of social obligations, and 0.837o of
the grois national product. It is from this perspective that
the problem should be approached. Though the Commis-
sion has made and continues to make an effort to evaluate
the effecdveness of Community programmes, the means at
its disposal are perhaps inadequate to provide the basis for
,a constructive soludon. The Spierenberg reporr, excellent
but too often ignored, offers some suggestions concern-
ing the minimum effort necessary to render spending effec-
tive and also deals with the all-important question of
priorities.
The other point to be raised concerns the proposals for
1981. The Council has apparendy decided to await the ap-
pearance of new factors, meanwhile drawing up the 1981
budget in terms of normal administrationi leaving a suffi-
cient margin of resources for future needs but making no
inidatives in favour of balance and developmenr. This is a
mistake. I believe 
- 
and the Committee on Budgets agrees
with me 
- 
that Parliament should seize the opportuniry
afforded by the 1981 budget to determine the general our-
lines of long-term Community action and urge fie Member
Sates to pledge their supporr. In so doing Parliament
should call to the attention of Member Sates the fact that
European policy ought not be understood as part of na-
tional foreign policy, but rather as an integral part of all na-
tional policies. Parliament will indicate a multiannual
strateg'y, whose oudines are already visible in this report,
and -will be on the alert in the coming year to see if its
suggestions are heeded in the proposals of the new Com-
mrsslon.
As was mentioned earlier, the approaching exhaustion of
own resources is a prob)em which must now be faced. I be-
lieve that the issue should be seen in dynamic rather than
static terms, as representing a stage in the evolution of own
resources finance. The.changeover brought about by the
decision of 21 April, 1970 from national contributions to
own resources was uruversdly hailed as a great step for-
ward, but if this changeover and rhe 17o VAT ceiling had
been considered as constituting a limit to Communiry fi-
nancial resources, reactions would not have been so posi-
dve. The damage to the Community through the cessation
in development when the ceiling was reached would have
been foreseen and lamented.
I believe that the temporary adoption of the 1% VAT ceil-
ing was intended to regulate the initial phase of ov/n re-
sodrces financing and to accompany gradual Communiry 
-
Browth, If this interpretation is cgrrect, we must recognize .
that this initial phase is now coming to an end, and that
normal growth patterns have brought us to the beginning
of a second phase.
If increases in Communiry expenditure were not permitted
to exceed the normal growth rarc of iesources, the Com-
munity would be unable rc perform some of its basic tasks
and would be condemned to evenrual dissolution. A return
to the system of national conribudons, which is now be-
ing considered in some quarters, would be a great and pos-
sibly irreversible step backwards. The Parliament opposes
such a step and will express this opposition when it votes on
the orientation of tle studies made by the Comminee on
Budgets and its special subcommittee. Thereaftlr it will
naturdly be on the dert to see ifits guidelines are being fol-
lowed. ' 
,
It has been necessary to present these general problems
first, since they form the context of the responses to indi-
vidual ircms. The Comminee on Budgets has examined no
fewer than 431 suggested amendments to the draft budget
and approved 178 of them, sometimes with modifications.
All together, approved amendments for payments totalled
878 million EUAs and those for commitments 1198 mill-
ion EUAs. Often the amounts suggested by the Commis-
sion were reinstated, and sometimes increased. In some,
extremely important sectors, such as that of energy, for
example, qualitative changes were made, These alterations
are not unreasonable for a first reading; rather they demon-
sirate a sense of responsibiliry, especially considering the
many possibilities of modification and setdement offered
by the budget procedure between the first reading and the
second.
A
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Regarding the operational expenses of the Commission,
the Committee on Budgets recommended a reduction of
235 million EUAs. The general effort rcwards reduction
on the part of both Commission and Council has been ap-
preciated, but there are still certain remarks to be made.
There is a problem connected with rationalizing the opera-
tion and number of committees for management and con-
sulation. In the case of certain other items there were ex-
penses which did not appear to be justified, sulh as the al-
most 1007o increase for the publication of the Official
Journd. Difficuldes exist concerning the Universiry Insti-
tute in Florence, which is sdll funded by Member State
cdntributions despite repeated parliamentary requests that
it be brought under Communiry control.
A separate problem has arisen concerning the staff of the
Commission. The European Civil Service in general has
suffered from various circumstances, including the nega-
tive effects of preceding budgets. The Committee on
Budgets recommends approval of the Council's proposals
regarding staff increases necessitated by the accession of
Greece, and itself'proposes the creation of 75 new perma-
nentposts and 25 temporary posts. This would account for
all the amendments proposed by various committees for
purposes to be suggested to the Commission, which re-
mains responsible for its own internal organization. Be-
cause of the severe career damage sustained by the staff of
the Commission, we have recommended approval of the
proposal to reclassify 160 posts. The problem of 'tirulariz-
ation', i. e. of regular integration into the Communiry or-
ganization, applies to some 32 agents of the EAC working
with the Commission and some 55 local agents. The
Committee on Budgets has decided that the titularization
of the local agents should be effected gradually, and that
therefore all proposals need not be acted upon at present.
Another point at issue, which has not yet affected the
budget to any appreciable degree, is that of the Commis-
sion's nine proposals regarding staff policy. As presented
to the Committee on Budgets, these proposals contain cer-
tain measures designed to provide incentives which would
permit some higher grade officials to leave the service ear-
Iier. They also would favour a Breater horizontal mobiliry
and allow people employed in external management postS
to join the regular Commission staff. The proposals are
tempdng, but may involve dangers which should be recog-
nized and examined beforehand.
The first danger is the possible negadve effect on the shff as
a whole in the event that individuals were let go in a manner
detrimental to their interests.
The second danger, a polidcal one worthy of parliamen-
ary attention, is that the admission of management Per-
sonnel from outside the Civil Service might weaken the
Community spirit which it has taken so much time to gre-
ate, Persons recruited in this manner might not share this
sgirit, and therefore be more open to the rype to regional
in{Iuences now observable in the Member States.
Since time is pressing, I will immediately go on to one of
the central issues of the budget, the problem of agricultural
expenditure. It should be made clear at once that no one-
has ever contested the fundamental role of the CAP, which
has justified the development and indeed the very existence
of this Communiry. At the same time i,t must be stressed
that surplus production in certain sectors has created prob-
lems whose very dimensions are evidence of the policy's
qualitative impact on Communiry agricultural expenditure
as a whole. The Council's restrictive atdilde in leaving
very litde room for other types of expenditure has contri-
buted towards the creation of the British problem and
threatens to create others. Food aid and certain other pro-
grammes, which are not an integral part of agricultural pol-
icy, though clearly related to it, are included under the
same heading. This observation can be made only for the
record, however, since the Commission has opposed any
modifications in this area.
The effect of agricultural policy on Communitypolicy as a
whole for 1980 has stabilized. The 13.7 Toincrease between
1980 and 1981 is relatively moderate, but the Commission
has made no provision for igricultural prices, hoping to fi-
nance them in the same budget. It has become apparent
that'in the same budget' means in the same agriculrural
policy and the same EAGGF, Guarantee Section, as the
Commission will surely confirm in the course of tomor-
row's debate. During the discussions with the Committee
on Budgets, precise questions were raised concerning sav-
ings on agriculrural prices, and in particular whether this
should be done in the management section or in the secdon
for structural reforms. The management section, insofar as
it comes under the direct control of the Commission,
would afford surer guarantees for the Parliament, while
structural reforms, though proposed by the Commission,
must be screened by the Parliament and by the Council.
Nevertheless, itis to the section for structural reforms that
the matter will be referred, since margins in management
are airparendy already considerably reduced.
In connection with this issue, in order to satisfy Parli-
amenr's need for a political but realistic effort of control in
the area of agriculrural spending, the Committee on
Budgets approved with the Commission's agreement an
amendment proposed by the rapporteur. In this amend-
ment, which will be laid before the Parliament, all expendi-
tures under the EAGGF Guidance Section would be re-
duced by 27o. The sum thus obtained would then be put
into a reserve under the same heading for the purpose of
meeting the increases expected in 1981, primarily those in-
volving a8ricultural,prices.
Let it again be emphasized that the Commission agreed to
this provision, as I think it will confirm tomorrow. The
amendment represents a new and highly significant factor
, in relation to last year, for 2Vo of 13 milliards is an enorm-
ous sum. An overall evaluation should serve to convince
the Assembly to accept the Commission's proposal and
approve the funding of agriculrural prices from the same
spending package entered in the budget. The only perti-
nent modification is a proposal to transfer 20 milliorr
EUAs from support for-skimmed milk to milk distribu-
tion in the schools. The Committee also reinstated 27 mill-
ion EUAs for commitments and 20 million EUAs for
ril
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payments in the EAGGF Guidance Section and 734 mill-
ion EUAs for fisheries to be used as 'undifferentiated'
credia.
This Parliament has several times labelled energy and re-
search, social and regional policy, and cooperation as
priority items, and in these areas the Committee on
Budgets was determined to intervene in a decisive manner.
Increases for energy come to 453 million EUAs for com-
mitment appropriations and 75 million EUAs for pay-
ments. These increases reflect the intentions expressed in
the European Council and the solemn declarations made
more recendy at the Venice summit- statements of prior-
ity which the Council iaelf has always ignored.
Among the various programmes, funding for those promot-
ing new or alternative energy sources, together with those
involving the use of coal, was particularly specified. There
are two reserves applicable in this regard: one of 100 mill-
ion EUAs for new Communiry initiatives to reduce
energy dependence, and another of 100 million EUAs for
commitments and 50 million EUAs for payments in-
tended to assist the implementation of policies encounter-
ing developmental difficuldes.
Action in the social sector is vitally important in the pre-
sent crisis, and doubly so in the overall perspective obain-
able at the Communiry level. It should be aimed at prob-
lems of unemployment and job conversion and pay par-
ticular attention to the needs of women and young people.
In addition to rhe ll2 million EUAs in payment appropri-
adons desdned for the ECSC, funds under Chapter 30 will
be increased by 2616 million EUAs for payments and
6120 million EUAs for commitments. Increases for the
Social Fund (Chapters 50-53 on the budget) amount to
150 million EUAs for payments and 84 million for com-
mitments.
I will now discuss regional policy, whose efforts to reduce
the dispariry in wealth between various areas of the Com-
munity are fundamental to the goals set forth in the Treaty
of Rome. Other Communiry policies, parcicularly those
for industry, transport, and even energy should be viewed
from a regional viewpoint so that regional policy itself may
be strengthened and its prioriry affirmed. Greater geo-
graphical concentration is needed, and ordinary credits
should be supplemented by the non-quota section of the
Fund, which the Parliament should support despite the de-
lays and faulry regulations which have hindered its effec-
tiveness.
Regarding the policy on cooperation, the budgetary dif-
ficulties that lie berween the will for action and its concrerc
accomplishment become distressingly evident when we re-
call the Ferrero report and the recent parliamentary debate
on world hunger.
The Community must develop its relationship with non-
associated countries, formuladng overall policies which
are not directed solely at finding oudets for surplus pro-
duction. Far from moving in this direction, the Council
has made cuts in this area of the budget which will prevent
the Community from honouring even the commitments al-
ready made. The Committee on Budgets, holding to the
wider view, has approved an increase of 253 million EUAs
for commitmens and 199 million EUAs for payments.
Among the remaining prioriry policies mention should be
made of industry and ransport, environmental policy,
which aims at safeguarding the conditions for human de-
velopment, and in particular of education and the general
European social context. These policies all have
characteristics that make them appropriate alternatives or
substitutes for national programmes, and are therefore
proper fields for true Communiry effort. They should be
given special attendon, for their development can do much
to guarantee the progressive and balanced development of
the Communiry.
What has been the strategy of the Council? It appears that,
influenced by the factors I have listed, the Council has aim-
ed at preserving the largest possible margin between the
present and the future use of own resources. Judging the
550 million margin proposed by the Commission as insuf-
ficient, it took what it believed to be the only alrcrnative
and cut non-compulsory expendirure. The cuts amount to
some 800 million EUAs, raising the margin to 1350 mil-
lion, and would have been even more severe but for the
need to respect Parliament's margin for manoeuvre. The
margin was respected, but in such a manner as to minimize
the exercise of parliamentary power; if the Council has not
behaved towards the Parliament with actual hostility in
this matter, it has certainly acted from political concepts
which the Parliament does not share.
The Parliament's response is to demonstrate that the re-
strictive factors which have been governing the Councils
decisions have in fact no reason to exist. If the amounts
suggested by the Commission were restored to the budget,
even with the qualitative modifications I have mentioned,
this would result in a957o uilizaaon of the 1% VAT and
a return to the 550 million margin. 200 million EUAs,
which form part of the 1981 repayment to the United
Kingdom are to be anticipated on the 1980 budget, thus re-
ducing the toal 1981 expenses by the same amount' The
margin is thereby increased from 550 million to 750 mil-
lion. If we take the Council's preoccupations into account
and add in the 274 million EUAs reserve for the EAGGF
Guarantee Section, this brings the margin to about 1000
million 
- 
not far below the 1 300 million figure set by the
Council. Furthermore, we are all aware that berwein the
first and second readings the new rate of increase for non-
compulsory expenditure must be negotiated by the rwo
arms of the budget authoriry. I hope that these negotia-
tions will produce concrete resulm, but it is probable that
they will instead face new obstacles. The strategy of Parli-
ament must be to insist that the cuts made by the Council,
so prejudicial to Communiry development and so restric-
tive of parliamentary will, are unjustified, since from an
overall viewpoint many items tend towards equilibrium by
cancelling each other out. \fe must atack the problem
again from tle beginning, and carry over into the coming
year our attempm to establish a general balance.
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Under these circumstances, Mr Minister, I express the par-
liament's hope that from now on in the course of the
budget procedure the Council will pursue a policy of
dialogue with the other arm of the budget authoriry, so
that a sadsfactory agreement may be reached regarding the
gradual and balanced development of the Communiry.
After the Parliament's first reading, the initiative rerurns ro
the Council. I hope that in the interval preceding the
Council's own decision and prior to the Parliamenr,s se-
cond reading substantial progress can be made. The Parlia-
ment, though issuing a negative judgment on this prelimi-
nary draft budger, has sought to understand the Council's
position. Let the Council do the same on behalf of the Par-
liament, exercising its prerogatives as we have exercised
ours, but making an effort to interprer rhe budgetary re-
gulations and procedures correctly. Only if the Council
demonstrates such a desire for progress can rhe vore on lhe
budget become an expression of confidence not in the in-
stitutions, but in Europe itself.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ansquer.
Mr Ansquer, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) MadamPresident, the re-
ports that I am laying before you here today are rhe out-
come of the work of several meetings of rhe Commirree on
Budgets.
It was part of my brief, as rapporteur, ro contact the ad-
ministradons of all the institutions concerned and their
staff in order to be able to give an overall picrure of all the
problems confronting our instirutions. After the Commit-
tee on Budgets had examined the drafts of my reports ir was
found that there was still a number of problems left unre-
solved. \(/e interviewed the Registrar of the Court of Jus-
tice, tle Secretary-General and his staff in the European
Parliament, the head of administration of the Court of Au-
ditors and the Secreary-General of the Economic and So-
cial Committee, !U'e were also able to interview representa-
tives of the Council and in particular the chairman of its
Budget Committee, who supplied us with additional back-
ground information. Madam President, on behalf of the
House I would like to express my gratirude to them all for
their cooperation.
In the light of these discussions, the Committee on
Budgets established guidelines to enable us to reconcile the
imperatives of austeriry, on the one hand, and the need to
ensure that all the instirutions can function as smoothly as
possible, on the other. The committee took the view that
Council's decisions did not take adequately into accounr
all the organizational problems of these institutions and in
some cases dealt arbitrarily with requesrc for increases in
the establishment plan.
Nonetheless, the Committee on Budgets accepred rhe
overall level of the drafr budger and does nor rherefore re-
commend any significant increase in the volume of appro-
priations. On the contrary, having taken into account the
latest figures for the rate of spending in the financial year
1980 it has been able, on the basis of this information, to
propose reducdons for those lines where the utilization of
appropriations in 1980 has been relarively low. The result
of this is an overall reduction of 3628550 EUA in all rhe
budgets of the other institutions.
The special narure of our European instirutions has a very
significant impact on the budget. All our instirurions are
obliged to work in all the Community languages. This lin-
guistic component calls for the recruitment of a very large
number of ranslators, interpreters and secretarial staff for
the different working languages and is, incidentally, often
the largest single element in the budget. In the European
Parliament, for example, the need to reproduce all par-
liamentary documents in the six working languages and to
provide simultaneous interpreting in all the languages at
every parliamentary meeting accounts for 507o of our
budget and,507o of the establishment plan.
However, this aspect of the organization of the European
Instirutions should not be used as a prerext for failing to
undertake a critical. analyses of the stnrcrures and examin-
ing every possibility of cutting costs. The members of the
Committee on Budgets, were, I feel, expressing the unease
felt by public opinion ar the growth of the bureaucracy.
That explains why, this year, rhe budgets of the Court of
Justice, the Council, the Court of Auditors and the
Economic and Social Committee were discussed as mi-
nutely as our own budget.
In previous years my predecessors have all emphasized the
need to find common solutions to common problems con-
fronting the European institutions. \flhat has struck me
most forcibly, in my turn, is the way each institution re-
criuts its staff without any attempt at coordination with the
recruitment procedures of the other institutions. This
leads, ineviably, to much wasrcd effort and expense.
It is particularly lamentable to ses each institution recruit-
ing separately at all levels in preparation for Greek acces-
sion. Every open competition of this kind costs thousands
of pounds. In many cases, porenrial candidates will enter
competitions for all the institutions. It is difficult to believe
that a way cannot be found for the instirutions to coordi-
nate their recruitmentprocedures, especially for the Greek
Posts.
It is high time, therefore, that the political authorities in the
Communiry stepped in to help oyercome this sort of ad-
ministrative inertia.
All my predecessors, and all Mr Adonnino's predecessors,
have repeatedly called for the setting up of a common re-
cruitment service and the organization of common open
competidons. In my view the Committee on Budgem,
through its rapporteurs, should be mandated by Parlia-
ment to pursue these questions with the heads of adminis-
tration of all the institutions in order to establish the neces-
sary basis of cooperation between them all.
I believe it is up to Parliament now to take positive action
on this matter.
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That concludes my general observations regarding the
Council, and I should like to go on now to say a {ew words
ab'out each of the budgets that you have forwarded to me.
Taking first the budget of the European Parliament' its
very rapid growth over the last three years can be attri-
buted to three main factors: the doubling of the number of
Members of Parliament since direct elections, the need for
all the work to be done in all the Communiry languages,
and the fact that it is forced to work in three different
places.
The lack of a decision on the seat is a prime factor. But the
power to decide this question rests incontrovertibly with
the governments of the Member States, in the first in-
stance, and with the Council, in the second. The Council
cannot very well therefore criticize the volume of the ex-
penditure associated with the dispersal of our activities,
which now accounts for over 757o of ow budget, or 30 m
EUA.
The Commitrce on Budgets has, reasonably enough,
drawn up a financial framework which can serve as a back-
cloth for the debate on the seat which is to take place in this
House during the next pan-session.
That is one reason why the committee has adopted an
amendment put forward by the European Democratic
Group reducing the appropriations earmarked for rent on
the various Parliament buildings by 3.7 m EUA' The
amendment is an expression of the political will of a great
many Members of Parliament to put a stop to the waste re-
sulting from the absence of a single seat and istrongly urges
the governmena of the Member States to assume their re-
sponsibilities on this question, after consulting Parliament.
Let me say, however, that we must beware of putting our-
selves in an embarrassing position, which would arise if, as
a consequence of adopting this amendment, we were
forced to consider introducing a supplementary budget,
and I shall be coming back to that in a moment.
The difficulties resulting from the absence of a single seat
and the need to work in several languages should not, how-
ever, stand in the way of a critical assessment of our own
administradve strucrure. The committee feels that the
European Parliament should avail itself of the expertise of
an independent outside body to review its strucrure and as-
sess the best means of meeting the needs of the Members. It
is not the purpose of a srudy of this kind, common practice
in our cort tries, to prejudge political decisions which are
the sole prerogative of the Members themselves. But such a
srudy can be a useful tool in decision-making.
In my report I have given a concrete example: the distribu-
tion of documents to the parliamentary committees. I have
in fact carried out an analysis of the pioblems confronting
this service. This is one sector where I suggest that the Sec-
retary-General let us have his recommendadons for ensur-
ing that the difficulties in the distribution of documents are
not aggravated. I know things are very difficult, but
everyone here complains of documents arriving late. That
is why I hope he can come up with some definite proposals.
The Committee on Budgets has looked again at all the deci-
sions taken by Parliamentwhen it established its estimates.
You will recall that Parliament approved a 12.47o increase
in appropriations, which is only slighdy higher.than the
marrmum lncrease rn non-compulsory expendirure of
12.2Vo.
Earlier this year, with your agreement, I reduced the initial
estimates across the board on a flat-rate basis. I also intro-
duced further reductions in 19 lines where the utilization of
appropriations had been particularly low. These savings
cut more than 10 m EUA, or over 57o, from the overall
draft budgit.
In line with my undertaking given here in this House I again
approached our administration to see if, on the basis
of the latest figures on the utilization of the 1980 budget,
there was any room for additional savings.
I have th! figures up to 30 September of this year and in my
view the rate of spending is satisfactory and normal. Vith
just the last quarter to go we still have 30 7o of the budget
available, all the rest having been committed. I have also
been given to understand that the rate of utilizadon tends
to rise towards the end of the financial year.
The Committee on Budgets has looked at further possible
cut-backs and agreed to certain modifications which would
have the effect of reducing appropriations in respect of
rents, fitting out of new premises and purchases of trans-'
port equipment.
However, in the committee's view there is no'scope forany
greater reductions, given that a margin of manoeuvre must
be allowed within the overall budget to cover contingen-
cies.
I feel bound to say in fact that it would be highly undesir-
able to have to call for a supplementary budget for the
European Parliament in 1981. I wish to caution the House
against adopting any amendmbnts, however attractive tley
may seem, that would cause us to run short of resources to
finance the essential activities of this institution.
The Committee on Budgets debated at some length the
method of financing Members' allowances decided by the
Bureau. It is imperative that the method adopted must be
as transparent and rigorous as possible. In time, Members
of Parliament should be treated on an equal basis and be
paid from the Communiry budget. Equal work should
mean equal pay, and this principle should also apply at na-
tional level. Until this matter is decided, however, the
cbmmittee believes it desirable for Parliament to exercise
restraint in the matter of allowances. It is of course con-
scious of the fact that a Member in a very large consti-
tuency far from the three places of work is in a different
position from a Member on a nationd list in a country close
to these places ofwork. To take account of these differing
situations the Conrmittee on Budgets has proposed that al-
Iowances for constiruency travel should only be paid out
on the basis of supporting documents. An amendment to
this effect has been put forward by the committee but,
i
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'clearly, we cannot delay too long before taking a decision
on the remuneradon of Members,
As regards Parliament's establishment plan, the discussion
within the Committee on Budgets was, quire frankly, dif-
ficult. You will recall no doubt that in June Parliament
voted to create 321new posts for its Secretariat. A further
15 posts were created for the political groups. These in-
creases were considered necessary to take account of Greek
accession- a number of the posts being set aside for Greek
officials 
- 
to cope with the growing workload resulting
from direct elections and, finally, ro permit important
changes in the. strucrure.
Because of the uncertainties surrounding these new ad-
ministrative structures and given the difficulty of deter-
mining the impact of the increased workload on the
budget, Parliament proposed alreeze on all the new posts,
'except those reserved for Greeks, transferring the neces-
sary appropriations to Chapter 100.
But, in the meantime, we received back the new draft
budget. The Committee on Budgets, by a large majoriry,
felt the dme was not yet ripe to release the posts that had
been frozen. It decided that the review of internal struc-
rures had not yet reached a stage where an exact assessment
of the additional posts needed would be possible.
For all these various reasons the committee supported an
amendment tabled by Mr Pfennig, reducing the appropria-
tions entered in Chapter 100 and proposing that the addi-
tional posts voted in June be deleted, with the exception of
the 88 Greek posrs. This proposed removal of 233 posts
from the 1981 establishment plan reflects the commiitee's
determination to make savings wherever possible and sub-
ject its own budget to the same rigorous scrutiny as is ac-
corded to all budgets submitred to it.
Nevertheless, Parliament's Rules of Procedure are abso-
lutely clear. The final decision on the establishment plan
will be taken by the European Parliament itself Thursday
next and, before this House deliberarcs on it, it is desirable
for the tvro bodies responsible for the appropriations and
the establishment plan, namely the Bureau and the Com-
mittee on Budgets, ro get togerher. Their preroBatives
must be observed and I hope that agreement can be reached
on all the problems concerning the establishment plan in
order to be able to formulate practical proposals for any in-
creases that are stricdy necessary ro meet the needs of the
European Parliament.
I refer to these discussions berween the Bureau and the
Committee on Budgets simply in the hope rhat a reason-
able agreement along the general lines already stated can be
found.
I have also proposed rwo or three technical amendments to
Parliament's budget which embody specific points raised
by Members of the committee. There 
".e "iro rwo sug-gested additions to the establishment plan for parriculir
sectors, but these have no significant impacr on the level qf
appropriations.
In conclusion, as regards the budget of the European'Parli-
ament, the authorities concerned have not yet completed
their work, but I hope that some agreement will be reached
before the final decision is taken in this Chamber nexr
Thursday.
The Committee on Budgets recommends that this House
should respect the gendeman's agreement berween Parlia-
ment and Council that neither institution would amend the
other's budget. In other words, I propose no amendmenrs
to section II 
- 
Council 
- 
of the general budget.
There are, however, three observations that I should like to
make concerning this section.
In the first place, one is bound to concede that, as regards
its expressed desire for austerity, the Council cannot be ac-
cused of inconsistency in the application of that principle
to its own budget.
Even with Greek accession the budget increase has been
held to 3.67o.This has been achieved by taking full ac-
count of the low rates of utilization under certain chapters
in the budget since 1976.
Secondly, I suggest in the motion for a resolution thar
Council and Parliament need to make further efforts to
supply each other with more exhaustive information on
their respective budgets and establishment plans.
In this context, I should poinr out that we submit our draft
estimates together with the report of the Committee on
Budgets, which provides a full and precise justification for
all our proposals.
The Council frequendy omits to state exacdy what deci-
sion it took on its own establishment plan. It is not clear
which requests of its Secretariat have been accepred and
which refused. It is for the budgetary authoriry ro ser an
example as regards clariry of presentation of our docu-
ments,
At the meeting of the Committee on Budgits, the chairman
of the Council's Budget Committee agreed to cooperare
with us in seeking the best means of improving the murual
exchange of information.
And, thirdly, I have drawn attention to a technical prob-
Iem of uansparency to do with the way B secretarial and B
technical posts are presented in the establishment plans of
the institutions. Each instirution is apparendy presenting
them differendy and I have requested the heads of adminis- ,
tration to present these posts in a standard form. The
Council, together with all other Communiry organiza-
tions employing staff, ought to participate actively in any
attempt to improve cooper'ation between the administra-
tions. As a legislative body with the lastword on the Staff
Regulations it has a special responsibiliry in this area. In
practice, however, the Council has displayed inertia in the
face of any proposals for reforming the Staff Regulations,
fgr improving procedures and for simplifying them, and
very rarely takes any decisions in this area. I therefore
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hope, Mr President-in-Office, that the Council will par-
ticipate actively in inter-institutional attempts to find joint
solutions to common administrative problems.
I move on now to the Economic and Social Committee, the
budget for which is annexed to Section II 
- 
Council 
- 
of
the draft general budget, but first I should like to make an
observation -of a political nature. Last time one or two
Members asked the question: '\flhat is the point of this
Economic and Social Committee?'
Those of us with long experience of Communiry affairs
know that this Committee performs a valuable role in pro-
viding expert opinions from both sides of industry on ev-
ery major economic problem oi the day. The quality of
these opinions is beyond reproach. All the same, I believe we
do need to consider whether we could not make better use
of the work of the Committee through closer cooperation
between it and the committees of Parliament.
It would be entirely appropriate, in my view, for the rap-
porteur of the Economic and Social Committee on a par-
ticular subject to be invited to appear before a parliamen-
tary committee when that subject comes up for considera-
tion. He could then present the views of the Economic and
Social Committee and contribute positively to the debate.
This is in fact known to happen already on occasion.
In regard to its budget, I am not recommending any overall
increase in the appropriations.
As for the establishment plan, on the other hand, the
Committee on Budgets is suggesting the creation of three
extra posts of translators to work from Greek into three
Ianguages. Translation into the other three languages could
then be carried out on the relay system. Furthermore, I am
proposing four addidonal secrearial posts to meet the con-
siderable increase in secretarial work.
The Committee on Budgets has also retabled the amend-
ment we put down originally last year which proposed the
regrading of five posts to provide for more balanced and
equitable career development prospects for certain ESC of-
ficials. It is a fact that promotion opportunities within that
institution are considerably less than in the others. This
amendment, which was adopted by Parliament at the first
reading in 1980, was dropped from the new draft budget
submitted in July. To be consistent, the Committee on
Budgets is resubmitting the amendment for your approval.
Lastly, our committee has tabled an amendment to in-
crease slighdy the overtime appropriations under Article
115. Since the amount involved is only 10000 EUA I be-
lieve we can approve this. Besides, I have suggested com-
pensating this increase by a corresponding reductibn under
Chapter 101. In point of fact, the Economic and Social
Committee has already spent more under this heading in
1979/80 than rt requested for 1980. Thatis my justifrcation
for these amendments.
None of the three amendments places any addidonal bur-
&n on the budget because I have asked the ESC to find the
appropriations needed elsewhere within the budget.
I come now to the budget of the Court of Justice. In my
explanatory satement I stressed the essential role of the
Court in the framework of the Community institutions.
Its prestige, its independence and its authority must be
fiercely defended.
The work of the Court of Justice must be published.
Moreover, it has to be published in all the Community
languages. Not surprisingly, therefore, the language
component accounts for alarge part of its budget and its
establishment plan.
The Court has requested a considerable number of extra
posts for 1981, some of which are to cover the conse-
quences of Greek accession, others are simply a resubmission
of posts that were not accepted during the course of the
1980 budgetary procedure, and others still are entirely new
proposals to cover addidonal administradve needs.
The Council has been exceptionally severe with the
Court's proposals, accepting only 48 new posts out of the
122 originally requested. The Council has also rejected all
the proposed regradings. \(hat is more, the Council has
failed to give any proper explanation for its decisions. In
tontrast, and in line with the recommendadons of my pre-
decessor, Mr Jackson, the Court of Justice submitrcd its
requests accompanied by a detailed explanatory
memorandum and a job description for each post.
In accordance with my brief from the Committee on
Budgets, I contacted the Registrar of the Court of Justice
and his staff with a view to drawing up compromise pro-
posals in an attempt to reconcile the imperatives of austeriry
with the need to introduce certain essential increases in the
establishment plan and the budget of the Court of Justice.
Accordingly, the Committee on Budgets has proposed the
creation of 19 extra posts to strengthen the internal struc-
rure of the Court. These posts are principally for the
documentation, library, legal and secretarial servies. I have
proposed thatT ol the 19poss should go to the secretarial
service since at present the Court has to employ some 18
auxiliary secretaries. Furthermore, in the same amendment
I have propos ed2l regradings of posts, which will help to
align the career advancement of Court of Justice officials
IJl.n. 
pracdce in the other insdrutions, including our
As regards appropriations, the Committee on Budgets is
not recommending any overall increase in the volume of
the budget, except for rwo proposals relating to two
specific lines. The Court, like ourselves, is suffering at the
moment from lack of space and it is therefore seeking to
construct a new building in Luxembourg. To ensure that
this annex is as funcdonal as possible, it is necessary to
submit the plans for analysis by expens outside the institu-
tion.
The European Parliament has had its own unfortunate ex-
periences with new buildings. It is better to pay something
now if it will help to prevent errors which would in the
long run be much more cosdy to the institutions than the
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fees such experts might charge. I am therefore proposing
an additional 130000 EUA to cover rhe cost of the neces-
sary consultations.
The last proposal relating to the Court of Jusrice concerns
the publication of its Reports. The Council reduced this
item from 1400000 to 1000000 without rrlaking any al-
lowance for the facr that, firsdy, the Court is obliged to
publish these Reports and, secondly, the rate of utilization
of the appropriations for 1980 is such that they are unlikely
to be sufficient. The Committee on Budgets again suggests
a compromise amendment to increase appropriations by
300000 EUA.
These three amendments should permit the Court of Jus-
dce to discharge its responsibilities fully while lt the same
time taking into account the need to keep a firm grip on
administrative expenditure.
Finally I come to the budget of the Court of Auditors. In
the committee's opinion the Court of Auditors has become
an indispensable aid for the European Parliament in carry-
ing out its budgetary control functions. It is vital therefore
that we ensure that this body has the human and financial
resources it needs to enable it to operate properly. The
Council has proposed an increase in the budget of a little
over 13 7o in comparison with 1980. This is a reasonable fi-
gure and I am not recommending any increase. Nonethe-
less the establishment plan should be further increased to
make full allowance for the consequences of Greek acces-
sion and to strengthen certain control sectors.
Accordingly, the Committee on Budgets has drafted an
amendment to restore 13 posts deleted by the Council, 9 of
which are necessary to enable the Court of Auditors to
funcdon properly in the seventh Community language and
4 to strengthen the control sectors, particularly the
EAGGF, own resources and the European Regional De-
velopment Fund. However, I have asked the Court of Au-
ditors to make the necessary effort to finance these posts
from within the appropriations made available under
Chapter 11 of irc budget, which should cover the necessary
additions to the establishment plan.
'With regard to the appropriations, the Committee on
Budgets is proposing an amendment that does not call for
any increase in the overall budget. The Court of Auditors
occasionally has recourse to exteinal experts for advice on
certain economic problems of a technical nature. Indeed,
so technical is much of the Court of Auditors' work now
that it must be anticipated that this approach will become
more commonplace. Although the Court of Auditors ori-
ginally requested 100 000 EUA for this purpose, the Coun-
cil approved only 50000 EUA and also transferred this
sum to Chapter 100. The committee proposes that these
appropriations be reinstated on the line.
I believe that these modest proposals will help the Court of
Auditors overcome its administrative difficulties and en-
able it to continue exercising fully its control function,
which has become an indispensable tool, not only for the
Committee on Budgets, but also for the Committee on
Budgetary Control and for Parliament as a whole.
Underlying the committee's five reports to the European
Parliament is a policy of austeriry which we have applied
uniformly to all the institutions.
Under this policy of austerity all budgets and establish-
ment plans are kept to the minimum levels necessary for
the institutions to function smoothly. Ve believe that all
our institutions will be able to carry out the individual
tasks assigned to them by the Treaties.
The Committeg on Budgets has been as severe with its own
budget as with those of the other institutions. But, with the
Community institutions working in all the languages and
in several places, the cost inevitably is high. It is not possi-
ble to make any further cuts without impairing their ability
to function properly. I have already indicated the best way
of achieving a more substantial reduction in our own in-
stirution's budger 
- 
decice on a single sear 
- 
but that re-
quires a political decision. The governmenm of rhe
Member States must act boldly to setde this question, and
then we shall see some real savings.
(Apphuse)
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDEV/IELE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sanrer.
Mr Santer, President-in-Office of the Council. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, since I presented it on 14 October in Strasbourg,
the draft general budget of the European Communities for
1981 has been subjected to minute and critical scrutiny by
several parliamenary committees. I wish to congratulate
them on their considerable achievement in whar, in this in-
stance, has been a very short space of time. My staff have
kept me fully informed of the progress of the discussions
that have taken place, particularly within the Committee
on Budgets, and it is to this committee, and above all to its
chairman, Mr Lange, and the rwo rapporreurs Mr Adon-
nino and Mr Ansquer, that I should like to express my par-
ticular appreciation for the efficiency with with which they
have performed their task.
Mr President, I do not intend to restate all the arguments
that I put forward to thiq Parliament on 14 October in ex-
plaining to you the context in which the Council established
the draft budget in its present form. \flith one or two ex-
ceptions, I do not wish to discuss at any length the very
many amendments and proposed modifications before
Parliament,
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It did not escape my notice in Strasbourg that the spokes-
men for all the political groups expressed disiatisfaction
with the draft budget established by the Council, and even
with the Commission's preliminary draft budget. This
position has now been confirmed following the budget's
scrutiny by the various committees of Parliament, all of
which have recommended at the very least the reinstate-
ment of the major part of the appropriations in the prelimi-
nary draft budget, and some have even gone beyond what
the Commission proposed.
In fact, disregarding a proposal to cut by half the estimates
set aside for flat-rate repayments to the Member States of
the costs incurred in collecting own resources, a proposal
to which I shall be coming back presendy, the Committee
on Budgem is apparendy recommending parliamentary
approval for draft.amendments an{ nrglgsed modifica-
tions representing around 1200 million EUA in commit-
ment appropriations and 870 million EUA in payment ap-
propriadons. Let us just think back to all the difficuldes the
Community went through last year when approval of the
budget was delayed until June and as a result we had to op-
erate under the system of piovisional melfths.
I believe it wo.rld be e*t.e-ely damaging to the Commun-
iry if that situation were allowed to arise again in 1981 . It is
therefore absolutely vital for us all, that is for Parliament
and Council, to do everything in our power to see that the
budget is adopted in due time.:
\(rith that in mind, I earnesdy appeal to Parliament when
the time comes for you to vote on the draft amendments
and proposed modifications before you, bear in mind the
constraints imposed on the budgetary authorities this year,
at both national and Communiry level.
These constraints are forcing us to make much more dif-
ficult and painful choices than in the past. Incidentally, I
was interested to note that in the justification accompany-
ing several of thg {raft amendments the authors referred to
the imperatives of austerity in the budget. However, that
does not alter the fact that the vast majoriry of the amend-
ments are such that, if Parliament were to adopt most gf
them, we would be faced with a volume of expendirure far
in excess of what the Member States would be prepared to
accept. The positions of our two institutions would then be
very difficult to reconcile.
I was also interested in the proposal to transfer 27o of the
appropriations for the EAGGF, Guarantee Section, to a
new Chapter 79. This reserve, amounting to some'254 m
EUA, would guarantee that additional expenditure result-
ing from the flucruation of farm prices during the financial
year l98l/82 could be financed from savings from within
the overall budget of the Guarantee Section, in accordance
with the Commission's own pledge. Getting tg grips with
farm expendirure is a subject to which I know Parliament
attaches the grdatest irhportance. The Council shares this
preoccupation, as it had occasion to say on 23 September
before going on to esablish the draft budget.
I am quite certain, therefore, that the Council will be ex-
tremely receptive to any proposal from the Commission in
this area, provided that it does not call into question the
fundamental principles of the common agriculrural policy.
My attention has also been drawn to Mr Aigner's proposal
to halve the appropriations set aside for flat-rate repay-
ments of the costs incurred by the Member States in col-
lecting own resources. I understand perfecdy the motiva-
tion behind this proposal but for the present I will say only
that this suggestion raises a number of legal problems
which woulJ need to be clarified before the Coun'cil could
take a decision.
As regards Parliament's request to have borrowing and
lending operations included in the budget, let me assure
you that every effort is being made to expedite the work on
this question within the Council. But, as the srudies of
your rapporrcur, Mr Adonnino, bear oqt, this is a much
more complex question than some people would be willing
rc admit. The Council bodies, which, since September
alone, have had four prolonged discussions on the subject,
came to the same conclusion as your raPPorteur, namely
that several of the main budgetary rules are not readily ap-'
plicable to borrowing and lending operations by reason of
the very special nature of these operations. Having said
that, I can assure you that the work within the Council
bodies is being expedited. Mr President, that concludes the
preliminary remarks I wanted to make at this stage of the
debarc.
Let me say, by way of conclusion, that the European Parli-
ament can rest assured that every amendment and pro-
posed modification to the 1981 draft budget voted through
this coming Thursday will be individually and minutely
scrutinized by the Council. And, mindful of Mr Adon-
nino's appeal to the Council, I can assure him that I, for my
part, shall spare no effort to ensure that the 1981 budget
can be adopted in due time and on terms that are mutually
acceptable. I'trust that Parliament will be willing to act in
the same spirit.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Cornmissioz. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, my speech will be a litde longer perhaps than that of
the Council, but I will do my best to ensure that it finishes
before the House is due to rise at 8 o'clock tonight. It
needs, of-course, to be a litde longer because there are a
great many points I have to cover. We have now reached
the stage in the budgetaiy procedure where all the institu-
tions have been able to carlry out a thorough examination
both of the preliminary draft budget and of the draft
budget itself.
The Committee on Budgets of the European Parliament,
under the distinguished chairmanship of Herr Lange, has
now discharged its monumental task of examining no less
than 500 amendments and proposed modifications, and it
is in the light of advice given by this committee that Parlia-
l
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ment is called upon to amend and modify the draft budget
on Thursday.
The Commission has followed the proceedings in the
Committee on Budgets and is grateful for the oppor:
tunities it was given to make its views known. Now is the
time for me to comment, or on occasion to resBte, views I
have already expressed on th'ose aspec$ which I feel ought
to be brought to the attention of the House as a whole in
this plenary sitting. Ve have been through the committee
stage, but this has a solemniry and importance which ex-
ceeds that of the committee and it is vital, I think, that I
should make'our views known on a number of points.
I shall, if I may, start with a general assessment of the line
taken by the Committee on Budgets. By and large I would
interpret it as a broad confirmation of the fundamental ob-
jectives pursued by the Commission in its preliminary
draft budget. In certain areas the Committee on Budgets
has proposed going beyond the position of the Commis-
sion 
- 
a matter to which I shall have ro rerurn in a mo-
ment. On the whole, however, as in the past, the evidence
is that Parliament's preoccupations are yery similar to
those of the Commission. This is a source of very consider-
able gratificadon to my colleagues and myself.
The,figures speak for themselves. The overall curc made by
tle Council when it esablished the draft budget amounted
to 829 m EUA in commitment appropriations and to
811 m EUA in payment appropriations. The Committee
on Budgets reinstated a rotal amount of 1198 m EUA in
commitments and 878 m EUA in payments,
The budgetary priorities which are r_eflected in the selec-
tion of amendments and propoped modifications are also
clear: the desire to curb agriculrural expendirure, com-
bined with an attempt to maintain the great suuctural
funds at a high operational level and to s,trengthen certain
areas of Community policy, such as enerty and aid to de-
velopment.
The Commission welcomes many of these initiatives
which are in line with its own thinking. Nevertheless, on a
number of them I have a dury to point out why the Com-
mission has to enter cerain reservations. I shall do so sec-
tor by sector, limiting my commenm of course to the mosr
important amendments.
But I do want to stress the fact that we understand very
well that the thrust of the initiatives is in line with our own
thinking and that the need for me to go through the
amendments where we have difficulties, or where we think
difficulties may arise, stems from the fact that it is very im-
portant that we should ensure that everybody understands
the full implications of the different proposals that have
been made in order that agreements can subsequendy be
reached during the course of the budgetary procedure.
The energy sector in particular has been the objecr of a
large number of innovations suggested by the Committee
on Budgets:
- 
First there is a proposal to create a new line,with 5 m
EUA as interest rate subsidies on Community loans to
the Member States for investmenr in the field of energy
saving..The Commission welcomes this inidative and
will submit, as soon as possible; the necessary proposal
to make this amendment an operational one,
- 
In the same range of proposals encouraging investmenr
in the energy sector, ir is suggested that 100 m EUA be
entered in commitment appropriations under Article
326 (New Energy Initiatives). Here again the Commis-
sion is quite prepardd to submit the necessary concrete
proposals as soon as the Council's reaction to its earlier
communications on this subject becomes known. As
things stand now the Commission's communications
to the European Council and the Energy Council can-
not be regarded as constituting an adequate legal base
for implementing the relevant lines of the budget.
- 
The third innovation is the proposed entry 
-and I willhave more to say on the subject of legal base later on, af-
ter hearingMr Bangemann's point 
- 
of 100 m EUA in
commitment appropriations ro encourage the use of
coal in power stations (Item 3230). In view of the fact
that the Council has made no progress at all in the ex-
amination of the Commission's proposal, and since an
' incentive to further investment in the coal sector could
also be provided in the framework of the New Energy
Initiative, the Commission does not consider entering
this additional sum of 100 m EUA on line 3230 es a
prioriry justifying use of the margin of manoeuvre.
- 
Finally, there is a proposal to create a global energy re-
serve of 150 m EUA in commitments and 50 m EUA in
payments in Chapter 103. As the House will re-
member, the Commission has shown in the past a great
interest in the concept of global reserves and made
proposals accordingly. In this case, however, since all
the amounts initially entered by the Commission might
well be reinstated by Parliament on all the lines of
Chapter 32, and since new initiatives are suggested,
also with amounts on the line, this proposal for a
specific energy reserve should, in the Commission's
view, be seen more as an alternative to the other rwo
new initiatives which I have just mentioned than as a
complement to them.
I wodld, however, like to urge Parliament nor to enler so
much money in the budget for ene'rgy, as it is clear that the
Commission will have no real prospect of spending it. r$(/e
understand very well the motive behind the proposals and
we understand the need and the urgency for initiatives in
Communiry energy policy. But I think it is important to
bear in mind the disdnction becween those lines where we
can spend and those where we cannot.
Now the transport secoor is also a prioriry sector which the
Commissioir described as such in its political introduction
to the preliminary draft budget, In spite of the political im-
portance of developing a Community transport policy, the
Commission did not feel able to allocate funds {or Item
3781'Financial support'to transport infrastructure pro-
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jects', for which a legal base is, unforunately, sdll lacking.
Any attempt, therefore, to enter amounm in this item 
-
and there is an amendment for 1 5 m EUA 
- 
seems to us in
these circumstances to be premature. In the present cir-
cumstances the Commission is unable to give any guaran-
tee, for the reasons which are well known, that any of this
money could be spent in the current year.
The environment sector, Mr President, poses similarprob-
lems for us. On each of three lines, which the'Commission
has shown with a token entry, it is suggested that 1 m EUA
be entered. These are:
Item 3511 
- 
Aids for the development of technologies
causing less pollution;
Item 3512 
- 
Measures ro prorect the environment and
nature;
Item 3513 
- 
Measures to prorecr the environment in the
context of changes in economic activities.
The Commission doubts whether it would be wise to
launch important initiatives of this sort on such a very li-
mited basis. Vith the amounts suggested it would hardly
be possible to carry out more than srudies. The Commis-
sion would prefer, therefore, to be given more time to
draw up a consistent programme of action which, once it
has been approved by the Council, could then give rise, if
Parliament wished it, to more substandal entries in the
budget.
As far as Tide 5 is concerned, the Commission naturally
welcomes the full reinstatement of amounts for the Social
and Regional Funds.
I should like, however, to make two comments on Tide 5,
one on Chapter 54 and one on Article 562. The proposed
allocation of 1 1 2 m EUA to Chapter 54 as aid to temporary
social measures in the steel sector, fits in well with the aim
which the Commission is acdvely pursuing in its current
negodations on this subject. It remains true, however, that
these funds can only be transferred to the European Coal
'and Steel Community after the necessary enabling decision
under Article 235 of the EEC Treary has been taken by the
Council. The Commission trusts that, ih view of the over-
whelming need for such financial support, ways will be
found of overcoming legal difficuldes.
This expenditure is non-compulsory, and the amount of
112 m EUA represents a substantial portion of Parlia-
ment's margin of manoeuvre. Had Parliament not tabled
such an amendment now, the Commission would have
suggested introducing a supplemeftary budget next year.
But in view of t.he special siuation of the steel sector and of
the new situation created by the 'state of manifest crisis',
the Commission believes that ways ought to be found for
dealing with this amendment on its own merits, regardless
of the arithmetical Iimits imposed by the margin of ma-
noeuvre. Since several Member States have a direct interest
in ensuring that such an amount be put on the line, an in-
ter-institutional consensus ought to be reached on this
point.
As regards the proposd to create a new line to encourage
development and restructuring in Mediterranean countries
(Ardcle 562); while understanding the purpose behind the
amendment, the Commission does not consider it opera-
donal to create such a new instrument with only a symbolic
amounr of 1 m EUA on the line. At this very early stage the
Commission would be satisfied with a token entry while it
is Iooking into the possibilities of Community intervention
in this new area.
I should now, Mr President, like to rurn to aid to develop-
ment, where there are a number of significant amend-
ments. First of all I should like to thank the Committee on
Budgets for the full reinstatement on line 930 aid to non-
associated developing countries. The increases in food aid
voted by the Committee on Budges amount to 228
thousand tonnes of cereals and 30 thousand tonnes of rice.
A world reserve for emergencies of 100 thousand tonnes of
cereals is also envisaged. These increases are equivalent in
money terms to 62 m EUA, of which 14 m EUA are for
the world reserve. Such increases over and above the pre-
liminary draft budget reflect the importance which the Par-
liament attaches to the conclusions of the Ferrero report on
world hunger. The same preoccupation has led to the crea-
tion of line 9501, 'stocks of cereals for emergencies', and to
rhe entering of a token amount of I m EUA as Community
participation in the 'International Fund for Agriculrural
Development' (Article 947)and to a very generous increase
in disaster aid on Article 950. The Commission has not as
yet made any proposal in figures for the implementation of
the Ferrero report. It shares, however, Parliament's preoc-
'cupations and is determined to act accordingly.
As far as the.quantities for food aid are concerned, the
Commission confirms that there is a need for such extra
amounts. One must not, however, underestimate the ad-
ministrative organization and management problems with
which the Commission services would be confronted in
distributing such amounts. As for the Communiry con-
tribution to the International Fund for Agriculrurd De-
velopment, the Commission has dways wanted the Com-
muniry to become a member at the next replenishment of
the fund. The Commission notes, however, that the legal
prerequisite for such participation is not fulfilled.
Moreover, the token amount of 1 m EUA is really not op-
erational in the sense that it would be far from covering the
normal contribution by the Community should it decide
to participate.
\(ith this remark, Mr President, I close my first series of
comments on various amendments which were all more or
Iess direcdy related to the Commission's capacity to im-
plement the additional sums of money proposed from var-
rous sources.
I should now like to rurn to a different category of remarks
which I am bound to make in the name of budgetary or-
thodory. I shall deal with a number of points concerning
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the EAGGF; the question of the reduction of the 107o
reimboursement to the Member States; a few technical
amendments suggested by Mr Aigner on behalf of the
Committee on Budgetary Control and some general is-
sues. I shall also say a word about staff and administrarive
expendirure.
First I should like to turn to the EAGGF, particularly to
paragraph 13 of the motion for a resoludon on the budget.
I should like to make it clear that the Commission will not
be presenting, before the end of the second reading, a rec-
tifying letter correcting its estimates for 1981. The Com-
mission decided in September 
- 
the normal time for such
matters 
- 
that this was not called for. Now, Mr President,
I can turn to the amendments.
In order to keep the EAGGF, Guarantee Secdon, expendi-
ture under better control and to permit the Commission to
respond to flucruations in farm expenditure in the course
of the financial year, the rapporteur, Mr Adonnino, has
suggested applying a 27o linear reduction to all the lines
within Tides 6 andT and entering the savings made in this
way in an EAGGF Girarantee reserve. As Mr Gundelach
aheady said to the Committee on Budgets last week, this is
an approach which the Commission favours. It is in line
with the Commission's pre-eminent objective of maintain-
ing agriculrural expendirure nexr year within a given en-
velope.
Two other amendments, however, call for more detailed
comments. The first has been abled by Mr Aigner on be-
half of the Committee on Budgetary Control. Of course,
the Commission agrees with Mr Aigner and the committee
that the system of advance fixing of export restirutions, and
panicularly the duration of the validiry of export certifi-
cates, must be such as not tofoster speculation. It does not
automadcally follow from this, however, that pre-finxing
should not be granted for export to State-trading coun-
tries. Technically it is, of course, possible to exclude ex-
ports to State-trading countries from the pre-fixing sys-
tem. To decide to do so is, however, a political matter. A-
voiding speculadon on the one hand and discriminating
against State-trading countries on the orher are rwo differ-
ent things. It does not seem appropriate to the Commis-
sion to use the budget commenrary to nrix these various
elements.
The second amendment which calls for comment is related
to the system of transfers within chapters and berween
chapters in the EAGGF, Guarantee Section. Mr Aigner
has suggested that'transfers bervreen and witlin chapters
must be nodfied in adaance to rhe Committee on Budget-
ary Control'. The Commission undersrands the underly-
ing objective, which is to be able to monitor agricultural
expenditure as closely as any orher expendirure in the
budget; indeed the Commission has responded to Parlia-
ment's request concerning the communicarion of detailed
information on the monthly EAGGF advances, so as a re-
sult the Committee on Budgets is informed every month of
the sums which are made available to rhe Member States
before expendirure is actually incurred. The rate of con-
sumption of EAGGF credis is therefore known to the
Parliament long before transfers become necessary. This
information, provided at rhe stage of the advances, seems
to me to be the one which really counrs.
Transfers are only a consequence of an unusually high level
of expenditure in certain secrors, and transfers within
EAGGF Guarantee Section, as I have often pointed out,
are of avery specific narure. Most of them occur in the first
three months of the yeir following the budget year in ques-
tion, i.e. during the so-called EAGGF complementary
period. They are designed to adapt, ex post fdcto, rhe fi-
nancial means on the different lines to the actual require-
ments as they appear in the Member Sfates' statemenm of
expenditure. In other words they constitute a'regrtlariza-
tion' operation, carried o:ut a posteion. In most cases
therefore the significance of an advance notification of such
transfers is lost.
I would also point out that in the case of transfers berween
chapters, the Parliament is informed in advance of the
proposals made by the Commission. Such proposals for
ffansfers are decided on by the Council, but are sent to
both Parliament and Council simultaneously. The Council
must decide within three weeks and then inform Parlia-
ment of the decision taken. But, I repeat, before this hap-
pens, advance notification to Parliament of the proposal
for transfer will have occurred.
As regards transfers within chapters, the budgeary au-
thority is informed by the Commission 
- 
but only after
the event. Such information could however certainly be
made available at the time when the rransfers are made, and
not after the event.
Now a word about reducing from 10 to 57o th'e reim-
bursement of agricultural levies and customs duties to the
Member States as collecdon costs. In money terms, the
yield of such an operation 
- 
abort 437 m EUA 
- 
is not
insignificant but is none the less modesr. It could not there-
fore constitute a lasdng solution, but could be envisaged as
a short-term emergency measure in order to avoid any ac-
cident in the annual implementation of the budget or as a
means of postponing an own resources crisis. In such a
context it could be a useful device.
One should not, however, underestimate the legal difficul-
ties. If the Member States are being asked to forego pay-
ments permanendy, it is necessary either to amend the
Council Decision of 21 April 1970 or at rhe very least to
persuade the Member States voluntarily to renounce the
paymen6. In either case ratification by national parlia-
ments would be necessary.
If it is a question of deferring paymenr of 5qo of the reim-
bursement, it could be done either through a modification
of the own resources regulation or through a voluntary re-
nunciation on the part of the Member States.
The speed with which such procedures could be gone
through depends entirely on political attirudes in the
Member States: what is clear is that the making available of
these extra resources is basically in the hands of the legis-
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lator, i.e. the Council and, in the case of some Member
States, the national legislature.
Needless to say, this is compulsory expenditure, which
necessarily results from the Treaty; the proposed amend-
ment should therefore be rurned into a proposed modifica-
don, and I see Mr Aigner nodding his agreement with that
point.
Another difficult point is raised by a few technical amend-
ments to the'nomenclature' of the budget, and in particu-
lar to the lines corresponding to Communiry subsidies to
various satellite institutipns 
- 
Euratom Supply,Agency,
European schools, the Dublin Fodndadon and the Berlin
Centre.
Mr Aigner, on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary
Control, suggests a systematic breakdown of each of these
lines into three in order to identify staff expendirure, run-
ning costs and operational expendirure. Again, I entirely
support Mr Aigner's objective, which is in general to in-
troduce greater budgeary ffansparency and facilitate Par-
liamentary control. I wish I could readily support the
amendments.
I regret to say, however, that there is a technical obsmcle,
namely that the amount entered on the line as a subsidy
from the general budget to these institutions does not cover
the whole of their financial requirements. It would there-
fore be arbitrary and misleading to decide which propor-
tion goes to staff, which to administradve expenditure and
which to operational expendirure. Moreover, the alloca-
tion of funds to the various objectives is a task which is re-
served for the board of these bodies in the special financial
reguladons applicable to them. This, too, is a point to be
recognized.
I would, however, sugg-est an alternadve solution which
would consist of showing, in the remarks column of the
budget, and for indicative purposes only, the breakdown
both of receipts and of expendirure as they have been de-
cided by the board.
Now, Mr President, in his speech the rapporteur men-
tioned once again the question of the need for a separate
legal base for expenditure. The views of the Commission
on this subject have not changed since I last spoke at the
October part-session, when the Council presented the
draft budget to Parliament and I answered a question from
Mr Notenboom on the implementation of the budget. I
would like to repeat what I said then. This is an important
matter which will not be resolved by the various institu-
tions constandy reiterating their divergent viewpoints. I
suBgest, as I suggested then, that it is a matter on which
Parliament should launch a conciliation procedure, not
, perhaps in the context of this budget procedure, but it is an
irnportant matter and we talked about it at some length in
Strasbourg. It is one that really does need to be cleared up
sooner rather than later and perferably much sooner rather
than later.
\(hile I am on general issues, Mr President, I think Parlia-
ment will alsci want to consider asking for conciliation on
paragraph 28 of the motion for a resolution on the budget:
the applicability of the maximum rate to appropriations for
commitments, where the view expressed diverges from the
agreement reached between the institutions in December
1977 .Finally, in this sector the complex issue of classifica-
tion of credits is something on which there will have to be a
further inter-institutional study.
Now some of these matters are for the longer term, but I
would like also to mention something which is of im-
mediate importance, namely staff and administradve ex-
penditure. I would like to say at the outset that I am grate-
ful to the rapporteur for his construcdve approach to the
Commission's staff requests, and in particuler his support
for the Commission's proposals in relation to the conver-
sion of posts in the interest of career development. As re-
gards new posts the Commission is obviously disap-
pointed that the rapporteur did not feel able to go the
whole way and restore the 123 permanent posa and the 38
rcmporary posts asked for in the preliminary draft budget.
Last year we were criticized by Mr Dankert for having put
a global figure for staff without indicating where they
would be needed. This year, in accordance with the ap-
proach recommended in the Ortoli report, we made a
rigorous scrutiny of our needs in consultation with an out-
side adviser in the distinguished person of Mr Vellenstein,
and we spelt out in the preliminary draft budget where we
needed the posts, and why. We have cut our needs to the
bone and we had hoped that Parliament would appreciate
what has been done and restore the full number of posts
asked for. Although this has not happened, I would like to
thank Mr Adonnino for the effort he has made in propos-
ing 75 permanent and 25 temporary posts.
On administrative expendirure, I would like to make two
points. The first concerns the computer sector. Parliament
will be aware of the difficulties we have had in recent years
and months following changes in the equipment. Having
now straightened out many of these problems the compu-
ter centre is poised to make real piogress in the months
ahead, provided that it is given the necessary staff and re-
sources. As a result of the rapporteur's amendment on staff
we shall hopefully have some extra posts. As regards
operating credirc the 20 m EUA on the line agreed by the
Council will enable us to maintain the status quo. But we
desperately need to be able to meet some of the demands
for new applications as well as the existing demands that
are placed upon us, and I urge Parliament to approve Mr
Notenboom's amendment providing for an additional 5 m
EUA in Chapter 100.
The second point concerns two amendments proposed by
the rapporteur and accepted by the Committee on Budgets
on which I hope Parliament will have second thoughts.
They concern the replacement of office furniture and cars.
For?urniture we asked for 200000 EUA which was cut by
50 000 in the Committee on Budgets. On cars the Commis-
sion asked for 200 000 EUA, a sum calculated to enable re'
placement to take place after 6 years on the road' The
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' Council custhe figure to 127OOO EUA, and the Corirmittee
on Budgets has now cut it further to 85000, which would
mean that we could only replace fewer than half the vehi-
cles that we need. This is clearly a false and dangerous
.' economy. I urge Parliament to bear in mind the points
made by Mr Ansquer when dealing in his speech with the
problems faced by Parliament in rhree seats and to bear in
mind that we too fate those prgblems, as well as a number
of other problems in ensuring that documents reach all the
, Member States in due time.
I now come, Mr Piesident, to my concluding remarks. I
. hope very much that my sarcmenr has not sounded too de-
tailed and technical. Inevitably I have had to go into a great
many deuiled and technical points. But after all the
' budget, while it reflects political objectives, is in itself a
vory technical document and we have now reached the
, point where detailed amendments require detailed and
technical examination,,and this Parliament is entided m re-
ceive that from the Commission.
As'i said at the outset, the Commission welcomes the
thrust o{, the majoriry of the Committee on Budgem' re-
,commendations. It welcomes the direction in which the
Committee on Budgets is recommending that Parliament
should go. I felt it important however ro go on record as
having expressed certain reservations or nuances with re-
.' .gard to some of the initiatives, because later, when Parlia-
. 
ment comes to discuss the implementation'of this budget,
it will.look carefully and I see Mrrlorcnboom nodding in
agreement with this point at what we said when the budget
was leing discussed. \(e have to think not only of the im-
mediate moment and the difficulties of the momenr, but we
have, as Mr Notenbbom well undersands, to look ahead
to the time whel the discharge is being discussed in Parlia-
ment. As the House must realLe, should the Committee
on Budgets' amendments be endorsed by the House, the
gap between the Council's position and that of the Parlia-
mentwould be very large indeed. I therefore appeal to both
sides, but especially to the Council, to make a real effort to
bridge that gap at the second,reading.
As I pointed out to the Prelsident-in-Qffice of the Council
'. in Strasbourg, a qualified majoriry is necessary, in the
Counciln but a majoriry in Parliament is also necessary if
we are to have a budget this year as in all other years. As far
, as Parliament is concerned should it, in due iourse, feel
' that choices have to be made, I suggest that it makes its
choices against the background of my comments today.
I have clearly indicated areas where, for various reasons,
. 
the entering of amounts in the budget would not serve any
' 
, useful purpose for the coming year. I have also warned
against the temptation of entering small amounts on a
number of new lines which could not give rise to the
launching of a coherent policy in the areas concerned. O6re
should I believe 
- 
and I have the injunctions of the Com-
(
mittee on Budgets on this subject ringing in my ears 
- 
a-
void what is often referred to as the watering can effect.
In any case in this year, as in every year, conciliation will
have to apply and it will have to cover not only agreemenr
on figures but also some essential aspects of budgetary pol-
icy such'as the opening of a second part in the budgep for
borrowing and lending operations. I must tell the House
here that unilateral actionby Parliament on this would not,
in the Cimmission's view, be legally valid. For this reason,
and because of the importance of the marter, I once again
urge the Council to engage in real negotiations with
Parliament so that a murually acceptable solution can be
fgund this year. This is a point to which we have rerurned
over and over again and it is very important indeed rhat a
real negotiation should take place so that progress can be
made. The issues involved and the choices to be made are
not easy. This issue cannot however go on being indefi-
nitelypostponed, and I am surethat areasonable solution
can and should be found.
Mr President, 1981, as has been said by the President-in-
Office of the Council and by Mr Adonnino in his speech, is
not a year for the Community to be without a budget. Both
arms of the budgetary authority have a dury ro ensure rhar
the Communiry has one, and the Commission stands
ready to lend its good officts to all the efforts which are
made by the co-equal arms of the budgetary authoriry to
bring about a budget for the coming year which gobs some
way towards meeting the real and urgent needs of rhe
Communiry.
(Applause) \
Pregident. 
- 
It is time to close the sitting.
12. Agenda for next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitring will be held tomorrow,
Tuesday, 4 November 1980 with the following agenda:
9 a.rn. to 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.:
- 
Continuadon of budget debate.
The sitting is closed. 
,
(Tbe sitting anas closed at 8.10 p.rn.)
:
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72
82
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5.
Approoalofminates .
M emb er sh ip of committe e s
General budget of tbe European Comrnunities
for the financial year 1981 (continuation)
Mr Curry; Mr Galland; Mr Giaoazzi; Mr
Patterson; Mr oan Minnen; Mr Ghergo; Mr
Seeler; Mr Doublet; Mrs Castellina; Mroon der.
V in g (dr af xme n of opinions)
Mr Danhert; Mr Konrad Schijn; Mr l. M.
Taylor .
Pointof order: MroonderVing .
Mr Gouthier; Mr Rossi; Mr Ansquer; Mr
Bonde; Mr Rornualdi; Mr Arndt; Mr Noten-
boom; Mr Kirh; Mr Baillot; Mr Fhnagan; Mrs
Castellina; Mr Fich; Mr Aigner; Mr R. V. Jach-
IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
President
(Tbe sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approval of rninutes
President. 
- 
The qinutes of proceedings of yesterday's
sitting have been distributed.
Since there are no comments, the minutes of proceedings
are approved.
son; Mr Spinelli; Mr Nyborg; Mr Lange
(Cbairman of the Cornmittee on Badge*);
Mr Balfe; Mr Barbi; Mr Beazley; Mrs Boserup;
Mr Motcbane; Mr Lega
Seaion I 
-Parbarnent:Mr Pfennig; Mr Rossi; Mr Coppieurs; Mr
Danhert; Mr Lange .
Se ction I I I 
- 
Commission
Agicuhure 
- 
Guarantee and Gaidance:
Mrs Castle; Mr Tolrnan; Mr Prooan; Mr
Martin; Mr Delatte; Mr Daoern; Mr Wettig;
Mr BrpndlandNielsen; Mr Fanton
Electronic ooting sy stetn .
Agenda for next sitting
2. Membership of committees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Socialist Group a
request for the appointment of Mr Ripa di Meana as
member of the'Ad Hoc Committee on Women's Rights in
place of Mr Ferri.
Since there are no objections, Mr Ripa di Meana's ap-
pointment is ratified.
3. General budget of tbe European Comrnunities for the
financial year 1981 (continaation)
President. 
- 
The first item is the continuation of the de-
bate on the draft general budget of the European Com-
munities for the financial year 1981.
\(le shall hear first of all the draftsmen of opinions.
I call Mr Curry to speak on behdf of the Committee on
Agriculrure.
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Mr Curry, draftsrnan of an opinion. 
- 
Madam President,
the Committee on Agriculture has been very conscious
that all through this debate we have been discussing a pol-
icy which is under severe threat, under severe challenge,
and which is coming close to the limits of its resources. Its
great preoccupation in this debate has been to try and save
those positive achievements of the agriculrural policy
which have been recorded over generations in this Com-
munity, and at the same time to point the way forward for a
positive reform, not an incidental reform but a positive re-
form of those things which have become manifest and ob-
vious abuses.
Now the first priority for this, Madam President, is to
idendfy those aspects which are clearly agriculrural in na-
ture and those aspects which are purely budgetary. It is
the firm conviction of the commirtee, as reflected in rhis
House lapt year, that the time has come to draw a distinc-
tion between these rwo functions. It is for this reason that
the Committee on Agriculture has suggested several
amendments which seek to remove from agriculrural ex-
penditure such aspects as are concerned with food aid,
sugar refunds for the ACP countries and the payment of
monetary compensatory amounts. One has only to lookat
some of the pariry movements in recent days to realize that
the MCA problem, which was so often a problem of de-
valuing currencies, has now become a much more severe
problem of revaluing currencies.
There are those who will say, Madam President, that in
seeking to undertake this strucrural reform of the agricul-
rural budget, all we are trying to do is to pall the wool over
people's eyes about its true extent. Now it is perfecdy true
that there are some who would advocate this change on the
grounds that it would show that agriculrure only absorbs
407o or 45Vo of our resources rather than 657o or 707o of
our resources.
That really is an irrelevant argument, because if we think
we are going to pull the wool over people's eyes by making
that sort of change, then those people really must be rath.er
srupid who would allow the wool to be pulled over their
eyes by such a ffansparent shift. The real reason is to give a
much greater validiry to those policies which are ngw sub-
servient to agriculture and which this House and this
Communiry feel should exist notably, food aid.
It is not good for this Community, it is not good for our
image, it is not good for our practical policies and it is not
good either for the farming community or for those in need
that food aid should be regarded permanendy as some
form of subsidiary of agriculrure, that when we have a sur-
plus we can shove it out to those in need and when we have
not got a sulplus, well hard luck those who want it. It
makes a great deal more sense to establish an independent
food aid policy which can then call uporl agriculrure to
serve it rather than the other way round.
The same is true, Madam President, of our sugar refunds,
though one has to say that if you look at the sugar price in
the world at the moment, what advantage the ACP coun-
tries gain from tfie commitment the Communiry has given
them must be very doubdul. lVhen we come to the mone-
tary compensatory amount aspect, there are argumenB on
both sides, and the Committee on Agriculture recognizes
that this is a much more difficult question. The monetary
compensatory amounts were installed ro prorecr the sys-
tem of intervention; they were installed to protect the idea of
the free movement of goods and common price across the
Community. There are those who argue that, in fact, par-
iry dislocations do not belong properly to agriculture and
that they should be removed from the budget, and there is
an amendment in the name of one member of the commit-
tee, with the broad support of the committee, to that ef-
fect.
Underlying this debate there has been a certain preoccupa-
tion on the part of the committee tlat Parliament is seeking
to reform agriculrure via the budget. Now, of course, it is
perfecdy true that Parliament, when you look at its pow-
ers, has litde option but to try and seek to make policies via
the budget. The Council of Ministers, the other institu-
tions, sit in a very large casde, as ir were, and there is only
one drawbridge across the moat into that castle, and that
drawbridge is marked'the budget'.
It is therefore quite inevitable that Parliament should seek
to cross that drawbridge and exercise a policy-making
function. But if we do this, we shall at the same time have
to use caution and intelligence in the way we go about it; to
claim that by moving lines in the budget, by shifting ex-
penses, somehow the real problem is beyond this Parlia-
ment and acrually at the level of the producer^and that the
problem at the level of the intermediaries disappears, is a
pure piece of cosmetic intellecrual artistry which bears no
real relationship to the facts.
The fact of the matter is that agriculture faces two crises: it
faces a crisis of the budget, of financing, and it faces a crisis
of production. It is only by tackling these rwo problems
simulaneously at the level of production and at the level of
the budget that tue will begin to get any sort of sense into
the policy.
At the same time ihe committee has nor sat back and resol-
ved to defend to the last ditch every single aspect of the pol-
icy. It has tried to take a rational and cool look; it has, for
example, questioned whether it is healthy that an agricul-
rural policy which is a Communiry one should in fact be
607o financed by the Member States and only 40% by thg
Communiry; whether or not the veritable rash of nadonal
aids which, we are told, would occuppy 18000 pages of
print simply to be reproduced, are genuinely things which
serve the agriculrural policy. \fle feel very strongly that to
return to some o[ the basic principles of the Treary would
serve agriculrure in good stead, that ir has become rather
Iike a ship which has been sailing through difficult seas: its
bottom has got reed-encrusted, barnacle-encrusted, and it
is far from fuel efficient. What we would like to do is to re-
store the agriculrural policy to ia basic and essential prin-
ciples on a genuine Communiry basis and then set about
enlarging it so that we embrace not simply the producers
but also the processors and the people who live off agricul-
ture in the widest sense, That is the sense of t}e amend-
ments put down by the Committee on Agriculrure, and I
commend them to this House.
t,
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Galland to speak on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research.
Mr Galland, draftsman of an opinion 
- 
(F) Madam Presi-
dent, ladies and gendemen, the Tokyo and Venice confer-
ences haie shown us that the major industrial powers need
a world-wide joint strategy to deal with the energy crisis.
The decisions taken at those conferences, incomplete
though they were, vr'ere not insignificant. No one couirtry
can claim today that it is able to solve alone the problem of
its future energy supplies, and yet throughout the energy
question it is as though the European Communiry was
non-existent oi irrelevant. Europe must be in a particularly
bad way, ladies and gendemen, if we have such litde faith
in our own organization and our own joint ability to deal
with the enerBy crisis. I would go funher and say that we
are a laughing-stock. Mr President-in-Office, I should like
to quote the words of someone you know well. On 8 July
1980 Mr Gaston Thorn said to this House:
The coming period will possibly give us a second chance aris-
ing from the new awareness of a changing situation brought
about in Europe by radical charlges in the matter of sources of
energy. These changes are such that any plans worked out at a
purely national level would have much less chance of being ef-
fective and lasting. It thus becomes all the more necessary that
a Communiry poliry be put into operation.
Despite this statement, Mr President, we now see in Chap-
rcr 32 rhat the Council is requesting 567oless in commit-
ment appropriations for energy, compared with the 1980
figures and 667o less in payment appropriations, and I
think we have the right to wonder what is going on. W'ere
we in fact dreaming on 8 July 1980 when we thought we
were listening to Mr Thorn, or has someone got his figures
wrong in the draft budget? Alas, neither. Perhaps, then,
the cuts are to be explained by observations in the Com-
mission's preliminary draft. It is true, Mr President, that it
is largely the Commission's fault that so little has been
done towards a Communiry energy policy, and I shall re-
turn to that question. However, as far as the proposals in
the draft budget are concerned,,there can no justification
for the purblind, and I tnean purblind, cuts piroposed by
the Council.
Let me nov/ turn to the heart of the.matter. On this occa-
sion at least, Mr President, there are on the whole relatively
few appropriadons carried over to 198 1 , We cannot, there-
fore, accuse tfu Commission of bad planning. There are a
few significant amendments. Under Item 3210 
- 
pros-
pecting for uranium in the Community 
- 
we have rein-
stated the appropriations in the preliminary draft budget,
since we consider that the Commision's objective of sup-
plying 20 to 257o of the Community's uranium require-
men$ from its internal resources is a necessiry, To do this
requires political backing from the Council, and for such
an essential programme we invite you to demonstrate the
necessary political will.
Under Item 3230, we have reinstated 50 million in payment
appropriations and 100 million in commitment appropria-
dons. This is an indication of our desire to make provision
for a revival of the coal sector, and we invite you to suppon
this.
Under 3240, a Communiry energy-saving programme, we
call for the re-instarcment of the 28 million EUA in com-
mitment appropriations land 6 million EUA in payment
appropriations which the Commission had requested in
the preliminary draft budget, since energy saving is a vital
objective.
'We 
are of course aware that the ceiling of 55 million EUA.
has been reached. \fle would ask for a further token of the
Council's political will:,the ceiling must be increased, as
the Commission has requested, to 110 million EUA.
Parliament will be taking particular note of your decision
here, because in the past this programme has been
genuinely successful. In iesponse tor,wo inviations to ten-'
der, 630 applications have been examined by the Commis-
sion and 113 have so far been approved.
Itert324l 
- 
the programme for the development of new
sdurces of energy 
- 
is another crucial area. A large
number of projects have been submitted to the Commis'
sion in response to two invitations to tender: 35 for gasifi-
cation and liquefaction of coal, 286 in the solar sector and
69 for geothermal energy. Both the Commission and irr-
dustry are thus now beyond the running-in stage and ar'e '
well organized. Under these circumstances, and because
the carry-overs are very low 
- 
5.26. million EUA in com-
mitment appropriations and 40 million in payment ap-
propriations 
- 
it will be no surprise to you that we have
voted for die reinstatement of all the commitment and
payment appropriadons requested by the Commission ih
its preliminary draft budget which, for reasons beyond our-
comprehension, you have cut out.
The same applies to Article 327, where we have reinstate
the figures from the preliminary draft budget in respect of
the Community's aid to developing countries in the energy
field. Mr President-in-Office, I am ashamed to mention
the figure. Energy aid to developing countries totals 2 mil- '
lion EUA, and you wanted to reduce thatfigure to 0.7 mil-
lion!
\(e also wish to add a number of other amendments. I
would like to draw your attention to those amongst them
which are of significarice and in particular to the one which
is most significant of all. Under Article 326we have added
'1oo milli; EUA in commirmenr appropriadons.'rtrIe coh-
sider this figure to be vital because there must be new initia-
tives on energy and 1981 is simply ayear of. transition to- ,
wards a Communiry energy policy which, in certain areas
at least, will be seeing the light of day h 1982.
'tU(e shall, Madam President, be looking for a sign of the
Council's good'will, both as regards the essential amend-
ments relating to current policy which I have just described 
.
and, as regards the amendments which deal with furure .
policy, in particular put forward by the Liberal Group fpr
a sum of 100 million EUA under Chapter 100. In our view,
Madam President, energy policy is going to be one of the
-l
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principal ways forward for this Communiry. \(/e must de-
velop new policies besides the agricultural policy, particu-
larly on energy. !trfle will be told that there is no justific4tiqn
for having a Communiry policy on certain energy gues-
tions 
- 
we know that that is the opinion of certain gov-
errunents, and I have already faced this problem in tny own
country. If the Council were to show some political de-
termination, we would make some progress, If it were to
insist that'the Commission shoulder its responsibilities and
draw up a major Community energy programme, a com-
prehensive all-embracing programme, the Council could
demonstrate the political will which we expect of it.
In conclusion Madam President, I would say that the
choice before us is as follows. On the one hand the Council
can demonstrate its political will to set off down the road
indicated by Mr Thorn in July 1980 
- 
both as regards the
amendments to the preliminary draft budget, where we
have reinstated those appropriations which were justified,
and as regards the further amendments relating to the
Communiry's energy prospects 
- 
in which case, no mat-
ter what difficulties we encounter in 1981, we shall still
have the hope that this year of transit will lead to a new fu-
rure for the Communiry, particularly as far as energy is
concerned. Or, on tlle other hand, the Council can con-
tinue its policy of blind, unwarranted cuts in energy ex-
pendirure. I have no hesitation in saying thai if that hap-
pens the Communiry is likely to enter a very serious crisis
because it is irresponsible not to see that it is the question of
energy that gives this European Community is purpose
and justifies its existence.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giavazzi, draftsman of an opinion
on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs.
Mr Giavazzi, draftsman of an opinion 
- 
(/) Madam Presi-
dent, Iadies and gentlemen, my task of presenting to you
the views of my Committee is somewhat unusual since, al-
though the area with which we are concerned is extremely
wide 
- 
embracing competition policy, industrial policy
and monetary policy, the very foundations on-which the
Community is built 
- 
we neverdreless find, if we look at
these quesdons from the point ofview of the budget, that
they are extremely narrow subjects, all the more so with
the continued embargo, which we all deplore but no one
changes, on discussion of the financial ptllicy relating to
loans and facilities which we would regard as essential to
any serious policy prograrpme in the areas with which our
Committee is concerned.
It is for that reason that the Committee decided that I
should put before the House its views on a number of gen-
eral'considerations which in no way exceed the Commit-
tee's mandate but which could not be left unsaid in this un-
usual situation.
The first basic c0nsideration is that a budget cannot be con-
sidered as a good one when it is based on preparing for ac-
tion, rather than bringing it about, when such action is rec-
ognized as being.essential 
- 
even vital. The second consid-
eradon is that even if the budget is to be discussed each year
in accordance with the Treaty, that is no reason why we
should not be considering long-term 
-' 
or at least
medium-term programmes 
- 
which are the inevitable
consequence of our need to establish a serious economic
policy with broader and better-coordinated objectives.
Our third observadon, and the most fundamental, is that it
is intolerable that, when the Community's essential aims in
this field have been declared at the highest level, the legal
means of bringing them about cannot be found.
Under those circumstances Parliament must be reminded
that it is not the abiliry to act which the Communiry In-
stitutions, lack, it is the authoriry 
- 
both the political au-
thoriry and the legal authoriry. The view of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs is that if these ques-
tions are not cleared up there is no point continuing to dis-
cuss programmes when there is neither the will nor the
means for their implementadon. Having stated these prin-
ciples, and turning now to individual questions of merit, it
is the Committee's view that it should sffess two areas for
action which are both the subjects of amendments which
received the unanimous su-pport of the Committee on
Economic Affairs and of the Committee on Budgets.
Theie amendments are aimed at reinstating 
- 
within the
deplorable restrictions to which I and the Committee have
drawn to your attention 
- 
a number of policies relating to
structure and to advanced technology which are univer-
sally acknowledged as being essential, urgent and vital to
the Communiry. Advanced technologies require a wide
market, the necessary technological resources and the
necessary funds, all of which can only be found in an or-
ganization which is broader than any one country, and
which should be available at Community level; it is only at
such a level that our technology can rival our external com-
petitors who are becoming more and more of a threat from
both the technological and the bconomic points of view.
These amendments ptopose the reinstatement of items
proposed by the Commission in the preliminary drafr
budget aimed at intervendon to support those industrial
sectors which are deserving of a conversion programme
and, at the same time, of temporary support. This applies
particularly to the iron and steel industry which has not
only been the subject of demands by other Committees but
has been the subject of recent wide-ranging discussion in
this very House.
These are, expressed very generdlly, the views of the
Committee for Economic and Monetary Affairs on the
budget which we have before us today, a budget which is a
Iong way from meeting the objectives pursued by the
Commission but which we should nevertheless consider
realistically, realisdcally because one thing which particu-
larly concerns us in our own field is that the time lost
should be no more than the minimum dictarcd by financial
prudence.
These are the views which the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs has expressed in its opinion, and for
which it is seeking support in the hope and belief that,
,l
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within the limitations which I have already oudined, the
amendments which we are proposing will lead to at least
some improvement in the present siruation. Our Commit-
tee tnrsts that this House will appreciate those general
principles and will vote to show its belief that those princi-
ples are essentially, urgendy and vitally needed in this
Communiry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patterson to speak on behalf of the
Committee Youth, Culrure, Education, Information and
Sport.
Mr Patterson, draftsnran of an opinion 
- 
Madam Presi-
dent, it is perhaps appropriate today, the day of the Ameri-
can Presidential elections, that I should begin by quoting
the words of a past American President, Theodore
Roosevelt, who advised his compatriots to speak sofdy,
but carry a big stick. My committee might be a good exam-
ple of the very opposite. \[e have no big stick; indeed my
committee, in the Council's view, accounts for scarcely
more than 0.51% of the total budget although, originally,
in the Commission's view, we accounted for slightly more,
about0.547o. That cut in itself illustrates the poverry of the
Council's thinking in an area which concerns the very
lifeblood of the Commission 
- 
the sharp end where it con-
tacts the public.
Although we have no sdck, we do have a loud voice. In
Chapter 2 we cover the information policy of the Com-
mission, and in Chapter 3 we cover a very small item of the
Communiry's activities but one which, I suspect, is of
growing importance: the Community's contact with the
educadonal and the culrural world. It says something ab-
out the priorides which the Council has given us 
- 
indeed
which the whole Communiry has given us 
- 
that if we
would just eliminate the surpluses in the dairy sector, we
could increase expendirure in the culrural sector by some-
thing like 6|, thousand dmes! It says a litde bit about the
priorides of the European Communiry.
I want to concenffate on two mafiers, because it seems that
these are of most importance, and to support two amend-
ments, namely, lines 2720 and.3920 of. the budget. These
concern the Commission's information policy and the
Community's education policy. It sgems incredible, when
you consider that we have a new State, Greece, joining the
Communiry; when we have planned a major information
campaign in my own country, the United Kingdom,
where, as a result of past troubles, enthusiasm for the
Communiry is not as great as it might be; when we have
planned in those two countries a major information cam-
paign; when it is plaoned in accordance with everybody's
wishes to diversify and regionalize the information services
of the Commission and to open information centres in
other parts of the world where the Community is of grow-
ing importance, that the Council in its wisdom should not
merely have cut the information budget of the Commis-
sion below what it originally asked for, but actually below
what is supposed to have been spent this year, i,e. a 14 Vo
cut in real terms in the Commission's information budget.
Nobody, least of all the Council, has come forward with
an explanation of this. It seems the height of irresponsibili-
ty, and we were led to suspect, in my committee and in-
deed in the Committee on Budgets, that the Council was in
fact playing a fast one on us, because it knew perfectly well
it was impossible for the Community's informadon ser-
vices to continue without this money being restored,
thereby using up our margin of manoeuvre. I hold that
reason in mind because it seems to me that Parliament has
got to restore this money to the information budget of the
Communiry. And perhaps I could link with that rwo other
lines in the budget where we also believe the information
policy should be restored: films shown in the Lom6 coun-
tries 
- 
a very important organ of the Commission's and
the Community's publiciry in the third world 
- 
and the
Kreyssig Fund information money specifically for young
people in the schools and colleges which grew <iut of initia-
dve from this Parliament. Both these have been cut by the
Council, and both these must be restored by Parliament.
I come now to the education budger because there is here
a gteat matter of principle rather than merely of
economics. The cut made in the information budget by the
Council is quite enormous, and we in Parliament wish to
restore it. \[e wish to restore it, not merely because we be-
lieve it is important to spend this money. \07e wish to re-
store it 
- 
and I appeal to members of my own group here
because they in the past have not always seen eye to eye
with me on this matter 
- 
because we wish to re-assert our
faith in the decisions taken by the Council of Education
Ministers in1976, and renewed this year, but unaccounta-
bly forgotten by the Finance Ministers, namely that the
Communiry does have a role in education. It does have a
role in educating the children of migrant workers, it does
have a role in improving language teaching throughout the
Communiry, both by the .exchange of teachers, trainee
teacheri and pupils. It does have a role in such things as
EURYDICE the exchange of information on education
policy so that solutions found in one country can be ap-
plied in another.
I know that there have been problems here with the Danish
Government, although in 7976 it was quite willing to go
along with the first stage of the education policy and indeed
the Danish representative this year apparendy also ap-
proved the education policy. So I appeal to Parliament to
correct tIe Council's Finance Ministers and bring them
back into line with the Council's Education Ministers. As I
think I said last year,if. education is not the foundation of
the Communiry whit is? The decision of the Education
Ministers to build on the Communiry's education policy
since 1976 should be re-asserted by this Parliament, and
the only way we can re-assert it at the moment is by putting
this money back into the budget.
There are a number of other items which concern my
committee including, not unsurprisingly, the Youth
Forum, line 254 in the budget. Here there has been a 1 0 7o
cut by the Council. This is a cut in real rerms, as all these
cuts are. It is forgotten that the Youth Forum has only just
entered its second year dnd it'is necessary for the Youth
Forum to have this money in order to increase the catch-
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ment area of the organizations which belong to it. The rep-
resentadves of the Youth Forum regularly attend meetings
of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Infor-
mation and Sport of this Parliament and the case they made
out for the restoration of the cuts made by the Council was
overwhelming.
\fle have the line on the scholarships. Line 2940 for aids to
srudenr represenc the only way at the moment which Par-
Iiament and the Communiry have of helping the Universiry
Instirute in Florence. I appeal to Mr Lange, as chairman of
the committee on Budgets, to reverse the decision they
took on this matter last week. I was not given the oppor-
runiry at that committee meeting to explain what these
grants in line 2940 were for and I am sure had they known
that they were thereby curting back on the subsidies to the
Universiry Institute in Florence, the Committee on.
Budgem would have supported this amendement standing
in the name of my committee. I hope this Parliament will
do so.
There are the institutes of higher education in line 290
which are closely linked with the support of Europe
Houses, institutes of adult and higher education, which I
know several colleagues of mine, including Mrs Kellett
Bowman have been particularly keen on and which rhis
Parliament has always supported in the past. I think one of
the amendments restoring the cuts made-by the Council,
should be passed by Parliament.
Then there is Chapter 2, a controversial chapter, on aids
and subsidies to European movements. The Committee on
Budgets voted for an amendment proposed by Mr Aigner,
on behdf of the European People's Party, very much in-
creasing this aid above that which the Commission had
originally requested. My committee asked for a nominal
cut of about 7000 EUA. This was because we discovered
that some of this money in aid to European movemenrs is
going to party political organizations, the European
Democratic Forum in Brussels for example, which is sup-
ported not surprisingly by my group. In our committee we
felt that this money should be spenr, not for parry political
organizadons, but for organizations which are not con-
nected with arry party, and that was the reason for this cut.
But the Committee on Budgets increased the money, and I
suspect that my committee would have gone along with the
Committee on Budgets in the event.
Thenwe come to Chapter 3, and here I wish to make apar-
ticular plea for support for line 3921 aid for young people
in their working careers. \fle wished in my committee to
add something in the remarks column in addition to the
100000 EUA, because next year is the International Year
of the Disabled. I am sure Mr Van Minnen, when he
speaks, will be making this point very much more strongly
than I. My committee wished that the Commission this
coming year should do something ro help handicapped
young people in their search for a job. \[e put back that
money into the budget. I hope this Parliament will vote for
it, and I am sure that the Commission will spend it. !J[e ap-
peal to them to carry out projects which are of special help
to handicapped young people; something which I think
nobody in this Parliament will dare vote against.
I am now going to link this with one of our savings, be-
cause rve can very neady save the money which might have
been spent on handicapped young people, by eliminating
an exhibition which was due to- take place in Knoxville,
Tennessee, as part of the Commission's information
budget, but which in practice is an initiative of the Couneil
and the national governments. \fle felt 
- 
this is not putting
it too strongly 
- 
that the money wguld be far better spent
on helping handicapped young people in Europe, than on
an exhibition in Knoxville, Tennessee, costing a great deal
of money.
lVe now come to two further lines of the budget: culrural
action and the culrural even6. I explained earlier that the
amount the Community spends on cultural acrion or cul-
tural events is so tiny as to be almost laughable. I know that
certain of my colleagues in the commiptee believe that the
arnount we spend on culture should be expanded very consi-
derably indeed. In one area- culural events- my commimee
has voted not merely to restore the Commission's cuts, but
to go beyond it, particularly in support of a project 
- 
a
touring exhibition 
- 
for young Community artists. The
Committee on Budgets preferred a Socialist Group
amendment, which would merely resrore the Commis-
sion's cuts. If Parliament does not feel that it can vote for
my committee's amendment, then I urge it to support the
Socialist amendment because in this panicular matter the
Council showed itself not only philistine, but niggardly as
well.
Two final lines in the budget for which my committee is re-
sponsible. The first is architecsural heritage. This was a
matter which was pur inro the budget lasr year ar rhe iniria-
tive of Parliament and specifically ar the initiative of the
chairman of my committee, Mr Pedini. There have been
rumours circulating around the Council that this money is
not being spent this year. lf. that is so, I hope that the
Council is now disabused of that notion, because this
money will be entirely spent by the end of this year. I think
it would be very much below Parliament's dignicy if, hav-
ing voted money for the preservation of architectural herit-
age last year, it voted it our this year. Vhat this money is
helping to do is to enable the European Investment Bank to
provide lbans for preservation backed up by the funds
from the Communiry budget.
The final line in the budget which my committee is respon-
sible for is the European Foundadon. Year after year this
Parliament has voted money into the budget for the estab-
lishment of this Foundation. Year atrcr year this money
has not been udlized because the Council has been unwil-
ling to take a decision on the establishment of the Founda-
tion. My committee still wishes to,vote the money in this
year but the Committee on Budgets is not supporting us.
AII I can say on this matter is that, if the Parliament feels
that this Foundation should continue, it should give it one
last chance this year by putting money into the budget.
If it cannot be spent this year then unfortunately the
Foundation has got to be abandoned. But let us give the
Council one more year to take this decision and if it does
not, then next year we can eliminate it from the budget.
{ir
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\flith those few remarks, Madam President 
- 
and I am
sorry ro have been rather long, but I was taken by surprise
- 
I hope that Parliament will support the amendments
tabled in.my name on behalf of the Committee on Youth,
Culrure, Education, Information and Sport.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Van Minnen to speak on behalf of
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment.
Mr Van Minn en, draftsman of an opinion. 
- 
(Nl) Madam
President, according to the French statesman, Cardinal
Richelieu, a budget is the nerve of the state and should for
this reason be hidden from the eyes of the common people.
It strikes me that the Council has acted in the best tradidon
of secret diplomacy but feels that if the budget cannot be
kept from Parliament for any longer, Parliament can at
least be prevented frorn having anything to do with the de-
cisions. 'W'hat, after all, is happening again this year. We are
not merely messing around with figures and percentages,
the question has once more arisen as to who, when it comes
down to it, is competent for drawing up,the budget? Is this
Parliament in fact the budgetary authoriry which the Trea-
ry itself says it is, or does the Council still have the last
word?
In view of this, it will come as no surprise to you that the
Comminie on Social Affairs takes the view that not only
should Parliament have the last word but that the Council
is in serious need of correction in those very areas where
the Council itself felt it could make ruthless corrections in
the form of cuts. Firsdy, those items placed on the budget
by the Commission 
- 
which people are so fond of calling
our European Government 
- 
and the Committee for So-
cial Affairs. As we in the Committee for Social Affairs see
it, that was a question of priorities.
lWe by no means wish to restore everything this year, as we
saw from the previous budget that this in fact can result in a
fiasco and theoretically leads to no improvement what-
soever, even as regards the composition of the new budget.
Thus, the Committee on Social Affairs has selected those
priorities which arise clearly from the current sisuation in
Europe, for example, unemployment, youth unemploy-
ment and the employment situation in general and pover-
ry, i.e. the various priorities which come together in the
single chapter relating to the Social Fund. As regards this
Fund, our Committee unanimously sffesses that it is an
overriding priority. This is reflected in the amount pro-
posed by the Commission, which has been cut back by the
Council. The Committee for Social Affairs has therefore
proposed that the amounts earmafked for the Social Fund
should be brought back to the origind.level proposed by
the Commission. \(e are therefore grateful to our col-
leagues iir this Parliament and, in particular, in the Com-
mittee on Budgets, for the fact that they recognize the need
to restore the appropriations for the Social Fund.
In addition, we have gone so far as to increase a number of
specific items. In doing this, we wish to place particular
emphasis on two points. Firsdy, there is the increase of the
appropriations for what have been referred to as'trivial
women's projeca'. However, this increase is nevertheless
an urgent necessrry if 
,we are to promote and finance pro-jects for the emancipation of women.
Secondly, we wished to place a special emphasis 
- 
and Mr
Patterson has also drawn attention to this point 
- 
on the
Year of Disabled Pers<ins which we hope will be something
a bit more tangible than a year dedicited to the Virgin Mary
or the preservation of monuments' Our Parliament can do
romet[ing very specific for the Year of Disabled Persons
which has been so solemnly proclaimed for 1981, since our
budget contains the necessary items and here too, in this
first-round of discussions, i am grateful to note that the
Committee on Budgets has, broadly speaking, followed
ourproposals. The various increases in the item for the dis-
abled *ire clearly politically inspired and I hope this polit-
ical inspiration will not be restricted to the Committee on '
Social Affairs.
In addition, of course, there is the steel crisis which is'a
matter which concerns us all to an enormous extent and, as
regards the accompanying measures in the social sector,
comes under the Committee on Social Affairs. In order to
cope with the steel crisis, we will include the necessary
amount in our budget and use the available margin to the
full. However, if we approach the steel crisis from the so-
cial angle we will not be able to do any favours for incom-
petent people, or even competent people or anyone else in
the Communiry for that matter. The steel crisis will de-
mand hundreds of millions of unia of account ovbr the
next few years if we intend to coPe with it in the way the
Commission intends and as indeed it must be tackled in the
social field. It should be noted that last year the budget in-
cluded nothing to cover the steel crisis and nothing was to
be included this year.either in spite of the recommenda-,
tions of this Parliament as contained in the Percrs report
and in spite of all the social strucrural measures which were
called for.
I would remind you that the original budget did not even
contain a token entry but merely a dash. I would point out
thatin the course of a fe* 
-onths the entire situation id fhe
steel sector has undergone such radical changes that the
Council is already speaking in terms of atleast 100 million
EUA for this year. This amount must be included in the
budget this year. It cannot be split into payment and com-
mitment appropriations, since it comes under the ECSC
Tr.rry 
"nd 
orillinevitably have to be spent this-year for the
accompanying measures in the social sector for which a
provisional amount of 1 12 million has been decided in con-
sultation berween the Committee on Budgets and the
Committee on Social Affairs.
The question is what methods we intend to use to finance
these social measures in the steel sector. It has already been
suggested that they should be included under compulsory
expendirure, which would mean that in addition to the ag-
riculrural crisis we would have a steel crisis involving com-
lt
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pulsory expenditure for the steel industry jusr as we now
have compulsory expenditure for agriculture. But apan
from the fact that you cannot eat steel, it would obviously
be a bitter pill for this Parliament to have to swallow to be'
faced once more with compulsory expendirure which it
had rrc control whatsoever regards its utilization.
If then we come ro thq ineviable conclusion that the social
measures in the steel sector rmtst also come under non-
compulsory expendirure, the question immediately arises
as to whether this would have to be kept within our mar-
gin, i.e. would even more have to be whitded away from
the already far too narrow margin over which this Parlia-
ment has control, particulatly as regards the social sector,
, that there,would be nothing whasoever left for other pur-
poses? Thisparliament *iil have ro answer this question
, indirecdy when indicating the tide, but the final answer
must conre from Governments of the Member States and
' the Commission which must take a decision on this point.
However, I should like rc make the point that if we do not
do this, if we do not latch on to the sructural changes
which are essential in the steel sector, we will also lose out
in other industrial sectors. The steel industry is not just any
old sector, but will act as a sort of model for any future so-
cial policy in our Communiry.
This brings me, finally, to the margin for agriculture,
which, as we all know, enjoys an overriding prioriry. If it is
practically impossible on the one hand to increase the 17o
VAT ceiling at rhe momenr, it is on the other hand possible
to extend the margin and I should like to urge the Council
not only to consider but also to make use of all the pos-
sibilities open to us in this respect within the presenr struc-
rure.
Our Community 
- 
arid I am speaking here, I should
stress, as spokesman for the Committee on Social Affairs
-.has progressed predomin ant)y as - nomen est oinen -as anecono?nic communiry. One might even say that our
Communiry has virtually expired in virrually every seQtor
except the agricultural communiry which could itself be
regarded as a dead end. So far, our Communiry has hardly
paid any atrention to its undertaking that it would uld-
mately develop into a social communiry. It will hardly be
possible at this smge for us to reflect this undenaking in .
this budget, but we can at least finally try and make a start
and I hope therefore, that this aim will be reflected in the
final veriion of the budget. -
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ghergo to speak on behalf of the
Committpe on the Environmenr, Public Health and Con-
sumer Protection.
Mr Gher go, draft sman of an op in ion. 
- 
(1) Madam Presi -
dent, ladies and gendemen any discussion of the suitabiliry
of the appropriationq entered in the 1 98 1 draft budget pre- 
.
supposes prior fundamental consideration of the financial
strucnrre of that budget 
- 
which is marked in a large mea-
sure by items of compulsory expendirure, to such an exrenr
that the budget appears to be more in the nature of a book-
, 
keeping record than the reflection, in terms ofexpenditure,
of political options.
Adoption of the budgetprovides the European Parliament
with the opporruniry to use its authoriry to the full but,
given the high proportion of compulsory expenditure,
Parliament in realiry has only a stricdy limited margin to
, emphasize its rights; in the Commission's 1981 dqaft
budget non-compulsory expendirure repre sents22.117o of
commitment appropriations and 16.217o of payment ap-
propriations.
These factors serve to emphasize the urgent need, so often
discussed in many quarters, for financial reform which will
make iew resources available to the Communiry. \[ith the
present financial structure there can be no queition of re-
storing the balance berween agricultufal policy and other
Community policies, even though that is apparently held
by many authorities to be a possibility.
In fact it is inappropriate to speak'of restorhg the balance:
agricultural expendirure constiruted largely by the
EAGGF Guarantee Section cannot be reduced for the pre-
sent and unless overall resouices are increased there can be
no increas'e in the appropriations dlocatcd to other Com-
muniry'policies.
The foregoing obervarions illustrate the context of com-
munity action in rhe areas of public health, the environ-
ment and consumer protecdon; in the Commission's pre-
Iiminary draft budget the appropriations allocated ro rhese
secrors rotal 11949000 EUA or 0.2670 0f the total non-
, 
compulsory expenditure, or 0.067o of the total budget.
These small amounts are totally inadequate ro meet rhe re-
'' peatedly stressed need for a more vigorous environmenhl
policy with its many and varied ecologicaland social impli-
cations; on many occasions the high prioriry of such a pol-
icy has been stressed, indeed the intenrions defined in the
second action programme suggesr that we should now be
moving on from the stage of improvement ro rhe far more
ambitious stage of prevention.
The actions proposed by the Commission but still pending
in the Council and on which Parliament has already deliv'
ered i$ opinion, are many and important. There are a
whole series of actions which are marking time ar present
' but which will have to be implemented if only gradually. A
, number of other acrions are being srudied or have reached
an advanced stage of preparation.
The Communication from the Commission ro the council
(Doc. COM. (80)222/fin. of 7 May 1980) examines the
present situation and assesses the work undertaken to im-
pl.-.nt the measures laid down in the first environmental
action programme. Of the actions currintly in progress.
particular importance attaches to those relating to the as-
sessment of impact on the environment, that is an assess-
ment of the possible repercussions of the environment of
technical planning and decision-makinB processes. As you
are aware, the Commission has prepared a proposal for a
'directive on this.
I
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The present policy is of great importance in terms of its in-
trinsic content and above all from the angle of the effect
which it will have in other sectors: it is intended to acquire
much broader proportions in due course in order to have
an overall effect on the lines oudined in the'world conserv-
ation strategy'defined by the International Union for Na-
ture Conservation and for the Conservation of Narural
Resources with the support, cooperation and financial as-
sistance of the UNEP and \?"WF, and also in cooperation
with the FAO and UNESCO.
This document provides a very specific and detailed overall
view of the various problems and above all of their urgen-
cy, whilst leaving certain gaps as regards the limited re-
sources available to attain these objectives.
Expenditure by the public authorities on the environment
represents a minimal percentage 
- 
betw eenl and27o 
- 
of
GNP although, according to OECD estimates, damage
caused by pollution corresponds to between 3 and57o of
GNP. Fresh damage to the environment is constandy be-
ing caused, while intervention generally concentrates on
restoring the pre-existing situation.
\(/ithout indulging in facile rhetoric it is true to say that
these problems ultimately concern the abiliry of our planet
to sustain human life, and that, alas, is not just a science-
fiction approach. The programmes covered by the 1981
draft budget must be seen against the background of these
formidable problems: admittedly, the programmes are
wide-ranging and well-intentioned, but the instruments
for their implementation are sadly insufficient.
In conclusion the appropriations proposed by the Com-
mission for 1981 reflect the policy of austeriry necessitated
by the present financial stnrcture of the budget but do to
some extent take account of the recommendations made by
Parliament when it approved last year's budget.
The attirude of the Council must be assessed in the light of
the foregoing considerations; at its meeling of 23 Sep-
tember 1980 it reduced appropriations (when it did not de-
lete them altogether) and even went so far as to delete token
entries against a number of high prioriry items. In other
cases, the forecast expendirure equal to that in the 1980 fi-
nancial year, in fact represents a substantial regression
since there has in the meantime been a high rate of infla-
don. This attirude on the part of the Council might be in-
terpreted as a lack of political resolve or even an unwilling-
ness to implement an effective policy for the environment
and public health.
One cannot temper this criticism of the Council's position
with the excuse that cu$ have been made across the board
on almost all items of non-compulsory expendirure; Parli-
ament surely cannot accept a mere bookkeeping criterion
of this kind which rules out any proper political assess-
ment. This is particularly true when we consider that the
cttts (2791000 EUA) reduce by nearly one quarter the aI-
ready limited appropriations (11949000 EUA) and merely
reflect a practice adopted by the Council consistently un-
der all other headings.
The demands put forward by the Committee for the En-
vironment, Public Health and Consumer Protection for
the last financial year have to a large extent not been met in
the 1981 budget either: no provision was made in 1980 and
-no provision is to be made in 1981! In the preliminary draft
budget for 1987, the Commission did diffidendy request
a new action for the control of pollution caused by oil dis-
charges in the sea.
This has however been frustrated by the Council which has
now delercd the appropriation for the protection of the
marine environmenr, which toalled 1200000 EUA.
The criticisms of environmental policy must be added rc an
equally critical assessment of the approach followed up to
now in specific problems of health protection; this criti-
cism applies not only to the small appropriations (the
Council apparendy considers that 33000 EUA are suffi-
cient for subsidies to international organizations for ac-
tions in the sector of health protection, hygiene and safery
at work) but also to the restrictive attirude adopted in this
sector. This is shown by the fact that the Council has
thought fit to delete the very modest appropriadon of
100000 EUA at irem3522 of the preliminary drakbudget
for action necessary to implement directives and decisions
' relating to the securiry and health of workers at the place of
work.
The Council's atdrude is all the more serious in view of the
fact that in the health sector an inexpensive Communiry
policy could be pursued which would undoubtedly have a
stimulating effect on health education in general through
the coordination of national policies and, above all, to
demonstrate to public opinion that the Community is pro-
gressing towards integration.
The inidatives now under consideration in respect of the
health passport, free movement of pharmaceudcal pro-
duc6, control of alcohol and tobacco abuse and control of
drugs must be seen in this context.
A rather less stringent criticism should be made in respect
of the measures to protect and inform consumers. The
opinion on the 1980 draft budget already showed that aid
granrcd to consumer organizations was sufficient. For
1981 there is the prospect of real imperus being given to
policy in this sector as a consequence of the important
Dublin meeting. The appropriadons proposed are not par-
ticularly large but are nevertheless almost satisfactory
against the background of the overall policy of austeriry.
As we have seen, the appropriations entered in the budget
in the area of environmental protection, public health and
consumer protection are quite inadequate to allow even a
modest Community policy to be implemented. The
Committee on environmental protection cannot possibly
accept this state of affairs because the progressive deterior-
adon of the situadon in the sectors of interest to it cannot
be tolerated any longer without the risk of undermining
the whole idea of a Community as a body capable of work-
ing towards the solution 
- 
albeit only pardal 
- 
of prob-
Iems which are vital to the population today and in the fu-
ture.
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The general situation is not yet favourable to a reversal of
the trend that would really be.necessary, but any further
,dercrioration would be symptomatic of the Communiry's
inability to act in secrors where its intervendon is becom-
ing increasingly necessary.
lVe must also refrain from putting forward urpian propos-
als in the presenr financial and sffucrural situation of the
Communiry.
However, the term utopian cannot be used to describe
measures aimed at dealing with problems such as coastal
erosion, afforestation, soil conservation and water pollu-
tion, and a change in the criteria for use of the Regional
Fund appropriadons would be desirable.
It is our view, Madam President, Iadies and gendemen,
that environment policy is one of the highest priorities, and
one of the most widely applicable and rhe mosr communi-
ry-spirited in our Communiry. It is sufficient to realize
that it concerns every counrry and every citizen. No one
country is in a position ro tackle the problems of the en-
vironment and of health and resolve them alone.
Moreover, fie fact that the plan is widely applicable will
make it cheaper, since an overall programme of environ-
mental protection and improvement clearly costs very
much less than the partial programmes of individual coun-
tries.
\fle would like to point our rhat the appropriations in-
cluded in budgets so far 
- 
nor iusr rhe current year's 
-were of no more than symbolic value since they were ut-
terly inadequate for the requirements of implementing an
efficient environmenral protecdon policy. Having said
that, we realize that they are there only as a token of a long-
term commitment to implementing a policy. Because of
this the Committee on the Environ-ent a.rd Public Health, in
a spirit of moderation and responsibiliry, is restricting it-
seH to requesting the reinstatement of the appropriations as
they were originally drafted in the Commission's prelimi-
nary draft budget. The Commission's rericence and great
moderation is clearly demonstrated by the fact thar at the
meeting of the Commirtee on Budgets it was decided to
make increases under three headings, that is items 3510,
3511 ard35l2under Article 351 
- 
Communiry aid related
to the environment 
- 
and in place of the token entry
which we initially requested an appropriation of 1 million
EUA has been entered. Another change which also reflects
our Committee's sense of moderation and thoughtfulness,
is the reduction of 200000 units of account under Article
359 
- 
subsidy to the European Foundation for the Im-
provemenr of Living and \florking Conditions 
- 
and a
new item, item 3546, has been added, which provides
100000 units of accounr for subsidies to European en-
vironment protection organizations.
I shall conclude, Madam Presidenr, by reiterating our firm
belief that an environmental policy is essential, and that in
our view it is quite unacceptable that such reductions
should be made in appropriations which have a purely
symbolic value. For that reason we shall insist on the reins-
taternent of the items and the amounrs proposed by the
Commission, with the amendments which I have de-
scribed to you.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seeler to speak on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Reladons.
Mr Seeler, draftsrnan of an opinion. 
- 
(D) Madam Presi-
dent, ladies and gendemen, the Committee on External
Economic Relations, on whose behalf I have to deliver an
opinion on the budget, is primarily concerned with the
trade relations which exist berween the Communiry and
third countries or groups ofcountries. The three spheres il
which these main concerns influence the budget are: first-
ly, Communiry financial aid to third counrries, for exam-
ple to Turkey or Portugal, as laid down in the budget, sec-
ondly, the observation of foreign markets and economic
developments; and thirdly and lastly, the monitoring of
the implemenqation of treaties which the Communiry has
concluded with third countries and groups of countries.
The Committee on External Economic Relations devoted
most of its attention duririg the deliberations on the 1981
Budget to this third sphere. The outcome of our discus-
sions was that the number of Commission staff dealing
with the implementation of the rreaties concluded by the
Community is totally inadequate. One cannot continually
sign new treaties and cooperation agreemenrs without set-
ting up the necessary personnel infrastructure to ensure
that those treaties are implemented in the best interests of
the Communiry. If the Ctmmuniry wants to use to the full
such treaties and the outlets they offer, then it must ensure,
for Example, that our delegarions in the capital cities of the
countries with which we are interested in maintaining rela-
tions are sufficiendy staffed. This is hardly anywhere the
case.
However, Iadies and gendemen, rhe staff situation is par-
ticularly serious with regard to the implementarion of the
GATT agreement which this House approved only a few
months ago. This agreemenr should go a long way towards
guaranteeing free trade in the world. However, free trade
requires fair conditions of competition and, amongst other
things, demands comprehensive anti-dumping controls.
The new and revised Communiry anti-dumping code has
led, in this sector, to a marked increase in the instances of
investigation. At present we are informed that fully sixteen
officials are employed in the Commission in carrying out
these investigations. If we simply compare rhe manpower
siruation in the Commission with thatin the United Staates
where more or less the same number of investigations have
to be processed, then we make a pretry poor showing. The
United States employs for the same asks 120 officials and
intends to increase this figure still further. Such inadequate
anti-dumping measures may have grave consequences for
the economy of this Communiry, which already has to
compete with imports from third counrries, and may even
finish up by jeopardizing jobs.
Only last night I learnt that some oil mills have had to be
shut down in the Rhineland area because anti-dumping
measures were not applied in time. For this reason-it ii
quite incomprehensible 
- 
and i musr stress this on behalf
of my committee 
- 
thar tle Council has deleted all the re-
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quests for extra posts for this job. Of course' the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council e:rplained to us last night
that spending cus were necessary, and my commimee fully
,ppro,r.r this. However; I am obliged to say that cuts in
spinding are really out of place where this is concerned.
Aware of the difficult budgetary situation in the Commun-
ity, the Comrpittee on External Economic Relations only
dealt with a single motion for a resoludon toParliament on
the budget, this motion palls for the number of jobs in the
establishment plan to be increased in the f,epartmens
which deal with the implementation of thi GAfi agree-
ment and the anti-dumping code'
In this motion for a resoludon, we request 39 additional
posts so that the Commission can satisfy the minimum re-
(uirements. The committee is convinced that these re-
quirements are not exaggerated but that they rePresent the
lowest possible limit.
Ladies and gendemen, if this Parliament does not do i$ Pan
tq ensure that treaties, which this House strives to have
ratified, and that means for which we v/ant to a'ssume our
share of responsibiliry, can be really effecdvely im-
plemented, then we are neglecting our duties. The out-
iome is that the Conrmission has increasing difficulry in
carrying out its job satisfactorily, which in rurn leads to a
situation in which the Commission is increasingly accused
of being a Eurobureaucracy' very often by the very same
governments which in Council refuse to grant such
minimum increases in staff. The upshot will be that the
Communiry will no longer be able to do what is expected
of it.
It should not be said, because the Commimee on Externd
Economic Relations is only putting forward.and suPPort-
ing a single motion for a resolution, that no other financial
needs exist in this sector. Please allow me to givq two ex-
amples of this. Article 115 of the Treaty grants Member
States the right to take, measuris to restrict free tride in im-
ported goods witlin tle Communiry. Such measures how-
ever 
- 
and I do not need to explain this any more fully 
-Iead to a restriction of free trade and of the Common Mar-
ket within the Community. As a result, such measures
need to be approved by the Commission. The number of
requests for such approval has soared in thg last few years.
ln\szg rh"r" *ere 345, which means mori fi'r'at threstimes
as many as three years before. Understandably, rapid deci-
cions need to be taken on these matters. Irr this sector too,
ladies and gentlemen, the establishment level of the Com-
mission is totally inadequate. 
r.t
In the Committee on Budgets, we were unable to under-
stand why the Commission put forward its own requests in
what was basically such a reticent manner. Our position is
so difficult because according to the old Latin legal PrecePt
aolenti non fit injuia 
-which means 
nho wrong is done to
him who wants no more if he reieives ne m6vg'- v/'s h2vs
great difficulry in requesting more than the Commission it-
self feels to bi sufficient.'
Let me now give you another example of a difficult prob-
lem. Japan's export offensive on the European car market
has brought home to all Europeans just how urgent it is for
our economy and for saving jobs to keep a very careful
watch in this'age of free tradg on what is going on in 6utside
markets. Back in 1979 the Committee on External
Economic \elations requested in vain an increase in funds
for this purpose, so that the Japanese harket might be
more closely observed than before. Even for 1981 no
further increase in resources is scheduled. And yet it is vial'
for our industiy and is jobs that developments of this kind r.
be very carefully observed and analysed, so that it receives
the necegsary information in good time and is thus able to
react and carry out the necessary structural adaptatiorts in
time to meet the challenge.
During my speech on the GAfi agreement in this House I
stressed this point to illustrate the need for the preventive
structural policy which I am cdling for. The example of
Japanbse car exports shows how necessary this kind of
forward-looking strucnrral policy is.
In conclusion, please allow me to address a few words to
this House. \fle righdy demand that in mahy s€ctors new
and stringthened political initiatives be continually taken.
lU[e demand the ixtension of measures already introduced.
Ve demand more 
- 
and more intensive 
- 
social and reg-
ional policies. \fle demand that energy and environmental
protection policies and the meazures;for carrying out such
policies be stepped up. I could give many more such exam- 
,
ples.
\(lith the motio.rs fo. resolutions tabled by the Commitrcg
on Budg-ets, the size of payment appropriations and com-
mitment appropriations toBether will be increased by ap-
proximately 2000 million EUA. But what matters, ladies
and gendemen, is that these decisions be put into practice.
rJil'e must demand that the Commission really does carry
out what we want it to. However, if we wish this to be the
case, then we must also give the Commission the staff
needed to deal rapidly with ia growing tasks. The'draft
1981 budget and ia establishment plan basically contain
only meagre entries for this purpose and do not do the
Council'much credit either. This iq why I,ask you, ladies
and gendemen, to give your support to the motions for re-
soluions aimed ai improving the establishment of the
Commission, and in particular to motion for a resolution
No 148, which the Committee on E5ternal Economic Re-
lations has tabled on this questiorl.
::':*1r5i #]ffifl:'bret' to speak on beharf of ttre
Mr Doublet, draftsrnan of an opinion. 
- 
(F) This is the
first time, Madam President, ladies and gendemen, that I
have had the honour of speaking in this august Chamber
and, more particularly, Madam President, under your'
presidency, and it is with sincere resp€ct that I addreqs qhe
chair.'
l
l
l
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I do so with humiliry, but also with determination, Madam
President, for it is my duty to address the House on the
subject of transport, a sector which is technically opera-
tional, financially modest, but explicitry providid for in
the Treyry of Rome and which has repeatedly been the
sr.rbject of almost unanimous votes in this House. Approp-
riadons have already been allocated for the safery of car oc-
cupants, the transport oT radioactive materials and the
monitoring of freight markets. Vhat we now have to do is
to follow up the previous decisions by adjusting those ap- .
propriations with an eye to what is already being done.
Our main demands however, relate to items 3780 and3781
- 
studies preliminary to finaricial aid in respect of trans-
port infrastrucrure and financial support for transport in-
frastructure projects. In the first case the appropriation
was ultimately established last year at 800000 EUA and
this must be increased to one million. As to financial sup-
port for projects, Parliament decided last year to allocate
50 million EUA in commitmenr appropriations and 15
million in payment appropriations.
This year we are much more modest since we are seeking
only 15 million EUA in commirment appropriations and
nothing in payment appropriations. Projects have already
been financed and are under way on the first four of these
items. On the fifth I would remind you as an example that
five years ago, aker a very careful and detailed reporr by
the chairman of the Committee on Transporr, Mr Seefeld,
thb link benveen France and Great Britain 
-which wouldalso have been of benefit to Benelux 
- 
in other words the
Channel Tunnel 
- 
was approved and work s/as even
started; our English friends put a stop to it but I think I can
say that they have since changed their minds on the subiecr.
Now, the principal argument used against us is that approp-
riations cannot be allocated,unless a case has first been
made.for a particular policy. During my long administra-
tive career I have always been unwilling ro use rhis to op-
pose grlndng an appropriation which had been properly
requested.
Many aspects of transport policy have been srudied, re-
ported on and voted on a number of occasions during re-
cent years. At present we have reports waiting to be sub-
mimed to Parliament shordy on infrastrucrure policy, air
transport freight and passenger rransporr, the harmoniza-
tion of social provisions and so on. A specialist committee
on transport has been,set up on whose behalf I am speaking
today. The Council has very wisely created an infrastruc-
ture committee and has quite properly begun work on
studies, but w[en thes. r.. .o-il.r.d they ii'e unlikely, to
be put into practice. Here, rhen, the Council is in conflict
with itself and in stricdy financial rerms rhis is an indefen-
sible position. Do theywish to enforce detailed regulations
which run against the provisions of the Treaty of Rome, or
are they trying to take refuge in the'statutory ceiling on in-
come? In fact the amounts we are asking for are extremely
modest and very necessary. They could easily be offset by
aking up a few unused or overesrimated appropriations or
by reducing the inflated expendirure on certain items. All
that is needed is a litde good will in Brussels. The truth is
tlat 'where there's a will there's a way' , I am sure the ex-
perts can make the necessary adjustments to the budget.
And if need be, if drey find themselves in difficulry 
-which would gready surprise me for I know them to be
men of great resourcefulness 
- 
I will gladly give them a
hand myself.
In conclusion, I would like to make a particular point of
stressing the resolution and unanimiry of the Committee
on Transport and thanking the Committee on Budgets for
their support. It is my belief that the problem we are facing
goes beyond the financial and rechnical aspects, and
that first and foremosr it is a political question, namely that
of the relationship berween this House and the Council.
\flhen I reflect that the Treary of Rome defines transport as
one of the four cornerstones of European policy, I must
say it seems to be a very shaky cornersrone. There will
never be a policy for Europe without a rransporr policy,
but there will never be a u?nsport policy without an infras-
tructure policy.
Does Europe then want to develop any further or not?
That question is all the more important and urgent because
in so many ways transport affects other aspects of Euro-
pean Communiry policy. It is nq fault of this House thar
since July 1976 the Council has failed to adopt the regulation
which would make it possible for the Communiry to\par-
ticipate, under certain conditions in financing infrasrruc-
ture projects of Communiry interest. It is therefore the
Council itself which is on the dock when rhe Council de-
clares that a transport policy has not yet been defined. It is
the Council itself which is responsible for this situation.
No financial objecdons can be considered valid when we
realize that the line adopted by the Council would result in
transport accounting for 0.0037o of the general budget,
whilst our own proposals would accounr for O.OO6Vo.
I therefore call on the Cotnmission to use all its authoriry
and the Council to er<ercise its discretionary powers and
ensure that this appeal from the Commimee on Transport,
which has the support of the Committee on Budgets, is
heard. It is high time these proposals were considered. I
have every confidence that Parliament will give them
overwhelming support. It must not fail now, because to-
morrow will be roo lare.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castellina, ro speak on behalf of
the Committee on Development and Cooperadon.
Mrs Castellina, draftsman of an opinion. 
- 
0 Madam
President, in its opinion the comrnittee on Budgets was in
favour of virtually all the amendmenrs proposed by the
Committee on Development and Cooperation under tide
9. It is our hope that this House will adopt the same view
,and 
vote in favour of our proposals.
The amendments which we are proposing to the draft
budget in fact represent the absolute minimum which
would be necessary for Parliament to keep the solemn under-
taking which it has given to the third world with the Fer-
" 
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rero resolution and on many other occasions, undertakings
whose tangible form is the Communiry's contribution to
the campaign against hunger and to development aid.
The draft budget which the council has submitted to us
does in fact seem to be desperately inadequate. Vhat the
Council has done is to inflict cuts which I can only describe
as sayage on a preliminary draft budget from the Commis-
sion which was already grossly inadequate, cutting down
drastically on practically every expenditure heading. The
result is that overall expenditure on development aid under
this tide will be less than last year's even in cash terms, be-
ing reduced by 46749000 units of account. There is also a
reduction in comparison with other sectors: commitment
appropriations under dde 9 represented 4.647o of last
year's budget; this year they are only 4.41V.o, whilst pay-
ment appropriations have been reduced from 4.97o to
3.73Vo of thebudget. \0hat has happened is the precise op-
posite of what was needed: aid to the third world has been
reduced, in both absolute and reladve terms.
Under the circumstances, the Committee on Development
and Cooperation felt it necessary to speak out publicly,
and has done so by adopting unanimously a stzrcment
which stresses that, if we wish to defend the integriry of the
institutions which we represent' then we must adopt a
number of amendments which will reinstate adequate ap-
propriadons at least for a few priorities. Mr Tugendhat
hi-i.lf rno..over indicated yesterday that he was in broad
agreement with our views.
I should like to give you a few examples to illustrate the five
priorities which we have singled out. The first relates to aid
io non-associated developing countries, where ihe pay-
ment appropriations left in the budget after the Council's
..ut, 
"ri s.at..ly enough to complete 
one individual project
dealing with artificial ferdlizer in a single country, India.
Our sicond prioriry relates to emergency aid to disaster
areas. Again, I need to give only one example: in 1980, the
Community spent 40 million EUA on this, for 1981 
-
which we can hardly assume will provide fewer disasters
than this year 
- 
the Council is proposing an appropriation
of 3 million EUA, which is about as much as has been spent
on the earthquake in A.lgeria.
The third prioriry relates to the contribution to non-gov-
ernmenhl organizations, whose vital role is universally
acknowledged.
Fourth prioriry: food aid and the Community contribu-
don to an emergency food reserve; I need scarcely stress its
importance since we have very recendy discussed the same
quistion in this Assembly in connection with hunger in the
world.
The fifth prioriry is the problem of the International Ag-
riculrural Development Fund, on which I would like to
dwell for a moment, since it is a significant prioriry which
has nonetheless failed to gain recognition from the Com-
mittee on Budgets. lUfle have drawn attention to this be-
cause the IADF is an organization with a particular politi-
cal significance, the participation of the developing coun-
tries, the industrialized countries and the OPEC countrres
add a special and unique factor; in addidon it is developing
a major economic and social role, as indeed ia name 'de-
velopment fund'- rather than 'aid'- implies.
Even so, there is stillno direct Communiry contribution to
this fund. For this reason, and in accordance with what we
.affirmed in the Ferrero resoludon, we have proposed that
the Communiry should contribute directly to the fund.
However, the Committee on Budgets did not see fit to
support this proposal, adopting on this subject an amend-
ment which is quite simply meaningless. I would therefore
ask you to pay particular attention to this question, and
our committee hopes that in this plenary session the Parli-
ament will be prepared to put right an anomaly which
probably arose because of the haste with which the Com-
mittee on Budgets was force to work. If you will allow me
.to explain the situation briefly, this is what happened: Mr
Tugendhatpointed out during the Committee on Budgets'
deliberations that no official decision had yet been taken on
the Commission's direct participation in the IADF. It is
nonetheless a fact that the Ferrero resoludon refers specifi-
cally to this problem and asserts the need for fresh imperus
to be given to the fund and for a suitable direct contribu-
tion to be made from the Community. Having been voted
by this House this resoludon is a Parliamentary decision.
In the meantime, the IADF met and fixed the level of the
furop."n contribudon 
- 
we can give you the precise fi-
gure 
- 
which would give meaning to the principle of direct
Communiry participation in the fund. The Committee on
Development and Cooperation, in all modesty, indicated
that the Communiw's direct participation in the European
contribudon should be one-fifth of the total, which is
equivalent to a payment appropriation of 13.5 million
fi.lR in 1981 and commitment appropriations of the same
amount in the following two Years.
Now we cannot really understand the reasons for which
the committee on Budgets rejected this proposal of ours
whilst still agreeing to include the quite ludicrous, quite
meaningless payment appropriation of 1 million EUA. I
would therefore ask you to give particular attention to Ar-
scle 9 .4.7 in the budget and to make your vote consistent
with the decision implicit in the Ferrero resolution, giving
your support to the amendment proposed by the Commit-
tee on Development and Cooperadon despite the view of
the Committee on Budgets.
Before concluding, I would like to mention briefly one
other matter. Apart from these five priorities our commit-
tee is proposing a series of further ntinor amendments
aimed at .iinstating those expendirure headings included
by the Commission which are vital to attaining the five
priorities, that is to say, the priorities depend on fiem.
They include expenditure, for the establishment of a
Communiry delegation in Zimbabwe 
- 
a new nation
which has recendy become associated with Europe 
- 
and
for setting up delegations in the Mediterranean, Maghreb
and Mashret countries with which we have established
new relations.
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These proposals, which weconcluded were essential to ihe
five priorities, also received supporr from the Committee
on Budgets, save one point which I would again like to
{rary to your attenrion. That relates to expendirure to aid
third world counrries towards self-sufficiincy in energy.
The figure we had included in the budget *r. 
"*t..-ilysmall: 5 million unia of accounr, which is insignificant in
comparison with the amounr spent within rhe Communi-
ty, yet the Commission told us that it represented worth-
while acdon on projects within the Community itself.
In conclusion, Mr President I would like to say that our
proposals' net overall effect on the budget would really be
minimal : 227 542000 units of accounr in commitment ap-
propriations ar,d 146.5 million units of account in paymenr
appropriations. I say'ner'because, contrary to the view
expressed by Mr curry in his report on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Agriculrure, it is my belief that assistance for the
export of agriculrural produce inrended for food aid cannot
be included under tide 9. This expendirure relates to ag-
riculrure and is a consequence of the distortion of our pro-
ductive strucrure and of the surpluses which result from it,
and it would be absurd to include that under the tide of de-
velopment expenditure. Net, therefore this figure is ex-
tremely small. IUfle do not wish to see any haggling berween
Thirld \florld aid and the Social Fund or berween aid to
areas and sectors within the Communiry which are in diffi-
culty and aid to the world's poor: we do nor wanr ro see an
argument berween the poor. Vhen we consider the
enormous amounr spent on agriculrure, it is our belief that
there is sufficient room within the budget to make available
at least the funds needed to keep our main promises to the
Third Vorld 
- 
promises which I do not need to recall
here.
earmarked for Greece ar rhe rate of l57o of the total
1m9!n! in 198 1 . If you subtracr, rhat amount, there is very
litde left of the apparent increase. Secondly, we must bear
in mind the effects of inflation.
The Commission has calculated that the rate of infladon in
the Communiry as a whole will be a litde below 1OVo. lt
therefore follows that, if we go along with the Commis-
sion's proposal, there will be a cerrain increase in the ap-
propriations available to the Regional Fund.
The fact is, though, that rhe major recipients of money
from the Regional Fund are the United Kingdom and Italy
- 
in other words, rhe counrries with high rates of inflation
- 
and if we were to weight these countries' rares of infla-
tion with their share of the Regional Fund, we should
finish up with a figure of 76.67o rather than9.6Vo.A realis-
tic calculation shows that the Commission's proposed in-
crease in the Regional Fund will exacdy cover inflation and
maintain the starus quo. In that light, things begin to look
rather different, namely that the Council's planned cuts
will in fact reduce the resources available to the Regional
Fund for 1981 by 727oin real terms. And if you bear in
mind the national rates of in{lation, you will see thar rhe
Council's proposal will in effect reduce the amount of
money available to the United Kingdom and Italy from the
Regional Fund by 757o, and, rhe Federal Republic of Ger-
many's share by 57o.That is how things really stand, and
in the circumstances we cannot possibly accept the Coun-
cil's proposal.
The Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning
decided to accepr the Commission's proposals, but this ii
only an expression of resignation in the face of the current
economic and financial conditions obtaining in the Com-
muniry. Ve do not think it right simply to accept a sraBnar-
ing regional policy, but on the other hand we realize that
there is no other course open to us. That is why we agree
with the Commitrce on Budgets that we should accepithe
commitment appropriations as proposed by the Commis-
sron,
May I ask Mr Simpson to listen to what I have to say for a
moment. The European Democratic Group has tabled an
Amendment No 448, which seeks to reduce the resources
available to the Regional Fund zis-i-zis the Commission's
and the committee's proposal. This is a matrer for great
concern in view of the fact that, during the debate which
took place during the summer on the British contribution
to the budget, it was said in the Committee on Regional
Police and Regional Planaing that the proposal to reduce
the Bridsh contribudon should nor be accepted because
once the United Kingdom has succeeded in having a fixed
amount entered in the budget, it would give up any
thought of solidariry with t}re orher countries. It would
then be prepared to delete the other resources available for
regional policy, and the quesdon of the British conribu-
tion would be revealed as a cuckoo's egg in the nest of ret-
ional'policy. The siruation we have now is that the Euro-
pean Democratic Group is proposing precisely this course
of acdon. If I am not mistaken, this move was intended as
part and palcel of a comprehensive series of cum in an at-
IN THE CHAIR: MR GONELLA
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr von der Vring to speak on behalf of
the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning.
Mr von der Vring, draftsrnan of an opinion. 
- 
(D) Mr
President, on behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy
and Regional Planning, I should like to comment on the
draft general budget and the proposed amendrnents. I shall
concentrate on those which affect the Regional Fund and
certain ancillary subjects.
Let me start with the appropriations under the quota-free
section of Article 550. Here, the Commission has prop-
osed appropriations amoundng rc 1520 million EUA, and
the Council has cut this amount to 1330 million EUA.
Compared with the 1 100 million EUA in the 1980 budget,
this would appear to represent a substandal increase.
However, let me point out rhar, firstly, Greece will be a re-
cipient from the Fund in 1981, and that a quota has been
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tempt to correct the budget, without aking any account of
the special problems of regional policy. Let me say,
thorrgl, thaf this amendment will cause great unrest and
will jiopardize cooperation in this House. I should there-
fore liki to address in urgent appeal to the Members of the
European Democratic Group to withdraw their amend-
ment and to give their support to the amendment tabled by
the Committee on Budgets.
(Applause)
There are a few points I should like to make on the question
of payment appropriations, which are the real srumbling
bloik in this budget, a botdeneck Preventing us from
realizingthe full potential of European policy. This is an
.*t."rn.ly annoying subject, as we have found particularly
in the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional PIan-
ning. The fact is that any appeal for a more efficient pay-
ments mechanism is utterly pointless because the regula-
tions say that it is not uP to the Commission to pay the
money out, but to the national governments to call for the
funds. For that reason, any estimates and forecasa of the
appropriations needed in the budget are entirely hypothet-
iiat, ,na all the figures meticulously presented to us by the
Commission are unreliable' \U'herever you steP here, you
are on shaky ground, and you are liable to sink into a
morass of caiculations and figures. That is why we have al-
ways worked on the principle that, wherever policy is for-
mulated on the basis of commitment appropriations,
financing by way of payment appropriadons is a technical
problem and not a budgetary one,
The Council is now proposing to cut drastically the pay-
ment appropriations earmarked for Regional Policy. Ac-
cordin[ to the Council's own words, this means that the
first initalment of the resources earmarked as commitment
appropriations for 1981 will be paid out to the rune of 07r.
In othir words,.we might as well get rid of the commitment
appropriations for 1981 altogether, because we are not 8o-
ing to change anything that way. \flhat the Council's
proposal amounts to is using the cuts in payment appropri-
atio.rr to place Regional Policy in abeyance f.or a year on
the grounds that this is the only way of balancing the
budget and getting ourselves out of this fix. That is some-
thin[ we mrrit protest against most vehemendy' The com-
mittee is prepared to accept the rules, the Commission's
proposals, only on the condidon 
- 
which the Committee
on Brrdgets helped to formulate 
- 
that, if the resources
prove to be inadequate next year- and I have every reason
io believe this willbe the case 
- 
this policy will be financed
by a supplementary budget. If this is not the case' we can
simply no longer pursue a Regional Policy and other
poliiies which involve our entering into specific commit-
ments,
As regards the integrated operatiorls, we agreed that these
desirable measures should be brought into force, and we
were therefore satisfied with token entries. The Liberal and
Christian-Democratic Groups in particular have tabled
draft amendments seeking to enter specific payments in
this sector. lVhile these amendments are in themselves wel-
come, I would nonetheless urge you to reject Draft
Am'endments Nos 289 and29O on the grounds that the ex-
planatory statements claim that the Pas-de-Calais, Eastern
Bavaria and Ireland should likewise figure prominendy in
these integrated operations.
Ladies and gendemen, we agreed that the whole edifice of
regional policy would collapse if operations,aimed at
spicific 
"t.rt *.t. to be written into the budget, thusbypassing the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional
Pia"ninglnd any discussion on concentrating our efforts
and sensible coordination of what should be done with the
available resources. I would urge you to reiect any
amendments which mention specific areas for inclusion in
the draft budget. That was the policy we adopted a yerar
ago, and it should apply again now to Draft Amendments
Nos 289 and 29Q.
Finally, ladies and gendemen, I should like to comment on '
Draft Amendment No 419 tabled by Mrs Boot, Mr Liicker
and others on behalf of the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Parry. I am very grateful for these proposals, which at
iast seek'to do something about the attempts to take
specific acdon in the Mediterranean area' with a view in
particular to the forthcoming enlargement of the Com-
muniry. For many years now, this House has.agreed that
the process of enlargement should be preceded by support-
ing economic 
-.rri..., and there are cerain signs of mea-
srries along these lines in the amendment tabled by Mrs
Boot and Mr Li.icker. That is a welcome development, and
I would urge you to give the amendment your suPPort.
President. 
- 
\fle shdl now consider the general asPec6'
I call Mr Dankert to speak on behalf of the Socialist Group.
Mr Dankert. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mr Spinelli finds the
draft budget for 198 I so bad that he refuses to take part in a
rirual which, in his view, can at best result in a marginally
Iess unsatisfactory budget. He has recommended that we
use the rest of the month to send the European Commis-
sion home instead. My group shares Mr Spinelli's view of
the Council's draft resolution, but we feel that the quesdon
of whether or not we can accept our share of the responsi-
biliry for the final budgetary proposal will not arise until
the middle of December. In addition, we do not feel much
inclined to hit the cat if the dog has happened to eat the ca-
nary.
This does not, of course, answer the question of what we in
fact intend to do with the monstrosiry which the Council
had the nerve to call a draft budget on the morning of
24 September, not to mendon the question of what we can
do with this draft budget if the Council continues to show
such a lack of Europ6an polidcal resolve and if a qualified
minoriry of the budget Council persists in the view that no-
thing can be done this year aboutArdcle 203 (9) regarding .
the maximum percentage increase, i, e. that there will be no
extra increase.
Mr President, we can then expect to come up against some
serious opposition, with all the legalistic trimmings, from
,t
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the Council this year. Politically speaking, however, it
would seem to me that we have the wind behind us. The
Europeanpress was unanimous in its condemnadon of the
draft budget. The majoriry of the members of the budget
Council are still complaining about the fact that they and
f,urope s/ere prevenred by a qualified minority from
speaking their mind on 23 Septembei and at this stage the
,Commission can hardly, following its unmistakeable public
rejecdon of the Council's decisions start agreeing with
both Parliament and the Council. In addition, the Coun-
cil's defences against these criticisms are exceprionally
weak. No one will dispute the fact that the financial and
economic siruation in the Member States is bad, but a re-
ference to this unforrunate siruation loses its impact if
one realizes that the portion of the European budget which
was at issue on 23 September represenred less than 0.357o
of the GNP of the Member Stares, whereas the Member
States lay claim to 507o or more of the same GNP for their
national budgets. Thus the yardsticks being applied were
by no means comparable, and this at a time when thq survival
of the Communiry or rhe common agriculrural policy,
which according to certain critics amounrs to the same
thing, is being dercrmined to a great extent by what can be
done in the budget outside the common agriculrurd policy.I get the impression that certain people in the budget
Council had already forgotten on 23 Septerirber that an
agreement has just been reached with the United Kingdom
which dealt with this very question of imbalance in the
distribution of the budget iself.
In addition, Mr President, these are times in which we
must act in a European spirit. The Member States are de-
monstrating day af.ter day that they are unable to find a way
out of the crisis at national level and that the problem musr
be tackled on a European or even greater scale. How are we
to reconcile this with the fact that the Communiry can
withhold the funds which would provide the bare essen-
tials for European soludons? To be more specific, the crisis
in the steel sector which is now being proclaimed as a man-
ifest crisis remains a crisis which might lead to dangerous
protecdonism if the funds necessary for resrrucruring and
accompanying social measures are nor forthcoming at
European level in the near furure.
Mr?resident, rhe events of 23 September also lead us to
deplore the fact that even working with qualified ma-
jorities, Councils no longer appear to be capable of follow-
ing the instructions of the European Council. Ministers
and Secrenries'of State who regard making fools of the
heads of their governments 
- 
as policy-making 
- 
this is
what Europe has come to. I think even Hans-Christian
Andersen would agree with me rhat this is not exactly what
Ministers and Secretaries of State are rhere for. In addition,
apErt from being, as I have already said, an insult to the
,European Commission which had, for the first time, been
realistic in its budgetary proposals 23 September was a
kick in the teeth for this Parliament. In the course of a
laborious budgetary p.ocedrrre we attempted last year to
gain the Council's supporr in our attempts to establish a
better balance in the composition of the budget. A central
aspeet of this was curbing the cost of srucsural surpluses in
the dairy sector and it proved possible, as a result of this
approach, to steer a more moderate course as regards non-
compulsory expendirure. What, however, do we see nowl
The Council has, in its draft budget, provided scope for a
further increase in the costs of the agriculrural policy by
means of 
- 
and this is what I object to 
- 
cutbacks, in reil
terms, in important sectors of non-compulsory policy.
Clearly, the Council itself did nor take the many state-
ments it made last year regarding the need to keep the costs
of the agricultural policy under controlvery seriously, The
fact that the figures for 1980 do nor look too bad is due to a
favourable world market and more careful control by the
Commission. It is not due to the decisions of the Council.
The only thing the Council produced was a decision in
principle regarding the introduction of the supplementary
co-responsibiliry levy and it remains to be seen wherher or
not this will produce resuhs, i. e. a policy in 1981/1982. I
realize, Mr President, that it is not easy to find a common
denominator for the representatives of nine' Member
States. My group is familiar with this problem in is wery-
day work. However, the fact that, as on 23 September, a
budget Council, which, together with Parliament, is re-
sponsible for the financing of the non-compulsory policy,
should find its common ground at the expense of this sec-
tion of policy with a view to making more room for an ag-
riculrural policy for which the same Council only last year
was constantly proclaiming that it could nor accepr respon-
sibiliry 
- 
this is something which this Parliamenr can un-
der no circumstances accept!
It is equally unacceptable 
- 
as Mr von der Vring has just
mentioned 
- 
that the Council has, in doing this, upset the
reladon between commitment and payment appropria-,
tions for political reasons and this following a irocedure
followed in 1980 in which the Council could have con-
vinced Parliament that the relation berween commitment
and payment appropriations was a technical one derer-
mined by the timetable according to which commitments
become payments and by the possibilities of the Member
States to make these payments within this timetable or at a
later date. Taking as our basis the payments timetable for
1180, we see that the relation beusreen commitments and
payments applied by the Council in its draft budget means
that as regards the Social Fund, the Regional Fund and im-
portant ircms in the developmenr cooperation sector, the
Community will not be able in 1981 to meer the pay,ment
obligations it has itself entered into and rhat the deficits will
have to be carried over to a subsequent budget. In my view,
Mr President, this is not acceptable, not only from a politi-
cal point of view, but also from a legal point of view. My
group is all the more concerned about this situation in view
of the fact that the sutement made by the Council last year
to the effect that it was prepared to make available the
necessary payment appropriations for the Social Fund if
they should prove necessary in view of the payment situa-
tion, is this year absent from the Council documents. The
conflict between Council and Parliament regarding the ex-
tent of the commitments, which has become a.matter of
course as it forms part of the procedure, has now, as a re-
sult of the Council's tampering with the payments, been
aggravarcd as a result of a conflict over the payment apj
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propriations which is totally superfluous in a careful
budgetary procedure.
How is Parliament to react to this preposterous draft
budget? There are tnro basic principles. Firstly, we should
maintain the approach adopted last year, i. e. that in our at-
tempts to establish more balance in the budget we must at
all costs avoid agriculrurd expendirure rising at a more
rapid rarc than exp6ndirure for non-compulsory policy.
Secondly, we share the Commission's view that since the
end of Community own resources is in sight, the conse-
quences of the price increases in agriculrure for the year
1 98 1 
- 
82 must be financed by cutbacks in Chapters 6 and 7
of the budget, particularly with respect to structural surp-
luses. This means that we must do the opposite of what the
Council has done in its draft, i. e. increase non-compulsory
expenditure to such a level that it will no longer be possible
to finance the necessary increase in agriculrural prices from
the remaining own resources. This would result in a pro-
portionally sharper increase in appropriations for non-
compulsory policy than would necessarily result from a
freezing of the ratio betureen agriculture and non-compul-
sory policy.
However, I should like to point out immediately that it
would appear that the estimates for agriculrural expendi-
ture in 1 98 I are.too low and that the widely-rumoured 1 0 7o
increase in agricultural prices would, in the following year,
i.e. 1982, have budgetary consequences which would vir-
rually cancel out what we had temporarily gained for non-
compulsory policy.
Mr President, quite apart from these tactical or strategicd
considerations, there are other good reasons for giving
firm emphasis to the growth of non-compulsory policy
this year. Firsdy, there is the accession of Greece. In the
absence of increases in expendirure for regional and social
policy, the countries which seriously need aid from the
nwo funds would in fact fdl behind the rest of the Com-
muniry in real terms. My group regards this as unaccepta-
ble and our support of the proposals by the Committee on
Budgets must be seen in that light.
Furthermore, my group feels that we musr stress three
priorities this year, i. e. social measures in the steel sector,
development cooperation apart from the Lom6 Agreement
and energy policy. Group spokesmen speaking after me in
this debate will go into these priorides in more detail. I will
merely mention one essential point. The risk that, in the
present economic crisis, the Communiry will slip into pro-
tectionism is increasing day by day and this is something
which can only aggravate the crisis still further in view of
the major importance of foreign trade with the Communi-
ry. Today it is the steel industry which is in serious difficul-
ties, tomorrow it will be the car industry and after that it
will be the textile industry or what is left of it. It is only by
action at Communiry level that it will be possible to make
the protection of these indusries 
- 
which is essential 
- 
a
temporary matter, since this is the only way in which the
necessary restructuring may acrually ake place and the
only way in which the Member States which have to make
the most radical changes in their industrial strucrure can be
given assistance in the form of financial aid from the Com-
munity so that they will be able to deal with the social con-
sequences of this restructuring in a politically acceptable
manner. The steel industry is the first in line for this, both
in view of the current manifest crisis and by virrue of the
practical possibilities offered by the ECSC Treary and this
is why my group intends to fight to the last with a view to
having a considerable amount included in this year's
budget for the financing of social measures in the steel sec-
tor.
Mr President, it is extremely regrettable that the Council of
Energy Ministers and the budget Council have so far
proved incapable of transladng the instructions of the
European Council into concrete policy. My group would
like to put forward a number of suggestions including one
for interest indemnifications for the development of ener-
gy-savin! technologies at a contribution to getting out of
the current impasse. In making this proposal, we are not
usurping the position of the hitherto ineffectual legislator.
lWhat we do intend to do is to make available the bare
minimum of appropriations, pardcularly commitment ap-
propriations, necessary, in a situation where own re-
gources are in short supply, if we are to do something next
year. As I have already said, in a topsy-rurvy world where
the Council is incapable of shouldering its responsibilities,
so that we have appropriations without a legal basis, why
cannot the Parliament take over these responsibilities itself
and really rurn the world on its head in the interests of the
people of Europe?
Finally, development cooperation. As has already been
said on frequent occasions, the poorer developing coun-
tries are the hardest hit in the current recession which in-
volves increased energy bills, a slump in world trade and,
finally, the clearly increasing reluctance of the rich coun-
tries to keep promises of aid which they made in the past.
For this reason, the Community policy formulated by this
Parliament recendy on the basis of the Ferrero report
should be translated into budgetary terms in 1981, and not
at some unspecified time in the furure. Amounts less than
those proposed by the Committee on Budgets and the
Committee on Cooperation and Developmentwould seri-
ously undermine our credibiliry in this respect and bring us
into the situation, which is so rypical of the Council, of all
talk and no action. Mr President, I hope these proposals
will be adopted at the first reading. I am not, however, in
spite of Mr Scott-Hopkins' fine words, certain. Im-
mediately after the publication of the Council's draft
budget, the European Democrats 
- 
not the European
Progressive Democrats 
- 
seemed to regard the repayment
of the Unircd Kingdom contribution to the Communiry as
such a central issue that they are prepared to sacrifice a fair
deal for other Member States and a balanced development
of the budget to this end. I think I can detect a cenain incli-
nation on the part of the Christian Democrats to avoid
making the real choices by setting up somewhat anificial
reserves, although we share their concern regarding the fu-
gure of own resources and are prepared to support their
proposal for the reduction of the advantages which the
Member States derive from the levying of customs duties as
a policy proposal, i. e. not as a proposal which is likely to
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produce money in the 1981 budget. For the resr, I have al-
ready mentioned Mr Spinelli's couldn'r-care-less attirude
regarding the budget. Thus we are faced with a difficult
task, even at this initial stage.
If following Thursday's votes we have not arrived at some-
thing approximating the Commission's proposal 
- 
which
again is perhaps all too realistic this year 
- 
a second read-
ing would be relatively meaningless. If, however, we man-
age to save this proposal, this directly elected Parliament
will be able over the next few weel$ to show its electors once
more that it has a right to existence and reruses to make the
people of Europe the victims of the lack of vision and polit-
ical courage on the part of the representatives of the gov-
ernmenrc of the same voters in the budget Council. I wish
Mr Adonnino every success in this.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schcin to speak on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Parry (Christian-Democ-
ratic Group).
Mr Konrad Schiin. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gent-
lemen, I should like to give an immediate reply to the last
comment made by Mr Dankert on rhe Group of the Euro-
pean People's Parry's policy on the budget. We are not of
the opinion that, in view of the imminent exhaustion of the
Community's own resources, we should timidly set about
building up reserves. On the contrary, my group believes
that this House should embark immediately on a discus-
sion of own resources on the basis of the Spinelli Report.
IU[e make this suggestion for the same reason as our deci-
sion to reject the Council's draft. In view of the difficult in-
ternal and external problems facing the European Com-
munity, and in view of the qualitative changes facing us
with the accession of Greece and later of Portugal and
Spain, we cannot possibly pursue a European policy using
the instruments which date from a rime when there was still
a relatively homogeneous Communiry of the Six.
lVe get the impression that the Member States' govern-
ments in the Council of Ministers are simply treating the
real problems facing Europe as a nuisance, to be evaded
wherever possible. \fle also feel that the Council's draft is
anything other than a bold design for a fresh stan, a new
phase in European policy, which is what it should be, given
the problems we shall have to face. For that reason, the
Group of the European People's Parry has discussed the
budget in great detail on the basis of the Commission's
proposals.
But I should like to make the point too rhar the Commis-
sion has not been helpful in every respect. Mr Tugendhat,
you cannot keep on blaming the Council for falling down
on this or that piece of legisladon. Now that the time is
coming for a new Commission to be installed, I think this
House should make the point that the Commission should
be the real power-house of the Community. It should not
be content to act as a kind of secretariat-general for an inept
Council, but should rediscover the role it played in the
early years, a role it must play if the Treaties are to be taken
seriously. We cannot simply conrent ourselves with con-
soladon from the Commission on such matrers as the
Common Agricultural Policy. For this reason, my group
wholeheartedly supports Mr Adonnino's proposd and, in
the same spirit, we have ried to, formulate priorities.
A major prioriry must be energy policy. As the irevious
speaker said, the break-up of the European Council and
the Council of Budget Ministers is nothing short of a farce
because, as everyone knows, if the Communiry fails to get
to grips with the steadily deteriorating energy crisis 
- 
and
it is no longer possible for the Member States to do this
alone 
- 
it will be impossible to implement any new policy.
The same commenr applies, though, ro the Commission. I
listened last night ro rhe very interesdng and objective re-
servations advanced by the Member of the Commission re-
sponsible for the budget. I can only say, Mr Tugendhat,
that if you really believe that we do not need so much
money for the development of a Communiry energy poli-
cy, you are clearly at odds with your colleague, Mr Brun-
ner, who for ages now has been imploring and beseeching
us to tackle the energy crisis at Community level. I would
commend tlis point to your attention. l7hether or notyou
can put the increased resources we are proposing to good
'use is really your problem. The important thing here is
whether the Commission has a genuine plan for the de-
velopment of a Communiry energy policy.
The second central element is industrial policy, linked with
social policy, where the dominating problem is the crisis in
the steel industry and the ECSC social measures.
Ladies and gendemen, this is a point we should make rc the
Council, whose draft makes no mention of it at all. You
cannot invoke the crisis Article 58 and expect cerrain
branches of industry to make major sacrifices 
- 
panicu-
Iarly in my own country, whose quota is to be reduced
from 467o to 327o 
- 
and make no provision for the im-
mediate implementation of social measures to protecr rhe
thousands of workers who are bound to be made redun-
dant. My group will reject any attempt on the part of Mr
Tugendhat to claim that a Council decision is needed here
as well. As soon as the l l2million EUA are made available
to the Member of the Commission responsible for industry
under the terms of Ardcle 55, the Commission has a dury
to pay these appropriations without delay. The fact that
one arm of the budgetary authoriry may nor be prepared to
" ake this step is no reason for the other arm to be paralysed,
and you may rest assured that we shall find a way of gefting
our point acceprcd by the'Council and the Commission.
Let me now move on, ladies and gendemen, to the next
point 
- 
another prioriry on which there is 
- 
thank good-
ness 
- 
agreement with certain other groupings in this
House. As I said at our October pan-session, Europe's
credibiliry is at stake here. I am referring, of course, to the
question of world hunger, on which the experts in my
group will be commenting on in more detail later.
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One other demand which we Christian Democrats will not
renounce is the budgetizadon of lending and borrowing 
-
again, something which the Council does not want to see
happen. Let me assure the President-in-Office of the
Council that no-one in my group 
- 
and I am sure this goes
for the whole House 
- 
intends to take unilateral action 
-for instance, as regards borrowing 
- 
to push the amounts
concerned up and up arbitrarily. There is plenry of scope
for agreement and for meedng the requirements which we
must in any case accept.
The same applies to the fact that we have now reached the
ceiling of our own resources. As I said in Strasbourg, I can
sympathize with the finance ministers who, with their
backs to the wall, have to fight off all their cap-in-hand,as-
sailants. In this respect, of course, the ceiling does have a
certain beneficial effect in that it forces us again and again
to give thought to how savings can be made. But anyone
who comes along with this impressive-sounding argument
and can advance good reasons too should at the same time
realize that t}lis ceiling should not be used as an alibi by th-
ose who have lost their belief in the need to develop Euro-
pean policy. For this reason alone, I should like to con-
clude by making one more point. My group feels that,
when the Council meets again and when the conciliation
procedure gets under way, those responsible should realize
that we can-not possibly accept the limited financlal room
for manoeuvre proposed by the Council. Vhatever the'
outcome, we shall not simply mark time, because we are
determined to introduce into this budget the bases for the
medium and long-term development of the new Commu-
niry policies I oudined earlier.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr J. M. Taylor to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group,
Mr J. M. Taylor. 
- 
Mr President, in its budgetary delib-
erations this Parliament often experiences a degree of frus-
tration, and from time to time we hear speakers on behdf
of their groups berating and criticizing the Commission
because things that parliamentarians would like to see hap-
pen are not happening. I am not sure that my group would
always wanr to join in that criticism of the Commission,
and I think that if the lesson of the last few years is learned
and noted it will be found that t}e preliminary draft
budgets that emerge from the Commission have usually
found considerable favour and approval in Parliament and
that it is the draft budget which has subsequently emerged
from the Council of Ministers that has caused this Parlia-
ment anxiery and disappointment.
In our deliberations on the budget, we must always keep in
mind the various powers that Parliamenr has. \(e have the
power to amend and modify, to accept and reject, and ul-
timately 
- 
and this will become more important as the
years go by 
- 
the power of discharge. But I would like to
say a wgrd first about modification. My group will actually
u/ant to follow Mr Adonnino in his proposed and recom-
mended modification of Chapter 79.We shall want to fol-
low Mr Adonnino on many other mafters too, but particu-
larly on this matter of the modification of Chapter 79 not
just because he is doing a very good job 
- 
and he is 
- 
but
because he is right to direct attention to a compulsory area
that needs improving, and because this newly-elected Par-
liament, which within the last 12 months has already,
against the judgment of many of the pundia, denionstrated
its power to reject budgets, must now grapple with the
more important and more often-to-be-used power and
competence to modify compulsory lines.
The Council of Ministers would win a lot of approval iri
this institution if it could bear in mind the views of its par-
liamentary budget-panner in the matter of the modifica-
tion of Chapter 79, since it is well aware that the Treaty
gave the Parliament such a power; that the Commission
considers this use of that power to be appropriate and final-
Iy, that this is an area of activity where the Commission
would make the modification tuork. Unless Parliament
makes use of the power of modification contained in the
Treaty, this power will fall into disuse and disrepair and
that would be a failing by the Parliament.
Mr President, I have, if I may so presume, a couple of other
items of advice for the Council of Ministers. Please don't
imagine that the present state of affairs regarding the clas-
sification of items as compulsory or non-compulsory is
satisfactory! It is very far.from satisfactory inded, as is the
fact that this Parliament has now, to my certain know-
ledge, been given five differentversions of what our margin
of manoeuvre is supposed to be and rwo different versidns
as to whether it applies at the first or the secorid reading.
Now this is not a satisfactory.state of affairs at all.
Fufther, would the Council please look with some care at
the ECSC appropriations that have emerged since the draft
budget, because all the institutions know that, while tJrose
appropriations are important, the Parliament is being put
into the immensely difficult position of knowing that if it
takes responsibiliry for inserting those appropriations into
the budget it will have acted responsibly but it will have
used up virtually all its margin of manoeuvre in the pro-
cess. So could the Council and the Commission berween
them make a special case of those ECSC appropriations
and let all threeinstitutions agree that they be inserted into
the budget without Bking up or bespeaking any of the Par-
liament's margin?
And now, Council, hear this. Don't stoop to the rynical
practice of cutting out, during your first reading, items that
you know are essendal to our Community, in the belief
and relying on the fact that the Parliament will put them
back in and absorb part of its margin in restoring them.
(Apphuse)
Don't school us in cynical practices; otherwise this young,
newly-elected Parliament may just learn from you like a
sorcerer's apprentice, and you will regret it! \fe might even
just leave them out and pass the embarrassment back to
you: then we should all regret it, because between us we
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should be damaging the image of a Community in which
we all believe and which is built on much higher ideals than
that and designed to serve a much nobler set of purposes.
But now I want to show good faith to the Council, because
they may have thought that my last three comments were
aimed at them in a slighdy critical way. I want to pay a
compliment to the Council and I want to do so particularly
in the presence of fellow Members of this Parliament. The
Council has reduced its own budget in this reading. I do.
not know whether Parliament has carefully noted that, but
the Council of Ministers have examined their own budget
and have reduced it. Now if those of you who care, as I do,
about the gendeman's agreement will contemplate what
this means, you will find that it means one thing very
clearly indeed. It means that the Council of Ministirs, at a
time of austeriry, has set us a very good example. Th.y
have turned to their own budget and have decided that they
must make savings. At the same time, they have honoured
the gendeman's agreement and they have not touched Par-
liament's budget, although I should not be surprised if they
were looking in our direction to see what we do with our
budget. Some Members of this Parliament have made
swingeing attaeks on the Commission's budget and on the
facilities ind the staff and the resources that they said they
needed; Parliament got sruck into those all right. Now,
Parliament, are you going to get sruck into your own
budget in the same way as the Council has got stuck into its
budget, in the same way as you have had a crack at the
Commission's budget? Is the Parliament a humbug, or is it
going to do its sruff and control its own expenditure?
Mr President, I want to turn to another matter altogether.
In the Committee on Budgets, my group, the Conserva-
dves, has been seen to be the most restrained group on
questions of expenditure. Some people in some quarters of
. 
this Chamber have chosen to put an interpretation on that.
There is no interpretation to put on it at all, except that it is
our practice, our custbm, our cause and our pulpose to be
'frugal with public expenditure, because it is other people's
money. \fle did so last year when we first came to this
elqcted Parliament. Those of you who serve on the Com-
mittee on Budgets will recall the British Conservatives on
that committee time after time voting against appropria-
tions with the full support of our Danish friends.
Now, Mr President, in as much as we kave been the most
restrained, it follows that all the other groups in this
Parliament without, I think, exception have been more in-
clined to spend money than my group. \flell, fair enough,
we all know where we are; but if you add up the combined
effect of all the votes cast by the Conservadves on budget-
ary matt€rs, you will find that it comes to three times the
margin of manoeuvre. In the case of this group, whom
many of you have mocked as being parsimonious and mean
because we are careful, the full score of our amendments is
three times the margin of manoeuvre! The rest of you are
far, far away above that. Now this is relevant, Mr Presi-
dent, whether the margin of manoeuvre applies to both
readings or, as we believe, simply to the second; and it is
relevant because many other groups in this Parliament 
- 
I
think this is true of the EPP, I think it is true of the
Socialists, and I think it may be true of the Liberals 
- 
re-
gard the first reading as the opportunity to include any-
thing they think is a good idea and the second reading as the
time for resigning oneself to disappointments.
I have asked othei groups in this Parliament how they ac-
rually managed to make the transition from the first read-
ing to the second, how they proceeded from including ev-
erything that was a good idea to finally resigning them-'
selves to the level they must accept. And do you know
what I get from other parts of this Chamber? Members of
other groups say: Ah, well, the Council see to that; the
Council come in and cut our first reading and create the
situation for the second reading. \Well, you know, that is
not good enough, Mr President. It will not do, because
that has the effect of Parliament handing to the Council the
really important decisions and the real responsibiliry for
the budget. It means that our first reading is just so much
well-intentioned dreaming: they then come in and do the
hard sruff, and we adapt and adjust ourselves to the realiry.
Now the Parliament should be in the business of drawing
up real budgets: we should be ending up with a first reading
that we hand to them with some rea[, tough problems in it.
As we say ih English slang, we should be saying to them of
our first reading: Pick the bones out of that! \flhat can you
cut out of that? \Uilhat in that is not essential? \[e should set
them that really hard problem- and in doing so we should
probably advance our margin of manoeuvre too.
Mr President, that is why my colleagues in this Parliament
have been cautious in arriving at our budgetary position.
No group here cares about our Community and our
Parliament more than we do. \[e urge our colleagues
throughout this Parliament to consider this approach and
to see its practical, political value. It leaves us with a prob-
lem to which at the moment I personally do not have the
answer. It is very easy to see how different groups in this
Parliament bid up the budget and advance it:.we want
something adopted and another grouP wants something
else approved and so we say, if you support our amend-
ment, we will support yours. And this way the budget ad-
vances by both amounts. Bidding downwards with re-
straint is another matter.
Mr President, I am in this Parliament for the same reason as
I am wearing my poppy: I believe in a free, strong, peaceful
Europe to defend our democratic liberties. Fine speeches
may be good, but only practical budgets, practically
negotiated, can pay for the needs of Europe 
- 
can pay, in-
deed, for action.
President. 
- 
I call Mr von der Vring on a point of order.
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(D) Mr President, in accordance
with Rule 30 (4) I am entided to put a question. I am greatly
impressed by Mr Taylor's thrift but I want to ask him why
he, or his Broup, wants to trim the Regional Fund while
not touching the Bridsh conribution with his economy
drive. Vould he care to answer this question?
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President. 
- 
Mr von der Vring, your question will receive
an answer in the course of the debate.
I call Mr Gouthier to speak on behalf of the Communist
and Allies Group.
Mr Gouthier .- (l) Mr.President, in this year's budget de-
bate we have followed the same line as that taken by
Parliament in last year's budget for the following subjects;
the allocation of agricultural spending, containment of the
worse aspects of the CAP, abolishing the waste involved in
some aspects of agricultural spending, developing struc-
rural policies 
- 
this is a particularly urgent and topicd
question with the entry of Greece into the Community 
-.
so as to get our economics back into balance and develop
what we call convergence, by strengthening Communiry
relations with developing countries and reinforcing Parli-
ament's powers in respect of the familiar issues of entering
appropriations for loans and grants and of the EDF.
IUfle have taken this in order to meet the expectations and
aspirations of the peoples of all European countries. These
aspirations and expectations were expressed for the first
time by the direct elections to this House, in order to give
Europe the democratic weight which it deserves to have in
the world. This basic approach has its roots and its logic in
the commitments made by the previous Parliament, and
looks well into the future.
Why did we vote against the motion for a resolution tabled
by Mr Adonnino in the Committee on Budgets ? \$(e do not
deny that here and there in this modon'tan be found the
basic points, the fundamental principles of the long batde
waged by the European Parliament. But what we note is
that this motion for a resolution is scarcely political at all in
character and that it is a mainly academic or scholarly
document, whereas we feel that a motion for a resolution
ought to be and is in fact in all cases a political act an ex-
tremely political act, a polidcal act which takes place
within a given situation. \flhat is our situation today? Of
course, we do not deny either the seriousness of the present
crisis, the upward spiral of infladon rates, recession, the
increase in unemployment, the monetary upheaval, the
need to reduce and re-allocate public spending, but we
must be on our guard ! Some of the speakers who preceded
me were right in distinguishing between cuts in public
spending and ia re-allocation, and warned, as we do,
against the trend, which emerges quite clearly from the
Council's statements, towards accepting indiscriminate
cuts, which would tend to make the Communiry intro-
vefted, to make it turn in up on iself at the very time when
the scale of the problems arising from the present crisis
demands that decisions be taken at zupranational level, at
European level, particularly as regards the questions of
energy and of the crisis now hitdng major sectors of indus-
try. The energy question 
- 
and we must not forget this 
-cannot be solved by the Communiry and its Member States
turning in upon themselves, but, on the contrary, by
strengthening reladons with third countries and, above all,
with the countries which are usually called 'Third
\$(orld'. Therefore, to the question which was uppermost-
during the{irstpart of the Committee on Budget's deliber-
ations 
- 
Where is the Communiry going? \flhat is the
basic nature and future direction of this Community? \flill
it be a mainly agricultural Community, a free ffade area, or
a customs union? 
- 
reply: no, we must forge ahead, over-
come national self-interest, and surmount the blinkered
views contrary to the interests of the Communiry, views
which are dictated by certain large financial concerns and
by the largs multinational companies.
From points of view 
- 
even though as I have said these
were quite justified 
- 
Mr Adonnino's motion for a resolu-
tion, in my opinion, missed the point on rwo subjects: on
tle one hand his remarks lacked the necessary judgments
and the fundamental criticisms which must nonetheless be
expressed, and on the otler hand, these are what we feel to
be muddled attempts, to determine ways of extricating
Europe from what is undoubtedly a difficult situation.
And it seems to us that these rwo defecm in the formulation
of the motion for a resolution are likely to tarnish, blur and
undermine the very guiding principle which Parliament
has given itself and which it should in our opinion continue
to adhere to and condnue to develop.
This was the principle behind the Italian Communist and
Allies Group tabling of an amendment to the motion for a
resoludon aimed precisely at shedding light on some basic
principles. We were narurally gratified to note that the
Commission had openly dissociated itself from the draft
budget presented by the Council, but we reproached the
Commission 
- 
and we continue to reproach them 
- 
for
having tried to submit a preliminary draft which, while dif-
ferent in its options from that submitted by the Council,
nevertheless abides by the same logic 
- 
a logic determined
by the depledon of own resources and in particular by
reaching the ceiling for VAT. This logic is determined by
tle fact that farm prices are shordy due to be reviewed,
which would mean that the Commission would be forced
to adopt, not a supplementary budget, but a rectifying
budget to its preliminary draft made at the expense of cuts
in non-compulsory expendirure.
The Council, on the other hand, immediarcly im-
plemented these cuts and the outcome is that the basic
policies which everyone in this House feels to be
top-priority have been laid low: energy policy, industrial
policy, transport policy and relations with developing
countries. Responsibiliry for this and our criticisms of it-
directed not only at the Council but also at the Commission
- 
should be clear, clear-cut, and explicit, and we consider
that all these things should be made clear in Parliament's
polidcal statement on the budget.
'We are not doing this 
- 
and I repeat 
- 
because we hold
maximalisdc views, and not because we wish to criticize
the Commission at all costs at the same time as the Council,
nor because we feel we must remain faithful to a polidcal
line, but because we consider that the need for clear, open
and accurate statements concerning what we feel to have
been deficiencies in the political decisions taken is the ines-
capable, political dury of a Parliament which, by so acting
and by making such criticisms, can make a contribution to
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finding a way out of the present siruation of serious diffi-
culry and crisis. \fle feel that this Parliamenr's dury ro
speak clearly i s asine qua non, so that 198 1, and in particu-
lar the much-mentioned time limit of June 1981, may truly
bring with it new developmenr, because we have already
heard too many pledges and promises. rD(e feel that this
time limit for own resources, and for VAT in particular,
and the long-awaited toml review of the CAP have now be-
come absolutely unavoidable deadlines if we are to ensure
that the Communiry may continue to play its proper role.
Parliament should therefore srate its view, promise to up-
hold it, and make others solemnly promise to do likewise.
In this respect, the motion for a resoludon does not go far
enough. I think that we also all realize the limitations of the
work carried out on the amendments by the Committee on
Budgets, because the budget, because of the objective
limits set upon it by the misguided decisions or by the iner-
tia of the Commission and of the Council, is essentially un-
amendable.
'We 
also criticize another trend which showed up within
the Committee on Budgets and which can be found in the
motioir for a resoludon, that is the rend towards venruring
into what we feel to be the treacherous and uncertain
ground of so-called savings. Of course, Mr President,
ladies and gendemen, we are fully behind any cuts in
spending at all, in particular at a difficult time such as rhis,
within the existing legislation, and especially where the
manBement of the guaranteec fund is concerned. 'W'e are for
an all-out struggle against all forms of speculation, fraud,
and swindle at the expense of the Communiry but, on this
subject, I should also like to say that such a rigorous and
strict policy can in no way be equated with attempts at im-
posing restrictive policies, boycotts, or economic reprisals
against third countries, which is precisely what emerges
from some of the amendments tabled by the Committee on
Budgets. This is not in the best inrerests of the Communi-
ty, which should not adopt ardtudes reminiscbnt of certain
moments during tle cold war, but which should rather
open out and have sound relations with all the countries in
the world.
Therefore, even if we agree with the calls for discipline, au-
sterity and a moral improvemenr in Communiry spending,
we are against any attempt to mix up this justified policy
with the fundamental struggle for an increase in own re-
sources and for the reforms which I have just alluded to.
\trfle therefore consider that certain passages in the motion
for a resolution 
- 
such as those which refer to suspending
paymenm which are owed to Member States for the costs
incurred for the collection of own resources or to rhe pos-
sibiliry of making savings within the guidance and guaran-
tee fund 
- 
amounr to skating on thin ice. This was srres-
sed, for example, by the representatives of the Council and
the Commission, because the problem of paying back the
sums owed to the Member States is an extremely complex
Iegal problem, quite apart from the financial limitations.
On the subject of savings which might be made, the Com-
mission itself expresses great uncenainry when it says that
all possible savings have already been made. Ve cannot but
be critical of and puzzled at the highly technical budgetary
manoeuvring going on, when it is suggested that the
guarantee entries be reduced by 27o, which will be trans-
ferred to the reserve fund, not because rhese proposed sol-
utions are of no use at all, but because they cannot solve the
basic problem which is either we have the money or we
have not, and if we do not have it then tlere is no technical
or financial manoeuvring which can cover this up, conceal
the fact or hide the real ffuth 
- 
what is needed are definite
reforms in order to be able to progress.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, this is why we have
firmly decided to pursue a coherent policy which is up to
the tasks which this Parliament has assigned to iaelf in ia
long and difficult struggle. I$[e are aware that the tasks will
be extremely difficult, but we consider that this House
cannot give in, cannot adopt a submissive attirude and can-
not possibly shirk its responsibilities without sacrificing its
credibiliry in Europe and in the whole world, and without
sacrificing the possibiliry of effectively furthering the de-
termination apparent in all the political groups in this
House to have a new and more meaningful reladonship
with the new Commission which will shordy be taking up
office and which will open up a new chapter in the history
of the Communiry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rossi to speak onlehalf of the f ib-
eral and Democratic Group.
Mr Rossi. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I shall be brief because, at
the last part session rwo weeks ago, I had the opporruniry
to speak on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
and to make our views and our atdrude quite clear.
Our analysis of the situation is quite simple but disturbing,
since at a time when we have nearly reached ghe ceiling of
our own resources, we are nonetheless unwilling to accept
a budget which implies surrender. On the contrary, we
should like to make this budget reflect our determination
in certain fields, pending the outcome of the discussions
which we shall be having on the Common Agricultural
Policy. A transitional period, Mr President, does nor mean
a period of stagnation. \ile feel that it is possible and desir-
able, I would even say vital, for us to seek, against the
background of only a very small overall increase in the
budget, sectors in which we can further the European ide-
al. In short, we have the choice between spreading the jam
too thinly, which would mean some short-lived satisfac-
don for a large number of people, or taking more subsmn-
tial action in just rwo or three sectors where Parliament
should, in decisive 
- 
or even spectacular 
- 
fashions,
show its determination and thus force the national gov-
ernmenm to haul themselves out of the rut in which they
are now stuck.
The fact is that we have reached a lull in the construcrion of
Europe and it is thus our duty to find a way to free this pro-
cess of im lethargy. I should also point out that this selec-
tive strategy is in line with our analysis of the_prospects for
increasing own resources. It is our view, with deep regret,
that as things sand at present the nine governments are not
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prepared to increase our resources, at least not before the
budget has been restructured, and anyway, even were the
governments to agree, I am far from certain that with our
economies in their present parlous state, our national
parliaments would all ratify such an agreement. This
would leave only one path open to us, that of floating
loans. Therefore, we must resurn to what always used to be
Communiry budgetary practice, which was that the
Community started by establishinB a common policy and
then got the Member States to grant the necessiry funds.
So, if we want to obtain new budgetary resources' we
should start by initiating neu/ common policies. This is
why we shall bring our attention to bear, in this debate, on
the energy question.
There is another maior factor in our analysis of this budget
debate. It can only succeed if this House refuses to be
drawn into squabbles with the other institudons. We must
not fall into the trap of seeing things in black and white and
'thus supporting one of the two institutions we deal with
whilst taking sides against the other. \(/e shall form our
opinions at the various stages of tlie budget procedure, and
just as we reject the simplistic attitude which tends to view
compulsory expendirure as unclean, and non-compulsory
expenditure as noble, we will not give our unconditional
support either to the Commission or to the Council. They
both have in their policies points worth keeping and points
vrhich should be opposed.
Before coming, Mr President' to the question of our own
priorities, I should just like to touch on our attitude on
iomp.rlso.y expenditure. No one is more convinced than
u5 
- 
2nd q7g 5aid as much during the inaugural part-session
of this Parliament in July 1979 
- 
that improvements in
management and cuts in spending must be made in this sec-
tor. This led me personally, in the Committee on Budgets,
to question the Commission on the nature and scope of the
cuts it intended to make in the agriculrural sector and, in
particular, to ask whether such reducdons might be suffi-
cient to offset a normal increase in farm prices..
I must admit that I was not given any clear answer or Pre-
cise figures. It is not, however, our wish to see the whble of
. 
the Common Agriculrural Policy brought into question on
account of the mismanagement there may have been, or of
a certain slackness which has crept into the system, since,
as you are all aware, we fully support this policy.
It should be borne in mind that at a time when we depend
on others for our energy, this policy saves Europe from
depending on others for her food. It should also be borne
in mind that restructuring must not be done through the
budget but through a general discussion based on the
proposals which the Commission is to make to us next
June. Finally, letus not forget that, if the Communiry now
has its own resources and the consequent budgetary au-
tonomy, this is because the Member States accepted this
principle in the name of the Common Agricultural Policy,
which is, let us remember, compulsory expendirure. This
means that since we agree to guiding production and cut-
ting the cosr of structural surpluses 
- 
I repeat structural
surpluses and not surpluses which are a natural offshoot of
an export-oriented policy 
- 
we shall warmly welcome any
restructuring proposals provided they follow the three
basic principles of European prices, Community prefer-
ence and financial guarantees.
As for the impact the agriculrural sector has on the budget,
we note that a considerable effort has already been made in
this draft budget, which only shows an increasgof l27o 
-I repeat 727o 
- 
iompared with 207o in the two previous
years, although the agricultural part of fie budget this year
provides for new market organization and a tenth Member
State. I should also like to add that, via the co-responsibi-
liry levy, farmers provide 2.77o of compulsory expendi-
rure and we should also not lose sight of the fact that farm
prices, which can only be fixed next spring, will have to
take acc6unt of infladon and of the need to maintain far-
mers' purchasing power and that we should bear in mind
the need to allow for the impact of any increases.
I now come, Mr President, to the two points on which we
wish to concentrate, development and energy.
Vhy development? For all those ethical and humanitarian
- 
and of course economic 
- 
reasons which led Parliament
to play a fundamental and decisive role in the early 1960s,
when we should remember that it was one of the architects
of the Yaound6 Agreement, and subsequendy one of the
driving forces behind the Lom6 Agreements. It is quite un-
thinkable, just after the debate on hunger in the world, af-
ter the United Nation's session on the Third Development
Decade, at which the Communiry managed to speak as
one, that our Parliament should allow development funds
to be reduced in relation to last year. But let there be no
misunderstanding. We shall be careful in our voting, to see
that the ACP States are not penalized in comparison with
the non-associated countries and that the budget as a wholq
is understood by the Third \florld as a reflection of our de-
termination to help in its development.
The other line we wish to concentrate on is the energy sec-
tor, which is the one that has been subjected to the most
drastic, and I might add shortsighted, cuts. On this sub-
ject, we still remember the hope the public was given by the
Venice Summit, which stated Europe's shared determina-
tion to take action in a sector where we are coming more
and more to feel that Europe is under attack, under siege
and dependent on others.
Some measures are being taken and my colleague Mr Gal-
land will be speaking about them, but though they are all
Iinked to the energy problem, they nonetheless do not add
up to a common energy.policy. This is why we submitted
to the Committee on Budgets 
- 
and succeeded in having
approved unanimously with only three abstentions 
- 
an
amendment which is of some importance, because of the
150 thousand million EUA it represents but more particu-
larly because of is political significance, since this consti-
rutes the funds we are offering to our governments so that
they may implement a common policy in this sector. Thus,
it is now up to the Member States to look seriously into this
question, which has so often been skirted round, and to
find ways of restoring to Europe, if not total energy inde-
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pendence, at least a higher level of independence, because
without this there can be no political independence either.
Ladies and gendemen, the fact that I have singled our rhese
rwo topics does not mean rhat rily Group will not vote in
favour of amendments in other secto;s. \fle shail en-
. deavour to help resrore funds to secrors in which cuts
would have meint slowing down or interfering with work
which is already going on. But we shall not systematically
vote for all increases. \(Ie shall not systematically go for an
inflated budget. l$(e wish to show we are aq/are of our re-
sporsibilides as Members of this House. It is not our aim
to go against one in.stitution or the other since, as I have al-
ready said, we do not wanr rhis debate to be a clash bet-
ween institutions or a duel over points of honour. Thus,
we shall not choose our amendments by virtue of some
false notion of prestige, or of parliamentary pride, but ac-
cording to how effective they may be. An elected Parlia-
ment does not vrin its spurs or gain authoriry by approving
masgive allocations of funds, but by making its message
plain and by getting its policies accepted. rtr(/e have picked'
out rwo policy areas, but we do nod exclude others. \flhat is
out of the question for us is to rry ro do everything despite
the present combination of rwo factors: the imminent ex-
, 
haustion of own resources and the lack of political deter-0' mination on the part of our governmen$. 
,
This is why, Mr President, I shall conclude by stating that
we want this budget, which I would remind you is the best
political weapon we have, ro be selective in intent but
dynamic and innovative with regard to its main goal of re-
viving the European ideal in the areas in which it is most
fiercely opposed, that is the energy secror. If we could.
' make a sort of new Messina Declararion, then I am sure
that the whole machinery would be set in motion again,
one by one all the components of this Europe we are build-
ing would come to life. Europe would get its second wind
and this grand design we have been involved in for the last
20 years would have a new lease of life. But for this to hap-
pen, we must pick from the tangle the right master thread
to which all the rest are attached,
President. 
-'I call Mr Ansquer to speak on behalf of theGroup_ of European Progressive Democrats.
Communiry cannot be revived by spending millions, or
even ten of millions, bur by an expression of political de-
terminadon at the highest level. If the Council is no longer
playing the part laid down for it in the Treaties, then it is to
the Heads of State and of Government that we musr rurn ro
restore to the Communiry the vim and vigour it lacks.
\Vhat is the point of having a directly-elected Parliament, if
the Communiry lacks the life-blood it needs to grow and
prospel?
It is our common policies which ari this life-blood. And
now we have reached the point where, because there are no
new policies, the only common policy now in existence,
agricultural policy, is paradoxically coming under threat.
Therefore, we call most emphatically on the Europen
Council and the Council of Ministers to set up, while there
is still time, one or two new common policies. Some
policies are now essendal, an enerBy policy for example,
but there are plenry to choose from amongst all the Com-
muniry schemes which have been lying dormant for years.
Europe must cease to be merely a meeting place for.good
intentions.
Thus, the Community budget only echoes the general siru-
ation. Some Members have called it a regressive budget, or
a transitional one. Whatever we call it, we urgently need ro
change the way our budget is developing.
Another thing which must be corrected, apart from rhe
dissipation of the efforts made by the Communiry, is the
proliferation of budget items which are similar in nature. It
is as if the Commission wished by this means to find a way
round the tight limits on budget spending and to make up
for the lack of coherent structural policies. This multipli-
city of similar items has a highly damaging effect on the
clarity of the budget and does not even make it more effec-
tive. This is why we should like to see a more rational
nomenclarure for the budget, which would then make for
greater clariry.
Another point is the dispute between the Council and this
House on how to classify certain items of expendirure, a
dispute which is growing more and more serious each year.
This is not merely a technical problem, Mr President, it is a
political question. (Jp to now, each part of the budgetary
authoriry has in general held its ground, but avoided start-
ing a fight which it was not sure of winning. This state of
affairs jeopardizes the smooth completion of the budgetiry
procedure and the system itself . If we want ro avoid a com-
plete breakdown in the system for distinguishing between
compulsory and non-compulsory expenditure, a solution
to this question is urgendy needed. Parliament must re-
quest that a consrulation procedure be instituted, so that
we can have a thorough exchange of views with the Coun-
cil, which we hope will bear fruit.
As far as income is concerned, u/e all know that we are not
far frorh having exhausted the Communiry's own re-
sources. If we wish to give the Communiry the financial
margin it lacks, several paths are open to us, \(e could, for
example, find additional resources: increase the VAT ceil-
Mr Ansquer.'- (F) MrPresident, ladies and gendemen, I
should like briefly to make some general remarks and then
give my views on some specific points.
The 1981 European budget is the latest step in a slow pro-
cess of disintegradon we have observed in previous finan-
cial years. In this respect, it is a true reflection of the ge-
neral state of the Communiry. This Communiry today
, seems to have lost its spirit, its energy. It is slowly expiring
in a welter of accounts and figures. There is no inspiration
and no grand designs. No new common policies have been
set up since the CAP.
, In such circumsrances, the Conimuniry budget cannot but
be a mediocre one. A roudne, lack-lustre budget. Our
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ing, or create new taxes. \fle could also, as Mr Aigner and
the Committee on Budgets have suggested, resort to sub-
terfuges such as holding back payment of the costs incur-
red by Member States in collecting own resources.
Obviously, etrch of these options has its pros and cons. \W'e
cannot wait for new policies and new resources to be pro-
vided, before improving the existing system. For example,
the share of VAT paid to the Community by Member
States is calculated on the basis of estimates, which means
that the budget is deprived of a considerable sum. It is,
therefore, absolutely essential to review the method of
payment of VAT and to adopt a method based on returns,
which would be sure to make a marked difference'
Mr President, ladies and gendemen, although I am being
critical, I am not criticizing anyone in particular. My sole
aim is to further the construction of Europe on firm and
realisdc foundadons.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bonde to speak on behalf of the
Group for the Technical Coordination and Defence of In-
dependent Groups and Members.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, the debate on next
year's budget will once more fearure a series of attacks on
agriculrural expendirure. Many of the criticisms may seem
justified, but more important is the fact that they reveal a
major paradox since at the same time as Community tax
payers are paying more and more to finance agricultural ar-
rangements and for food in the shops, farmers'incomes are
dropping dramatically. This is a litde like the mystery of
the disappearing millions, since according to the payments
to Denmark from the Communiry budget, Denmark gets
subsantially more payments in the agricultural field than
would appear from the total income from Danish agricul-
ture.
Between 1971-72 and 1978-79 the average Danish far-
mer's income dropped 687oit terms of fixed prices. The
proportion of farrners' incomes resulting from agriculrural
activiry represented two-thirds of their total income in
l97l-72 but had fallen to one third by 1978-79. Nowa-
days two-thirds of farmers' incomes consist of family al-
lowances, pensions and income from other sources.
No other group of the population has experienced such a
dramatic drop in income as farmers. This is a paradox
which calls for a more detailed explanation. In particular,
the most recent figures produced by the Danish Govern-
ment show that this paradox has become even greater over
the last financial year. Briefly, the paradox consists in the
fact that we as consumers and axpayers are paying more
and more in order to give the farmers less and less and I am
saying this since there is a widespread belief, which is
shared by many people in this House, that the prosperous
Danish farmers are milking the Community. The truth of
the matter is that the draft budget we are discussing here
today comes nowhere near to giving most farmers the in-
come which they could achieve if they were to go into the
building industry, which, however, they cannot do any-
way because of the increasing unemployment in that sec-
tor.
The main argument for Denmark joining the Communiry
was that this would be a way of guaranteeing reasonable in-
comes for Danish farmers. After the accession of Den-
mark, Danish farmers made major investments since they
expected that they would'now have a reliable source of in-
come. They saw the Communiry as a utopia, but, as it
turns out, the Communiry does not provide solutions
which will guarantee a reasonable standard of living for the
farmers. Indeed, we can expect further reductions when
the Communiry is enlarged with the accession of Greece,
Spain and Portugal and when we try to reach agreement on
new ways of financing the Communiry budget.
For this reason, at its national congresses, the People's
Movement against the EEC has invited Danish farmers and
farmers' organizations to consider the possibilities of ob-
taining a reasonable standard of living outside the Com-
munity before the agriculrural arrangements collapse.
\(Ihen we come to vote on the budget on Thursday, the
People's Movement will not give its support to a tax on
Communiry farmers. We will oppose any proposd to rein-
sate the Communiry's proposals following the Council's
cutbacks or to increase non-compulsory expendirure. Ve
will vote in favour of the proposid crtbacks, e. g. in areas
which conflict with the preconditions for Danish member-
ship, and for the rest we will as a rule abstain as we take
the view that political decisions should be made in the
nattonal Parliaments and not in a foreign Parliament.
The four representatives of the People's Movement to-
gether with Mrs Boserup of the Socialistisk Folkeparti have
tabled amendments relating to two areas. On the one hand,
in the amendment to Mr Adonnino's report, we reject any
attempts to make the Communiry budget a legisladve in-
strument. We oppose attemPts to increase own resources
by means of new special levies or entries. rUfle support the
Council's rejection of the proposals to include the de-
velopment fund and credit uansactions in the Communiry
budget. \fle oppose an increase in non-compulsory expen-
dirure which will give the supranational bodies more room
for manoeuvre and finally, we support all the attempts by
the Council to ensure thatit can control the administration
of the Communiry budget, e.g. by means of the adminis-
trative committees, in which, incidentally, tle extent of
national influence is still inadequate.
In a second amendment to Mr Ansquer's report, we op-
pose the proposal for a so-called Communiry system for
the salaries, pensions and other allowances for members of
this assembly, and, in particular, we oppose new proposals
for the introducdon of new allowances such as those for
maintaining contacts with constituencies and individual
travel allowances. We maintain the principle that all allow-
ances should be laid down by the individual Member States
and, until they are, we oppose payment of any travelling or
secretarial allowances in the absence of supporting docu-
ments or the payment of any salaries which are higher t}an
those paid to staff.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi, non-attached.
Mr Romualdi.-(I)MrPresident, ladies and gendemen, I
should like to make some general remarks, on behdf of the
non-attached Ialian Members, on the subject of this
budget which we are debating at what is truly a very dif-
ficult time.
The prevailing situation of crisis and difficulry of all kinds
now facing the economies of the Nine and the serious so-
cial, political, moral and financial concerns which are dis-
rupting. our everyday existence and making the future far
from certain 
- 
all these facts were quite righdy brought
home to us by the careful and highly-qualified rapporteurs
in their praiseworthy piece of work for which we all thank
them- can nonetheless not explain away the Council's at-
titude over the budget for 1981, its negative attitude and in
particular its cuts, which are sometimes extremely heavy
and quite inexplicable.
However, these difficulties ought to have been taken as a
reason for making every effort to strengthen 
- 
and there-
fore greater development potential to 
- 
Community
policies, assuming that those policies are believed in, as is
stated at official meetings that the crisis in our economies
may be solved only and above all by strengthening and de-
fending a common European policy.
In my opinion it is not with petry, and sometimes short-
sighted savings that we can hope to get out of our present
difficulties, out of the present state of growing unemploy-
ment in Europe 
- 
in some countries more than in others
- 
to escape from the battering spiral of galloping inflation,
of recession in all sectors of industry 
- 
but to an increased
extent in certain sectors which were mentioned by the rap-
porteurs 
- 
and above all to ward off the impending crisis
of technological and organizational underdevelopment
which is now threatening much of our economic and social
life. Vhat we need is something new, more advenlurous,
wider-ranging, more forward-looking something which
we thought we had detected being put forward in Mr Jen-
kins' last report some months ago, but since then nothing
more has been done about it.
Anyone who thinks he can solve these problems and those
social and regional policy, of convergence, by barricading
himself inside his own house or by considering his own in-
terests, by thinking that he is the centre of the world, or
that he is the focal point of balance within Europe or in his
own private universe, is deluding himself. Anyone who
thinks that energy problems can be solved in this manner
without inspiring a major Community energy policy,
which includes protecting the routes used to ship the oil to
us and exploiting old energy sources such as coal and seek-
ing new ones, is deluding himself. This also applies to re-
search in general, td computer technology, to telematics,
to industrial restructuring and reorganization. It is also a
question y/hich closely concerns the difficulties now being
experienced by tle steel, car, textile, and shipbuilding in-
dustries. The same can even be said of agriculture itself,
which cannot subsist or make progress as long as it is being
held together merely by subsidies 
- 
under whatever name
or by manipuladng surpluses.
As individual countries, we cannot hope to become com-
petitive again, in the face of countries such as America and
Japan which have aggressive industrial and commercial
policies, nor to face up to Europe's huge,commitment to
the Third !trflorld. But we can achieve this if we are prepared
to pull together.
And not enough just to say this in European Council's
meetings or at major, official conferences. It is not enough
to state that certain fundamental policies are required, as
was the case for example in Venice, and then not provide
even one penny, or hardly, in order to implement such
policies. 'We cannot ask the Commission to draw up a draft
budget which takes account of the Community's require-
ments and then destroy what is the only truly vital part of
their proposals. \7hat can the furure of the Communiry
possibly be under such circumstances? Vhar should and
can Parliament do? Should it have another trial of strength
with the Council? Must we once more demean ourselves
by resorting to such'stingy'antics as curs, reducrions or
makeshift solutions, and do our duty through the hateful,
irritating and squalid batde of amendments?
\fle do not think that this is what Parliament should do!
\fle say this at the same time as, failing all else, we re-affirm
our solidarity with the Committee on Budgets, which
quite righdy suggests that the Commission proposals be
reinstated, both for the so-called compulsory expenditure
and for that which is not compulsory but which, from a
polidcal viewpoint, ought to be the only really compulsory
expendirure, since it is this expendirure which has practical
application in guaranteeing, not only the development of
our common economy, but also that of our common pol-
icy 
- 
i. e. true European integration, which is and should
remain the only objecdve of this House. This is precisely
where Parliament's duty lies. \fle wish to state this during
the budget debate at a time when this Parliament is rrying
to take definite steps to defend the furure of the Commun-
iry and to set up the necessary means to achieve this albeit
within the limits of our ability, which can nonetheless be
extended, if we so wish, as the Committee on Budgets itself
pointed out with reference to the problems of the
budgetizatiqn of loans and EDF expenditure, and of reim-
bursing, at least partially, expendirure incurred by the
Member Starcs for the collection of own resources.
It is not Parliament's d,rty 
- 
as we were reminded this
morning 
- 
to expend all its,energy in defending democra-
tic liberty and observance of human rights in all the coun-
tries of the world, sardng with the right to exist and here
the fight against hunger. These are highly esteemable
duties both from a human and social point of view, but
they fall within the competence and sphere of activiry of
other international organizations far better qualified than
us. This Parliament's duty is to build, or even better to
build on, a great economic Europe to make a great political
Europe, which is the only Europe able in these circum-
stances, ladies and gendemen, to guarantee true political
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and moral freedom for everyone, to guarantee peace free
from want and fear in calm and safety for all peoples, na-
tions and for all men.
President. 
- 
I cal Mr Arndt.
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(D) Mr President; as the Socialist Group's
second speaker, I should like to try once more to clarify
what Parliament's task is in the procedure for adopting the
budget and what position this House ought to adopt in or-
der to fulfil that task.
The annual battle over the budget,is not an end in itself, but
is only one pan of the long path along which this directly-
elected Parliament started last year, We must try always to
obtain the majoriry needed to maintain our progress along
that path. Let me take you back to the debate last summer
on the 1980 budget, which was held in this chamber in
Luxembourg. At that time we discussed the question of
whether the Council could be induced either by the rejecr
tion of the budget, by abstentions or by suitable amend-
ments, slowly but surely to fall into line with Parliament's
policies. I recall some of my fellow Members stating that, if
we requested increases of 15 or 20 million EUA and ap-
plied a policy of cautious amendments to the Council
proposals then we could win through in the long run. The
Council's decision on the 1981 preliminary draft budget
shows that the hopes which the majoriry of this Parliament
held out this summer have been dashed. The Council has
no interest whatsoever in the proposals made by Parlia-
ment. The Council has dealt with the Commission's draft
budget by making cuts in it. This House must now turn
against the Council which no longer deserves to bear the
name of Council of the European Communides. The
policies which the Council is now pursuing both in the
budget sector and in other sectors shows that it is not pre-
pared to further the European ideal. The Council facts
down on all the crucial problems which concern the Euro-
pean Community. And, thereby, it is playing the game of
those people in various countries who are against the
European Communiry and in favour of leaving it. It is
therefore now time for the governments within the Council
to remember what their real task is.'Difficult questions
are put off from one Council meeting to another. Some
marvellous decisions were taken at the European Council
in Venice, but when it came rc backing up these policies,
by some solid figures in the 1981 budget, then the Council
let us down.
(Applause)
\{ie all know that own resources have in the meantime been
whetded away by surplus production but the Council
still puts off taking a decision on this matter from one
meeting to anather.
Before the German elections no one dared to take a deci-
sion on this question of own resources and sulplus produc-
tion and now before the Fr.ench presidential elections
nobody dares to take a decision either. There will always,
be somewhere, in one of the countries of Europe, new
elections to be held and decisions will always be put off
until after these national elections, instead of at last taling
the vital step which we were all called upon to take, that is
to strive towards funhering the European ideal. Since this
is the case, this House can only assume the task itself, and
this means ensuring that the European ideal is pulled out of'
the crisis it is now in.
'What we need-are new, courageous Community policies,
and as far as we can judge on 4 November 198p, only this
Parliament is truly in a position to provide the imperus for
this. \fle will not be able to do this during the budget de-
bate, nor overnight. But this first direcdy:elected Parlia-
ment must use the remainder of its term of office to impart
to the European ideal some decisivE new moment$m, for if
we do not, when we present ourselves once more to our
electors, then we will face disaster.
This is why I am pleased to note that the Committee on'
Budgets has fully accepted these ideas. The Committee on
Budgets has tried, in what is to my mind a fine piece of
teamwork, to lay down priorities in the budget. The
Socialist Group collaborarcd in this poliry. Our motions
' on energy policy, which were worked out within the
Committee as a whole, our motions on energy savings 
- 
I
can recall President Jenkins drawing our attention, at the
beginning of this year, to the fact that this should be a
prioriry programme and, in the 1981 budget, Parliament
has seized the opportunity to do something about it 
-
show thatitis possible to develop new policies which in the
final analysis, help to maintain jobs and create nevr ones.
Nor do we consider it acceptable to lower the Commis-
sion's appropriations for regional policy, and we therefore
once more urge our British Conservative colleagues to
withdraw their motion for a resolution on this subject, in
favour of the majoriry view in this House and the Commis-
sion proposals on regional and structural policies.
In our opinion it is not really ParliamenCs job to insert the
subsidies for the ECSC to combat the crisis in the steel in-
dustry. It is, rather, up to the Council to seize the initiative
in.this matter because presumably it is as fully aware of the
steel crisis as everyone else in this Community. Thus it is
really rather annoying that the proposal to grant the ECSC
a subsidy because of the steel industry crisis should have to
come from Parliament.
The Socialist Group will also vote in favour of the higher
sum requested by the Social Affairs Committee, because
we'are fully aware that requests for additional funds will be
forthcoming from various Member States and that the sum
allotted, at least as the Committee on Budgets' proposal
now stands, is unlikely to suffice. However, as has always
been the case, what lies at the heart of our discussions is ag-
riculrural policy. I have no desire to go over the details
once more of the views which the Socialist Group has on
agricultural policy. I do not wish to have to make clear
once more what proposals will eventually have to be im-
plemented in this sector, but it seems to me that it has once
agaip become apparent in the Commitrce on Budgets that
we must do everything in our power not to be submerged
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by continually rising agriculrural expendirure. lWe are dis-
cussing the dangers this holds for the Common Agricul-
rural Policy of t}re European Communiry.
The greatest danger for the CAP lies in the massive increase
in expenditure on surplus production. If we wish to save
the CAP then we must do something about restricting
these production surpluses, \[e therefore welcome what is
clearly stated under paragraph I 1 in the reporr, that the to-
tal amount of agriculrural expendirure planned for 1981
should not be exceeded during the financial year as a result
of decisions on prices for the 198 1/82 marketing year, and
that the funds now allocated must suffice. ,\(/e in the
Socialist Group, however, want this not only to be stated
in the repolt, but also to be included in the budget in the
explanatory notes, because the Council's decision on this
draft budget shows that the views of the majoriry of this
House can only be given full expression if physically in-
cluded in the budget,
rJfe therefore view this as one of the most important points
in this budget debate. I should therefore like to briefly sum
up once more our point of view: the Socialist Group will
pursue the policy on budgetary matters adopted by the
majoriry last year. We hope that here will b e alarge major-
iry in this House to support the continuation of this policy
at the first reading of the budget.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom.
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(Nt) Mr President, the Council will
not be surprised to hear that this House felt bound ro reacr
in kind to the crude decisions taken by the Council on the
draf t budget o n 23 and, 24 September. I should also just like
to rnake the point that it is more difficult to come to a deci-
sion in a Parliament with 410 Members and even in a
37-strong Committee on Budgets than in a Council with
only 9 members. Even then, one member voted against the
final result.
There can be no doubt that the figures contained in the
Council's draft budget will effectively prove ro be a ser-
back for European policy. It looks as though the answer ro
this move this week will be that Parliament will have noth-
ing to do with the Council's proposals. Itlooks as though a
large majoriry of this House wanrs ro see Europe hrove
forwards rather than backwards, and the fact that Parlia-
ment cannot, at this stage, be all that parricular in its ap-
proach should be seen by the Council as a reacrion ro irs
own crude behaviour in September.
\(lhen he presented the draft budget at the plenary session
in October, the President-in-Office of the Council, Mr
Santer, was unable or unwilling to conceal his own per-
sonal opinion on the document when he said that the
budget could probably be improved by Parliament's coop-
eration. In other words, the President-in-Office of the
Council was asking for Parliament's cooperation. All
right, Mr President 
- 
our cooperation will be a fact from
this Thursday, and I see the result of Thursday's vote as
giving the Council a second chance. The 1980 budget need
not be regarded as finally and conclusively lost, provided
the Council is prepared to put right much of what went
v/rong on 23 September. The amendments and proposed
modifications put forward by this House give it every
thance to make the necessary changes. Once that phase is
over, this House can then get down to workin more detail,
, 
as Mr Taylor said. \fle should really have got to that stage
now, but I have explained why that has not yet come to
pass. Given that the European Summit gave top priority to
a European energy policy, is it any wonder that this House
should refuse to allow the Budget Council to cut expendi-
nrre on energy? How can this House approve, on behalf of
the peoples of Europe, dre rctal absence from the budget of
funds designed to alleviate the social consequences of a
srcel policy which threatens widespread unemployment?
The Council even deleted the token entry from the 1980
budget. And then there is the question of continuiry in the
budget. Or are we supposed to ignore any stimulants
which might improve the chances of viable branches of in-
dustry? And how, after holding a debate on world hunger,
and bearing in mind the thousands who die e-tery day of
starvation, can this House neglect to take a vigorous stand
on the question of development aid 
- 
even though all the
money amounts to nothing more than a drop inthe ocean?
Finally, can this House afford not to react when the re-
sources earmarked for the regional policy are so seriously
distorted? AII these serious and crystal-clear shortcomings
have combined to give rise to this House's robust reaction.
Mr President, this explanation of the very large number of
amendments takes an entirely different view to the line of
thought that this House should increase non-compulsory
expendirure as much as possible 
-in view of the ceiling onown resources 
- 
so as to leave as litde room as possible for
agriculrural expenditure. That, I think, places a false in-
terpretation on all these amendments. The Group of the
European People's Party agrees that the current level of ag-
riculrural expendirure should not rise any further 
- 
and
that includes next year's decisions on prices 
- 
and in this
respect we go along with the rapporteur. But we should be
fully aware of the time it will take to get the own resources
ceiling raised, because any such step will require ratifica-
tion in ten ndtional parliaments. That being so, there is a
very real danger of allowing both the agriculrural policy
and other policy sectors to suffocate. Because of the time-
span 
- 
measured in years 
- 
for gerting any such decision
ratified, we must look ahead, and for that rbason I think it a
piry that it proved impossible last year to find a qualified
majoriry in favour of subsdruting 1 .5 % of VAT in place of
the current 77o as an expression of Parliament's will that
own resources must be increased in the near future if the
Community is to make progress. The point of the vote
against this proposal was to maintain the pressure on ag-
ricultural expenditure for a time. I appreciate the reasons
for this attirude, but the end result may now be that own
resources will be increased too late, that the Europeaniza-
. tion of ot'her policy sectors will not stand a chance, and the
upshot may be the renationalization of agriculrural policy.
This year we also have the report of the Spinelli working
parry, which should be discussed by this House with all
47
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speed, and of which I have high hopes. That is the reason
why we have tabled no amendments on this point. In fact,
we have tabled one amendment 
- 
and I am referring here
to that emanating from Mr Aigner, myself and others' to
change the repayments to the Member States from customs
duties and agricultural levies from 707o to 57o. Our aim in
so doing is to initiate a discussion within the institutions. It
will probably not be possible to put this idea into practice
this year, although I have noticed a favourable reacdon to
these ideas in this House's Committee on Budgets, in the
Commission and in the Council. 'We are perfectly well
aware that there is a problem of ratification here too, but
there are ways and means of getting round this problem,
for instance, by introducing the 57o figure on a purely
temporary basis. Mr President, it is highly likely that this
kind of figure will be much needed in the. 1982 budget to
ensure that Europe 
- 
or at least, the budget 
- 
does not
grind to a total halt. That is why we are floadng this idea to
give it the time it needs to come to fruition, in the hope that
the Council will consider it in the context of the forthcom-
ing conciliation procedure. To reply to Mr Dankert, it is
indeed intended as a political proposal, because the Com-
mission has done next to nothing in this field. \fle have
been given no details of where savings could be made in the
Common Agricultural Policy. Once again, the attirude
appears to be that we should wait until next year, when tLe
problem will be so acute that we shall be forced to take de-
cisions with our backs to the wall. What is there to prevent
proposals being made earlier to give us more time to con-
sider the matter and reach decisions after a full discussion?
Nor has the Commission done anything recendy aboutin-
creasing the Communiry's own resources, being content to
leave this point entirely up to Parliament. In its multian-
nual financial estimates for 1981, 1982 and 1983, the
Commission does not even work on the basis of the legisla-
tion it has iaelf submitted to the Council and which affects
projects already scheduled for the coming years. In that
case, what is the point of muldannual financial estimates at
all? The Commission's estimates give litde impression of
political commitment to an acceptable budgetary policy
over the coming years, and Mr Adonnino is rightly very
critical of this shortcoming in his report. The Commission
has instead devoted more energy to drawing up tables and
working out equations which bear more than a passing
resemblance to the principle of jaste retour.
'We have put forward proposals 
- 
nov/ that there is a
proposed amendment to the 1980 budget 
- 
to grant the
United Kingdom an advance of 200 million EUA in this
year fior special measures for the following year, and to
subtract this amount from the 1981 budget. Our aim in so
doing is not to give the United Kingdom any less, but sim-
ply to make things somewhat clearer in the budget. We
shall see what people feel about this proposal.
My group supports the idea put forward by the Socialist
Group 
- 
and adopted by the Committee on Budgets 
- 
to
,budgetize interest subsidies for energy-saving measures.
'fiue shall thus stimulate lending, and bring large amounts of
money into circulation with relatively litde expenditure.
W'e are highly enthusiastic about this idea and shall give it
our suPPort.
Finally, I should just like to draw your attention to my
amendment to item 3071, which has been accepted by the
Committee on Budgets. There seems to be a certain
amount of misunderstanding on this item, which involves a
relatively small amount of money. The aim of my amend-
ment is to enable small and medium-sized undertakings in
Europe to become involved in European affairs. Our aim
in amending the explanatory satementwas merely to make
the point which for years has been the aim of the Commis-
sion and of a majoriry of this House, and to bring this point
out clearly in the explanatory statement on the budget.
Some groups have interpreted this differendy, and I hope
that, following the explanation in the Committee on
Budgets, and after this somewhat short explanation, it will
now be clear that the point was merely to bring out more
clearly in the budget what has for years figured in the ex-
planatory sutement on part 7 B.
I hope that, when it cornes to the vote on Thursday, this
House will be selective and will take a critical view of our
own budget, to ensure that we are not too stingy with re-
gard to other institutions' staffing requirements and give
too much prioriry to our own, often subjective, require-
ments. This will be a difficult ask, but I hope we shall be
able to summon up the necessary self-discipline on this
point on Thursday.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kirk.
Mr Kirk. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I am pleased that we in
Parliament have got down to discussing the budget seri-
ously this year. I am glad that the somewhat nebulous
political observations which were a feailre of the budget
debate last year would appear to be a thing of the past and
that we are now trying to regard the Communiry budget
from a real Communiry point of view.
After all, the Communiry's funds are public funds just as
much as those used at a national level, and we in the Euro-
pean Democratic Group have endeavoured to deal with the
budget in the light of this fact. The previous spokesman for
our group. Mr John Mark Taylor, explained quite clearly
for the benefit of those Members present that we have
made a genuine attempt to consider this budget from the
point of view that where it is possible to save public funds
we should in fact do so, and that where expendirure was
not furthering the Communiry ideal it should be discon-
tinued. Unlike previously in this Parliament, we have not
tried to produce a picture of what an ideal budget would
look like. Instead, we have used the other aspect of Parlia-
ment's powers, i. e. the power to see to it that the money
made available is used as sensibly as possible. Our reasori
for departing from the previous approach is that on closer
analysis this approach has proved to be an illussion. I hope
the Members will try to understand this point of viewsince
if we look at the Battersby report on the accounts for 1978,
which was submitted to us last spring, we see that of the
585 million EUA Parliament had adopted in its proposed
modifications to the 1978 budget, the Commission did not
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use more than about 25-50 million EUA, i. e. only about
10%. Similarly, this summer Parliament adopted a budger
containing the same level of agricultural expendirure as it
had tried to have reduced when it rejected the budget in
December.
Let me say it quite clearly that if Parliament is to play a sub-
stantial role in drawing up rhe Communiry budget, we
must grasp any possibiliry open to us to exercise direct in-
fluence. \We must ensure that the budget genuinely reflects
the needs of the instirutions for the implementation of
Communiry policy and that we do not year after year
overprovide for sectors where we know in advance that the
money cannot or will not be used. By using the budget to
eliminate expendirure for which there is no documinted
need, Parliament would be able to reduce the amount of
bureaucracy in the Communiry and at rhe same time spare
the taxpayers unnecessary expense.
In my view, we must endeavour to establish a link with
Parliament's critical approval of the Communiry accounts.
There is no sense in our criticizingthe Commission's ad-
ministration in spring only to adopt appropriadons in au-
tumn as if nothing had happened. This is the reason under-
lying the proposed modifications tabled by the European
Democratic Group in the Committee on Budgets and for
further proposed modifications which will be tabled at a la-
ter date.
'We have proposed a series of modifications in cases where
the Commission has asked for substantial increases in ap-
propriations without being able to give any real motives for
them. In these cases, we have cut down the appropriadons
to a level which will allow for general infladon. Ve have
also proposed that the appropriations for leases should be
blocked until the Commission has been able to reporu to
the Parliamentary committee on what has been done with
regard to the criticisms levelled by the Courr of Auditors.
Ve have proposed that part of the appropriations for ex-
penditure on meetings should be blocked until the Com-
mission has demonstrated the need for these meetings to
the Parliamentary committee, and we have proposed the
blocking of the 14 m EUA forming the appropriations for
the research project under Ardcle 336 of the budget of
which the Court of Auditors wrote in its report for 7978:
In fact the inspection repons of the Directorate-General, Re-
search, Science and Education and those of the Directorate-
General, Financial Control show that only rarely do inspec-
tions give satisfacory results. The difficulties which recur
most often are as follows:
- 
the contracting parry's accounting system is either non-ex-
istent or unsuitable for the contract,
- 
the absence of supponing documents for staff expenditure
incurred under the conrract,
- 
serious obstacles in the way of verifying overheads.
Can we, I ask, accept 14 million EUA being used i n an area
where no checks whasoever are kept on how these funds
are channelled and where there is no real accoundng sys-
tem? I should like to recommend to Parliament that this
amount be cut from the budget.
The total amounr we have cut or blocked is a litde under
100 million EUA, which may not seem all that much com-
pared with the total budget. However, we in the European
Democratic Group are convinced that if the Committee on
Budgets adopts this same approach when we come ro dis-
cuss next year's budget, we may be able to make even grea-
ter savings. ft was our intention to indicate *re way in
which we think Parliament should approach the budget in
furure.
I should also like to say that I cannot give my support to the
proposal by the Committee on Budgets for an increase in
the payment appropriations and commitment appropria-
tions by 870 m EUA and 1200 m EUA respecdvely. As Mr
Tugendhat made clear yesterday, in some of these areas
there would be no chance wha$oever of these funds acru-
ally being udlized. He also menrioned that some of these
areas lacked a real legal basis. In my view, in view of the
current situation as regards the budgets in all the Member
States, and in view of the manifest inabiliry of the Member
States to achieve a satisfactory level of economic activity,
we are not in a position where we can simply increase the
Community budget without more ado. Parliament must
take a responsible approach in this respecr and try ro exer-
clse some restralnt.
I should like to recommend Parliamenr ro support rhe
proposal of the Commitree on Agriculture that expendi-
ture which does notreally come under the Common Ag-
riculrural Policy should not be included in the agricultural
budget. It is not reasonable that food aid, which the Com-
munity has, for political reasons, undenaken to provide,
and which I am in favour of, should be included in the ag-
ricultural budget. I also wish ro supporr rhe artemprs of
this Parliament to eliminate the co-responsibiliry levy and
instead place the economic responsibiliry for surplus pro-
duction, particularly in the dairy sector, with those pro-
ducers who persist in allowing their production to in-
crease.
Mr Arndt 
- 
who unfortunately is no longer presenr 
-spoke on this matter and I should like to say rhar one of rhe
reasons why we cannot solve the problems in the agricul-
rural budgetis the very atrirude adopted by the Socialists.
\(/e are unfortunately in a situation where the Socialists are
trying to conduct social policy via the agricultural budget.
Mr Arndt can count on our cooperation if he will let this
drop and regard the agricultural budget as a genuine ag-
ricultural budget and thus transfer expendirure for social
measures to the social secdon of the budget.
There will no doubt be people who think drat the approach
I have oudined reflects a relucance on my parr ro reinforce
European cooperation. I should like ro say at once that this
would be a wrong interpretation. It is my conviction that
Parliament will only be able to strengrhen European coop-
eration if the basis for such cooperation is sound, by which
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I mean that the money used is used sensibly and that the ac-
tivities adopted produce results. \flithout this basis, we
will never t. 
"bl. to win the support of the people 
of
Europe vhich the European ideal so urgendy needs.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Baillot.
Mr Baillot. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the budget before us de-
monstrates the graviry of the crisis gripping the European
Economic Communiry and, more generally, the whole
capitalist world. Half of the increase in the 1981 budget
over that of 1980 is to cover inflation, which far from slow-
ing down will continue to accelerate over the coming
m6nths. At the same time unemployment wlll Pass the
seven million point and the economies of the nine Com-
muniry countries will continue to staBnate'
The Council, along with the Commission and the rappor-
teurs of the Committee on Budgets, Mr Adonnino and Mr
Ansquer, conclude from this that the people of Europe will
hare to tighten their belts. In all Communiry countries, it
is the purihasing power of the workers, in particular wage
..rrr"i, and farmirs, that will staBnate and even decline.
This is the case in France, as official statistics Prove' On the
other hand we find that simultaneously, on the pretext of
restructuring industry and particularly the steel industry'
the textile industry, ship building and probably tomorrow
the motor industry, public funds are being allocated to
multinadonals on a large scale. Furthermore Mr Adonnino
regards this utilization of public funds to promote indus-
rial redeployment as a matter of principle for the sake, I
suppose, of the free market economy.
But there is a limit to the extent to which the Council and
the large majority of Parliament can further steP uP the
policy of austeriry. They must take account of workers and
ispecially of farmers. Let us not forget the large-scale de-
mtnstration which took place in Strasbourg this year dur-
ing the debate on agricultural prices. It was only to be ex-
peit.d. As official figures show, agriculrural incomes have
fallen,4To over 1979 in the Federal Republic of Germany,
in Belgium this is likely to be more than 57o while in Great
Britain, unofficial sources put the decline in incomes at
about 107r; in France farmers have been subjected to the
seventh consecutive annual fall in incomes'
In several countries, including my ov/n' we have had daily
reminders over the past several months that the workers
are struggling againsi the closing down of entire sectors of
industry- \(i'e are iar, very far, from the wonderful prom-
ises made duri ngthe 1979 European election campaign and
which certain Members of this House believed could be
realized in the 1980 budget! The 1981 budget is truly a
budget of crisis and austeriry for the people o( Europe.
Having said this, let me oudine what we consider to be the
main features of the draft budget amended by the Commit-
tee on Budgets. Firstly, the reduction in the British con-
tribution decided on 30 May last represents an extremely
heavy burden for the European budget. Itrepresents about
8% ;f rhe 22Toincrease in the 1981 budget over that of
1980. \[e still maintain that the President of the French
Republic took on a heavy responsibiliry when he capitu-
Iatid to Mrs Thatcher, panicularli' since the agricultural
advantases which France was to obain in retur'n have not
materialfzed, or at least only to a very small extent. Thus
we again demand that the sum grantedto theUnited King-
dom be revoked and used for the benefit of farmers by set-
ting up a reserve fund to provide a fair increase in agricul-
tural prices.
Secondly, the budget is influenced by the planned en-
largement of the Communiry. Greece's accession has led
immediately, i. e. in this budget, to additional expendirure
which eventhe rapporteur has been obliged to describe as
one of the special^difficulties in the lg8ibudget' In addi-
tion, a letrciof amendment submitrcd by the Council allo-
cated 30 million EUA in payment appropriations and 60
million EUA in commitment appropriations to assist Por-
tugal's entry into the Communiry. This decision of the
Council is widely approved by the Committee on Budgets
which considers that in this matrcr the Council has surpas-
sed even its highest hopes.
Thirdly, the budget reflects the continued determination
of the Commission and of the large majoriry of Parliament
to call for a review of the Common Agricultural Policy,
even if in so doing it must face the dissatisfaction and op-
'posidon of farmers.
Already, the share of the Common Agriculrural Policy in
the general budget has fallen from 73 .27oin 1980 to 67 .2Vo
in tsgt. I knowthat some people would like to artificially
lower this proportion by transferring appropriations to
other tides. The Commissionproposed that the appropria-
dons required for price increases in 1981 should be in-
cluded in thp overall Common Agriculrural Policy budget
and the Committee on Budgets has followed up this pro-
posal by deducing2Vofrom the overall EAGGF Guaran-
rce Section approprations placing it in reserve. We protest
vigorously against such a proposal. Again this year it is the
faimers who will pay for the industrial redeployment
policy.
Fourthly the budget reflects the desire to continue the po-
licy of European integration under the guise of'restruc-
turing'. Thii is evident in the European Regional De-
,eloplent Fund which aims to bring about so called
dignment. But how is it possible to have alignment at
Euiopean level when in each of our countries social ine-
qualities are steadily increasiirg? For this reason there is no
'way we can endorse such a policy
As for the Social Fund it is just a means of repairing, very
inadequately, t}e mistakes of the restructuring policy.
And indeed often it has been the workers who have strug-
gled to win this reparation. This is why we also object to
the contribudo., of 112 
-illion EUA to the ECSC for tem-
porary social rireasures linked to restructuring of the steel
industry to which we are opposed.
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Before concluding I should like to say again that we are op-
posed to entering the European Development Fund and
borrowing/lending acrivities in the budget. Likewise we
reject the proposal of the Committee on Budgets to de-
duct, for the reserves, half of the flat rate repayment of
costs incurred in collecting cusroms' dudes in order to
compensate for the shortage of Communiry own re-
sources. If such a system were inroduced for instance in
France it would mean a reducdon in a budget revenue
which could only be offset by an increase in the already ex-
cessive tax burden of the large majoriry of families. And
here, I should like to repear our determined opposition to
,any system of European taxation which - as we know -
some people want to introduce so as to permanendy in-
crease the Communiry's own resources.
l$(e have proposed several amendments which concern
more particularly the Common Agricultural Policy, our
rejection of Communiry enlargement, aid to the develop-
ing countries and the fight against hunger and famine
which are increasing throughout the worlds, as was
pointed out at the last ACP/EEC meedng in this forum a
few weeks ago.
Most of our amendments propose transferring funds
within the budget itself, from dde to tide, from one budget
heading to another, thereby avoiding increasing expendi-
ture overall.
In conclusion, the amended draft budget reflects once a-
gain the will of the majoriry of Parliament to pursue its po-
licy of European integration. However, this year, this de-
termination will probably not Bo as far as repeating the
political operation of rejecting the budget which meant
having recourse to the system of'twelfths' for a period of
six months. And yesterday, the Council and the Commis-
sion could be heard calling on the majority of this Parlia-
ment to act wisely. This is indeed the proof, as we said al-
ready last year, that the opposition beoween Parliament
and the Council is more symbolic than real. How in fact
could it be otherwise? Are not the ranks of the Parliamen-
tary majority, from Socialists to Conservatives, made up of
' representatives of the panies in power and of dre parties in
opposition whose policies, let us admit it, are identical in
principle and in their objectives? lVhy wrangle here when
in realiry there is no reason for it?
For our part, aware of our responsibiliry to our people, but
also to the workeps of other countries, we the French
Communist and Allied Members will refuse to uphold rhe-
policy which is reflected so faithfully in the budget under
discussion.
President. 
- 
The proceedings will now be suspended until
3 P.-.
The House will rise.
(Tbe sitting utas suspended at 1.05 p.rn. and. resumed at
3 P.*.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR JAQUET
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
I call Mr Flanagan.
Mr Ftanagan. 
- 
Mr President, I appreciate that much of
this debate has tended to be repetitive, and perhaps I
should begin by apologizing for the fact that I am going to
reiterarc much of what I have already said personally and
on behalf of our group.
The most serious problem now facing both the Commu-
niry and the 1981 budget is a financial one, and,it poses a
fundamental threat to the common agriculrural policy. As
I said a couple of weeks ago, wharcver the experience may
have been this year in continental countries, it was a disas-
trous year for the agriculrural community in Ireland. The
situation now is that with the dny margin that is left, the
prospect of the Council of Ministers being able to give any
reasonable increase in agriculrural prices next year is pretry
slim.
I would like to repeat what I said in regard to Greece, and
add that I commend the Greek Government for their at-
tirude. In other words, I agree with the demand by Parlia-
ment for a 15 7o increase of the Regional Fu nd so as to srart
Greece off on the right foot.
They, for their part, insisr thar no other country should get
into more serious problems as a result of looking after
them. They are to be strongly commended for that.
Similarly I do not accept rhe recommendations of my col-
leagues on the Committee on Budgem that there should be
a 2Vo across-the-board reducdon in the budget. On the
contrary, as I said last year and on the only other occasion I
spoke from this bench in this sitting; I fear that we are neg-
lecting the interests of the people who put us here because
we are not seriously making an effort ro reduce the imbal-
ances between the richer para of Europe and the poorer
ones. I am not now talking about ideals, but simply about
the stated objectives of the Treacy of Rome.
If we are to be serious about achieving these objectives and
if, in particular, we are to be serious about trying to reduce
the imbalances berween the richer and the poorer pans of
Europe, then we must have a Regional Fund, a Social Fund
and other funds to achieve thatpurpose. \(/e cannot do this
until we face the problem of increasing own resources.
That is the challenge that is facing the instirutions of
Europe as well as the Member States.
Put in a nutshell, then, if we are to keep the one common
policy we have, if we are to try to improve the lot of the ag-
ricultural community which, as I say, had a very bad time
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this year and last year, if we are to have Regional and Social
Funds which are capable of doing the job for'which they
were intended, then we must tackle the problem of re-
sources, of money to do the work. If we do not, we are
simply fiddling about with figures and fooling ourselves. I
hope we have the courage to do that. I believe that that is
what we as Members of this Parliament were elected,
among other things, to do.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Castellina.
Mrs Castelline.-(I) MrPresident, ladies and gendemen,
I really qmnot go along with the altqgether'normal' ap-
proach we have aken this year in dealing with the proce-
dures for approving the 1981 budget. I cannot go along
with it because in my view we should have adopted a spe-
cial approach, an urgent approach even, to this urgent situ-
ation we find ourselves in.
The 1981 budget which has been submitted to us reveals in
fact, far more than last year, the point of crisis reached by
the Community. Thir budget is funher proof of a political
decision aimed at baulking the obiectives which have been
so often championed in this Parliament. Above all, there
is the objective of proper Communiry solidarity, which
means that if everyone is going to be asked to make sacri-
fices for the sake of unity 
- 
and among these sacrifices,
where Ialy is concerned, is the launching of the EMS 
- 
the
sectors and the regions with the biggest problems ought to
be able rc get the help they need to correct the existing im-
balances. But things are not like that.
The second objective is to balance out expendiure so that
fie Community is in a position to develop a new policy
of its own within the Community and in its redtions with
the Third Vorld. This has not been achieved because, once
again this year, most of the resources have been swallowed
up in expendirure which seems 
- 
thanks to some clever
juggling of the figures 
- 
to be for the agriculrurd sector,
whereas the fact of the maner is that the money goes to
support a few of the better-off agricultural producers.
The third obiective is the democratization of the Com-
munity. This means greater powers of supervision and de-
cision by Parliament in all fields of decision-making. The
acrual siruadon is quite different because, once again, a to-
ally unjustified distinction benueen compulsory and
non-compulsory expenditure, together with dl the proce-
dures which currendy govern the passage of the budget,
means that Parliament's role is absolutely negligible.
A lot of people have said that this is a transitiond budget
and that we should accept it, even if it goes against the
grain, because next year we shall at last have a complete
overhairl of the budget. I do not go dong with that idea. It
has become even clearer this year that the key problems of
Community policy have not been solved, and in my view
we ought to have had a general policy debate aimed at
do"ri"S the attention of thb Commission and Council to
the shameful delays which have built up in this area and to
the conservative, and indeed retrograde, options which
both institutions have again put before us.
The majoriry in the House has opted for a detailed discus-
sion of the budget, chapter by chapter, which has resulted
in the tabling of a series of minute amendments which can
do nothing to change the stamp of Communiry policy,
for the simple reson that they are framed within a struc-
rure which can in no way be changed by tabling amendments.
I consequendy feel that Parliament's efforts in these few
weeks have been a useless and indeed humiliating experi-
ence. I therefore think it is high time for Parliament to give
a formal warning, so that next year we do not find our-
selves in the same powerless position as this year. \Vhile a-
greeing with much of the criticism levelled in the Adon-
nino motion for a resolution, I do not think that it manages
to convey the sense of urgency which is absolutely essential
in the present circumstances.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fich.
Mr Ech. 
- 
(DIg Mr President, it is only four months or
so since we last discussed the Communiry budget in this
House. It is true that that was an unusual siruation, but it
nevertheless says something about the entire budgetary
procedure which can best be described as extremely
long-winded, complicated and enormously laborious. All
in all, it might be said that the Communiry budgetary pro-
cedure is fundamentally illogicd and it therefore seems to
me that it is time this procedure iself came up for discus-
sion. It strikes me that we might be able to find a more ef-
fective and up to date budgetary procedure.
If we are to discuss this question, I should like to recom-
mend that the rules governing the budget itself should be
made more precise and drat, in addition, some genuine
control of the funds passing through the Communiry cof-
fers should be introduced. By this, I do not mean control
on the part of Parliament, but control on the part of the
Communiry institutions as such. This would presumably
necessiate, amongst other things, budgets covering several
years, but the main thing would be to ascertain whether or
not tle money allocated is in fact used at all, and what it is
used for. At the moment, one gets the impression that the
Community budget is more like a housekeeping account
where we simply record what has actually been spent
rather than a budget where we decide what is to be spent.
If we look at the proposed draft, we are in more or less the
same situation as regards the budget as we were this time
last year and six months ago, in that the budget before us
now is very similar to the ones before us on those occa-
sions, with, however, one imporant difference, i.e. that
we are rapidly getting dangerously close to the own re-
sources ceiling. If tle proposds by the Committee on
Budgets are adopted, we will reach 977o of the VAT re-
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venue, i. e. 98-99Vo of the maximum possible own re-
sources. This is, of course, an irresponsible way of going
about things in the budget, as we do nor yer know what
next year's world market prices for agricultural products
will be, and we have no details of the price increases which
will be contained in the agriculrural package. 'We are very
close to rhe 77o ceiling, but we do nor know exacdy where
we are. A budget of this kind, which incidentally, was also
the kind of thing which the Commission had in mind, is, of
course, irresponsible.
\7e will very soon 
- 
i. e. next year 
- 
end up in a situarion
where revenue remains constanr by virtue of the Treaties,
while expendirure increases, also by virtue of the Treades
to some extenr, i. e. within the agricultural sector, and the
rwo sides of the accounr will no longer balance. In view of
this, it is no wonder that there should be all sorts of specu-
ladon as to v/hat we are intending to do. In principle, of
course, there are only rwo possibilities open ro us, i. e.
either we increase Communiry revenue, or we reduce ex-
pendirure. Proposals ro increase revenue have in fact been
made. There is one proposal to the effect that repayments
to the Member Sates should be partially frozen, and I
should like to say in a puri:ly personal capacity that I do not
think we. should accept this.proposal, as.it is simply-an ad-
minstrative manoeuvre 
- 
which is not what we need, since
the problem we are faced with is a political problem, and as
such calls for apolitical soludon and nor for administrative
evasion of the issue. A political proposal has in fact been
made 
- 
not as yet officially, but we do have the Spinelli re-
port which indicates clear polidcal solutions to these prob-
lems 
- 
but I should also like ro say 
- 
again in a purely per-
sonal capaciry 
- 
that, as I see it, the Spinelli reporr is more
an intellecrual exercise than an example of realistic thinh-
lzg, since its idea of direcr raxation of Communiry citizens
would not stand a chance in the Council of Ministers.
If the idea of increased revenue appears to be a non-starter,
we must consider the possibiliry of savings, and there are a
lot of people who are in fact doing this. In particular, they
are looking at the agriculrural sector, and for good reasons,
since it now accounts for approximately TOVo of our
budget. I go along with the argument that one of the things
we must do if we are to be able to introduce certain price
increases for agriculrural products next year, is to find
some ways of making economies. I think it would be pos-
sible since, as we know, by no meins all the money v/e pay
to the agriculrural sector finds its way ro the farmers. \fle
know that a lot of it never gets that far, and it is in this area
of the various middlemen that we could make cerrain sav-
ings. The main thing, however, is that we should not inrer-
fere with the principles of the agriculrural arrangements as
such. Indeed, our guiding principle should be preservation
through rationalization. Even if this agricultural arrange-
ment comes to be based on sounder principles, it will still
cost money, and we will never achieve what many people
talk about, i.e. a better balance in the budget. Perhaps we
may achieve a slight improvemenr, but we will never be able
to achieve a good balance overall. However, this is not a
budgetary problem, ir is a reflecdon of the general starc of
Communiry policy where agricultural policy is central and
other aspects of policy have never really been developed.
I should like to say with regard to policy in other secrors
that I am strongly in favour of stepping up research into
nev/ energy sources and energy saving. It is in the interests
of us all that this research should be coordinated as exten-
sively and as efficiendy as possible.
I also think that this Assembly should carry the resolution
it adopted in September in connecrion with the Ferrero re-
port to its logical conclusion, since this resolution will re-
main a mere empry gesrure if we do not also make the
necessary funds available.
Finally, I am 
- 
in spite of serious reservations 
- 
also pre-
pared to support various activities in the field of regional
policy. Inprinciple, we support the regional policy, burwe
must say that our experience with the administration of
this policy has up to now been very bad. \(e agree with the
Heads of State and Government in all these fields. It is
quite correct what the Heads of State and Governmenr say
at all their meetings. However, we are less in agreement
with the Finance Ministers and we look forward to the day
when the Heads of Stare and Governmenr will come to
some agreement with the Finance Ministers as to what they
actually want. This would make the whole thing a lot easier
for us.
Finally, I should like to make an observation in a personal
capacity regarding education in the Community 
- 
and my
remarks are addressed particularly to Mr Patterson who
brought this question up earlier. Mr Patterson should re-
member tlat there is in fact no Council of Education
Ministers and consequendy there has been no decision by
such a council on an educadon programme. If Mr Patter-
son manages to push these things through, this will consti-
rute infringement of the Treary in rwo respects. On the one
hand, it will involve legislation via the budget and, on the
other, legislation in a field which lies outside the scope of
the Treary. Mr Patterson should, I rhink, think carefully
before infringing the Treaties in this way, since on another
occasion it might be him and his colleagues who are on the
receiving end of an infringement of the Treaty. Apart from
that, there is nothing to prevent us implementing rhe pro-
gramme, As we all know, the Nine governments could
carry ir out joindy in the form of an agreemenr berween
Nine equal countries. The programme could be put into
practice tomorrow if we wished, but we do not. And why
not? Because young people are being used as hostages in an
atrcmpt to make education a Communiry matter. That is
my final remark, and I should like to close by thanking the
20 or so Members who were presenr to hear what I had to
say.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, I
should like to begin by thanking Mr Fich for saying quite
righdy 
- 
at the beginning of his speech, I believe 
- 
that the
most important lesson we should learn from today's debate
is that the budgetary procedure must be rethought. If we
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want to retain the legal powers bestowed on us by the Trea-
ty, we must in future make the instisutional question a
more central element in our deliberations than we have so
Iar.
I must say that at no time over the years have I had such a
strong feeling of taking pan in a gigantic display of
shadow-boxing, because the fact is that, given the current
state of the Communiry institutions, all the effort and
work we put in over the weeks of discussion to get a majo-
rity in this House can often, in the space of a few hours, be
reduced to nought by Council decisions. That is the real
state of affairs, and that is why I believe that the legal pow-
ers, the procedures and the cooperation between the in-
stitutions 
- 
and I am thinking here particularly of closer
cooperation berween the Commission and Parliament 
-
should be better coordinated from the functional point of
view. \7e must call up reinforcements if our legal powers
are insufficient to enable us to implement the policies we
have formulated together.
I should like to express my thanks to one of the Members
who spoke this morning, Mr Bonde, who was elected to
the European Parliament as an opponent of European in-
tegration. Ladies and gendemen, earlier this morning, Mr
Bonde said that he wholeheartedly supported the policy
pursued by the Council. Surely there can be no better indi-
cation of the role of the Council in this whole business.
(Applaase)
The fact is that the Council is behaving as an opponent of
the Eurcipean Community.
Allow me to comment briefly on the Council represenu-
tives here today. I rcalize of. course that all this does not
simply reflect the political convictions of the gendemen
representing the Council in the conciliation procedure.
The real blame lies with the national governments in the
background, who are unable to see any further than their
own national problems. The members of these govern-
ments make great play of their commitment to Europe in
major speeches, but when it comes to doing something
practical to enable us to ioin together to overcome the
problems facing our peoples 
- 
in other words, when na-
tional instruments are no longer enough 
- 
they retreat be-
hind their national fortress walls and send to the Council
people who are expeqted simply to sit there with their
hands bound and to do as good as nothing which goes
beyond the decisions already taken in the national
cabinets. That is what is really happening in this budgetary
procedure.
Moving on to the Commission, I am sure that Mr Tugend-
hat will not expect me to address a declaration of undying
affection to the Commission. There can be no doubt that
the Commission has the political will to do'more, but- if I
may use a rather down-to--earth turn of phrase 
- 
it has so
far failed to sever the umbilical cord which supplies politi-
cal legitimacy from the national capitals to Brussels.
Unforrunately, the Commission also derives its political
legitimacy from decisions taken in the national cabinets,
and it is at that point that the conflict arises. On the one
hand, the Commission wants to, and must fulfil its righdul
role, but on the other hand, it is not given the backing it
needs. But if an institution like the Commission is not pre-
pared 
- 
and I am pulling no punches here 
- 
to question its
own motrves as soon as rt thinks it can no longer answer for
the stagnating sate of the Community, we shall never
make the essential breakthrough.
Mr President, as I do not have very much time available, I
shall concentrate on just a few problems. Let me start with
what I take to be the central problem. How can we do away
with the ceiling on income under the pressure of expendi-
ture? How can we pursue new policies unless this break-
through is made right away? As we have heard on rwo or
three occasions, we must try to tap new resources at the
same time as using the paltry resources we do have to get
out of this stagnation and tackle new policies.
The Common Agriculrural Policy is very much a problem,
and, in my capaciry as Chairman of the Committee on
Budgetary Control, I should like to quote paragraph 10 of
our motion for a resolution: the European Parliament
confirms its suppon for the basic principles of the Common
Agriculturd Policy, which is at present a genuinely integrated
Community policy, but confirms dso the need to correct the
serious imbalances in sectors with structural surpluses.
It further points out that the rate of increase in agriculrural
expenditure must be stabilized.
Mr Tugendhat, the Committee on Budgetary Control and
the Committee on Budgets have, with the zupport of my
group, tabled an amendment comprising three points, and
I believe this amendment to b€ central to today's debate.
Briefly, these three points are as follows. Firsdy, the
Commission will administer special funds for refunds and
for milk products, at the same dme ensuring that the sys-
tem of advance-fixing and in particular the period of valid-
iry of the export permits do not give rise to speculation.
Secondly, no more advance-fixing should be allowed for
exports to state-rading countries. Thirdly, deposits must
be so high that they lead to a fall in those exports which are
.not compatible with the needs of the market.
\flhat is meant by all this? Mr Tugendhat, you went into
this question yesterday. You know as well as I do that it is a
matter of the administration of agricultural markets
whether hundreds of millions of units of account are spent
for no purpose or can be saved without selling so much as a
single tonne less of butter or milk powder.
It is true that the Commission has increased the refund rate
for butter from 100 to 160 over the last few days, at a time
when.- as we know 
- 
certain markets are virnrally crying
out for our agriculrural products. It is true that this in-
crease in the refund rates came about as a result of pressure
exerted by a national Bovernment. Is it true, Mr Tugend-
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hat, that in the space of four days following this increase 
-
this is the last figure I have 
- 
40000 tonnes' worth of ad-
vance-fixing conffacts were concluded?
If it is true 
- 
and I should appreciate it if you would give a
reply to the House 
- 
it is self-evident that speculadon is rife
and that the Commission is not sufficiently autonomous to
get a grip, on this speculation on the agriculrural markets.
(Applause from the centre)
That is why we have tabled this amendment. Mr Tugend-
hat, I failed totally to understand rwo of the points you
made yesterday. You said that if we got rid of advance-fix-
ing contracts with state-trading countries, we should be
discriminating against those countries. Forgive me for say-
ing so, but surely we incorporated these contracts into our
system because we have market systems. The fact is,
though, that there are no market laws in the state-trading
countries. In other words, they need other instruments in
those countries. This does not amount to discrimination,
but merely to adaptation to requirements, and the fact that
the Commission has itself given thought to these matters
shows that it has already gone over to direct invitations to
tender. I do not understand why you are suddenly aban-
doning your own method after only a few days and revert-
ing to this outrageous practice, thereby 
- 
and I am quite
aware of what I am saying 
- 
causing the European Com-
munity and the European taxpayer to pay out hundreds of
millions of units of account to no purpose.
There was another point you made yesterday which I un-
derstand even less. You said that the abandonment of this
instrument with regard to State-trading countries was firsi
and foremost a political mamer which had nothing to do
with the budget and had next to nothing to do with Parlia-
ment. Do you really think, Mr Tugendhdt, that we are
nothing more than book-keepers? Do you not believe that
we should investigate whether certain instruments are re-
ally being put to the best possible use in the interests of the
taxpayer and the fu.ture development of the Community,
or whethi:r mistaked have been made? If we are of the opin-
ion that mistakes have been made, then it is up to the
Commission to investigate the matter to give us an ans-
wer and to tell us, where appropriate, where our views are
mistaken. So far, you have failed to do so. On the contrary,
you have consistendy given way to pressure, gone part of
the way with us and then reverted to your original posi-
tion, probably under pressure from other quarters.
I therefore believe that we could make the substandal sav-
ings we need to put to good use in other sectors simplby ap-
plying more rigorous yardsticks in the administration of
agricultural markets. I am grateful to the Commission for
stadng so clearly to both committees 
- 
the Commitrce on
Budgehry Control and the Committee on Agriculture 
-
that it intended to dealt with the agriculurd price ques-
tions and all these matters in connection with these ad-
vance-fixing contracts.
I should now like to move on to deal with a second point,
namely the amendment tabled by the Committee on
Budgetary Control providing for stricter monitoring of
ffansfers of resources, and including the agriculrural sec-
tor. I realize, Mr Tugendhat, that problems may arise here,
and you yourself know how far the budgethas degenerated
into a kind of railway goods yard, with the various items
being shunted hither and thither. This, of course, is not
the fault of any one instirution but the result of factors like
ludget estimates or developments on world markets, fac-
tors which cannot be registered in time to adapt the budget
accordingly.
If, however, you cooperate with this House on the
monitoringof resource transfers, there will be a beneficial
side-effect which, as far as we are concerned, is of no small
significance. I am referring to the fact that the combined ef-
forts of the Commission and Parliament will enable you
gradually to prise the a/ministration of agriculrural mar-
kets out of the grip of the national bureaucracies.
Af ter all, your real srumbling block is the very fact that you
are caught up in the structures of the national bureau-
cracies. You are weighed down by national red-tape in
your decision-making processes, and you are the ones who
have to carry the can for that very red tape, u,hereas the
fault really lies with the nine national administrations.
The Commission must be liberated from this entangle-
ment, and that is precisely the side-effect we aim to bring
about by means of this amendment.
Mr President, the Committee on Budgetary Control has
abled a multirude of amendments aimed at achieving a
more detailed breakdown and hence Breater transparency
with regard to the resources earmarked for ancillary agen-
cies. You told us yesterday, Mr Tugendhat, that this was a
very difficult subject, because our projected breakdown of
resources did not correspond to the acrual flow. This
merely serves to confirm our suspicion that you have failed
to provide us with accurate estimates, in which case we
must ask you to supply us with a clear breakdown. W'e are
certainly not opposed to these ancillary agencies 
- 
<1uite the
contrary, I am pleased that we haye such institutions as the
European Schools.
Mr President, Mr Tugendhat, remarks show that the grey
areas which have arisen here can oniy be eliminated if we
are given clear policy guidelines. Mr Tugendhat, we have
sufficient time berween now and the next reading; if you
intend to build ancillary units and submit fresh esdmates,
please let us know, in which case we can make the neces-
sary changes in the second reading. But what we srant to
see is a clear distinction berween administrative expendi-
ture, personnel expendirure and operative resources.
Allow me to point out to the President-in-Office of the
Council that we have tabled an amendment calling on the
Council to investigate whether the refund rate of lQToallo-
cated to own resources on customs dudes and agricultural
refunds can be reduced to 57o. I realize that the Council
has itsdf discussed and tentatively accepted this proposal.
This is, of course,'compulsory expenditure 
- 
and I went
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along with what Mr Tugendhat had to say yesterday on
this point. If we call for cuts to be made here, it means that
the Council can only invalidate them by a qualified majori-
ty; in other words, if the Council vorcs on the issue, it must
debate the issue as well. The discussion will then'have to
cover the legal problem, because the decision of 21 April
1970 provides for a refund rate of lQ%o. \[e should like to
see the Council discuss the need for a moratorium 
- 
possi-
bly until the problem of the 77o ceiling has been solved 
-
and whether this moratorium cannot be maintained for one
or rwo years, to allow sufficient time for the other prob-
lems to be dealt with.
The impression may have been given in the course of this
budgetary procedure 
- 
and I know that this has been a
source of public debate 
- 
that the work of the many commit-
tees has blurred the priorities, the central political elements
and the political will of the European Parliament beyond
recognition. I do not share that opinion. If you take a good
look at the figures, you will see that we have concentrated on
the following elements: energy policy, industrial policy, the
solidarity contribution 
- 
whoever is in favour of monetary
union must also be for higher solidarity,contribudon 
- 
the
Social Fund, the Regional Fund, the Agriculrural Struc-
rural Fund and so on. All this will become clear after the
conciliation procedure. I should like to impress on the
President-in-Office of the Council the virtues of agreeing
with us at least on this common guideline throughout and
after the conciliation procedure, so that we do not lose
sight of new policies and hence new hopes for the furure of
the Communiry. If we were to manage that at least, the
many difficulties facing us in this year's budgetary consul-
tations would at least be pierced by a small ray of hope.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Robert Jackson.
Mr R. V. Jackson. 
- 
Mr President, as the budget proce-
dure unfolds eachyear, the European Parliament faces two
distinct but interrelated sets of issues. In this respect this
year is no different from previous years, even though the
budget for 1981 is being formulated under the shadow of
the imminent expiry of own resources and the carrying out
of a fundamental review of the strucrure of the budget and
the disribution of its burdens and benefits. One set of is-
sues is that to which most of our debates at this first reading
in Parliament are quite understandably directed. These are
issues concerned with the substance of Community
policies, of what should be the level of expendirure on
those policies and of the balance and the relative prioriry
between different areas of policy. These are questions of
substance as opposed to questions of formal procedure,
and about those questions of substance I want only to say
this now, that I believe that Parliament is still not doing
justice to its task of making rational choices between compe-
ting priorities, because we approach the budget like a garde-
ner with a watering can sprinkling many small sprays on a
wide range of flowers rather than like a fireman who turns a
few powerful and concentrated jets on the strategic parts of
a house that is on fire.
The other set of issues which arises each year, and to
which, following Mr Aigner, I propose to devote my re-
marks today, concerns not the subsance of the budget but
the forms by which it is defined: the legal arrangemenrc,
the pr6cedures, the conventions which govern the budget-
ary process. These are, of course, very intricate questions,
but we in the Parliament must have a strategic grasp of
them because of what they involve, not only for our pre-
sent actions but also for our furure as an institution en-
dowed with certain budgetary powers.
Upon these questions of procedure 
- 
for example, tle
question of the afnount of non-compulsory expenditure
over which Parliament enjoys the last word within the
margin of manoeuvre 
- 
there already now depends the ex-
penditure of tens, if not hundreds of millions of pounds
sterling. And in years to come we may rea$onably hope
that it will not be hundreds but thousands of millions of
Ecus which will depend upon the way we in this House ex-
ercise our powers over the budget. The Community's
budgetary arrangements are, of course, still in their infancy
- 
they only date from1975 
- 
and the budget is an event
which occurs not more than once a year. That is why it is
hardly surprising that each yeai we have seen, and we will
continue to see, a debate 
- 
even a confrontation 
- 
be-
cween Parliament and the Council about the operadon of
these budgetary arrangements. After all, the relarionship
envisaged in the Treaty amendment on the budget between
two institutions sharing a common responsibiliry for that
budget is an inherendy difficult relationship. Indeed, it is
possibly an inherendy unstable one that can perhaps only
be setded in the long run by one or other of the rvro institu-
tions securing a primacy for itself , and I sometim6s wonder
-whether the Council does not understand this rather better
than we do in this House.
So each year since 1975 we have had a procedural debate
about the budget. In 7978, for instance, the central theme
was that of the right of a coalition between the Parliament
and a blocking minoriry in the Council to increase non-
compulsory expendirure over rhe margin, given that the
majoriry required in the Council for voting increased ex-
penditure at the second reading is different from that re-
quired to raise the maximum rate. This was, of course, an
episode distinguished by very short-sighted behaviour on
the part of the Bridsh Government, which resulted in an
internal Council procedure on proportional cuts over the
margin that is absolutely contrary to the purpose and spirit
of the Treaty.
Last year, over and above testing our power to rejecr the
budget, we focused our attention on our right to shift the
balance between compulsory and non-compulsory spend-
ing by modifications in the compulsory sector. Although
we narrowly failed last year to establish that power, we are
rerurning to the charge this year under the aegis of Mr
Adonnino with good hopes, I think, of success.
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\7hat is the central theme this year? I don't think we have
to look far to identify it. The question is, given the in-
tensely restrictive attitude now being adopted in the Coun-
cil to increases in non-compulsory expenditure, how Parli-
ament can achieve some satisfaction without once again re-
jecting the budget, a step that none of us this year wish to
take. Now I don't believe that any answer can be given to
this question without a precise doctrine about the right of
Parliament to increase expenditure at its second reading,
that is to say, without agreement about the dimensions of
the Parliament's margin for manoeuvre.
On this question there are no fewer than three contentious
issues. One of these derives from differences between the
Council and Parliament concerning the classification of
expendirure, which in rurn determines the base for the cal-
culation of the margin. Parliament argues 
- 
and I person-
ally have never dissented from this view 
- 
that food ai$
and the British measures are non-compulsory. The differ-
ence in terms of the computation of the margin is consider-
able. According to the Council the base is 2 100 million un-
its of account, while according to Parliament it is a sum of
3200 million units of account.
Then there is a second issue, that of whether the margin
applies only to payments or also to commitments. The
Treary makes no distinction between payments and com-
mitments, which may be a point in Parliament's favour.
On the other hand, if Parliament can impose the view that
the margin does not apply to commitments but only to
payments, then clearly the way lies open for a substantial
acceleration over successive years in the growth of non-
compulsory spending.
The third issue which now arises concerning the margin re-
lates to the stage at which it begins to operate, another
question on which the Treary is silent. Does Parliament's
margin begin at the Council's first reading? Once again
large sums of money are at stake as well as important issues
of principle. It now seems to be emerging that the Coun-
cil's view is indeed that the margin begins from its first
reading. But the logic of this, as my colleague John Mark
Taylor pointed out in his excellent speech this morning,
simply cannot be accepted by this Parliament. For it im-
plies that the Council is able not only to preempt Parlia-
mentts disposition of its margin by making cuts at its first
reading that the Parliament will feel obligated to reinstate,
but also that the Council should be able to pick and choose
at its second reading from among the amendments voted
by Parliament. This would make it impossible for Parlia-
ment to fulfil its political as well as its budgetary respon-
sibilities. It would make a nonsense of our right under the
Treary to have the final word over the disposition of a least
half of the maximum rate.
Upon the resolution of these issues concerning the dimen-
sions of the maximum rate, as well as the question of Parlia-
ment's rights over compulsory spending, the fate of this
year's budget will depend. I for one could not accepr, nor
can I seen the Parliamenr accepting, the Council's doc-
trines on this matter of the margin. I believe that without a
compromise on these points, this budget could fail to be
properly adopted and that it may not be able to come into
effective operation from the beginning of next year. I do
not need to explain why this would be very unforrunate,
not only for the Community but also for the Member
States. In this year's budget, perhaps more than in any
other year, the Communiry is skating on the thinnest of
thin ice. The only way forward that I can see is for the
Council to agree to a setdement of these difficult pro-
cedural issues in conciliation with Parliament before it pro-
ceeds to its second reading on 24 November. Vithout an
agreed financial framework based on such a setdement I
regret that I can onJy see storm clouds ahead.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spinelli.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(1) N{r President, if Parliament adopts 
- 
as
I expect it will 
- 
all or most of the amendments tabled by
the Committee on Budgets, the end result will be a draft
budget practically the same as the preliminary draft budget
submitted by the Commission. There will just be a few ad-
ditions here and there. As for the items where we go a litde
too far, Mr Tugendhat has already told us that he will be
unable to accept them. His answer puts me in mind of the
elderly gendeman described by S6bastien Chamfort. He
had been long and earnest in wooing a somewhat reluctant
lady, and just as she was on the point of yielding, the old
man, on account of his age 
- 
and in the case of the Commis-
sion, on account of its political impotence- asked the lady:
"\flould you mind being virtuous for another quarter of an
hour?"
(Laughter)
I think this is all the difference there is berween Parlia-
ment's budget and the draft prepared by the Commission.
Be that as it may, I think it would be a good idea to stop for
a moment and think about the difference berween the
Council draft and the one submitted by the Commission
and resubmitted, with a few minor changes, by Parliament
on Thursday. The difference is simply this: there is no
doubt that there is going to be additional expendirure be-
cause the cos$ of the price support scheme will go uP next
spring. Basically, the Commission is saying that when that
time comes it will propose an amending budget, as part of
this budget, and so its proposals are close to fie ceiling.
The Council, on the other hand, wants to leave the door
open for a supplementary budget. \[hat it boils down to is
whether we are going to have an amending or a supplemen-
tary budget next March. If you ask me, this is not the right
way of going about things.
This state of affairs is borne out by the fact that the Council
said it was ready to consider the proposal put forward by
the Committee on Budgets 
- 
as an indication of its desire
to curb expendirure 
- 
for a provisional appropriation of
27o of the price support expendiure, i. e. approximately
254 million, to be entered under another heading. Mr
Adonnino referred to this. But do you really believe that a
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housewife out shopping has saved money by taking it out
of her purse and putting it in her coat pocket? She has still
got the money, and she is still going to spend it. I have told
Parliament before 
- 
although it does no harm to mention
it again now and then- about how I heard it said time and
time again at the Commission, first by Mr Mansholt and
then by Mr Lardinois, that any old sum could be written in
for price support expendirure. The actual figure in the
budget was irrelevant because, when the time came to pay'
'we were obliged to pay out since this expenditure was
compulsory under Communiry law. In other words, addi-
tiond budgets would simply be drawn up. This means that
it is poindess making these minor alterations.
It is Parliament's hope and the Commission's intention to
remain within the budget and perhaps within the limits of
agricultural expendirure. It is highly likely, however, that
the limit will be exceeded. I imagine that everyone in the
House is aware that, at their meeting in Luxembourg on 13
. 
and 14 October, the agriculrure ministers began discussing
farm prices along the lines of a llVo increase. It is common
knowledge 
- 
and I am sure Parliament knows too 
- 
that
for some time the Commission has been basing its calcula-
tions on a rate of one percentage point to 50 million units
of account. This means that 107o equals 500 million. So we
shdl have to'find another 500 million units of account, and
probably a bit more because there are almost bound to be
increases in production or something like that. The point is
that the Council wants to save 800 million, but Mr Santer
has made it quite plain on rwo or three occasions that there
is some scope for flexibiliry. In other words, a couple of
hundred million will be tossed as a sop to Parliament, while
the other 600 million will go on increased farm prices.
r0flhat this all means is that we have to admit that this
budget, as it sands, does not meet the Community's re-
quirements. This has been stated by all and sundry, and
also for the most part by Mr Adonnino in his report. I am
not goint to go over again what has been said. In practical
terms, however, it is neither possible nor sensible to reject
it. Let me tell you why it is impossible. Because the Com-
mission and the Council really have their hands tied by vir-
rue of the fact that agricultural expenditure depends on
regulations which exist, and the l7o ceiling depends on a
Communiry law. This applies to the Commission and to
the Council and to Parliament, too. If we were to reject the
budget, we should have to adopt another one which was
basically the same.
I feel that in these circumstances Parliament should not,
however, be content with compiling a list of its wants and
moaning about whar is wrong. \trflhat I mean is that it can-
not be content with what Mr Adonnino came up with and
what most of the Committee on Budgets approved in his
motion, which is simply a list of wants and complaints.
Taken on their own, one by one, the points he makes are
valid, but they lack thrust and purpose 
- 
what Goethe
would call das geistige Band.There is no encouragement
for the approach that Parliament should be adopting on
this.
'We have tabled an amendment to rectify this defect. It is a
new paragraph to be inserted iramediately after the refer-
ence to Parliament's requests last year. \flith this amend-
menr we want Parliament to note three things. Firstly, we
want it to note that the Commission was well aware that we
should reach this stage because it said so, in white papers,
statements and in speeches before this House. It knew that
we should get to this stage where resources are running out
with the ruinous spiral of the price support scheme. In
spite of everything, the Commission has been culpably
lazy throughout 1980 and has not made a single proposal
on either point.
The second thing we want Parliament to note is that the
Council has exerted a great deal of subtle but effective in-
fluence in dissuading the Commission from presenting any
sirch proposals. It has continued to consider that farm price
support has an absolute prior claim on the Communiry's
own resources and it has ignored completely all pleas by
Parliament. Indeed, in some cases, it has even reduced
amounts for policies which the Council itself said were
necessary. Thirdly 
- 
and this is the main point 
- 
Parlia-
ment must realize that it cannot go on seeking small and, in
the long run, insignificant savings and indicatingpriorities
which it very well knows cannot be followed up, and it has
to issue a solemn warning 
- 
not to the present Commis-
sion as it would be utterly poindess 
- 
to the new Commis-
sion and to the Council, so that next year we get a budget
which presupposes the adoption in 1981 of the changes in
agricultural regulations which we have been advocating for
so long. In 1981 there must !. lg* opportunities for rais-ing own resources 
- 
and this need not take years,
Mr Notenboom. If the will is there, a fortnight of talks at
government level and three or four months in the national
parliaments will be enough, because you only have to put
27o in place of l7o or just do away with the ceiling. \[e
have to urge that these two things get done during 198 1. In
addition, we have to ask for the budget to be based on a
global policy which has been discussed and accepted by all
the Communiry's political institutions, which includes us,
and not simply on a series of sectoral measures. If we issue
this solemn warning, letting the Council know right away
that next year's budget will be judged in this light, we shall
have given the proper anss/er. \7ith this budget, amend-
men6 can be made to our heart's content, but that is not re-
ally solving the problem.
Do not think that in tabling this amendment we are trying
to be like the man in the Bible who saved his soul by speak-
ing out. It would be a sad matter if this amendment were to
be rejected. \ile should like to put it forward for signing be-
fore the vote and then for adopdon by everyone here who
is anxious and concerned about the way in which the
Communiry's affairs are being run at the moment and ab-
out how the Council and the Commission have been, and
sdll are, managing matters. We want to urge everyone to
take stock of the situation and we want Parliament to pon-
der the fact that the time is getting closer when it will have
to undertake the task of completely rethinking and reor-
ganizingall the instirutional refotms which the Commun-
iry needs. Let us go no further than this warning for the
moment. If we do not give it our approval and if we fail to
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make things crystal clear to the new Commission and the
Council, we shall simply have moaned a bit about this and
that and altered the odd thing here and there, and we shall
end up with the 200 million units of account which the
Council will give us to keep us happy. I think Parliament is
deserving of something better than that.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, Mr Aigner said that
Parliament wanted to uphold the principles of the agricul-
rural policy, while at the same time getting a grip on the
problem of sulpluses. The Group of European Progressive
Democrats, on whose behalf I have tabled an amendment
to Article 314, item 3142, is willing to help Mr Aigner by
noting that the agriculrural policy being pursued by the
Commission is contrary to the spirit and the letter of Arti-
cle 39 of the Treary.
All right, we have surplus production, but instead of doing
our utmost to get rid of the surpluses, we should be trying
to find alternadve uses for them. It has been found that a
whole range of products can be obtained from oil. \fle
know that alcohol can be made from sugar. rVe know that
billiard balls can be made from skimmed-milk'powder. \fle
know that there are vast opportunities for research into al-
ternative uses for the agriculrural surpluses. This would
solve a great many of the problems constandy facing us.
That is why we have drafted this amendment calling upon
the Commission to regard it as its urgent task to carry out
research into alternative uses for the foodstuffs which are
in surplus.
At the same time, like many others before me, I should like
to remind you that we have more or less reached the ceil-
ing, and that there is no way we can go beyond this point,
since there is only a limited sum of mopey available to the
Community. Therefore, every krone we add to the draft
budget proposed by the Council reduces the Council's
room for manoeuvre, 'When we come to fix the agricultural
prices next time, there is a danger that we shall have a situa-
tion in which the Council says 'My dear friends, we can
give you an increase of 2 or 37o, but no more, for that's all
there is in the kimy'. This would mean that one of the cor-
nerstones of Communiry policy was in danger of crumbl-
ing. I therefore caution strongly against any form of in-
crease which might destroy the Council's room for man-
oeuvre. That is why I personally will vote against the great
majoriry of the increases proposed by Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange to speak on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets.
Mr Lange, Chairman of the Committee on Budgets. 
-(D) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, on the strength of
this debate so far, one cannot help feeling that there is a
general sense of helplessness as to how the C<lmmunity
should develop from now on. Let me say to the President-
in-Office of the Council that when Mr Santer presented the
Council's draft budget, he pointed out quite unambigu-
ously that an answer to this question was due from the
Council and the Member States' godernments. \ifhat we
need to know is whether the Council only attaches impor-
tance to financing the Common Agricultural Policy 
- 
that
is to say, the policy pursued up to now including encourag-
ing the no longer justifiable levels of surplus production 
-or whether it is seriously prepared to do something aboqt
these abuses in certain agricultural sectors 
- 
which are at
the same time abuses of the means of financing the CAP.
This House at least was agreed that an answer should be
forthcoming, which means that one.major point in the
conciliation procedure with the Council has been decided.
The Council should not once again attempt to hide behind
the claim that this question cannot be answered until the
middle of next year, once the Commission's call for pro-
posals has been met by the European Council. The
Member States must give some thought to the matter right
away, which means that the Council too must be prepared
to oudine the general guidelines, rather than giving precise
figures.
So if we can be given an answer in one form or anodrer, and
if we genuinely want to extend the scope of the Communi-
ty, if we do not want to become an agricultural Commun-
iry or even less a customs union or free-trade area, we need
answers to questions like how'the Community is to de-
velop, what political tasks it should assume, what should
be left up to the Member States and what can be ackled
joindy by the Member States and the Communiry. Only
then .would we have some clear idea at last of how the
necessary financing should be arranged, and it is only then
that we can start talking about increasing the Communiry's
own resources. Once the positions are clear, we can start
talking about how the tasks should be divided up 
- 
in
other words, whether certain tasks belong exclusively to
the Communiry or to the Member States or whether they
can be tackled joindy by the Community and the Member
States. Until that question is cleared up 
- 
and I address
these remarks direcdy to the representatives of the Council
and the Commission 
- 
it seems to me that, judging by ex-
perience, this whole matter 
- 
and especially the matter of
the draft budget for 1981 
- 
is nothing more than playing
around with something which is basically unsuitable. \fle
try to patch up what can be patched up, but thatis really no
way of restoring the Community to healtl, and that seems
to me to be the most important thing.
So I should appreciate it if the Council and the Commis-
sion 
- 
whose term of office I know will be coming to an
end soon, but one or two of its present members will be-
long to the new Commission as well and could therefore
give some thought to this point 
- 
were to consider this
matter. It is not only these matters which affect the concili-
ation procedure, but of course everything else which re-
mains undecided after the conciliation procedure on the
1980 budget. I trust that the President-in-Office of the
Council and the whole Council are aware of this. I am re-
ferring heri not only to the common agriculrural policy,
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but also to the other outstanding issues, such as non-com-
pulsory expenditure, policy on borrowing and lending and
the Development Fund. 'We have agreed with the Council
that the fifth Development Fund should play no further
part here, but the Council must realize that the sixth Fund
will be an important factor as far as we are concerned. It
should not once again allow time to pass without reaching
agreement with this House. Ve 
- 
that is, the European
Parliament and the Council 
- 
are two arms of the budget-
ary authoriry, and we bear essentially the same degree of
responsibiliry. I do not want to repeat what has already
been said about the position of the Member States; we are
all agreed on that point. It is simply intolerable that politi-
cians should go round averring their commitment to Euro-
pean unification, while at the same time actively pursuing a
policy which is diametrically opposed to unification.
(Appkuse)
This is one point on which we shall dig our heels in when it
comes to the conciliation procedure. I should dso like to
clear up an error or misconception. A number of Members
have referred to the Budget Council. As far as I am aware,
none of the Member States of the Communiry has a specific
budget minister. Generally speaking, the finance minister
or the economics and finance ministers are responsible for
the budget. In the spring of this year, the finance ministers
took certain decisions in accordance with the restricted,
position on finances. The situation is that other ministers
- 
the agriculrure ministers 
- 
did not adhere to these deci-
sions. The European Council, which originally sided with
the finance and economics ministers, allowed themselves
to be won over by the agriculrure ministers, rather than
sdcking to their guns and steering a steady course.
It is not sufficient to charge the Commission with a par-
ticular task; nor is it sufficient to call on the Council and
the Commission to answer questions. We ourselves must
be prepared to give our own answer on how the Commu-
niry should develop, take shape and cope with enlarge-
ment.
(Apphuse)
I think, ladies and gendeman, thatit is important for all the
committees to tackle this matter seriously. The whole
thing should be coordinated by the Political Affairs Com-
mittee rather than by the Committee on Budgets. Someone
must, after all, do the coordination work; rhere is no way
round it. For reasons of budgetary policy, we are bound to
come to specific conclusions in specific policy sectors. But
on no account does the Committee on Budgets v/ant to
take over the political functions of the other committees 
-nor can we do so, However, it is inconceivable that each
committee should submit a separare report of principle. It
would be better for these reports drawn up by the indi-
vidual committees to be collated and submitted as the
House's general opinion. And which other committee would
be suitable for this task?
lJU'e are therefore involved 
- 
as was the case with this
year's budgetary procedure, only this year even more so
and with the difference that the coordinadng agency this
time was the Committee on Budgem. But the need for the
coordinating agency applies just as much to the general
political decisions expected of us as to the answers to our
own, joindy formulated, questions.
This House will only be in a position to critize the Council,
the Commission and the governments of the Member
States once it has brought clarity to its own affairs. There is
no point in our claiming over and over again that this or
that is necessary or that this or that will have to be done.
This House, as one of the Communiry institutions and 
-as European jargon has it 
- 
as one of the arnts of the
budgetary authority, should in my opinion be prepared to
accept full responsibility for its share of this task. So long as
the governments and the Council are not in a position to
give us the answers we require, we shall continue to for-
ward specific proposals to them, which they will then have
to consider.
Ladies and gendemen, I should be happy if the rest of this
debate on certain aspects of the budget, and especially the
Commission's budget 
- 
disregarding the other institu-
tions' draft budgets for the time being 
- 
v/ere to proceed
along the same lines as this general debate.
Iifle must endorse the views expressed by one Member to
the effect that the public is wrong in thinking that we have
neglected to concentrate on central elements. The fact is
that these central elements have been largely subordinated
to certain secondary items which certain Members thought
highly significant. It is true that in the four sectors I men-
tioned in the 1981 budget we have failed to emphasize our
political will in such a way as to identify these sectors as
prioriry areas as far as this House is concerned. The sectors
I am referring to are energy policy, industrial policy and all
the ancillary aspects, such as the steel sector and employ-
ment policy, the social policy needed to complement this
economic policy and 
- 
last but not least 
- 
development
aid policy. Allow me to repeat here one point I suessed
earlier, especially with regard to the Ferrero report, which
is that as long as the Communicy 
- 
as a Communiry of in-
dustrialized nations 
- 
fai-ls to bring some semblance of or-
der to its relations with the countries of the Third and
Fourth 'ltrflorlds, we shall never be able to put our own
house in order. The Community must be prepared to give
concrete evidence of its determination to bring order to its
relations to the Third and Fourth \florlds. This point has
not been brought out as clearly as we would have wished;
after all, the fact is that all the social securiry measures in
the Communiry may disappear into thin air one fine day if
we fail to find a sensible modus oioendi with the countries
of the Third and Fourth lU(orlds 
- 
with special reference
to the international division of work.
Bearing this in mind, we should set about drawing up a
budget for 1982 incorporating all the positive aspects of
this debate. This House too must tackle this matter seri-
ously in the same spirit as we expect from the Commission,
the Council and the Bovernments of the Member States.
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Given this basis, the Communiry will really be able to de-
velop in the interests of our people and of our reladons
with the rest of the world. I hope, ladies and gentlemen,
that we shall be able to reach agreemenr in the course of
both this reading of the budget and our general debates.
I would say, then, to the President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil that the conciliation procedure will not be easy. To
answer the question put yesterday by the President-in-Of-
fice of the Council and the Member of the Commission re-
sponsible for the budget: yes, rhere is the necessary good-
will on our side, and we demand and expect that the Coun-
cil will show an equal measure of goodwill. The Council
cannot expect this House to adapt to the Council's posi-
tion. Both sides must move towards each other to enable us
to reach a sensible compromise. It seems to me that that is
the only way we can bestow any real meaning on this
budget of uncertainry which we are debating now in this
wholly uncertain economic and political situation in
Europe and the rest of the world. Otherwise we can see no
point at all in it, and the governments and the Members of
the Council would be well advised to bear this point in
mind.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Balfe.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
Mr President, there is no significant differ-
ence between the budget that we have here today and the
one that some of us voted to reject in July. Ve had a draft
budget from the Commission from which the Council cut
roughly f500 m in which the Committee on Budgets has
put back f600 m, but which is still fundamentally as badly
out of balance and as badly distributed between different
spending heads as was the budget that we voted against ear-
lier this year.
Amendments which will not come before this House with
the recommendation of the Committee on Budgem would
admittedly add further money to this budget,, but even so
they do litde to deal with the manifest crisis in the steel in-
dustrlr, with the problems of the textile industry, with the
mounting recession which has now thrown over 7 million
Europeans out of work and which appears to be continuing
to worsen and is certainly showing no signs of lifting.
lVhat we have here is basically an agricultural budget, and
in many ways a richer person's budget rather than a poor
person's budget. In spite of our brave words about hunger
in the world, this budget does not make anything that re-
sembles a determined new attack on the problem, and de-
spite our frequent protesadons that we will do our best to
get rid of agricultural surpluses and formulate new ag-
riculrural policies, this budget has litde to-offer in the way
of hope for people who wish to go along that path; and in
spite of the frequent discussions that we have about the end
of own resources, the crisis in the Community, we have
seen litde in the way of new ideas.
The only thing thatwe have seen really is the Spinelli report
which is still, some two and a hdf months after it came out,
being discussed at leisure by the groups of this Parliament
as though there were no crisis on the horizon at all. The
truth of the matter is that when the Spinelli reporr 
- 
in
many areas I disagree with it 
- 
was produced and attemp-
ted to deal with the crisis of own resources, the groups
reacted very slowly and very tardily.
Yet at the same time, in contrast to this side of the budget
which has litde new to offer the people of Europe, we have
a European Parliament which is probably pracrising the arr
of gracious living to an extent never known before in par-
liamentary history. No number of offices is too great, no
expendirure is too great for it to be considered. IU[ithin the
last couple of weeks I have received ar home, completely
unasked for, sent from Luxembourg by express posr, a
large pile of envelopes and notepaper- I say unasked for
because when I was asked what sort of notepaper I wanted,
I asked for some very specific changes and said that I would
pick it up in my car, when it was printed. I got the wrong
notepaper, as I say, sent by express.
lVe have proposals for extravagant salaries for Members
when many of us came here on the express understanding
that we would serve for our national governmenr salary.
We have a general aura of spendthriftness in this Parlia-
ment. I am pleased tlatwe have two attempts to cure rhis in
the votes that will come to Parliament on Friday: firstly,
the amendment which will prevent Members who draw
travelling expenses within the European Parliament from
claiming those expenses if they have made use of national
concessions, and secondly, even more important in my
view, an amendment which will provide that if Members of
Parliament attend for less than 50Vo of the sessions in a
year, they will have their secretarial and office allowances
reduced propordonally.
'Whatever we can justify in this Chamber, I do not think we
can justify spending vast amounts of money on Members
'we never see and there are a number of Members of this in-
stitution who, if I were to meet them, I would not recog-
nize them. There are a number of ofiers, spread around the
Chamber, who attend very infrequently. If this is the fre-
quency they regard as being necessary to attend this build-
ing, I suggest that we cut down the frequency which we re-
gard as necessary to dispatch cheques to them, and I hope
that this will find support within this Chamber.
I would like to say a word now about what has become
known as the 'British contribution'. Much has been said
about this and I think that we are all united in our convic-
tion that where the balance of expendirure for one Member
State gets completely out of proportion, it is reasonable to
right that particular balance. \7e cannot accept descrip-
dons of this in such terms as 'British problems' and 'the
budget being burdened'. The Budget cannot be viewed as
being 'burdened' unless you regard the quest for fairness
as a burden, and accordingly a number of Members of this
House will not feel able to support parts of the resolution
which refer to a genuine problem of one Member State in
the context as though it were a problem, a burden, or
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something else. It may be a problem in the sense that one
has a dury to work out an equitable distribution of this
Communiry's finances, but it cannot be viewed as putting
one Member State in a position where it is asking for some-
thing tlat is unreasonable. I think it should be made clear
that there are a number of things that cannot be accepted.
But we are sdll being asked to vote on amendmens and on
a budget which at the first reading is unacceptable. Many of
the changes, even if they are made, will still go to the
Council and it will be up to the Council to decide what to
do. It is our hope that the changes Parliament makes will be
accepted by the Council because a number of us came here
to seek fundamental changes in the financial balance within
the EEC.
\fl'e have, as they say in English, played the game. We have
gone through the budget procedure of last year and we
have gone through it constitutionally; we have moved
amendments; we have voted on amendmentsl we have
played a full part. \fe have done the same this year, and we
will continue to do so. Ve have taken part; we have moved
amendments; we have worked for what we want.
But there must come a dme 
- 
and next year is supposedly
the year of change 
- 
when, if it does not become clear that
change is forthcoming, some of us have to consider to what
extent the tactics we have been following up to now are the
most appropriate for securing the advantage we want,
namely a fundamental change in the balance of this budget.
I will say no more about this at this moment except to stress
that we do not have just one way of changing the budget.
But unless we as a Parliament unite and pass amendments
and make this budget a budget which has something rc of-
fer to the unemployed, to the workers of Europe, and to
the people in the Third rtr(/orld, who also look to us for a
lead; unless we can manage to become a more outgoing
Communiry, a fairer Community, and a Communiry that
has'inore to offer to more people who deserve to have
something offered to them; unless we can meet both these
challenges, we shall have failed, and failed lamentably, and
we shall deserve to be rejected by the people of Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Barbi.
Mr Barbi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gendemen,
there is no way this budget can satisfy the European
Parliament, because it is obvious that the Council is trying
in a highhanded fashion to restrict Parliament's pov/ers
with regard to the budget. This has been clelrly illustrated
by the rapporteur. Another reason is that in this budget, as
in last year's one, there is a manifest intention to ensure
that the European Community remains purely and simply
an agricultural Communiry without any opporrunity for
expansion into other sectors. Expansion would make it a
genuinely economic Communiry and open the door for
swifter and more effective pursuit of the aims laid down in
the Treaty of Rome, that is, the harmonizadon and de-
velopment of the Member States' economies.
This means that, when it comes to drawing up the Com-
munity budget, there are still, this year again, major differ-
ences between Parliament and the Council with regard to
political decisions and desires. And the Council is doing its
best rc gloss over this with the weak excuse that ii is point-
less inserting appropriations into the budget unless the re-
levant regulations exist.
Mr Adonnino has done a good job in oudining the opinion
of the Committee on Budge$ on this point. I should like to
say to the Council represenlative here that we believe, in
the light of the Treaty, that the budget should be viewed as
a document embodying decisions, and not simply as a
statement of accounts. Can I just point out to the Council
representative that months and years have gone by since
the Council itself, in Bremen, told the people of Europe
that the EMS had to be supported by suitable policies for
the economic convergence of the Nine Member States and
since, in Venice, it proclaimed the need for a common
energy policy.
By cutting the already paltry sums written in by the Jenk-
ins Commission fcir regional policy and energy policy, the
Council is admitting that it was just mouthing empty
words in Bremen and Venice. It is a confession of squalid
rub-thumping.
The European Parliament has no desire to follow the path
of these distinguished ministers, and so it is calling for a
consistent plan of action, properly supported by adequate
financial resources, so that these policies can be im-
plemented and their aims achieved in the general interests
of the Communiry. This is the basic issue 
- 
and not some
minor matter- on which the Council and Parliament dif-
fer.
Be that as it may, it is my feeling that we ought not to turn
down the budget which has been submitted rc us this year.
The primary reason for not doing so is that we have no
means of making any substantid changes along the lines we
want. Mr Spinelli made this point earlier. Secondly, the
political significance and impact of such a rejection have al-
ready been absorbed, as it were, once, last year, by the
general public in Europe, and I think the idea got home
quite well. The third reason is that we have proof enough
- 
and I arrl annoyed about this 
- 
that the Council is ready
to use red tape to delay unlil June the presentation of a new
budget io replace the one that was turned down the previ-
ous December. It is ready to hinder the work of the Com-
muniry in a manner diametrically opposed to the aims of
improvement and reinforcementwhich Parliament's rejec-
tion of the budget was supposed to indicate. The last
reason is that the new Commission is due to take office in
January. This is not really the time to ask the new Com-
mission to prepare a new draft budget and to cope with
provisional twelfths. For all these reasons, rejecting the
budget is not the best way of furthering the political moves
which this Parliament needs to take to give some impetus
to the Community.
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I therefore think that Parliament should go out of its way
to make as good a job as possible of amending the draft put
forward by the Council. Ve have to make the most of the
conciliation procedure available berween the second and
third readings. For this reason, I am gready in favour of the
balanced package of proposals put forward by the rappor-
teur, Mr Adonnino, with the aim of increasing to 1000
million units of account the financial resources to be made
available to the Council for the review of farm prices 
- 
this
will of course have to be done in a down-to-earth manner
in the spring 
- 
and with the further aim of facilitating the
amendments passed by the Committee on Budgets in the
Iight of views expressed by all the parliamentary commit-
rces.
\(ihat this means is that we want to carry on oudining
priority aims which, as soon as they are fleshed out by the
Commission, are then hacked to pieces by the Council. I
am thinking primarily of Communiry policies on energy
and regional balance, but also of policies on social matters'
industrial reconversion, transport and development coop-
eration. AII in all, we are dealing here with relatively small
amounts which are certainly inadequate for the purpose of
implementing extensive and integrated Communiry
policies, but which are enough to lay the groundwork for
such policies, They have to be seen as pointers, showing
the way for clearly defined political aims and decisions.
To ensure that this groundwork is stable enough we need
proper support, and this means financial appropriations
much larger than those in the current budget. There is no
way these can be obtained to a sufficient degree by trim-
ming, however drastically, current Communiry experidi-
ture. Even chaqging the agricultural regulations, which Mr
Spinelli mentioned earlier, would fail to do the trick. These
appropriations have to be of such a scale that we shall need
to ask for the Communiry's own resources to be promptly
and considerably increased. It is in this area, concerning
own resources, that the espit communaataire of the
Member States, and therefore of the Council, will be put to
the test. This is the batdefield where the European Parlia-
ment mustwage its new campaign for the development and
strengthening of Europe.
In view of the restrictions on revenue, which we can do no-
thing about in the very short term, we have to look at the
1981 budget as a kind ofpointer. The important thing now
is to increase own resources. The Committee on Budgets in
the form of the working party chaired by Mr Spinelli 
-
and of which I was privileged to be a member 
- 
has drawn
up a series of proposals. Very soon, in less than the rwo
months which Mr Balfe mentioned, I hope that the House
will have the opportuniry of discussing them and referring
them to the Council with all the authority that comes from
the backing of the electorate.
I have no doubts about the decision and determination of
this House. \flhat I do fear are the major rearguard actions
by diehard nadonalist interests and the underhand sniping
by supporters of sectoral, trade or private interests. I think
we should appeal to the polidcians and parties in this
Parliament who believe in the values of progress and free-
dom inherent in the European ideal, so that they follow a
consistent line in their national parliaments and especially
within their governments.
Speaking as a Christian Democrat and as an Italian, I feel I
can call on the Socialists, Liberals and European Demo-
crats of Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom, so
that the need for new Community policies, and the re-
sources required for them, in the areas of energy, industry,
the regions and social matters will be championed consi-
stendy within the Council, as well as here in Parliament, for-
it is in the Council that we have the Socialist Schmidt, the
Liberal Giscard d'Estaing and the Conservadve Mrs
Thatcher.
'What we need, ladies and gendemep, is for all the political
parties of Europe to answer the rallying call for a consistent
Communiry policy for Europe. This is the lesson to be
learned from this inadequate and disappointing 1981
budget.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ZAGARI
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Beazley.
Mr Beazley. 
- 
Mr President, I wish to stand back from
the details of the 1981 budget and attempt to see it in per-
spective that is, in relation to the 1980 budget and those of
1982 and of furure years. W'e all know the dangers of the
present system whereby the greater part of our attention
on the budget is concentrated on a single year and the rules
of the budgedng system reduce'it largely to a number-
crunching exercise. I do not, however, wish to spend my
limited dme merely in advocating pluri-annual budgets,
but rather to draw attention to the significance of this 1981
budget as being 
- 
I sincerely trust 
- 
the last of the series
of budgets of a type which this House, directly elected by
universal suffrage and hence with a mandate from the peo-
ple of Europe, inherited from the past. This House, Mr
President, was elected to make changes and, furthermore,
so was the government of a least one, if not of all, Member
States whose budget ministers speak and vote in the Coun-
cil of Ministers. This House made its intendons clear by re-
jecting the 1980 budget last December and, furthermore,
showed its maturiry by finally passing a not very much im-
proved 1980 budget last suminer, when this House's point
had been well understood and the Communiry's business
had to be moved forward. Again, I believe, this House will
show its maturiry in the way it handles this 1981 budget,
but it will, of course, require the Council of Ministers to
show similar understanding of this Parliament's position.
Let me emphasize that the attitude of this House to the
1981 budget should not be misinterpreted by the Council,
nor yet by ihe Commission. Any tolerance which this
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House shows will merely indicate that it does appreciate
that the Commission requires time to perform the duty
now laid upon it to provide a scheme at the earliest possible
opportunity to draw up a new-style budget for 1982. The
governments of certain of the leading Member States have
already indicated their own desire for radical changes.
The peoples of all the Communiry countries have clearly
shown their dissadsfacdon and, may I say, disillusionment
with the rype of budgerc put before this Parliament, which
represents them and their interests. The people want to see
a new dynamism in the Communiry's budgets, one which
reflects the most urgent needs of today and not of yester-
day. Their experience with the one common policy which
the Communiry has may not make them hurry into funher
such common policies, but I do believe that Europe wants
to know and to see that the Commission does recognize
that the spending of taxpayer's money in Europe must re-
flect the political will to meet on a Communiry basis the
most urgent needs of our sociery today. That must mean
that where the Communiry approach can best provide the
synergy and the cost-efficiency which rcn separate national
policies may not be able to provide, we must concert our
efforts, and that in rurn means that energJr'r industry,
transport, research and their complementary regional, so-
cial and developmentpolicies must have due support. May
I add that this should not be at the cost of agriculture for
which an appropriate budget is fundamental to our com-
munities: the right balance must be found between those of
our needs which are best provided for at Communiry level
and those whichthe Member States themselves must pro-
vide for.
I will not attempt to prejudge the decision on the issue
whether, when the l%VAT ceiling has been breached,
there should be a redistribution of available monies bet-
ween the various demands of different sectors and there-
fore berween the various chapters of the budget, or
whether Member States could and should decide to do
more 
- 
or to do less 
- 
on a Communiry basis than on a
nadonal basis; but that question must be resolved, and re-
solved quickly. \trU'e must have our new-style,budget in op-
eradon by 1982 so thatwe can show to the electorate of our
ten Member States that their voice in this House has been
heard and has had effect.
In saying this, however, I am not only mindful of my duty
to my electdrs and to the peoples of the European Com-
muniry, but I am recognizing that the Communiry must
have a new drive, a new initiative and a new determination
to meet the common goals of Europe. That means it must
have a new and better policy and that the elements of that
policy must be backed by the rype of budget which will
sustain that policy. The self-generadng drive which the
Community enjoyed in the 1960s is past and finished. The
first energy crisis buried it, and the second energy crisis has
laid bare not only our European Communiry but that of
the whole of the lVest and even more so of the Third
Vorld. \fl'e have the dury to consruct a better Europe and
help to support a better'\fl'estern world and a better Third
'World. For this, we need plans and money on a Commu-
nity as well as on a national basis. If a cartel of oil-produc-
ers can hold the Western world to ransom and severely
damage not only its economy but its social fabric, we musr
find effective ways of reacting not only on a national but
also on a Community basis, and one linked with the \ilest-
ern and the Third \(rorld.
So I conclude, Mr President, by calling on the Council of
Ministers to give us a sign, and a tangible sign at that, in this
1981 budget that they have received our message and un-
derstood it, and, having attended to our needs so far as this
1981 budget permits, that they and the Commission will
work together with this House in ensuring that the 1982
budget is a proper cooperative attempt to bring about those
changes most urgendy needed, not only by the peoples
whom we represent, but by all the people whom the nine,
and soon ten, national governments represent.
There is one final task relating to the 1981 budget which I
should like to handle on behalf of my group, and that is the
moving of a small but very important amendment to Para-
graph 37 of Mr Adonnino's resoludon. \(e ask in regard to
research programmes for the textile and ceramics indus-
tries which have already been prepared by the Commission
and supported and amended by this House, and the
amendments accepted by the Commission that their im-
plementation be speeded up, I also move the amendments
in the name of our group in regard to textiles (ltem3722),
ceramics (Item 3761) and the clorhing industries (Item
3762).
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Boserup.
Mrs Boserup. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I should like to begin on behalf of the voters and the
party which I represent, i. e. the Socialistisk Folkeparti, by
pointing out that we are by no means unhappy about the
cuts which the Council made in the preliminary draft
budget for 1981 
- 
indeed, I find it a litde childish that, in
his motion for a resoludon, Mr Adonnino should remind
us of the rejection of the budget last year. Reference to this
event can only be an empty threat since everyone involved
knows today that it turned out to be a rather pathetic fiasco
for this Parliament, and that referring to it is both poindess
and embarrassing.
The draft reflects a certain amount of cautiousness in vari-
ous areas and, in my view, this cautiousness could well
have been more pronounced. The budget still contains
items which I would have liked to have seen cut out and for
this reason I go along with a series of proposed modifica-
dons whereby appropriations for uranium prospecting,
work with plutonium fuel and the recycling of this lethal
substance are reduced or cut out completely. '!ile are very
well aware of the dangers of nuclear energy and the prob-
lems it entails, and we think it would be a sensible move to
call a complete halt to the producdon of nuclear energy.
Denmark is in fact one of the few Member States which
have no atomic energy, and we find it unacceptable that we
should be compelled, via Communiry research and energy
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programmes, ro be involved in research into nuclear
energy which forms a major part of the so-called research
Programmes.
I also go along with the Bridsh Conservadves in their re-
quest for economies in the Communiry budget. As an op-
ponent of the Communiry, I am in favour of is litde moniy
as possible being spent on the venture, and at a time when
the workers' standard of living is being eroded, it is totally
unacceptable ro Brant more money to line the pockets of
the members of this insriturion.
'We have received assurances to rhe effect that the agricul-
tural policy will be modified so as to bring agricultuial ex-
pendirure under conrrol. \fle have no details of how ir is in-
tended that this should be done, but I know that Danish
farmers will not be expecting any good news since the ag-
riculrural problem is not primarily a question of small or
largeprice increases, but stems from the fact that agricul-
tural land is an objecr of speculation. This drains the sector
of capital and makes the farmers dependent on major capi-
tal interests. The Communiry is hirdly likely to do any-
thing about this, bur our own governmenr is entided dnd in
I pos-ition to ensure, by means of legisladon, that a joint
land fund provides active farmers with security and accept-
able conditions.
As I have already said, our farmers have no reason to ex-
pect that the revision of the agricultural arrangemenrc
which have been announced will lead to any improvement
in their condidons. \il'age earners also view with distaste
this Parliament's perpetud atrcmpm to arrogare to itself
legislative powers. \(hat Danish workers are used to 
-and what they want- is a system whereby their working
conditions are laid down by agreemenrs which reflect thi
balance of power berween the trade unions and the em-
ployers. Any attempt to take away the influence and power
from the workers' organizations by means of dirictives
from this Parliament is totally unacceptable to us. This
year Parliament is again trying to gain power in the Com-
munity with the aid of the budgetaryprocedure and, as be-
fore, I am opposed to this. The power of the Council of
Ministers, in which every country has the right of veto,
must remain inviolate. I should therefore like to recom-
mend this Parliament to adopt the amendmens to rhe
Adonnino report which I have tabled rogether with the
Danish People's Movement Against the European Com-
muniry and which the Danish Social Democrats will also
be able to support, provided they keep to their own elec-
uon Programme.
Finally, I should like to make a point which might appear
to be a minor one. As a Dane, I must strongly oppose
Amendment No 13 by this famous Committee on yo;th,
Culture, Sport and God knows what else. The Danish
Governmenthas madeitclear in the Council thatDenmark
has no wish for common education programmes directed
by the Commission. If this amendmint is adopted here in
this.House, it may becom e a reality unless rheie is a qual-
ified maf oriry against in the Council. I cannot predi.t *h.t
atdrude the Council will adopt, but I can assure you that
any attempt, either direct or indirect, to interfere in any
way whatsoever with Danish education will be rnet with a
storm of protest. Quite possibly those present here today
do not realize the seriousness of this matter. The average
Danish vorcr, however, realizes it only too well, andlf
education programmes- are imposed on us, rhe basis for
Danish membership of the Communiry will be destroyed
and the voters will quite righdy be able to view Danish par-
ticipadon in Communiry cooperation as illegal. Interest in
the Community is minimal in our country, but adoption of
Amendment No 13 will change many people's indiffer-
ence to a well-founded indignation.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Motchane.
Mr Motchane. 
- 
(F) Mr President, at the end of the last
cenrury a writer who was a candidate to the French
Academy 
- 
he was rat'her young ro gain admission, being
under 50 
- 
made the customary visia to members of thi
Academy and said to eilch of them 'Sir, I know how un-
q/orthy I am to join your ranhs. This is the first time that I
have been a candidate. However, I would be particularly
gratified to have just one vore 
- 
yours'. Vell, Mr Presi-
dent, this writer was elected, quite contrary to custom, on
the first vote and by an overwhelming majoriry.
Mr President, I see some analogy and a certain symmery
berween this tale and the suspicion that many of our fellow
members are seeking or hoping for a situation where they
would have the possibiliry of voting against the drafr
budget while still being certain that the majority of this
House will be in favour. Since there is no better way of
combating the temptation ro demagogy, itself or, more
accurarcly, the awareness tlat one is no longer the only one
engaging in i[, I think that it would be worthwhile {or this
House to ask itself a few general questions. Since my col-
league Mr Balfe has oudined tle Socialistposition onwrit-
ing paper, in the few minutes allotted to me I will concen-
trate on the remainder of the political specrrum.
First of all, this is the first reading of the budget and it is
understandable that this first reading should permit
Parliament to voice the wishes, desires and leanings of the
various parties. But is it not dangerous, as has already been
observed, for these views to be expressed withour any
prior regard to what the final bill will be?
Secondly, is there any point in speaking of a good or a bad
budget without referring to our acrual situarion, to rhe ex-
isrcnce of contending social and political forces in the
countries of the Communiry? And is there any point in
speaking of imbalance in the budget as regards the agricul-
tural section, when we know thit, whatever raaa*"tiors
or criticisms we may have on this or that aspect, agriculrure
is the most Communiry-spirited pan of the budgeti Final-
ly, Mr President, is it really responsible to behave sys-
tematically as if we were confronted with a good Commis-
sion and a bad Council? Do we really believe that on im-
portant issues the political balance in the Commission can,
in the final analysis, really differ very much from that in the
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Council? V/hy do we sysrcmatically consider non-com-
pulsory expendirure to be good in iaelf, Community-spi-
iit.d 6y -.r.trt., whereas compulsory- expendirure is
deemed'to be by nature nationalistic and bad? It would be
very easy, on the basis of arguments which I will sPare you
here, to maintain that the opposite is true.
All this leads me to observe, if I may, that while undoub-
tedly it is important to choose one's thermometer well,
whiie undoubiedly it is imporant to know the best way of
using it, under the tong.ri, in the armpit or elsewhere,
norrJ,h.l.rr, although the budget is a polidcal act 
- 
in
ffuth the most impo;tant political act we have rc take 
- 
it
is trulv oolidcal onlv if we can work back from the conse-
qu..r..r'ro the causes, from the fever to the disease. This is
why I believe we should Pay more attention to the advice
which the Chairman of our Committee on Budgets, Mr
Lange, gave us just now. If we have ideas, and I am sure
th"ri ari some to be found in this House, then, Mr Presi-
dent, this is the moment to Put them forward.
As regards agriculrure, as we have already had-hundreds of
oppoitunities of saying, the prioriry which the Common
Agriculrural Policygivis to market intervention in prefer-
en"ce to strucrural-inlervention must change. To take the
most striking example, though not the only important one,
that of milk"production' w; all know, or we should all
know, that th. co-t.spot sibiliry levy is not a damper on
production but simply a mechanism whereby ovelproduc.--
iion is self-financed. Having said that, we believe that until
we find another mechanism 
- 
and Mr Pisani and others
have proposed one 
- 
we must at least inroduce a strong
.I.rn*t bf progression into this co-responsibility levy'
This would be ,o*. t.tpot t. to the flood of rhetoiic from
all sides claiming that the agricultural budget is a budget for
the haves and not for the [arre-nots. Also, although there
was a lot of talk about agriculrure last year, is it normal that
only indirect reference was made to the distordon whereby
vegetable fats can be imported into and used in the Com-
m,iniry free of taxes or customs dudes, onthe.Pretext that
these are raw materials not produced within the Commu-
niry?
To conclude, I should like to mention the question of own
resources. In my view this issue cannot be broached prop-
erly without discussing and taking a stand on the essence of
the Common Agriculrural Policy, in other words on the
real possibilities of finding ways to extend certain Com-
muniry operations to a number of sectors, in accordance
with certain priorities. In this context let me say that the
Spinelli report 
- 
which is quite righdy being widely dis-
cussed 
- 
is in my view the worst possible basis for tackling
this question. I say this because what strikes me first of all
is thecontradiction whereby it stresses on the one hand the
need to monitor, check and assess the role and function of
Communiry operations more seriously, more politically,
while on the other hand it calls foa sudden increase as
rapidly as possible in the overall funds available to Parlia-
ment.
Secondly, it is clear that the whole of this report is based on
a political philosophy: the concept of a federal Europe. Mr
President, some of us may share this philosophy: others do
not. But one thing is clear: this philosophy reflects a situa-
tion which is undoubtedly of the Past. The European
Economic Communiry is up against forces striving to de-
stroy it which call for a resPonse other than-passive accep-
tance of a widening gap berween reality and our sPeeches.
In this respect, I am surprised to note that, in the Spinelli
report for;xample and in many other speeches by various
Mimbers on the problem of own resources' everybody
seems to take it for granted that the levels of protection
given by Communiry preference and of the common ex-
iernal tariff are,rntouchable. In fact, if we look at our his-
tory, the history of the Communiry, there has been a slow
and gradual capirulation by the European Communiry in
the face of presiure from the United States and, to a certain
extent, from Japan.
Mr President, Iet me put'one thing on record: either I am
greatly mistaken or, fiue years from now' one ol other of
foo international instirutions 
- 
the European Economic
Communiry and GAfi will have practically ceased to ex-
ist. One cannot speak of developing the Communiry if we
do not create fot ihit prlpot" the minimum conditions of a
gingle economi c zoni. This is why, Mr President, I should
likJ to exhort this House to look indeed towards the fu-
rure, but not rc look at it in a rear-view mirror.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lega.
Mr Lega. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, there
is no d"oubt tiat the budget debate offers thb best oPPor-
tunity for a Parliament lilie this one 
- 
elected by universal
suffrage and in the context of the current balance of.power
withirithe Community 
- 
to exPress its own polidcal re-
solve. This is shown by the fact that Parliament was at
pains last year, when it first had to cope with the b.udggt
problem, io underline its legitimate funcdon. \flhat is
^more, it sought to make political use of the opporrunity
given by the the rejection of the budget to illustrate its de-
ii." ,o g", on the right path again with regard to the balance
of powir with the other institutions and also with regard.to
the formulation of the new policies which the Communiry
needs if it is going to puil through this crisis. The method
was perhaps a bitbrutal last year, but this year.Parliament
has given evidence of greater responsibiliry and intelligence
in tling to find a balance between the various institutions
and'the-rnarious political parties with the report !y tut'
Adonnino. I think he desirves everyone's thanks for the
clever way he has steered a middle course between the
powers of the Community to find the indications in this
trdget 
- 
which he himself has said marks a change 
- 
of
the iew policies which the Communiry will have to fol-
low.
Everyone, and especially this Parliament, must endeavour
,o ..rlir. that the Communiry is not going to survive un-
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less it manages to incorporate in its policies solutions to the
currenr problems of development, cooperation in sociery
and the very survival of an economic and industrial system
which cannot be viewed piecemeal but has to be seen in an
overall, European, light. At thij stage, with Parliament de-
bating the 1981 budget, it becomes vital to identify these
policies, and we have to take a realistic view of things, us-
ing_the means we have ar our disposal and without trying to
rush through, on a wave of political zeal, solutions'which
there is no hope of implementing ar rhe moment. It is also
important for the House ro realize that this involves no
vague decision but a specific undertaking and appeal to the
sense of joint responsibility of the other instirutions in the
Communiry.
If I may insist on this point for a momenr, it is particularly
important to protect those Community structures which
make itpossible here and now rd conrinue along the polid-
cal path we have ro follow if we are going to .*pand the
work of the Communiry to include new poli-ies and,
above all, to tackle these policies with a proper Communi-
ry-minded approach instead of by haggling among rhe
Member States.
Seen in this light, the marter of staff policy 
- 
which the
.rapporteur has placed very near rhe beginning of the chap-
ter on major secrors of expenditure 
- 
takes on considera-
ble political significance. The political role which the stafft of the Community has performed until now, and which it
has to be able to carry our without any pressure or interfer-
ence by the Member States, is surely the crucial element in
the Community's independent and realistic approach to
the expansion of is powers and the developmeni of Com-
muniry policies. It is in this area of staff policy 
- 
and this is
what I am going to talk about in the few momen$ ar my
disposal 
- 
that we are laying much of the groundwork,
here in this budget, for the development of policies for
which new appropriarions are proposed. The uncertainry
surrounding saff policy in recent years, and especially the
u.ncertainry prompted by the differenr policies adopted by
the Commission and the Council, symbolize the lack of
any definite ideas on how to look at this aspect of the
Community. The lack of career prospects, the uncerrainEy
about social benefits and pensions, the inabiliry ro come up
with. a budgefV lolicy which meets the promises con-
cerning incentives to give a qualitarive boost to the civil
service: these are all factors fitting into a pattern which
shows that, behind the refusal to acknowledge rhe Euro-
pean civil service, there lurks a problem which is, in fact, of
tremendous-importance. Furthermore, there can be no
doubt that many of the problems with which the staff has
had to cope in recent years srem from an increasing burden
of work. Just think of the extra work this Parfiament has
had to cope with, the great volume of work which has
overwhelmed a service used to gerdng much less: These are
obviously factors which have contributed ro unrest among
the staff. But this is not the only problem which has to be
tackled. Much,of the staff's frustradon and inabiliry to get
through the mountain of work are nor caused simply by
the fact that they have to ger down to a lor more work, but
also by uncertainry about the job and about what the poinr
of it is. It is clear that an organization like the Communiry
cannor oudine policies and establish a fine position of bal-
ance among the Member States unless it is based above all
on an informed and realistic staff strucrure which is man-
aged without a hint of constraint imposed by the Member
States 
- 
and I mention this again with a view to a point I
am,going to raise in a moment 
- 
so thar rhe polidcal deci'
sions it takes can be acted upon. A definite political mean-
ing thus attaches to the appropriations in the budget 
-which ought to be increased 
- 
for policies affecting pen-
sions and social benefits, since these policies are important
if the Community civil service is to be safeguarded and re-
stored to its proper srarus.'W'e have to make this clear dur-
ing this budget debate \ecause we think it is important it
should be understood by all shades of the political spec-
trum, and especially by the other institutions such as the
Council and the Commission, as a vital part of the budget-
ary policy which the Parliament is putting to the otheiin-
stitutions.
It is against this background that it again becomes tre-
mendously important to effect a review 
- 
which in any
case-has_been done by the Spierenburg report- of greater
staff mobiliry, an effecdve merger of the siaff of the various
inltigutions and the possibility of bringing rhese sffucrures
closer and closer together, so thar they no longer perform
separate roles in the Communiry but are part of an overall
plan for the development of the Communiry. This v.ill cost
r_noney, of course, and it will mean thar the appropriadons
destined for staff salaries will have to go rrp, but it will be
Tgley well spent as part of rhe reform of the Community
civil service which must be given a boost.
I want to end my speech by referring ro another danger
which is looming. This is the danger that by some
stratagem or other- and this has been proposed in the Or-
toli report and in orher reports 
- 
a number of officials
from the Member States could be recruited to the Com-
munity civil service under various guises,'as experts or in
some other capacity . This brings with it an added danger,
because we do nor want Communicy policies to be shaped
by people who are outside rhe strucrure and way of think-
ing of the Communiry civil service. Ifi/hat is imporrant,
when we come to carrying out a general review ofthe role
and pulpose of the staff of the various institutions, is ro
stress. the need to attach rhg staff to the Communiry in a
firm manner by giving them career prospects, a sense of
purpose and political aims which are related ro the Com-
muniry itself, so that all these elements do not have to de-
pend on political and administrative power elsewhere.
These are some of rhe ideas I briefly wanted to oudine in
connection with spff policy. During this budget debate
they take on a special political significance beciuse there
can be no doubt that it is in t}is area, the dedicated work of
the Communiry civil service, that lies one of the essenrial
elements for the political revival of the European Com-
muruty.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider Section I 
- 
Parlia-
ment.
I call Mr Pfennig.
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- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I
should like to say a few words on Parliament's own
budget. Yesterday Mr Ansquer introduced the decision of
the Committee on Budgets. You could see from that, we
have also been thrifry as regards Parliament's own budget
and have wielded the axe freely. !fle must keeP in mind
how expensive this budget is 
- 
or perhaps how cheap it is
when one considers that we are forced to work with six
languages and cope with three working locations. We now
cost just under 200 million EUA. \flith a population of 284
million 
- 
including the Greeks as from I January 1981 
-
all in all to date each EEC cidzen pays less then one unit of
account for this Parliament. I do not think that is too
much. Let me say this once and for all to start with.
Now for the details. Mr Ansquer righdy said that Parlia-
ment should be subject to the same limitations as the
budgetary authoriry imposes on all the other bodies,
namely that Parliament should be very sparing in its own
expenditure on materials and staff . I would really only like
to draw the attention of Members to two points, because in
my view they are important and are still perhaps somewhat
in dispute here. The first point concerns Parliament's rent,
the second its expenditure on smff. It has already been
stated with justification that it is intolerable that rent
should be paid for three meeting places. Taken to irc logical
conclusion, this means an annual increase in rentd costs of
almost one third, an annual net increase from 18 million to
24 million EUA. Undoubtedly the Council is solely re-
sponsible for the magnitude of these rental costs, because if
the.e *.r" only one place of work for Parliament, that is if
the Council of Mirrii..r, had decided in favour of a single
seat for Parliament as provided for in the Treaty, then these
rental costs would certainly be less then 10 million EUA. I
even dare to claim that they would be no higher than
8 million EUA.
By 30 June 1981 Parliament intends to deal with the prob-
lem of ia place of work, in other words, the Council of
Ministers must decide or otherwise Parliament itself will
take a decision: a motion has been tabled to this effect.
Consequendy it is logical that the Committee on Budgets
should have decided almost unanimously not to increase
the appropriations for rent, on the understanding that in
1981 we would not have to finance three places of work for
the whole year. This means that the Committee 6n Budgem
would like, in its policy on expendirure to anticipate the
wish of this House to decide on a single place of work in
1981.
Accordingly the Committee on Budgea proposes 
- 
and I
support this fully 
- 
to cut the proposed increase of ap-
proximately 6 million EUA in rental costs proposed by the
administration by 3.7 million EUA, meaning that increases
will be rwo thirds less than those proposed by the adminis-
tration. I believe thatin this waywe will be exerting benefi-
cial pressure on the administration to start considering al-
ready how they can make the best use of existing premises
which are already used by Parliament in order m avoid an
increase in rental costs of the magnitude originally pro-
posed.
On the second point, namely staff costs, I think it is true to
say that these are panly the outcome of the increased ex-
pendirure on buildings. lt is clear that if I have new pre-
mises then I also need new staff. If one cuts down on pre-
mises, then it is also possible to cut down to a certairt extent
on staff. May I remind you that in 1980, that is for the cur-
rent budget year, Parliament accorded itself 243 new posts.
This was necessary and undoubtedly also useful in view of
the doubling of the number of Members of the Assembly
following direct elecdons. In the preliminary draft Parlia-
ment had approved e further 321 new posts for 198 1 . In the
preliminary draft since all the'other instirutions have been
prepared to forego big increases in staff, the Committee on
Brrdgets re-examined the request of our Parliament ad-
ministration and arrived at the conclusion that the approval
of almost 550 of 560 new posts in two years was too much,
even when one considers that our numbers will have in-
creased to 434 Members following direct elections and the
entry of Greek Members.
The Committee on Budgets therefore decided almost
unanimously to approve "only" 88 new posts for 1981 and
to delerc a further 233 posts from tJre list of poss. This
means nonetheless that the Parliament administration will
havehad anincrease of300posts in 1980 and 1981. \ile be-
lieve that this is sufficient for the present. The Committee
on Budget's proposal does not mean that we wish to over-
ride former decisions by the Bureau or Parliament. In tak-
ing such a step, we are acting with good sense and in a spirit
of fairness and equal reatment vis-a-vis other bodies, and
for this reason I ask you to approve these rwo motions by
the Committee on Budgets in Thursday's sitting.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rossi.
Mr Rossi. 
-(F) MrPresident, my intervention on Parlia-
ment's budget will be panicularly brief , since I just want to
oudine my Group's position on three amendments.
First of all, on Asrendment No 426 concerning rents, this
.morning I stated my Group's determination not to get in-
volved in an inflationary budget. But in this particular case,
I cannor understand the reason for the cr,n of 3.7 million
EUA. These premises are dready occupied by the Euro-
pean Parliament or will be in the near future. Since we are
not told on which premises the saving is to be made, we
wonder if we are not indirecdy adopting a position which
will prejudice the choice of seat. For this reason we will
vote against this amendment.
This amendment poses a further problem, namely that of
the interpretation of Rules 49 and 50 of the Rules of Proce-
dure, which is a problem which applies also the the follow-
ing amendment. \flithout wishing to discuss the interpreta-
tion of these two rules here, I would remind you that at a
recent ioint meeting of Parliament's Bureau and the Bureau
of the Committee on Budgets it was agreed chat any con-
sultation procedure should take place'concurrendy with
the arrangemena laid down in the rules of procedure.
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\[e therefore regret that these consulations have not taken
place, in particular in the case of Amendment No 425,
which concerns 233 new posts. This amendment raises a
second problem, namely the fact that we had already
adopted the budget estimate at the June part-session. I re-
ally do not see how we can go back on that decision today,
particularly since I imagine that the administration has al-
ready started recruitment procedures. For the sake of con-
sistency we will vote against this amendment,
I now come to the third and last amendmenr, No 540,
which has been pur forward by the Committee on Budgets.
'We were initially opposed to the formula providing for
lump-sum reimbursement of Members, travel expenses for
constituency work. Now that the Committee on Budgets
has come round to our point of view 
- 
namely no reim-
bursement without suppordng documens 
- 
we will vote
in favour of this amendment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NZ) Mr President, it was to be ex-
pecrcd that all the statements made in Committee would be
followed today by some critical remarks, with a certain
amount of hosdliry rowards the Council, although it is ob-
vious that the annual budget cannor but reflect the true
situation. The truth is not somerhing we like to hear in this
matter, since what it comes down to is that we have little or
no real power. \[hen funds for what we call prioriry objec-
tives are constandy being pared away, then this Parlia-
ment's political importance is clearly also going to the
dogs. til7e should, on the basis of our political outlook, be
giving substance ro rhese priorities, instead of repeatedly
being drummed up to do batde with the wicked Council.
I should like, however, to dwell a litde on Parliament's
own budget, as I did for the 1980 budget. My position re-
mains the same, but I must say that the siruation is getting
not better but worse.
Time and again we are faced with the fact, with regard to
our own instirution, that the spread over three seats is an
intolerable situation of which we, rhe Members of Parlia-
ment, are the victims. This is also a matter of concern for
the Europeans whose interests we are here to defend. The
fact that the Council has not reached a decision on this is no
excusb: in that case u/e must create the necessary condidons
ourselves,
I should like to illustrate the clear lack of any policy with
reference to the new building we occupied recently in
Strasbourg. No decision was ever taken on this building in
the proper quarters in this Parliament, Last month we took
possession of the building without even knowing the terms
of the lease. This is an example of afait accornpll which we
cannot allow to happen again. Anything like that would be
unthinkable in private life. In this way the ciry of Stras-
bourg has gained an unroward advantage with regard to
fixing the permanent seat. I have already heard an eminent
member of the Bureau saying that average attendance in
Strasbourg was higher than average attendance in the other
cities where Parliament has meetings.In this connection, it
was also unforrunate that our public relations service was
nowhere to be seen, so that the Press, which is always eager
for scandal, was unable to obtain any serious ans*irs tolts
questions about this building.
Finally, our renting policy. We rent a grear deal. This in-
stitution pays out fabulous sums in renr ev ery year, and has
been doing so for 20 years now. The fact that our opera-
tions are spread over three locations costs the European
taxpayer something like 3 000 million Belgian francs per
year. Let me point out here that this Parliament does not
own a single building. \7hat do we conclude from tliat?
That we do not believe in our own future. Is it not so drat
having our- own buildings would be justified, if gnly in
terms of sound management, but that it would perhaps also
be an expression of the independence of this European Par-
liament?
Finally, I should like to endorse Mr Dankert's remarks on
the amendment put forward by the $(orking Parry on the
Staff Regulations regarding the supplementary pension
scheme.
I must, however, make one other remark, and I see no
reason to mince my words, namely that it is not right for
this amendment to be submitted direcdy by a working par-
ry. A working parry is dependant on the Bureau, but this
amendment has been neither submitted nor approved at a
formal meedng of the Bureau. This is no way ro go about
making reforms.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Danken.
Mr Dankert. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like m say
a few words on Parliament's budger, which has nor yer
gone over the limit of 200 million units of accounr bur is
getdng precariously close to it. Looking at this limit, if we
compare the amount 
- 
even making allowance for rhe
language problem in the Communiry 
- 
with the budgets
of national parliaments, there is only one conclusion to be
drawn, namely that the European Parliament is uncom-
monly expensive. \X/hile it may well be true that for years
we have had a gendeman's agreement with the Coun-
cil where by Council and Parliament do not interfere in
each other's budget, we must remember that any such
gentleman's agreement can only apply as long as both in-
stitutions behave responsibly. At the same time, I would
point out that one year after direct elections Parliament
cannot yet be expected to have developed ia decision-mak-
ing procedures sufficiendy to get expenditure completely
under control. That does not mean, hsrrsysl 
- 
21d I can
say this on behalf of my group as well 
- 
that we do not
need to get this expenditure under control next year. The
simple fact is that Parliament too has to put its own house
in order in a reladvely short time. And as far as that goes
there are, I think, some major shortcomings. As I said, this
Parliament's decision-making procedures are unsuitable,
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since they overlap with one another and are therefore ex-
tremely difficult to undershnd. We have thus got into a
situation in which firsdy the chairmen of the groups and
then the administradon or goodness knows who else can all
go their own separate ways. Mr Coppieters once again
righdy drew attention to this. Parliament will have to use
this year to really get a grip on its own organizational struc-
rure and its own expenditure. I think that is an essential
condition for the cor\tinuadon of a gendeman's agreement
to which I attach particular importance.
This brings me to a few more specific remarks. The Com-
mittee on Budgets has made quite a few changes in Parlia-
ment's budget 
- 
pardy for good objective reasons but
panly also, I think, from frustration at the decision-mak-
ing machinery and the influences to which it is exposed' I
think we shdl have to use this coming year torort this out
and decide who acrually constirutes the budgetary author-
ity in this House with regard to Parliament's own budget.
And I tend to the view that the only way to get a sound
budget is to add this to the Bureau's responsibilities. That
is the only way to avoid the present confusion' I expect
there will still be difficult discussions with our friend Mr
Lange and others on this point, but this really is the only
way to get this budget under control.
Mr Coppieters commented just now that the amendment
on the survivor's pension had been tabled by a working
parry which was actually responsible to the Bureau. My
group takes the view that in this budgetary procedure we
should not in any way anticipate the terms of a statute for
Members of the European Parliament. That is something
which must be decided between Council and Parliament,
and I think that in view of the current political situation in
Europe discussions on this will be an extremely lengthy
business. However, in view of the very varied arrange-
mens for the members of national parliaments, my gfouP
does not think there is any justification for having no pro-
vision whatever for cases where a Member dies through ill-
ness or in a car accident. In my view a scheme must be set
up for widows and orphans, regardless of the question of a
statute. My group has tabled an amendment on this Point
which differs from the amendment put forward by the
Working Parry on Sarutes, since the working parry is still
too concerned with the problems of a statute for Members
of Parliament and more generally with questions of reg-
ulating legal status. \fle feel that we must at all events have
measures of this kind to deal with individual cases where
they are totally justified from a social point of view 
- 
and
it is with this in mind that we have tabled anzmendment.
Our group welcomes the fact that Mr Pfennig's amend-
ment, which has been adopted by the Committee on
Budgets, sets certain limits to the arrangements for reim-
bursing members' expenses in their own countries. Acrual-
ly, most of us were against this whole scheme, since here
again the problem is that one country has some such ar-
rangement while another does not, At the same time we
take the view that United Kingdom or Irish Members can-
not be allowed to suffer from the lack of arrangements
which Members from the Netherlands or Germany do
have. Something has to be done, therefore, and the fact that
the Bureau's decision has been taken in Mr Pfennig's
amendment to mean that this reimbursement of travel costs
within Member Sates can be granted on the basis of a de-
claration without any risk of double reimbursement means
that our group, with a good deal of hesitation but in con-
sideration of the unjust position some of our fellow Mem-
bers are in, is able to accept this amendment.
I now come, Mr President, to a few points which will
perhaps be on the agenda of the enlarged Bureau this even-
ing: the establishment plan, rents and cars.
To begin with the most minor point, cars. It is intolerable
to have amounts entered in Parliament's budget for pur-
poses on which the Bureau has not yet Bken a decision.
This budget includes an appropriation for adding 20 or so
cars to the pool, pardy for the use of Vice-Presidents and
dignitaries of that sort 
- 
including myself for that matter
- 
and pardy intended for general use, butwithout any de-
cision by the Bureau. This is funher proof of the complete
lack of transparency in the decision-making process in this
Parliament, which is something in which substantial
changes must be made in the near furure. That is one criti-
cism i have to make, but I should also like to raise a point of
a more direct and pracdcal nature. I think the Quaestors,
whose political popularity increases in proportion to the
amount of money for Members of Parliament they include
in the budget, should accept political supervision of their
activities. They cannot really think that perks like these
cars help the smooth functioning of Parliament. In the
Committee on Budgets I heard a discussion between the
Quaestors and members of the committee in which the ar-
gument came down to this: buying cars for Parliament is
more attractive than hiring them because we can get the
petrol ax-free.
At the same time they avoid discussing the staffing conse-
quences of buying these vehicles, since these staffing ques-
tioris are not their responsibiliry but that of the Secre-
tary-General of Parliament. If we add ip these staff costs
rnd look at what buying cars really costs, we find that the
total is considerably higher than for hiring. I am therefore
very much in favour of the amendmentput forward by the
Committee on Budgets on this point.
The same goes too for the question of rents. Mr President,
I have never known an administration to move into a build-
ing before the lease is signed. Yet, both in Strasbourg and
here in Luxembourg we have seen Parliament and Parlia-
ment's departments setding into buildings for which there
is sdll no tenancy agreement. And that is not all. In docu-
ments available to Members of Parliament and thus also to
otherpeople, estimates are being made of rentpayments. If
I weri Mr Pflimling, Mayor of Strasbourg, or Mrs Flesch
- 
who, moreover, is also-a Quaestor- then I would say:
"That will in any case be the minimum rent, so we shall go
a litde higher and then we can no doubt find a com-
promise." Mr President, that is not acceptable 
- 
and what
is mor", here again we come up against the same lack of
transp4rency in the taking of decisions on this sort of thing.
One gets the impression that our officials are out to give
everyone satisfaction, but it is then the taxpayer who ulti-
mately foots the bill. I therefore think it right that amend-
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ments have been tabled for cutting back on these rents and
reducing the amount in the budget. This is quite separate
from the problems of the seat; it is in the first instance a
question of proper management. There is of course also the
seat problem, but that is another aspect, the question of
where this Parliament is ultimately going to meet.
I now come to the most difficult point, the question of the
establishment flan. The Committee on Budgets has pro-
posed cutting out of the budget all the posts for 1981 pro-
posed by the Bureau, except the Greekposts. This involves
230 posts. I expect there will be dre odd scuffle over this in .
the Bureau this evening. \flhat has in fact happened? \7e in
the enlarged Bureau gave a working party the task of exa-
mining the structure of Parliament. \[hat did this working
party do? It listened 
- 
one might almost say, as is tradi-
donal 
- 
to what the administration had to say and totted
up all the requests. In this way we got the "new structure",
which was in fact the old structure with a few additions.
The Committee on Budgets then said that this year's rap-
porteur, Mr Ansquer, and his predecessor, Mr Jackson,
should have a look at Parliament's administration to see
whether this structure is still appropriate. Vell, Mr Presi-
dent, Mr Jackson and Mr Ansquer have not been allowed
by the parliamentary authorities responsible to carry out
this investigation. And if the Committee on Budgets is not
in a position to form an independent opinion on what the
structure of Parliament could be compared with what it is,
then I agree that the Committee on Budgets must refuse
any additional posts. This is in itself reason enough, not to
mention a series of other arguments which tend to the same
conclusion. And as to the gendemen's agreement, it is not
without a certain malicious pleasure that I see that the
Council knows perfecdy well how many vacancies Parlia-
ment has. Compared with the other institutions the
number of vacancies is indeed exceptionally high, and i{we
are not in a position to fill these vacancies it is exceedingly
difficult to explain to anyone outside that we need another
230 posts. Consequently, I take the view for the time being
- 
and this goes for my group as well 
- 
that until such time
as there has been a thorough investigation of the structure
of this Parliament 
- 
in which, for example, in comparable ,
Directorates-General an A-1 official has in one case one
secretary and in another four 
- 
and until such time as the
necessary conclusions are drawn, we must refuse to pre-
tend that we are solving problems by increasing staff.
This brings me to a number of concluding remarks. Last
year, as general rapporteur, I made some very far-reaching
criticisms of the Commission's staffing policy 
- 
indeed, it
was my job to do so. It seems to me that in exercising criti-
cism of other institutions Parliament will gradually lose its
credibiliry if it does not quickly put its own house in order.
I am sure Mr Strasser 
- 
whom I can see smiling over there
- 
will subscribe to that. Last year the Commission,
perhaps somewhat rashly, expected that something would
acilally be done. It takes more than six months for aParlia-
ment to become operational. But if the Commission can
still make the same complaints the following year and talk
of unequal treatment between the institutions, then the
Commission has a point. Accordingly, Parliament must
now put its own house in order. For the inescapable fact is
that in a number of Member States Parliament has been dis-
credited more by what it has done for its own Members, its
own budget and its own staff than it has gained credit for
what it has done for the Communiry. This is a very serious
siruagion, and this time we must tackle this problem. It is
something which must also be reflected in the budget and
needs to be thoroughly investigated over the next few
months by the enlarged Bureau and whatever other deci-
sion-making bodies there are in Parliament. By way of
serving a warning or even, one is tempted to say, a sum-
mons, I think that otr this point the House must follow the
Committee on Budgets, not perhaps because all this is ob-
jectively necessary but in order to launch a process which
can lead to putting Parliament's own housekeeping on a
sound basis.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange to speak on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets.
Mr Lange, Chairman of the Cornmittei on Budgets. 
-(D) Mr President, Pieter Dankert was right that this one
question would give rise to difficulties and involve us in
further disputes. It is easy to say: let those who make such
proposals take responsibility for them. How is that to
work in practice? There will have to be further discussion
on this point.
The Committee on Budgets, which is responsible for the
whole Communiry budget, cannot avoid making pro-
nouncements and will have to make its opinion known to
the house. There is no way round this.
If, however, we are told that this is the task of the Bureau
then the Committee on Budgerc must make its comments
known. The Committee on Budgets will, if need be, have
to say to the Bureau 
- 
if this is to be the system 
- 
that it
considers certain things to be irresponsible. Then we have a
situation which we do not want, namely an open conflict
berween the Bureau and the Committee on Budgets, in
other words a pitched battle.
\fle have to consider very carefully what we should do
here. I am sdll firmly of the opinion that if we apply exact-
ing standards to the other institutions, then we must also
apply the same strict standards to ourselves. The honoura-
ble Members must realize that they cannot demand things
for themselves which they deny others. This is a Very deci-
sive point, and here I can support Pieter Dankert as the
spokesman for his group and perhaps more particularly, as
Vice-President of this Parliament. This, however, means
that Members will have to be more restrained in their de-
mands, whatever their present'role in Parliament. IUfle will ,
have to make this quite clear if Parliament's budget policy
is to be plausible and not belied by its own behaviour.
(Appkuse)
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President. 
- 
!(le shall now consider Section III: Commis-
sion, beginning with the chapter on agriculrure.
I call Mrs Casde.
Mrs Castle. 
- 
Mr President, this is the last budget we shall
be discussing before the fundamental restructuring of the
budget is presented to us by the Commission for the year
1982. One would have thought therefore that in this
budget we would have been moving towards a better bal-
ance in Communiry spending. Instead of that we have ac-
tudly been going backwards. In this budget we have the
painfully familiar scenario repeadng itself. The Commis-
sion produces a budget calling for an increa se of 1,2 Toinag-
ricultural spending and an increase of 407o in the minute
sums v/e spend on regional, social and energy policies.
Now that is only a modest start, Mr President. It still leaves
agricultural spending at the enormous sum of 13500 m
EUA with the Regional Fund at a mere 750 million for
payments in 1981 . However, even this inadequate step to-
wards budgetary reform was too much for the Council of
Ministers which slashed the Commission's 407o increases
down to a mere 5 Vo.\le all know that with infladon run-
ning throughout the Community at something like 10 7o,
that means an acrual cutback in regional spending this year,
while once again agriculrural spending remains sacrosanct.
Now, this is the very opposite of what we need if the
budget is to be restructured and the problem of t.he United
Kingdom conribution solved once and for all. I would
have thought the British Government would have passion-
ately resisted this decimation of a level regional spending
which alone would zuffice to give the United Kingdom a
fairer share of the resources of the Communiry. Indeed,
Mr Scott-Hopkins himself 
- 
and I am very disappointed
that he is not speaking in this debate 
- 
said at a meeting in
Cardiff only a few weeks ago that this 'savage slashing of
regional, energy and social spending makes this the most
obscene budget we have ever had'.
Strong words, and they ought to have been said inside this
Parliament! But what is he and his European Democratic
Group going to do about it? He says, 'we can't reject this
obscene budget, because the repayments to the United
Kingdom must not be jeopardized', but the European
Democrats are going even further than that, Mr President.
These British Conservatives are now setting out to wreck
one of the most hopeful steps this Parliament can take to
get expenditure readjusted in favour of the Regional Fund
once again. There is a massive united carirpaign by the
Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning,
backed by the Socialist Group, the European Progressive
Democrats and the Christian-Democrats, to restore in full
the Commission's figure of 750 m EUA in payments for
the Regional fund in 1981, the figure which the Council of
Ministers cut to 490 million. \[hy are the British Conser-
vatives not dlying themselves with their fellow-conserva-
tives, because if they did we could get the necessary qual-
ified majority and pass this in this Parliament?
Instead they have put down their own amendment to re-
duce that amount of restoration to merely 560 m EUA. It
is still a cut in real terms, and they are going to do that as a
fig leaf to save them from having to vote for the amendment
that could win. I warn them that there are many people in
different pans of this Parliament who are saying, 'if the
British Conservatives are not prepared to fight for the re-
storation of regional spending which so much benefits the
United Kingdom, why should we bother to bail them out?'
If the British Conservatives go ahead with.this ploy of
theirs, we could end up with having only the Council's de-
cimated figures.
If Mr Scott-Hopkins and his colleagues think that the cuts
in this budget on the regional side are obscene, there is one
way they can avoid them, in keeping with a realistc
economy policy and without endangering the United
Kingdom rebate, and that is by voting for modification 295
in my name and backed by the Socialist Group. \ilhat this
does in effect is to impose a cash limit on agriculrurd
spending in the coming year, because what is does is to
write into the remarks governing Guarantee expendirure
under Tides 6 and 7 the starcment that any furure decisions
on farm price increases or changes in the market situation
will not result in any extra expendirure for Tides 6 and7.
This is the challenge to us all. Are we really serious about
restructuring the budget, or have we any hope of getting
anywhere near it by 1982? Is it very much to ask that this
vast budget for agriculrure should accept an overall ceiling
on expenditure for 1981?
The British Government at home is applying cash limits
right throughout public sector spending. It is saying to
workers in nationalized industries, for example, or in the
Civil Service, 'you have Bot a cash limit for what your de-
partment, your industry, can spend in the coming year;if
you want wage increases, then you have got to find corres-
ponding economies to make room for them'. That is what
this Parliament should say to the agriculrural sector in our
Communiry in order to make room for the crying needs of
regional development and industrial policy. \[e should say
that when farm price increases are fixed in the next few
months, they must be fixed in the knowledge that the
spending in this budget under Tides 6 and 7 will not be in-
creased, so if adjustments are made upwords in one place
they will have to be made downwards somewhere else.
]Ufle in the Socialist Group have suggested some ways of
finding long overdue economies. Mr Pisani and I, for in-
stance, have joindy put down an amendment to cut
50 million units of account from expenditure on aid for
skimmed-milk powder to be used for feeding calves.
Everyboby knows that it is a farce that we should acrually
be subsidizing the use of skimmed milk for calves to pro-
duce more milk we cannot sell. It is a circular nonsense t}rat
has got rc be stopped. I hope that this Parliament will pass
that amendment. I am suggesting one on my own account
- 
to cut the appropriations for refunds on milk and milk
products back to rhe 1979 figure and place the resulting
savings of 567 million units of accounr in Chapter 100, to
stay there until the frauds and the mismanagemenrc to
which the Court of Auditors has drawn our attention have
been rectified.
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Now these are two very obvious and necessary economies.
They show that economies can be made, and I challenge
the British Conservatives to be true to their own principles
in voting on this budget and to vote for cash limits on ag-
riculrural spending as a start towards the restructuring of
the budget which alone can solve the problem of the United
Kingdom's contribution and the rerurn we get.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tolman.
Mr Tolman. 
- 
(NL) In both the topics we are discussing
today it is clear that the agriculrural policy is in fact a green
thread running right through the budget. And one point is
obviously of central importance, namely getring expendi-
ture under control.
It is quite plain that a large part of this House is at odds
with itself . On the one hand there is a desire to take on new
tasks, for which there are insufficient opporrunities, and
on the other hand people want to eliminate the imbalance
which various speakers have noted with regard to rhe ag-
ricultural policy. If there is anyone in this House with an
appetite for new tasks, for extending our work, then I am
the one, and I can say the same for my Group. !D(e find in-
creasingly that in many fields Europe has problems which
are no longer open to national soludons but must be setded
at Eurppean level. In other words, tasks which demand a
European and not a national approach.
Secondly, as far as the imbalance in the Common Agricul-
rural Policy is concerned, I should like to point out to those
who tend to get worked up about this, such as Mrs Castle
just now, that the increase in expendirure was cut back to
l27o last year and will not be more than 72 to 13 % rhis
year. I think this too needs to be pointed out if we are to
form a balanced opinion.
I should just like to say a word of warning about craving
for new tasks. We must not throw away what we have, and
Mr Adonnino, for whom I have great respecr as rappor-
teur, is right to make it clear that the fundamental princi-
ples of the agriculrural policy must be maintained. My
group is fully behind him in this. Let me, therefore, for the
benefit of both the critics and those who are listening here
with a more sympathetic ear, pur it like this: we musr in-
deed correct the Common Agricultural Policy, but not de-
form it. If we do, we shall be on the completely wrong
course.
Concern has been expressed here, as well as in the Com-
mittees, at the consequences for the budget of price in-
creases in agriculture.
\fle are going to have to realize that we cannot go on as in
previous years. For three years a pice freeze has been ap-
plied in connection with disturbing surpluses. These sur-
pluses have now shrunk to a significant extent. Nor can a
continuing price freeze be justified to the peoples of
Europe. I do not wish to anticipate nexr year's debate on
the price policy, but I think we must be prepared for the
fact that 10% will clelrly be the minimum figure from
which to sart. Firsdy, that will be necessary to prevenr a
clear fall in incomes, and secondly Parliament must be one
jump ahead of the various Member Sates in taking vigor-
ous measures, otherwise all kinds of measures will be taken
at national level, which means breaking down and eroding
the Common Agricultural Policy.
On the income side of the budget I have a few remarks to
make. The co-responsibiliry levy is an interesting budget-
ary device but does not curb producdon. The real curb on
production will only come next spring in the form of a
specific levy, a super-levy or whatever else you wish to call
it. That is a policy decision and is something we must take
into account. We are in fact taking account of this. Over-
production must not involve any financial burdens for
Europe. That means that such a far-reaching decision can-
not be taken in a one-sided fashion. It also means, inciden-
tally, that a levy on oils and farc must, of course, be intro-
duced, which is something that has always been envisaged
but so far not implemented. \Xr'hy do we only think about
the co-responsibiliry levy and not about the other elements
responsible for the surpluses?
If we take these far-reaching measures with regard to the
income side of the European budget, that will also mean
not mincing our words about the traditional butter imports
from New Zealand. We have certainly not heard the last of
that. I should like to rurn for a moment to the continuing
massive imports of substitutes such as manioc, maize glu-
ten and so on. The figure varies from couhtry to country,
but since 1974 imports of some products have increased by
300 %. Unless we give more attention to these questions,
there is no sense in all these lesser measures. I appreciate
that when we talk about changing the agricultural policy
that also means changing trade policy.
I do not mean by this that we should simply shove aside all
GATT agreements, but these aBreements sometimes come
upon us without our knowing what has been decided.
Restructuring of the agricultural policy is something we
are ready to discuss. Simply takingad Doc decis[ons is not
enough, and if we are going to talk about a fundamental re-
vision, then we cannot get away from the question of
rather more protection.
If, like Mrs Casde, you are going to talk about enormous
sums spent on agriculture, then you must not exaggerate.
'We must see things in proportion.
\(le shall only achieve a healthy balance if we take off our
blinkers. If we think the agriculrural policy is too one-
sided and too expensive, we should remember that this
policy is in fact the only integrated sector in the European
Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Before I come to what I was going to say, I
must first turn te Mr Tolman and dispute in some large
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measure what he said about New Zealand. It is totally un-
true that New Zealand producers havg increased massively
their profia from the production of butter for the Com-
muniry. The fact of the matter is that New Zealand butter
prices in the Communiry have gone up by only 50 7o since
1973 and yet the cost of butter producdon in New Zealand
has gone up 153 %. So I think, Mr Tolman, that you
should try and make sure of your facts before you make
outrageous statements like that.
However, Mr President, I want to refer to the common ag-
ricultural budget in my remarks today. The common ag-
ricultural policy was, of course, first designed at a'dme
when Europe was only 60% self-sufficient in foodstuffs.
r0[e all know thatioday we are practically 100 7o self-suffi-
cient in many of the products we require for our own con-
sumption. Therefore the whole policy has to be viewed in
that light.
It worries me slighdy when we hear various Members of
this Parliament talking in varioris ways about various solu-
dons. They are never really trying to achieve a total solu-
tion for what is a totally different problem that we now
face, as we did in the 1960s when the policy was being
evolved. I agree entirely with what Mr Lange said this
morning, He said, if you remember, that we always seem
to be trying to patch and mend. I agree with him entirely
that we have to get a completely different approach if we
are to achieve whatwe all want to achieve for the European
budget, namely a better balance within that budget.
I am disappointed that we have received no direcdon this
year on what is likely to happen in furure years. I would
have thought we had an ided opportunity in this budget to
detect a few movements in the direction of change, since
change must indeed come. \trilhere are we going? We have
no recognition whatsoever that own resources are very
nearly exhausted and that we are going to have to do
something about that. No mention whatsoever. No help
or guidance in the budget as to where we are going and
what we are likely to be facing in the furure.
lUfle must of course remember that the Commission has cer-
tain reguladons that it must uphold, and they must be
funded. I feel therefore that it is extraordinary that the
Council should come along on this occasion and cut many
of the lines of the budget which have to be carried out and
which the Council must well know have to be carried out if
we are to implement the regulations that have to be main-
tained.
Now if I might rurn rc Mr Curry's report which I think has
been received admirably in Parliament and especially in t}re
Committee on Agriculrure; a report tlat has grearly
clarified some of the problems we face in the common ag-
ricultural policy.
Mr Curry says that the guarantees we give through budget-
ary lines should be going to a far greater extent to the pro-
ducers and not to some of the industries that are siphoning
off a large part of the monies used under the common ag-
ricultural policy. He also says, quite rightly 
- 
and this is a
point on which we have to maintain a maior discussion in
the future 
- 
that the increase in agriculrural prices must
coincide with the budget year. It is totally wrong for this
Parliament, ladies and gendemen, to go ahead in future
having absolutely no control whatsoever over that budget
Iine, which is a major budget line for the future.
\[hat I primarily want to say today c.oncerns the abhor-
,.rrt, t.iry and defeatist co-responsibiliry levy. \(li re-
cendy received a report from the Court of Auditors which
says that it is administratively bad, that it cannot be prop-
erly accounted for.
Now to have a major instisution of the Community com-
ing and, saying that sort of thing has to be recognized by
Parliament, Mr President. It is unfair to producers who are
trying to help in reducing surpluses, There are some
Member States that are attempting to do this.
'Vhat we should be doing is looking at the levels of produc-
tion in the Member States. rJ(e then discover, of course,
that some people who have derogadons and do not need to
pay co-responsibiliry levies are going ahead and increasing
their producdon rapidly. Yes rapidly, and why? Because,
of course, the price they are receiving for their product is
an attracdve price, which proves to me that it is too high.
\fle should therefore be looking into reducing the price
rather than putting in a tax which is not only abhorred by
us but abhorred by the Court of Auditors as well. It acts
against the producer, it acts against the consumer and it is
acting, I put it to you, fellow Members of Parliament,
against Parliament's interests. I believe, therefore, that we
have got to try and transfer 
- 
and I mean transfer 
- 
all the
monies that would have come from co-responsibiliry into
the super levy, because that, I believe, can control surplus
production within the Communiry. It must control sur-
plus production within the Communiry. It will maintain
our financid responsibility and it will maintain for the tax-
payer his financial responsibiliry as well by controlling the
surplus,
Ladies and i.rrtl.*.r, the Guidance Section of the budget
is, I think, an area that needs a close examination, because
it is getting totally out of line with what we are trying to do.
\$(re find we are helping areas of production that are good
areas of production. I07e find we are helping areas of pro-
ducdon that are poor areas of production. I[e have got to
make up our minds what we want to do in furure.
I believe that we must try and put this into a package that
helps the total rural economy rather than just trying to help
the purely agriculrural economy in the poorer areas. 'We
have got to get a proper spread and balance within that.
\[e have many amendments down as a group, Mr Presi-
dent. One of the most important concerns the fishing in-
dustry. It has been discovered at a late stage that the Coun-
cil has removed from the budgetline thatwould implement
a new common fisheries policy. I put it to Parliament that it
would be totally wrong for us who have on all occasions,
with almost complete unanimity in the House, tried to
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achieve the basic ground rules for the adoption of e new
common fisheries policy. I hope that when it comes to be
voted on on Thursday we can get support within the
House for the resolution that is put forward to put 10 m
EUA into next year's budget to get a common fisheries
policy esablished. Vithout it we don't stand a bat in hell's
chance. I think it is totally wrong, as Mr Taylor mentioned
this morning, for the Council who well know that they
have to implement a cornmon fisheries policy by the be-
ginning of next year, to remove the budget line that is in
fact going to implement it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martin.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gendemen,
farmers having to work harder and harder to eke out a liv-
ing,.with an estimated drop in incomes of more than 5 % in
France in 1980, farmers up to their ears in debt to keep their
farms going, entire villages and regions dying, these are all
things of which we have found no trace either in the Coun-
cil's preliminary draft budget or in the Commission pro-
posals.
For those who have a slide rule instead of a heart, a good
farmer is a farmer who leaves the land or one who is con-
tent to suffer the consequences of their anti-agricultural
budget in silence. tVith less show than last year, it is true,
but adhering faithfully to the same policies, further mas-
sive blows have been sruck at the Common Agricultural
Policy throrghthe budget. In- the overall bud€et, pf)rment
appropriations have increas edby 23 7o,but the increase rn
payment appropriations for the EAGGF, Guarantee Sec-
tion, is scarcely 127o, or less than 8 % if one takes account
of the entry of Greece and of the Community sheepmeat
regulatidn. Following on the small rise of 10.3 7o for ag-
riculture in the 1980 budget, this marks a new attack on
farmers' incomes, on their living standards and working
condidons. The large majority of this House is directly re-
sponsible for this deterioration in the position of French
farmers, since last year it rejected the amendment by the
French Communists and Allies to bring the increase in
French farm prices into line with the increase in production
and general costs, i.e. 137o.
From year to year, the integrationist method has been per-
fected: one foot on the brake regarding agricultural expen-
diture and the other on the accelerator for redeployment
funds to benefit the multinationals. The principal rules of
the Communiry code are still not being complied with.
Community preference ? Let us take a look! The temporary
exemptions granted to certain countfies are still in force;
the Community continues to import free of duty four
times more vegetable fats than it produces butter; it con-
tinues to import free of dury large quantities of cereal sub-
stitutes such as manioc; the multinationals such as Unilever
continue to lay down the law and the fact is that they have
ardent supporters even here in this House. lU(Ihat about fi-
nancial solidariry? Giving in to the dicates of Mrs
Thatcher imposing an unacceptable reduction in the
Bridsh contribution was a further heavy blow here. Uniry
of prices? Monetary compensatory amounts have still not
been abolished. They represent inrclerable distordons of
competition which penalize French farmers in particular,
in terms both of selling prices and of producdon costs.
I$ile well understand and share the anger felt by farmers!
For years they had it drummed into them that they were
not efficient enough, not productive enough. And so they
'went into debt to inVest and to modernize; they wore
themselves out working harder and harder and they pro-
duced more. And now today they are being told that there
is too much milk, too much butter, too much meat, too
much wine, tbo much sugar, too much everything. . . On
the pretext of surpluses and consumer protection this 1981
budget is paving the way for an even worse 1982 budget,
since the Commission makes no secret of its intention,
with support in this Chamber ranging from the Right to
the Socialist benches, of quickly mounting an attack on the
Common Agricultural Policy.
To vote in favour of this draft 1981 budget, therefore, is
not only antamount to striking further blows against our
agriculture but means endorsing a wider offensive against
the Common Agricultural Policy, with the extension of
the co-responsibiliry levy to new areas as the central in-
strument. This offensive is reflected in further heavy cuts
in agricultural expendirure; the acceleration of the en-
largement process and the attempts to restructure the
. Communiry budget will further subjugate the peoples of
Egrope to the plans of big business. We are about to take
the same road with our agriculrure as we have with,our
steel and our coal industry. Our coal industry has been
wiped out in favour of foreign coal or oil, agriculrure is be-
ing wiped out in the same way and for the same reasons,
those of profit. First one sells off cheaply for profit, then it
is the workers who must pay for the damage. This is why
we will not take this lying down and will oppose this gen-
eral sell-out, in the interests offarmers and of our agricul-
ture. But also in the national interest, because what is at
stake is our self-sufficiency in food. At all levels, at all
stages and on every ground we are determined to pursue
and step up our action together with the farmers against all
plans for dismantling, wherever they originate.
It is in this constructive and responsible spirit that we havg
put forward amendments to this draft budget. \Ve are ask-
ing for the abolition of the milk levy and of the super-levy,
which mainly'serve to subsidize agri-foodsruffs firms. It is
significant that if the exemption granted to Great Britain to
import New Zealand butter were abolished and if imports
of vegetable oils and fats were taxed, the 509 million EUA
' of levies would be more than made up for. \fle are asking
for the abolidon of the princely gift made to the Unircd
Kingdom under Mrs Thatcher and for the total dismanding
of the monetary compensatory amounts. These rwo mea-
sures would undoubtedly be enough to permit an increase
in agriculrural prices of well over 15 %o.\le demand a halt
to the plans for restructuring and converting vineyards,
plans preparing for enlargement which are designed to
make way for Spanish wines in particular. On the contrary,
we demand that this rich vine-growing potential be
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maintained by measures guaranteeing a profitable return
for wine-growers and incentives to improve qualiry. We
demand a halt to the destruction of products or restrictions
on production which we consider particularly scandalous
when millions of human beings are suffering or dying of
hunger. 'We are making constructive proposals towards
this end in the interests both of our agriculrure and of the
peoples in the developing countries.
Mr President, ladies and gendemen, behind each item in
the budget there are thousands of farmers and their families
who want to continue to live by the profession they have
chosen and love. Think of that when you are voting on our
amendments, because you will have to answer to them. For
our part we, the French members of the Communist and
Allies Group will continue to stand by their side in the fu-
rure to defend their incomes, to thwart the plan ro enlarge
the Common Market and to oppose the wreckers of our
agriculrure and those responsible for this sell-out.
(Applause)
Piesident. 
- 
I call Mr Delame.
Mr Delatte. 
- 
(F) MrPresident, ladies and gendemen,
this draft budget is in many ways unsadsfacrory and cer-
tainly deserves the serious cridcisms which some of my
colleagues have e4pressed and elaborated on before me.
But before contribudng my own observations to rhis de-
bate, I think I can congratulate myself on having main-
tained throughout the year rhat agriculture did not have its
customary weight in the budget as a whole. Of course, I am
not claiming that everyone is now convinced, but here and
there I see signs of a new awareness of this fact.
It is true that there is still a refusal to separare from expen-
diture on the Common Agricultural Policy activities which
have nothing to do with it, while at rhe same time the scale
of this expenditure is criticized. It is also rrue rhar people
persist in making contradictory, and often somewhat in-
coherent criticisms.
But in spite of the repeat saremens by our colleague Mr
Dankbrt 
- 
I am sorry he is nor in rhe Chamber at the mo-
ment 
- 
who often only sees the negative aspect of the ag-
ricultural budget, I like to think that the basic arguments
against the Cominon Agriculrural Policy have lost ground,
in Parliament and that instead a more realistic view of the
problems is emerging, particularly with regard to a number
of points 
- 
the role of agriculrural exports, the role of ag-
riculture in the less-favoured regions, the role of pricing
policy in determining farm incomes, and also the gaps in
supplies to Member States, competid,on from imported
protein and vegeable products, etc. I could cite yet more
examples. 'We have thus moved on to a more considered,
calm and objective stage of our analysis.
Ladies and gendemen, the defenders of the Common Ag-
riculrural Policy are not, as some seem to think, rigidly at-
tached to the status quo, and it has come to be accepted that
the policy needs adapting. Discussions are now in progress
which should make it possible to retain the essendal ele-
ments while making the Common Agriculrural Policy a
more dynamic policy, serving 
- 
and I stress this point 
-the general European interest.
Meanwhile, agriculture is suffering its share of austeriry in
the 1981 budget. I note that the growth in agriculrural ex-
penditure is considerably less than in previous years. The
rate of annual increase in appropriations for agriculrure has
dropped in the draft budget for 198 1 by 8 7o more than for
the other sections of that budget, going lrom14 7o in 1980
to l2%oin 1981. And this has occurred despite the eminent
accession of a tenth member whose additiond expendirure
must be allowed for in the agriculrural budget and also de-
spite the sheepmeat regulation adopted a few days ago.
So for heavens sake let us not demand an even sharper drop
in the appropriations for agriculrure. Let us not forget that
we have an obligation ro respect the Treary of Rome as well
as the commitments entered into by Parliament in its vari-
ous debarcs, and particularly in the debate on world
hunger. The unanimous approval for Mr Ferrero's report
implies that we should provide ourselves with the means to
take the measures regarded as essential in order to combat
the scourge of world hunger. I find the Council's draft
budget scandalously inadequate in this respect.
But, you will reply, you do not wish to reduce agricul-
ture's share while at the same time you wish to develop
other common policies, whereas Communiry revenue has
come up against the l7o ceiling for VAT payments from
each Member State. Let me say clearly that, in myview, the
message to put about, oumide this Chamber is precisely
that this ceiling must be raised. We cannot from day to day
aspire to the greater integration of Europe while at the
same time leaving our plans at the talking sage, without
the means or the funds to convert them into action. The
budgei debate is the right time to call firmly on the Council
of Ministers to make an additional financial effort. This
would express our shared political determinadon to give
Europe its full significance. I would stress that being in
favour of going above the I Vo ceiling in no way precludes
better management or attemprc to eliminate the waste
which, as was said just now, can be found even in Parlia-
ment i6elf.
Moreover, I think it would be desirable'to stop taking the
fear that agriculture may still be beneficiary as a reason for
putting off any increase in the I % ceiling. Of course ag-
riculrure will benefit, but certainly not more than em-
ployment, the regions, industry, energy and cooperation
policy. All these sectors have been sacrificed in the draft
budget before us, yetall of them are essential for the furure.
In particular, I deplore the lack of enthusiasm with which
joint action is proposed in the energy field.
Finally, to rerurn to a subject close to my heart, I am sdll
unable to accept the way in which the pans of the budget
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dealing with the EAGGF Guarantee Section are presented.
I must once again stress the need for a different breakdown
of the expendirure under the budgetary items for agricul-
ture so as to sort out the expenditure which has nothing to
do with the Common Agricultural Policy, the cost of
which is thereby artificially increased.
I would add a new observation. In all fairness, one must
take account of the financial effort made by the producers
themselves in the form of the present co-responsibiliry
levy. If we incorporate this financial fact, which 
- 
need I
remind you 
- 
has an effect on farmers' incomes, agricul-
ture represents 2.7 7o less in the total budget, and the ex-
penditure on dairy products accounts for 3 .9 Vo less in the
EAGGF Guarantee Section. People should think about
these figures before criticizing agriculrure.
And'what can one say, ladies and gendemen, about the
growth in the co-responsibiliry levies imposed on produc-
ers? Has anyone in Parliament bothered to calculate their
rate of growth? I can tell you that they seem to be increas-
ing by 128 qo Per year- Remember this figure of 1287o.
\flhat else in the budget increases at such ara.te,l ask you?
Of course there is one budget item which expresses the re-
sounding solidariry of eight of the Member States towards
the other one, and the payments to which I refer account at
a stroke for a considerable part of the budget, since they
amount to about one thousand million. The British mem-
bers will I am sure not mind me saying that. But to get an
idea of this solidarity payment, let me point out that it re-
presents total payment appropriations exceeding the sums
allocated to the Regional Fund, the EAGGF Guidance Sec-
tion and the energy, industry and ransport policies put to-
Bether. This, too, gives one something to think about.
Ladies and gendemen, do not misinterpret this remark. I
entirely agree that a disadvantaged Member State should be
assisted by its partners. But the operation should not work
once again to the disadvantage of agriculture, on the pre-
text that other policies would otherwise be cut back.
An agriculrure suffering very seriously from the economic
crisis, with falling incomes, with the addidonal burden of
the co-responsibiliry levy, calls for a substantial rise in ag-
riculrural prices, which I have no hesitation in saying must
be at least double last year's increase.
Our budget for 1981 must also take account of that, for
whatever resoludons we adopt, however we vote, we can-
not escape our responsibiliry for fixing to a large extent
farmers' incomes. Let us not forget either that this is the
only socio-professional category whose standard of living
depends on a European decision, and that is why {armers,
much more than others, look constantly. to this Parlia-
ment.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it is my earnest hope
that we shall be able to respond to this righdul expectation.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davern.
Mr Davern. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to congratulate
Mr Delatte and Mr Tolman on what they said with regard
to agriculrure. It seems that every time the budget comes
up it is open season on the farming community and open
season indeed on the common agricultural policy. I took
note of Mr Curry's report this year, and I am glad to see
that he is going through a period of purification and that he
is now at least objective about the facc of agriculrure,
Hopefully he will be a convert too before the end of this
parliament.
\7e are talking about the serious position in agriculture
where, in my own country for instance, government fi-
gures show that farmer's incomes have dropped by as
much as 50Toinmany instances. 125000 farmers will have
less than f 2 000 per year income and that does not take ac-
count of the work their wives and their cliild.e., do on the
farm. Let me say at the outset that we are not seeking to
support factory-type farms. \(/e are taking about the family
farms, the ones where the whole family is involved and
where ouq>ut is small. They represent the way of life in
many of our countries and the background of many of our
peoples.
There is a tremendous lack of confidence in agriculture at
this time. There is a lack of confidence and gloom through-
out Europe. This lack of confidence and gloom is not being
helped by the anti-agriculruralists in this House, some of
whom have the wild idea that if you take money from ag-
riculrure, if you cut back in agriculrure, you can solve the
problem. They will only worsen that problem, as we are
aware, becausi the Social Fund and the Regional Fund
would have to be trebled to replace the incomes of those
people and provide the jobs in towns and factories, and in-
deed the houses they will need to live in.
The cut-back exercise that is going on in this House will
have to take account of the fact that farmers are just as seri-
ously affected by the terrible new disease which has af-
flicted economies over the last couple of years 
- 
the rise in
oil prices. As far as I can see, this House has failed to allow
for the oil-price factor in the cests of farming. This has got
to be considered, and I wonder if some of the people who
oppose agriculrure are aware of this.
But more seriously in Communiry terms we have to con-
sider the accession of Greece. I would say to the Greeks,
'Beware of Europeans bearing gifts'. They may do to you
what they are about to do to the other farmers in the
Communiry. They say that they support the common ag-
riculrural policy and uphold the principles laid down in the
Treaties. But once you have joined they may change all
that. So I would say to the Greeks, make sure that your at-
tirude towards farming is fully recognized before you enter
and that it is fully accepted by the other Member States.
Mrs Castle mentioned earlier today that the common ag-
ricultural policy increase would amount to 127o. Sincein-
flation is running in her own country at about 18 7o, and in
the neighbouring country at 197o, she is in effect saying
that there will be an immedia rclallof 77o.Ve hear no men-
tion from the Bridsh Socialist members of the imports of
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New Zealand butter. Mr Provan very ably defended the
New Zealand farmers. I hope that he has the same concern
for the Scottish farmers. I know that there are many farms
for sale in Scodand at the present dme.
'We have a policy and we have put forward amendments. If
people are serious about reforming agriculture 
- 
and
those of us who are interested in agriculture can see that
there is need for reform. 
- 
surely they will accept the til(
on oils and fats, on manioc and soyabeans which are used
in the huge production units that are not family-orientated
and which bear no relhtion to the rural areas as we know
them. If you are serious about improving agriculrure, and
if you are serious about trying,to effect a cut-back, then '
support the amendments that we have down for taxes on
fats and oils and,manioc and soya because those are the
things that are causing over-production and placing con-
siderable srains on the CAP.
Let us talk for a moment about the 17o Y AT . Vhat is so
magical about 1 7o? \flhat is so horrific about it that we can-
not,exceid the 1% limit? I can say this coming from one of
the cwo countries that has a clear conscience on the 17o.
Denmark and Ireland.are the only two c6untries who have
paid the full amount and, indeed, are open to inspection at
any stage. Let us talk about increasing the percentage of
VAT, bicause if we are going to develop this Communiry
we will need more money for the Social Fund and the Re-
gional Fund. \fle shall need more to help the Greek far-
mers, and eventually the Portuguese and Spanish Farmers
when they join us. Instead of cuming back, let us think big-
ger; let us think in terms of expanding this Communiry,
and of being of real benefit to people, which is what the
Communiry was intended to do. Surely we in this House
are not going to become a group of book-keepers continu-
ally looking at figures. Ve should be representing people
and talking about people. That is what we should be con-
cerned about, and not take insuuctions from any other
House or any other source. \7e should be deciding for our-
selves what we can best do for the people of Europe. The
principles of the CAP must remain intact. They affect the
lives and the social concerns of millions of people in this
Communiry. I would ask, Mr President, that our policy of
imposing a tax on fats and oils be supported. You will not
only be helping this Communiry and helping to reform the
CAP; you will also be helping to Bet the money to people
in agriculrure who need it most.
President. 
- 
I call Mr \flettig.
Mr \flettig. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, the
first direcdy elected Parliament has made great efforts to
reform the Common Agricultural Policy. On taking stock,
here in this budget debatq, of the discussion that has been
going on in the European Communiry for rar:her more than
a year now, the first thing to note is that we have achieved
certain things. In this I am contradicdng some of the previ-
ous speakers, who do not see the situation in such a posi-
tive light. The increase in appropriations for the Common
Agriculrural Policy is less this year than in previous years
and is also Iikely to be less next year. There has increasingly
been a determination in this House to put a curb on ag-
riculrural expenditure. This is shown first of all by the mo-
tion for a resolution tabled by the rapporteur for the
budgeq but also by all the statements made in the debate up
to now. [-f 6q7svs1- 4nd this is where those who are insist-
ing on a reform of the Common Agriculural Policy begin
to have doubts 
- 
apart from the decision on the budget the
concrete resulti unforrunately leave a [ot to be desired. It is
worth reminding ourselves that many a Member who was
as bold as a lion in the budget debate rurned tail when it
came to the farm price debate. !trfe should also remember
this when, in the course of next year's farm price debate,
we once again have m discuss weighry decisions and possi-
bly decide'on a supplementary and amending budget.
tilfl'hen we shall see what the mood of the House is and now
the groups acrually vote.
The unfornrnate fact is that own resources are getting even
closer to their upper limit than last year. The danger of the
Communiry's turning into a device for financing the
Common Agricultural Policy is becoming increasingly
clear. If we look at the state of reform discussions so far, we
unforrunately find that at present the debate is berween
two widely separated extremes. On the one hand 
- 
and I
am sorry to say that this has again come out clearly in cer-
tain speeches here 
- 
only minor adjustments to the system
are said to be needed, while on the other side we have de-
mands for a thorough reform, perhaps even a root and
branch reform, of the Common Agricultural Policy,
It is extremely difficult ,o d.fi.,. the position of the Euro-
pean institutions responsible for dealing with these ques-
tions.
If we look very briefly at the position of the Council of
Ministers, the conclusion is that it is beating about the bush
on this question and is too hemmed in by national modes of
thought, which is not just due to the fact that its decision-
making process is considerably hampered by national elec-
tions and frequent ministerial changes. As for the position
of the Commission, we have seen in this past year that
while it gives a lot of thought to the problems and makes a
Iot of proposals, the final assessment must be that it has so
far only shown that it is incapable of taking a major step
towards reform of the Common Agricultural Policy. . .
(Applause)
. . . and this shows above all in the way it takes automadc
adaptation to the position of the Council of Ministers as
the guiding principle of its policy. As for the position of
Parliament, some things in the discussion of budget ques-
tions are certainly to ia credit and there is clearly an over-
whelming majoriry opinion in Parliament that far-reaching
reforms are necessary. But on reading the actual proposals
once gets the impression that in many cases this is nothing
more than a cosmetic operation: the Common Agriculrural
Policy is to be given a face-lift, but any rrearmenr ro resrore
the health of this seriously-ill patient is put off.
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I think we in this House must be clear in our minds about
the effects of further procrastination on reforming the farm
policy. No one will give this Parliament any further sup-
port if it fails in its duty with regard to the call for a teform
of the Common Agriculrural Policy. The widespread an-
ti-European feeling in the Communiry 
- 
including in my
own country 
- 
which, because of the financial problems
stemming from the Common Agricultural Policy, it is al-
ready impossible to ignore, will spread even more if
Parliament does not manage to make a clear proposal for
reforming this policy. The people and taxpayers of the
Communiry will ask us how the Community can justify
the way thousands of millions are spent eachyear on sur-
pluses which no one can or will consume. The surpluses,
ranging from butter, skimmed-milk powder, beef or cere-
als to tobacco, have to be disposed of on the world market
at knock-down prices because they find no takers in the
Communiry. We cannot hope for sympathy if in rwo years
time or less expenditure on agriculture takes up the whole
Community budget, leaving nothing for the fight against
unemployment, energy policy or other tasks. If this policy
is to be changed, there is no time for clever litde tricks.
Here I should like to comment on what various Members
have said in this debate. One of these clever tricks is the
demand, which has been put forward again here, for a levy
on fats and cereals subsdtutes, otherwise commonly
known'as the margarine tax. This is the third time in a few
months that the dubious attempt has been made to use this
new ta:( to reduce sulpluses of butter, cereals and skimmed-
milk powder and find additional income for the budget.
Back in the debate on the motion for a resolution tabled by
Mr Davern and Mr Buchou our Group declared that for
various reasons, which were pardy connected also with
foreign trade policy and development policy, it was not in a
position to subscribe to such proposals. But there are also
serlous economrc reasons, connected with agriculrure iself
and consumer policy, for rejecting this tax on farc. This
measure will clearly lead to dearer feedsruffs for dairy cat-
de, but it should also be poinrcd out to the layman that
feedsruff prices will also rise for pigs, poultry and egg pro-
duction, leading to price increases of at least 57o. Prices
will rise by at least 5 to 87o for low-cost oils and mar-
garine. All the experts in the Communicy agree on this, and
yet it is being proposed, although everyone knows that it
will not make butter cheaper or reduce the surpluses. All it
will do is to boost budget income, without making any real
difference to the problems. Such a decision would have a
devastating effect qn Parliament's standing, and it will
therefori be impossible for us to agree to it. This budget is a
transitional budget. As was already clear from the debate
on the 1980 budget, this budget cannot do anything to
change the Common Agriculrural Policy. \fle must, how-
'ever, use this transitional budget as a breathing space, a
time for reflecdon, so that next year a budget can in fact be
adopted on the basis of a well-founded Common Agricul-
rural Policy. Otherwise we shall get into a position where
in 1982 we shall only be able to finance compulsory expen-
diture for the Common Agricultural Policy, That would
clearly be the end of any pretence that *ris Parliament takes
itself at all seriously.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brondlund Nielsen.
Mr Brondlund Nielsen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, it can be
noted that the Liberal Group's attitude to the proposed
amendments and to the budget is one of marked reticence
in respect of expendirure policy. There are several good
reasons for this. Let me say that this attirude is shared by all
of us in the Liberal Group, but let me also add that I per-
sonally am so concerned about certain trends that I am very
inclined to call for a complete halt to the Council's proposal
while wishing also to see further cuts in it. However, there
are wider issues involved in this debate, and I would like to
make a contribution to furthering the common European
cause by supporting individual items which I consider im-
portant, for example development aid, which I believe
should be increased on a Communiry basis. But I must also
add that it will be no help at all if we later learn that de-
velopment aid in thb form of foodsruffs 
- 
amongst the
most valuable forms of aid 
- 
is to be entered as specific ex-.
traordinary agricultural expendirure. Such aid is also
something which from time to time is attacked as one of the
forms of agricultural expendirure to which there is such
sensitiviry in some quarters. Perhaps here I might be al-
lowed to add a simple observation, since we have discussed
the problem of hunger in the world and since we have also
often discussed aid in the form of dairy products and dairy
technology which we extend to the Third \(orld. Some
people think that such aid is not useful. A week ago when
my country's Prime Minister was in India I noted to my
delight that the Indian Prime Minister, Mrs Gandhi, spe-
cially emphasized and stressed the great value of our vari-
ous forms of aid to India, panicularly our aid in the form of
dairy know-how and milk products, because, as Mrs Gan-
dhi said, these were good, balanced foodsruffs, and in
some places in India people were suffering from under-
nourishment and malnutrition, especially children. Mr
President, I mention this because I think that this is very
topical in that it confirms some of the things we have dis-
cussed many times here in this Assembly, and in any event
it concurs widr my personal view and my view as raPPor-
teur on hunger in the world and how to combat it.
But let us return to the question of the Communiry's
budget. My basic attitude here is quite clear in that I think
that the greatest possible economy must be practised. Un-
doubtedly this is fie viewpoint which should be borne in
mind during the deliberations within the various institu-
dons which will now continue to work on the 198 1 budget.
I said that there were several reasons for my holding this
view and for my stressing the economy aspect: one reason
- 
and this is the section of .the budget we are discussing
here 
- 
is concern for the Common Agriculrural Policy. As
you know we have an explicit and elaborate agricultural
policy based on the Treaty and if, as some fear, we soon
reach the ceiling of the Communiry's own resources, this
will mean that the Treary cannot be respected in some of its
most detailed and specific provisions. Thatwould be avery
critical matter for the Communiry.
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The coming negotiations on agriculrural prices must pro-
duce considerable increases. Farmers'incomes have a lot of
ground to catch up in the Community. I am fully con-
vinced that the objecdve calculation of increases in costs,
adjusted to take account ofproduction increases, will show
that there are several years'accumulated need for a marked
increase in agriculrural prices. This will be absolutely
necessary if the Communiry's agricultural policy is to con-
tinue in existence.
Special mention has been made in the debate today of the
agricultural problems in my country, but the same applies
to farmers throughout the Community, who are being
hard hit by increased costs because foodsruff producdon is
labour-intensive and because, as a result of the slow capital
turnover, agriculture has been badly affected by the high
interest rates. It is clear that an occupation which by its na-
rure has a very slow capital turnover because of the seasons
- 
just think of the investment in a combine harvester 
-will inevitably be hit very hard by the enormously high in-
terest rates prevailing at present.
In connection with what was mentioned about the situa-
tion in my country, I would like to point out that, when
very many Danish farmers 
- 
and amongst them many
young farmers 
- 
get into difficulties, this is because they
simply acted in accordance with the expressed aims of the
Community's agricultural policy 
- 
i. e. they have invested
in compliance with EC regulations under the five year de-
velopment plan which was designed to build up efficient
family holdings. This they did, and the EEC supported
them, while in addition the farmers concerned invested a
lot themselves at an interest rate which is now much high-
er, and for this reason it is particularly those farmers who
complied in this way, who were and are the target of the
EC agricultural policy which aims to be able to produce
good and plentiful foodsruffs for consumers efficiently and
cheaply, who are today hit so badly and whom we must of-
fer more realistic prices.
Mr President, there are also other reasons why I insist on
great economy in the budget. I can only mention them
briefly. Let me say that generally I am a strong supporter of
economy in the use of public funds and of cuts, and I be-
lieve that it is a fundamental political mistake to think that
one can avoid all conceivable problems by increasing pub-
lic expendirure. I must unforrunately refer here again to
my own country as an example 
- 
and I, say unfortunately.
There is at present in Denmark a tendency to think that one
can solve any problem whatever just by increasing public
expendirure; some noble declaration of intenr is incorpo-
rated in a law and then dre State's money 
- 
or rarher rhe
taxpayer's money 
- 
is pumped our. That is completely
misguided. To remain sound, every sociery must see ro ir
that, in many cases, the people themselves shoulder.their
own problems and feel responsibiliry for them. For this
reason I would caudon against the rrend which is now be-
coming evident here as well and has been for some years,
namely the belief that, by serring some idealistic goal and
by earmarking large appropriations, any social problem
can be solved. That is a totally mistaken view. This is
another reason why I favour economy in the Community
budget.
Finally, concerning this section on agriculrure, may I say
that it is crucial that we do not ger into a situation in which,
within half a year, we sabotage the only fully-fledged pol-
icy in the Communiry, namely the Common Agriculrural
Policy. If we do, then the Treary itself will be threatened.
Our fears will have been realized: if the most advanced
element of the Communiry is destroyed, the Communiry
iself will be destroyed. The fact is that even today we have
major problems in the Community. \fle should not forger
this. Because when we see that agricultural expendirure is
obviously increasing at a slowei pace than orher expendi-
ture this is put down of course, inter alia, to the current ef-
forts to economize within the agriculrural policy.
And what kind of economies are these? I must ask if what
we are sometimes witnessing is not an anti-Treary policy
- 
and I might add, a policy contrary to the adopted regu-
lations. At present we have as siruation where pigmeat and
beef prices are 80-857o of the guarantee price. Is this in ac-
cordance with enacted regulations? Can such a policy be
permitted? I am just asking!
I mention this as an example of the fact that we have already
gone so far with these cuts we have pursued this tough line
in the agriculural policy vis-i-vis the farmers for so long
that there is perhaps a definite risk that rhat very valuable
asset for the Community, but also for man's daily existence
namely our good, secure and plentiful supply of food-
stuffs, may be threatened in the future if we damage this
Common Agricultural Policy. This, in my opinion, is
what we should bear in mind first and foremost during the
budget discussions, where there is so much talk of the pos-
sibiliry of the Community's resources running out, and of
this important sector consequently being rhreatened.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fanton.
Mr Fanton. 
- 
(F) Mr President, there are rwo ways of
looking at the agricultural budget as it has been submitted
to us. The optimistic way is to say that the relative decrease
in the agricultural part of Communiry expenditure means
that the Communiry is more in control of its agriculrural
expenditure. The other, more pessimistic way, is to say
that this cutback- for that is what it is 
- 
threatens the fu-
rure development of the Common Agriculrural Policy.
For our part, we merely say that this agricultural budget is
one of austeriry, and that whereas there may be something
to be said for this there is also a risk that it may lead us in a
direction of which we would not approve. We cannot
forget that the Common Agriculturd Policy is in fact the
only common policy which has been implemented by the
Communiry.
\(hen I hear in this debate we have been having since yes-
terday, people calling for an energy policy, a transport pol-
icy or a research policy, I would like us to remember that
the Common Agricultural Policy has the merit of existing,
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and we should try ro preserve it, for it demonstrates the
Nine s abiliry to control their destiny in such an essential
field as feeding people. Yet, as you see ladies and gentle-
men, r:h9 realiry is quite different. The Common Alricul-
tural Policyis threatened in two ways-firstly, in apracti-
cal day-to-day way, so to speak, by what I would iall the
ill-conceived dispute about agricultural surpluses, and
thel in a more pernicious, Iasting and I mighi almosr say
idealogical way by a Malthusian conception concept of
what European agriculture should be.
Let us look first at the dispute over agriculrural surpluses.
In order to discredit the Common Agricultural Dolicy,
speakers in this Chamber frequendy invoke the surpluses,
particularly in the dairy sector. Visions are conjured up of
milk powder and butter mountains and milk Iakes and we
are told rhat tlese are lhe cause of all our troubles but with
no explanation of why we are in this situadon. rD[e tend to
forgpt too easily that surpluses are variable. May I simply
remind you of rwo figures. The amounr of milk powdei in
stock in the Community is now only a quarter of whatwas
in stock three years ago, and even the butter stocks have
diminished to a large extent. I be talking in a moment about
other products which we were told were in surplus, and of
which there is now almost a shortage.
Dairy products are accused of being the cause of the Euro-
pean Community's misfortunes; but can one say that the
Communiry 
- 
the Commission and the Council 
- 
or in-
deed any of us have a consisrenr policy in this field?
For 
_example, New Zeal,and has just been granted
privileged butter import quotas with reduced levies, so that
in the next three years 90000 tonnes of butter will enter the
Communiry. May I venrure as ro say that no one now
claims that the Communiry needs butter? Perhaps this is a
political gesnrre. It is certainly not a consisreni policy!
Similarly, vegeable fats are allowed ro enrher the Com-
mon Market freely and without dury. Some of rtrem are di-
rect competitors of butter while others play a part in the
development of the dairy industry in the Communiry.
Thus the Communiry imports 56% of the fats itconsumes.
This is true of soya, for example. Just now I heard an hon-
ourable Member say that we cannor take measures of this
kind in respect of products for developing countries.
However, 827o of soya comes from the United States and
no one can claim that the United States is a developing
country. I think th'ey have been developed for a long timei
Imports of manioc have doubled in five years. Everyone
knows that most of the companies which cultivate manioc
do not belong to the developing countries, but are Euro-
pean companies which have established themselves there to
import cassava and process it.
The Community has imported 2.5 million ronnes of maize
gluten this year and will probably import double that
amount next year. \(here does this maize gluten come
from? First and foremost from rhe United Staies. tVe are a
Iong way from the developing countries!
Thus, Mr President, ladies and gendemen, in every case a
real policy on fats is urgendy needed. In this context,'I
would remind you rhatin 1976 aregulaaon envisaged this,
as it contained provisions both for co-responsibiliry in the
dairy sector and for levies on vegeuble oils and fats. OnC of
these things has been done, but the other has been forgot-
ten, and we have difficulty in understanding why consum-
ers were mentioned just now, Could someone tell us what
benefit consumers derive from the agricultural policy as it
is at present 
- 
I refer to the indulgence which iJshown to-
wards soya, manioc and maize gluten? Do consumers re-
ally benefit from this? Not in the least!
The farmers, the Communiry and tle Communiry tax-
payers all pay the price, for what is the difference berween a
consumer and a taxpayer? None. The only difference is
that the one pays direct taxes and the other indirect. So, be-
cause of the refusal to establish a policy on fa6, a policy of
generalized co-responsibiliry is regarded as a suitable al-
ternative, as if it could take the place of an agriculrural poli-
cy. Let us not delude ourselves. The imposition of co-re-
sponsibility levies on small products can only have the fol-
lowing effects: first, the producer tries to piss it on to the
consumer, and it is the consumer who pays in the end; if
the producer cannot do this he will increase his selling price
- 
where it is easy to do so 
- 
or increase his outpuior his
productivity. The small farmer tries to acquirJ an extra
cow, whereas the industrialized diry-farming planr tries to
import more manioc, soya and maize gluten, withoutwor-
rying too much about true agriculture.
If by chance the levy is applied to a product which has be-
come scarce, it becomes simply an additional source of in-
come for the Communiry, and the need to restructure ag-
riculrural policy is ignored.
Finally I would like to mention thar only a short time ago we
were being told that sugar was in surplus and was cosring
the Communiry a grear deal and yet what do v/e see todayi
Sugar nolonger shows any surplus, its prices have gone up
considerably on the world market, and thanfts to the Common
Agricultural Policy the consumers are sarisfied, since they
continue to pay a price for sugar which is lower than the
world price. In addition, Europe makes a profit selling sugar
on the world market. Oneinue wonders whether wemi[ht
not see the same happening with cereals next year. The
harvest aappears to be good in the Communiry and less
good elsewhere. \[ho knows what may happen?
But, Mr President, the Common Agricultural Policy is
threatened above all 
- 
one might say in a lasting ideologi-
cal way 
- 
by the idea that European agriculrure must con-
tent itself with producing for internal consumption 
- 
pro-
vided that the products consumed cost less thin what ii can
be bought elsewhere at any time-without thinking either
of rying to develop a trading policy, or of playing a practi-
cal role in the fighr against world hunger, or of miking the
Communiry self-sufficient in food.
This threat is reflected in daily attacks on the principles of
the CAP. First of all the uniry of the market is threatened,
in that the maintenance of positive monetary compensarory
",, rf.
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amounts is antamount to the creation in practice of cus-
toms duties within the Community and has an effect on
prices, which should be single prices. As for Community
preference, I shall not repeat what I said about New Zea-
iand, for example, but one could say the same about Au-
stralia 
- 
with regard to sheepmeat and butter' Agreements
were reached which were meant to be transitiond' to ena-
ble these countries to find new marker, but in fact they
have not looked, and have been content to go on selling to
Europe.
The result is that the Community grants high import
quotas and low tariffs, and even forgoes the search for new
markets to avoid creating competition for Australia or
New Zealand on the sheepmeat and butter markes. New
Zealandand Australia have now become, in a sense' mem-
bers by prory of the common agriculrural market' They
have its advantages without its disadvantages.
Financial solidariry is threatened both by the proposed
generalized co-responsibility on all producs and-by the ap-
iliqation in the Communiry of the so-called the rule of^fair 
.etu.ns, strikingly illustrated by the agreement of
30 May with the United Kingdom.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I would like to remind
those who are so concerned about the cost of the CAP that
, 
it is only 5 7o of the value of agricultural production. Is that
'rrot , lr.ry modept price to pay for the guarantee that
Europe will not suffer the shortages found in too many
couniries and fiat the European consumer will be regu-
larcy supplied at stable prices? Instead of comnlaining
.u..y to oft.., we would do better to'give some thought
to cieating a properly conceived policy for the export of
agriculruril piod"c., since oudets exist for a number of
pioducts we have the capaciry to provide 
- 
in Japan,
the Arab States the United StStes and elsewhere.
Inevitably Mr President, one is struck by the extraordinary
discrepancy between the concern exPressed here about ag-
ricultural surpluses in the,Community 
- 
which I repeat
are often temporary 
- 
and the distress caused to so many
peoples in the world beeause of hunger? How could we
go talking for long about torld hunger if at the same time
we gave the impression thatwe were trying to orientate the
CAP in furure towards restrictions onproduction, because
we were unwilling make an effort and rejected even the
slightest sacrifice? If we followed such a policy, we would
beieriously neglecting the interests of our farmers, and we
would be itanding in the way of progress 
- 
for Malth-
usianism in any {ield is always a rejection of progress-but
above all we would be beuaying what should be the de
stiny of Europe and of Europeans 
- 
to bring a message of
hope and generosiry to the world.
4. Elearonic ooting sYstem
President. 
- 
I should like to remind the House that the
electronic voting system will be tesrcd at the end of the sit-
,irg.
5. Agenda for next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place from 9 a. m.
to 1 p. m. and from 2.30 P.m' to 5.30 p.m' tomorrow'
\flednesday, 5 November 1980, with the following agen-
da:
- 
continuation and conclusion of budget debate.
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting was closed at 7.20 p.m.)
1:
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(The sitting was opened dt 9 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal of rninutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yesterday's
sitting have been distributed.
Since there are no comments, the minutes of proceedings
are approved.
I
2. Documents recehted
President. 
- 
I have received several documents, details of
which will be found in the minutes of proceedings.
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3. General badget of tbe European Communities for
the financial year 1981
has been laid up without the procedural arrangemenm be-
ing clearly specified. In both cases, the ball is in the Com-
mission's court until the second reading, and let us hope
that it will not try to find any disillusioning excuses'
It is a very difficult situation, and I am increasingly sur-
prised at the people here who 
- 
knowingly or unknow-
ingly, I cannot tell 
- 
deliver speeches calling for a major
reform of the Common Agriculrural Policy as if they could
not listen to reason. One of these Members 
- 
and I am re-
ferring here to Mr'Wettig, my colleague from the Federal
Repu6lic of Germany 
- 
appears to have set out yesterday
to bring about the Great European Agriculrural Reform.
Talking about this budget yesterday, he referred to the in-
adequacy of minor, moderate steps or tricks' Is he not a-
ware of the major change that has been made here? For in-
stance, agricultural costs have risen more slowly than the
average rate of inflation or the ayerage rise in the general
budget. And let us not forget the courageous amemPt to
bring price decisions into the budget discussions at this
rt"g.. Doe. he not realize what an unreasonable, well-nigh
intolerable, imposition it would be to expect farmers to Put
up with a20,30 or even4OTo reduction in incomes 
- 
and
Mr Clinton will be going into this point in more detail later
- 
given that the discrepancy in incomes is already so
great? Does he not see what an imposition it is to propose
such a measure of self-sacrifice and co-responsibiliry at a
time when other groups are successfully putting forward
their various demands without regard to jobs, unemploy-
ment, inflation, world comPetidveness and zero economic
growth?
(Appkuse)
Secondly, I think all of us in this House need to engage in a
litde soul-searching. This kind of thing has been going on
since 1973 and espicially 
- 
if I may say so 
- 
since the'
Labour Group made its entry into this House. There is one
exception I must make to this remark, however: at Lord
Bruie of Donington's time, there was idll a high level of
debarc and g.trrire appeals to our consciences. Ever since
then, we have continually been complaining at instiru-
tional level of the level of surpluses, despite the dynamic
and substantial reduction in stocks. Many people appear
not to have registered that fact. They should have been here
to listen to *hrt the esteemed delegate from Senegal said
here on the occasion of the debate with the ACP countries:
'...spare me your resolutions on world hyrye1 and turn
yori-indt to mypeople's hunger!'He said thathewanted
io hear rro 
-o.e of resolutions, because once the delegates
had left the chamber, any resolution would soon be forgot-
ten. If thatis not an appeal, I do not know what is. Mr \flet-
tig referred to t.oplrrt.t which were unmarketable
throughout the world. The reason why they are unmarket-
able, though, is a different one entirely.
Do you think that, because of yesterday and today's glec-
tion, we can go on endlessly talking about powdered-milk
surpluses 
".rd p"tc..rt"ges, and 
bother our heads about
nothing else 
- 
we Europeans who can and must accept re-
sponsibility for peace and freedom in this world? No, we
cinnot hide behind the shield of the 17o ceiling on VAT, as
(Continuation)
President. 
- 
The first item on the agenda is the continua-
tion of the debate on the draft general budget of the Euro-
pean Communities for the financial year 1981.
I call Mr Friih.
Mr Friih. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, in
the absence of Sir Henry Plumb, I should like rc begin by
making a point in my capaciry as Vice-Chairman of the
Committee on Agriculrure.
Document PE 68.253 / fin. / Ann. l, setting out the opinions
of the various commimees, should be amended as far as the
opinion of the Committee on Agriculrure is concerned'
Ou. committee has decided that points 1 to 69 should not
be attached to our opinion, but should instead be used as
material for the forthcoming debate on the reform of the
Common Agriculrural Policy. This is a point we are bound
to make in diference to our draftsman, Mr Curry, because
the fact is thatvital sections of the committee's conclusions
are at variance with the preceding explanatory statement'
Following the curious and rousing plea for the Common
Agriculruial Policy we heard from Mr Fanton last night
an"d with deferenci to the subsequent speakers on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party,I should like to
confine myself to rwo poins.
Firstly, I should like to express our heart-felt thanks to the
g.n.t.l rapporteur' Mr Adonnino. In a very short space of
ii-e a.rd ai a resrrlt of intensive cooperation with all the
European institutions, he has succeeded in overcoming a
situation which, over the last year and the last six months,
has been replete with mistrust. He has done a splendid job
of work.
He has defdy warded off the initial affemPts to get us to re-
ject the budget, and his motion for a resolution is a clear
and unambi-guous statement of loyalry to the Common
Agricultural Policy as the only common European policy
as yet translated into fact. He has shown courage in making
considerable demands of Europe's farmers, such as the
blocking of EAGGF funds by 27o across the board,
amounting to 254 million EUA. Here, the Commission is
being challenged to repay trust with ffust. The Commis-
sion-had girren an arrri".r." that the farmers would not be
e*pectedlo cough up all this money' but that the idea
would be held back as ammunition for the price discus-
sions to form a solid foundadon as a starting point for those
discussions. Then we have the notorious super-levy, ac-
counting lor 175 million EUA 
- 
again a maior gesture of
trust vis-i-vis the Commission. And this store of goodwill
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many would like to do. The central issue is not agricultural
sulpluses; after all, important steps have been taken to re-
duce and regulate these with a major level of participation
by the farmers themselves, without regard to their incomes
situation.
These surpluses will not bring Europe to its knees. Europe
will, in fact, be brought to its knees if the spectre of the17o
VAT ceiling is allowed to continue to hold the lid down on
our means of finance. Europe is slowly being strangled
here, and that too is a major threat.
(Applause)
Let me say to Mr Arndt and Mr \flettig thar, by seeking to
implement other urgently-needed policies within this 17o
financing margin by cutting the CAP's share of the budget
f.rom707o to 407o and reverting to transfers from national
sources to make up farmers' incomes, you are effectively
signing the CAP's death sentence. The result will be a
thoroughly scrappy job of work, witJr no legal basis what-
soever, and will in rurn mean the end of an economically
integrated and politically viable Europe. It is up to you
whether or not to adopt that as a political objective; I only
hope that no freely and direcdy-elected Member of this
House will espouse such a cause.
(Applause)
Let me conclude by saying that, in a world like this, we
cannor afford to squabble over fractions of 1% VAT. The
only reason we have resources of our own at all is because
there is a legally-based European agriculrural policy. IU7e
have no resources of our own, and can only spend money
because we have this one sole European legaliry. We can-
not use these resources by roundabout polidcal means to
gci cap-in-hand for money to finance other urgendy
needed policies. \Ve 
- 
the peoples of Europe and this
House as their representatives 
- 
need a proper, step-by-
step, series of regulations regarding energy, research, reg-
ional and social policy. A modest transfer of powers 
- 
a-
gain step-by-step 
- 
will not place any additional strain on
national budgets. On the contrary, we can counter na-
tional waste in these fields by a purposive European ap-
proach.
Let me say quite clearly to the Commission that what we
need is a courageous political Commission which is pre-
pared to cooperate with a freely-elected Parliament 
- 
di-
recdy responsible to the peoples of Europe 
- 
the Euro-
pean Council, the specialist Council of Ministers, the top
national bureaucracies and 
- 
and I regret having to make
this point to Mr Arndt 
- 
our colleagues in the national
parliaments in putting up resistance wherever European
interests are violated for selfish, short-sighted, national
and vote-catching reasons.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Keersmaeker.
Mr De Keersmaeker, 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gendemen, I hope 
- 
probably along with a majority of
this House 
- 
that we shall be able to pass the budget this
year in good time. But we can only do so if the budget
forms a basis for solving the problems of the European
Community. Our wishes concern the retention and de-
velopment of the Common Agriculrural Policy, the
Community's only genuine policy of its own, a cerrain
minimum scope for developing policy in other sectors and
a more forward-looking policy: the provision of more
generous resources for the European Community. As re-
gards the first-mentioned problem, what is proposed is no
more than a provisional solu.tion which will at best last no
longer than the coming year. That is the best we can hopi
for it, and then only on certain condidons.
This applies above all to the common agriculrural poli-
ey, which I should like to talk about now. Firsdy, the in-
crease in the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF is only
10.8 % 
-in other words, less than the average rate of infla-tion in the European Community, which 
- 
as you know
- 
is somethinglike 127o. Secondly, the EAGGF accounts
for only 667o of the total budget, compared withTS%oin
1980. I shall not enlarge on what would have to happen to
get the figure down to 667o; Mr Friih has covered that
ground already.
Because the Member States refuse to make more resources
available to the European Communiry, there is too small a
margin for the inevitable price rises the farmers and hor-
ticulturalists have a right to, in turn leaving too litde el-
bow-room in other sectors. Like our spokesman, Mr To-
lman, we regret the fact that it is impossible for policy to be
developed in other agricultural sectors, because evenrually
the situation in agriculture will become untenable. Indeed,
the fact that there are now greater discrepancies between
agricultural sectors, betrreen north and south and between
different branches of agriculture, is not primarily the fault
of the common agriculrural policy so much as of the lack of
an integrated monetary, indusrial and social policy. That
is something we absolutely need as a matter of urgency.
But we must make it quite clear here that there is no point
in demolishing the only policy we have to replace it by
another policy in another field. That will inevitably result
in the collapse of the European Communiry. I cannot be-
Iieve that this aim is espoused by anyone but those Mem-
bers who at least are honest enough to admit that they want
to see the collapse of the European Community in its pre-
sent form and with its present political objectives. That
does not mean to say that agriculture should not bear its
righrful s.hare of the current problems. That is something
we have always maintained. But we have also consistendy
argued that this must be done on certain conditions and
that we have certain objections to the proDosals of the
Committee on Budgets 
- 
the Adonnino report 
- 
as re-
gards taking up a temporary loan by cutting each of th.e
items in Chapters 6 and 7 by 27o, so as to balance out the
inevitable flucruations in agricultural expenditure. This
appears at first sight to be a better proposal than the Dank-
ert proposal of last year, because the yield will remain
within the EAGGF and is not limited to tle dairy sector.
But we have a lot of questions to ask and a lot of amend-
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ments to mbve as regards the Commitriee on Budgets'idea
that the total amount pencilled into the draft budget for the
Guarantee Section of the EAGGF should not exceed the
amount allocated over the budget year, and that any addi-
tional expenditure should be financed by savings within
the total amount of credits.
The Commission claims that savings can be made, but
what we want to know is precisely what these proposed
savings are: they are not clear to us. And what is to happen
if these savings prove to be inadequate to cope with the
many as yet unknown elements, such as the necessary price
adjustrnents, the production figrtres and the situation on
the world market? For instance, the preliminary draft
budget was drawn up in March and April of this year, and
we all know what the European Communiry has had to
face in the sugar secior over the course of this year. The re-
levant figures have not yet been incorporated into the pre-
sent draft budget. Should any change prove to be neces-
sary, can it be kept within the scope of the Guarantee Sec-
tion of the EAGGF?'Jus1 imagine if we in Belgium had to
meet any increase in the cost of unemployment by deduct-
ing the money lrom the funds available for current unem-
ployment benefit. It would be completely inconceivable. Of
course, it is possible to give tangible expression to our as-
pirations, and our aim here must be to formulatb a policy
for restricting unemployment and to incorporate the fi-
nancial implications of any such policy in the budget.
Should the policy prove unsuccessful, the necessary funds
will have to be amended. There is no point in adopting this
policy in this way, as the Commiffee on Budgets' resolu-
tions do; to follow this line would be unrealisric in the ex-
ueme, which is why we have tabled our amendments on
the subject.
If the farmers are prepared to foot their share of the bill for
our Communiry problems, the scope of the co-responsi-
biliry levy must be extended, possibly by an additional
levy. In that case, v/e must put into practice rnhat this
House decided last year regarding the application of finan-
cial co-responsibiliry in other sectors like the import and
processing of vegetable fats and oils, bearing in mind the
conditions set out in my amendment, and as proposed by
the Commission itself in 1976. The Committee on Budgets
may have reservations of a procedural nature against this
proposal, but anyone who takes the trouble to read Article
32 of thesame committee's report will find reason enough
for the implementation of something which is at present
not covered by any regulation.
Reference was also made to consumer protection, but what
exacdy is the present situation? Legislation dready exists
in certain Member States, and consideration has been given
in Belgium to a tax on margarine, a proportion of which
will inevitably be passed on to the consumer, but the whole
thing will be outside the European Community's terms of
reference, and that is something we should bear in mind.
Finilly, I should just like to dwell on something which Mr
Vettig said yesterday to the effect that, until we draw a line
at funher increases in agricultural expenditure, we shall
never be able to pursue a sensible poliry in other sectois.
Vhat he was referring to was employment and the problem
of unemployment in the European Community. This, I
feel, is a tragic misunderstanding. It seems to me totally
wrong for Mr \flettig to unburden himself of his justified
frustration at the absence of a genuine policy in major sec-
tors other than agriculrure by attacking agriculture.
Every manjack of us should be proud of the Common Ag-
riculrural Policy, not because it is all that perfect 
- 
we are
aware of its shortcoming$ 
- 
but because it does at least ex-
ist, and because it gives-a Communiry framework fot t[r.
activities of'one of the soundest and most viable of our
economic sectors. It would be truly masochistic of us not
rc set the highest possible value on this, or have we no faith
any more in the future of the European Communiry? So it
would seem if we fail to make an example of the kind of
thing which should be going on in other sectorstoo. In my
oglnion, it is up to the European Parliament to make this
point clearly and unambiguously and to point the way
forward, rather than going any further with this rigidly in-
flexible policy. This is, after all, the great delusion under
which Mr Vettig and far too many others labour irt think-
ing that they can help the employment situation by dis-
manding the Common Agriculrural Policy. The best they
can hope for if they continue along those lines is to create
still more unemployment.
(Applaase from tbe centre and the rigbt)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, I hrve listened with interest
to the views expressed so far in this discussion. Ve have
had some excellent contributions and indeed many of tl,e
things I would have wanted to say have already been said.
\(e have also had contributions that could only come from
people extremely far removed from the agriculrural scene
in Europe today.
\7e have many difficulties. One of the great difficulties I
dways feel that we have when talking about the common
agricultural policy is our difficulty in trying to,operate
such a policy in nine Member Starcs, soon to be ten, where
there is nothing uniform about the conditions. Whereas in
the UK, for instance, a farm of 70 acres is the average size
farm and in many areas of the UK_l70 acres is regarded as a
small farm, in the country I represent 657o of the farms are
under 50 acres and some of it is very indiffereqt land.
'We are confronted, as I said, with many difficulties; many
constraints and many imponderables in trying to assess or
pass judgment on the draft budget before us. Perhaps the
biggest difficulry is that the money being provided to fi-
nance the work of the Community is totally inadequate.
This has been mentioned already by a number of speakers.
At the same dme, Members representing every country in
the Community are looking for the development of new
policies together with the extension or beefing-up of
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policies that have been started or at least exist in name.
Everybody sees an urgent need to finance an energy policy,
regional and social policies, development cooperation,
food aid and a common fisheries policy that is long over-
due.
But we are told, illogically, that the countries they repre-
sent are not prepared to go beyound the l7o VAT. Those
who are pushing hardest to develop these policies are not
prepared to wait until the 17o is adjusted upwards. They
simply' want to wreck the one developed policy that the
Communiry has, by robbing the agriculrural budget re-
gardless of the dreadful consequences that would follow if
such a decision were to be made.
Last July, in this House we a{opted a resolution asking for
more transparency in the budget by removing certain items
from the agriculrural budget such as ACP sugar, food aid,
external reladons, MCAs and so on. These items are not
part of an agricultural budget and it is a falsification to put
them into an agriculrural budget. This resoludon has obvi-
ously been ignored by the Commission and apparendy
even by the Committee on Budgets as well. At the same
time, the Commission is telling us that there is too much
money in the agriculrural appropriadons and that suffi-
cient saving can be made to meet any price increases re-
quired next spring. The Committee on Budgets seems to be
accepting this view.
But neither the Commission nor the Committee on
Budgets is able to indentify or indicate where such savings
can be madewithoutputtingmanyfarmers out of business.
!fle have heard a good deal about the neid to reduce import
refunds or export refunds. This, in my view, would be a re-
trograde step that would cost'the Communiry money in-
stead of saving money. We must have an active exportpol-
icy and we must give such a policy the support it needs to
be successful. W'e must never forget the fact that this
Communiry is the biggest importer of food products in the
world. This, in my view, entides us to be active exporters
of agriculrural products.
You know, it is an amazing thing that some people in this
House are more concerned about New Zealand farmers
thah they are about the Communiry farmers. We must ac-
cept endless imports and we must not export anything at
all. !U[e have reached a position where farmers are now be-
ing warned that almost every agriculrural product is being
overproduced and that prices are too high. Yet we know
that farmers' incomes has been reduced in the last two suc-
cessive years and, in my own country, farmers'incomes
has dropped by as much as 457o in two years.
thir ir the situation I have spoken about 
- 
the fact that
there is no uniformiry; that in some countries you have as
much as 207oinflaton rates; that interest rates are as high
as207o and,people have borrowed heavily and arenow in a
very serious situation. This cannot go on indefinitely
without serious.damage being done to much of th-e good
work achieved by the Communiry up to the present time.
I have always found it very difficult to understand why the
budget was debated before farm prices were fixed for the
year ahead. This was very well brought out in Mr Curry's
report. In my view, and in the view Ifeel of many others, it
would be much more logical to derermine prices first and
then frame the budget. I hope that this will be seriously
considered in the furure. Farmers are endded to reasonable
prices for their products, and if they do not get reasonable
prices, we shall have a return either to national aids or to
subsistencetype farmin, with all the poverty and hardship
this entails.
This point has been reached in some parts of the Commun-
ity. Farmers under the heavy pressures of input costs, the
adverse effects of inflation, the unbearably high interest
rates, are forced either to sell out or to cut down on inputs
and in some cases are selling their breeding stock and just
digging themselves in, so to speak.
I want to say that I am totally opposed to all levies. \flhen
we talk about the co-responsibiliry levy or a super-levy, we
are in fact telling farmers that we shall pay them with their
own money. We are taking money out of one pocket and
putting it inrc the other, but we are not giving them
money. In my view it is nothing more than a reduction in
price to say that we shall have to Bet this out of savings.
This is a case, as I see it, of feeding the dog on his own tail.
No other sector will accept this sort of treatment and we
cannot expect farmers to accePt it.
This year's budget is under exceptional strain because of
the sizeable sum involved in the Bridsh setdement ar-
rangements and, indeed, the money needed for the en-
largement of the Communiry through the accession of
Greece. Let me remind Parliament that in 1966, when en-
largement was first discussed, every Member State was as-
sured that before there was any further enlargement new
money would be provided. That, of course, has gone by
the board. I think this is quite a serious situation.
As I see it, we are in grave danger of putting so much pres-
sure on farmers that they will cease to produce enough for
this Community. That will be a sad siruation. I would say
to those Members of Parliament who are opposed to the
common agriculrural policy: Don't drive people out of the
farms and out of the rural areas of the Communiry and into
the towns and cities, because everybody knows thatpeople
who have lived their lives in rural siruations very often
trapsplant quite badly.
Many of them make a lot of trouble when they get into the
artificial environment, as they see it, of a ciry or large town,
And in any case, it is going to cost the Communiry very
much more in the way of social welfare payments to sup-
port these people than to give them the kind of prices and
conditions to carty on in their native environment.
I appeal to those who have made unreasonable speeches in
this House: For God'i sake, inform yourselves and get out
into the areas and close to the actual position today. There
is no other section of the Communiry that is putting up
with a siruation where there has been a drastic reduction in
incomes in the past two years and where there is no sign of
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this changing and where we were told even by the Com-
mission that the prices they were proposing to give farmers
would enable their income to rise, when in fact we know
the result 
- 
that incomes have gone down substantially.
i must bring what I have to say to a conclusion now be-
cause I know that my time is up and I do not want ro en-
croach on other people's dme.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Colleselli.
Mr Colleselli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gendemen,
allow me first of all to acknowledge, as many speakers have
done before me, the effort which the rapporteur on the
budget, Mr Adonnino, has made to take account of the
basic problem associated with the budget and relating to
the Common Agriculruial Policy. There was an attempt to
use a new method involving consultations especially with
the relevant committees and first and foremost with the
Committee on Agriculture. This new method, introduced
with these worthy and precise intentions, should lead, we
hope, to the beginning of a more serious and detailed dis-
cussion of the Common Agricultural Policy than that
which has taken place recendy.
I would like to associate myself with the heartfelt appeal
made by Mr Friih, who, I think, wished to point out what
should be not only the ambition but also the duty of
Parliament-to make agricultural policy a European mat-
ter instead of what could be described as dmost an extra-
European matter. Of course agriculrural policy is con-
nected with other very important matrcrs 
- 
world hunger
and aid to third countries 
- 
but if that policy does not have
a basis in a clearly-defined European agriculrural policy it
will be difficult to implement it. I shall speak briefly and re-
sist the temptation, in the few minutes available to me, to
oudine a broader argument on the budget and agriculrural
policy in general. A few brief comments, then. \Ve are
faced with two deadlines which it is right to take into ac-
count when deciding on the present budget.
The first deadline relates to the commitment to discuss, as
soon as the budget debate is finished, the basic elements of
an updating 
- 
some call it a'reform'- of the Common
Agriculrural Policy. I think that the situation is such as to
call for an in depth examination of the matter, and it did not
seem right to us to include such a subject in the normal
budget debate.
There is a second deadline 
- 
the imminent accession to the
Communiry of Greece, and the forthcoming accession of
two other Medircrranean countries, Spain and Portugal. I
think that problems will certainly arise as a result of the ac-
cession of these countries, but that we have a duty, even in
the short-term budget forecasts, to avoid some basic dif-
ficulties relating to the Mediterranean agriculrural policy,
which must not be regarded as a separate compartment but
should be considered in the overall context of European
agricultural policy if any adequate solution is to be found.
I shall make a few more comments, at the risk of echoing
the statements made with such authoriry by previous
speakers. It is totdly unrealistic to think of reducing aids
for agriculture by savings, by a group of other cuts in the
context of the presentbudget. This is neither a policy nor a
serious approach! Even tlrough the subject is a difficult
one, it is necessary to stress here once more the argument
on own resources.
It has been authoriatively said that the argument on VAT
as it has been put to us is unconvincing. trui it is not merely
Parliament that is unconvinced. The arBument has above
all failed to convince the main protagonists 
- 
Europe's
farmers and farm operators, whom we are jusdfied in in-
volving in this discussion. The elecdon of Parliament by
universal suffrage creates a direct relationship between us
and the electorate and especially with categories of the elec-
torate, such as that of farmers and their associations. I
think that one can once more stress here that this is one of
the basic principles 
- 
involvement and cooperation is not
only a psychological fact but also a means of persuasion
which will certainly make it easier to solve some basic
problems such as that of surpluses.
I do not want to go on at length, but we, who wish to be-
nefit the agriculrural sector, should be the first to under-
stand that this problem must be tackled responsibly, and
that if it is not solved immediately it will always be the
Achillis heel of our debates and of the Common Agricul-
rural Policy. Therefore 
- 
and I do not think this is merely
my opinion 
- 
we must at all costs find a remedy for sur-
pluses by using the means available to us, albeit as gradu-
ally as circumstances require. But I must also add that
the co-responsibiliry levy, about which I have serious re-
servations 
- 
even though we may agree on the principle
of it, we cannot condone its indiscriminate applicarion, not
merely to those who are the chief 'culpris', if I may use
the term but also to the lesser ones, i, e. both to the stron-
ger and to the weaker- cannot act as a corrective measure
for our Communiry policy, because it is only a palliative,
a provisional measure. It would therefore be a serious mis-
take rc believe that this is the way to remedy the present in-
adequacies and deficiencies. And it would also be a mis-
take, in speaking of these areas which contribute ro sur-
pluses, not to give serious consideration to one specific con-
clusion which derives from the rights and duties enshrined
in the Treaties in respect'of internal and external prefer-
ences; we must examine the problem of the marketing of
wine, which is encumbered by heavy duties in some
Community countries, effectively prevenring its export
from other Communiry countries and causing a serious
crisis in this sector.
Mr President, Iadies and gendemen, time does not allow
me to make further comments. Moreover, as I said earlier,
I referred to previous speeches which I can only endorse.
\7e are faced not so much with the choice of a Communiry
agriculrural policy, for the choice has been made and has
produced results, so that one can say that agricultural in-
tegration has been one of the basic factors in European
politicd integration So it is not a question now of making
that choice, which has aheady been. made and which I
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would say has contributed a great deal ro the consrruction
of Europe. I think I am not alone in reaffirming that this
choice must be maintained, with the necessary corrections
and modifications to take account of new developments,
for it is undoubtedly a decisive factor for the furure of
Europe. At this stage, we would be glad to know theinten-
tions and decisions of the Commission on the structural
policy measures proposed by the Commitree on Agricul-
ture for reform of the Communiry directives, including the
directive on hill-farming areas. 'W'e must realize that it is
not by penalizing Community agriculrural policy and re-
ducing aids, but by clarifying the aims of this great agricul-
rural tradidon, that we shall be able to contributelo the
economic, social and political development of the new
Europe.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bocklet.
Mr Bocklet. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
mention has been made of rwo problems which I should
like to go into in more detail: the supplementary budget
and the superlevy. The budget debate has so far been
characterized by mo aspec6: the Council's atrcmpm ro
secure resources for increasing farm prices and Parlia-
ment's endeavours to secure a foothold for new policies in
regional and social spheres 
- 
and a foothold is all it can be
in view of the lVo VAT ceiling.
A commenron the subjectof supplementary budgers is cal-
led for here. The Committee on Budgets is scared stiff a-
bout making any.correction to is agreed budget, which is
why 
- 
as poi nt 12 of. the motion for a resoludon says 
- 
it
intends to reject any supplementary budget or transfer of
resources. Apart from the fact that it is the Commission's
right to effect a transfer of resources, the Committee on
Budgets is completely ignoring the fact that a supplemen-
tary budget is the most narural thing in the world and is an
established element in any national parliamenr. How much
more necessary, then, is such an instrument in the Com-
munity, where there has to be a wide-ranging control of
marke6, the development of which is not normally as pre-
dictable and manageable by way of the budget a" rr., fot
instance, taxation forecasts based on foreseeable economic
developments.
It is therefore high time the Committee on Budgets re-
jected this wrong-headed way of thinking and rid iaelf of
its pathological fear of a supplementary budget once and
for all so that we in this House can discuss how to ger to
grips with the Common Agricultural Policy by way of the
budget in a rational and objective fashion. From the point
of view of the CAP in particular, a supplementary budget
is a perfectly natural and essential means of exerting
budgetary control over rhe EAGGF.
The second problem is the'superlevy'. 'We are all aware of,
and 
- 
I trust 
- 
acquainted with the principle of honesry
and clariry in the budget. This principle, though, is quite
clearly violated by the 175 million EUA entered in the
budget as income from a projected superlwy. Let us be
quite clear about this: if we give our assenr to this budget,
we shall be buying a pig in a poke, because the fact is that
no one knows what form this superlevy will take, and it is
this element of uncertainry which will place a major strain
on agriculrure in panicular. By voting for the budget at the
first reading, despite what I said just now, we protagonists
of an agricultural policy hope to highlight the fact that ag-
riculture is firmly committed to purring a stop ro the mu-
shrooming overproduction in the milk sector and tlus
seriously tackling the problem of amending the agricul-
rural policy. This does not mean ro say, though, rharwe are
prepared to isste carte blanche. We expect that, before the
second reading, the Commission will have given us details
of what form this superlevy is to take, because otherwise
we may just have to rethink our artitude to these marrers at
the second reading. I think Mr Friih was right to point out
that we should demonstrate our confidence in the Com-
mission at the first reading, and that the Commission
should justify and not abuse our trust.
There is one further point I should like to make at the end
of this debate on the agriculrural section of the budger. It is
not Communiry agriculrure which is awry so much as the
discussion of the agricultural policy. Bearing in mind the
essential elements of European policy and last night's ev-
ents, I think we can now see clearly what the major ele-
ments are. By highlighdng once again the essential ele-
ments of European policy, we shall once again be able to
assess accurately the true dimensions of agricultural policy
and its problems. In other words, we can be proud to have
a Common Agriculrural Policy, which does nor mean,
however, that we should refrain from making changes in
certain areas or that the Group of the European People's
Parry is not prepared to make these changes.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maffre-Baug6.
Mr Maffre-Baug6. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the budgetput before us appears unequivocal. Thatis
probably its only merit. The figures illustrate clearly the
guiding principles behind its strucrure: 'Thatcherism', the
dismantling of the Common Agricultural Policy and en-
largement.
These three aspects sum up the profound changes sought
by the Commission. Agriculrure appears as a kind of
scapegoat which is to be led into the muddy enclosure of
free market policy while waiting to be sent for slaughter. It
seems to us regrettable and danBerous thus to damage a sec-
tor which it had been hoped would be a kind of showpiece.
'Were we not mld that the Common Agriculrural Policy
had been irreversibly integrated? \(Ihile I am aware that
other sectors of economic activity are also being cruelly
hit, I shall confine myself to giving you the reactions of the
French farming community to rhe laresr blows it has re-
ceived.
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Need I remind you that French agriculrure has seen is
overall revenue decrease by 5Vo after a long period of stag-
nation and recession in 7977, 1978, and 1979? \flell, what
do we see now? In 1979 the agricultural budget increased
by 2o7o in line with the general increase in the budget. In
the 1980 we had to content ourselves with an increase of
lO.37o, which for the first time was seriously out of step
with the budget as a whole. The preliminary drafr budget
for 1981 proposed an increase of 127o, which in itself is
manifesdy inadequate and does not permit any catching up
- 
on dre contrary' it accelerates the downward curve. But
what is more, this 727ois,I insist, an artificial figure if one
takes account of the sheepmeat regulation involving 240
million EUA, the appropriations set aside for the accession
of Greece and the funds allocated to aid to Portugal in pre-
paration for is accession. Let me remind yorr of the fi-
gures. Cost of Greek accession, 277 mtllion EUA; pre-
paratoryaidfor the accession of Portugal,30million EUA.
in.thi light of this, one can say that the real increase will be
barely 7.87o. This derisory figure covers neither invest-
' menf needs, nor monetary erosion, nor the increase in
production costs.
Obviously, to justify this slaughrcr of agriculrure, or at any
rate this haemorrhage of its lifeblood, those responsible
immediately invoke the world economic crisis and the dif-
ficulty and iost of energy supply, and appeal to the spirit of
sacrifice of the farming communiry iust as they appealed
for sacrifice on the part of the workers.
And yet, if one looks more closely, it is easy to see how
things stand. The figures tell us the unadorned ffuth. 240
million EUA given indirectly as a present to Mrs Thatcher
for the ill-conceived sheepmeat regulation which is un-
favourable to French production, 277 mrllion EUA for
Greek accession and 30 million EUA given to Portugal as
aid in preparation for its accession, adds up to 547 million
EUA. This is a fantistic figure, and I would stress that it is
sufficient to maintain the agriculrure of the Nine in perfect
health without fear of surpluses, with a will and dynamism
which could turn it into a vital mo{ern agriculrure, capable
of tackling the'various problems, especially those created
by world hunger. That is why I say there are no surpluses.
But 'Thatcherism' is there, watchful and atrcntive 
- 
al-
though I don'tlikefranglais, I hope you will allow me that
expression. Vithout wishing to offend Mrs Thatcher, I
would say she entered the Communiry like a Trojan horse,
with a mind full of free market philosophy, and her insular
egocentricity made her forget a basic rule of British life 
-fair play. She is imposing her own rules on a club which she
has just joined, and the spineless members of this club give
in to her at once or almost at once. The Bridsh Conserva-
tives defend their viewpoint as they would defend St
George himself, while the continentd Europeans give in
to the whims of Margaret and not to the whims of
Marianne! The farmers pay the price. The Treary of Rome
' is neglected, Communiry preference is undermined, Mrs
Thatcher acts as an arm of American policy in Europe, and
there is a rush to prepare for enlargement. Money'for con-
structive measures to supporq the CAP is available only on
certain precise conditions wherEas the necessary finance is
granted {or the untimely accession of Greece, Portugal and
Spain.
Ti,.r. , dismal furure is being prepared for many of us,
especially for us Mediterranean producers. It is true that by
the time we are fed up with it and anxiously call for expla-
nations, the British Labour Parry if they come to Power'
will have pulled out of this economic hell deliberately
created for the benefit of a number of lobbies. Mediterra-
nean produce, whether French or Italian, bear the full
brunt of the effects of the general policy. Bi.rt wine, fruit,
vegeables and sheepmeat will be the first victims of this
policy.
Thus the principal characteristics of the preliminary draft
budget bifore us are as follows: slavish following of \[est
German policy, favouritism towards Mrs Thatcher, laxiry
towards third countries and a tough atdrude towards far-
mers and workers. That is the Europe envisaged by your
preliminary draft budget with its selective austeriry,.and
this is only the beginning of a downward trend in which
producers, in whatever sector they are operating, will be
condemned to a hell created by good intentions and full of
setbacks. I say this without bitterness, regretting the fail-
ure to achieve a human Europe which like you, ladies
and gentlemen, I had hoped to see but u'hich has not
materialized, since the obvious beneficiaries have been the
various lobbies which in the final analysis control Europe!
(Applawse)
President. 
- 
!07e now rurn to the section of the budget de-
ding with research, energy, industry and exports.
I call Mr Delors.
Mr Delors. 
- 
(F) MrPresident, ladies and gentlemen, we
all know that the European Communiry is a trading giant
and an economic power; I was about to say that the Com-
muniry is sdll an industrial power. But will it remain so in
the face of the present challenges 
- 
the rise in energy prices,
the aggressive trading policy of Japan and the United
States, and the appearance of new conlpedtors' start-
ing with the countries of South-East Asia, to be followed
tomorrow by the economies of Eastern Iiurope or Latin
'America, not forgetting the new wave of scientific and
rcchnical progress.
Faced with this situation, the main fearures of which were
apparent as long ago as the start of the seventies, the Com-
munity is doing litde, whenever it is not acrually power-
less. Since the declaration adopted by the Heads of Gov-
ernment in Paris in 1972, how disappointing the results
have been! As you will remember, on f,hat occasion our
leaders thought it necessary to provide a single industrial
base for the whole of the Community.
There foliowed an ambitious and full programme, but
reading it now is a good indicadon of the gap between
words and acdons. One may well wonder whether the
I' ' r ',' 'r '1'
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same will not happen to the more recenr declaration mSde
in Venice by the European Council last June, in wliich it
affirmed the vital importance of. joint action on enerfry.
Need one say more? The omissions from the 1981 budget
'in the industrial and energy sectors are more revealing than
any lengthy argument. In fact our governments are build-
ing a Europe of words and motions, but as for the rest, let
us hope 
- 
since hope springs eternal 
- 
that the Council of
Ministers will amach as much importance to rhe larest
Contmission proposd on energy and economic policy as
'they deserve.
But to return to the industrial sphere, the European Parli-
ament could have proposed, as some of us did last year, the
token entry of appropriations or a reserve. This gesture
would have been symbolic while not involving any acrual
expense, and in fact it would not have been very sensible
since the 1981 budget is a transitional budget before the
necessary redefining of the rules governing relations be-
tween Community countries.
It takes time to get back to such rules, which have been so
undermined in recent years by the Luxembourg com-
promise and the'British Deal'that their failure to function
is one of the reasons for the paralysis of the Communiry.
.$o, it is the governments which we must convince 
- 
each
bf us in his own country as well as in the European Padia-
ment 
- 
whenever there is a major debate on industrial
matters.
That is why mday we intend only to draw attention'to a
few points which we Socialists consider essential. First and
'foremost, is 
- 
as some claim 
- 
a large market of 280 mil-
lion consumers enough to give the necessary stimulus to
modernizadon and innovation in European industry? The
reply must obviously be in the negative, as the experience
of recent years shows. In the last part-session I already
stressed the lack of foresight displayed by the European in-
stitutions, particularly the ECSC, f.rom 7972 ro 1976, rLot
forgetting the scandalous and inexplicable delay in financ-
ing social measures in the steel sector.
I could also mention the escalation of nationd aids, par-'
ticularly in the shipbuilding indristry, where the Commis-
sion is dways one step behind in its attempt to harmonize
these aids. The depressing results are there for all to see 
-the failure of A system in which the free market is credited
with every virnre. But this does not prevent all the Member , i
States including the one which sets most store by the mar-
ket economy and liberalism, from aiding their own indus-
try by various and frequently underhand means.
Next, need I remind you that the free market is blind. Is.il
current pricing sysrcm does not reflect the needs of the fu-
rure. That is why incidentally, the large companies make
medium- and long-term forecasts. That is why the
Socialism demand that the Communiry should make an ef-
fort at forecasting and medium-term selective planningj
Ihe Commission has to some extent set an example by de-
signing and then proposing a joint strategy in one of the es-
setrtial fields of the furure I ,h. ,,.* infoimation tech-
nologies. The matter has been before the Council for sev-
eral months, but it shows no eagerness to deal with the
matter. The Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs has tabled an oral question with debate, but I have
the impression that there is no desire to reply to it or even
to include it in the agenda.
Meanwhile, we have continued to be reasonable, since we
have merely proposed the reinstatement in the budget of a
modest amount 
- 
1 million EUA 
- 
so as at least to avoid
putting a brake on the work of the Commission on re-
search into problems of telecommunications, micro-
processors and telematics.
Finallyi will it be enough, assuming that it is really desired
- 
and I have doubts about that 
- 
for the Nine to have a
more cdnsistent and aggressive attirude on external trade?
Such a development is essential, ladies and gendemen, par-
ticularly in the face of hidden dumping or protectionist
practices used by the United States, for example, for
synthetic fibres or by Japan for cars.
But, since I have mentioned the motor industry, who can
deny that Communiry initiatives could facilitate the essen-
tial cooperation among companies and encourage research
and innovation, which could make the European motor,
industry more competitive and our models more attrac-
tive.
In these circumstances, for heavens sake let us not waste
time on quasi.theological discussions of industrial policy,
with their background of attacks on planning, since
everyone practises planning. Let the government which
has never aided its own industry throw the first stone!
Enough of this hypocrisy!
No, what is at issue is the climate of growing scepticism
towards any European action which can be felt among all
our Ministers and national civil services. It is also tJris per- .
verse attitude of 'every man for himself', this suicidal idea
in the minds of many national leaders that they will be able
to manage alone in the face of the formidable challenges I
have mentioned, like drowning people who cling to each
other in the hope of coming out alive. Such short-sighted-
ness is appalling.
The European Parliament must take on the task of break-
ing up this pernicious consensus and proposing joint
policies and acdons reasonable and realistic enough to
make governments and top civil servants face up to their re-
sponsibilities. In my view, the first test will obviously be
the inclusion of the appropriation for ECSC social mea-
sures.
Meanwhile, Iadies and gendemen, the gap berween the
Europe of words and the Europe of acdon in these vital
fields of energy and industry is so great that I can only
sound the alarm once more. The scepticism of govern-
ments is combined increasingly with the indifference or
even the hostiliry of public opinion. The inadequacy of in-
dustrial response is already increasipg unemployment and
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threatening even more the future of our young people. If
the art of government is to foresee, as Pierre MendEs-
France used to say, then the activiry of the Communiry
over the last rwelve months, and the 1981 budget which
rypifies it, are a condemnation of the European Council
and the Council of Ministers. And if this stagnation con-
tinues, we can expect the European trade giant to totter on
is industrial feet and the Community to be reduced to an
association of trades infiltrated by external products and
technology and therefore no longer able to play any role in
world affairs.
Recendy, to judge by the European Council and its efforts
at political cooperation we have had the impression that
Europe, hitherto a political dwarf, wanted to become a
political giant. Let me put this question to you: is it possi-
ble to strive to become a political giant while reverting to
being an economic dwarf?
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Herman.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I shall not take up the
points in Mr Delors' speech, with which I very largely a-
gree. I would like to use my four minutes to address Mr
Tugendhat, who took advantage yesterday of the absence
of legal bases to reject certain budget items which we
would have liked to include, particularly in the energy
and economic fields.
I would like to tell Mr Tugendhat that his attitude is
particularly pessimistic and difficult to accept. Indeed, it
is true that in some cases 
- 
much rarer than you think 
-it is necessary to obtain a regulation from the Council.
It is true that such a regulation is not always easy to obtain,
but that is not sufficient justification for saying that the
budget items must not be included, and there are three
reasons for this.
The first is that the new Commission will perhaps be in a
position 
- 
at least we hope so 
- 
to make more valid pro-
posals to the Council than the old Commission, particu-
larly in the energy field. And it is not a foregone conclusion
that the Council will systematically reject good proposals
which are in the interests of the citizens of Europe 
- 
in-
terests which are not always taken into account in high
places.
The second reason is that in the specific case of energy a
politicd will was manifested at the European Council, of
which you are not the faithful servants, and we would re-
mind you 
- 
both Commission and Council 
- 
of the ur-
gent need for action in this field.
Thirdly, we must avoid giving the Council this extraordi-
nary pretext which enables it each time to reject a regula-
tion because there is no budget entry. \(lith a budget entry
you will put all the responsibility on the Council for reject-
ing intelligent proposals which are in everybody's interest.
So we cannot accept your attirude, Allow me to make a
comparison. If the Commission is a football team, we, the
Parliament, are simultaneously the supporters, thb man-
ager and the trainer. The goals must be scored on the
Council table. The defenders are the COREPER. You
must fight to score goals without making the excuse that
the defenders are strong. You must get your jersey muddy !
Let those who refuse to do so go back to the changing
room!
That is what we, the elected Parliament, tell you. \7e have
already shown that we can express our will by rejecting the
budget. You must realize, Mr Tugendhat 
- 
and it is said
that you may well be in the new Commission 
- 
that Parli-
ament will not tolerate indefinitely and without reacting
the failure to make the proposals which must be made and
the Commission's falling short of its obligations under the
Treaties.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Purvis.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Mr President, there is a danger in the way
we consider and decide the Community's budget that we
get so immersed in administrative detail, pet projects and
sery-sounding schemes that we lose sight of the budget's
political and economic function. That, I think, is what Mr
Delors was facing up to and I, like Mr Herman, would a-
gree with him. There is a tendency even in this Parliament
to take unrealistically grandiose views, Sometimes we tend
m the highest common factor rather than the lowest com-
mon denominator. But this is nothing compared to the
capricious, opportunistic and cynical approach of the
Council of Ministers. Perhaps the ministers should beseat-
ed in a bus one behind the other so that they can more eas-
ily scratch'each other's backs, while their driver careens
down a narrow street towards a T-junction scattering
citizens into the gutter and making provocative gestures at
the policeman who advises that a fundamental change of
direction is desirable if they.are to avoid disaster. From
what the Minister said on Monday night, can I take it that
he has seen that policeman, that he has perhaps recognized
the worth of his advice and will be prepared to come to
some reasonable compromise?
Does the Council's draft budget, 
", 
,, no* stands, show
any sign of facing up to the most pressing political,
economic and socid problems of the Community? No. Ia
prime concern is to get the British rebate through, get the
French farm prices through, keep Germany's contribution
to the minimum. As Mr Delors said, it is everyone for him-
self. In order to.achieve this what suffers? Energy suffers
despite a patent crisis of worldwide economic and political
significance about which heads of governments are rront to
pontificate repeatedly. Social policy suffers despite a tragic
waste of human resources as unemployment in the Com-
muniry rises to the 7 million mark. Regional policy is hit as
the less-advantaged parts of Europe suffer disproportion-
ately in the cold winds. Overseas development suffers as
the third world reels and threatens to bring us all down in a
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political and financial disaster that could make all our petty
worries quite irrelevant. These subjects will be dealt with
in detail by many of my colleagues.
I should like to touch on one p"rri".rl"r rrp..t, namely, the
problem of unemployment, in particular the problem of
youth unemployment and the need to help those who lose
their jobs in mid-career to move into new positions, to be
trained and re-trained and assisted in the matter of mobili-
ry. The economic imperadves are obvious, not to mention
the social imperatives.
As unemployment increases, the social transfer payments
are a burden on those still in employment and'on corpora-
tions that are still in production. One risks a downward
spiral in demand and investment and hence in corporate
profits, jobs and also in taxation revenue. \
This situation demands some sign of concern, some signs
of a positive and urgent attitude on a Communiry-wide
basis. Not only is there no positive sign from the Council;
the signals are wholly negative. Cut, cut, cut and procras-
tinate so that the sacred cows can go on Brazing contented-
ly! The growing recession and the unemployment that goes
with it are Community problems, exactly the sort of prob-
lems where Communiry solidarity is so essential. If the
European Community has a furure, if the Council of
Ministers has any philosophical, idealistic, political, even
just pragmatic commitment to the European Communiry,
this is where one would expect to see a sign. \flhat more
positive sign could we contemplate?
I would be so bold as to suggest that we should be prepared
to share the burdens of unemployment not negadvely but
positively by helping new industries to develop, by helping
older industries to adapt, by assisting people to change and
adapt to the new requirements of these industries and by
easing their mobility. That is why this group will support
the amendment put forward by the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs and the Committee on
Energy and Research calling for help for the textile indus-
try, for information technologies, for the wind runnel, for
the clothing industry, for industries undergoing a restruc-
turing crisis, such as ceramics and so on, Not everything
requires enormous finance. Coordination at EEC level is
often all thatis needed in order to make the benefits of scale
available to all. Small amounts may be needed to prime the
pump, and that is the essential function of these monies.
\[e have the bare basis of a social policy, restricrcd and cir-
cumscribed as it is. \trfle have a regional policy which the
Council intends to cut in real terms this year. '\tr?.e have an
energy policy and some research which seems to mean the
European patient most often receiving placebos at the bed-
side while the scalpels sharpen in the anteroom. The time is
right for a major Community initiative to meet the daunt-
ing problems facing us, especially the economic and indus-
trial problems. This draft budget does nothing to meet this.
It is not an economic or a politically inspired document. It
is a blatant trade-off of short-term national interests. It is
therefore in my mind a cynical abrogation of responsibili-
ry. Parliament, despite the provocation and despite its dis-
appointment, has been approaching its work in a responsi-
ble way. It could be said that our budget amendments do
amount to a lot at this stage, but this group has counselled
realism and caution. I feel sure that Parliament as a whole
will translate all this into the minimum necessary for the
Community to remain credible.
Is it too late to hope or too much to expect that the Council
will also show some measure of responsibiliry, that it will
meet Parliament more than half-way and meet the Com-
munity's pressing needs more than half-way? I would im-
plore the Council to approach the conciliation process in a
positive, Communiry oriented frame of mind.
(Applause from the centre and from tbe right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Frischmann.
Mr Frischmann. 
- 
(F) Mr President, it is already more
than ayear since our colleague Mr Damette denounced in
this Parliament the financing through the EEC budget of
intra-Communiry trade in coal. He showed in particular
that certain Commission proposals had the effect of mak-
ing France finance German coalfields to the rune of 20 mil-
Iion EUA and that these subsidies facilitated the import of
German coal into France.
At the same time, the French Government continued its
policy of closing downpits and therefore refused the finan-
.i.l r.rppo.t needed foithe maintenance and development
of coal production. And this atdtude has not changed, as is
shown by the need to carry on very bimer struggles in
France, such as that of the miners who have been occupy-
ing the Estival pit in the Gard for seven months, or the
great demonstration by miners from all over of France held
in Paris on 24 October last.
But far from going back on such a misguided policy, so de-
structive for large regions of France and the people who
live in them, the same policy, introduced under the aegis of
the ECSC and favouring foreign coal, is included yet again
in the EEC budget for 1981.
Indeed, a present of more than 5 000 million francs is being
given to the United Kingdom under the Regional and So-
cial Funds. This represents 
- 
and we associate ourselves
with the miners in saying this very strongly 
- 
a new and
very serious sell-out of the national interest by Mr Giscard
d'Estaing, which is also very keenly felt by French tax-
Payers.
A new and terrible blow has also been levelled at the
French coalfields. The EEC Council of Ministers has in
fact agreed that this money should be used among other
things to open ooalmines in the United Kingdom. You will
never be able to explain why France is the only country
where pits are being closed at the very moment when the
virtues'of coal are being rediscovered as a result of the
enerBy crisis. The French miners will never accept the at-
titude of the French authorities who, after reducing coal
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production by three-quarteri over the last thirty years, are
now destroying the rich mining potential of France by ac-
cepting that French contributions should assist German or
British coal production, when there are enormous reserves
in France which would last for more than a century. !fle
believe, therefore, that these miners are right, and that is
why they can count on decisive -action by the French
Communists and Allies in support of their struggle to de-
fend their jobs and their mines.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gendemen,
many things have already been said on the energy and re-
search budget, splendidly presented to Parliament by the
draftsman of an opinion,'Mr Galland. I shall sffess once
more the urgent need for an effort by the Communiry to
make the Member States less dependent on external energy
supplies and to endow them with technology which can be
applied by their industries.
Our supply of crude oil is vulnerable. A continuadon of
the war between Iraq and Iran c/ould have serious effects
on oil supplies to Europe, and any price increase decided
on by OPEC means thousands of millions of dollars added
to the Community's oil bill. Communiry aims can be
achieved only by considerableinvestments, often too great
to be borne by one Member State and in any case too cosdy
for the private sector on its own.
In order to guarantee iself a long-term supply, Europe
must make as of now, substantial investments which will
become profitable later. Today we dl know that oil pros-
pecting requires increasingly refined techniques, which of
course become more and more expensive, such as off-shore
drilling. These costs range from 50000 to 5 million dollars.
\(/e all know that the risks are particularly great, since on
average one bore-hole out of five surns out to be unproduc-
tive. But these risks must be taken, since the quantity of oil
yet to be discovered is reckoned to be ar least equal to that
d,ready discovered. The demand for oil will rise to about
65 million barrels per day by the year 2000. How can it be
met except by granting substantid credits for prospecring
technology? And the factories cannot be expected to run
on solar energy and biomass ! The same is uue of coal. If we
wish to attain aproduction figure of 250 million ronnes oil
equivalent by 1990, the investmenrrneeds each year will be
abbut 2000 million EUA.
The 150 million EUA proposed in our amendment obvi-
ously appears very modest in comparison with these sums;
but this financial aid is far from negligible in that it would
contribute to the implemenadon of projects financed by
Member States or private companies. \7e wish to make
clear that there is no question of taking the place of national
action. Some may object that the financial effort is not in
proportion to the energy produced, but one must bear in
mind that the importance of new energi, sources and nu-
clear energy should not be measured in tonnes oil equival-
ent, but in economic and social terms, since among other
things they help to create the new jobs advocated by all the
Members of this Parliamenr.
Mr President, we are very well aware that energy projects
in all these fields are larger, more long-term and more
complex than other industrial projects. Energy invest-
ments carry lower rates of return and longer pay-back
periods. ]Uilb must seize the opportuniry offered ro us ar
European level by limiting and sharing the political,
economic, technical, iommercial and financial risks en-
ailed by such investmenr. The Liberal and Democratic
Group therefore thought the time was ripe to propose ad-
didonal appropriations, and we were supported by almost
the entire Committee on Budgets, only three members of
which abstained.
The Commission must surely give us its support, since our
proposal follows its own recommendations. Indeed, it de-
cided that the additional investments for alternative
sources of energy and energy saving shoul{ be berween
50000 and 100000 million EUA, stating that this addi-
tional expenditure should be committed at the beginning of
the eighties and that the results should also be aclrieved in
the present decade. In conclusion, I would say that the
Council has sketched out certain aims, and the Commis-
sion has made proposals in this direction. It only remains
for Parliament to face up to its political responsibilities.
The Liberal and Democratic Group has faced up ro its own
responsibilities. I ask the Members of this Parliament to
provide the budgetary means for carrying out a common
energy policy, and I also ask the Council to think about it
very carefully, for we are convinced that each Member
State will find it worthwhile.
(Apphuse frorn tbe ight)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Turcat.'
Mr Turcat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, in-
sofar as the budget should be the expression of a policy, I
think we would all agree that the budget articles and chap-
ters relating to industry give rise to some important ques-
tions, And yet the courses of action open to us are not
merely budgetary in character, or rather we should not
consider them in the light of the budget alone. Encourage-
ment, example and guidance, ai{ for specific purposes
which generates other benefit can be effective if they stem
from a well-defined poliry. Do we have such a policy? I'd
like to take a rapid look at our eneigy policy, and a rather
closer look at our industrial policy.
As regards energy policy, we have a definite aim 
- 
inde-
pendence. Enough has been said on this point and I have
nothing useful to add. Even ifour institutions disagree on
the amounts to be allocated to energy, at least we are united
in our aims.
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In the field of industry, however, itis difficult to detect any
real policy : the budget is so meagre that the figures scarcely
bear mentioning. Here, for example, are the total payment
appropriations in the articles in chapters 3.7 and 3.9 on in-
dustry and advanced technology respectively: preliminary
draft 
- 
9397 000 EUA: draft 
- 
a roal of 6277 000 EUA,
which is the same as the sum allocated in Item 6821 'Aid
for preserved pineapple', i. e. 0.3/1 000 of the budget! The
figures for the other industries, with the exception of steel,
are: prelir4inary draf.t 
- 
5100000 EUA: draft 
-2900000 EUA. This certainly provides food for thought.
But perhaps it is not the most serious problem, because
there is certainly no point entering large appropriations in
the budget if you have no idea what to do'with them.
In our view the most worrying aspect with respect to the
period 1980 to 1990 is the lack of guidelines on industrial
policy. \What could we expect, you may well ask. It is, after
all, very difficult to lay down a policy for such a wide vari-
ery of sectors. We believp that in such cases we must be
guided by certain basic principles, and I am sure you will
agree on these: industry is the area of employment and ac-
tivity; the advanced industries which offer the greatest in-
centive and hope for the fusure are dependent on research
and innovation; an industry's survival depends on its pro-
jects and on its market.
These are the reasons why we in the Group of European
Progressive Democrats would have liked to see, and now
call for, Communiry measures or incentives specifically
aimed at the following four essential ireas.
Firsdy, employment. This will involve investigations on
the ground, with tests on the impact of technological and
industrial developments on employment, pardcularly the
inevitable advance of automation, and analyses of ways of
saving jobs.
Secondly, man in the conrcxt of his work 
- 
one might
even say of his enjoyment of his working life. This will en-
tail discussions, campaigns, research work on honr new or
indeed older technolqgy has affected personal fulfilment
and job sadsfaction, I could, of course, dso mention the
very commendable environmenhl actions proposed in
chapter 3.5. But concern for the environment is still in
some mesure defensive in character, necessary but
nonetheless defensive, whereas I am talking here about
'promotional activities.
Thirdly, research. I am well aware that a chapter has,been
devoted to this as well, but apart from nuclear research, or
energy research in general, and environmental research,
the Communiry is clearly not giving any positive lead.
Finally, as regards the markets essential to the survival of
European industry these are barely touched on, nor is the
industrial and commercial cooperation necessary to
guarantee them. I am referring here specifically to ad-
vanced industries.
It is true that cooperation does exist within cerrain secrors,
for example in the aerospace industry. This produced
Concorde and more recently the Airbus and the new
European aeronautical forces; nevertheless a European
consumer market still has rc be built up. The European
Space Agency should now be given a long-term objective,
for there is nothing like being involved in exciting major
projects. But this sector is an exception and there are many
others where our nations are indiscriminately trying to
capilre or recapflrre national markeE which are too nar-
row, and to find their salvatiorl in alliances, somedmes un-
equal alliances, across the oceans.
This is what is happening in the field of data processing and
electronics, technologies which are already beginning to
revolutionize the world and take root everywhere, This
then is an area where we must make a particular effort.
Admittedly there are quite a,few items on data processing,
and Items 3701,3702 and3704 refer to data processing and
telematics, standardization,'software portabiliry', the
definition of standards. In reality beneath these arid terms
it is no small matter to draw up standards for a European
market. Our purpose in trying to restore some credibility
to these ardcles in our two amendments is above all to draw
them to your attention.
In conclusion, therefore, our actions must be centred
around three essential ideas: man,.work, incentive. If we
don't look to these first we can go no further. Our survival
depends on research, sandardization, the European mar-
ket, industrial cooperation. I know that the Commission is
not blind to this, nor certainly is the Council, but we must
insist on the urgent need'to take these maior initiatives
which we shall support here.
Although I am a newcomer among you, ladies and gende-
men, I have in the past, together.with the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats, followed the activities of the
European Institutions with a sense of hope. Allow me
then, in conclusion, to express my wish that the initiatives,
which we hope the Commission will take, will be accom-
panied by greater concern for these industries on which so
much depends. In Mr. Adonnino's excellent report only
two lines remained on industrial policy out of all the work
he submitted to the Committee on Budge$, and there was
no mention 9f it at all in the first replies given by the Coun-
cil and the Commission. W'e do not even have a Committee
on Industry. In conclusion, then, even if our budget is
meagre, the one thing we cannot do without is a policy.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I have submitted a
number of amendments to the budget for the energy sec-
tor, the aim of which is probably familiar to most of you,
and will perhaps shock some of you. I proposed a reduc-
tion totalling about 34.3 million units of account in all ap-
propriations direcdy or indirectly benefiting the nuclear
sector and at the same time an increase of 17 million units
of account for'soft' or renewable energy resources. This
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would mean an overall reduction of about 17 million units
of account which could perhaps be put to better use in
priority sectors, such as the social and regional sectors or
development cooperation.
The first reading of the 1981 budget has once again given a
minoriry 
- 
I admit, a rather small minoriry in this Parlia-
ment 
- 
the opportuniry to speak for many rnillions of
our European fellow-citizens who are opposed, on very
reasonable grounds, to the excessive and irresponsible ex-
pansion of nuclear energy.
Vith reference to the plutonium cycle I would like to re-
mind you again of the debate on the Seligman report. The
plutonium cycle has been very defdy inserted in the budget
in what appears at first sight to be quite innocent credit
items, since the only reference throughout is to 'safery
programmes', We must continue to fight this, relendessly
and unequivocally 
- 
and to this end I have translated the
ideas put forward during the general debate on the Selig-
man report into budget amendments.
Mr President, those among you, and there are many in this
Flouse, who cannot accept a moratorium on nuclear ener-
gy, will, I hope, be prepared to refuse Community support
for technologies which are firsdy dangerous and secondly
have still not been mastered: technologies, for example, for
processing waste matter and those associated with fast
breeder reactors. My amendments stem from a view of so-
ciery which has been presented frequendy in reports, such
as the Club of Rome report, the wridngs of Professor Tin-
bergen, 'L'appel aux vivants' of Garaudy and many
others, which have shaken world opinion. I feel therefore
that in the energy sector we should concentrate our efforts
on an ambitious energy saving programme and on the vig-
orous promotion of alternative ener8y resources.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Petronic.
Mr Petronic. 
- 
(I) Mr President, cerrain budget items
have beert particularly hard hit by the Council, which has
cut back and in some cases withdrayn altogether commit-
ments or paymen6 in the energy and industrial sectors,
even though they were singled out as priorities at the sum-
mit meeting in Venice. Let me therefore say straight away
that we will support all the amendments proposed by the
Committee on Budgets which took over the proposals
made by Mr Giavazzi and Mr Galland on behalf of the
Committee on Energy! These amendments reinstate the
original appropriations of the Commission, deleted arbi-
uarrly 6y the Council, which as Mr Hermann has just
said, often used the excuse that there was no regulation.
I$(/'ith regard to the energy sector in particular the Council
would like to reduce the chapter on'energy'and the chap-
ter on'indirect action' by more than 50%. It is true rhat rhe
Commisiion has accumulated some 80 unused appropria-
tions, allocated specifically ro acrions for research and ex-
perimentation on the feasibiliry of alternative energy pro-
ducdon processes, but it is equally true that such indis-
criminate cuts will affect two major research projects on
energlr and what is more important, on the environment.
However, it is even more vital that we save the f,wo 'nu-
clear safety' actions, which are of paramount importance
for the furure: I refer to the 'supersara' and the 'Pahr'
(Post accident heat removal) projects. The first of these is
intended to evaluate the veryserious effects of the fusion of
a fuel element in a thermal reactor, and the second to re-
move heat released after an accident. This work is being
carried out, as you know, in the Joint Research Centre at
Ispra.
The textile and clothing sector has also been struck unjusti-
fiably hard by the Courrcil's axe, with the decision not to
carry out the second EEC-Comitextil programme of scien-
tific research, an absurd decision if we bear in mind that the
first research programme which was drawn up, organized
and implemented between 1975 and 1977 has been success-
fully completed. It is even more inadmissible if we re-
member that the Commission formally submitted the se-
cond programme to the Council in April 1979, that the
Economic and Social Committee gave its approval and that
this Parliament adopted it in May this year. \fle will there-
fore support the amendment of the Economic and Mone-
tary Committee which restores 3 200 000 unis of account
to the budget. If it is not accepted, tle furure of the textile
and clothing industry in Europe will be jeopardized be-
cause it will be more difficult, in years to 6ome, to Buaran-
tee high levels of producdon,.in terms of both qualiry and
quandry. This will make our products less competitive.
Above all, not even the commitmenr appropriation of
I 000 000 units of account provided in the 1980 budget will
be made available. Finally a word on the ceramics industry.
The acdon proposed consisted of one multiannual approp-
riation of 500000 unia of accounr. The Council replaced
this by the usual token entry. \fle feel that the original fi-
gure should be maintained, because the srudies proposed
are important for other sectors as well, for example the
electronics sector. Moreover, the improvement of tech-
nology in the use of clay minerals and ceramics products
can be of benefit to a sector in which small and medium-
sized businesses are making'valiant efforts in the areas of
technology and energy conserva'tion. It is imperative that
we give them our supporr.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Colla.
Mr Colla. 
- 
(N L) Mr President, Iadies and gendemen, we
are unfortunately condemned to mere arguing and paper-
pushing as a means of coping with an economic crisis with
millions of people out of work in the Communiry, and the
number of potential soludons is inversely propordonal to
the number of resolutions. That is the situation facing the
Community at the moment, and it is up to this House 
-and others 
- 
to find a way out of this vicious circle, some-
thing which will require imagination and courage.
As Mr van Minnen said yesterday, the budget is the nerve
of a Sute, and the same applies to the Communiry budget.
This is the point of pain at the momenr, because the Coun-
cil has touched this nerve, and in particular the Communi-
ty's energy nerve.
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Unlike the Council, we believe that the budget can be used
to develop specific policy guidelines, 
'ivhich do not neces-
sarily have to be mere painkillers designed to alleviate the
current critical social siruation, but which can have a
stimulating effect as well. No-one will deny that, in order
to achieve the desired results in this respect and as regards
employment, we must give priority to the problems con-
nected with our'energy situation. That is why the Socialist
Group has identified this as one of its priorities in this
budgetary procedure. \fle are pleased that other groups
and a majoriry of the Committee on Budgets felt the same
and share our view.
My Group has therefore tabled an amendment aimed at
creating a new item in the budget, providing for interest
subsidies on loans allocated under the terms of the Ortoli
faciliry to energy-saving investment projects. I should like
to thank the Commission for its favourable reaction as ex-
pressed by Mr Tugendhat and Mr Davignon. Mr Tugend-
hat in particular said that the Commission would do every-
thing in its power to ensure the immediate implementation
of this idea. It is also pleasing to note the positive coopera-
tion betvreen the various polidcal groups in the Committee
on Budgets, as a result of which it has been possible to
create a single package from a variery of ideas in the energy
sector. Both Parliament and the Council should realize
that there is a direct link berween the proposal to incorpo-
rate interest subsidies in the budget and the proposal to in-
clude a general operational reserve for the energy sector in
Chapter 10.4. This means that, if the interest subsidies are
rejected, the specific aim of the general reserve becomes in-
valid, and likewise if the amendment on the energy reserve
is rejected, the interest subsidies will fall by the wayside.
That is a clear link which both Parliament and the Council
should bear in mind.
The Council in particuJar is faced here with a two-fold re-
sponsibiliry. \7ill it dare haughtily to ignore a proposal put
by Parliament in this field because of our presumption in
taking the initiadve in this sector? And will it dare to reject
a move which promises to bring about a real improvement
in our economic situation? I do not think the Council will
take such decisions lighdy.
Let me say a few words on the thinking behind my propo-
sal. \7e must be realistic. Everyone says that a Communiry
energy policy is absolutely essential, but at the same time
we are all aware that the situations facing the Member
States in the energy sector vary greaiy, as a result of which
it will be very difficult to set up an overall energy policy
over the short term. 'W'e must make a start in those sectors in
which agreement can now be reached, for example, ener-
gy-saving. It is impossible to over-emphasize the cumula-
dve effect of a policy like this. Energy-saving will not only
have favourable repercussions for our economic situation
as a whole 
- 
we have only to think of our balance of pay-
ment problems 
- 
but will also have positive political ef-
fects, by reducing our degree of dependence, by improving
the environment, by cutdng out v/aste and by improving
the employment situation, given that energy-saving will
give a boost to a number of industrial sectors. The reason
why we have put forward our proposals within the
framework of the Ortoli faciliry is, firstly, because this
places emphasis on priority lending for investment in the
energy sector. And let me add that, in the Council's two
decisions approving the first and second instalments of the
Ortoli faciliry, Ardcle 2 clearly sates in both cases that
prioriry will be given to investment projects aimed at ener-
gy-saving. Our proposals therefore accord entirely with
the Council's policy. Secondly, a hundred million of the
first instalment of 500 million units of account have yet to
be allocated, and of the second instalment 
- 
a hundred
million of which has been earmarked by the Council for
housing improvement projecm in Southern Iuly 
- 
there is
still 400 million to play with. In other words, even bearing
in mind certain preparations which have already been
made, there is still plenry of scope within the present pack-
age. Allow me m add that, personally, I would not have the
slightest objection 
- 
quitg the contrary 
- 
to a Commis-
sion proposal to go above the ceiling set for the Ortoli facil-
ity next year.
Mr President, I therefore think that whatwe have here is an
important initiative which offers this House the chance to
exert more in{luence over a sector of the Communiry's
lendingpoliry, and where aminimal addition to the budget
will enable us 
- 
as it were 
- 
to use inrcrest subsidies as a
small lever to bring larger amounts of money into circula-
tion, and which will in the find analysis give tangible ex-
pression to a theoredcal programme mapped out by the
Community and the Council. \(e shall only succeed,
though, if the Member States zubmit programmes in line
with the Community programme, and if refunds and loans
are spread equitably among the Member States.
Mr President, ladies and gendemen, we therefore com-
mend this proposal most urgendy to your attention as a
means of bringing into being a specific policy regarding an
energy-saving prograrnme. Let me repeat that this is a lever
we can use to Bet a number of balls rolling. Although we
appreciate thata general reorganization of our Communiry
policy will depend on a comprehensive reorganization of
the budget, we have a responsibility to use this budget as a
step in the direction of a structural policy which will cer-
tainly have the approval of a very large majority of this
House.
(Appl"ause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \Valz.
Mrs'!Valz, Chairrnan of tbe Committee on Energy and Re-
searcb . 
- 
(D) MrPresident, Mr President-in-Office of the
Council, ladies and gendemen, in my capacity as Chair-
man of the Committee on Energy and Research, I should
like to begin by thanking the Committee on Budgea and
especially the rapporteur for reinstating the Commission's
proposals at our suggestion. These proposals were in any
case only the very minimum element of an energy policy
which should be as convergent and as Communiry-based
as possible. The cuts made by the Council of Budget Mi-
nisters hai'e shown once again that the Councils are not
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horizontally coordinated. As a result, they take decisions
which are diametrically opposed to the general policy
guidelines and which make nonsense of the lofry state-
ments issued at summit meetings from Venice to Tokyo.
One is bpund to wonder whether democratic countries can
afford such a luxury at all. Is it not a fact tle these gentle-
men are busy sawing away at the legs of the chairs they are
sitting on? Credibiliry is one of the basic conditions for
our form of government. But if no attempt is made soon to
coordinate our policy on the basis ol specific priorides, the
reputation of the European Communiry throughout the
world will very soon suffer.
For the present, we have a very good reputation, as is evi-
denced by Iraq's requests for our services as a mediator.
Unless this wretched war between Iran and Iraq is brought
to an end soon 
- 
both in our interests and in the interests
of the peoples direcdy concerned 
- 
it will probably take
years rather than months for the oil to start flowing again,
and that at a time when the Soviet Union's oil producdon
has reached its lowest level for years, and at a time when the
situation in the Middle East has become alarmingly unsta-
ble. Let us hope that the International Energy Agency's
forecasts are not over-optimistic. \(e may just about man-
age undl the autumn of next year. But for us in Europe, the
lesson is that we should not allow narrow-minded restric-
tions to be placed on our energy policy as the basis of our
entire economic policy. In my country, savings are even
being made now in the,development of alternative energy
sources 
- 
an odd kind of attirude. 'What we should be do-
ing is saving for all we are worth, as individuals and with
government incentives. tJ(/e must work as quickly as possi-
ble to build all kinds of power-stations using anything but
oil, and at investigadng the viabiliry of all kinds of energy
sources and encouraging their development. This is what
the Committee on Energy and Research's amendments are
aimed at, and we would ask the House to give us its sup-
port and the President-in-Office of the Council to fight for
these amendments in the Council of Ministers.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Price.
Mr Price. 
-MrPresident, in determining the budgetwhatare we really trying to do? First of all, surely, to forecast
the expendirure which is going to be incurred in imple-
menting the policies that we have already adopted as a
Communiry, or policies which we know are likely to be
adopted shordy. It is a job of forecasting
The second objective is to authorize the spending of that
money. Year by year, what we have seen is that neither of
these objectives has been adequately fulfilled. We have a
forecast year after year when the budget is adopted of an
increase in non-obligatory expendirure as a proportion of
the budget. And year after year the out-turn is one in
which that proportion is falling. This is pardy because the
agriculrural price review is not incorporated in the budget
and therefore those figures are added at a much later stage
and give a totally false picture. For that reason I strongly
support the proposal in the Budget Committee's motion
for a resoludon, that the rwo should be taken together; but
also pardy because of the slow implementation, or non-
implementation of so many items in the non-obligatory
sector. And here the energy portion of the budget is hit
particularly hard.
If we examine the part played by each of the three instiru-
tions in producing this situation, first of all we have the
Council. The Council fails to pass many of the legislative
acts which the Commission regards as necessary to execute
those items and the Council knows perfecdy Jell that by
blocking the passage of the legislation the bgdger;;ry av-
thorization will come to nothing.
Secondly, where they do eventually pass a reguladon, they
criate in it a 'dabbling' siruation where the Council itself
can interfere during the course of implementation so that
they delay the implementation of that budget line. They
wish to retain cdntrol over something which the Treary ac-
cords to the Commission. The Commission itself meekly
bows to this policy. They seem to totally disregard Ani-
cle 205 of the Treary which says, in so many wards, that
the Commission shall implement the budget in accordance
with the provisions of regulations made pursuant to Arti-
cle 209, on its own responsibiliry and within the limits of
the appropriations. This budget specifically, under the
-Treaty, requires the Commission to act to implement it
and yet, year afrcr year, fails to do so.
Now it seems to me that Parliament also has a responsibil-
ity since, seeing the siruation occurring, what it has teen
doing year after year is to put money into budget lines
where it knows perfectly well the Commission is not going
to spend it and then simply criticizing them 
- 
not to the
extent of sacking them so that one would really sede the is-
sue once and for all but just criticizing them sohat every-
body is left in a state of frustration. I believe that the dme is
now ripe for us to setde this issue once and for all. If Parli-
ament is not ready to do this by means of a modon of cen-
sure on the Commission, then a far better way would be to
take at least one of these budget lines to the European
Court and let them determine tfie issue. Once that decision
was reached, we would at last know where we stood and
then there could be no excuses for a budgetary dqcision be-
ing takerl and then not being implemented and the bdance
of the budget being totally changed during its year of im-
plementation.
Looking.specifically at the energy sector we have three in-
stances in major amendments now before Parliament
where we have already been told by the Commission that
there is virrually no prospect of implementation and yet
where there is a large measure of support around the
Chamber at the moment for those amendments. One is in
line 3230 for coal, where there has been a draft regulation
before the Council since January 1977.There is really no
prospect that this will be achieved during the course of the
next year. That money 
- 
of which the Energy Committee
proposed 100 million in commitments and 50 million in
payments, and on which the Socialist Group have put for-
ward an amendment which would delete the paymenm but
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leave the commitments at dre same figure (there is teally no
point in passing that amendmenQ 
- 
all it does is to qse up
part of the maimum rate increase ro no purpose what-
soever. We will not achieve anything in energy spending
and there is every risk that we will in fact detract from other
budget lines where it will be spent.
There are two other instances in line 326, with the new in-
itiadves arising from the Venice Summit:-10O million
commitments proposed; and in line 103, a new line: a gen-
eral reserve of 150 million in commitments and 50 million
in payments. None of these stand any real chance of being
implemented. They inflarc the non-compulsory side so
that we can beat our chests and say, look how much rnore
money we have added to that side this year. But when the
annual outcome appears at the end of the year, we will see
that we have achieved absolutely nothing by it.
\trfle must, I believe, have an attirude of realism in this
Parliament. That realism I think, is found in lines such as
that dealing with demonstration projects, which are at the
heart of the existing energy programme of the Communi-
ry. That has been successful, despite the way the Council
has framed the regulation so as to intervene again in its im-
plementation and, of course, delay that implementation.
Nevertheless, it has been a success. And prospecting for
uranium 
- 
a v'ery important strategic material for the
Community; we really must ensure that lines like these go
into this budget.
Mr President, overall the Council have taken a very big axe
to the energy sector. They have, as Finance Ministers,
looked down at the figures and not up at the world around
them. I believe that that world which is in a recession in-
duced by an energy crisis requirgs that the Communiry
should act in this sector, and act vigorously.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\TIELE
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Linde.
Mr Linde. 
- 
(D) Mr P resident, ladies and gendemen, in a
budgetary debate of this kind it is only natural that we
should have an opportunity to reply to the points made
previously by our colleagues. I should like to reply to Mr
Friih, who said that it was scandalous that the German So-
cial Democraa should wish to freeze the VAT ceiling at
lVo. Mr Friih has not enhanced his repqtation in doing
this, as he was a bit on the late side, since the resolution of
the German Bundestag also has the support of his own par-
ty, the Christian Democratic Union. I regard this as a good
thing since it is the only way it is going to be possible to re-
form the agricultural budget.
(Scattered a?plause from tbe left)
Apart from this, Mr Frischmann of the French Communist
Party pointed out in a very monotonous speech which he
probably regarded as moving, that German coal was com-
peting unfairly with French coal and that development of
the French mines was being jeopardized by coal imports
from the Federal Republic. I should like to invite him to
take a look at the figures and he will see jusp how much coal
is being imported from South Africa. I would be very in-
terested rc hear what he has to say to that.
(Scattered apphuse from tbe left)
And now to energy policy. The situation in tle various
Member States as regards energy policy has not changed
for years. They are dependent upon oil imports for their
very survival. There is no way of getting round this. There
is, therefore, no lack of suggestions and proposals aimed at
eliminating or at least reducing this dependency. The sug-
gestions have been the same for years. Firsdy, energy sav-
ing, secondly, development of indigenous energy sources
and thirdly, development of new alternative energy
sources. Thus we continue to be dependent and there
would appear to be no shortage of ideas. The conflict be-
tween Iran and Iraq has made us more aware than ever of
just how vulnerable the Communiry is as a result of its de-
pendency on oil. There is a danger of direct supplies being
cut off and the transport routes being closed. This would
affecr 607o of our supplies. The'problem is not im-
mediately obvious at the present moment, as we still have
extensive sbcks, but we will not be able to rely.on these
stocks if supplies are cut off completely, which would
damage our economy for months and years. In additipn,
there is a danger that we might end up getting involved, di-
rectly or indirectly in military adventures. At any rate, the
prices will increase and thus we will have to play our part,
whether we like it or not, in paying for the war.
As has frequently been mentioned, rwo conferences have
been held in Venice. At both of these conferences there was
no shortage of specific proposals and undertakings regard-
ing energy policy, and common to them all was the slogan
'let us get away from oil, step up our energy-saving policy
and develop indigenous energy sources'. The suggestion
was made that the use of coal in the Communiry should be
doubled or even tripled by the year 2000. However, there
is an enormous credibiliry gap between these fine words
and what is being done. In its hatchet job on the prelimi-
nary draft budget for 1981, the Council has pardcularly
gone to towr on the chaprcr on energy and research, There
have been cuts and reductions amounting to 567o in the
commitment appropriations and 607o in the payment ap-
propriations. The Council has made such severe cutbacks
thatit would really be advisable for Parliament to reject the
budget since, as far as energy is concerned, we coufd be
better off with the provisional twelfths than with the
budget which the Council has proposed.
(Scattered appkuse from tbe left)
In addidon to these drastic reductions, the Council has also
cut out endre lines of the budget and elimimated pro
memoia entries as if it did not want to be reminded of any-
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thing. This policy is particularly absurd when it comes to
coal. On the one hand, there is the decision which I have al-
ready mentioned to increase the use of coal threefold by the
year 2000, whereas on the other hand we see that in the
draft budget even the token entries have been deleted in the
case of Itlms 3230, 3231 and 3232. Coal is. no longer in-
cluded in this budget: the chapter entiled 'coal' will be a
thing of the past if the Council gets its way. However, un-
der the terms of the ECSC treaty, there is hardly a more
suitable area for common energy policy than coal. The coal
sector has been very much neglected. Coal producdon is
stagnating, except iri one country, investment is stagnating
and stocls are increasing, while at tle same time the Com-
muniry is importing more and more coal. Thus what we
need is an about-turn in the Communiry's coal policy so
that priority will be given to Community coal. Ve need a
'coal 2 000' programme to highlight this objective of using
more coal by the year 2000.
If we are to make any progress towards this objective, we
will have to develop producdon capacities, since there
would be no point in reducing our dependency on im-
ported oil by becoming dependent on other things such as
coal from South Africa, Poland or the Soviet Union.
In my view, therefore, a new mine should be sunk each
year in the Community, particularly in those Member
States which have major coal deposits but which have so far
done nothing about coal policy, e. g. France. 'We must do
all we can to open up the vast coal resources of the Com-
munity, and this will require, among other things, new
transport and trade systems. \forld trade in coal might
well develop to the detriment of the Communiry if we are
not prepared to play our part in it. We need more coal-fired
power-stations and, narurally, more coal processing plants.
This all means that we need more money. However, before-
any decision is taken regarding more money, the Council
must first of all make a decision on the coal package which
has been before it for years. It must reach a decision on this
package if words are to be followed by deeds, and it must at
least be possible to introduce token entries for the time be-
ing in areas where no money is available, so that we will be
able to cope with any situation which might arise.
The coal dilemma naturally leads us to the question of the
common energy policy. Do we want a European energy
policy? Everything would suggest that we need one. The
dependency and interdependency of our economy is a sa-
lient fearure. It would be completely unrealisdc to prom-
ote an energy policy financed entirely out of the Commu-
niry budget. Setting aside for a moment the question of
whether an energy policy of this kind would be desirable,
the fact remains that by the time it was established the
lighm would long since have gone out all over Europe. \fle
must tlerefore act, and the Council, Commission and Par-
Iiament must agree on the coordination of national efforts
with the priorities in the European programme.
These priorities should then also be reflected in the budget
- 
for example, in the field of energy saving which repre-
sent the most important energy source for the Communi-
ry. However, saving does not immediately produce money
- 
indeed, in the initial stages, it costs money. Ve need
money, for example, to develop motor vehicles with low
fuel consumption, since obviously the petrol and oil which
we have must be reserved for motor vehicles over the com-
ing decades. rVe need money to develop new transport sys-
tems. We need money for programmes involving heat in-
suladon in residential buildings. We must make money
available to develop the use of industrial waste head and to
connect power stations and combines to public heating
systems. It is true that this would cost money, but it would
also create jobs and alleviate our dependency on energy. In
order to make savings, we no longer need to nlake the ma-
jor step from research to investment. All we need is the
goodwill. There are enough proposals, and this entire
House can show its goodwill by supporting the motion
which Mr Colla has just moved.
To sum up, we are a long way from a common energy poli-
cy. If the Council's draft becomes the definitive budget for
1981, this will be an incomprehensible step backwards. \7e
must act swifdy to overcome our dependency on oil.
Narural,ly, we must all ask ourselves why the Council has
made zuch ruthless cuts. lt was clearly not with a view to
making economies, as the money will still be spent but in
other sectors. Anybody wishing to speak about energy
policy in this House must also speak about agriculrural
policy; since this is where the money is going one might
perhaps wonder whether or not the Council has developed
a completely new policy aimed at replacing mineral oil by
butter oil.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Croux.
Mr Croux. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
Mrs \ilalz as chairman of our Committee on Energy and
Research has already expressed her satisfaction at the fact
that the amendments tabled by our committee have, gener-
ally speaking, been favourably received. I should also like
to point out that, for the most part, our priorities coincide
with those of other groups, i. e. energy saving, the use of
coal and the development of new energy sources 
- 
but not
at dre expense of nuclear energy.
I listened very carefully to Mr Tugendhat's last reactions
Monday and have reread the text, in which he said 'but I
think it is imporunt to bear in mind the distinction be-
tween those lines where we can spend and those where we
cannot'.
I should like to ask Mr Tugendhat Es/o questions. Firsdy,
how does it come about that appropriations for energy pol-
icy provided for in cenain lines of the budget have either
not been used or only used to an unsatisfactory extent?
Inview of the Breat urgency and importance of energypol-
icy, this question repeatedly arises, but we never get a satis-
f.actory answer. Secondly, how does it come about that
only last year in drawing up the three-yearly financial fore-
casts, the Commission made available rwo major commit-
ment and payment appropriations while its proposals this
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year and your reactions last Monday do not tally with last
year's forecasts? There is no need for me to remind you of
the figures. Last year, the Commission's figures for com-
mitment appropriations in 1981 were 250 million EUA or
300 million EUA in hypothesis 1 and hypothesis 2 respec-
tively, and for payment appropriations 265 million EUA
or 27Q.million EUA. Its own proposal for the budger was
143 million EUA for commitment appropriations and a
mere 48 million EUA for payment appropriadons. This
seems to me to reflecr a lack of continuiry in the Commis-
sion's vision as regards energy policy. This is a serious mar-
ter in the light of the shtements made by the Commission
itself, among others, regarding the need for such an energy
policy, at least in the long term,
My second question to Mr Tugendhatis as follows: when I
see how low the appropriations contained in the budget are
and, furthermore, read the very recent Commission
communication on energy and economic policy which was
discussed by the Finance Ministers on 17 November, I
wonder whether the Commission has any idea what the fi-
nancial consequences of its proposal would be. For the
rest, this is too vague a sratemenr which we have already
heard too often.
ID(e are pleased to note that the Commission here is touch-
ing on unambiguously financial aspects such. as the prob-
lem of prices, taxes, investments and balance of paymens
deficits resuldng from the energy policy. These problems
are very much in the minds of the members of my group,
which is why we put forward the idea of an energy bank
last week and intend to turn ro rhis marrer in greater detail
in this Parliament in the very near furure. However, when I
see these texts, I should like to ask the Commission
whether or not this is reflected in any figures in an acdon
programme and how it could be financed via the budget or
by means of loans. The Commission itself has dropped a
few hints about loans but loans are still outside the budget.
This is not a responsible thing to do from a democratic
point of view and musr be remedied as soon as possible.
These were my rwo questions.
For the rest, we share the concern regarding a Communiry
energy policy. \ile have suffered many disappointments.
The Commission must do more. Unless the new Commis-
sion is careful, it will have to face more and more insistent
questions about the exacr state of its energy policy, and I
am afraid the pressure on Parliament to make use of its
power of veto ttis-i-ois the Commission will increase con-
siderably. This is already being suggested in some quarters
and I think these suggestdons will become more frequenr
and more insistent if the new Commission fails rc make a
greater effort.
Mrs'Walz righdy mentioned the problem of coordination
in the Council.
Last week the current President of the Council of Enelgy
Ministers, Mr Banle, made a satement reflecting the
Council's inability to act. This is a clear case of a dispute
berween the Energy Ministers and the Finance Ministers
which demonstrates the Council's inabiliry to act in such
an important field.
Finally, the European Council. Time and time again, we
refer to statements made by the European Council. Ifle
remind ourselves of what was said about the European
Council when it was set up in 1974 and hailed as a major
European breakthrough. It was said at that time that these
nine Heads of State and Government were responsible to
their own countries, but also bore a responsibiliry as re-
gards the fate and fuqre of Europe and that they must
translate this responsibiliry into acrion. W'e therefore hope
that a new approach will be adopted next year as regards
energy policy for the Communiry as a whole.
President. 
- 
l$fle shall shordy hear the answers.
I call Mr Paisley.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Mr President, it appears that despite this
Parliament's stand on last year's budget, litde has changed.
Ve are still faced with a totally unbalanced draft budget for
1981. I endrely support the observations of the budget's
rapporteur that, instead of meeting the real problems of
creating a balanced budgeq the Council has once more
sought to cut what is termed 'non-compulsory' expendi-
ture, while the sacred cow of common agriculrural policy
expendirure is again cocooned and protected.
Crucial areas such as regional policy, energy, rransportand
industry are to be savagely cur. In the agricultural sector
there is to be an increa se of. 747o, but in the research, ener-
gy, industry and transport sectors, payment appropria-
tions are down by 0.87o 
- 
a drop of 707o in real rerms
over 1980. On the one hand the Council has been calling
throughout the year for Community action on energy pol-
icy. Now we find the Council imposing niggardly cuts in
this sector of the draft budget.
Unless and until this Communiry shapes, develops, fi-
nances and implements a cohesive energy policy, it will
continue to find it impossible to shape the future in any
meaningful way. A common energy policy, oriented to the
development and exploitation of our own indigenous re-
sources to rhe exclusion of our present dependence on ex-
ternal sources, is a must for the entire Communiry. Energy
is the key to our industrial development and competitive-
ness and more and more it will be seen ro be so, but it ap-
pears that this ia a realiry which the Council refuses ro face,
else it could not submit a budget of this nature.
A common energy policy based on rhe equalizarion of
energy availability and costs throughout the EEC is of
paramount importance. The need for this equalization is
well illustrated in the siruation in my country, Northern
Ireland, where we, though part of the United Kingdom,
are denied the right to share in QK oil and gas resources
and forced to pay over 207o more for our electriciry,
f 10-12 per tonne more for our coal and upwards of 3007o
more for our gas, with the resulr thar our gas industry is
finished.
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Northern Ireland also well illustrates the urgent need for
this Communiry to devise and follow an energy policy
which ends our dependence on oil and concentrates on our
indigenous coal supplies. Because of the almost exclusive
dependence on oil for the generation of electriciry, North-
ern Ireland's energy must rank the most expensive in the
whole Communiry. \ile need urgendy to reverse this disas-
trous situation by switching our electriciry power-stations
from oil-fired to cqal-fired. Not for the first time in this
Parliament, Mr President, I am calling upon the United
Kingdom Government to face up to this necessity and to
forthwith avail themselves of EEC funds available to facili-
tate this changeover in phase two of our Kilroot Power-
station.
Not only do the sorry experiences of Northern Ireland'il-
lustrate the urgent rieed for equalizadon of the availabiliry
and cost of energy throughout the Communiry and the
folly of an exclusive concentration on oil as an energ'y
source, but those same experiences of Northern Ireland
dso vividly illustrate the disastrous industrial consequ-
ences of the absence of a coherent energy policy which al-
lows energy costs to run riot.
By failing to grasp the netde of energy and award energy
development and research its proper place and allocation,
the Communiry is inviting the disastrous industrial conse-
quences which we in Northern Ireland have suffered.
R rnr*ay energy costs have direcdy lost Northern Ireland
thousands of desperately needed jobs. In a dme of world
recession our prohibitive energy costs have been the final
nail in the coffin of coundess indusrial concerns in North-
ern lreland.
In textiles, for example, the iost of energy has contributed
direcdy to the desolation of a once thriving industry. Areas
of Northern Ireland, once thought prosperous and stable,
have now turned into indescribable blight areas through
' factory after factory being forced out of business, at least in
part by the prohibitive cost of energy. The town of Car-
rickfergus is a graphic case in point. Once an industrial
heardand it is now a wasteland which has received its final
blow from the recent withdrawal of the ICI factory in that
area.
Mr President, it alarms and saddens me that in presenting
this budget the Comrhuniry has shown litde or no sign of
realizing the far-reaching importance of providing for the
development of policies in the fields of energy, industry
and regional policy which would allow us to grapple with
the real issues as our various industrial communities strug-
gle for pnrsperity, if not for survival.
Finally, may I say that by again over-concentrating on the
inappropriate and selective common agricultural policy to
the detriment and near total exclusion of the vital areas I
have dealt with, we have for the second s,.iccessive year a
budget which I find quite impossible to support.
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the chaprcr on youth
and culture.
I call Mr Skovmand.
Mr Skoymand. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, on behalf of the
Committee on Culrural Affairs and Youth erc., Mr Patter-
soi has proposed a modest cut in appropriations for Euro-
pean movements. I can go along with the reasons he gave
for this proposal, i. e. that the political parties represented
in this Partriiment nov/ have more money at their disposal
which they can use to finance organizations with which
they have close links. However, I do not see the logic in not
proposing that these appropriations should be completely
eliminated for this response. I should like to invite Mr Pat-
terson to take his argument to its logical conclusion an,il
support the amendmentproposed by Mr Lomas and others
to the effect that this appropriation should be scrapped.
I should like to point out on behalf o the People's Move-
ment that this appropriation is in flagrant conflict with
basic democratic principles. You cannot use taxpayers'
money to finance political propaganda aimed at these tax-
payers themselves. The situation is particularly striking in
Denmark where the organizations which this money
would be supporting use their funds for propaganda
against views which would appear to be held by the major-
iry of the Danish electorate.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Gaiotti de Biase.
Mrs Giiotti de Biase. 
-(1) Mr President, speaking on thebudget on behalf of my group, in panicular with reference
to the matters covered by the Committee on Youth, Cul-
rure, Education, Information and Sport, I must say I feel
somewhSt ill at ease. In this document, which I feel people
have been a litde too ready to say symbolizes the Power
and the role of this European Parliament, we find all the
obstacles and difficulties which prevent us from faithfully
carrying out the tasks which were given to us by the voters
who believe in the idea of Europe and its construction.
Our committee's share in the budget is quite ridiculous
and in no way justifies the existence of a special parliamen-
tary committee. It is becoming more and more likely that
the specific purpose for which the committee was formed
will be lost amid ineffecrual expressions of vague hanker-
ing. The Council still refuses to rise to the challenge of the
present situation. \flhat I should like to know is if there is
such a thing as a single Council with a consistent policy in
this area. Looking at the mafters which involve our com-
mittee, we are forced to say that there is not, with regard to
the three areas of expendirure which affect our committee:
education, information and cultural affairs.
After lengtly urging by Parliament, qhe Council of Minis-
ters agreed to meet in accordance with decisions it had
made 
- 
although they were consistendy disregarded 
- 
to
develop an action programme which the Council itself ap-
proved and adopted. The meagre outcome of th4t meeting
has been underlined and made worse by the disgraceful cut
which has been approved for the education programme.
Naturally, our committee intends to reinstate this pro-
gramme at the realistic level proposed by the Commission.
'i ,tr
,lll
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There are political reasons for increasing expenditure on
information, a subject which Parliament is due to debate
on the basis of a report by Mr Schall at a forthcoming part-
session. Information policy is an ingredient of the policy of
the European institutions, indeed it is an essential ingre-
dient in the development of democratic supervision by
Europe of its institutions. ft is an essential ingredient of the
image the Communiry presents to the world. It represents
a test of the willingness to make the Community a political
creature. The cuts affecting informadon policy, particu-
larly youth information policy and the Youth Forum, pro-
vide further evidence of the basic disinterest and haphazard
manner in which the Council goes about these cuts. Quite
apart from informing our young people, I should also like
to mendon the impact 
- 
which many Members do not
seem to appreciate enough 
- 
of information for women,
as a way of drawing the attendon of the whole of European
sociery to the affairs of the Community and of the Euro-
pean Parliament.
Lasdy, I want to mention cultural policies. A number of
noble efforts have been made hitherto but they have inevi-
tably been piecemeal, pardy because the total amounts in-
volved suggest the work of a chariable institution rather
than a supranational political body. In this'respect, apart
from the Council's general cuts, the deletion of funds for
the Culrural Foundation, the brainchild of Mr Tindemans,
is particularly significant. It shows how inconsistent the
Council is, when it makes an explicit decision not to go
ahead with a genuine instrument of cultural policy for the
Communiry.
After these few brief comments echoing what was said yes-
terday by the official rapporteur of the committee, Mr
Pamerson, I simply wish to ask on behalf of my group that
the House pass the amendments tabled by the Committee
on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport.
These amendmenm are extremely limited and their aim is
simply to repeat the symbolic gesture, as it were, of a cul-
ture and youth policy which the Commission had propo-
sed. In making this plea, Mr Piesident, we are bolstered by
our firm desire to pursue the aims of an educational and cul-
rural policy for the Community, even'though we are re-
grettably aware of the grotesque situation which srcms
partly from the tremendous culrural crisis affecting young
people in Europe today and pardy from t}e casual indiffer-
ence of the Council.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hutton.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
Mr President, I do not know if \ililliam
Shakespeare's majesdc plaj, King Lear' ist well known in
the European Communities. In a nutshell it is the tale of an
old king who sought to know which of his three daughters
loved him best. The first two deceived him with flattery.
The third was straightforward with her father and for her
pains she was banished. Only much later did this wretched
old man discover his mistake, for the third daughter was
the one who truly loved him.
Now, Mr President, I have told this brief tale because I sit
on the committee concerned with culture, along with
youth, education, information and sport, and because I am
a Member of the European Democratic Group. Perhaps it
is no coincidence that we are the third group in this Parlia-
ment, and we feel rather like poor Cordelia, the third
daughter, loving this Parliament dearly but not being pre-
pared to dissemble and flatter simply to look well in the
public eye. \(/e are prepared to face the realities in thi5
budget and do what is best for Parliament. \7e do not be-
lieve, for example, that an increase of 90 or 100% in the
budget for the Official Journal can be justified on any
grounds. Even the 507o increase which this group pro-
posed and which the committee has supported is generous
when we see what has been allowed for other publications.
In several meetings no one has yet justified the increase of
half a million units of account for the dissemination of in-
formation to younB people. Now I am sure that we will be
criticized for not supporting this action. But although I
happen to believe that this is a very importantsubject, I am
not prepared to see our approval having no more relevance
than a rubber stamp. The Commission must realize ihat
our job is to know what is going on and, when we (io not
know, to find out. W'hen we cannot find out, we cannot be
expected simply to accept that this or that sounds like a
good idea, so we had better accept it.
Nor, Mr President, can my group accept whole pro-
grammes because they have some good bits in them, and
this must be our attirude to the culrure programmes. There
are some excellent areas which must be supported, but we
cannot agree with the efforts to increase the budgets for
Items 3930 and 3931 above the figures proposed by the
Council.
'We love this Parliament and we will not support measures
which we think will not do it credit;'ust because some other
folk might think we d6 not care. It is precisely because we
do care and take care that the attirude of this group towards
these programmes will not be enthusiastic. This group is
neither hardfaced nor Philistine; it is what in Scotland we
call'canny', which simply means prudent and careful. \fle
do not have the money to spend like a drunken sailor, and
so we will not pretend that we have it. When we vote we
will vote where we think the best interests of Parliament
lie, and that brings me, Mr President, m the crucial but
grossly undervalued business of information.
I am sorry that the President-in-Office of the Council has
iust slipped away from his seat, because I wanted to ask
him how long-thinks the Council can,keep the European
Community a secret. I can perfectly well appreciate that
there are Members of this Parliament who would love it to
stay out of sight, never seen, never heard and eventually
Iaid quiedy to rest. But I am not one of them. I am proud to
be a Member of fiis Parliament, and I want to say so. I
want to tell all those voters out there that ye exist, what we
are doing and how we are trying to improve our Commun-
iry. Vhat on earth does the Council think it is doing,
chopping nearly 3 million units of account off the informa-
tion budget? It has asked us to accept less than we have had
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this year, and never mind inflation, Our business, Mr Pres-
ident, is democracy, sharing the business of government
with the people in the Community, and how are we to
manaBe that effectively if we cannot tell the people what is
going on? This is not some dreary outpost of a Soviet em-
pire, where word of decisions taken far away eventually
dribbles out to the people who just shrug and accept them,
knowing that there is no way to ever change them. This is
the European Community. We should conduct our affairs
out in the open where folk know what is going on.
I would have said to the President-in-Office, had he
stayed, that the members of this group will not counte-
nance any attempt to tamper with their ability to tell their
electors about this Community. I would also have said to
him that the leaders of the governments which he repre-
sents here have their part rc play in the wider awareness of
Europe. If I could, I would say to the leaders of our nine
countries: why do you not sit down and decide what you
v/ant to do together? Do you want a common policy for
energy or not? Do you want a common policy for-trans-
port or not? And if you do, for goodness'sake why not
fund them and stop raising false hopes? A Communiry
which does not know where it is going simply looks
ridiculous.
Frankly our Communiry today, and I am only talking a-
bout our image 
- 
perhaps the realiry is more hopeful 
-looks like abateau iore. Please let us decide what we want
to do together realistically and then tell people what we are
up to. As Mr Ortoli once said in this Parliamenti 
"Il n'y a
pas de bonne politique d'information sans bonne politi-
que,. Vhar Europe needs are the policies and the will, as
well as the money, to calry them through. Vhen we have
achieved that, I think we shall not have to worry so much
about our image. And perhaps the young people of
Europe, the voters of the furure, will give Europe the sup-
port it is going to need if it is to survive, prosper and pro-
gress. 
\
President. 
- 
Mr Hutton, you rwice mentioned the fact
that the President-in-Office of the Council is not in the
Chamber at the moment. I should like to point out that he
has been here almost without a break and that he has left
someone to stand in for him while he has to be absent to at-
tend to other urgent matters, so that your comments are
bound to be noted by the Council.
I call Mrs Pruvot.
Mrs Pruvot. 
- 
(F) Mr President, rwo fellow members
took the floor before me to speak on the education of
young Europeans and culural projects, Like Mrs Gaiotti
de Biase, I am somewhar hesiant about speaking on rhese
problems and I am tempted to ask my fellow members to
forgive my presumption. I am the fourth and therefore the
last to speak on this subject and in the course of this As-
sembly debate lasting three days we will have devoted
scarcely half an hour to the problems of educadon and cul-
rure. To try to put my point across befter I am going to
quote you some figures.
The cultural budget represents abott0.5Vo of the Com-
muniry budget. My dear fellow members, may I ask you to
reflect on the time and money which we devote to educa-
tion and to culrure. I think that once you have reflected on
the matter, you will perhaps be inclined to agree with me.
From time to time for ,over a year now I have heard
speeches and have read press reports of high sounding,
dramatic statements about schemes to help young people,
and schemes in the culrural sector, with pleas that there will
be no Europe unless we find a culrural identiry, that a
European culrure is the basis for the construction of
Europe.
However, in the privacy of a meeting at which we must
vote, I no longer find this determination, even though it is
true that culrure is a factor which can more than any other,
help to assemble and unite people behind a common ideal.
It is true that to promote better understanding berween
peoples there must be more exchange visits berween
young people generally because it is through an improved
knowledge of others that young people will succeed in
making the importance of Europe better known within
their own country.
It is essential that we make an effort to give the Communiry
adequate funds to implement such a policy. In the 1980
budget, even though the Committee on Youth, Culrure,
Education, Information and Sport had only been in exis-
tence for a few months, Parliament accorded it rrct only the
appropriation proposed by the Commission, but actually
increased this by 130000 EUA: 30000 for the San Servolo
Training Centre in Venice, and 100000 for the creation and
funding of Item 3932'Conribution towards financing the
conservation of the architectural heritage'.
For the 1981 Budget, our Committee is thus to be allocated
only the appropriation originally proposed by the Com-
mission, with Parliament refusing any increase.
To do this is to call into question the importance and even
the existence of our committee. For Items 3930, 'Expendi-
ture on cultural action' and 3932 'Conribution towards
financing the conservation of architectural heritage'
we are in fact prepared to make do with the restoration of
the appropriations proposed by the Commission. On the
other hand, in the case of Item 3931 'Financial contribu-
tions to culrural events of European importance' we
strongly urge that the appropriation proposed by the
Commission which was increased from 140000 in 1980 to
280000 EUA in 1981 be restored, and in addition we re-
quesr an increase of 200000 EUA on that figure. I em-
phasize that rhis increase of 200000 EUA only exceeds the
increase of 130000 granted last year by 70000. Ler me add
that this sum is absolutely indispensable if the committee is
to continue to organize and run projects already started in
the past and to undertake a new more spectacular project
designed to serve tle cause of European culrure. Let me
just list these projects briefly.
The crowning glory of these projects is the youth orchestra
of the European Communiry, which was created on thein-
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itiative of Mr Heath and which continues ro be remarkably
successful; it is not only useful in the cultural sector but
also in the social sphere since it helps to train young musi-
cians of exceptionally high qualiry, real professional musi-
cians, equipped to find work in the exercise of their art, to
develop, to propagate culture, but also to earn their living.
The European Festival of \fliltz is anorher of these pro-
jects; finally, and this is new, it is planned to organize a
travelling exhibition of 100 young Communiry painters.
Obviously the appropriation requested by the committee
does not meet the needs of this undenaking, yet it is the es-
sential minimum.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, those are, briefly, the
reasons why we are asking you for additional appropria-
tions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Kavanagh.
Mr Kavanagh. 
- 
Mr President, as vice-chairman of the
committee concerned, I have been appointed by the
Socialist Group to speak on the subjects of youth, culrure,
education and information.
For the Socialist Group, the first prioriry in youth policy is
to combat youth unemployment, which, according to re-
cent figures, is now at 37.67o of rhe total work force and is
continuing to rise. We fully support the Commission's ef-
forts to rectify.this sisuation under the Social Fund and also
the amendments reinstaring the Council's cuts in Arti-
cle 501. It cannot be repeated roo ofren that the Social
Fund, although the only existing Communiry instrument
in the campaign against unemployment, is inadequate in its
strucrure and in its financing, it aids retraining and, in cer-
tain instances, provides for the payment of premiums to
encourage the employment of young people. But it does
not create jobs 
- 
and we musr create jobs; we musr de-
velop a comprehensive industrial policy which includes
considerable planned public investment.
New and improved educational and raining policies are
necessary, particularly to enable young people tO avail
themselves of the opportunities which do exist. Statistics
show that the majoriry of unemployed young people are
unskilled. In addition, young people musr have an oppor-
tunity to be mobile, and therefore a faciliry in languages
other than their own is necessary. Qualifications must be
recognized in other countries. This is also essential.
Therefore we have welcomed the initiatives taken by the
Commission, both in social affairs and in education, to de-
velop ideas in this area and also the recent decision of the
Ministers of Education. lWe believe, therefore, that the
Commission's requests for Article 392 
- 
its education
programme and the preparation of young people for work-
ing life 
- 
must be supported. In addition, those program-
mes, which are also part of the package, dealing with edu-
cational problems for girls and migrant workers' children
must also be supported, arising as they do from various di-
rectives already adopted. However, staff is necessary as
well as money. I am rather disturbed that the general rap-
porteur, Mr Adonnino, has not given this the attention
which the Committee on Youth, Culrure, Education, In-
formation and Sport asked him to when we talked to him in
Florence recently. I believe it is essential that more staff be
assigned to the appropriate section of the Commission.
Regarding education policy, we also have a particular in-
terest in adult education, and to this end we introduced
amendments to Article 290 increasing the amount and
changing the tide of this Article- subsidies to institutes of
higher education 
- 
to include residential institutes of adult
and further education.
Regarding the youth forum, we also fully support the con-
tinued evolution of the forum, which has d,ready done ex-
cellent work in the short time of its existence. I do feel that
it needs more money than is presently appropriated to it if
it is to continue to develop positively and become a truly
represenadve body.
The second programme for the exchange of young workers
has evenrually got under way. \We support it and believe it
is irresponsible of the Codncil to cut its appropriation.
haphazardly. This programme is enshrined in Article 50 of
the Treary, and I find it scandalous that it has not been used
to much greater effect in the last 10 years to develop the
Community youth policy. Ve shall continue to encourage
these exchanges which seem to have had in certain areas
some teething difficulties, and we shall certainly keep a
close and critical eye on their development.
\(re should also support the Commission's demand for in-
creases in the Kreyssig Fund. \ile intend to insist on greater
clariry with regard to its spending.
In the area oi information, an adequate information policy
and strategy are essential to democracy. Ve therefore give
our full support to the Commission's requests, and we
shall continue to assess critically the evoludon of its
policies and strategies.
Our committee also deals with culrural aspects of the
Community. rVe believe it is essential to protect our com-
mon cultural heritage and also to make it accessible to
many more of our people. In addition, we must widen our
conception of culture to include minoriry groups in our
Communiry.
The European Foundation for the Improvement of Living
and \florking Conditions has, I believe, received a severe
blow by the reduction which the Council has made in ia
appropriation, and I am alarmed that the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment should further reduce this
appropriation by 1 m EUA. If this is done, I think it must
be regarded as the end of this particular Foundadon as an
instrument of the Community. There are perhaps people
in this House who are against the decentralization of
Communiry institutions and would prefer to see every-
thing centred in Brussels. Let me tell them that where this
particular institution 
- 
this Foundation 
- 
is concerned,
the work it is doing and continues to do is of the utmost
,t
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importance and its presence in Dublin is important to a
peripheral area of the Community in demonstrating that
*e ire part of this Community. I would therefore ask the
House when they are considering the amendmenB on this
point to reinstate at least the Council's figure for that
Foundation.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the chapter on social
affairs.
I call Mr Peters.
Mr Peters. 
- 
(D) Mr President, Iadies and gentlemen, we
now come to the social budget. The Socialist Group re-
gards this section of the budget and the appropriations it
contains as crucial to Community policy. However, the
C6uncil's decisions on this aspect of the budget indicate
that it does not share this view. Many speakers, particu-
larly members of the Committee on Budgets, have stressed
that the 1981 budget is a stop-gap budget. What on earth is
that supposed to mean?
In the preliminary draft budget, the Commission had at-
tempted to increase the appropriations for social and reg-
ional expendirure and restrict agriculrural expenditure.
The Council has done precisely the opposite. At several
conferences, the Ministers and Heads of Sate and Gov-
ernment have called for a European structural policy and a
strengthening of the Social Fund. In the budget, however,
they are trying to strengthen the agricultural policy and
weaken social policy. For example, the Council has de-
cided to increase compulsory expendirure by 257o as
against the 277o proposed by the Commission. The most
the Council is willing to allow as regards non-compulsory
expendirure which accounts for the major proportion of
social expendirure, is an increase of 57o whereas theCom-
mission had proposed 397o. Thus, the Council has not
only failed to correct the existing imbalance, but has aggra-
vated it still further at dre expense of social expendirure.
The Commission is quite right in saying-that we can expect
an average price increase in the region of 107o in the course
of the year. If we take this into account, expendirure for the
non-compulsory secdons of the budget has in effect been
reduced by 57o.
The social situation in the European Communiry is no
longer such as to permit transitional periods or delays of
one or rwb years. The number of unemployed is bordering
on eight million and appears to be still increasing. Over the
last few weeks and months, the events in various industrid
sectors, such as the steel industry, have been catastrophic
and it is now being suggested that we should react to the
catastrophes by waiting and taking stop-gap measures.
I ask you quite seriously whether this is a viable European
policy. In my view, the European Parliament cannot ac-
cept a policy of this kind and the Socialist Group at least
demands that something be done about this. In particular,
it calls for an increase of around 300 million EUA in the
amounts fixed by the Council for the social sector, of
which 150 million EUA would be for measures in the fields
of employment, education and training for young people
and training and retraining for women and handicapped
persons, etc. The remaining 150 million EUA requested by
the Socialist Group would be for social measures in the
steel sector. Both these sums are of the same order of mag-
nirude as the amounts included by the European Parlia-
ment in dre 1980 budget. The Socialist Group expects a ma-
joriry in this House to vote in favour of changing the
budget appropriations in the social sector.
The Socialist Group is particularly concerned that the ex-
pendirure on social measures for the workers in the srcel
industry should be increased by 150 million EUA in view
of the dramatic, and so far in the history of the European
Community unprecedented, deterioration of the economic
and social ,i*r,iorr, the responsibiliry for which quite un- '
ambiguously lies with the employers in the steel industry
who have not only failed to abide by the agreements they
entered into of rheir own, but have barefacedly destroyed
their own economic bases in a manner reminiscent of the
earliest days of market economy when it was a fairly cut-
throat business. They failed to find a setdement under the
terms of the European steel policy and because of this, be-
cause they indulged in ruthless competition with ruinous
consequences, the Commission was compelled to invoke
Article 58 of the ECSC Treary and declare a state of crisis.
I cannot see any other way round this problem and support
the Commission's move, but it will be impossible to take
the measures necessary to deal with the crisis unless we also
finance appropriate accompanying social measures. The
United Kingdom, France and Belgium have already made
applications for aid under the ECSC budget on the basis of
Article 56 (2) of the Treary. These applications come to a-
bout 500 million EUA over the next three years and we can
expect to receive further applications. In my view, the so-
cial measures must be financed pardy out of the general
budget, which will call for about 150 million EUA or
0.75% of the total budget.
Secondly, we attach particular importance to a series of
measures involving the Social Fund with respect to training
and mobiliry of young people, combadng unemployment
among women, a programme for the training and retrain-
ing of handicapped persons and measures relating to mig-
rant workers and the fight against'poverry. Taken as a
whole, these measures would require an increase of ap-
proximately 300 million EUA in the appropriations for the
Social Fund compared with the amount proposed by the
Council, making a total of 1000 million EUA, or 57o of the
totd budget.
Mr President, ladies and gendemen, tlis is the leist this
Parliament can do for the workers in the current crisis-rid-
den situation. Anything else would be failing in our duty.
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Maij-rUfleggen.
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Mrs Maii-Veggen. 
- 
(Nl) Mr President, ladies and gen-
demen, if we were to ask the people of Europe what the
major problems facing the Community were, the problem
of increasing unemployment would undoubtedly head tke
list. Recent statistics show that since last September unem-
ployment in the Community has risen by no less than 187o
and there are currendy over 7 million unemployed in
Europe. In view of this, one might expect the European so-
cial policy and, in particular, those items aimed at improv-
ing the employment situation and combatting unemploy-
ment would receive extra emphasis in the 1981 budget. My
group was therefore pleased at the fact that the European
Commission had announced a substantial increase in its
preliminary draft for the social budget 
- 
afthough we
must nevertheless point out that this increase would be
practically cancelled out by inflation.
This reflected a positive reaction on the part of the Euro-
pean Commission to the many appeals by this Parliament
to take a European approach to employmentpolicy. Itwas
particularly disappointing, therefore, to hear that the
Council had blocked these initiatives taken by the Ctlm-
mission, in acco-rdance with the wishes of this Parliament,
by introducing such drasdc cuts in these very items. In so
doing, the Council has not only ignored the wishes of this
Parliament and the Commission, but it has also demon-
strated its indifference with regard to one of the major
problems facing the people of Europe, i.e. unemploy-
ment.
My group, the Christian-Democratic Group, does not
support the Council in this and we regard the reinstate-
ment of the increases introduced by the Commission, in
accordance with Parliament's wishes, in the European so-
cial budgetas one of the majorpriorities in this debate. Our
reasons for this are twofold. Firsdy, our group feels that
the industrial policy of the European Communiry should
be more systematically accompanied by an appropriate so-
cial policy and we support, in this connection, the proposal
by the Committee on Social Affairs, which has been taken
over by the Committee on Budgets, to the effect that
112 million EUA, which is over 300 million Dutch guil-
ders, should be made available to the ECSC for the financ-
ing of social measures to accompany the resuucturing of
the steel industry.
\fle should like to comment in passing rhat this is not the
way the social policy really should function, i. e. as a criti-
cal and consructive accompaniment to economic policy,
but rather as a sort of Red Cross providing assistance in
major painful operations in ailing sectors. In the European
social policy, the main emphasis should be given to posi-
tive and prophylacdc projects. Innovation cannot be re-
garded simply as an economic and technological question,
but also as one of the tasks of social policy.
For this reason, we also atach great importance ro all the
various projects under the social budget aimed at providing
further training and retraining for the workforce in order
to equip them for new technologies and new industries.
There is apressing need for the reinforcement ofprojects of
this kind in addition to the Red Cross service which is al-
ready being provided. This conclusion was also reached by
the recent OECD Conference in Paris and we can
wholeheartedly go along with this. Secondly, my group
feels that under the social policy more particular attention
should be paid to groups which are particularly vulnerable
from the point of view of unemploymenr. '!trile are thinking
here in particular of young people, women, handicapped
persons and migrant workers. There is an qrgent need to
step up the measures aimed at improving conditions for
these groups. There is a tendency when times are difficult
to make cus in social projects designed to benefit weaker
groups, but if there is any time when vulnerable groups are
in need of extra assistance it is during an economic reces-
sion. A large number of items for the benefit of these
groups have been cut from the budget for the European
Social Fuird, e. g. those concerning young people, women,
disabled persons, migrant workers and the fight against
poverty. My group finds this unacceptable. Ve intend to
support all the amendments on this matter which have been
tabled by the Committee on Social Affairs with the sup-
port of the Committee on Budgets.
The Social Fund accouns for less than 47o of the toal
Communiry budget. In fact, it is barely possible to do any-
thing about the major problems of rising unemployment at
European level with a budget of this size, and we therefore
regard the attempt by the Commission to have this budget
increased as a step in the right direction which this Parlia-
ment should support as unanimously as possible. If, in the
second round of debates, the Council again makes cuts in
items of this kind, it will be running the risk of a serious
confrontation with this Parliament. A European Parlia-
ment cannot leave seven million unemployed in the lurch.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spencer.
Mr Spencer. 
- 
Mr President, I am delighted to follow Mrs
Maij-'Weggen and her mention of the 7 million unem-
ployed, because while we debate the finer points of par-
liamentary procedure in this hideous and somewhat over-
hearcd Chamber, it does us all good to remember that out
there in the cold there are 7 million unemployed and that
that figure is going to be higher next year and higher the
year after and quite possibly higher the year after that 
-for the logic of the birth-rate and the oil crisis goes directly
against a reduction in unemployment figures. The Com-
mission estimates that even to hold unemployment down
at its current unacceptable level we should need a rate of
groq/rh across rhe Communiry of.41f 27o. That is a rate of
growth that has not been achieved in the United Kingdom
since the 1940s. Those figures may seem grim, but that
they do nor take into account either the impact of micro-
electronics or the impact of jobs lost to the newly-indus-
trialized countries over the next few years. The sad ruth is
that only a massive attempt by the Communiry'to pull it-
self up by its boot-straps, to increase its grov/th, is going to
stop the 1980s from being a grim and dangerous decade,
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Against this background, my group would like to see the
real value of the Social Fund maintained. The Commis-
sion's original figures would have produced a growth in
real terms of 11f 2Vo. The Council's cut would affect it mas-
sively downwards. So let me, against this appalling back-
ground, rurn from what we should do to what we can do
as a Parliament.
Our abiliry to make room for social spending depends this
year more than in any previous year on three crucial points
of principle.
Firstly, I see Parliament's abiliry to modify items of com-
pulsory expendirure as our last best hope of making room
for social spending, of balancing the budget, of exercising
some control over the flagrant waste of Europe's resources
in the agriculrural sector when those resources are desper-
ately needed in the social and economic spheres. I therefore
passionately support the modification down in the name of
Mr Adonnino.
Secondly, I believe it is vital that this Parliament should be
able to exercise properly its control and its room for ma-
noeuvre as the Treaties lay down. If the margin is to run
from the first reading of Council, then we shall be reduced
to nothing more than an expensive multilingual rubber
stamp for decisions which the Council take.
Thirdly, I believe that we must jealously guard our right to
set priorities for the Council in the spending of non-com-
pulsory monies. If we massively and indiscriminately in-
flate our claims on that margin, we run the risk of laying
ourselves open to the Council's ignoring recommenda-
tions in toto.
My group on the Committee on Socid Affairs and Em-
ployment therefore strove to set i6elf priorities. \fle de-
cided to give priority to those acdons which had a direct
impact on the length of the dole-queues and t'hose actions
which direcdy help the disabled. 
'We selected the disabled
from the long list of the worthy, not because they had been
arbitrarily picked out by the United Nations when it de-
signated 1981 as the year of the disabled, but because it is
the disabled who suffer most when recession hits the
economy. Therefore where we differ from the recommen-
dations of the Coqlmittee on Budgets is in an attempt to
indicate to Council where cuts, if'cuts there must be,
should fall. The effect of our proposals would be to
safeguard actions for the disabled, for the young and for
those facing change due to micro-electronics. 'We have
tried to carry this approach through into our attitude to
specifics. We recommended, and still recommend, a cur in
the budget of the Foundation for the Improvement of Liv-
ing and Vorking Conditions in Dublin, which as far as we
can see produces nothing but a mountain of unread paper.
'We relucandy do not favour the restoration of the Coun-
cil's cuts in the sums available for the exchanges of young
workers, not because we oppose the schemes but because
we cannot justify them as a priority.
ri(e take a particular stand on the poverry programme. We
are in favour of this expendirure, but we will not vote for its
inclusion at this stage until there is some chance of the
monies being spent in full, and that chance depends en-
tirely not on what Mr Peters says but on the vote of the
!flest German Minister in the Social .A.ffairs Council later
this month. If the Council will give us the legal basis for
spending the proper monies on this, we will support it; but
until they do, we will not throw away another 4 million
units of account of Parliament's margin.
Above all, we carry through what I believe to be a logical
and creativeposition into the key matter of thell2 million
units of account for social measures in the steel industry.
'We want the money; it is desperately needed, out there in
the cold, and we should prefer to see it included as non-
compulsory spending; however, we are notprepared to see
it included as part of Parliament's margin for manoeuvre.
when it has been dumped on us unceremoniously at a larc
stage after the Council's first reading. It would be black-
mail of the worst kind to ask this Parliament to choose
berween aid for steelworkers and aid for all the other things
which we want in the Social Fund. I say to the Council that
the governments want the money; they have presided over
the crisis, and now they must face the consequences of
their actions. 'Pay up, pay up and play the game!' must
be our message to the Council.
Mr President, I have delineated my group's position on so-
cial affairs with some care. On each item of principle you
will find us as a group on the side of Parliament 
- 
our Par-
liament 
- 
as it wresdes with the dragon of social crisis in
Europe. If our methods seem at first sight unfamiliar, I beg
some of my colleagues in the other groups to look at them
more closely. This Chamber should be a melting-pot of
parliamentary traditions. Come with us on this budget!Be
realisdc on this budget. Try and impose upon the Council
our priorities. Do not leave the door wide open for them to
ignore us. lVe may be representing a different parliamen-
tary tradition, but come with us, because above all we
strive to be parliamentarians worthy in this Chamber of
our beloved Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Miss De Valera.
Miss De Valera. 
- 
Mr President, colleagues, it is neces-
sary for us all here to remember that the European Social
Fund was established in order to improve employment op-
portunities for workers in tle common market and to con-
tribute thereby to raising the standard ofliving. I regret to
have to say'that the draft budget for 1981, as regards the
Social Fund, does not live up to these basic requirements.
Indeed, the situation would be further aggravated if the
additional cuts which have been requested by the Council
are implemented;
Improving employment opportunities for workers is dif-
ficult at the present time. Unemployment is particularly
high, with more than 7 million people out of work. The
economies of the Member States are still struggling to
overcome the effects of the recession. Some Member States
in particular are having serious difficulties in relaunching
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their economies so as ro reduce unemployment and control
inflation. That in itself is a difficult task and it requires
courageous and sffong government. The role of the EEC in
such a situation must be to back up the efforts of the
Member States with supp-lementary policies and financial
assistance. The draft budget under discussion today fails to
provide adequate financial assisrance for the necessary
supplementary policies.
Recruitment premiums and subsidies for work program-
mes are vital ro promore the employment of young people.
This is a very importanr area, not only from the poini of
view of creating employment for young people, bui also of
giving these young people an opporruniry to make a posi-
tive contribution to sociery ar a,very important and foima-
tive period of their lives, Young people completing their
education have very high expectarions of society. If sociery
fails to provide them with a role in the form of suitable em-
ployment many of them may come to reject that sociery at
a later smge.
The first fundamental problem which arises is that the
Commission has admitted that its draft allocarion for 1981
for the social sector is highly inadequate, but due to
budgeary limits within the 17o VAT they are obliged, re-
gretfully, to restrict rhe increase in the 1981 budget, after
provision for inflation, to an absolute minimum. This is a
preoccupying siruation. Bur, worse still, the Council of
Ministers has drastically reduced the proposed appropria-
tions for the social sector which include, among other vi-
tally importanr measures, help and assistance ro young
people.
Parliament must reiect this approach by the Council of
Ministers. \i(/e must insist thatihey respect fully their obli-
gations to the youth of Europe and adopt the necessary
measures as soon as possible and allocate the financial re-
sources that will be required.
In a similar way, Mr President, I would like to expand on
the chapters relating ro measures for handicapped per-
sons, measures for migrant workers, measures for women
and the allocation of a special contribution to the ECSC for
temporary social measures in connection with the recon-
struction of the steel industry. I sadly regret that the few
minutes that have been allocated to me do nor allow me to
do so. Suffice it to say therefore that my group totally re-
jects the cuts which have been made by the Council in both
commitment and payment appropriations and we call for
the adoption of the Commission's original proposals as a
strict minimum.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Verhaegen.
Mr Verhaegen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I can shorten my
contribution to this debate considerably since one of the
points I wished ro stress has already been made by Mr Pet-
ers at the beginning of his speech and he in fact made the
point more clearly than I could have made it. On behalf of
my group I should like to thank the Committee on
Budgets, the chairman and the rapporteur for social affairs
in the Committee on Budgets who have pur righr quite a
few things which had been distorted by t[e Council deci-
sion. This is an important point which I should like to
stress.
My group has two major priorities in the social sector.
Firsdy, there is the question of employment, where it is the
weakest groups who are hardest hit, i.e. young people,
women, unskilled persons and the disabled. A siruarion of
this kind is a clear challenge to our European institutions,
the Member States and, I might almost say, all our demo-
cratic structures. Academics may disagree over theoretical
soludons to the problem or lay into each other with various
slogans without finding any solutions, but people respon-
sible for policy must have rhe necessary courage to trans-
late their convictions into actions. They cannot simply ig-
nore problems such as overtime and leave in compensation
for extra hours worked, abuses in connection with tem-
porary work, humanizing of shif t work, distribution of the
available work by reducing working hours and what have
you. The new Commission has a difficult task before it,
and whoever succeeds Mr Vredeling, who has done excel-
lent work during his time of office, is certainly not to be
envied.
Secondly, my group attaches great importance rc the prob-
lem of disabled persons. As Mr Spencer and Miss De Val-
era have already pointed our, 1981 is to be the year of dis-
abled persons. I should like ro sum up our artitude by say-
ing that we think it is vital that interest in disabled persons
should not end wirh 198 1, but that 1981 must be the year of
definitive srrucrures, permanent policies and enthusiastic
interest in the problem.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prag.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Mr President, I have been lisrening with great
attention to the speeches of my colleagues and especially to
those of our allies of the centre-right. I would claim that as
a virtue, Mr President. I think it is one. It is a nororious
characteristic of politicians that their detestation of lisrc-
ning to speeches is paralleled only by their unquenchable
desire to make them. Thatis, of course, howyou getempty
benches. But I do hope our Chrisrian-Democrat and Lib-
eral friends will understand that our desire for a real re-
structuring of the budget is undiminished and is no less
than theirs.
Fundamentally, we share views such as those expressed by
Mr Herman this morning concerning the need for effective
Community policies, though I wonder if the Commission
were to play football against the Council of Ministers as he
wishes, why it should do so clad in bathing costumes and
get them wet. \flhere we seem to differ from our allies is
that we believe that we can better influence the Council of
Ministers by making our priorities clear.
And now I turn to the Social Fund itself. The vast bulk of
Social Fund spending is on training and retraining. An es-
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sential part of the restructuring of our European industry is
fundamental to innovation and change, to competidve-
ness, the competitiveness of our high-wage economy in a
highly competitive world. It is fundamental too, because if
we are not efficient we will not be able to resist Protec-
donism. It is vital that resistance to protectionism should
be maintained.
Now the bouncil of Ministers, as Mr Spencer said, cut
back the Social Fund commitments to 923 million units of
account, a nominal increase of ltl29o over 1980, but in real
terms a cut of 9 7o or a c:ut of 1 47o, if y ou weight the figures
according to inflation in the beneficiary Member States.
The Council has also made quite jmpossible cuts in Pay-
ments by 150 million units of account from the level of the
Commission's preliminary draft budget. Now there is no
doubt whasoever that that cut in payments is going to pre-
sent massive practical problems in 1981 when the Commis-
sion will have no money to pay for projects under way, and
I cannot believe that that can be the aim of the Council of
Ministers.
Now the European Democratic Group, Mr President, has
supported the restoration of all the Council of Ministers'
cuts in the social sector except six. I personally hope our
position may be flexible on two or three of these. If the
Council fails to meet Parliament it will be doing Europe,
the European Community's industry and economy, our
future jobs and prosperiry, a great disservice.
Now I come to the question of steel. This.is effectively a
new item which was entered after the preliminary draft
budget and after the draft budget. There ire massive re-
quests, supplementary requests from the Bridsh Govern-
ment and also from the French Government. The Com-
mission has proposed an entry of 112 m EUA. All I want
to say here, Mr President, is that rwo of the possible conse-
quences are very disturbing. One is that if this is treated as
non-compulsory expendirure, it gives the Council the abil-
iry, by bringing in a large new item at a late stage, to eat uP a
very substantial proportion of what will ntrn out to be the
margin of manoeuvre, and that is a very dangerous prece-
dent. But reports say that in fact the Council will turn to
national financing for this matter. I want to stress the very
great dangers of national solutions to Communiry ques-
tions. Such a trend in the budget would run parallel to the
political development which we have all seen where mat-
ters of the Commission's competence are being transferred
to,a vast number of Council of Ministers ad hoc worl,tng
parties.
Now two points of details, Mr President: the Communi-
ty's role in other questions. I deal particularly here wiih
our attirude to pilot proiects to provide housing for mi-
grant workers. \(e in the European Democradc Group are
not supporting the restoration of the Commission's origi-
nal preliminary draft budget figures for this item. \Ufl'hy
not? Because this item is not what it says, not what it pur-
ports to be and it is not what Communiry policies should
be either.
Over two-thirds of the money for this item has been spent,
not on pilot projects at all, but on straight subsidies for
housing. All ithas done is to subsidize the almostirrelevant
number of 500 dwellings in thewhole of the Communiry in
two years. That is noi the wiy that Community policies
should be developed or that Communicy money should be
spent. 1Ve must take a firm stand against the shuffling
around of litde bits of money on national projects, which
show neither additionaliry nor originality. Money shuffl-
ing to the Communiry and back without changing or ad-
ding anything is not the way to develop the European
Communiry. The Commission should not acquiesce in it.
Pilot projects must have a genuine experimental character.
They must be analysed and conclusions drawn and they
must lead to the adoption of the best methods available.
Then those conclusions must be given proper publicity in
the Member States and lead to a genuine cross-ferdlization
of ideas. In this respect I commend to all my colleagues the
excellent text of paragraphs 16 and 17 of Mr Adonnino's
motion for a resolution,
A final point which Mr Spencer has already mentioned: the
question of the disabled. I believe that all our colleagues
have a deep concern for the disabled and especially, but
certainly not solely, in the light of 1981 being the interna-
tional year for disabled people. Now on behalf of the
European Democrats in the Commiftee on Social Affairs
and Employment, I propose thatunder the Article 11 mea-
sures for the disabled there should not merely be a restora-
tion of the Commission's figure but a symbolic increase of
a further I million units of account. This was approved not
only by dre Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment, but also by the European Democratic Group and the
Committee on Budgets. All Members who empty their
mail boxes will know that I am organizing 'on
18 November in Strasbourg, with the help of disablement
organizations in all our Member States, an all-party group
for the disabled and I hope many of you will want to join us
at that time.
Throughout the budget, Mr President, we in the European
Democratic Group have givenpriority to employmentand
re-employment with special emphasis on the role of train-
ing and re-training. But in all our Member States there is so
much to be done for the disabled who cannot help them-
selves that I urge all my colleagues to vote for the Euro-
pean Democratic Group amendment to Article 51 1. Then,
whatever the Treaties say or do not say, we c:ln set about
the task of developing a real Communiry policy for dis-
abled people.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Cresson.
Mrs Cresson. 
- 
(F,) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, I
have six minutes in which to make you aware of the very
serious concern felt by many Socialists 
- 
many French
Socialisa at least- at the way in which this budget is once
again ignoring the problem of the fall in agriculturd in-
comes. Although it may not look as spectacular as other
serious social problems, its extent is unprebedented.
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Agriculrural incomes in France will fall in 1981 for the
seventh consecutive year. Furthermore, many farmers are
faced with bankruptcy, and that is something we have not
seen since the war. I am not unaware of the problems in-
volved in fixing common prices in a community where
price rises canyary from country to country by anything
from 5 to 2l%o.ltwill therefore be up to the French Gov-
ernment to keep its promise to the workers and mainain
their standard of living in 1980.
Let us return to the Communiry, however.-How can we
disguise the very real concern felt by the majoricy of Euro-
peans? How can independent Community action even be
considered when the Communiry does hot have the food
resources available to develop its full worldwide role in
support of underdeveloped couritries and d6tente? And
now what is being hastily proposed to us for the Common
Agriculrural Policy is less its rebuilding with these new ob-
jecdves than its demolition.
I would like to add another question: how, when the
Community has shown itself to be incapable of halting the
advance of unemployment, how can we go ahead with
measures which will undoubtedly condemn tens of
thousands of farmworkers to unemployment and block
any furure opportunities for those who would like to stay
in agriculrure? This policy is as unsatisfactory to farmers as
it is for the Community budget.
Let me give you an example. This year we shall once again
be asking for the budget to include a tax on vegetable oils, a
need which is becoming more and more urgent with
Spain's expected membership of the Communiry. \fle all
realize thar high dairy ouiput, and the consequent sui-
pluses, are caused by soya imports, mainly in large-scale
farms. Aqd who pays for the surpluses? AII farmers pay,
and most of them are small. \(re all know too rhat the
co-responsibiliry levy on milk 
- 
which the French
Socialists have always opposed 
- 
does not get rid of the
problem of surpluses; that is why we are asking for it to be
abolished. But, in case we cannor ger rhar, we are Ebling an
amendment to ensure that it does not apply to those farms
producing less than 200000 litres of milk per year, and
should then be applied progressively, and at the same time
we would abolish the super-levy. This would not affect the
Communiry funds in any way. W'e must however go fur-
ther.
Are we right to conrinue subsidizing the production of
skimmed-milk powder, burning 120 ftres oi fuel for every
tonne of milk instead of encouraging rhe use of liquid milk
in veal production, without bothering with producing
milk powder? This accounts for 800 million EUA.
Granted that we cannot effect such a change from one day
to,the next, the Socialist group calls for the reinstatement of
50 million EUA under the appropriate heading as a token
of the will within rhis House to get out of this ridiculous
situation.
Another ridiculous qiruation: the dairy suqpluses
which we ait so frequendy told are so expensive total
1]8000 tonnes. Dairy imports from New Zealand total
135000 tonnes. The transitional period has been over
since 1977 and now it is expected to be extended indefinite-
ly. Is it the job of the agriculrural budget to finance what
may well be a commercial or strategic policy, but about
which neither we nor the farmers who pay the co-respohsi-
biliry levy have been consulted? I might perhaps also point
out that if it is a commercial policy it is a failure. I have the
Community's trade figures with New Zealandhere before
me. Does our generosity in the agricultural sector pay off
in commercial or industrial success? Does it lead to any
improvement in' unemployment in Europe? Absolutely
not!
'We 
could have hoped that an increase in New Zealand's in-
dustrial purchases might form part of what is effectively
becoming New Zealand's unofficial membership of the
Communiry. In othei words Europe could have hoped for
that trade, rather than Japan and countries outside the
Communiry.
That has not happened, and even if it had done so I would
still fail to undersmnd why European farmers should have
to pay for such a policy. I wonder whether the Commis-
sion is hoping to include something like a commercial pol-
icf in the budget one day. In any case New Zealand is not
the only example. How is it that this House has never been
consulted about the GATT negotiations, which affect not
only the development of the agriculrural policy but the fu-
rure and development potential of ,the other cpmmon
policies and indeed the survival of the whole Etrropean
venture? Do we v/ant to give the United Sates the exclu-
sive right to build up the cereal surpluses which allow them
both to enforce a highly inefficient embargo on the USSR
- 
inefficient but still dangerous 
- 
and to get involved in
the Third \florld, reaping the political and commercial
benefits which we deny ourselves?
,This, together with the fact that we believe in the principle
of not earmarking funds, means that we cannot support the
proposal to set aside 27o of the EAGGF guarantee section
to be held against agriculrural price increases.
As I said at the beginning of my speech, every year the in-
crease in agricultural prices is not even enough to hold our
farmers'incomes at the same level. It is not by eliminating
farmers that we will solve the problems of the budget or the
problems of the Common Agriculrural Policy: it is pro-
duction cosm which musr be dealt with.
Day by day we get further and further away from the uni-
versally accepted principles and goals which were the
foundatigns of the Common Agriculgural Policy. We are
abandoning our international role just as we are abandon-
ing the safeguarding of our self-sufficiency in food and the
honouring of our commitmenc. Dependence on ourcide
food supplies will one day turn out to be expensive, jusr as
we found with energy.
This House may rest assured that failure to take a strong
line now 
- 
and I can only deplore that the French Gov-
ernment failed to take such a line and gave way on every
issue 
- 
means that we are preparing a very gloomy future
for the European Communiry,
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- 
Ve shall now consider the chapter on re-
gional and transport policy.
I call Mr Griffiths.
Mr Griffiths. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, I wish to support the amendment of the Commit-
tee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning which seeks
to reinstate the amounts for commitment and payment ap-
propriations in the quota and non-quota sections of the
Regional Fund put into the preliminary draft budget by the
Commission. Taken together, this means that the Socialist
Group wishes to see 1 600 m EUA in commitment aPProP-
riations and77O m EUA in payment appropriations in the
European Regional Development Fund for 1981.
My colleague, Mr von der Vring, has shown quite clearly
in his opinion for the Committee on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning, that although the superficial increase of
3TVoincommitment appropriations seems large, a detailed
examination reveals that the increase is more apparent than
real.
Further, he clearly demonstrates in his opinion that, for
the major beneficiaries from the Fund, the apParent
generosiry of the Commission is acrually a cutin real terms
because of the rate of infl ation in those countries. He might
well have added that because of the exchange-rate policy of
one major beneficiary, the United Kingdom, it has suf-
fered a further reduction in real terms of 7% in what it will
acutally receive in pounds sterling from the Regional De-
velopment Fund in 1981 when compared with 1980.
Therefore, the Commission's preliminary draft can only
be regarded as the absolute minimum which we can suP-
Port.
This attirude is strengthened when we look at the infla-
tion-rate estimates which the Commission use to deter-
mine the size of the budget. Last year, they used a Com-
muniry average oI 67o whendeciding the size of the Fund.
At the time I warned that this figure was far too small, and
even6 have proved me right, as the Communiry average
for last year was nearly 177o. Thus, though commitments
in last year's budget represented a 237o increase in the
Fund, the real increase was far less, because inflation ran at
rwice the predicted rate. This year, thg Commission pre-
dict an inflatio nrate of 9.67o for the operation of tle Fund.
This is more realistic than last year, but again I believe it
will fall short of the real figure, which we shall, of course,
know when we debarc this budget next year.
One innovation the Commission could take up is to put an
additional amount into the Fund eachyear, perhaps at this
stage, to make up the fall in ia real spending-power caused
by a rate of infladon which rurns out to be higher than that
predicted by the Commission when they made up their es-
timates in the previous year.
Against this background, which makes the Commission's
preliminary draft an absolute minimum which we can ac-
cept, the Council amendments are cynical. The ma,;'oriry of
these hard-faced people, with one or rwo honourable ex-
ceptions, choose to ignore totally the verbal support they
have given to the fight to reduce the disparities in wealth
berween the rich and poor areas of the Community. I be-
lieve that no one in the Parliament can support the hypo-
critiial position of the Council, which, if it is maintained,
will only succeed in driving another nail in the body of this
Communicy. The continuing production of unbalanced
budgets can only lead to the breakdown of this Commu-
niry. Thus, next year there will have to be a radical restruc-
ruring of the budget if the growing discontent in a number
of Member States, but perhaps most keenly felt in Britain,
is not to become, if I may use another metaphor, a tidal
wave engulfing the institutions of the Community.
I conclude with a brief word about the European Demo-
cratic amendment which seeks to reduce commitment ap-
propriations by 170 m EUA. The cynicism of this amend--
ment is almost beyond belief. Having secured the United
Kingdom rebate, the European Democrats are now seek-
ing to reduce the help available to other weaker regions of
the Communiry. Last year I likened the regions to the poor
man Lazarus and the Council to the rich man whose table
he begged at in the hope of being given a few crumbs. This
year the European Democrats provide an extra character
on this scene. This character succeeds in getting half a loaf
off the rich man and in rerurn kicks a few crumbs out of the
hand of Lazarus. I hope they change their minds about
forcing their amendment, even at this late sage, and do the
decent thing, like the ladies and gendemen they are sup-
posed to be, and support the amendment of the Committee
on Regional Policy and Regional Planning.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Boot.
Mrs Boot. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I
should like to speak on Amendment No 419 which pro-
poses one 1 million EUA for the setting up of a Mediterra-
nean plan. This amendment might be described as a soli-
dariry amendment. The views of my group regarding the
other aspects of regional policy and the relevant figures in
the budget will be dealt with by other colleagues.
Over the last three years, various groups including my own
have devoted a considerable amount of discussion to the
measures necessary in view of the second enlargement of
the Communiry which will be a very different affair from
the enlargement of 1973, since the economic structure of
the Mediterranean countries is totally different from that
of the nonhern countries. Mr Tugendhat has described the
figure of 1 million EUA a9 a symbolic amount, i. e. we will
not acilally not bsable to do very much with it but it
nevertheless has a value as a gesture. Thus it is high time
that we made serious preparations.
The aim of the Medircrranean plan is to introduce instru-
ments for the development and the restructuring of the
economies in this area by means of a revolving fund. The
uldmate aim is to reduce the dispariry beuween North and
South as regards economic structures. If things continue as
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they are now, the difference in the prosperity of the richest 
and the poorest regions which is now 1 :6 will rise to 1 : 12. 
We are thinking, for example, of the difference between 
the region of Hamburg and parts of Southern Italy. The in-
struments currently available are far from sufficient to 
eliminate the existing regional imbalances, let alone those 
arising from the second enlargement. A revolving fund is a 
fund set up along the same lines as the Marshall Plan, which 
was aimed at stimulating economic activity in general. In 
the present case, however, the entire infrastructure is dif-
ferent, which necessitates a longer-term plan. I should like 
to point out at this juncture, for the benefit of my British 
colleagues, that when the Marshall Plan was announced, 
the British Prime Minister leapt out of bed so as to be the 
first to be able to accept it. Italy, France and the United 
Kingdom were the first countries to react to it and it was 
the United Kingdom which received most under the Mar-
shall Plan in its first year. I should like to make this point 
since I fully agree with the previous speaker that it would 
be a great pity if the European Democrats, who voted 
against this proposal in the Committee on Budgets, were to 
do the same this Thursday. 
We invite the Commission to work out a strategy for the 
implementation of a plan of this kind in the next few years. 
It is also essential that the plan should be accompanied by 
an employment plan for Europe as a whole, since money 
spent on projects which are not in tune with the overall 
economic situation cannot produce staisfactory effects. 
I should particularly welcome it if this amendment were to 
receive adequate support and if a little of this modest 
amount could be left when the consultation procedure has 
been completed. 
(Applause) 
President.- I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
Mrs Kellett-Bowman.- Mr President, my group is, and 
has always been, very much in favour of an active regional 
policy. Indeed, we refused to join the Community unless 
and until a Community regional policy was established. 
That is our position still. We differ only on the tactics to be 
employed in achieving this goal. As this Chamber well 
knows, I speak as one who cares deeply for regional policy, 
as do all my European Democratic colleagues on the Re-
gional Policy Committee, who have been the best atte!]-
ders in that committee throughout. For five years, I have 
fought tooth and nail to extend the funding and effective-
ness of the Community's regional policy, and I shall con-
tinue to do so, however parsimonious and short-sighted 
the Council may be, and so will my colleagues. As Mr 
Adonnino rightly said on Monday, regional policy is a 
priority of the Community. I tis, as he reminded us, a fun-
damental object of the Rome Treaty to lessen the differ-
ences in the standard of living of different parts of the 
Community, and yet this difficult task has not been 
crowned with success, as we all know to our very deep sor-
row. Instead of narrowing, the gap between the prosperity 
of the richest and poorest regions has widened from 1 :4 to 
1 : 6 and will widen still further on Greek entry. 
Why is this so? At Summit after Summit, the Heads of 
Government have stated categorically that regional policy 
is one of the first priorities of the Community; they have 
described it as an essential prerequisite; but have they ever 
suited their actions to their words voluntarily in this re-
spect? Never, never! Every advance in regional policy and 
every increase in the Regional Fund in real terms has had to 
be painfully extracted from an unwilling and a grudging 
Council. And last year the Council had the gall to try and 
get away with a decrease in monetary terms -let alone in 
real terms - if this Parliament had not dug in its heels. 
Two years ago the increase in the Regional Fund was se-
cured only by a brilliant procedural manoeuvre by the 
Parliament, which involved the Parliament in returning the 
budget to an astounded Council in precisely the same form 
as it came to us, though in doing so, we had to sacrifice all 
opportunity of advance on other fronts. Last year it was 
only the united determination of the entire Parliament 
which enabled us to make progress on the Regional Fund 
after rejecting the budget. At the present time the Com-
munity finds itself in the most serious economic crisis and 
recession since before the War. No country has escaped 
unscathed, but at such a time of crisis it is inevitable that the 
weakest economies and the most disadvantaged regions 
suffer most. Alas, the older industries such as shipbuilding 
at Barrow, in my own constituency, steel, textiles and 
footwear are all concentrated in the disadvantaged regions 
of the Community. 
This, then, above all is a time for a massive increase in the 
Community's spending in real terms if the n!gional policy 
is to have any real impact on these terrible human prob-
lems. And yet, what do we find? Far from endorsing ,the 
Commission's proposals, which themselves were quite 
meagre enough, because they have had to take account of 
the near exhaustion of the Community's own resources, 
the Council has severely slashed those proposals, and I 
would agree with my colleague that in fact their action was 
cynical. When one looked at the overall figures in the pre-
liminary draft budget, 1600 m EUA appeared superficially 
to be quite a substantial increase, although unhappily it 
was cut to 1400 by the Council; but looking further into 
the bare figures, we must take account of the fact of 
Greece's entry and her possible 15% quota, and when this 
is deducted the figures look vastly different. The figure in 
the Commission's preliminary draft budget minus the 
Greek quota is 1360 m EUA, an increase of 16.7% in 
monetary terms over 1980. The Council slashed this to a 
mere 1190 m, a so-called increase of 2.1% over 1980. I say 
'so-called', Mr President, because the average expected 
rate of inflation in the Community is 9.6% for 1981, so 
that in real terms this 2.1% increase is a very substantial cut 
indeed. 
In reality, however, the facts are much worse. Of theRe-
gional Development Fund, 83% goes to three countries-
-to Italy, France and the United Kingdom, whose average 
inflation rate is well above the Community average for the 
Nine. It is roughly 18%. I am happy to say that thanks to 
I 
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strong government action inflation is now falling rapidly in 
the United Kingdom and is expected to be in single figures 
next year; but the fact remains that the weighted average 
rate of inflation in proportion to the Regional Fund quota 
allocations is nevertheless 16.8%, and thi~ almost exactly 
cancels out the increase the Commission proposed in the 
preliminary draft budget. 
Mr Tug~ndhat said on Monday that the Commission de-
sires to maintain the great structural funds at a high opera-
tionallevel. I am bound to say, and I told him afterwards, 
that I do not exactly regard them as being at a high opera-
tional level now. 
Much more can be done than is being done, but if the 
Council's butchery is condoned there will be a cut in real 
terms by any reckoning, and if account is taken of the 
weighted average rate of Community inflation, the cut will 
be no less than 12.5% and the three weakest economies, 
those of Italy, Ireland and the UK, will suffer most. 
While it is true that the United Kingdom is cushioned to a 
certain extent by the supplementary measures, it is not true 
that they do not want a large Regional Fund, for they be-
nefit to a very large extent from the quota section and have 
also been fortunate in the non-quota section. Small won-
der, though, that as Mr Santer said the day before yester-
day, the spokesmen of all the groups 'expressed their dis-
content' - that is putting it mildly - at the budget in 
Strasbourg. Indeed they did, and they have done so again 
throughout this week. In past years I have always been, as 
has the entire Committee on Regional Policy and Regional 
Planning, far more concerned with the amount of com-
mitment appropriations than with payment appropria-
tions, because right from the days of Commissioner 
Thomson we have always been assured that if we could ac-
tually spend the money already committed, the Council 
and Commission would always make the payments prom-
ised on the agreed projects. Indeed, year after year we have 
been urged to try and speed up payments, and we have 
made strenuous efforts to do exactly this. It i~ ironic, there-
fore, that it looks as if the very small figure entered for 
payments by the Commission and slashed still further by 
the Council might prove a real bottleneck, which will be 
tragic just when a system of accelerated payments has been 
introduced and pressure put on Member States to speed up 
their applications for payment. However, the Budget 
Committee's insistence that payments will be increased if 
necessary provided this stipulation is clearly expressed in 
the budget will prevent such a bottleneck occurring. 
I said three years ago, and I repeat again today, that the reg-
ional policy is, or ought to be, the cement which binds the 
Community together. Without a proper regional policy-
and this goes far wider than the Regional Fund itself and 
embraces the social policy, the European Investment 
Bank, the Ortoli facility and the structural part of the 
EAGGF - the Community may well disintegrate under 
t~e stresses and strains which will develop in the poorer re-
gwns. 
I believe in the Community; I believe it is the greatest in-
fluence for peace in the world today; but it can grow more 
influential and more prosperous only if it shoulders its 
proper responsibility towards the poorer regions and en-
ables them and their citizens to take pride in their proper 
place as equal members of the Community. Mr Santer said 
on Monday that it was difficult last year without a budget 
and that it would be unfortunate if such a situation re-
peated itself in 1981. Indeed, it would, Mr President, but it 
is for the Council to make a realistic offer, not to throw at 
us figures they know we cannot possibly accept. 
It is for these reasons that I and my colleagues on the 
Committee on ·Regional Policy and Regional Planning will 
be voting for the amendments put forward by that commit-
tee to restore the Commission's original figures for com-
mitments and payments, in the hope that the Council will 
see reason on this vital matter. And I may say that my 
group will not be opposing that. 
4. Agenda 
President. - In view of the large number of amendments 
to be considered, the Bureau proposes that tomorrow's sit-
ting begins at 10 o'clock so that we have more time for the 
voting. 
Since there are not objections, that is agreed. 
The proceedings will now be suspended until 2.30 p.m. 
The House will rise. 
(The sitting was suspended at 1.05 p.m. and resumed at 
2.30 p.m.) 
IN THE CHAIR: MR ROGERS 
Vice-President 
President. -The sitting is resumed. 
5. General budget of the European Communities for the fi-
nancial year 1981 (continuation) -...' 
President. - The next item is the continuation of the 
budget debate. 
I call Mr Buttafuoco. 
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MrButtafuoco.-(I) Mr President, ladies and gendemen,
Mr Romualdi gave an excellent summing up in political
terms of the period the Communiry is going through and
of how the failures of those in charge a5e cenainly not con-
tributing to the process of integration.
Against. this background I want to talk about transport
policy. Our cornmittee, under the outstanding chairman-
ship of Mr Seefeld, was quite unanimous in its opinion
which was excellendy presented by Mr Doublet and which
was taken up by the budget rapporteurs in their admirable
documents.
Itis with deep bitterness, Mr President, thatwe note a con-
tinuing lack of understanding by rhe Council. It makes you
think that they are deliberately ignoring the spirit and the
letter of the Treaty of Rome, which sees transport as one of
the four basic Community policies and even 
- 
I should be
inclined to say 
- 
the key policy, and certainly the decisive
one as far as integration is cbncerned.
There cannot be any Communiry policy in this area, and
we are never going to get any acrual results, unless we
tackle the problem of infrastructures in a realistic {ashion.
Since the direct elections the padiamentary Commirree on
Transport has heard rwo Presidenm of the Council of
Transport Ministers uttering almost the same words and
coming oirt with all kinds of good intentions, but without
producing anything to show for it and without giving any
real indications for the future. The Commission and
Parliament seem to be on the right road, Mr President, but
ihe Council seems to be lagging behind.
The other non-attached Italian Memb.r, ,gr.. with me
here and consequendy give their supporr to thd amend-
ments tabled by the Committee on Transporr: a proposed
increase from 800 000 to one million units of account under
Item 3.7.8.0 concerning srudies'preliminary to financial aid
in respect of transport infrastrucrure 
- 
I am referring to
the srudies concerning the development and use of a traf-
fic-forecasting instrument and infrastrucrure requirements
arising from the accession of new Member States 
- 
and the
entering of a commirment appropriation of no more rhan
15 million unim of account, in view of what was proposed
in the last budget, under heading 3.7.8.1 concerning finan-
cial support for transport infrastructure projects. This will
allow greater scope for regional development policy, on
which Mr Almirante will be speaking,
'We hope that a readiness fotr dialogue will lecome apparent
on all sides and that people will be willing to realize. that a
budget is not just simply a list of figures which somehow
balance out, but the outcome of firm polidcial decisions,
and that when these exist it becomes easy to find the tech-
nical means of implementing them. This is what the
citizens of Europe expect of us.
Mr Puletti. 
- 
(1) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, I am
speaking on behalf of the Socialist Group after other Mem-
bers in the group have already spoken. I shall narurally try
not to repeat what has aheady be'en said but to bring out
one or two poins which have been overlooked until now.
The rapporteur for the Committee on Budgets, Mr Adon-
nino, emphasized the transitional nature of this budget be-
cause it marks a different approach by Parliament 
- 
while
standing up for our rights, we do not intend to make mat-
ters wbrse between the Council and Parliament- and also
because it is hoped that this budget will be approved just
before the appointment of the new Commission.
The rapporteur also spodighled the difficult times the
Communiry is going through. The firstproblem is that the
Community is shordy going to'reach the limit of its own
resources. Secondly, there are the added problents which
will come with Greece's accession ro the Community, al-
though we welcome this accession as a very good thing.
And lasdy there is the question of how to solve the prob-
lem of the iJnited Kingdom's contribution.
The political background to these events is one of tre-
mendous concern. It is becoming more and more vital to
have angible evidence of the Communiry solidariry which
is an absolute necessity if Europe is to be built. It is only
too understandable, that narional interests prevail when
individual countries run up against mounting economic
and social problems. One of the means of combadng this
self-centred response is the regional policy oudined in
Regulation 724/75 of 18 March 1975,aswellas Regulation
21 4 / 7 9 of 6 February 197 9 . I hav e mentioned these dates in
order to highlight the difficulties that regional policy has
had'to cope with in taking shape. It is a policy designed to
bring the countries of the Community closer together and
to put an end to what the press has termed the rwo-tier
Europe. It is quite narural that a yedi aftir the election of
this Parliament by direct universal suffrage we should be
inclined to take stock of what has happened before. I feel I
have to say, as far as regional policy is concerned, that it has
not managed to bridge the gap berween rich and poor reg-
ions, but has in fact pushed them danget'olrsly apart. The
reliable figures of the Commitree on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning show that, whereas before there was,a
6:1 ratio between the wealthy and less well-off regions,
this has now widened to 10 : 1. Itis easy to see how, in some
Member States, this constanr decline in social and
economic terms is likely to cause serious problems of a so-
cial narure. It will be said that it should be up to the na-
tional governments to deal with these majorproblems, but
thinking of this kind runs counter to the philosophy of the
European Regional Development Fund, which was con-
ceived as a means of transferring resources from advanced
regions to weaker ones. This Fund is therefore the touch-
stone of the real Communiry spirit. Its purpose is also to
ensure that existing regional disparities in Europe are nor
made worse by other Communiry policies.
The Council, however, does not seem to have grasped this
and has slashed Chapters 55 and 56 in the budget. In the
Commission's preliminary draft 1600 million units of ac-
count were set aside for commitment appropriations andPresident. 
- 
I call Mr Puletti.
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770 million for payment appropriations. The Council
knocked 200 million off the first lot of appropriations and
270 million off the second. If we compare these figures
with those in the 1980 budget, with its I 165 million units
of account going to the Regional Fund, you might think
there has been a hefry increase. In fact, when the Commis-
sionput forward 1600 million for 1981, itwas calculating a
9.67o increase in prices in the Communiry and was also
earmarking I 57o of the Fund for Greece. People will calcu-
late that the Fund has gone up by 107o, but this is a serious
mistake. The Commission took 9.67o as the basic rate of
inflation, but in Iuly and the Unircd Kingdom, where
837o d the appropriations are spent, the inflation rate is
running well above the Community average of 16.87o. lt
touched 279o in Ialy in October. It follows that, even if
the Commission proposals were left untouched, the Fund
would have a hard job to maintain things as they were in
1980. The cuts inflicted by the Council are therefore likely
to emasculate the entire regiond policy. This leads to a
politicd problem which cannot be tackled by purely finan-
cial means. Just what did the Council have in mind? Ear-
lier, I mentioned the self-centred response, and someone
else will stand up and talk about the vigorous defence o{ the
lqitimate incerests of his own country. It remains to be
seen whether a Community-minded approach, which
ought to inspire this Parliament, prevails over the resis-
unce of the nationd governments within the Council.
You only have to think of what happened at the last Coun-
cil meeting when Italy was the sole country to stand up
egainst the Franco-German understanding which blocked
the increase in compulsory expendirure. Parliament has to
rcalize what is going on, unless we want to see reflected in
the Council the continuing pattern of individual national
policies, over and above the vaunting of the Communiry
and the federal ideal. These are thepoints which I believe a
parliamentary delegation raised when it met the budget
ministers on 23 September. There are two other poins I
should like to make, Mr President, just before I get o the
end of what I have to say. Ve all know r}at the Regional
Fund in Italy operates in the south and in other pars of the
country. The regiond governments in several areas 
-
eqpecially in IJmbria, Tuscany and the Marches in cenual
Ialy 
- 
are urging that the benefits of the Fund should be
extended, and I would remind you that these have to be
additional and supplementary to nationd aid, and not in
place of it. It would be as well to bear this in mind. This
point arises iust before the regulation governing the Fund
is due to be amended in early 1981 . I might add that south-
ern Italy vill find itself worse off after the enlargement.
\fith the likely demand for new projects and with moun-
ting problems in some of the less well-off regions, it will be
essential to coordinate the various Community funds and
bodies: the Regional Fund, the Social Fund, the Guidance
Section of the EAGGF and the work of the EIB. It goes
against every basic idea of proper planning m have them
split up, and this has to be changed. This also explains why
no appropriations have been entered under 561 
- 
the arti-
cle covering integrated measures 
- 
and also why the
Council, a{ter t}e Commission had proposed a token en-
try, scrubbed even that. It is beyond me why this decision
was made, unless they are tqnng to sabotage the coordi-
nated actions which have already got under way for Naples
and Belfast.,
I must add that there has been no start yet to the non-quota
section we were all waiting for 
- 
even though it is limited
to 57o 
- 
and there have been no moves towards a Com-
muniry policy of streamlining procedures to ease the finan-
cial burden at a time of galloping inflation. My group, the
Socidist Group, is asking that at least the appropriations in
the Commission's preliminary draf.t budget be restored,
and in this we are echoing the call of the Committee on Re-
gional Policy and Regional Planning. We want to show
that Parliament does not fllrn a deaf ear to Communiry
needs and, what is more, that it is capable of getting its
opinions home to a Council which has been described 
-
and I make no apologies for repeating this here 
- 
as abso-
lutely rynical in its approach to Europe.
President. -:- I call Mr Moreland.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, originally I was going to
speak entirely on the uansport budget, but a number of
views have been expressed on my group's reservations with
regard to the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional
Planning's proposals on the budget and I think, therefoqe,
that as the last speaker from my group I ought in fairness to
deal with those criticisms.
Let me emphasize, as Mrs Kellett-Bowman did, that my
group suongly suppora the existence of the Regional
Frrrrd. L.t me also make it clear that we are critical of the
Council's budgel and that we' too, are proposing an in-
crease. Our atdrude to the Committee on Regional Policy
and Regiond Planning's proposals relates not to the Fund
iself but to our view on the size of the budget, for if we
amend this budget so far beyond what is acceptable to the
Council, we are simply handirlg to the Council the final
decision on the areas that should be expanded or cut. Con-
ciliation or no conciliation, that is the danger, and I hope
that my group's view on this would be appreciated. After
all, we believe that the Budget Committee's proposals on
transport, energy, culture, research and the Social Fund
are vial for jobs in the Communiry and particularly in the
regions. For example, one should not ignore the fact that
the Social Fund will have an impact on the regions through
its use for the steel closures or that, for example, the energy
proposals will be useful for Southern Italy in terms of the
proposals for solar energy.
Let me also emphasize, Mr President, that our view is not
influenced by the British contribudon problem. That did
not enter into the debate on this subject within my group,
and if I may say so, I thought it was unworthy of the rap-
porteur of the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional
Planning to suggest it. I do want to emphasize that we are
supporting a large increase in the Regional Fund, and we
do not intend to vote against the Committee on Regional
' Policy and Regional Planning's proposals. We are oPen to
furtler bright ideas on this particular problem.
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I should now like to come back, Mr President, to my origi-
nal mandate, which was to speak on transport. First of all
we will, of course, be supporting wholeheartedly the views
of the Committee on Transport and, indeed, of the Com-
mittee on Budgets. The Communiry has failed to give a
Iead to Member Sates on transport. The Communiry has
failed so far to remove barriers to traffic created by national
boundaries, and in the context of this budget the Council
' 
of Transport Ministers has failed to stand up to the Finance
Ministers in the batde for priorities. The Council has left us
with a transport budget of 425000 units of account. Not
425 million, 425000 
- 
the equivalent of paving half a
kilometre of motorway. This is the Council's financial pol-
icy on transport! More and more people are travelling ac-
ross the Community. Interstate traffic is increasing faster
than traffic within the Member States, yet the Council be-
lieves we should only spend 425000 units of account. This
is not a policy, this is an insult.
Consequendy, my group fully supports the views of the
Committee on Transport. \fle deplore the Council's at-
tempts to starve programmes of srudy and research on
transport of funds, particularly when it has endorsed and
even encouraged the establishment of such studies or re-
search. My group will vote to restore the Commission's
proposals on the various srudies. However, we do make
one request to the Commission, and that is that as the sums
involved are quite large in relation to some of the subjects
covered, we ask the Commission to supply to the Commit-
tee on Transport reports on the progress and results of the
programmes of srudy and research.
The rapporteur for the Committee on Transport has stated
in his report: 'Ve shall never tire of repeating that there
cannot be a Communiry transport policy without an in-
frastructure policy'. How right he is! Ve agree with his
proposals. \fle believe that it is vital for the Communiry to
remove botdenecks in transport. \ile believe that the in-
terests of the Communiry, as well as national and local in-
terests, should be taken into account when examining ma-
jor infrastructure proposals, and that that interest should
be backed by the transport infrastructure fund. Frankly, if
we have a criticism, it is that the proposed fund is too small.
'We 
can all mention projects in our own countries. I can, of
course, mention the Channel Tunnel and the links beuween
the Midlands and the East Coast, and my Danish Conser-
vative colleagues will mention links between Judand, Fu-
nen and Zeeland. However, I can also mention routes in
the Communiry, and indeed in Austria and Yugoslavia,
which road hauliers and rail shippers in my country com-
plain about when carrying exports around Europe. The
transport infrastructure fund is vital.
The Commission may argire that there is no point in put-
ting any funds in Chapter 100, that there is no legal base.
Our answer is that Parliament has in the past urged the pas-
sing of the Financial Regulation. W'e demand that it be pas-
sed as soon as possible. Indeed I have a Commission publi-
cation of 21 October on priorities for transport over the
next three years. I am not sure if I am supposed to have it. I
was surprised that no mention was made of this very im-
portant document at our committee meeting on 27 Oc-
tober. However, it puts as the first objective of transport
over the next three years the infrastrucrure fund. Therefore
I do urge this Parliament to support the vote on that, and
indeed to support the whole of the Commiftee on Trans-
port's and the Committee on Budges'proposals on trans-
port, because we demand thatprogress in transpon which
is vital to the strength of our Community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Almirante.
Mr Almirante. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gendemen,
speaking as a Member of the DNI parry elected in the south
of Italy and also in my capaciry as a city councillor for Na-
ples, I want to express my extreme disapproval, not to say
my acute concern, at this budget which was described by
Mr Adonnino in connection with the Regional Fund as un-
acceptable, and which I should go as far as to call an insult.
You will understand that I am not taking a party stance on
this, since the rapporteur for the Committee on Regional
Policy and Regional Planning, Mr von der Vring, who is
not Ialian, not a southerner and certainly not of the right
- 
although let me express my grateful thanks for the bold
way in which he spoke out 
- 
was also firm in rejecting the
radical cuts made by the Council of Ministers. He pointed
out that the Council proposal would in fact mean the sus-
pension of the Regional Fund for a whole year, he censured
the Council's readiness to finance agriculrurd surpluses
which are going up and up, and he hinted that serious social
and political problems could well emerge in the regions
which have to suffer unfairly.
This is what I am really worried about, Mr President. In
1979 the people of Italy showed that they cared about
Europe, and this was shown in particular fashion by the
people in the south and in the islands. No political party in
Ialy came out against Europe 
- 
yhich is more or less
what happened in every other Member Member State of
the Communiry 
- 
and the Ialians voted overwhelmingly
for Europe, especially in the poorer regions where the
nrrnout touched 907o. It beats me why these people 
-
who were urged by all the European MPs elected in Ialy to
vote for Europe and to believe in Europe, or at least to
place their hope in Europe, and who live in the most depres-
sed regions of Italy and Europe 
- 
should now have to be
abandoned in the struggle which they were so keen to
wa8e.
'We 
are already seeing the signs in ltaly of the serious social
and polidcal problems which the rapporteur sees as a Po-
tential outcome, in the poorer regions, of the Council's
breach of trust. It is litde consolation to know that this
time it was only the Italian delegation io the Council of
Ministers which voted against the budgeq primarily be-
cause the commitments and expendirure earmarked for the
Regional Fund, the Development Fund and the Energy
Fund were cut.
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The fact is that the Italian Government failed to get any
babking in the Council, even from those governmenm
whose interests would be served, albeit to a lesser degree,
by increasing or at least maintaining the so-called non-
compulsory expenditure which 
- 
as Mr Romualdi
pointed out 
- 
is really the only expenditure which ought
to be considered compulsory, since is purpose is to nar-
row the frightening gap berween the rich and the poor re-
grons.
I give my entire support to the strong criticism expressed
by the general rapporieuer, Mr Adonnino, and by the rap-
porteur for the Committee on Regional Policy and Re-
gional Planning. As a Member for southern Italy and as
ciry councillor for Naples, I protest against the rejection of
a small amendment which other groups, with our total ap-
proval, tabled to benefit the ciry of Naples. Let me also ex-
press my indignation at the Council's insulting gesrure in
making only a token entry for the integrated measures for
Naples and Belfast.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albers.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) It has frequently been said that the
proportign of the budget earmarked for uansport policy is
very small. Some of the figures quoted have also been in-
correct, since in fact the amount involved is a mere seven
'hundredths of a percent of the total expendirure requested
for next year. However, the real significance of transport
policy is, of course, considerably greater than can be ex-
pressed in terms of money since internal and external trade
relations are increasing with the result that the flow of
goods and the movement of persons is also growing. In ad-
dition, the distances berween the Member States will also
become greater as a result of the enlargement.
Coordination and harmonization are therefore vital, and
even fervent opponents of the Common Market agree thar
it would be extremely useful if we could find soludons to a
number of problems in the field of transport. I am think-
ing, for example, of the problem of capaciry, i. e. adapting
tle amount of transport available to rhe amount of goods
to be transported and avoiding unfair competition and un-
realistic transport conditions.
The Treaties, Mr President , make no bones about this
point, in that they speak about the elimination of obstacles
to trade and avoiding protectionism and unfair comped-
tion. This then is a field in which the Council deserves seri-
ous criticism since for more than 10 yeafs now rhe Com-
mission has been submitting scores of proposals for regula-
tions and directives regarding the harmonization of social
conditions, motor vehicle tax, technical regulations, estab-
Iishment requiremenrc, professional requirements in the
goods transport sector, price tariffpolicy and capaciry, and
the Council either takes far too long ro come to a decision
or fails to reach any decision whatsoever.
On the other hand, we must also try ro take a fresh ap-
proach to transport. We must take more use of energy-sav-
ing measures and devote more attention to the demands
made by large sections of our society as regards tle en-
vironment. Considerable aftendon must also be made to
questions of town and country planning and the traffic sys-
tems in big cities. It is, therefore vial that the studies which
have already been started should be completed and that we
should reject the decision by the Council to make substan-
tial cuts in.the relevant budgetary items. I should like to
urge very strongly on behalf of my group that at least the
item necessary for a srudy of the transport market in the
European Community should be maintained at the level
originally proposed by the Commission. Even more im-
portant, however, is that studies continue on the infra-
structure problems in the Community, and on the projects
aimed at remedying the major problems which cannot be
financed by the netional governments. Here too the neces-
sary funds should be made available in the budget. I there-
fore urge you on behalf of my group to adopt the relevant
amendments,
President. 
- 
I call Mr Doublet.
Mr Doublet. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gendemen,
please bear with me for two minutes. I should simply like
to state, following in the wake of Mr Buttafuoco and Mr
Albers, that if there is one problem of international and
consequendy of European significance, it is indeed that of
transport. If there is a sphere which can be considered to be
a fundamental pillar of European policy, itis that of com-
munications, and indeed we have an obligation here under
the Treary of Rome. Finally, if there is one area which ha's
been dealt with in recent years in a less than satisfactory
manner, it is that of transport.
It is in view of these irrefutable and important facts that the
Group of European and Progressive Democras has
unanimously endorsed the proposals of the Committee on
Transport, supported by the ,Committee on Budgets,
which indeed reflect the votes casr on several occasidns in
recent years in this House. \7ell, the projects are there ro
be carried out. May I remind you of the plan for a Channel
Tunnel, on which further srudies have been made very re-
cendy with a view to updating the data on the basis of
which work had in fact started five years ago. Then there is
the linking of France to the European warerway nerwork,
the Dublin-Belfast line, the opening of motorway links to
Luxembourg, the Italy-Germany motorway link and the
link between Ialy and Greece, whose forthcoming arrival
amongst us is also linked in our eyes to the reform of the
Olympic rules and to the permanent establishment of the
summer games in a country so close to us, The only prob-
lem is one of choice. However, polidcal will is also needed.
This House should again, and on a massive scale, demon-
strate tlis will; as we mentioned recendy, the transport
policy accounts for only three thousandth part of thi gene-
ral budget in commitment appropriations. Today we must
transcend political positions and frontiers. I have every
confidence in urging you to do this and in thanking you in
advance for the support we are sure you will give us. For its
'1, 
' r
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part the Group of European Progressive Democrats will
unanimously and enthusiastically support this policy.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pcinering.
Mr Piittering. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gendemen,
the topic under discussion today is regional policy which is
one of the most important aspects of European policy. I
should like, if I may, to make a serious criticism of the
Members of this Parliament, namely that it would be ap-
propriate, in view of the importante of this question, if a
large number of them were present.
(Applause)
I realize that many Members are currendy at other meet-
ings, such as group meetings, Bureau meetinBs and Com-
mittee meetings, but I should nevertheless like to raise the
question of whether or not we would be doing both the
people of Europe and ourselves a service if we could in fu-
orre be present in greater number's.
(Applaase)
Ladies and gentlemen, the Council of Ministers has 
- 
as
has been mentioned by many speakers already 
- 
made
drastic cuts in the appropriations proposed by the Com-
mission. My group, the European People's Parry, regards
this as completely unacceptable and we hope that in its sub-
sequent deliberations the Council will be able to return to a
more sensible approach so that we will aiso be 4ble to give
our support to that section of the budget which relates to
regional policy. However, if this is to be the case, certain
corrections must be made.The Commission proposals rep-
resent the absolute minimum which we as Parliament must
demand for European Regional Policy, and the amounts
proposed by the Council of Ministers are a step back-
wards.
Thus, one of the questions which this Parliament must ask
itself is what direction should the European Communiry
take, what are we aiming at in Europe. Do we really 
- 
and
this is a question which this Parliament must answer
unanimously 
- 
want political union in Europe? If so, we
must erect other pillars of European policy in addition to
the important pillar 
- 
the agriculrural policy 
- 
which
is someihing which must be maintained. I am referring, for
example, to regional policy and energy policy, etc. Re-
gional policy is an extremely important area since it is a
question of showing solidariry within the European
Communiry with those groups which need this solidarity
because they have not been able in recent years to develop
in the same way and achieve the same standard of living as
the people in many other regions. In particular, we must
do what we can to enable them to find employment with-
out having to leave their homes.
The Council of Ministers will also have to ask itself how
these newpolicies, iuch as regional and energypolicy, are
to be developed within the existing financial framework
an{ whether it will be possible to develop a new policy by
restricting agriculrural expendirure. For my part, I do not
think so, or atleast not to any appreciable extent. Itis up to
,the Council to take the decision to increase the revenue of
the European Community above the l7o Y AT ceiling so
that we will really be able'to develop a new common Euro-
pean policy. It is not acceptable 
- 
and this question di-
recdy affects the future of the European Communiry- that
the Council should push problems involving the Com-
muniry as such to one side while on the other hand taking
any advantages which Europe might offer to the national
governments. No, ladies and gendemen, the individual
Member States on the one hand and the European Com-
muniry on the other must share both the problems and the
successes equally, so'as to avoid giving the people of
Europe tle impression that the European Community is a
rubbish dump for nadonal problems.
Ladies and gentlemen, in view of the enlargement of the
Communiry by the accession of Greece, Pornrgal and
Spain, regional policy will in future have to have some-
thing to say about how we can solve the problems of these
countries. Mrs Boot this morning sated her views regard-
ing the proposal tabled by my group 
- 
although the idea in
fact originated with Mr Liicker 
- 
to the effect that a re-
volving fund should be set up. This would not be possible
within the existing finangial framework of the Communiry
and we must, therefore, urge the Council of Ministers in
view of the basic political decision to admit Greese, Por-
rugal and Spain to the Community, to take the necessary
follow-up measures as well.
Finally, I should like to say 
- 
and I sincerely hope my
British frjends will pass this on when they get home 
- 
that
we are not only including the British regiond measures
completely within the context of European regional poli-
cy, but we also go along with the rapporteur for the Com-
mittee on Regional Affairs in regarding the Commission's
proposals as the least we can expect. Thus, we must reject
the draft drawn up by the Council of Ministers since we
wish the regiond policy of the Communiry to become a
major pillar of European policy. This is the central issue,
and I urge all the groups in this Parliament to give their
'united support to the draft tabled by the rapporteur, so that
we can take up a convincing stand vis-i-vis the Council of
Ministers and hence be able to expect it rc change its own
attitude,.after which, I hope, we will also be able to give
our suPPorr to the budget
(Appkuse)
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President. 
-I$[e shall now consider the chapter on the en-vironment.
I call Mr Muntingh.
Mr Muntingh. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, socialists tend to
object if the weak are oppressed and minorities brought
low. Socialists man the barricades if they see injusdces, or
tle harm which can result from the large scale political sys-
tems which govern our world and this is why our group,
within the Europe of the Nine, devotes so much attention
to human righa, the problems of young people, women,
the disabled and underprivileged and problems concerning
nature and the environment.
As regards nature and the environment, the situation in
Europe is bad. Rivers, streams and canals are so polluted
that it is dangerous rc drink from them or swim in them.
Air pollution is anaiking houses and buildings, including
historic buildings which form part of our international
heritage and is causing damage which can cost hundreds of
millions of guilders per year.
Recendy, it has even become apparent that the ground on
which we live and walk is no longer trusrworthy. Entire re-
sidential areas must be compulsorily demolished because it
is dangerous to live there, and the sround under them must
be excavated for decontamination. Ground, water, air,
noise and radiation pollution are modern social ills which
are infesting and attacking the skin of mother earth at an
incredible rate.
The Socialist Group maintains that things cannot condnue
in this way 
- 
indeed we have already gone too far. It is, in
our view, an internationd problem with major economic,
social, ethical and scientific implications and we think
therefore that this problem must be tackled swifdy, inven-
dvely and effecdvely at international level, including
Community level.
A start has already been made. V/e have an environmental
action programme which indicates the lines along which
we must work and which, Mr Tugendhat, provides the
legal basis for our action. As I understand, you said in the
Committee on Budgets that there was no legal basis for the
environmental fund we wish to see set up. If you in fact
said this, I should like to draw your attention to the fact
that there have already been a first environmental action
programme and a second environmental action programme
and over 58 Communiry directives and measures have been
introduced. In addidon, there is Article 235 of the EEC
Treary which, together with the other things I have men-
tioned, provide an adequate legal basis for an effective en-
vironmental policy.
In budgetary terms, the amounts involved in a European
environmental policy are peanuts 
- 
mo bitis and they are
gone. They do not satisfy our hunger but rather stimulate
the appetite. W'hat we are talking about here 
- 
I hardly
dare say it 
- 
is less/than one tenth of a percent of the total
Communiry budget 
- 
which really is peanuts 
- 
whereas
the acrual problem is something far more substantial. The
damage resuldng from pollution, for example, has been
calculated by the OECD as representing ber,ween 37o and
57o of the GNP. Various species of plants and animals are
dying out, endre communities are being destroyed to-
gether with magnificent old buildings. These are not mat-
ters which can be expressed in terms of money.
ln our view, this budget is, from the environmental point
of view, a flop. However, we must work on it and improve
it, Our group, therefore, has tabled four amendmenrc to
the budget, which are intended to give the initial impetus
for a iubstantial environmental policy. In our view, an en-
vironmental fund should be set up in addition to the exist-
ing Regional Fund and Social Fund. 'We want a serious en-
vironmenal policy which will acrually produce some ef-
fects. \(e don't want peanuts, we want coconuts. 'We are
faced with a lot of hard nur to crack, and we want to crack
them. If Mr Tugendhat says that he has doubts about the
usefulness of the limited proposals we have tabled on the
grounds thatit would be too small to make an effective start,
I would draw his attention to nature where he can see that
everything grows from very small beginnings. A whale,
starts off as a spern and egg which are invisible to the
naked eye, but it grows into a magnificent beast 30 m long
if we don't kill it off first.
(Applause)
The Commissioner is being a litde naive, I think, if he says
that this is hardly necessary since only last year this Parlia-
ment introduced the environmental fund and it appeared as
a token entry in the budget. Now the Commission has also
included it as a token entry.
And what does the Council do?
It simply makes a stroke of the pen and it's gone.
I feel therefore 
- 
and I invite the Commissioner to give
some thought to this point- that it would be better at this
staBe to have something at least in the budget, if only the
five million we are asking for. It is better to have something
than nothing at all, since in the latter case the Council could
say, coh! neither the Commission nor the Parliament are
interested, so let's get rid of it.'
You will understand that we Socialisa will under no cir-
cumstances accept the Council making cuts in the en-
vironmental items in the budget. This is totally unaccepta-
ble and we firmly support the proposal of the Committee
on Budgets to reinstate all the items proposed by the
Commission, including the environirrental fund, and even
to add a few more. This is only right and, in our view, this
is what the Council should do.
(Appkuse)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Mertens.
Mr Mertens. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, in
this very serious budget debate there has been one thing all
areas have in common: the spokesmen for the individual
committees each believe that their sector naturally deserves
priority and that it is the most important in the whole
budget.
The speakers have been in agreement on yet another point.
They remarked that while the Commission's draft budget
was not completely satisfactory, it was nonetheless quite
good. Vhat they found unacceptable, and what made Par-
liament yery angry, was the fact that the Council had cut
this draft budget far too much. Accordingly praise was de-
served by those who at least helped to reverse the Council's
amendments.
That is the line that has been taken and I have no reason to
take a different one. Let me say therefore that I find it laud-
able that our rapporteur, Mr Ghergo, is a man of convic-
tion who can present the position of the Committee on the
Environment with understanding, energy and dedicadon.
lrrt look at the figures fo, a -o-.ntl"rn this budlet we
have a total olO.26Vo of non-compulsory expendirure and
of the total budget a full 0,06%! You will ask why then I
bother to speak about it. If not even we draw attention to
it, we have litde hope of winning the understanding we
need for our claims.
Consequently we are grateful to the Committee on,
Budgets for restoring the appropriations which the Coun-
cil hid cut. 'We are grateful for every item which proved
possible to improve thanks to the skill of our rapporteur,
Mr Ghergo. Our group is therefore prepared to aPProve
this end result, with certain reservations. 1i0'e are also grate-
ful that Parliament has some appreciation of the impor-
tance of environmenal protection, as evidenced by the un-
derstanding shown by the Committee on Budgets, But it
would be untrue to say that we could be satisfied with this
result in the long term. It is our opinion that this share of
the appropriations is not sufficient in the'long term to keep
alive and promote a forward-looking policy of environ-
mental protection. By approving the budget we do not
wish to give the impression here that we are totally com-
placent and satisfied with this result. No, wq must make it
ilear that we expect more in the future. The cidzens of our
countries, who are somedmes more aware than we of the
progress that can be made by taking small steps, will make
iheii ,iews clear to each Member of Parliament, to the ef-
fect that if we are unable to take major political decisions
on the construction of Europe, then at least they hope for
smaller advances.
lifl'e must develop new rcchnologies in all areas of environ-
mental protection. The progress already made as regards
water purification 
- 
think of the problems of the Rhine
and other rivers 
- 
Broundwater' or air pollution is totally
inadequate. The same is true of the problems of border re-
gions and the question of waste. Ve are a long way from
finding a workable approach.
For want of time I cannot go into the consumers' case in
detail. For this I refer to the O'Connell report, which we
consider has the right approach.
Ladies and gendemei, those are therefore our reasons for
saying'Yes'to this section but only with reservations, be-
cause in our view, out of a sense of overall responsibiliry
for the progress of the budget debate, we cannot do other-
wise. That is our position. Ve will not be able to suPPort
the demands of the other groups which go considerably
beyond what we have called for, but we will approve what
has been put forward here by the Committee on Budgets.'
(Applause)
President. 
- 
rVe shall now consider the chapter on de-
velopment and third countries.
I call Mr Cohen.
Mr Cohen. 
- 
(NZ) Mr President, Iadies and gendemen, in
this budget debate a good deal has already been said about
the Council's draft budget. My friend and fellow Socialist
Mr Dankert called it a monstrosiry. It received a devastat-
ing press in Europe and for the first time in the history of
the European Communiry even the European Commis-
sion in Brussels has not given the Council its support.
I should like to add just one epithet to those that have al-
ready been used: as far as the Community's development
policy is concernd, I would say that the concoction the
Council has submitted as a draft budget is criminal. Not
criminal in the legal sense, of course, but as a crime against
humaniry. \fl'e Socialists therefore have no hesitation at all
in supporting the amendments to the budget put forward
by the Committee on Development and Cooperation. For
us that is the minimum that must be done if we are to main-
tain our credibility.
In September we had the great debate in plenary session on
hunger in the world, when Mr Ferrero's resolution was
adopted more or less unanimously. \flhat Parliament's
Committee on Development and Cooperation has done is
to translate into figures the principles expressed in that re-
soludon. If we adopt the Committee on Development and
Cooperations's amendments to the draft budgeq we shall
thus in realiry simply be remaining true to ourselves, which
is surely the least one can expect of a politician. I have the
strong impression that a majority in this House 
- 
perhaps
even the whole of Parliament, but that remains to be seen
tomorrow 
- 
akes the same view. It is in any case signifi
cant the the Committee on Budgets has endorsed, with iust
one or two exceptions, all the amendments made by the
Committee on Development and Cooperation.The exceP-
tions concern just two items. The Committee on De-
velopment and Cooperation had proposed including the
Inteinational Fund for Agricultural Development as an
item in the budget, with payment appropriations and
commitment appropriations for 13.5 million and 40.5 mil-
lion units of account respectively. The Committee on
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Budgets has cut this item back again to 1 million, the
amount originally put down by the Commission.
Another bone of contention with the Committee on
Budgets relates to cooperation with the developing coun-
tries in the energy field. The Socialist Group subscribes to
all the Committee on Dwelopment and Cooperation's
amendments. The Committee on Developmeht and Coop-
eration had proposed 5 million in payment appropriations
and 20 million in commitment appropriations, but both
these have been reduced to token entries again by the
Committee on Budgets. The Socialist Group supports the
Committee on Development and Cooperation's amend-
ments, and we feel ourselves all the more justified in this in
the light of the comments by Mr Tugendhat, who said that
a sum of 1 million for the IFAD was far too litde to meet
our obligations. He did, it is true, express some doubt as to
whether the legal obligation to make money available for
the IFAD could already be put into effect for 198 1 , but that
is precisely why we do not want to make do with a token
item. W'e want to exert pressure to see that this legal obliga-
tion is put into effect. Vhen all is said and done the Com-
munity too is a negotiating partner in this whole process
and the Communiry itself could see ro ir thar the negoria-
tions are speeded up so that the IFAD gets off the ground
as quickly as possible.
The same goes for energy. For years now we have been
hearing the Commission say time and again that it is dif-
ficult to get this business off the ground. We now want to
see real amounts set aside in the budget, once again in order
to impress it on the Commission that it is time to give effect
to the fine words we have been mouthing for many years.
Very briefly, I should like to say a few words on the items
for food aid and emergency aid. For food aid we once again
simply have the translation into figures of what we adopted
a few months ago in Mr Ferrero's resolution. The Com-
mission has also admitted that the amounts we are now
proposing are in line with what was in the resoludon. I
must say I amamazed that the Commission did not see this
beford and did not put forward these amounts itself, thus
making it more difficult for the Council to make cuts in the
budget.
A regards emergency aid, I must once again criticize the
Commission. Ir is simply incredible that the Commission
imagined a total of 10 million units of accounr would be
enough. This is incredible because we know 
- 
and we
shall be discussing this nexr rime in Strasbourg 
- 
that rhere
is already a shortfall of 20 million for the undertakings
given to Cambodia in the context of the 1980 budget. Ve
know that there art difficulties with regard to the iransfer
of items intended for the Maghreb to this emergency aid-
up to now we have always done this via food aid, but that is
no longerpossible either because food aid is arpresenr fully
committed up to the limits entered in the budget- but it is
quite impossible to assume tharwe can make do with a total
of 10 million in 1981. Perhaps the Commission and the
Council suppose they have a special reladonship with the
Alpiglry and can therefore prophesy that no emergency
aid will be needed in the coming year. lWe are not so sure.
In our view a minimum of 60 million should in any case ap-
pear in this budget, not least because we have some respect
for the budget and are not willing to see an amounr enrered
just like that which does not have the slightest bearing on
realiry.
I should like to add just a few words on rhe Committee on
Agricflrure's amendments. The Commission has tried
once again to transfer a number of amounts from Tide 6 of
the budget to Tide 9 
- 
I am thinking here above all of the
refunds for food aid. I find this absolutely incomprehensi-
ble: I really do absolutely fail to see how the Commirtee on
Agriculrure can be so pernicious as ro try this yet again.
Last year the Commission also tried to do this. ft came
away with a flea in its ear. The Council would not hear of it.
This Parliament was almost unanimously against it. Parli-
ament's Committee on Agriculrure is acting as if it was in a
political vacuum and is trying this on yet again. The
Socialist Group will put all its weight against these
amendments. Food aid refunds are a direct consequence of
the agricultural policy pursued in this Communiry and
must be shown in the tide, on Agriculrure.
I should like to leave it at rhese general commen6. Our
concern is thatwe in the Communiry shouldpursue a cred-
ible policy towards the Third Vorld. \(hat the Commis-
sion has donewith food aid fills us with fear and apprehen-
sion. Vhat the Council has done with the Commission's
preliminary draft budget fills us with shame. \Uile blush to
see how much the Communiry intends to spend on its de-
velopment policy this year.
The Christian Democrats have already sared in the debate
on hunger that they wanr to increase the amount for de-
velopment to one per cent of the total budget. 'We assume
that the Christian Democrats and Socialists will all follow
the same line on this section of developmentpolicy and will
make every effort to casr off the shame the Council has
brought upon us. Only then 
- 
and this is particularly true
for 1981 
- 
will we be-able to look the Third \florld in the
faie again. t
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Narducci.
Mr Narducci. 
- 
(I) MrPresident, ladies and gentlemen, I
sometimes wonder whether we are here simply to make
sympathetic noises in the face of the problems currendy
rocking our Communiry, or whether the views which are
expressed in this House do not perhaps deserve a better
hearing and should not really have some effect on current
policies, so thar these genuinely reflect the views of the
people who elected us, and not jusr the views of the mot-
ley, sometimes very narrow majorities on which our na-
tional governments rest.
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ThisParliament has in fact managed to achieve real consist-
ency and a large measure of uniry at dif{icult and decisive
moments, when we rejected the 1980 budget and when we
approved the resolution on hunger in the world 
- 
voting
'(No" and ('Aye" with the same motivation each dme, that
is, seeking policies aimed not at protectionism but at sol-
idariry, not at egotism but at humanity, aware of the pre-
sent situation and its real constraints but still capable of ex-
pressing the political potential 
- 
in the srictest sense of
the word 
- 
of this Communiry.
One of the reasons why the Group of the European Peoples
Parry had to vote against the Council's proposals in the first
debate on the 1980 budget_was the complete neglect of
cooperation and development policies which went beyond
all reason both in absolute terms and in its general trends.
Those criticisms were renewed when we finally had to ap-
prove that same budget 
- 
I would remind you of the
speech made by my friend Mr Bersani 
- 
with the clearly
stressed hope that the trend would be reversed for 1981.
Such demands became even clearer as we worked through
the complex frocess of approving the resolution on hunger
in the world, and, with the relative consistency shown by
the Nine at the last United Nations Session in New York,
together with Mr Thorn's satements at the beginning of
the Luxembourg Presidency, it did not seem too much to
hope there might be some change, for, I would like to re-
mind you, it can have been no accident that those state-
mens placed considerable emphasis on the very themes of
cooperation and development, in line with the opinions
which Parliament had already voiced'
The EPP was explicit in its support of this part of'Mr
Thorn's statements but that approval was conditional on
furure budgetary decisions which would be, so to speak,
the acid test of the Commission's powers of initiative and
of the true political will of the Council of Ministers.
Novr we have the budget before us and in effect we are be-
ing invited to take it or'ieave it. This will not do: Parliament
cannot abandon the realistic 
- 
svgn h4v6 
- 
goals which it
set itself with the resolution on hunger in tle world; Parli-
ament cannot diminish its relations with the ACP states tp
mere colourful exchange visits; it cannot forget the obliga-
tions it has taken on with regard to the non-associated
countriesl it cannot calmly shelve the need to feed those
who are dying of hunger; it cannot, of course, ignore the
vital contribudon made by non-government organizations
- 
religious and otherwise 
- 
1e 1s31, free development in
the countries of the third and founh worlds. And the same
applies to every item in the budget we have before us. Mr
Adonnitro has already said that the cuts made by the Coun-
cil will not even enable the Community to meet its present
commitments, to which I would add that, if the Council
does not accept the amendments relating to cooperation
and development which the EPP is supporting, it will be
scuppering one of the principal policies 
- 
perhaps the only
one which officially introduces an element of dialogue and
peaceful cooperation into a world divided by contrasts and
bleeding to death with the arms race.
Going beyond the expected institutional conflicts, this
seems to me to be the vital question as far as concerns the
sector which I have attempted to explain to you. This is the
challenge from the European People's Parry which the
Council cannot ignore, and the responsibiliry is the Coun-
cil's. The Council should remember that people look to
' Europe for solidariry and not for selfishness; they look to
Europe for dialogue, not for useless surpluses; they look to
a Europe which does more than destroy produce and
, which can create new reledonships and consolidate old
ones in a spirit of freedom.
(Appkuse).
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Le Roux.
Mrs Le Roux. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, a
large number of developing countries are ravaged- by
hunger. In Europe, low salaries and unemployment lead
millions of familils to cut back on the essentials gf life, the
most basic need: food. Faced with this situadon, the
French Communists and their Allies are unable to accept
the line taken by almost all the speakers in this budget de-
bate 
- 
that of reducing, if not doing away with, the pro-
duction of commodities essential for,feeding people, by re-
forming the Common Agriculrural Policy.
Under these circumstances, destroying or denaruring
thousands of tonnes of farm produce each year is truly out-
rageous. The same is true of any measure which aim at re-
ducing farm production at the expense of farm workers
and of those who are hungry.
This is why we have several proposals to make. The first is
aimed at stopping waste and making effecdve use of exist-
ing farm prod.r.e. Ve must no longer douse it with paraf-
fin or dump it in the sea. Accordingly, we suSgest setting
up a fund for storing and processing this food and shipping
iito peoples suffering from hunger. This proposal, which
, we feil to be a matter o{ common sense oughtin the normal
way to be approved unanimously by this House.
It is perhaps worth remembering that the ACP countries
*ere al-ost unanimously in favour of this plan when vot-
ing on a motion moved by my friend Jacques Denis, at the
mieting of the EEC-ACP Consultative Assembly in
Luxembourg.
\fle also suBgest that EEC food aid should be increased in
the form of cereals, dairy products and sugar. This is quite
feasible because the produce already exists and production
can be increased..
As for how such aid should be attributed, we Communists
feel that it is intolerable that aid should be tied to political
conditions. Any country which needs aid should be able
tb receive it *ithout discriminadon.'I should in farticular
like to refer to Vietnam and remind the House that the
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ACP-EEC Consultadve Assembly also unanimously
condemned any use of the weapbn food.
\(e also propose that, as the ACP states have requested,
long-term contracts should be negotiared for the export of
surplus farm produce. This is quirc feasible.
I must repeat that farm production can be increased in the
EEC, both in order to give Europe guaranteed elf-suffi-
ciency in food and in order to pursue a positive export poli-
cy.
Long-term contracts of this sort would go a long way to-
wards cutting down the dominant influence which muld-
national food companies exert on trade in farm produce.
Multinationals are today making huge profits ar rhe ex-
pense of starving peoples. Ve might ask by the way, why
the Commission has refused ro answer the question put by
Jacques Denis on the activities and the market position of
the five largest food multinadonals.
In order to achieve this aim, we similarly suggesr rhar a
fund should be set up. There is nothing exrravaganr or un-
realistic about these various proposds. We have the means
to carry them out. Vhat is needed, however, is the political
will.
'!flhatever happens, if we can stop applying policies aimed
at desroying agriculture and abandoning the land, tJlen
great savings can be made. I should also like to remind you
that, in our proposals, rhe increase needed in the sums allo-
cated to the EAGGF would be mer by taking back the gift
made to the United Kingdom.
Finally, I should like to point our that in order to imple-
ment these proposals negotiations would be necessarywith
thecountries concerned. I sould add to solve theproblem
of hunger these countries must get to grips with the de-
velopment of their agriculture.
Our proposals respect the sovereignry of the developing
countries. They involve no restrictions. They srcm, Mr
President, from a simple norion, which I should like to re-
state, but which for some reason is far from being univer-
sally acceprcd, namely that we refuse to accept any cuts in
production or any destruction of farm produce as long as
the need for it is so grear.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Irmer.
Mr lrmer. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, for
the Liberal and Democratic Group development poliiy,
together with the energy, regional and social and industrial
policies, represents one of the focal points of our work and
of European politics in general. When I look back over the
work of this House over the last few years, I am pleased to
see that we have managed to make considerable progress in
gaining a theoretical understanding of development policy
problems, in developing a political a*arerr.is of our re-
sponsibiliry regarding these problems and finally in de-
veloping together the polidcal will to cope with these prob-
lems by uniting our efforts.
'We are now debadng the budget, and one thing is quite
clear to us: if we in this House cannor make the effort to
put all our declarations of intenr inro practice in the form of
budgetary decisions, tlen everything that we have done in
the past year in this respect will have been iust window
dressing. In addition, ladies and gendemen, we would lose
dl credibiliry. In September, during the debate on hunger
in the world, I said in this Chamber that all those Members
who were prepared to vote in favour of Mr Ferrero's mo-
tion for a resolution were thereby pledging their word and
that they should be ready to draw the necessary conclu-
sions during this budget debate. The European Liberal and
Democratic Group declares itself fully prepared to do so.
\7e shall unreservedly subscribe to and support the deci-
sions of the Committee on Development and Coopera-
tion.
The intolerable cuts made by the Council, which would
destroy our whole policy, are nor to be taken lying down.
This'applies in particular to aid for non-associated de-
veloping countries, food aid,.includin$ the setting up of an
emergency reserve, support for the extremely worthy and
beneficial work done by non-governmental associarions,
and contributions ro rhe International Fund for Agricul-
rural Development. This also includes aid in the evenr of
disasters. The cut to 3 million EUA made by the Council
is, in my opinion, inhuman. If the European Communiry
were to accept this, it would be tanamount ro admitdng to
world public opinion that the Communiry is morally ban.
krupt.
Ladies and gendemen, I must also oppose the Commis-
sion's proposal in this field, which was for 10 million
EUA. \[e all know that 40 million EUA were needed dur-
ing the current year. \fle also all know that next year, since
this is unfortunately not under our conrrol, it is probable
that at least 50 or 60 million EUA or even more will be
necessary, just to finance the mosr essentiil measures. I
thus ask the Commission why it thinks it only needs to ask
for 10 million EUA. The answer is that they think that they
can take the necessary amounrs they decide to spend out of
other chapters or articles of this budger. This, however,
blatandy goes against the principle of rransparency and
honesry in managing the budget. It also means admitting
that tley will be prepared nor ro spend on other purposes
money which has been set aside for those purposes. Mem-
bers of the Commission, Parliament musr insist that
monies which are allocated in the budget to specific pur-
poses are spenr for those purposes.
If we know beforehand that a certain minimum require-
ment exists, then we must be consistent and meet that re-
quirement by dlocating appropriate funds in the budget.
This is also addressed to my colleagues in the Conservarive
Group, who have tabled draft Amendment No 504 to re-
store the 10 million EUA which the Commission re-
quested. \Uhy have you done this? I would ask you to
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think this over. In my opinion there is only one solution.
I$fle know that there will be a need for this money. \[e also
know that we will pay out the money. The Commission
will do so because ii cannot close its eyes to the misery of
the world. The question is, then, why we do not simply in-
sert these sums in the budget. The Conservative Group too
should give prioriry to transparency and honesry in the
budget over and above any other considerations.
Ve ought, furthermore, to guard against differentiating
between whether aid for disaster victims is to be paid to as-
sociated ACP States or to other non-associated developing
countries. The distress caused by disasters knows no na-
donal boundaries. Misery and disasters are no respecters of
internadonal treaties. Our aid should therefore not distin-
guish berween associated and non-associated victims, as if
they were first-class and second-class victims.
Mr Tugendhat said yesterday or the day before that it was
unlikely that the increased resources for development pol-
icy 
- 
what he meant by that, I really do not know 
- 
could
actually be spent. Now one thing is quite clear. If there
were any technical or administrative impediments which
might prevent the Commission from spending budget re-
sburces,.then we would be the last to insist that such re-
sources be entered into the budget, because .we too are
committed to frugaliry. If , however, Mr Tugendhat simply
meant the alleged legal impedimens the Commission has
invoked dme and again in the past, then I must tell the
Commission that they will meet sdff resistance {rom
Parliament on this subject' For we will not allow the
Council's inertia, its refusal to enact regulations, to deprive
the budgetary decisions of this Parliament of their legal
force. The Council has the abiliry '...
(Applause)
. .. to enact regulations. \ilhen it does so, then the Com-
mission 
-.rst abid. by these regulations. However, if it
does not do so, then the Council forfeits its right to invoke
this alleged legal requirement, and Parliament will insist
that the eom-istiot pay out money simply on the basis of
the budget, even without that additional legal basis.
Ladies and gendemen, I should like to raise one other point
oi which we have unforrunately had occasion to speak all
too ofrcn before. Despirc previous assurances from the
Council, in spite of the fact that Parliament has repeatedly
expressed thii desire, the Development Fund has still not
bein budgetized, \(/e shall insist that in the 1981 budget
there is arleast a token entry. Ve are pleased to note that
for its part the Commission has made the same proposal'
'We cannot accept the fact that the Council has once again
deleted the token entry, which was meant to ensure that at
least the next European Development Fund would be
firmly budgetized. \(re further insist that the Council of
Miniiters make a binding declaration on these lines, for in
the long run it is intolerable for large amounts of Com-
muniry funds to be managed oumide this budget.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cl6ment.
Mr Cl6ment. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gendemen,
my group is fully aware of the need to show budgetary re-
stiaint. Against the background of a world economy beset
by the successive oil crises, monetary disruptions and un-
siable political siruadons, each of the Member States has
had individually to impose a policy of austeriry.
This being the case, it appeared quite logical for the Coun-
cil to adopt a restrictive approach to the Communiry
budget. However, this apparent logic begs two quesdons.
Firstly, the Europe of nations which we support has, in the
eyes of the world, responsibiliry of its own, which is not
simply the sum of nine individual responsibilities. The
othir fact is that in these difficult times we must choose our
priorities.
In this respect, the Communiry must in my opinion, re-
main faithful to one basic priority, the Common Agricul-
tural Policy, and to two Community achievements which
make Europe exceptional, that is regional development
policy and the policy of development and cooperation.
Regional development policy is absolutely essential for
malnaining European uniry. Europe will cease to exist if
there continues tobe a huge imbalance berween the central
regions and less-favoured oudying regions of the present
Community and if Greece, which is soon to join us, does
not derive full benefit from a policy which is particularly
suited to its needs. It is for this reason that the sum set aside
by the Council for the Regional Fund is totally inadequate.
As for development and cooperation, we are unable to go
along with thi Council's choices here, since they are likely
to lead to the total ruination of this Communiry policy.
The reasons adduced by the Council 
- 
which are a matter
of budgetary technicalities 
- 
do not seem very convincing
to me. According to the Council, it is unnecessary to Pro-
vide large appropriations for this sector, since the funds for
the present financial year have not been used up.
This reasoning is, in my opinion, unsound in three ways.
Firsdy, it takes a certain amount of time for the Commis-
sion and the developing countries to negotiate aid and de-
velopment programmes' and they can only be gradually
impLmented in largely rural and often unfamiliar coun-
tries.
Secondly, the Council is to a cenain extent resPonsible for
the slowness in allocadng fu.nds, because it is very slow in
approving certain projects. For example, it is only on 18
No"e-bit next thit the Council is to approve a list of pro-
jects representing 138 million EUA in commitment ap-
propriatiohs ,rt der the 1980 budget. The Council can
hardly use its own slowness as an argument.
Thirdly, the Council cannot but be aware that most of the
delays'to which it refers have practically disappeared over
the last year. For milk powder, the quantiry not consumed
and carried over has dropped from 25 000 tonnes i n 1979 to
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4 000 tonnes in 1980. As for butter oil, it has dropped from
10000 to 2700 tonnes, and for cereals, nothing has been
carried over at all.
The truth of the matter is that we must make our choices
not on technical, but on political criteria. It is our dury in
this House, as far as our powers permit, to concern our-
selves with fulfilling our commitments, and on rhis our
credibility depends. Europe, in managing to in-
stitutionalize the dialogue between the industrialized and
the developing countries, in particular within the
framework of the ACP-EEC Assembly, has assumed, in
the eyes of the world, a ceftain moral and political respon-
sibiliry. \{rhat would become of our credibility if we failed
to match action to our words? \[hat would be the point of
our debates on hunger in the world, if in furure Europe
were accused of 'triple talk', that is fine phrases for the
ACP countries, a doctrinaire arrirude in Parliament and a
virtuous pose in the Council?'
In conclusion, Mr President, I should like to remind the
architects of budgetary austeriry'that, quite apart from
legitimate humanitarian considerations, the revival of the
Community economy, in other words tomorrovr's iobs,
depend on aiding development today.
IN THE CHAIR: MR KATZER
Vice-President
protocol should be put into the development budgeu If I
have already spoken of scorpions and mentioned Herod,
then I can only describe these proposals a6 those of a snake
in the grass disguised as a mass murderer.
Let us consider how these conclusions were reached. It is
very clear that the British Conservatives have been in collu-
sion with the British Government. Ir is not the French who
have a monopoly on narrow nationaliim in this place.
\(i'hat they are trying to disguise is the fact that it was Peter
\[alker, the British Minister of Agriculture, who vetoed
the eminendy sensible proposals made by the Commission
on sugar-beet quotas last year. They are furt'her disguis-
ing,;1r. fact that British sugar-beet growers, unlike the
Belgians and the French 
- 
and I think one must be honest
about this 
-, 
are expanding their production at a quite
alarming.rate.
They are trying to disguise the fact that Harold \flilson's
renegotiated terms for the EEC were very successful in that
they brought in 1.3 million ronnes of cane sugar and gave
drat cane sugar a guaranree: that was a considerable success
in the renegotiation of the rerms for the British staying in',
not re-entering.
They are also trying to disguise the fact that the only
Buarantee of entry for sugar-cane into the Community is
the capaciry which exists in the United Kingdom for refin-
ing that sugar 
- 
for unless you can refine sugar-cane
thcre is no point in its coming in 
- 
and the present policy
of the United Kingdom Governmenr is simply ro ensure
that sugar-beet expands and that sugar-cane no longer
exists. This means, I would point out, that although the
British sugar-beet growers are expanding enormously,
unemployment is imminent at the Port refineries in Liver-
pool. That, I think, is a very important facr to note.
In other words, these amendmens have nothing what-
soever to do with this Communiry as such 
- 
and I believe
in the Community as such 
- 
but they have a great deal ro
do with Bridsh sectarian, national, governmental interests,
and I warn all the other counrries who think that this is a
nice amendment because it.helps their si.rgar-beet pro-
ducers that this is not the case: it is a case of expansionism
on the part of the present British Government. Peter
\(alker- and I must not be unfair to him- has made his
aim absolutely clear iq rhis respect. In fact, I would dub Pe-
ter'Walker, and have already done so,. as the biggest non-
tariff barrier which exists in the Communiry.
Iflhat we are saying is that to move sugar from the agricul-
turd budget tb the development budget is like the poor
man prying for the rich man's cigars, and I hope that this
House will take no heed wharsoever of the Committee on
Agriculture's amendments.
(Apphuse from certain quarters on the left)
I turn now to the wicked cur, ro what Mr Tugendhat
righdy called a'blind cut', which was made in thebudget
for the non-associarcd countries. The Communiry took its
first tottering steps towards a more global development
President. 
- 
I call Mr Enright.
Mr Enright. 
- 
Mr President, may I begin with the pro-
logue that it should have been Mr Pannelli next, and that I
think there are roo many people around in this world who
spend a grear deal of time on slogans and demonstrations
and do nor ger down to the hard practical work that.is re-
quired.
(Appkuse from certain quarters on the left)
As far as development and cooperation is concerned, this
budget has shown the sort of sympathy that one could have
expected 
- 
of a scorpion. Minuscule amounrs of money
were proposed by the Commission, and for the Council to
cut further the budget that was proposed by the Commis-
sion is the biggest slaughter since Herod massacred the In-
nocents.
I should like to speak on three topics principally: first of all
sugar, then the non-associated countries and finally the
non-governmental associations..
I would refer first to the rwo proposals made by Mr Curry,
on behalf of the Commirtee on Agriculture, that the sugar
\ttlt t..t | "..
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policy almost four years ago. Vhilst the increase last year
ryas substantial in percentage terms, in real terms it was an
infinitesimal sum. At a time when the poor are getting
poorer, after we have adopted the Ferrero resolution on
world hunger, when everybody is paying lip-service to the
Brandt report, and when all member governments hold up
their hands in horror at the starvation that they se€ on their
own television sets, it shows an insensibility beyond com-
prehension that the Council should slash in half a budget
which is destined to relieve the poverry and the suffering of
at least a few of the enormous number of people who are
suffering form starvatiorr.'It f".t, with regard to the non-
associated countries, I would go even further 
- 
and I make
no apology for this: it is quite clear within Lom6 that bila-
teraLaid, as opposed to Communiry aid, is wastefully used.
This is even tmer of bilarcral aid outside the African,
Caribbean and Pacific countries. The Council of Ministers
make decisions in this area off the cuff completely' They
then go back to their own countries and again make deci-
sions off the cuff. There is no coherent policy, and the re-
sult is that places like Kampuchea can yery well get millions
and millions of bandages, but no coherent assistance for
what they really need.
(Applause frorn certain qilarters on the left)
Incidentally, I think I should point out that if member gov-
ernments are concerned to spend money effectively, then
they should plan it effectively, and the only way to plan it
effectively is in fact through the Community in this
instance. 
I
Finally, and very briefly, because I am aware that I have
only one minute left, I would like to talk about the non-
governmenal associations. Now, it is all very well to cut
their budget, because that is a teeny-weeny litde budget
and we do not need to worry about it. But let us spell out
what it means. It means cutting assisance to Oxfam; it
means cutting assistance to Itr0'ar on ltrTant; it means cutting
assistance to justice and peace, and it means cutting assis-
rance ro IDIAS at Sussex Universiry, which may please
the polidcal predelictions of some people, because they are
a very awkward bunch, but which means in effect that you
are Betting rid of a whole amount of free assistance which is
being given and which, to be effective, should be there on
the ground.
I warn the Council of Ministers th4t if these cuts are not re-
stored in the budget, I shall certainly use all my powers of
persuasion to get my group to reject this budget and at all
events to delay it as long as possible, even though this is al-
legedly against the interests of the United Kingdom Gov-
ernment. It is a mean budget. Let us at least get back to its
being a budget that we can build on rather than a budget
which is destructive.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Michel.
Mr Michel. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, on
the-topic of our policy on aid to developing countries, I
should like to make four brief preliminary remarks, and
four very specific proposals for the budget.
After a year's work, this Parliament almost unanimously
adopted the report on the causes of hunger and the ways of
bringing about the sort of development which will eradi-
cate these causes. The budget proposals made by the
Commission seemed to us, the members of the Committee
on Development and Cooperation, not iust hesistant, but
even disappointing. That was my first remark.
But 
- 
and this is my second remark 
- 
the cuts which the
Council has made in the Commission proposals are not
just disappointing; they are provocative and do not even
grant the Commission the means to meet the commitments
it has dready entered into at various levels. The outcome of
this is'that the Council proposals redly sabotage measures
which are already being implemented.
A third remark is that the Ferrero rePort should have been
costed and, at least for the basics, backed up in terms of un-
its of account, without which 
- 
and several people have
said this 
- 
we no longer have any credibiliry whatever,
and Parliament will be accused, Iike other instirudons be-
fore it, of being all talking and no action and never honour-
ing the promises it has made.
My fourth preliminary remark concerns the proposal re-
ferred to juit now by Mr Cohen, a proposal put by the
European People's Parry, on whose behalf I am now
speaking, when the final vote was being taken on the Fer'
ri.o report. Our Group suggested to this House that 17o
of the total Communiry budget should be devoted to aid to
developing countries. This motion was rejected by Parlia-
mer.rt, but some people, in particular the Socialist Group,
said at the time that we would come back to this point du-
ring the budget debate. That debate is taking place now,
and now is the time to commit ourselves.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, at the beginning of
this debarc on the budget, Mrs Castellina experdy summed
up the position worked out and approved by a large major-
ity of the members of the Committee on Development and
iooperation. I do not intend to go back now overwhat she
said--Mr Cohen in his speech also stressed these proposals,
as did Mr Narduici, Mr Irmer and just now Mr Enright,
following in the steps of Mr Cl6ment. I am not going to re.-
peat whai they said, but I should like, personally, to dwell
Ln four very specific proposals which I shall set out briefly.
Firsdy, aid to non-associated developing countries will, I
think we can say, be non-existent if the next budget is im-
plemented in the form in which it has just come back to us
irom the Council. The truth is that what we have been of-
fered here only just allows the Communiry to meet a com-
mitment it has already entered into towards |ndia, in par-
ticular for fertilizers. If we honour this commitment, then
we shall have used up all the funds allocated in the budget.
So, there is no longer any point in talking about really aid-
;:;::-*r*iated 
countries, since we no longer have the
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Secondly, I should like to refer to the co-financing of pro-
jects with non-governmenal organizations which are rhe
organizations closdst to the populations concerned, who
work with them and for them as Mr.Enright also men-
tioned just now. The Council has quite simply lopped off
the proposed increase in funds 
- 
5250000 units of ac-
count. We not only propose that this be reinstated, but,
with the agreement of the Committee on Development and
Cooperadon, we suggest an increase of 2 million EUA
which would mean raising the appropriadon for this item
to 7250000 EUA because this seems ro us ro be of the
greatest importance for the populations concerned.
My third suggestion is that we need to go beyond food aid.
Food aid is necessary, but it is only a stop-gap solution.
\flhat we need to do is ro increase our supporr for de-
velopment, and in this connecrion the Commission had
made proposals which, broadly, involved increases of
110 million EUA. Ve consider rhar rhese proposals should
be reinstated and implemented.
My final remark is directed at the problem of staff working
in the field. It is not enough to want to do the work, nor to
have the means to. \(/e also need to have enough qualified
staff. This applies to the delegations needed in the coun-
tries concerned. It also applies to the staff required in DG
VIII, and here we feel that we musr insisr on not just main.
taining of the present establishment, bur also granting
the increases which Mr Cheysson has been strenuously
demanding for the last rwo years.
In this very Chamber at the ACP-EEC Consultative As-
sembly, v/e propose that, in accordance with the Ferrero
report and the views expressed by the delegares, we should
.get together to examine closely ways and means of fight-
ing the causes of hunger and fostering development. How
can we confidently and reasonably embark on this work
and these discussions if we know that we will not be given
any effective budgetary means to acr? The gaundet is
down. It is our job to pick it up.
President. 
- 
\(e shall now consider the chapter on ad-
ministrative and other expendirure.
I call Mr Maher.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, ir is very difficult in a long
debate like this, with so many speakers, not to have a grear
deal of repetition. I ask for understanding if I repeat as
well.
I want to concenrrate on a point that I consider to be of
great relevance to what we are all trying to do. 'We are en-
deavouring to bind together a number of differentcoun-
tries, traditions and peoples in order to improve the qualiry
of life and ensure rhar we have peace and that people can
cooperate for their own benefit and developmenr. \$fe are
also trying to ensure that we are not introvert, that we are
not living in a vacuum, that we take note of peoples in other
parts of the world who are in some ways not only decades
but whole generations behind in terms of development,
and who are suffering as a consequence. For that reason I
want to express very great concern, and I express it direcdy
to the Commission.
In my view the Commission has lost a grear deal of its bite
in this regard. There vras a time when the Commission
fearlessly put forward this concept again and again. They
fearlessly pointed the way ahead. They showed that if we
were not prepared to continue progressing towards unity,
then we were going backwards. I see very litde sign of that
atritude today. The Commission seems to have thrown
in the towel.
I remember listening to Mr Tugendhat in Strasbourg at the
Iast part-session when he began what was in many ways a
very fine presentation of the draft budget by saying that
there would be no possibiliry of increasing the resources or
the contributions that countries were making towards the
common budget for the European Communiry.
Frankly, and I say this to Mr Tugendhat direcdy, I think
that is an admission of defeat. I think the Commission
ought to be the body.that fearlessly points the way ahead.
'W'e cannot expect the Council to do this because it is made
up of government minisrers who 
- 
and I am not defending
them at all, but we have seen this pattern down through the
years 
- 
are grappling with internal problems, who tend,
narurally, to be nadonalistic in their oudook. They are
concerned with national problems day by day.
This is the great problem of the European Communiry to-
day, this nationalism which is growing, not declining, Mr
President. It is not a problem of money or resources,
stricdy speaking. The problem is that governmenrs are nor
prepared to concede any more sovereignry. They are not
prepared to do any more in common. In fact, they want to
do less in common. If anything, they want to pare down
what we are doing. It is not a problem of money, since we
can show country by country how all Bovernments are
wasting resources simply because they want to do things
on their own.
I challenge the Commission 
- 
and I think this is where the
main work of the Commission ought to lie 
- 
ro prove ro
these governments thatitis even cheaper, more economical
to act in common, to act together, and not to act separate-
ly. Vhat is the point of talking about a European
Economic Communiry if we are only concerned with
an agriculrural Communiry?
That is the kind of cul-de-sac we have got ourselves sruck
in. It is virtually an agricultural Communiry, since that is
the only common integrated policy we have. \(ie have gone
only a fraction of the road towards orher common ac-
tivities or comnon measures. Surely it can be shown that
savings can even be made by putting our heads together.
At a dme when economies are under pressure surely this is
what we should be doing. In human affairs, when people
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have common difficulties, that is the time that they bury
their differences and come together to act in unison so that
they can be stronger in a time of difficulry and problems.
But it seems to me that now, when we are faced with
economic problems in all the Member States, we are be-
coming more nationalisdc. lVe are looking more at how we
can solve these problems ourselves, how in factwe can ake
back money from the European Communiry, as the UK
succeeded in doing last year. I know they will advance
stronB argumen6 for having done so, but it was an anti-
Communiry act. It is saying in other words that the best
way to act is to go it alone.
Now I am putting it to the Commission that they have an
ally in the Parliament. If not, I do not see a future for this
Parliament. If this Parliament does not have this Commun-
iry instinct and rhis Communiry feeling and this urge to act
together, then what purpose does it serve? We are only
another glorified Council with the same nationalistic ideas.
And I have heard these ideas repeatedly expressed in this
Chamber and in the Chamber in Strasbourg. That is our
real problem. \ilhy have a second Council? \Why go to the
expense and trouble of having a second Council with the.
very same basic ideas?
Let us do more in common, let us get or, *iJr an energy
policy. Not let us duplicate. \(hy should we have to carry
out the samo research in Germany, Britain, France or else-
where? Can we not do it together? Is this not what the
Community is about, Mr President, or am I completely
wrong? Maybe I am too simplistic. If I am, I can only de-
fend my simpliciry by saying that that is how I see the
Communiry. I hope the new Commission with its new
President will have more guts, and I speak in plain lan-
guage, than the old one. Have the guts to stand up ro rhe
Council!Have the guts to find the way ahead and not to be,
afraid! That is the way to gain recognition. Bur as soon as
you go back to adopdng the same position as the Member
Governmenm , 
-I realize thar as it comes to the end of itsterm of office the Commission is subject to certain political
pressures 
- 
you cease to fulfil your function as a Com-
mission. I understand this. Commissioners may be wor-
ried whether they are going to be reappointed by certain
governments and may not like to say or do anything which
could jeopardize their positions. Thar may very well be the
case. I do not know. But frankly, if that is rhe case, they are
not fulfilling their functions.
The Commission must be courageous. It has got to show
on the basis of facts and figures how we can get ahead with
other policies, not just agriculture, but all the other
policies. If you do that, you will have my support as a par-
liamentarian, and I believe that you will gradually win
support from the Council. You will be showing that this
European Economic Communiry is a real community and
not just a loose gathering of nations that are desperately
trying to hold together. That is a negative approach. I be-
lieve our attirude ought to be posidve.
President. 
- 
The following speal<ers will speak on the
motion for a resolution.
I call Mr Langes.
Mr Langes. 
- 
(D) Mr President, we have more rhan 600
draft amendments before us. A large proportion of them
are the fruit of discussions in the individual Committees,
but many have been tabled by individual Members. Now
we have just received yet another batch of draft amend-
ments. All these motions show how far opinions in this
House often differ as to the way in which the problems of
Europe should be solved. As the last speaker for my Group
I shall of course not venture to go into details. I know that
many Members over the last rwo days have made some
very wise, forward-looking speeches. Now that we have
reached the end of this debate, our only concern should be
to emphasize what we have in common and make quite
clear to those who ard going to vote on these 600 draft
amendments tomorrow that this Parliament has a decision
to mke which is extremely important both for the 1981
budget and, consequendy, for the European Communiry.
I therefore call on all Members, even if their own draft
amendment is not adopted, to approve the broad principles
of this budget.
'W'hat 
are these broad principles, which we in fact worked
out with the over-riding majority of the Members of this
House? Ve realized, when the Council admitted the draft
budget to us, that we could not accept its swingeing cuts in
the fields of energy, world hunger, industrial and social
policy and finally regional policy. For these cuts do not
just restrict European policies but will in many cases ren-
der them impossible. The Council has done this, as it has
itself already made clear, because it was afraid that in the
field of agriculrural expendirure we would reach the 77o
VAT ceiling or even that we might go beyond it, this not
being possible without a decision by the national parlia-
ments.
I think we agree that during the budget debate we have up
to now made it quite clear- and at this point I should like
specifically to thank the President-in-Office of the Council
for his few but telling words on Monday 
- 
that, with re-
gard to agriculrural policy, we fully understand people's
concern but also know how to do something about it. Now
that the Commission, via Mr Tugendhat and Mr Gun-
delach has exphined that the 2qo across-the-board reduc-
tion 
- 
which makes 256 million EUA 
- 
and the transfer
of this money to Chapter 100 in fact means creating a re-
serve with which we can safely embark on the farm price
discussions, we have shown the Council that we under-
stand im concern, but also that we have found a means of
alleviating it. The European Parliament does not simply
want to spend mx revenue, but wishes to achieve a balance
between essendal expendirure on agricultural policy, the
elimination of senseless farm subsidies and the develop-
ment of a purposeful policy in four sectors: energy, world
hunger, industrial and social policy, and regional policy.
I therefore ask the Council to accept our offer during the
conciliadon procedure. Then we will be prepared to dis-
cuss matters which are still open to question because we
have increased funds for this or that item. There is the
proposal which will be voted on tomorrow, to reduce to
57o the 10% adminisgradve costs paid rc the Member
States. This would release several hundred million
ft.r'
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Deutschmark in own resources. \(e know that it is difficult
for the Council to give a quick answer on this. This too will
have to be discussed during the conciliationprocedure. We
invite the Council to make use of this procedure. But I
must warn the Members of the Council that conciliation
does not mean having dinner together or having an ex-
change of views for an hour or so, it means thoreugh dis-
cussion, item by item, of the individual p.roblems.
Those colleagues who are still undecided as to what at-
tirude to adopt tomorrow 
- 
and by this I mean those
Members who share my opinion that we should be build-
ing Europe together, not the pseudo-revolutionaries or
pseudo-anarchists, nor the anti-Marketeers, who can ob-
viously not be expected to try and strengthen the European
Communiry, but all those Members on the right or on the
left who are considering whether now is the right dme to
embark together on increasing non-compulsory expendi-
rure by some 870 million EUA 
- 
those people all wonder
if they ought now to say yes. To them I now say you
should vote'yes' tomorrow. \fle need your'yes', we need a
broad communiry of spirit in this House, so thar the
Council is made to realize that there is here a common de-
termination. Tomorrow, any abstention is wasted. Atten-
tion is perhaps a subtle way of saying 'no', but basically
what it means is saying'yes' to the Council's cuts, and this
much must be absolutely clear to everyone here. All hon-
ourable men and women can only vote either'yes' or'no'
tomorrov/, and voting 'yes' means support for a
strengthening of the European Communiry.
Ladies and gendemen, dthough matters have often been
seen only in black and white here, we should now under-
stand together that what is needed is to pursue common
policies, which can only arise from reasonable com-
promises. Reasonable compromise will further the cause of
Europe. Anyone who thinks that everybody here can ride
their own hobby horse or push their own special interests,
is doomed to failure. Anyone who says that the Common
Agricultural Policy is no more than a corpse with only a
semblance of life in it, is mistaken. The Common Agricul-
turalPolicy is a successful policy overall, since 260 million
people in Europe have enough to eat and we are also able to
supply food to developing countries and disaster areas.
This is something we should welcome. V'e are dependent
in the energy sector, but we are not dependent on others
for food. This is a great advantage for us in Europe. How-
ever,'we must also naturally make it clear to those respon-
sible for running the agricultural policy, that areas in which
everything has gone wrong, in,which there are certain
weak spots or where there are some senseless regulations in
force, must be looked into and corrected with the Com-
mission's help. We must say clearly that this is not the right
sort of Common Agriculrural Policy.
Ladies and gendemen, I once more urge you to vote 'yes'
on the first reading tomorrow, so that we have a basis for
sound conciliation with the Council and I ask the Council
to take our request very seriously
President. 
- 
I call Mr Delatte.
Mr Delatte. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gendernen,
once again it falls to nie to take the floor, but I shall be very
brief . I speak on behalf of the Liberal Group, which has ta-
bled two new amendments to Mr Adonnino's motion for a
resolution.
The Liberal Group, faithful as always to the Common Ag-
ricultural Policy, is unable to acceptparagraphs 11 and 12
as they stand in Mr Adonnino's motion. He proposes that
we decide now that there is to be no increase in the planned
expenditure for agriculrure in 1981 after the farm prices
have been fixed for 1981-82.
I must stress that this proposal is absolutely unacceptable. I
would even say that it is quite contrary to Communiry reg-
ulations and to the rules of the Common Agricultural Poli-
cy.
It should be realized that agriculrural expenditure is the re-
sult of a certain equation, which naturally must be applied
- 
and it is precisely the budget which should make this
possible 
- 
but I would add that we have a number of
proposals on the sffeamlining of the Common Agricultural
Policy, and I see no reason why we should today be trying
to anticipate any decision on this. Nor do I see why it
shoutd be for the Committee on Budgets to decide the fu-
ture of the Common Agriculrural Policy. In the text before
us today, we naturally propose that paragraph 11 be
amended. Since the Commission has itself promised to
make proposals, it is important for us to know something
about them before we decide what should happen to the
expenditure needed to finance agriculrure. My Group feels
that the overall sum of agricultural expendirure, which de-
pends on the one hand on the 1981 budget but will on the
other hand be affecrcd by the fixing of farm. prices for
l98l-82, cannot be properly assessed before the Commis-
sion has made known precisely how and to what extent it
proposes to make savings, as it has promised to do, within
the overall amount set aside for the EAGGF. That is our
proposal as regards paragraph 11.
As for paragraph ll, we propose to drop it purely and
simply, because if we want to undertake now before farm
prices are fixed 
- 
qhich can only happen in the spring 
-to do without a supplementary budget, I do not see how
such a decision could be taken. \W'e are, therefore, opposed
to paragraph 12 and ask that it be dropped. ;
The truth is that we do not know what agriculrural expen-
dirure will be for the end of this year and next year. The
trend in world prices at the moment is such that we shall
probably make large savingi on some products, in particu-
lar sugar and cereals. We can see from the Chicago market
how prices for cereals have been rising steadily. This means
that we will doubtless make savings, and I do not see why
we should formally commit ourselves at this stage to
eliminating increases which may become necessary de-
pending on market trends.
I should like to add that acceptance of the idea that the
Common Agriculrural Policy should be revised, should
also mean that we are at least prepared to wait for conclu-
Iti
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sions to be drawn. The Commission, as I said just now, is
at present carrying out a srudy. The Committee on Ag-
riculture has itself promised rc submit a report. Various
people belonging to various political groups in this House
have produced reports on adjustments to the Common
Agricultural Policy. I therefore see no reason whatsoever
why we should take decisions of this nature today. As I
said yestorday, a great deal has already been asked of ag-
riculrure, as far as expendirure is concerned. I should also
like to remind you that the dairy producers themselves are
now providing an additional 2.77o in budget income,
through the co-responsibility levy alone. Let us therefore
be patient and bide our time. \7e must take the time we
need, and avoid anticipating decisions which will only be
taken when there has been time for reflection.
I have nodced during this debate that many speakers have
supported the Common Agriculrural Policy, and to my
mind this proves just how important this policy is within
the Communiry. Those who criticize the CAP 
- 
and
some were violendy critical 
- 
nonetheless almost all ad-
mitted that if this policy foundered, then the whole Com-
muniry would be heading for disaster. \fell, in my opinion
what they have really done 
- 
and I must insist on this
point 
- 
is to prove conversely that up to now it is agricul-
rure which has stimulated the development of this Com-
munity. This, I suggest, is a point to be taken into account.
Itis important to see justhow much the Common'Agricul-
rural Policy has contributed to the establishment of the
Communiry. I think that we should,always bear this in
mind.
Let us, therefore, wait for proposals to be made, and
doubdess we will be pleasandy surprised.This is my con-
clusion on the way in which agricultural policy will de-
velop, a policy which needs to be dynamic and export-
orientated.
This is why we want to see paragraph 11 amended and
paragraph 12 removed. ln my opinion, this is a fundamen-
tal question. It is a serious problem which demands a seri-
ous approach.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gendemen, I
think that there are three reasons for concern which might
well have suggested to all the political Broups that they
should take a close look at what they have been doing. I be-
lieve, in fact,,that the views expressed in the corridors, Mr
President, by those iq the majoriry groups are exacdy the
same as those which Mr Langes just gave when he referred
to pseudo-anarchists and so on,
I, personally, Mr President, have been a federalist since I
was a babe in arms, which means that I have been one for
half a century more or less, and I have no intention what-
soever of changing my point of view. Since I am situated on
the left, the extreme left, it has been difficult for me to
maintain my conviction, and precisely because I have abso-
lutely no intention of giving up what litde hope I have for
our Community, I feel that it is necessary to examine the
significance of our work here and ask ourselves if, by
chance, we are not aiding and abetting the planting of the
seeds of dissent not only in the stnrcture' but also in the ex-
pectations for, and the rational basis of, this Community.
I am of course in agreement with the effort made, for ex-
ample, by Mr Spinelli, who insists on stating that after a
year and a half of experience, this three-card trick must
.now be abandoned. Last year we attacked the Council'on
many occasions and spared the Cornmission's point of
view. As a Parliament we wanted to complete our experi-
ence. However, it is now obvious, Mr President, that the
Commission more and more frequendy acts in order to
cover up the Council's doings and that the dialogue bet-
ween these two institutions is one of connivence and com-
pliciry, and not a clear and transparent political dialogue.
Perhaps we need to go a litde further than what Mr Spinelli
said. The problem is also to see what is the exact situation
of Parliament, that is to say the third card in the game.
\7ell, Mr President, a short time ago Mr Langes in his fine
sermon 
- 
even if it is not Sunday rcday 
- 
explained that
we must become a Parliament of 'yes men' or something
approaching that. Vhy? Because 
- 
accprding to him 
-this is the way to obain the most. This 
-in my opinion-is a logic fit for beggars and not for Members of the Euro-
pean Parliament. \W'e have the option of rejecting the
budget. If we showed that we really wanted to use this oP-
tion, then we would have real bargaining power. I am sure
that the outcome of bargaining and negotiation would not
be what we think it ought to be. But the fact is that at least
we would establish, and defend, a fruidul political
dialogue, and there would no longer be this charade which
takes no account of the realiry of Europe today.
Mr President, in our attempt to do as we always have done,
both in this House and elsewhere, that is to go about our
unpretentious work as parliamentarians, although that
work is often considered not only as too selective and as
simple manoeuvring, but even as obstructionist, we have
tabled approximately 100 amendments on a whole series of
problems, in respect of which Mr Michel 
- 
the poor man
who had to speak on behdf of the Group of the European
People's Parry 
- 
called the Council's provocation. But
where exacdy are we? A Member of the European Parlia-
ment considers that the Council is being provocative and
not that it is pursuing a wrong policy? And after this, with
his group, he acceps this broadpolicy, sinceMrAdonnino
is from the same political group as he is. This means thatwe
are no longer playing a three-card trick but that from now
o., th" grri. h"ri."] twenty, thirty cards. \fl'e must add,
Mr President, that as dways happens when there is a lack
ofpolitical clariry and cohesion, the resuldng gap is filled
by something else and I must add that in this case it has now
quite clearly been filled 
- 
and we denounce this fact- by
the moral paucity, not just in politicd matters, but also in
financial and administrative matters, exhibited by this
Communiry.
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Shameful payments aie being made, in shameful ways, by
shameful procedures. We were accused of causing a furore
when we worked our how much the expenses paid to the
Members of the European Parliament cost, which are in
fact an invitation to dishonesry. They are undignified in
manner. I might well agree to having extremely high'ceil-
ings'for our salaries, but I cannot agree to rhe insincere,
hypocritical and squalid way in which these were granted.
Therefore we tabled 
- 
once more breaking the taboos
which reign here 
- 
amendmenu on Members' remunera-
tions, salaries in the Commission, and even at the Court of
Justice. Being a Member of Parliament means not faving
this rype of taboo, at leasr not for the small items in the bud-
get. But you do not do this, because you are rhe very people
who in Paris, Bonn or elsewhere are respnsible for present
European policies. I understand this. But you could ar leasr
make up for this by showing a modicum of parliamentary
ethics when we are dealing wirh the budget. The truth is
that you cannot do this, because the problem thar is eating
away at you is that of sharing our iobs and'of your lack of
belief in the rules of play, to judge by the scandalous events
which we denounce. Did ybu nor, for example, last week,
you of the majority in this Parliamenr, share out amongst
yourselves 
- 
from the Communists to the Gaullists 
- 
in a
most shameful manner, the jobs of directors in Parliamenr,
on a parry propordonal basis, without open examinations
and so on? Shame on you!
I can say this with an easy mind, because it is only if voices
like mine are raised, which are not hypocritical, that we
will be able to keep our self-respect, Mr President. It is
only today that Mayor Pflimlin after the scandal we raised,
has apparendy sent a letter concerning the cost of the rent
of this Parliament building.
'We haven't indulged in vote-catching, like the larger
groups. u(e have always given in our amendments exact
details of the various sums involved. Many of the large
groups, on the other hand, stated that we need to do this or
that, without making any effort at all because, according ro
their logica, which is that of tradesmen and not politicians,
they are only interested in publiciry operations for their
party. As usual, the rich get richer and the poor get poorer.
'We, however, have given exact details of where cuts should
be made.
Mr President, it was in this very building last August that
the ACP-EEC Consultadve Assembly met. At that time
we gave a very shameful impression of ourselves, Mr
Michel. You know we did, because you were one of the
few people who were here to uphold our digniry. Out of
120 Members who were supposed to be present, there *e.e
12,73 or 14. Now I do not know whether the people who
did not attend qualify for expenses. !flhy were theri so few
of us? Because the fact is that this policy on cooperation
could not be supported by Parliament. For the first time,
Mr President, the ACP counrries did not vote en bloc, but
many of them split away from the majoriry opinion, in or-
der to vote in favour of our views 
- 
which are exrreme
minority views, when compared with the Ferrero reporr.
It would not take long to explain that it was obvious that
even the Ferrero'agreement'would not even be defended?
Because you always destroy things instead of creating
them, with your political realism and your realistic out-
look on realism. You don't have any courage, neither intel-
lecrual nor political courage. That is why it is pure fantasy
to imagine that this Parliament is really seeking to obtain
for Europe a different sort of budget. This is a Parliament
which is now complercly paralysed, nor iusr in its princi-
ples, but also in the undignified rype of internal corruption
it suffers from.
The fact that it is only today, one month after the scandal
was revealed and criticized by everyone, that the Mayor of
Strasbourg has sent us a complete rundown of the rents
paid by Parliament, seems ro me to be symptomatic. \ile
asked that these premises be purchased. And we thereby-
q1 56 lg 5ssrn5 
- 
blew the lid off the scandal of these incred-
ible rents. Let us at least discuss this matter, given that, Mr
President, it is useless to rry ro carry out grand European
policies here, because the fact is that in this'House all we
have are spokesmen of the Nine who ro a grear exrent are
destroying the Communiry instead of building it!
President. 
- 
There is something I should make clear, Mr
Pannella. You have just made an assertion that a number of
appointments were made this week. I want to make it per-
fecdy clear that the Bureau, as rhe starurory body of this
Parliament, made appointments which were peimissible
and necessary in accordance with the rules which we our-
selves approved.
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat 
, Mernber of the Commission 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, it is now 48 hours since this debate began and we have
had, I think, 17 hours of speeches within that time. I be-
lieve that I have listened, if not to every single one of them,
then to almost every single one of them, and a very in-
teresting and comprehensive debate it has been.
I should like to start by saying one rhing which I hope the
House will take as praise. As I sat and listened to rhese
speeches during the last few days, I could not help reflect-
ing on the situation ayear a1o, on rhe corresponding de-
bate we had a year ago, and feeling how very much more
sophisticated the level of debate has become on this exrra-
ordinarily difficult subject of the Communiry budget, a
subject which really is very complex even by normal
budgetary standards. I was very struck by the fact that,
when people talk about the various issues that confronr us
- 
the Council, the Parliament and the Commission 
-about the different ways in which they can be tackled and
the different options which are open to the instirurions, rhe
level of debate is now quite different and infinitely more
sophisticated and well-informed than it was a year ago. I
think that everybody who wishes the Parliament well, who
'wants to see the Parliament develop as a major force in
European affairs, must be encouraged by that.
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'We have, of course, heard speeches from every side of the
House and it would be invidious of me, I think, at the end
of so long a debare, to pick out any for particular mention.
I cannot, however, resist saying how struck I was, how im-
pressed I was, by the absoltre tour de force tharMr Adon-
nino gave at the beginning, a 90-minute display in which he
covered almost every aspect of the problems we are dealing
with not only the specific issues of the 1981 budget, but
also how these fit into the evolutioq of a broader budgetary
strategy. It was a very formidable'contributio.r, if i 
-ry
say so.
I was also struck by the contribution, as I have often been
struck before, of the chairman of the Committee on
Budgets, Mr Lange, a man who speaks with a greater ex-
perience in these matters than anybody else after very
many years of dealing with them. As one has learned to ex-
pect from him, he put his finger on the nub of the matter
when he drew attention to the fact that in the end one has to
make choices, that in the end when one is drawing up a
budget, inevitably with limited resources, one does have to
make choices. \fle of course have now reached the stage
where the Commission has made its proposals, where the
Council has taken the action which it feels appropriate. As
the House knows, we do not agree that it is appropriate. It
is now for Parliament itself to decide what to do.
Before, however, turning to the bulk of the debate, I
would like to say a word to Mr Maher, who spoke very
near the end of it. I agree with him that the Commission
must be bold. The Commission exists to be a powerhouse
of ideas and if it is not that, it will not be anything. But
what it must also be is thorough. And the Commission
must show that the resources which are available to the
Communiry at the moment are being used in the best pos-
sible way, in the most economical way, in the most com-
prehensive way. \fle cannot expect anybody to take what
we do, or indeed what the Parliament or the Council does,
on tnrst. !tr7e must prove that Communiry money is han-
dled in the most effecdve way possible and when we have
proved that- and I do not believe that this should be dif-
ficult 
- 
we can then talk about the additional resources
which the Community is certainly going to need.
Clearly if one thinks in terms of a TToceiling for all time,
then one is thinking in terms of a very modest development
indeed. But first we must show that we are doing every-
thing that can be done with the resources available at the
moment. When I say we, I mean we and you and the
Council.
Secondly, we must show that we have explored all the vari-
ous possibilities on the revenue side as well as on the ex-
pendirure side. Then we must face the parliaments and
public opinion of our Member States with the conse-
quences thatinevitably flow from the further development
of the Communiry, a further development that certainly
dmost everybody in Parliament 
- 
not quite everybody
judging from some of the speeches and bearing in mind that
from Mr Bonde and one or two others 
- 
would like to see.
Now Mr President, to turn to the debate itself. I was struck
by the fact that a number of speakers 
- 
Mr Herman, Mr
iroux and Mr Schcin too, whJis not here at the moment-
complained that the Commission is adopting a narrow ap-
proach on the question of the necessiry for a separate legal
base for expenditure. Now we went into this matter at
some length in the part-session in Strasbourg, pardcularly
when I was answering a question from Mr Notenboom
concerning the way in which the budget is being im-
plemented. Therefore this is not the moment for me to en-
ter into a full-scale explanation of this issue. But as it oc-
curred several times in the debate and as it is an important
issue, it seemed to me that at the end of this debate I should
perhaps go over some of the ground again in order to make
sure that there can be no misapprehensions or misconcep-
tions.
There is, of course, also the related question of whether
appropriations should be entered dn lines where a legal
base is lacking, but where the Commission or Parliament
or possibly both institudons, would like to see policies de-
veloped. Now the Commission and Parliament certainly
a1ree very strongly on one point, namely that the Com-
muniry budget must remain a policy document. It must be
a policy document in its own right and not simply the fi-
nancial expression of existing policies already being im-
plemented. This is an important point of principle.
Now at the same time 
- 
and I thank Mr Herman for his
remarks 
- 
Parliament has insisted 
- 
and this was very
much a leitmotif of the debate last year and also a point
which arose in the report of the then rapporteur, Mr Dank-
ert 
- 
that the Commission should indicate before Parlia-
ment t:rkes its final decisions on the allocation of appropri-
ations, all those lines where the Commission has douba
about whether or not it should spend the money. Mr Dan-
kert in his report last year, with the support of the House,
made a great point of principle about this. I think he was
right to do so because I think it is right that Parliament
should know exacdy what all the possibilides and dangers
are when it comes to make its own decision. It is for
Parliament to make its own decision, but it must first be in
full possession of the,facts.
The Commission has taken Parliament's exhoradon in
this matter very seriously, as indeed it does in others. That
is why we have been careful this year to respond to that re-
quest. In many instances we have had to say 
- 
and this is
not a message that we like to give 
- 
in response to Parlia-
ment's request that where a legal base is lacking, there will
be difficulties over spending the money. Now I say this to
the House even through you do not like hearing it and we
do not like saying it; but it is no good beating the herald
over the head just because one does not Iike the message
that he is bringing.
Some speakers have gone further and suggested that the
Commission has been derelict in its dury in that it is failing
to put forqrard proposals io enable policies to be developed
iniertain sectors or that it is failing to defend vigorously
enough proposals that are already before the Council. Par-
ticular reference has been made in that context to energy.
rl
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I would like to say quite clearly that I reject those charges.
The Commission has been second to none in its attempts to
bring about the'existence of a genuine Community energy
policy. It has been assiduous in its efforts to stimulate dis-
cussion of energy at the European Council, and then to fol-
low up with appropriate proposals at the level of the Coun-
cil of Ministers. Here I would like to pay tribute to my
former colleague who has now gone off to rhe Bundestag,
Mr Guido Brunner. If the finger is to be pointed anywhere
it is at the Council of Ministers, and I suggest that the
House would do better rc look in that direction.
Nor is it right to say rhar the Commission has failed to de-
fend its proposals vigorously enough. W'e have for instance
- 
and this is but one of several examples, but it is a good
example 
- 
been defending the proposal for the use of coal
in power shdons, which is surely a rationd use of the
Community's indigenous energ'y resources, for the last
three years. The Council has still taken no decisions and
does not, at the momentatany rate, seem disposbd to do so
in the immediate future. How in those circumstances can
the Commission encourage the House, given the very
small margin of manoeuvre that the House has and given
the desire of the House to make sure that its money is
spent, to put no less than 100 million units of account in
commitments on such a line?
The political prioriry remains. Our attempt to persuade the
Council remains. The vigour with which we-are defending
and promulgadng our energyproposals is as great as ever it
was. But we have been asked by Parliament 
- 
righdy I
think 
- 
to say whether there will be difficulties about
spending money. We have done so. You must not then in-
terpret the fact that we respond to your messate as an indi-
cation that our resolve to put forward and defend those
policies and to get them accepted is any weaker as a result.
'We regret as much as you do the absence of a legal base. \fle
are tryinB as hard as we can 
- 
and I have given one instance
where we have been trying for three years 
- 
ro get the
situation put right. There are of course other examples
which I could give.
I would add something else. And thatis 
- 
and.I said this in
Strasbourg a fortnight ago 
- 
that the Commission does
believe that this is a very important issue. It does believe
that it is an issue which requires a real inter-instirutiond
dialogue, both on the purely budgetary and the legal mat-
ters that underly this difficulry. That is why I said in Stras-
bourg 
- 
and t said it again on Monday night and I hope the
House will take account of what I said 
- 
that it is very im-
portant that a conciliation procedure on this issue should
be la,unched. I hope that whenpeople talk about the impor-
tance of this issue tlat they will also bear in mind what I
said about you having it in your povrer to launch a concilia-
tion procedure so that we can get out of the siruation where
people are simply purring forward differenr theories, but
w-h9re we can 4crually get down to trying to find a way out
of this particular impasse. I hope also that the Housi will
bear in mind my point about the need to develop policies
which are at presenr held up as a result of this difficulry.
I mentioned panicularly energy policy, but there are of
course others. Energy policy was mentioned a lot in this
debate, transport rarher less, But rransport is none the less
a subject which is also very imporant and there are others
as well. The Commission, for its part, would like to see and
will help to promote discussion between the institurions on
these extremely important issues and I hope very much
that.we can get down to that.
Mr Schcin had some critical remarhs ro make about the
Commission's attirude concerning Ardcle 54 of the
budget, that is, as I think everybody well knows, social
measures in the steel sector. I am bound to say and I wish
Mr Schcin were here because I am going to be blunt. I am
bound to say that I think his criticisms were unjusdfied. It
is not true to say that the Commission has not done all it
could to facilitate the passage of these measures, or that it
has put unnecessary legal obstacles in their way. Since I be-
lieve this is an important point and that there should be
clariry on the matter, I am going ro take the time of the
House to rehearse briefly the sreps rhat the Commission
has taken to try to get these urgendy needed measures
through. Parliament knows that in trying to get a transfer
from one Treaty to another we are sailing in uncharted
waters. It is something where rhere is .no experience on
which we can call.
Let me remind the House that it was rhe Commission 
-which Mr Schcin saw fit to amck in his speech 
- 
that came
up with this extremely imaginative idea. It was not his; it
was not Parliament's; it was not the Council's. It was our
idea; it is an imaginative idea and I think we deserve some
credit for it. At that early stage the Commission took the
view that there were two indispensable legal elements.
First, that because the measures envisaged went beyond
those proi,ided for in the ECSC Treaty the use of Ardcle 95
of the ECSC Treary was necessary. Secondly, we also took
the view that the decision on this measure had to be by
unanimity under Article 235 of. the EEC Treary. Thirdly,
as the House will recall, our origind proposal was for a
once and for dl transfer berween the Treaties which we
classified as compulsory.
In response to the changing situation and in response to the
view of Parliament, the Commission has shown very con-
siderable flbxibiliry in adapting ia inidal proposal. First of
dl we are ready to abandon the use of Article 95 and rely
instead on an extensive interpretadon of Article 56 of the
ECSC Treary as a sufficient base for the proposed meas-
ures. Ve also, as the House will recall, changed our initial
proposal in order that the annual amounts could now be
fixed during the budgeary procedure and the credits have
been classified as non-compulsory expendirure, a matter
which was specifically welcomed by Mrs Hoff's resolution
and adopted by the Parliament in July. We have done a lot,
we have listened to Parliament, we have reqponded to Par-
liament, we have moved a long way but we have not how-
ever been able to find any way of dispensing with the use of
Article 235 of the EEC Treary. AII our legal advice con-
tinues to be that this is necessary, and it was my duty to re-
call this matter to the House on Monday, May I also re-
mind the House that during the debarc on Mrs Hoff's re-
.,, 
,1i
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solution in July, when she herself srggested that Article
235 could be dispensed with, the House did not suPPort
that view. I think the Commission is entitled to interpret
this as meaning that Parliament no longer takes the view
that action under Article 235 can be dispensed with.
Mr President, I have dwelt for a moment on this Point
because it is imponant, both as regards substance and be-
cause the record in these matters must be kePt straight. But
that is the past. Looking to the future may I underline what
I said on Monday. I would like 
- 
I hope the House does
not believe it to be too vague 
- 
to quote from what I said. I
said, that
the Commission trusts that in view of the overwhelming need
for such financial support in the steel industry ways will be
found of overcoming the legal difficulties.
I underline the importance of this sentence' not only for
ihe benefit of the Parliament, but also for that of the
Council.
Mr President, I felt it right to dwell at some length on these
issues because important speeches were made in the House
and I wished to show with a certain arhount of vigour why
I believe that we have done a very grpat deal in that area and
also to draw attention to some of the other difficulties.
Now I must turn, if I may, to the common agriculrural pol-
icy, because a certain amount was said about that too dur-
ing the course of the debate. Here I refer not only to re-
marks made in the debate but also in panicular to Para-
graphs 12 and 13 of the motion for a resolution on the
6.rdget. Doubts have been expressed as to whether the
Communiry will be.able to keep within the limits shown
for agricultural guarantee expenditure in the draft budget
for 1981. Provided ofcourse all the institutions contribute
to this end, 
-the Commission sees no reason why this
should not be possible. The Commission for its part will
make every effort. I certainly understand the desire of the
House to learn more about the intendons of the Commis-
sion as regards price proposals and related measures, and it
is only natural that it should want to know at the earliest
possible moment what savings are, in the view of the
-Commission, 
feasible. The decisions involved are certainly
of very great significance' as the House undoubtedly rec-
ognizis, and it is for this reason that they will have to be the
reiponsibiliry of the new Commission which will be called
upon to defind and promote them in the other Institu-
tions. This Commission is already engaged in doing the
necessary preparatory work.
Mr Rossi asked a number of questions on this asPect. He
will, I know, get an answer as soon as the new Commis-
sion, which will be responsible for carrying this worh for-
ward to its conclusion, is in a position to supply it.
The management of the CAP has also been referred to.
Here I should like emphadcally to reject all charges to the
effect that the Commission might act otherwise thirn in a
manner consonant with what it believes to be in the best in-
terests of the Communiry.The C6mmission acts indepen-
dendy; in this spirit it carries out the various management
operations; and I wish to assure the House that the Com-
mission takes the precautions necessary to ensure control
over both the volume and the destination of exports. Ob-
viously, when ingenious minds are at work determined to
try to iirrd loopholes, sometimes they succeed and those in
control must then close the loopholes' The Commission,
for its part, certainly does all that it can, and when it finds
that somebody has developed an ingenious new idea, it is
prepared to respond by finding an ingenious new solution.
I now come to a rather specific question which Mr Croux
asked during the debate. He enquired about the relation-
ship berween energy and economic policy. The Commis-
sion has recendy put forward a communication on this
subject; your Committee on Economic and Monetary Af-
fairs now has the documents before it and will no doubt be
discussing them in the weeks to come. The object of the
Commission's communication is threefold: it tackles, first,
the problem of balance-of-payments deficits and the re-
cycling of capital; secondly, the question of a price policy
for eni.gy; and thirdly, fie need to have an annual assess-
ment inihe Communiry of the financing available on the
one hand and the needs of energy policy in the Communiry
on the other.
The Community has, of course, already begun to act in this
area. \W'e have the proposal to enable Communiry loans to
take place when balance-of-Payments Problems are caused
by the cost o{ imported energy. Secondly, the Communiry
helps through its loans activity with the costs of energy in-
,r.ri-.nt, in'the Member States. The House, Mr Presi-
dent, may ask whether the points I have just mentioned en-
tail any iost to the Communiry budget' and I can say that
so far this has not been the case.
'Well, those are a number of specific points that I felt it right
to deal with at the conclusion of this very long debate' In
fact it is not so much a conclusion as a Pause for refresh-
ment because the Committee on Budgets will, I linow,
shortly be starting work on the 600 amendments 
- 
as I
think Mr Lange said was the number at the last count;-
and I shall of c-ourse, be attending that. But tomorrow the
House will have an opporruniry to vote. It is for the House
to decide; it is for the majoriry in the House to decide what
decisions it wants to make, where it wants to lay the em-
phasis, which priorities it believes are appropriate for the
bommunity in tSSt. We set out our position when we
produced our preliminary dralt budgel. We have en-
iearrorlred, in t[e Council, in the Parliament, to give our
advice on various aspects of the policies, the problems, the
budget itself, as and when they have been developed' \(e
have" said that we believe that the Communiry needs a
dynamic budget. \ile recognize, of course, the financial
constrains. tWe recognize, of course, the fact that we are
operating within the shadow of the l7o ceiling and, indeed
in the shado* of the work which we ourselves are doing to
produce the proposals which, we hope, will lead to far-
ieaching refoims du.inB the course of next year and after-
wards. this will be a major work, which is already being
engaged upon by the present Commission and will come to
f-'i,ii" ,rt d.. ih" niw Commission. But we also believe
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that, despite all those facrors, the Community needs, the
Community requires, a dynamic budger. It requires con-
tinued development, it requires renovarion and improve-
ment in some areas, it requires innovadon and new ideas in
other areas.
Our budgetary procedure, as I said earlier, is a complex
one. It is one in which each institution has a part to play.
Our most important part, perhaps, was when we produced
the original preliminary draft budft. Parliament's most
important part comes tomorrow with the vote and then, of
course, again in December when it will be voring on rhe
second reading. May I say to the Parliamenr rhat we awair
your decisions with interest, and I hope that the Council
will listen to whar you say with the attenrion that the
:|;:, representatives of the European Communiry de-
President. 
- 
I call Mr Adonnino.
Mr Adonnino, rapporteuer. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, we have now r€ached the end of this long
debate and I feel that the fact that all the records for thi
number of speeches have been beaten 
- 
I think that ap-
proximately 120 Members have spoken during the debate
- 
is very positive and has once more stressed just how im-
portant the annual budget debate is. I must thank all the
Members who have spoken and tender apologies ro rhose
Members whose speeches I was unable to listen to, nor be-
cause I was unwilling to, but because I was otherwise en-
gaged, either in Committee or examining the huge pile of
amendmenrc which were tabled in the interim.
I must also thank the representarive of the Council for his
speech at the beginning of the debate, which seemed to me
to be very objective, even in comparison with the ex-
tremely definite and clear opinion expressed by the rappor-
teur of this Parliament. I must also thank Commissioner
Tugendhat for his conrribudons which I read as being
stricdy in line wirh what he explained to us just now, thatis
with the desire to make clear to Parliament 
- 
ar rhe very
time when it is taking its decision 
- 
what 3re, in the Com-
mission's opinion, the chances of putring into pracrice and
implementing the policies and measures decided upon. He
did this whilst remaining within the scope of the Commis-
sion's contribution to the annual inter-institurion dialogue
berween Parliament and the Council.
I think that it has quite clearly emerged from this debarc 
-someone has already said as much 
- 
that basically the
budget is not 
.just a technical operadon, nor only a iet of
options for the managemenr of policles or meazures, bur
that it is a set of options which provides answers to various
problems of a procedural narure, which for all that are not
of lesser political import, and which also provides definite
answers to some of the major questions we must ask ourse-
lves when faced with the basic problem of what exacdy is
this Europe, this Communiry which is now being built,
what we want from the Communiry, and therefore how ir
should be conieived and where it is going at the moment. I
refer to all this in my reporr and I noted that these ques-
tions were put many times during the debate in various
forms.
At this poinr I ought also to stress rhat, basically, the
Commission and the Council have themselves shown that
they attach the same importance as we do to this debate.
Vho ought to answer these basic questions? Of course,
this task should fall primarily to Parliament. However,
since each institution musr have its own responsibilities,
the Council ought also to answer some questions since it
holds great power ar the moment, as the reposirory of the
determination of rhe Governments which make up this
Communiry. \[e in this House musr also play our part, as I
think we are doing, and we must play it 
- 
as I reminded
you 
- 
along the same firm lines as those adopted last year.
'We should, of course, nor do this in order ro ascertain
whether it is the Council or Parliament which has the grea-
ter power 
- 
since this would be far too'narrow-minded
an attirude 
- 
but for considerations of balance berween
the institutions and of rhe very idea behind this Communi-
ty. In these circumsrances, it falls to Parliament, and in
particular to this Parliament elected by universal suffrage,
to carry out the special task of defining a concepr of Europe
which will enable us to got beyond the view of Europe as a
totting-up of nationalities, as a continual compromise be-
tween varying interests, as a balance of forces, or even as a
means of applying force. This view of Europe ought to be
superseded by a view in which Europe's policies and
Communiry actions 
- 
I stress the word Communiry, as
the Treaty of Rome requires 
- 
will help to reduce differ-
ences, to fix and emphasize points we have in commoh, to
overcome short-term economic difficulties and, above all,
to stimulate gradual and balanced development. Basically,
it should provide the prerequisites for enabling our Com-
muniry later to express itself as one on the major interna-
tional problems of the moment-which is whatwe wish to
do and what the political cooperarion initiatives are rryint
to bring into being- and thereby, to play ourpart as one
of the major poles of attraction amongsr all those who are
making their contribution during this period of history.
All this, ladies and gendemen, is also true for the budget.
This is the reason why this House, in answer to the basic
quesdon of whether ir was once more going to reject the
budget out of hand or if instead, it would not in fact exer-
cise its own powers, and thereby allow the Council,s pro-
posal to become the definitive budget, decided, by avery
large majoriry, ro exercise irr po*err. This 
- 
and i shouli
like to point this out to Mr Pannella 
- 
is in fact a sign of a '
high p.olitical moraliry and a great sense of ..rporrribility.
Everybody has his own concept of political moialiry. I feel
that political moraliry is quiti cleirly defined by'the at-
titude shown by this House, which does not hide behind
empty poses bur has every intendon of accepting its own
responsibilities and exercising them completily. It is clear
that the righr tone musr be found to express the firmness
we need to adopt, and that is what we aie at this very mo-
ment trying to do. And I think that in this debate our sense
of responsibiliry has cle'arly emerged.
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Ve have tackled some of the fundamental problems, feel-
ing them to be more important than others which have
emerged from the speeches containing detailed figures, or
from the main chapters in the budget. The problem of the
legal basis of the budget has also been dealt with. I am fully
aware that we do not share the same views, Mr Tugendhat.
I am fully aware thatParliament's conception of fie budget
might well lead to management difficulties for the Com-
mission. But in spite of this and even if the invitation to at-
tempt to solve the problem by way of conciliation is ac-
cepted, I am of the opinion that the views which were ex-
tremely clearly expressed in my report- and which I shall
not dwell upon for this reason 
- 
are the right ones, even
though I must stress that it is one thing to solve the legal
problem 
- 
that is the problem of the correct interpretation
of the Treaties 
- 
and quite another for the various instiru-
tions, and primarily Parliament, to make the right choice
of the political options available and the right decisions
concerning the policies and measures to be adopted, which
must obviously be taken with due consideration being
given to the acrual abilicy of the executive institution 
- 
the
Commission 
- 
to implement them.
In addition, the major problem of compulsory and non-
compulsory expenditure was once more raised during the
debate. It was stressed that it was 
- 
if I may say so 
- 
ab-
surd to make this distinction which, because of the tension
it causes berween the Council and Parliament, is simply
likely to jeopardize the policies which both of these institu-
tions wish, on the contrary, to uphold and expand. I think
that common sense requires both institutions to avoid oc-
currences of this sort.
Another problem which was raised was that of entering
borrowing and lending activities in the budget. However,
it was also stressed in this respect that it was absurd that
Parliament, which has to act in respect of guarantees to
third countries as the budgetary authority competent for
this item, is deprived of decision-making power as far as
the intrinsic merits of the question are concerned. It was
therefore pointed out that it might well be useful, with re-
gard to the problems of guarantees, to provide the neces-
sary explanatory notes.
One of the main problems, as we are all well aware 
- 
and
on which I must dwell for a few minures in some detail 
- 
is
that of agriculture. I listened with respecdul interest to the
views of those who think that my whole formulation of the
problem goes against the conception of the Common Ag-
riculrural Policy and represents a desire to see the latter re-
duced. I should like to point our thar, on the conrrari, I
have always stressed 
- 
even in my initial report and I am
sorry that this was nor noted 
- 
the importance of agricul-
rural policy for the Communiry. I stressed how the CAP
had undoubtedly provided a basis for the development of
this Community, and how, in a nutshell, it should not be
done away with, but on the contrary reinforced. At rhe
same dme, to.be realisdc, one must admit however, that
everything in the garden is not rosy; that there have been
malfunctions of the system; that these malfunctions are
called structural production surpluses 
- 
not occasional
sulpluses 
- 
and that we have to take action on this, and
that action also 
- 
and now I address my friends in the Lib-
eral Group whose views I respectfully noted together with
those of the other Members 
- 
must involve means for
reestablishing balance within the whole range of agricul-
rural policies, without stifling them, but on rhe contrary
consolidating them along with all the other common
policies, if we wish the Community to survive. Itis proba-
bly quite true that if we were to take a wet sponge and wipe
agricultural policy from tle slate of Communiry measures,
then the Communiry would no longer exist. But it is also
ffue that if we do not defend agricultural policy in an intel-
Iigent manner, itis likely to kill off the Communiry. So we
must strike a balance and find the golden mean. I do not
feel that I pade a gesture vrhich was hostile to the agricul-
,rural policy when I accepted the extremely responsible
proposal made by the Commission, which, with regard to
the furure quesdon of farm prices, told us that it is possibl'e
to finance them from within the budget 
- 
and our Com-
mittee, as Mr Tugendhat is aware, was extremely pleased
to accept this proposal and the confirmation of it by the
Commissioner responsible for agriculture, Mr Gundelach.
As a follow-up to this proposal, whose veraciry I have not
reason to doubt, we were also asked to make an effort, in
close collaboradon with the Commission, by carrying out
an across-the-board reducti on of 27o, so as not to damage
any single budget heading and in order to be able to set
aside the necessary funds under chapters 6 and7. I do not
feel, ladies and gentlemen, that this is a hosdle gesture,to-
wards the Common Agriculrural Policy. I may be wrong,
but it seems to me that it is a responsible gesture, which
shows my desire to defend and my appreciation of the
CAP. The notion that agricultural policy is dependent
only on market prices, which cannot be known in advance
but must simply be faced up to when they arrive, is a view
which might, theoretically and at the very outside, be a
correct one, but it is certainly dangerous, because it comes
down to saying: letus keep ready all our reserves, stifle all
other policies and wait to see what happens. But if this
were so, then we would not be able to complain about im-
balances such as Britain had, or about any other imbalances
which might ensue in any of the other sectors.
The fact is that simple situations are easy to control, dif-
ficult situations are very difficult to deal with. \7e must
make an effort in a very difficult situation and, therefore,
my proposal and what I stated in my motion for a resolu-
tion is, for my critics amongst you, only aimed in this di-
recdon and no other. I ask you to believe me and I ask you
to think about whether, basically, a good way of defending
the CAP is not to accept this rype of logic and this type of
determination.
Mr President, time is we are at the end of a very long de-
bate, we are all tired, including the interpreters who some-
times have special difficulry with me, because I speak ex-
tremely fast. So I must apologize to them, and hurry on
towards the end of my speech.
I merely wanted to remind you that I also dealt at length
with other policies, besides the problem of agriculture,
other problems which we must solve. I know, for example,
that a range of criticisms and reproaches were raised in this
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House because it seemed that the rapporteur had not
wished to take any account of the urgent requests originat-
ing from various Committees on the subject of specific
demands for increases in personnel for one particular activ-
iry or another. However, it is not that the rapporteur did
not want to take account of these problems, but that he fol-
Iowed a logic which he feels to be correct and which was
approved by the Committee on Budgets, which considers
that in this House requests cannot be made from time to
dme for specific increases in establishment. This House
must give an overall assessment of the problem which will
in turn allow the Commission to have a number of posts at
its disposal 
- 
which may be eit\er permanent or temPo-
rary, ot posts which have been changed or new posts 
-
and naturally enough responsibility for the internal or-
ganization, the use and the detailed sharing out of such
posts can only be the Commission's. Parliament has
pointed out, by bringing together all the opinions of the
Committees, what its priorities are and has passed them on
to the Commission. Obviously Parliament has in this re-
spect a political control to exercise, but it can do no more,
otherwise we will become the organizers of the Commis-
sion, thereby going beyond our own pov/ers'
I have no desire, in this House, to go back over the other
policies because it seems to me that a great deal has already
been said about them. Obviously the extremely important
problem of own resources once again, Mr President. But it
was also quite righdy pointed out 
- 
quite independendy
of whether in the past this was,discussed,at the right time
and of whether proposals were made- that as things stand
the problem of own resources is linked with what are
known as the new restructuring proposals which the
Commission will have to make in 1981. It is clear that the
problem of own resources, on which Parliament has quite
clearly stated its opinion that they should be increased and
extended, must be linked to proposals for reestablishing
the balance between policies and underiying financial
problems which will emerge next year because, in the dif-
ficult times in which v/e are now living, it would be really
strange if we thought only about asking for resources
without at the same time making it clear, with sufficient in-
tegrity, what we wish to do with those resources.
There findly remains the question of my resolution. Apart
from some objections to certain paragraphs to which I have
tried to reply, perhaps in a somewhat imprecise and in-
complete manner, I understood the position of Mr Spinel-
Ii, who basically, whilst appreciating and sharing the views
made in this report, maintained that he felt unable to vote
in favour of it only because 
- 
and here he brought Goethe
into the picture 
- 
he felt that the soul and spirit were lack-
ing, which he translated into political soul and spirit. \flell,
Mr Pannella's conception of polidcal spirit and soul are
also different. There are those who think that they must
put forward their views in a strong and extremist way, by
attacking, and there are those who on the contrary feel 
-
and I would place myself in this category 
- 
that one can be
just as firm and just as decisive, or perhaps even more so,
whilst at the same time remaining completely calm and
clear. Between myself and Mr Spinelli there is perhaps a
difference in the interpretation of the spirit of this motion
for a resolution, and if he does not share 
- 
as he more or
less said 
- 
my views and statements, I should really like to
feel that he can overcome his stance on this matter and fi-
nally vote together with others in favour of this motion for
a resolution.
Mr President, ladies and gendemen, I shall not speak any
further because the hands of the clock are turning very
quickly. I hope you will excuse me for my brief reply and
for the fact that I did not speak on each separate statement
in turn, but this is in keeping with the normal run of our
debates and time is always to some extent our master. I
thank you for listening to me, and I hope that Parliament,
in tomorrow's vote on the amendments 
- 
of which there
are many 
-, 
th" draft amendments 
- 
there are a lot of
those too 
- 
and the motion for a resoludon, will find a
way to give united expression to that sense of responsibil-
iry which it has already shown during this debate.
(APPY^4
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I call Mr de Courcy Ling on , poin, of order.
Mr de Courcy Ling. 
-Mr President, admiring as I do thefortirude and assiduousness of the Minister represendng
the Council and also of CommissionerTugendhat, who, as
he says, in three days and seventeen hours has listened to
most of the speeches made by 120 elected Members of this
Parliament, I regret very much that there are so few Mem-
bers here this evening at the close of three day's vital debate
on the first reading and on the eve of the important vote
tomorrow. I would ask you, Mr President, to convey to
the Bureau my hope that next year it will be possible to
avoid having the Committee on Budgets sitting at the same
time as the budget debate, discussing as it is this afternoon
internal matters of the Parliament which really ought, with
respect, to have been sorted out well before this debate.
Commissioner Tugendhat has complimented the House
on the improvement in the standard of debate between
1979 and 1980, and I would like to express my hope that in
the four years in which we hope to see him here with us on
these occasions there will be a much more lively panicipa-
don by the elecrcd Members, so that he may feel that the
flood of words to which he has been subjected has been
pan of a dialogue, not a series of unilateral assaults.
President. 
- 
I shall be quite happy to mention again to t}e
Bureau that no committee meetings should'be held while
the House is sitting. This should remain an exception to the
rule, as is the case today.
6. Agenda for next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place tomorrow,
Thursday, 6 November 1980, from 10 a. m. to I p. m. and
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President
[rom2.3O p. m. until the end of voting, with the following 
- 
the motions for resolutions contained in the Ansquer andagenda: 
l.*"a,#;.ffT:Ji:hltllx.i.?:dge, 
or the Euro-
Votes on:
The sitting is closed.
- 
the draft amendments to Sectionsl, II, II-Annex, IV andV
of the draft gencral budget of the European Communities (The sitting was closed at 5,55 p,m.)
for the financial year, 1981.
- 
the draft amendments and proposed modifications to Sec-
don III of the draft general budget of the European Com-
munities for the financial year 7987
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IN T}IE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vice-President
(lhe sitting opened at 10 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal of the minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yesterday's
sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
tions I, II (including Annex I), IV and V and Section III re-
spectively of the draft general budget for 1981.
I would remind the House of the procedure to be followed.
Appropriations to which no draft amendmenrs or pro-
posed modifications have been tabled will be deemed
adopted without a formal vote. All draft amendments and
proposed modifications will, unless withdrawn by their
authors, be put to the vote in the order of the budget and
according to the nature of the appropriations rc which they
refer.
'Where more than one text refers to the same item, that
which departs furthest from the texr of the draft budget
will be put to the vote first. The criterion that has been cho-
sen for deciding which departs furthest is the extent of the
difference with regard to the original volume of expendi-
ture or receipts.
To be adopted, proposed modifications, which concern
compulsory expendirure, require a majoriry of the votes
cast, while draft amendments, which concern non-com-
pulsory expendirure, require the support of the majoriry
- 
today 205 
- 
of all Members who make up the Parlia-
ment. An asterisk in your doiuments draws attention to
this requirement.
Oirly the rapporreurs will be allowed to sp. ,k, in order to
give the opinion of the Commitree on Buo"ers. The au-
thors of draft amendmenrs and proposed modifications can
only take the floor to withdraw them.
An opportuniry for making explanadons of vote will be
given after the draft amendments and proposed modifica-
tions have been put to rhe vote.
2. General budget of tbe European Comrnunities
for 1981 (vote)
President. 
- 
The nexr item is the vote on the draft
ame'dmenm and proposed modifications to the draft gen-
eral budget of the European Comrnunities for 1981. We
shall then proceed to vote on the motions for resolutions
contained in the Ansquer and Adonnino reporrs, on Sec-
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\Ve shall beginwith the vote on Sections I, II, IV andV, re-
lating to the Parliament, the Council, t}e Court of Justice
and the Court of Auditors respectively; then we shall pro-
ceed to Section III, relating to the Commission.
I call Mr Klepsch on a point of order.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I have a request to make
regarding the organization of the sitting. It was announced
yesterday that proceedings would be suspended for one-
and-a-half hours. The chairmen of the groups had agreed
with the president that we should nor have a break. I have
not been able to speak to Mr Glinne, but Mr Bangemann,
Mr Scott-Hopkins and I have been authorized by our
groups to ask that we sit without a break. I am making this
request now rather than later, so that the necessary ad-
ministrative steps can be taken. \fle feel we shall have diffi-
culry with the number of Members attending after the re-
sumpdon\ of proceedings if we take a break.
President. 
- 
Mr Klepsch, I agree that we find ourselves in
a rather exceptional siruation in view of the number of
amendments and the number of votes that therefore have
to be taken. I also have it in mind to shorren the lunch-
break. However, if the staff agree, I shall follow your ad-
vice and continue the vore without breaking for lunch. On
the other hand, perhaps we should take a very short break,
because I do not feel that it would be possible to keep
Members in the Chamber during the whole of the vote.
Therefore a short break is, perhaps, necessary, but not
one of 71f, hour or so.
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) | would like ro suggesr that explana-
tions of vote are given after the final vote has taken place, in
order to avoid the danger that the requisite majoriry is not
Present.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Aigner, I believe I have already dealt with
that point.
Before proceeding to the vote, we have to hear the rappor-
teurs.
I call Mr Ansquer.
Mr Ansquer, rapporteilr. 
- 
(F) Since I presented the re-
ports to you on Monday on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets, there have been various developments in connec-
tion with these reports, and in particular regarding the
budget of our insdtution.
As I announced in the House, the Committee on Budgets
proposed at its. lasr meeting a number of adjustments to
Parliament's establishment plan and budget as a means of
achieving various economies and limidng the number of
newly-created posts. Since Monday, t}e Committee on
Budgets and the Bureau have met ro exchange information
before Parliament voted today.
I said in my oral presenadon that I considered these dis-
cussions necessary and imporant and that I felt we should
approach them in a spirit of conciliation. On Tuesday af-
ternoon the Bureau of the Committee on Budgets was re-
ceived by the Bureau of Parliament, and we had an ex-
tremely frank exchange of views, the Chairman of the
Committee on Budgets, Mr Lange, took this opportunity
of asking the President to attend a meeting of the Commit-
tee on Budgets, and this Mrs Veil did yesterday, remaining
for more than three hours. She replied to all the poina
raised by Members and explained the Bureau's views on
themvery clearly. The Committee then reconsidered three
questions on which the Bureau and the Committee on
'Budgets disagreed. Although the Committee has not
changed its basic position, the President did succeed in
clarifying various issues, which will enable us to consider
the underlying problem, and above'all the question of the
respective terms of reference of the Bureau and the Com-
mittee on Budgets with respect to Parliament's budget,
with a view to finding agreemenr on rhis important ques-
uon.
I now come to the points which were outstanding. By 19
votes to 15, the Committee on Budgets decided to maintain
the position it had adopted on the amendment tabled by
the European Democratic Group on rents, This amend-
ment, which-seeks to reduce the appropriations despite the
growing number of buildings rented by the European Par-
liament, is politically rather than financially inspired. I feel
that should be stressed at this stage. However that may be,
and despite the lack of agreement between the Committee
on Budgets, the Bureau and the administrarion of our in-
stitution, I would ask the Assembly to be wary, because if
we adopt reductions of this narure, we may find ourselves
in very serious financial trouble in 198 1. I feel this is a sub-
ject which is worthy of Parliament's attention.
Similarly, the Committee on Budgets decided to maintain
the position it had adopted on Parliament's establishment
plan, particul arly after hearing various proposals from Mr
Lange on the best means of strengthening the control we
might exercise over a possible unfreezing of posts. The
Committee decided by 18 votes to 15 not to reopen the dis-
cussion and to uphold is amendment. I must add that I felt
unable to sripport the position adopted by the majoriry of
Committee members.
As you know, ladies and gendemen, the appropriations for
maintaining contact with the electorate, aprinciple decided
by the Bureau, are intended for the reimbursement of
travel expenses within the constiruencies and the Member
States. The Committee on Budgets approved my proposal
that this allowance should be granted to Members to enable
them to do their duty as representatives of the European
electorate. This proposal was approved by 30 votes 
- 
that
is, by all those present.
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The Committee on Budgets then considered two other
amendments relating to the establishmentplan, which take,
account of the Bureau's latest decisions regarding the fil-
ling of posts in the institution. Theso are senior posts. By
20 votes,to 15, with one abstention, the Committee aP-
proved the draft amendment tabled by Mr Glinne and Mr
Klepsch on behalf of their respective grouPs' which seeks
to 
"re"te 
an A2 post for a Greek official. This would put
Greece on an equal footing with the present nine Member
States.
The Committee on Budgets also approved a preliminary
draft amendment tabled on behalf of Mr Lange and of the
Chairman of the Committee on Budgetary Control, Mr
Aigner, and again presented by Mr Klepsch and Mr Glin-
ne, chairmen of the Group of the European People's Parry
and of the Socialist Group. This preliminary draft ad-
mendment seeks to convert the A3 post of the Head of Di-
vision of the Committee on Budgets into an A2 post. This
proposal reflects Parliament's decision, I might even say'
decisions, taken in 1976 and 1979, thatthis service should
be converted into a directorate because of the importance
of its work and the need to have a single secretariat for the
Committee on Budgem and the Committee on Budgetary
Control and also to ensure the coordination of all concilia-
don procedures relating to acts having financial implica-
tions. The Committee on Budgets adopted this position by
31 votes, with one abstention. This is amendment No 609'
The Committee then approved by 18 votes to 7, with 4 ab-
stentions, a preliminary draft amendment I had tabled on
updating the reserve for the political grouPs, a decision of
principle having been taken during the previous meeting. It
ilso approved the amendment tabled by Mr Battersby and
others seeking to convert various drivers'posts, an area
which has not yet been the subject of proposals for the
conversion of posts to give those concerned fair career
ProsPects.
On the other hand, the Committee on Budgets did noi ap-
prove amendment No 566, by Mrs Hoffmann, which
sought to freeze, for political reasons' the appropriations
intended for the EEC-Turkey Joint parliamentary com-
mittee. This decision also reaffirmed a posidon previously
adopted.
The Committee adopted by 25 votes to 1, with 3 absten-
rions, an amendment tabled by the Soiialist Group seeking
to include an appropriation of 200,000 EUA in Chapter
100 for Survivor's Pensions, pursuant to the decision taken
by the Bureau on 29 April 1980. The Committee felt- and
hoped.- that this amount would be sufficient for 1981.
This decision allowed us to withdraw an aniendment
which served the same purpose, but proposed the higher
figureoflmEUA.
Finally the Committee on Budgets endorsed its amend-
ment, No 543, seeking to delete the 233 new posts in the es-
tablishment plan, and after considerinB the modon for a re- '
solution which I have now put to you, it adopted an
amendment concerning reducdons in the allowances of
Members who do not attend half of our part-sessions.
Here I stressed, Mr President, that we are indeed referring
to part-sessions and that we must instruct our Bureau to
dra* up appropriate rules for the application of this prin-
ciple. This amendment was adopted by 26 votes to 2, with
2 abstentions. For the rest, the Committee on Budgets was
unable to approve otler amendmenr to this resolution.
On the other sections of the budget on which I had been
given the responsibiliry of presenting reports, we did not
receive any nev/ proposals. The reports are therefore sub-
. mitted without modification.
Mr President, Iadies and gentlemen, that is the information
I felt I had to give all of you so that you may take your deci-
sions in full knowledge of the facts.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
lPronu, 1ro* oarious quarters)
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should just like to refer
briefly to our working conditions, even of those who pro-
test before they know what it is all about.
Mr President, the documents we have before us are unfor-
runately not 
- 
and this is understandable 
- 
in the order in
which they will be put to the vote. I wish to draw your at-
tention to this point. I would therefore suggest that, for the
first hour at least, you mention the number of tle amend-
ment as well as the number of the item to which it refers.
President. 
- 
I see that, contrary to the rules of the House,
most of the polidcal groups, including your own, have
someone beside them to assist in the work. I think we
ought to try that method of solving the problem first. In
any case, I shall try to explain the order of the votes as
clearly as possible.
I call Mr Adonnino.
Mr Adonnino, rapporteu. 
- 
(I) Mr President, in the
course of the Committee on Budgets' recent work on Sec-
tion III (Commission), a further 60 amendments to the
budget and 31 amendments to the motion for a resolution
*.rJp..r.nr.d. Many of these were not reconsidered b/
the Committee, since they had already been dealt with
some dme previously. AII together, 6 amendments to the
budget and 6 to the budget were accepted.
The first amendment to the draft budget calls for an in-
crease of 15O,OOO EUA in the appropriation intended for
decentralizing the parliament's information offices in the
Federal Republic of Germany. This amendment was ac-
cepted, together with the revenue increase, since it was
aimed at the implementation of decisions already made.
The second amendment merely alters the remarks ap-
pended to an item for which 100 million EUA have already
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been appropriated, specifying the need to support the con-
version of power-stations from oil to coal. The third
amendment is a precautionary one, requesting that expen-
dirure for 1981 be reduced by ghe 200 million EUA in-
tended for refunds to the UK and that the sum be set aside
under Chaprcr 100 to await the letter of amendment 
- 
al-
ready announced by the Council 
- 
confirming its antici-
pation on the 1980 budget. Another proposal calls for a 50
million EUA reduction in the sum destined for aid to pow-
dered milk used for the feeding of calves. I should point out
to the Assembly that this is a small part of the overall effort
to reduce agriculrural spending. In another amendment,
accepted by the Committee on Budgem, there is a request
for an increase of 10 million EUA in premiums for the pro-
duction of choice tobaccos, to be compensated for by a
charge of 10 million to the EAGGF (Guarantee Section).
Finally, there is a request for an appropriation of 10 million
EUA for fisheries under the EAGGF (Guidanci Section),
replacing what is at present only a token entry. The pur-
pose of the provision, which would be covered by a coi-
responding revenue increase, is to allow the first steps to be
taken this year to implement the fisheries policy estab-
lished by the Council in its decision of 30 May 1980.
Ladies and gendemen, I would like td draw your attention
to the fact that, as a consequence of recent proposals re-
garding staffing requirements, my initial proposal for 75
permanentposts has been modified to increase this number
to 80. This increase is especially directed at providing the
staff necessary for the decentralization of information of-
fices in Germany 
- 
to which I have already referred 
- 
and
for studies on bimolecular genes. A similar addition has
been necessary for the posts to be converted. My original
proposal called for 160 posts to be allotted to the Commis-
sion, but unfortunately no provision had been made for the
conversion of posts at the Community Research Center at
Ispra. To take account of its needs, 60 posts were asked for;
of these, 20 were granted, thus bringing the total up to 180.
I shall now review briefly the amendments to the resolu-
tion. On Paragraph 13, an amendment has been tabled in-
viting the Commission to apply refund rates which will
make it possible to reduce expendirure and, in particular,
to implement an export policy which will mdke this possi-
ble. After Paragraph 14, another amendment emphasizes
the need to curb the increase in managemen[ costs without,
however, jeopardizing the development of producdon. It
should be specified that the Committee on Budgets, with
the phrase 'without jeopardizing the development of pro-
ducdon', had no intention of referring to structural sur-
pluses, having already expressed its opinion quite clearly
on this subject.
Another amendment to the resolution has been tabled re-
garding the evaluation of the budget and stressing that, ow-
ing to the inadequacy of the draft now proposed, Parlia-
ment has decided to use its prerogatives to modify it, in line
with its previous decision and with the present debate.
Finally, the wording has been improved in Paragraph 38,
though without altering the content of the one you have
before you. Paragraph 39, on the other hand, was mod-
ified by the committee to clarify its authors'opinion that
the draft does not allow the Commission to fulfil the com-
mitments already made.
Ladies and Bentlemen, these are the amendments that were
reviewed yesterday by the Committee on Budgets. I wish
to stress that, aken together, they in no way alter the pre-
vious evaluation. The final text was again approved by a
large majoriry in committee, and in conclusion it can be af-
firmed that the political stand and general strategy an-
nounced in the report have not been modified by these
amendments but, on the contrary, have been reinforced.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Balfe to speak on a point of order.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
Mr President, looking round the Chamber, I
notice that many Members have not got their voting-cards
out. I wonder whether at this point, before we begin, it
would be appropriate to remind Members that they may be
needed during the course of the day.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Balfe. I am sufficiendy con-
fident that Members can take their own affairs into their
own hands.
(Laugbter)
\ile shall now proceed to the vote.l
I call Mr Galland on a point of order.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, *. h.u. just spent more
than four minutes thirry seconds on this vote: I noted the
time precisely. The electronic voting-system here seems to
work much faster than the one at Strasbourg, Don't you
think, therefore, that it would be better to use it?
(Applause from oaious qil.drters)
President. 
- 
Mr Galland, we shall certainly make use of
the elecronic system, but it is useful to be able to see exact-
ly, from the show of hands, whether the number of those
f::r*, 
reaches the required figure of 205.
t From this point on until the end of the vote on the draft budget,
only those passages are reproduced which gave rise to interven-
tions from the floor and replies by the President' Omissions
are indicated by three dots at the beginning of the line.
For the results of the vote, see the minutes of this sitting. For
the opinion of the Committee on Budgets on the various
amendments, as announced by the President during the sit-
ting, see the Annex.
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On Item 2000, I have fwo draft amendments:
- 
No 426, tabled by the European Democratic Group,
on which the Committee on Budgets has expressed a
favourable opinion; and
- 
No 176, tabled by Mr Pannella and others.
Mr Pannella has asked for a vbte by roll-call.
(A first attempt to use the electronic systemfor the roll-call
oote prooed abortioe)
Mr Panella, do you maintain your request?
Mr Pannella. 
-(F) }l{rPresident, wepaid 25 million Bel-gian francs for this electronic system. Can it be that the
fault lies with the operator? The siruation is now becoming
embarrassing!
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, we shall obviously try to find
the source of the error. \[e shall try once more.
(The electronic system again faihd to funaion properly!
In the circumstances, Mr Pannella, do you still maintain
your request?
Mr Panella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, saboteurs though we are,
we desist for the moment!
(Applause)
President. 
- 
On Ardcle 204, I have two draft amend-
ments:
- 
No 465, tabled by the European Democratic Group,
on which the Committee on Budgets has expressed a
favourable opinion; and
- 
No 177, abled by Mr Pannella and orhers.
(Parliament adopted Draft Amendment No 465 , as a result
of whicb No 177 fell)
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) mr President, I am surprised to hear
you say that, as a result of the adoption of No 465, no 777
falls. These are, in facr, rwo quite different matters: in the
one case, it is proposed to reduce a certain sum and, in the
other, to make a ffansfer.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, I said before the vodng began
that the criterion chosen for determining the extent to
which an amendment departs from the text it refers to was
the extent of the difference with regard to the original vol-
ume of expendirure or receipts. Here your amendment has
no effect at all, since it is based on a process of compensa-
tion. It was therefore the other amendment, No 465, that
had priority.
(Parliament rejected draft Arnendment No 425 and
adopted draft Amendment No 592)
I call Mr von der Vring on a point of order.
Mr von der Vring. 
- 
(D) MrPresident, I did ask in good
time for the floor on a point of order. I ask you to put draft
Amendment No 425 to a fresh vote by sitting and standing,
since I do not agree with you that the requisite majoriry
was net reached.
President. 
- 
I am sorry, there was no doubting the result.
On the establishment plan, I have a further seven draft
amendments:
- 
No 2, tabled by Mrs Roudy and others;
- 
No 21, tabled by the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection;
- 
No 139, tabled by the Committee on Development and
Cooperation;
- 
No 140, tabled by the Committee on Development and
Cooperation;
- 
No 148/rev., tabled by Sir Fred Catherwood on behalf
of the Committee on External Economic Relations;
- 
No 415, iabled by the Commifiee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs; and
- 
No 591, tabled by Mr Bangemann and orhers.
The Committee on Budgets is against the first six and in
favour of the last.
I call Mr Adonnino.
Mr Adonnino, raryorteur. 
- 
Q) Mr President, these
amendments have been taken up and absorbed in the
amendment introducing new posts, and for this reason the
Committee on Budgets has not dealt with them any fur-
ther. Since this is the committee's position, I consider that
:l:r" 
,-.nd-ents should not be put to the vote.
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President. 
- 
On Item 3030, I have three draft amend-
ments:
- 
No 44, tabled by Mr Van Minnen on behalf of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment;
- 
No 207, abled by Mr Pannella and others; and
- 
No 521, tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets.
I call Mr Balfe on a point of order.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
The poinr of order is that I passed you a note
earlier on this morning asking for a roll-call vote on No 44
and on one subsequent one, the number. of which I have
forgotten. However, I did pass a nore up to the pladorm.
President. 
-'Was it on behalf of the Socialist Group, MrBalfe?
Mr Balfe. 
- 
This one was a personal requesr. I dare say
you want to ask 21 people to stand up.
(More tban 21 Members rose to tbeir feet)
President. 
- 
After Article 325,lhave four draft amend-
ments:
- 
No 7)t tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Commit-
tee 6n Energy and Research;
- 
No 542, tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets;
- 
No 505, tabled by the European Democratic Group;
and
- 
No 463, tabled by Mr Linkohr on behalf of the Socialist
. 
Group.
I call Mr Galland.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) .I withdraw draft Amendment No 78 in
favour of draft Amendment No 542, tabled by Mr Adon-
nino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Taylor.
U1J. U. Taylor. 
- 
\trfle withdraw Amendment No 505.
(Parliament rejected draft Amendnrent No 31)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Purvis on a point of order.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
\7ould you not say rhat the pattern was
similar on previous votes? The numbers have teen falling
in'the House; your officials were concerned.
President. 
- 
No, Sir. The numbers are changing, and I
watch very carefully what kind of changes take place.
(Parliament rejected draft Amendment No 33)
I call Mr Rogers on a point of order.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr President, a number of Members have
asked when you are likely to have a break. Not for the
Members but for yourself . ..
(Laugbter)
President. 
- 
Mr Rogers, I think *. ,idl sdll go on for a
few minutes until I see a good moment ro stop. It will not
be so long. I was also thinking of that problem.
(Parliarnent rejeaed draft Amendment No 35)
I call Mr Collins on a point of order.
Mr Collins. 
- 
Mr President, inview of the rapidly chang-
ing numbers in the Chamber jusr now, I should like to sug-
gest to you that either we have an electronic vote on every
single item between now and the lunch-break, or indeed
we have the lunch-break now, in spite of your determina-
tion to sacrifice your own health for the sake of the work of
Parliament.
President. 
- 
My health is OK, Mr Collins, but I agree
with you that other Members seem to have difficuldes and
are running in and out. I therefore propose that we now
take a break for three-quarters of an hour, and no more!
(Tbe sitting toas suEended at 1.10. p.m. and resurned at
2.05 p.m.)
The sitting is resumed.
(Parliament adopted draft Amendment No 106 and re-
jeaed draft Amendment No 49, as a resuh of uthicb draft
Arnendrnent No afi fell)
I call Mr Ryan on a point of order.
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Mr Ryan. 
- 
Mr President, I wanted to rise on a point of
order which, with respect, would have been more appro-
priate before the vote was taken. The justification here in-
iorrectly attributes to me a remark which I never made and
infers tLat I made a report on the Dublin Foundation,
which I did not make, and I think it is unfortunate that the
record should imply that I did. I, therefore, wanted to cor-
rect the record, but I am glad that the vote has gone as it
has.
President. 
- 
Mr Ryan, I am sorry, I saw ydu asking for
the floorat the moment the vote had started, so there is no
correction possible, but your remark will be Put into the
record.
(Parliament adopted d.raft Amendments Nos 20 and 53, as
a resah d which draft Amendment No 2U fell)
I call Mr Pannella on a point of order.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I think the situation is
quite clear here. \fle are proposing an increase beyond the
figure that has just been adopted and, at the same dme, a
compensation elsewhere in the budget' It should therefore
be possible to put out' draft amendment to the vote.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, the procedure regarding the
order of prioriry of amendments was fixed this morning. In
your draft amendment, the sum entailed is entirely com_-
pensated for, and therefore it comes after the other draft
imendments. These having been adopted, yours falls.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(D Mr President, sometimes the fauls of
a system are not discovered until the very end. The House
has just voted for 20 million EUA, and we are proposing 25
million. It is therefore a mad system. I understand the or-
der; what I do not understand is that one should consider
that voting on the other first should prevent us from voting
on this second.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, if, on the b'asis of the system
that has been followed, the House adopts 
- 
and it has al-
ready done so 
- 
the Patterson draft amendment, which
increases expendirure by 20 million without comPensa-
tion, that is because the difference taken into account is the
one with regard to the volume of spending. Your dr#t
amendment does not go so far and therefore falls. If one
thinks only of the line in the budget, you are right; but the
complications of that approach lead to other problems, and
it has to be decided which system is the best.
On Article 550, I have three draft amendments:
- 
No 441, tabled by Mr Ansquer on behalf of the Group
of European Progressive Democrats;
- 
No 136, tabled by the Committee on Regional Policy
and Regiond Planning; and
- 
No 488, mbled by the European Democratic Group.
The Committee on Budgets has expressed a favourable
opinion on No 136.
I call Mr Forth.
Mr Forth. 
-; Mr President, I would like to ask if we could
have a roll-call vote on this item.
President. 
- 
\7e have a request for a roll-call ,oa.. *.
shall therefore proceed to use the electronic voting system'
On Article 580, I have four draft amendments:
- 
No 559, tabled by Mr Marchais and others;
- 
No 448, tabled by Mr Ansquer and Mr Flanagan on be-
half of the Group of European Progressive Democratsl
- 
No 509, tabled by Mr Notenboom on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Parry (CD); and
- 
No 300/rev., tabled by the Socialist Group.
The Committee on Budgets has expressed a favourable
opinion on No 509-
I call Mr de Ia MalEne.
Mr de la MalEne. 
- 
(F) lwithdraw draft Amendment No
448 in favour of Mr Notenboom's amendment, which has
the same purport.
President. 
- 
Mr Notenboom, do you also wish to widr-
draw your amendment?
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL) I am sorry, Mr President, but I
dso wanted to withdraw my amendment.
President. 
- 
Mr de la MalEne, what do you propose to do
now?
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(F) I maintain my amendment.
, r'j
t
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President. 
- 
\flhat is the rapporreur's position?
Mr Adonnino, rdpportetn. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the sirua-
tion following tle withdrawal of this amendmenr is as fol-
lows. It is known that a letter of amendment o4 this point
will be submitted by the Council and the Comn\ission. In
my view, therefore, since the amendment has b,een with-
drawn, it would be better to defer the vote on this irem, as
it is to form the subject of further discussions outside this
Chamber.
President. 
- 
That does not help me very much, Mr
Adonnilo, since in any case I have to pur rhe other draft
amendments to the vote.
On Article 923 , I have three draft amendments:
- 
No 120, tabled by the Committee on Developmenr and
Cooperation, on which rhe Cominittee on Budgets has
expressed a favourable opinion;
- 
No 492, tabled by the European Democradc Group;
and
- 
No 237, tabled, by Mr Pannella and others.
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mt President, we still have anorher
twenry or so draft amendments. With your permission, I
should like to explain in a few words why we are prepared
to withdraw rhem.
President. 
- 
You have rwo minures.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, in view of the degree of
attention given to our work by the groups, given the fact
that this House has on a number of occasions conspicu-
ously failed to respect the commitments entered upon by
the groups when voting on the Ferrero and Focke reports,
and in view of the fact that the sparse attendance by certain
groups means that very often the numbers present from the
European Democratic Group 
- 
and hence this group's
positions 
- 
are decisive, we have decided to withdraw all
our amendments except the one concerning Turkey. Our
efforts will be judged politically outside this Parliament.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, I note the withdrawal of these
amendments.
\fle shall now consider the motion for a resolution con-
tained in the report by Mr Ansquer on Section I (Parlia-
ment) (Doc l-546/80).
(Parliament adopted tbe first three indents of tb, prro*blrl
On reciul (a), I have Amendment No 2, tabled by the
European, Democraric Group and adding the following
new indent.
(iv) the continuation of the method of work and p-attern of ac-
, tiviry of rhe indirectly-elected Parliament.
\Ufl'hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Ansquer, rapporteilr. 
- 
(F) The Committee on
Budgets rejected this amendment by 4 vores to 25, with 1
abstention. I am rherefore against.
(Parli.ahent rejected Arnendment No 2 and adopted recital
(a), then recital (b) and paragrapbs 1 and 2)
President. 
- 
Afier paragraph 2, I have Amendment No 3,
abled by Mr Bonde and others and inserting the following
new paragraph:
2a. Is opposed to the proposal for a Communiry system of
' salaries, pensions and other emoluments for Members of
the Assembly and, in particular, to the introduction of
new subsidies, for example to maintain contacts with their
constituencies and for individual journeys; affirms the
principle that all salaries should be fixed by the Member
States'themselves; is therefore opposed to ttre payment of
travel and secretarial allowances without the submission
of supponing documenrs, and to thepayment to Members
of daily allowances higher than those paid to staff;
ID[hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Ansquer, rdryorteur. 
- 
(F) Against.
(Parliament rejeaed Arnendment No 3 and adopted para-
graphs 3 to 5 and then 7 to 9)t
President. 
- 
On paragraph 10, I have Amendment No 4,
tabled by Mr Ansquer on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets and completing this paragraph as follows:
. . . Considers that all allowances of-Members who have not at-
tended at least half of the part-sessions should be reduced, and
instructs its Bureau to draw up a regulation to that effect.
(Parli"ament adopted Amendnrcnt No 4 and thenpdragrdph
10, tbus rnodified)
I Paragraph 6 was deleted as a result of previous votes on the
budget.
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Afterparagraph 10, I have AmendmentNo 1, tabled by Mr
Balfe and adding the following new paragraph:
10a. Agrees that, commencing with the 1981 budget, Mem-
bers of t}re European Parliament who in any one budget-
^ry 
yeer attend on less than 50 7o of the days that Parlia-
ment meets shall forfeit 507o of their secretarial and of-
fice allowancesi and for each extra Percentage point be-
low 50 7, attendance, secretarial and office expenses shall
similarly be reduced (thus 40 7o attendance would arract
4O7o of allowances); this rule shdl not apply where a
Member has bebn given leave of absence by the Bureau,
but leave of absence shall be given only for reasons of
health or when a Memberis engaged in carrying out other
specific funcdons on behalf of Parliament authorized in
each instance by the Bureau of Parliament.
(Tbe autbor ashed for a roll-call oote, but failed to find the
20 Members reqr.ired. to stqPort his request)
Vhat is the rapporteur's view?
Mr Ansquer, rapPorter4r. 
- 
(F) | am against, since the pre-
ceding amendment, which covers that of Mr Balfe's, has
been adopted.
(Parliament rejeaed Anwnbtwnt No 1)
President. 
- 
I propose that the motion for a resolution as
a whole should not be put to the vote undl Parliament has
considered the amendments to the Adonnino motion for a
resolution.
Are there any objections?
That is decided.
\(e therefore proceed to consider the motion for a resolu-
tion contained in the report by Mr Adonnino on Section
III (Commission) (Doc 1-540/80).
(Parliament adopted the first seoen indents of tbe prearn-
blr)
After the seventh indent, I have Amendment No 15, tabled
by Mr Bonde and others and inserting tle following new
indents:
- 
opposing any 
"r.onp, .o l.girlate through the Communirybudget,
- 
opposed to any afiempt to increase own resources by in-
, troducing specid axes and charges,
- 
supponing the Council's refusal to include the Develop-
ment Fund and borrowing and lending operations in the
budget,
- 
opposed to any increase in non-compulsory expenditure,
which would give greater room for manoeuvre to the sup-
ranationd bodies,
- 
supponing all the atiempts by the Council to preserve its
powers, including its powers over the management of the
Community budget, for example, trough the use of the
procedure of management committees,
\flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Adonnino, rdPPorteur. 
- 
(I) I am against, Mr Presi-
dent, because, among other things, we have here a number
of principles which this Parliament has always refused to
accePt.
(Parliament rejected Arnendment No 16)
President. 
- 
On the eighth indent, I have Amendment
No 17, tabled by Mr Bonde and others and rewording this
indent as follows:
- 
whereas the financial year 1981 is set against a background
of extremely dif{icult political and economic conditions,
r0flhat is the rapporfeur's position?
Mr Adonnho, rapportear. 
- 
0 I am against Mr Presi-
dent, for the same reasons as in the preceding case.
(Parliament rejeaed Amendment No 17 and adopted the
eigbth and ninth indents)
President. 
- 
After the ninth indent, I have Amendment
No 15, tabled by Mr Bonde and others and insening the
following new indent:
- 
whereas the decision-making power in respect of the EEC
budget should be vested in the Council, in which each State
has the right of veto,
What is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Adonnino, rctpPorteur. 
- 
(I) | am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejeaed Arnendrnent No 15 and adopted para-
grapb 1 and the title of Part II)
President. 
- 
After the tide of Part II, I have Amendment
No 1, tabled by Mr Spinelli and others and inserting the
following new paragraph before the tide'Development of
own resources':
1a. Notes
- 
that the Commission was well aware that compulsory
expendirure arising from. o<isting agricultural regula-
tions and the 1 % VAT ceiling on own resources would
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inevitably make it impossible for the Communiry to
assume fully its responsibilities and that, in any case,
the Commiision has so far been guilry of failing to take
suiuble action, since during 1980 it has made no Pro-
posals either for the reform of the agricultural regula-
iiors o, for transfers of resources from the national
budgets to the Communiil'budget;
- 
that the Council has exerted a great deal of subtle but
effective influence in dissuading the Commission from
presendng the above proposals, thus avoiding the need
ao 
"orn. 
,6 a decision-on them; that it has continued to
consider that farm-price suPPort has an absolute prior
claim on the Community's own resources; that it has
ignored the urgent calls by Parliament to provide the
Co-murity *ith common strucoral policies and a
common development cooPeration Policy, both more
in keeping with ihe real scale of the problems, and that
i., fact, in-a rrumber of cases, it has actually reduced the
scope for CommunitY action;
lU(hat is the rapporteur's Position?
Group of the European People's Pany (C-D Group) and
inserting the following new paragraph:
2a. Hopes that the Commission will soon be able to submit
proposals which will ensure an increase in own resources
propo.tional to the requirements of the balanced de-
uelopment of the above mpntioned common policies, and
norcs that the Council is failing to fulfil its responsibilities
in this field, which may either paralyse Communiry acdon
or oblige the Communiry to cease Payments;
\)(hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Adonnino , rapporterlr. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the com-
mittee expressed a negative opinion on this amendment,
albeit by an equal number of votes for and against : 1 3 to 1 3.
Personally, I-should regret it if these views on the de-
velopment of the Community's own resources were not to
figuie in the text of the motion. However that may be, the
committee's decision was unfavourable.
(Parliament adopted Arnendment No 28 and then para-
graphs j and 4)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No 5'
tabled by the EuropeanDemocratic Group and rewording
this paragraph as follows:
5. Notes that the 198 I budget will be burdened by the repay-
ments (8 /e of total expenditure) to the United Kingdom,
reflecting the burdens previously borne by that country,
and that-these rePaymen$ will be even higher in the 1982
budget;
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Adonnino ,r4Pporter4r. - (/) Thg committee's opinion
is unfavourable, Mr President.
(Parliament rejected Arnend.ment No 5 and adopted in sac-
cession paragrapb 5 and paragrdPhs 5 to 9)
President. 
- 
On paragraph I 0, I have Amendment No 1 8,
tabled by Mr Jacquet and others and deleting the following
words :'with structural surpluses'.1
\(Ihat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Adonnino' rrtPPortear. 
- 
(l) Mr President, with re-
gard to agricultural policy, the need has always been un-
Ierlned to reduce surplus production if it is structural, but
not otherwise. Consequendy, the Committee on Budgets
took a negative view.
Mr Adonnin o, rapPorteur. 
- 
(I) The Committer was in
favour of this amendment. Personally, I agree with a gteat
deal of what is said here, even though I should have ap-
oreciated an opporrunity to discuss it with the author' The
iommittee's opinion is, howerer, favourable'
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) I wish to ask for a vote by roll-call, Mr
President, if 21 Members are PrePared to suPport my re-
quest.
(The request failed to receiae the requisite syPP?ry' Parlia''*rnt 
oioptrl Amendment No 1 and then tbe title preced-
ing paragraPb 2)
President. 
-'On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No 14,tabled by Mr Bonde and others and modifying this para-
graph as follows:
2. Notes that the own resources at present available under the
Decision of 21 April 1970 will shonly be exhausted; (rese
deleted)
Wbat is the rapporteur's Position?
Mr Adonnino, rdpPorteur, 
- 
(I) | am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(P ar liarne nt re j e a e d A me ndne nt N o 1 4 an d. a dop te d p ar a'
SrdPh 2)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 2, I have Amendment No
28, tabled by Mr Konrad Schcin and others on behalf of the 1 Amendment No 32, by Mr d'Ormesson, was withdrawn'
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(Parliament rejeaed Amendrnent No 18 and adopted para-
8r4Ph 10)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 10, I have rwo ainendments,
each inserting a new paragraph:
- 
No 29, tabld by Mr Frtih and others on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Parry (C-D Group):
lOa. Confirms its resolution of i7 funel980 and ."ll o, ,h.
Commission to incprporate in its future budgetary esti-
mates a reclassification of expenditure not directly con-
nected with rhe common agricultural policy, such as
monetary compensatory amounts, expendirure con-
nected with sugar from the ACP Statei and India, re-
sources allocated for food aid, and other expendirure re-
sulting from the Coirmunity's externd economic rela-
tions, so as to make clear the real cost of the common ag-
iicultural policy;
- 
No 34, tabled by Mr Tolman and orhers on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Parry (C-D
Group):
10a. Notes that the rate of increase in agriculrural expenditure
in 1980 was stabilized and that the 73.7 7o increase pro-
posed in tlre draft 1981 budget is acceptable, panicularly
in view of the fact that it includes only expenditure di-
recdy connected with the agricultural policy, such as ex-
penditure on food aid;
!flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Adonnino, rqpporte,,,r. 
- 
(I) The commimee expres-
sed a negative opinion on both these amendments.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de la MalEne.
Mr de la MalBne. 
- 
(F) I should like the electronic sysrem
to be used for the vore on these amendmens.
President. 
- 
Your wish shall be granted.
(Parliament adopted botb amendments)
On paragraph 11, I have three amendments:
- 
No 19, tabledby Mr Jaquet and otlers and deleting this
paragraph;
- 
No 13, abled by Mr Delatte on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group and rewording this paragraph
as follows:
11. Considers that the total amount of agricultural expendi-
ture arising both frorn the draft budget for 19g1 and from
the fixing of farm prices for lggl/82 cannot be assessed
until the Commission has made known the precise nature
. 
and extent of the savings which it has undertaken to make
within the total allocation for the EAGGF (Guarantee
Section);
- 
No 30, abled by Mr De Keersmaeker and others on
behalf of the Group of the European People,s Party(C-D Group) and adding the following to this para-
graph:
. . . provided they are accompanied by measures governing the
co-responsibiliry of producers and processors of fats and oils
of vegetable and maritime origin intended for human con-
sumption, equivalent to the co-responsibility borne by pro-
ducers in the dairy sector; if this cannot be implemenred the
budget must, if necessary, be adiusted;
\00'hat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Adonnino,rappofteur. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the opin-
ion is negative on all three amendments.
(Parliament rejeaed Amendments Nos 19, I3 and 30 and
adopted paragrdph 11)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 11, I have Amendment No
23, tabled by the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats and inserting the following new paragraph:
11a. Points out that the Community budget is used to finance
rhe existing common policies and that the reforms to be
introduced must be reflected in the budget;
\Vhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Adonnino , ra?porter4r. 
- 
(I) The opinion is negative,
Mr President.
(Parliament rejea.ed Amend.ment No 23)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 12,Ihave three amendments:
- 
No 20, tabled by Mr Jaquet and others and deleting this.
paragraph;
- 
No 35, tabled by Mr Delatte on behalf of the Liberal
and Democradc Group and also deleting this para-
graph; and
- 
No 36, tabled by Mr De Keersmaeker on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Parry (C-D Group)
and adding the following words at the end of this para-
graph: '..., under the condirions laid down in para-
graph 11'.
tU(hat is the rapporteur's position?
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Mr Adonnino ,rapPottet4r. 
- 
(I) The opinion is negadve'
M, P..rid"rrt, o., ,li tht.. amendments' Apart from this' I
would point out that, if the preceding amendments are not
"dopi.i, it rnould 
now be diffic"lt to incorporate Amend-
ment No 36 in the text'
(By a series of ootes, Parlia,ment reiected' all three arnend-
rnints and.adoPted ParagraPb 12)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 72,lhave Amendment No
24, abledby the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats and.inierting the following new paragraph:
12a. Considers that, in due course, farmers must be granted
price increases for the 1981/82 marketing year which
ior.erporrd to the rise in their production costs and take
"".orrrr, 
of the need to achieve income levels equal to
those in the other socio-professional sectors;
r$(/'hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Adonnin o, rdPportear' - (I) The opinion is negative'
Mr President.
(Parliament reieaed Amendment No 24)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 13, I have four amendments:
- 
No 21, tabled by Mr Jaquet and others and deleting this
paragraPh;
- 
No 25, tabled by the Group of European Progressive
D"moc.ats and inserting th1 following new indent at
the beginning of this ParagraPh:
- 
pursue a genuine trade policy, in pardcular by seeking ex-
port markets,
- 
No 6, tabled by the European Democratic Group and
rewording the second indent as follows:
- 
apply for the financial year 1981 the minimum refund rates
"i'-p"tlbl" *ith promlting 
the export o{ agricultural pro-
ducts in srrch 
" 
*"y 
"t 
to keip stocks in the EEC at a finan-
' cially acceptable ie,el and,-to-supply tradidonAl export
-"ri."rr, bearing in mind dre Community's undertakings
to its allies;
- 
No 33, tabled by Mr De Keersmaeker and others on
behalf of the Gioup of the European People's Parry-
(C-D Group) ,td add;.,g the following to the second
indent:
. . . to be reduced; in panicular, implement an export policy
which will make this Possible;
V/'hat is the rapPorteur's Position?
Mr Adonnino, rdPporteur. 
- 
(I) Mr President,.I am in
favour of Amendment No 33 and opposed to the other
three.
(Parliarnent reieaed Amend,ment No.21, adopt-ed th9 first
iart of oarasriph 13, reieaed Anendment No 25 , adopted
'i, iri, irirni, reieaid Amendment No 5 and adopted
Amlndment No 331, tbe second indent, thus arnended, tben'ti, 
third and fourth inderuts of paragrapb 13 and finally
purdgrtpb 14)
President. 
- 
After r.r.r."Ot 14, I have four amend-
ments:
- 
No 11, tabled by Mr Provan and adding the following
new paragraPhs:
14a. Requests that a joint working-committee of th: Euro-
p.rn P"rli"rn.t t and the Commission of the European
'Communities be established to undertake a thorough re-
view of the structure of the Budget of the Community;
Insism that the recommendations of the European
Parliament concerning the strucrure of the agricultural
budget should be ad6pted by the C<immission when
drawing uP the budget;
14b. Requires the Commission topresent its proposals on the
1gi2/83 agricultural prices before the end oi August
1981; and-informs thi Commission that, in the absence
of the legal requirements in this matter being respected'
the Parliameni must consider an appropriate resPonse;
14c. \(arns of the danger that increasing pressure on the
Communiry's finanlcial resources may lead to an increas-
ing recourie to national aids and a progressive break-
, 
down of the CAP;
14d. Considers' therefore, that Community agriculture will
require an increasing recourse to the principle of finan-
ciai participation bi producers, subject to the criteria
oudi.r.d 
"6ou., 
,o iniut. tht proper functioning of the
CAP; emphasizes that the t*tintiot' of this principle of
{inancial iesponsibiliry will be totally unacceptable to
producers u.rl"ss the ieceipts- obtained are. assigned di-
i."tly to the sector concerned and rc the disposal of the
surplus;
14e. Considers that the Communiry, if it wishes to take re-
sponsibiliry for fisheries policy, should.ensure that ade-
quate financial resources are made available;
- 
No 12, table{ by the Committee on Agriculrure and
adding the following new paragraphs:
14a. Believes that the budget is the result of a number of provi-
sions governing priles and related measures and that
modiffl"tion of"iipresupposes the prior modification of
the regulations concerned;
Considers that controlling the sectors of production re-
sponsible for the surplusei must be t pnmary obiellve
and could improve the cost-effectiveness of the CAP;
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14b. Requests that a joint working-committee of the Euro_
pean Parliament and the Commission be established to
undertake a thorough review of the structure and
nomenclarure of the Community,s budget;
14c. Points out in this connection that, on 27 June 19g0, the
European Parliament recommended a reclassification of
expendirure not arising directly from the CAp, so as to
ensure Breater transparency and objectivity in the alloca_
tion of budgeary appropriations; regrets that theCom_
mission and the Council have failed to take account of
this recommendation in the draft budget for 19g1;
14d. Hopes that the Commission will submit its proposals on
agricultural prices for 1982/93, based on the objective
method, by the end of August 1981;
14e. Vains of the danger that increasing pressure on rhe
Community's financial resources mallead ro an increas_
rng recourse to national aids and a progressive break_
down of the CAP;
14f. Requests the Council to take up the Commission,s pro_
posal of 1 I October 1976'on the introduction of a tax on
oleaginous subsrances of vegetable and marine origin in_
tended for human consumption (except olive oilf
14g. Considers that the Community, if it wishes to take re_
sponsibiliry for fisheries policy, should ensure that ade_
quate financial resources are made available;
14h. Requests rhat 500,000,000 EUA be entered in Chapter
1 00 as an initial allocation to cover the expenditure aris_
ing from rhe 1981/82 price decisions;
- 
T" 22., tabled by Mr Jaquer and others and inserdng
the following ney/ paragraph:
14a. Requests that, in accordance with the decisions already
taken, the European Parliament be prepared ro propose
to the Council a plan for the reform of the CAp b.jore
work begins on the drafting of the 19g2 budget;
- 
N. 26, tabledby the Group of European progressive
Democrars and inserting the following newparigraph,
14a. Emphasizes the need to curb the increase in the manage_
menr costs of the common agriculrural policy withoutjeopardizing the development of production;-
lVhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Adonnino, rapporteilr. 
- 
(1,) Mr president, the Com_
mittee on ludgets is in favour of Amendment No 26, thepoint of which I have already explained, but is oppor.d ,o
the orher three.
(Parli"ament rejected Amendment No 1l)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters on a point of order.
Mr Copp-ieters. 
- 
(N L) Mr president, you have called me
too larc. I was asking in good time, before we vored, for a
separate vote on each paragraph.
President. 
- 
You are right: I did not notice. My fault.
(By a seies of ootes, Parliament rejected Amendments Nos
12 and 22 and ad.optedl Arnendment No 26. It then
adopted paragra?hs li to J2)
After paragraph 32, I have rwo amendments:
- 
No 27/rev., tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the
Committee on B udgets and inserting the following new
heading and the following new paiagraphs:
Tbe draft budget
32a. Believes that the Council,s draft budget cannot be re-
garded as adequate, since it represents a refusal to extend
the range of common policies to inciude sectors which
are vital to the European economy and will stunr rhe
growth ofpolicies already in operation, thus aggravating
existing imbalances instead of correcting them;
32b. Decides, therefore, to use, within the budgetary proce_
dure, _its own powers and prerogative, to-.odiiy .r,d
amend the draft, reserving its final position for i larcr
stage in the procedure;
- 
No 31, abled by Mr Langes and others on behalf of the
Group of.the European People's parry (C-D Group)
and inserting the following heading ,ni th. followirfi
new paragraphs:
. 
V. /SSESSMENT OFTHE PRELIMINARY DRAFT AND
DRAFT BUDGET
Preliminary draft budget
32a. Points out that the Commission,s budgetary proposals
do not show sufficient determination to ie"l orith .u...nt
. 
constraints,difficultiesanduncertainties;
32b. Feels that the Commission should have used the prelimi_
nary draft 198 1 budget as an opportuniry to introduce an
initial series of measures designed to diiect Community
' activities more effectively andgive them grearer imperus;
\Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Adonnino,rdryorter4r. 
-(1) Mr president, we are ob_viously in favour of Amendment No 27lrev., which was
adopted in its new form by the committee, .but on
Amendment No 31 the vote iesulted in a tie and so the
commirree's opinion is negative. I
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 27/reo. and rejeaed
Amendtnent No 31. It then adopted paragraphs 33 to 36)
1 By means of the electronic system
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President. 
- 
On paragr aph 37 ,I have Amendment No Z,
tabled by the Euro-Fean Democratic Group and rewording
the second part of this paragraph as follows:
...; considers, nevertheless, that the implementation of the
programmes directly linked to the aim of increasing the
Communiry's,energy capaciry and strengthening the -om_
munity's textile and ceramics industries must be ipeeded up;
\flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Adonnino, rapporteur. 
- 
(I) Mr president, the opin_
lon ts negauve.
(larliarne.71 alopted,Amendment No 7 and pdragrapb 37,
thus rnodified)
President.- On paragraph 38, I have Amendment No 2,
tabled.bythe Socialist Group and replacing this paragraph
with the following nev/ rext:
38. Notes that the total amount of the appropriations entered
in Tide 9 of the 1981 draft budget ii so small _ less even
than in the 1980 budget 
- 
that ii will be impossible for the
C,ommuniry to honour its express commitments to the
Third Vorld or to assume the livel of responsibiliry which
Parliament considers indispensable to the solution of the
problems. of hunger, porreiry and under-development in
the world;
'!il7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Adonnino ,rapporteur. 
-(/) The committee,s opinionis negative, Mr President.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 2)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 39, I have rwo amendments:
- 
No 37, tabled, by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Com_
Trr:...on Budgets and replacing this paragraph withthe following new texr:
39. Affirms that acceptance by the Council of the arnend_
ments tabled by Parliament on a proposal from its Com_
mittee on Development and Coope."tion to the following
Items:
o food aid (cereals, butter-oil, sugar, other products),
a non-associared developing countries,
O non-governmental organizations,
a emergency aid for disaster relief,
o boosting in the IADF
is a, sine qr4a non if the European parliament,s undertak_
ings are to be honoured.
- 
No 3, tabled by the Socialisr Group and replacing ihis
paragraph with the following new rexr:
39. Affirms that acceptance by the Council of rhe amend_
ments tabled by Parliament on a proposal from its Com_
mittee on Development and Cooperation on the following
ttems:
o food aid (cereals, butter-oil, sugar, other products),
o non-associated developing countries,
a non-governmental organizations,
o emergency aid for disaster relief,
o boosting the IADF
is a sine qr.ta nan if its commitmenrs are ro be honoured;
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 37, as a resub of
which AmendmentNo 3 fell. It tben adoptedparagrapbs 4b
to t2)
A{terparagraph 52, I haveAmendment No 4, tabled by Mr
Herman on behalf of the Group of rhe European people,s
Parry (C-D Group) and adding the followin[ ne* heaiing
and new paragraph:
lX. I nstitational matters
52a. To,improve the effectiveness of Communiry action,
calls for the decisions taken by the Councils of
Ministers responsible for rhe different sectors to be
coordinated;
\flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Adonnino, rdpporter4r. 
- 
(I) Mr president, Amend-
ment No 4 received a negative assessmenr from the Com-
mrttee.
(Parliarnent rejected Amend.rnent No 4)
President. 
- 
The vore on the motion for a resolution as a
whole will be taken after the explanations of vote.
I call Mr Aigner on a poinr of order.
Mr_ Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, this House is sovereign,
and I ask you ro pur ro the vore the quesdon which proce-
dure this House wishes to adopt.
President. 
- 
The House has no sovereignty. The House
has laid down its own rules, and the ruli is'that explana-
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tions of vote are taken before the find vote on the resolu-
tion. That is the stage we have now reached, and I have to
allow everybody *lio *at ts to explain his vote to do so be-
fore there is a vote on the resolutions.
I cali Si, nred Catherwood for an explanation of vote, with
a maximum of three minutes, and preferably less'
Sir Fred Catherwood. 
- 
I would like to say, Mr Presi-
dent, that we have passed the most tremendous number of
increases in our budget, but we have turned down a resolu-
tion for 27 people rc protect this Communiry against im-
ports. At, time of .nb.-out unemployment, with 6 mil-
iion people unemployed and the figure rising, we are ut-
t"rly uuit e."ble to dumping t"t every country in the
*oild. W. h"re the greatest difficulry in preventing it' lVe
have to have these people if we are not to be open to dump-
ing from foreign countries. I think it quite absurd that this
Hluse should"harre rurned down this request for 27 people'
I am told that some global sum has been agreed in some
backroom deal bemien the Commission and somebody
else which will be privately allocated as the Commission
decides. All I can say is thai il the Commission does not al-
locate these 27 peopie rc anti-dumping to protect.us durin-g
this dme of higir unemployment and trade recession, I will
table a motion of censure.
(Applause)
President. 
-'l call Mrs Le Roux.
Mrs Le Roux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like to explain
the motives of the French members of the Communist and
Allies Group in the votes in which they will be taking part'
This budget, which has been proposed by the govern-
rnents, is 
-a budget of enlargement, of agricultural and in-
dustrid restructuring. It combines all the harmful,aspects
of European integration, at the exPense of the independ-
err"e of 6ut count;ies, their farming communities, their in-
dustry and their regions, and the European Assembly 
-
the large majoriry of whom support these trends 
- 
regrets
that E,Irope"t integration is noi being achieved with suffi-
cient zeall That is *t y it ProPoses going further: That is
the purpose of hundreds of the amendments that have been
tabled.
But it is not easy to get the people to accept such trends'
Supranationaliry, thJdismanding of the common agricul-
ruial policy and of whole sectors of industry were cham-
pioned wiih particular vigour during last year's budgetary
iebate, Since then, the strugfiles of the farming communiry
in particular have resulted'in greater moderation, greater
""rrriorr. 
\flith the aim of achieving the same result, the
wrapping has been improved and demagogy has flowed
Iike water.
From both right and left, we have desultory proposals for a
few units of iccorrrrt for the workers who have lost their
lobs and are leaving their home regions, fo-r the farmers
*ho ,.. forced to leave their land because of your policy,
for young people so that they can pack their bags and go'
The Communists'proposals are posidve and constructive,
because they are motirated by the desire to defend work-
ers'interests and national interests. W'e are motivated by
our solidariry with those who are hungry, our. refusal to
play off the'farmers of the European countries against
ihos" *ho are hungry, as you have tried to do'
You have rejected all the Communists' proposals' You
have rejected the principle that appropriations.for restruc-
turins the fishine industrv should be allocated to suPPort
fo, filher.etr's Iniomes.'You have refused to allow the
present made to Mrs Thatcher to benefit our farmers' You
iefused to allow the agricultural produce now being de-
stroyed in the EEC to be git en to ihe millions of people
*nJ... hungry, e"en tho,r-gh, in this very Chamter three
weeks ago, 6eiore the representatives of the.ACP coun-
tries, you adopted various favourable positions on our
,rorord. Todry, in their absence' you revert to narure and
i.i.ct *hat you 
"c.epted 
y"sterday. One example of this is
the cocoa agreement'
For all these reasons, the Communist Members will there-
fore be abstaining from the vote on the resolution, which
endorses a poficf that is contrary to the interests of the
peoples of Europe and of the developing countries'
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr De I Maldne.
Mr De la Maline. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gende-
man, we said earlier during the debate that we should
probably approve this budget. \fle confirm our approval
iodry. rize did not voice indignant protests some ti-me ago
ri-ply to yield today. \fle said we would vote for this
budget.
As you know, we feelvery concerned about two issues, the
common agricultural policy and the rcgional policy' \7e
are pleased-about the way the vodng has goni on the re-
gional policy. As regards the agricultural policy,. we are a-
iraid that excessive qpending will not leave sufficient funds
for agricultural prices and-the agriculrural policy in the
y.", io come. rtr7e note that some effort has been made to
Lrrrlt th. increases in expendirure and thus to leave some
room for manoeuvre on agricultural prices in the coming
year, since expendirure is somewhat less than that origi-
nally envisaged by the Committee on Budgets.
Vre ..g.et of course, once again, that no effort has been
m"de frth respect,to policy on oils and fats and imported
oils and fats. E"eryoni knows that there will be no solution
to this problem of agricultural surpluses until acourageous
effo.t ii made to tackle the problem of vegetable oils and
fats.
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The motion for a resolution, however, is not acceptable to
us. It has undoubtedly undergone some amendment, bur
Ye :pnlloj accept the general tenor, particularly where ag-
riculrure is concerned. IU[e,feel it is hypocritical to express
slppon for the common agriculrural policy and thin to
deprive ir of funds. In these iircumrtrrr-..r, we shall not be
voting in favour of the resolution which has been tabled.
(Apphase fronr the righ')
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(1) Mr President, we shall not support this
motion, for we are firmly opposed to proposals *hi.h ,r.
in complete contradicdon qrith those supported by the ma-joriry, indeed rhe near unanimity, of-the parliamentary
grouPs.
\flhen we speak of death in the world from hunger or from
war, we.are speaking of definite facrc. I$fle told you that you
were half-heaned,_hypocritical or worse in approvingthe
Ferrero repoft, and today you have given a-pl" p.oof of it.
rU(re said that the excellent Focke report corresponded
neither lo your political capabilities nor to yorr political
yrll, *{ you have given proof of that also. By appio.'ring a
ludge1 in which you must include a supplementary posrfor a Greek direcror, you pur sign and ieal to the ,rrri.r-
world machinations of some "bois', whose word is law in
this Parliament: not only the law of force, but also the law
of profit, which is .no.. dirgr"..ful and intolerable in the
life of a parliament.
This budget contains symproms of practices and malprac-
1... 
- 
those, in point of fact, of the groups, whose be-
haviou-r becomes every d,ay less parliamentary and more
shameful. \7e read today that thJstaff proterti in dirgurt,
but the fact remains thai this staff 
- 
for the mosr parr as-
signed to the groups 
- 
must nevertheless yield to the prac-
tices that are current.
IUTith regard to the great ideological problems, Mr presi-
dent, there is a desire for a "European" Europe, but only
on the condition that it should also be a nucliar Europe.
The legitimate_attitude of Mr Spinelli 
- 
which we ap-
proved 
- 
and the just criticisms addressed to the Commis-
sion would make sense only if they were directed also at the
Parliament, which has an equally zubordinate position.
Even if the principles put forward by Mr Spinelli 
-are 
occa-
sionally given recognitions, the Parliament, in the course
of its daily activities, shows itself to be a pan of the ,gang of
three' which serves rhe majority of the Nine "rg.i-nr.
Europe!
Certainly, those who, like you, favour a Europe armed to
the teeth with plutonium, though lacking in justice, in new
structures, and in prospects of world prestige, will have
some reason ro be satisfied. But in this case, as in the time
of the_European Defense Communiry, Mr Spinelli, the
crocodile will be able only to cry crocodile teais, and will
perhaps be devoured by the Christian or Christian-Demo-
cratic lamb, as in 1953, and not by the Communist wolf.
Mr President, I believe that the continued approval of
budgets of this narure is detrimental to this parliament, for
Mr Adonnino and the others are fundamentally aware that
they are only lying to themselves. It is not true ihat they are
voting today so that th6y may afterwards go to the Council
to negodare: they are only seeking e*crsei to yield later to
the Council and to those who puriue 
- 
in paris, Bonn, or
somewhere else 
- 
a damaging, anti-European policy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seal.
Mr Seal. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to start off by say-
ing that this budget we have been looking at today does aL-
solutely nothing for the employed young people in my
constituency, where unemployment amongst school leav-
ers is the highest in the UK and probably the highest in the
Communiry. It does nothing at all for tle young coloured
children in my constituency who cannot find jobs. It does
nothing at all for the rest of the unemployed people in
\flest Yorkshire. It does nothing at all for the 2000 iextile
workers who every month lose jobs in my consriruency,
and it does nothing for the thousands of workers in the UK
who are on shorr-time working and are likely at any time to
lose their jobs. In fact, Mr President, the amounts involved
in this budget do nothing to help the ordinary people, the
people who are my electors, and undl there is a massive
switch of resources from agriculrure, we shall only be tink-
ering with this problem. \(/'e are doing nothing to ease the
real problems in the Community.
Already in the UK, the farmers are receiving subsidies off 10000 per year per head. A lot of this money is coming
from budgets which have been approved by-the parIal
ment. If this kind of subsidy were given or tiansferred to
workers in industry, thousands of jobs would be saved.
I cannot agree ro take part in such tinkering. It is really a
futile bxercise. \(/e should be using our m;ney to ...lly
tackle some of the immediate problems. This reporc thit
we have.been presented with by Mr Adonnino doer rro-
thing at all to divert mdney from agriculture to where it is
really needed. I cannor supporr this report, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romualdi 
- 
(I) Mr President, I rise to speak, a litde
less dramadcally tkan our colleague Mr Panella, on behalf
of the non-attached Italians. By voting on the amend-
menB, wharcver their source, we have sought to improve
the budget that has been presenred to us. 1tr7e have sup-
ported all the amendments to restore or even increase the
appropriations proposed by the Commission as against the
absurd and unjustified cuts made by the Council, which is
obviously incapable of realizing the great political, as well
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as economic, responsibilides which the Community must
assume, especially at the Present time. Among these re-
sponsibilitiis is tire paramouht need to develop regional
and social policies, which have been sacrificed without mo-
dve and in a manner most iniurious to many especially
poor regions 
- 
for there are hundreds of thousands of
poor thit are no inrcrest to Mr Pannella' even in Europe'
These responsibilities include the fight against runaway
unemploy:ment and improvements in the policy.of con-'
,..g.n.., without which it is totally useless.to talk about
the balanced development of our Communiry.
Another obiect was and remains the improvement of con-
ditions for all rypes of research, in order to renew' moder-
nize, restrucrure and co.wert 
- 
by means of more effi-
cient, improved technology 
- 
our production in agricul-
ture, indistry and commerce, so that it may compete with
the aggressive American and Japanese economies'
By voting in this way, we believe we have represented the
interests, feelings and hopes of our constituents' For these
reasons we will vote for the Ansquer and Adonnino resolu-
dons, and we hope that the Council will not ignore our re-
quests and the underlying modves which prompted them'
President. 
- 
I call Sir Basil de Ferranti'
Sir Basil de Ferranti. 
- 
Mr President, Iadies ,nd g."At-
men, I feel that I should give an explanation of my reason for
abstaining on the question, raised at the beginning-ofto-
day's sitting, of the addition of an A 2-post in the Parlia-
ment for thI Greeks. My reason for so doing was that I ob-
,;'ect, not, of course, to the Greeks' having their proper
share of the posts in the Parliament's Secretariat, but to the
fact that *hett *e made our decisions in the Bureau on
Monday night we made them on the basis of gerrymander-
ing by ihe political grouPs. I do not think it is possible to
-"" 
, pr.tir-ent on the basis of gerrymandering by the
political groups.
If we are going to have an effective parliamentary staff and
if this Pailiament is going to be a success' the Secretary-
General of our Parliiment .nrst be in a position to have
adequate say in the appointments of Secreariat staff, and
this power .rt not bi ,resrcd instead in the bosses of the
political groups who make political deals one-with the
tther. It ii 
"t i .o^t"qrrence of that system, Mr 
President,
that we ended up withihe difficulry over the Greekposts as
well as with a number of other difficulties which will come
home to roost in the months ahead. By abstaining, Mr
President, I wish to protest against that system.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gouthier.
Mr Gouthier . 
- 
(I) MrPresident, I take a severely critical
attirude to the original motion for a resoludon, but the
adoption of our amendment modifies it substantially by in-
troducing certain political commitments for Parliament,
Council and Commission which, in our view, are impor-
tant.
At this suge in the procedure, with the adoption of this
amendmeni, we are in a posidon to vote for the resolution'
This, of course, in no way commits us with regard to the
final vote on the budget, which is to take place in the month
of December.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Boyes.
Mr Boyes. 
- 
Mr President, I iust want to give a messageto
the Council and the Commission about the problems in the
steel industry and to regret very much that the amendment
calling for lbo million unia of account for that industry
was not carried by this Parliament.
It appears to me that neither the Commission nor the
C""n.il will recognize that there is a serious crisis in that
particular industry and those who are beginning to recog-
nize it are recognizing it far too late' It does not surprise me
that the working people of the UK and of other countries
have no faith iniither this Communiry or this Parliament
when they see the way it tinkers about with trivial amounts
of money at the margin of the budget of this Communiry
when thousands and-millions of workers throughout this
Communiry are becoming chronically unemployed. For
the first time we have 7 million people unemployed in this
Community, and what we have done today has no connec-
tion with even one Person among those 7 million. It par-
ticularly has no ..leurttce to the steel-workers of this
Communiry, who daily see their iobs taken away from
them, whether in the IJK, France, Belgium or any other
country in this Communiry.
It is time the Commission came forward with a policy to
help the steel-workers. W'e want an industrial policy. \fle
want a social policy. We want a fast-working job-creation
policy, and as long as we have problems like those we have
in this Community, as long as we have solutions, as longas
we pour all our cash into the agricultural sector and piddl-
ingimall amounts into the industrial sector, and particu.-
larly into the steel sector, the working class of Britain will
continue to say no to the EEC. The great conferences of
workers in Britain will go on saying, 'Get Britain out of the
EEC!' It is time the people in this forum realized that peo-
ple are unemployed, and this institution, this Community
is not doing one iota for them' It is dme you woke up, time
you realized that the working people have no {aith in, and
no wish to be pan of, an institution that treats them the way
this place is treating them.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Balfe.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
Mr President, I rise to Put on record my dis-
quiet at the fact that fiis Parliament saw fit to reject the one
amendment before it that would substintially have put its
own house in order. That is the one which I proposed
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whereby Members who attended for less than 50% of the
time wouldhave had their secretarial and office allowances
cut. \(/e have been told that the compromise put forward to
the effect thatpeople who attend less than half the meetings
would have their allowances reduced is an adequate com-
promise. I don't believe it is. I believe that we have to take a
much firmer line, because unless we can manage to get our
own people to come here to garn their money, we can
hardly go around preaching to any one else. It is my hope
that those people who said that they agreed with the resol-
ution, and then failed to vore for it, will thinlt again.
The second point I would like to make is to underline the
disquiet that has been expressed at the non-agreement on
the amendment to provide staff to implement effective im-
port-control regulations in the Community. It is useless go-
ing round the Community complaining about import
penetration, complaining about trading difficulties, if we
cannot even manage to employ the staff to look after the
division in the Commission that deals with import con-
trols. Agriculrure is not the whole of this Communiry: we
have also got to look to its industrial base.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Van Minnen.
Mr Van Minnen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, as drafaman of
the opinion of the Committee on Social Affairs and Em-
ployment, I must say how disappointed we are about the
course of events and the cuts that have been made, not by
the Council this time, but by Parliament iself . This is the
result of the action of groups which have today been very
successful in their abiliry to form a blocking minoriry. This
minority tells us that it is all in favour of a European Com-
muniry, but at the same time it clamps down on social se-
curiry. This is therefore a black day for anyone who still
takes that minoraspect of our Communiry known as social
affairs seriously.Furthermore, it is pointless to pretend
that we can hope for a second reading in this respect. \What
Parliament has today removed from the social chapters of
the budgetis irretrievably lost to this financialyear, and the
Council now no longer needs to look for an excuse to make
an even greater reduction in what is left. Vhere the defence
of the social sector is concerned, we are this year really
manning the last barricades.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lomas.
Mr Lomas. 
- 
I shall be very brief, Mr President. It is ob-
vious already that, whatever has happened today and
whatever happens next month, we are going to end up with
a budget which, fundamentally, will be no different from
the one last year or the year before. We shall still spend by
far the largest part of the budget on an agriculrural policy
which has been variously described as criminal, obscene or
lunatic in that it creates huge surpluses of food in a world
where millions of people are starving. We shall still neglect
the poorer regions in the EEC. Even worse, we shall neg-
lect the Third \florld.
I object to the wording in Mr Adonnino's motion where he
refers to the'British problem'. I object to the word'prob-
lem'. I object to his description of this problem as giving us
some'assistance'. We are not asking for assistance. We are
demanding some of the money back that has been pumped
into this Communicy year after year.
Finally, Mr President, I want to refer to the amendment in
my name on the money which is going to be given again
next year to the so-called European Movements, which
was defeated. I say 'so-called'because they are not Euro-
pean but are propaganda organizations for the Common
Market of which the majoriry of European countries are
not members. They are certainly not movements, in the
sense that in the UK they have virtually no following what-
soever. I cannot speak for the movements in other coun-
ries, Mr President, but I end on this note. The movement
in the United Kingdom is a dishonest one, because, al-
though it has received huge sums of money from this
Communiry, it claims that it receives no public money, I
suggest that for this Parliamcnt now to vote further huge
sums of money for orgaruzations that deliberately lie to the
public, is a disgrace!
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Clwyd.
Mrs Clwyd. 
- 
Mr President, there is not much time, but I
should like to explain why I abstained on most of the
amendments here today, apart from the ones to which my
own name was appended. I object to being drawn into
playing this charade again this year. I had thought that last
year the Council of Ministers would listen to the words
spoken in this Parliament. It appears that not only did they
not listen but they have turned two deaf ears to what was
said here last year about the disgusting way in which we use
the money we have for this Communiry. Last year we said
tlrat money spent on agriculrure must be cut and that we
must spend money on regional, social and energy projects.
This year we have seen what the Council of Ministers
thinks of this Parliament. Anyone who has any self-respect
should stand back and look at the charades that we have
been asked to play here today, and object to playirig it
year after year.
I do not very often agree with Mr Scott-Hopkins, and I am
sorry that he is not able to make his actions conform to his
words. He said a few weeks ago in my constituency that he
would fight a maior batde in the EEC over plans to cut the
regional and other budgets. He described the savage slash-
ing of Regional and Social Funds as an obscenity. We have
seen today how the Conservatives voted on measures for
the Social and the Regional Funds.
. 
(Appkuse frorn the left)
They have not put their money where their mouths are,
and I am sorry that Mr Scott-Hopkins has the audaciry to
come to my constituency and say things like that, raise
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peoples' hopes and then vote the other way. However, I
think that demonstrates once more how the Conservatives
can speak with one voice in Briain and vote with another
voice in Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Motchene.
Mr Motchane. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the French Socialists
will not be voting for the motion for a resolution. They will
vote against it, not with pleasure, but because they can
only conclude that this Assembly has not learned the les-
sons of the crisis or of the 1t80 budget.
In agriculrure there are rich people, poor people; but in ag-
riculrure the poor easily outnumber the rich, and the
European Assembly is being strangely inconsistent and
strangely blind in seemingly concentrating its efforts on
cutting off the only Community branch, the only common
policy we have.
I should like to recall, as others have done before me, the
tremendous inconsistencies ber,ween the policy that
emerges from this draft budget and the economic situation,
unemployment, the exploitation of the workers and the
commitments we have entered into with respect to. . .
President. 
- 
Mr Motchane, you were endded to one mi-
nute and you have already had a minute and thirty seconds.
You no longer have the floor.
I call Mr Patterson.
t'
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Mr President, I do not want to make any
party points, but I do, as spokesman for the Committee on
Youth, Culrure, Education, Information and Sport, wish
to register my disgust at the way this Parliament has treated
the educational and cultural policies of this Community.
The sums involved were very small indeed, yet by our
votes and in some cases by our absenteeism, we have en-
sured that the educadon and culrural policies of this Com-
munity are srultified for another year. 'We have eliminated
entirely its policy on the,architectural heritage, and we
have propably done irreparable damage to the Universiry
Institute in Florence. My group is as guilry as others 
-perhaps more guilry. All I can do now is to appeal to the
Council of Ministers to see what it did in its draft budget
and to repair the folly of this Parliament.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to ex-
pain why many of the members of my group cannot sup-
port this resolution, and in so doing, I follow on from what
the previous speaker has said. The resolution does not cor-
respond to what we previously decided. In paragraph 46,'
for example, we express a support for the cultural policy
which does not correspond to the decisions we have Bken.
This is pardy due to the differences in voting methods:\Ve
need different rypes of majoriry. It is also pardy due to the
fact that we do not wait until the end and then adapt the re-
solution to our'decisions. That, I feel, is something we
must conside.r in the furure,
Secondly, my group will not be voting in favour of this re-
solution because the attempt is agaln being made in para-
graphs 11 and 12 to use budgetary funds to change the ag-
riculrural policy. ID(e have said on many occasions in the
p4st that we must change the agriculrural policy in order to
put a different face on the budgetary policy, and notoice
oersa.Butnow, inparagraphs 11 and 12, wearecallingfor
appropriations which will not change this agricultural pol-
icy. That is why my group is opposed to this resolution.
Presidefit. 
- 
I inform the House that after the final vote
on the Adonnino resoludon the Council wishes to make a
brief announcement.
I put to the vote, as a whole, the motion for a resoludon
contained in the Adonnino report.
The resolution is adoptedl.
I call Mr Muhlen.
Mr Muhlen, Pre sident-in-Office of the Coancil. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, I have asked for the floor to inform the Assem-
bly that the Council has just adopted the draft budget sup-
plementing and amending the 1980 general budget. The
draft will be forwarded to Parliament today. The Council
would welcome it if this draft budget could be adopted be-
fore the end of November.
President. 
-'Mr Muhlen, I doubt very much whether theprocedure will allow us to make such rapid progress, but
we shall do our best.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained in
the Ansquer report (Doc. l-546/80): Section I (Parlia-
menr).
The resoludon is adoptedl.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained in
the Ansquer report (Doc. 1-5a1180): Section II (Council).
The resolution is adoptedl.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained in
the Ansquer report (Doc. l-542/80): Section II (Council),
Annex I: Economic and Social Committee.
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The resolution is adoptedl.
I put to the vote the motion for a resoludon conained in
the Ansquer report (Doc. 1-543/80): Section IV (Court of
Justice).
The resolution is adoptedl.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained in
the Ansquer report (Doc l-544/80): Section V (Court of
Auditors).
The resolution is adoptedl.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins on a point of order.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
I am not sure whether this is the
appropriate time, Mr President, but I should like, on be-
half of my group, to thank you very much for the way you
have presided.
(Loud and prolonged applause)
I am sure that it will go down in the history of this House as
one of our most efficient and well-r.un-part-sessions. Thank
you very much, Mr President.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Scott-Hopkins. I, in my
flrrn, want to thank the two rapporteurs, first for the way
in which they prepared this debate, and secondly for the
way they helped me to fulfil my task. So, Mr Adonnino
and Mr Ansquer, thank you also very much.
(Appkase)
Further, I wish to thank the staff , who, despite a very short
break, have helped us to complete our work sooner than
had been expected. Finally, the efficient operation of the
electronic voting-system has also made a valuable con-
tribution.
3. Dates of the next part-session
President. 
- 
There are no other items on the agenda. I
thank the representatives of both Council and Commis-
sion for their contributions to our work.
The enlarged Bureau proposes that our next sittings be held
at Strasbourg during the week from 17 to 2l November
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
4. Approoal of tbe minutes
President. 
- 
Rule 17 (2) of the Rules of Procedure re-
quires me to lay before Parliament, for is approval, the
minutes of proceedings of this sitting, which were written
during the debates.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
5. Adjournment of tbe session.
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the European Pirlia-
ment adjourned.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting closed at 6.05 p. m,)
1 OJ No C 313 of 1. 12. 1980.
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ANNEX
PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
ANd DRAFT AMENDMENTS
relating to the draft general budget of the European
Communities for the 1981 financial yeart
1 These proposed modifications and draft amendments are reproduced in numerical order. Numbers
missing belong to texts that were withdrawn bdore the vote.
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Opinion of the Comrnittee on Budgets
The opinion of the Committee on Budgets on the draft amendments and proposed modifications (in order of
vodng) was as follows:
Faoourablei Nos64,2gg,544,5g5,4i5,474,423,425,5D2,100,591,2g8,476,47g,590,230,483,3,484,
485, 5, 6, 449, 450,8, 102,99, 282, 103, 104, 451, 476, 105, 12, 43, 496/rev., 46, 47,48, 4 I 8, 467, 42, 752,
153,70,71,,66,72,452,74,75,432,77 ,79,80,81,82,83,22,23, 500, 501, 487 ,27,28,29,30,11,32,33,34,
35,36,462,38,39,40,41,,49, 453, 85, 86, 87, 88, 91,92,435,90,93,284,65,94,547 ,95,96,285,67,68,69,
13,14,15,454,17,51,19,52,20,53,204,54,56,57,58,59,60,61,288,62,736,137,445,289,749,419,
509, 107, 417, 594, 456/rev., 156, 585, 157, 158, 159, 760, 761, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 168, 167, 608, 170,
171,1/rev.,457,172,116,108,112, 113,174,185,306, 175,721,120,119,118,117,125,123,122,126,1r4,
556,735/rc,r.,493,446,142/rev.,447,141,143,144,145,146,147,130,133,132,131,109, ll7/re't.,728,
ll0, 129, 57 4, 568, 291/ rev.
Unfaoourable: Nos 3 I 7, 265,468,266,319,267, 175,268,269,426, 178,270,277,126,272, 180,273,328,
782,275,329,276,277 ,332,278,333, 422,279, 183, 566/rev.,335,346/rev .,351,355,359,361,362,420,
150,573,561,421,600,430,411,507 ,576,506,101,2,21,139,740,748/rev.,475,374/rev.,219,475,208,
209,212,213,379,274,215,276,218,279, 480,220, 477, 198, 199, 478,221,223,281, 194,224,226,227,
395, 396, 228, 229, 231, 400, 232, 407,233, 486,297,312,3 I 1, 310, 309,262,308, 3 16, 196, 11, 195, 557,
151,599,469,403, 404, 405, 406,407,408,470,41.0,471,472,472,413,473,414,89,579,546,439,297,78,
550,466/rev.,580,154,571,'155,572,587,203,598,247,249,248,242,603,582,442,549,569,583,584,
587, 548, 792,260,240, 602, 586,261,588, 533, 554, 55, 173,216, 124,605,244, 174.
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DRAFT
GENERAL BUDGET
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR 1,981
(Doc . t-465l80)
Draft amendment No 1/rev.
tabled by Mr van der Gun, Mr Kavanagh, Mr Albers, Mr Berkhouwer, Mrs Maii-\fleggen, Mr Tolman,
Mr Vandewiele and Mr Nord
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Anicle 8.7.5: Grant towards medical assistance and safery at sea
A) Expenditure
Enter an appropriadon of 200000 ELIA (rdnstatement of the appropriation shown in the 1980 prelimi-
nary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Sched*le
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Following its resolution of 1,1Mry 1979 onthese activities, at the first reading of the 1980 budget, tlrc Euro-
pean Parliament was in favour of reinstating the appropriation of 2OO OOO EUA proposed in the preliminary
iraft budget. At the second reidirrg a token entry was considered sufficient since part of the budgetary year
had elapsed by then.
Now that preparations for this action have been completed in rhe Community's Consultative Commiftee on '
fisheries and the prospects for the introduction of a common fisheries policy are promising, a start must be
made on the social asiect of this policy, i. e. coordination of medical aid and measures to improve the safery
of fishermen on the high seas.
This activiry is intrinsically importanr and also interesting in that the actual implementation of a Communiry
acdon can be delegated to existing agencies in the Member States.
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Draft amendment No 2
tabled by Mrs Roudy, Mrs Lizin, Mr Glinne, Mrs Fuillet, Mrs Hoff, Mrs Salisch, Mrs lVeber and Mr
Oehler
Section III 
- 
Commission
List of poss
Amend the list of posts as follows:
Add: 3 category A officials at grede A 7/6
3 category B officials at gradeB 3/2
3 category C officials at grade C 3/2
.L) Expenditure
Increase expenditure by 853350 EIJA
B) Compenntion
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by 700587 EUAr
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
On 25 October 1979 heEuropean Parliament decided to set up the 'ad hoc' commirree on'women's rights.
The work of this committee has highlighted the difficuldes encountered by women in today's society and in
pardcular in ttrcir working lives.
A-Bureau for questions affecting womens' employment is at presenr operating within Di rectordte-Gener-
alV-
This Bureau is seriously under-staffed and its powers are limited.
It is essential therefore that:
- 
its staffcomflement be increased to allow it do ded more effectively with its existing duties relating to
employment and vocational training;
- 
itsroleandtermsofreferencebeextendedtoenableirtodealwithandtakeresponsibilityforallaspects
of policy concerning women.
The Women's Bureau shouldbe in a position to monitor the progr.r, in o"h of the Member States and in theCgmmu gr in general towards the.implementation of-the directive on equal pay for equal work(75/117/EEC), the directive on equal oppormniry Q6/207/EEC) and the dir."tir. on soci"l securiry(7e/7IEEC).
It should alsobe inapositiootodeal with other aspects of thepolicy reletingto women, including questions
conceroing education and the Social Fund.
The Bureau should also be able to maintain close regular contact wirh the various Commissions on Equaliry
and thesocidparmers in the Member States with aview toeasuring an efficientmumal exchange of informa-
don and ideas and facilitating its monitoring function.
' EZ t -teu^ t* wtion u salcis-
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The main cause of the difficulries encountered by women is lack of information. To remedy that shortcom-
ing, the Commission must make its information service for women more efficient. It is therefore essential to
substantially strengthen the staff complement of the service which, within DG X, is responsible for infor-
mation intended for women in general (particularly women's associations and press bodies) in order to step
up its activities, broaden its audience and initiate specific information campaigns.
**:l
Draft amendmenr No 3
tabled by Mr G. B. Patterson on behalf of the Committee on Yourh, Culrure, Education, Information and
Sport
Section II 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 254: Youth Forum of the European Communides
A) Expend.iture
Inc'rease the payment appropriation by 99 500 EUA (from 380 500 EUA to 480000 EUA 
- 
reinstate-
ment of appropriations shown in Preliminary Draft Budget)
B) Cornpensation
C) Reaenote
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Youth Forum, which held its Second Annual General Meeting in December 1979 
- 
its first working
AGM 
- 
has already made significant progress in its work in the rwo years of its existence, justifying the Par-
liament's continued support for the establishment of this Forum. Through its three working parties, its Per-
manenr Commissions, it has made submissions to the Commission on various issues relevant to youth
policies, all o{ which have also been communicated to the Parliament's Committee on Youth, Culrure, Edu-
cation, Information and Sport. In addition, representatives of the Forum have a standing invitation to be
present at the Committee's meeting, where they contribute effectively to its work. The European Parlia-
ment believes that the amount requesed by the Commission is hardly adequate to cover the needs of the
Youth Forum, which is facing an ever-increasing workJoad, panicularly in terms of organization and rep-
resentation, and needs a much increased Budget if it is to continue to fulfil its tasks as effectively as it has be-
gun. In view of the current atmosphere of Budgetary resEictions, Parliament will confine itself to reinstating
the amount requested by the Commission in the preliminary draft budget: allowing for inflation, the Coun-
cil's decision would have amounted to a reduction of 1,07oin real terms as against the 1980 budget.
The management accounts lor 1979 showed that the appropriadons have been used in full.
i.t.
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Draft amendment No 4
tabled by Mr G. B. Patterson, on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culure, Education, Information and
Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Artrcle 270: Official Journal
A) Expendiare
'Reduce rhe payment appropriation by 4000000 EUA (from 19000000 to 15000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Repenue
Reduce revenue by the same arnounr
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
qnchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The explanations given for the 907o proposed increase over the 1980 figure appear insufficient. Parliamenr
should not be prepared to endorse such an increase 
- 
since the additional expenditure on Greek accounts
for only 37 .57o- until its responsible Committee has investigated the siruation, including the possibility of
contracting out\ome Official Journal work on the basis of competitive commercial contracts.
;t ,l ,l
, Draft amendment No 5
tabled by Mr G. B. Panerson on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Cuiture, Education, Information and
Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 272Q: Expendirure on information, publicity and participation in public.events
A) Expenditure
Inoease the pa;'rnent appropriation by 2800000 EUA (from 7200000 to 10000000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation shown in the preliminary drak budget)
B) ComPensdtion
C) Reoen*e
Increase revenue by the same arnount
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COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriation of 7200000 EUA proposed by the Council not only constirutes a reduction of |4Toin
real terms but also a reduction in absolute terms compared to the 1980 appropriation, which was already in
itself inadequate. \
The European Parliament cannot sanction this unacceptable reducdon, for which the Council has not even
put forward any justification, in a sector of vital importance to the Cbmmuniry.
It would seem that the Council has taken no account either of the rate of inflation or of the accession of
Greece, which will make it impqrative to produce new information material adapted to a Communiry of ten.
Furthermore, the Council decision would have serious effects in particular on the national and regional of-
fices which would be in a siruation where they had staff available but insufficient funds to operate.
It should be stressed that the Commission's abiliry to spend the funds on this budgetary line is particularly
high. For the 1979 financial year:
- 
99.87o of appropriations were commited by 31. 12. 1979'
- 
at the presenr rime paymenrs have been effected in respect ol 94.67o of the above appropriations.
Draft amendment No 6
tabled by Mr G. B. Patterson on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culrure, Education, Information and
Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2721: Panicipation of the Community in international exhibitions
A) Expenditure
- 
Delete the payment appropriation of.3t0000 EUA
- 
Enter a token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Reduce revenue.by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
Schedule
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JUSTIFICATION
The appropriation decided on by the Council is intended to finance the attendance and participation of the
Community in its own right at the international exhibition in Knoxville Tennessee (USA), which will be
devoted to energy problems. It is felt that this panicipation should not be financed through the Communiry
budget, but through contributions from the Member Smtes determined on the basis of inter-governmentd
agreements.
Draft amendment No 7
tabled by G. B. Patterson on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and
Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item2722: Current affairs films for developing countries
A) Expendit*re
Inoease the payment appropriation by 498 000 EUA (from 692 000 to 1 190 000 EUA) (reinstatement of
the appropriation in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Conpensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same .unount
COMMITMENTS
Schedsle
REMARKS
unchanged
. JUSTTFTCATTON
Particularly in view of the rate of inllation, the appropriation decided on by the Council represents a 307o
cut over 1980. This would lead to very serious rerictions on the acdvities involved in the programme of
weekly filmed news on the EEC designed for the dweloping countries which has met with great success in
those countries.
Parliament must absolutely oppose the Council's decision which is a further attack on the Commission's
overall information facilities.
It should be stressed that the Commission's abiliry to spend the funds in the budgetary line in question is
particularly good.
For the 1979 financnl year:
- 
99.97o of appropriations were committed by 31. 12. 1979,
- 
at the present dme payments covering 99.77o of the above appropriations have been made.
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Draft amendment No 8
tabled by Mr G.'B. Patterson on behalf of the Committee on Youtl, Culrure, Education, Information and
Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 273: Dissemination of information to young people
A) Expenditare
Inoease the payment appropriation by 570000 EUA (from 1430000 to 2 000000 EUA) (reinsatement
of appropriation shown in the preliminary drak budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by the same amount
COMMIIMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriation under Article 273 constitutes the 'Kreyssig Fund' which was created on the initiative of
the European Parliament and is aimed at arousing interest in the Community among yount people. This
very serious attempt to undermine the Commission's informadon policy should certainly be rejected. It
should be stressed that the Commission's abiliry to spend the funds in the budgetary line in question is par-
ticularly good.
For the 1979 financid, year:
- 
99.97o of appropriations were committed by 31. 12. 1979,
- 
at the present time payments covering 99.47o of the above appropriations have been made.
*++
Draft amendment No 9
tabled by Mr G. B. Patterson on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and
Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 290: Subsidies to institutions of higher education
A). Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 370000 EIJA (from 180000 to 55OOOO EUA) (reinstatement of
appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
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REMARKS
Amend the remarks as follows:
'Appropriation to enable aid to be granrcd to higher education institutions and residential educatton centres
for adults setting up a progranune of value to European integration.'
JUSTIFICATION
The increase proposed by the Commission against this article is a direct response to the amendment tabled
by Parliameni to the 1980 budget requesting the entry of an appropriation for aid to residential adult educa-
tioncentresinconformirywiththreeresolutionsadoptedbyParliament:Albersreport(Doc.676/78),Kel-
lett-Bowmanreport(Doc. 158/78) andVanderGunreport(Doc. 149/79).Inaccordancewithitsearlierde-
cisions, Parliament therefore irroposes to reinstate the amount cut by the Council.
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease the revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
Draft amendment No 10
tabled by Mr G. B. Patterson on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culrure, Education, Information and
Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 291 : Subsidies to European movements
A) Expenditure
Reduce the payment appropriation by 7000 EUA (from 297000 to 200000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenuz
Reduce revenue by a corresponding amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
Scbedule
, I I I i l.J"' ,tt\
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JUSTIFICATION
The proposed reduction of 7000 EUA in the appropriation of 207000 EUA proposed by the Commission
and corlfirmed by the Council is designed to limit finance for those European movements whioh are closely
linked to political parties represented in the European Parliament. In view of the current increases in the
funds available to political groups in the European Parliament, it is felt that this financing is the responsibil-
iry of the groups themselves.
Draft amendment No 11
tabled by Mr G. B. Patterson on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and
Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2940: Research and study grants
A) Expenditure
' Inoease the payment appropriation by 27 000 EUA (Irom 313 000 to 340000 EUA) (reinstatement of
appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inttease the revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Amend the remarks as follows:
'Appropriation to enable research grants and endowments to be allocated for research work on the various
aspects of European integrationl including 250000 EUA for the European University Instirute, Florence.'
(Reinstatement of the remarks shown in the preliminary draft budget.)
JUSTIFICATION
It is essential to reinstate the appropriation in the preliminary draft budget particularly in view of the fact
that the largestportion (250 000 EUA) of the endowment of this budgetary line is to finance research work at
the European Universiry Institute in Florence. Lack of sufficient funds could further aggravate the difficul-
ties which the Institute is already experiencing in attracdng highly qualified young research workers.
Draft amendment No 12
tabled by Mr G. B. Patterson on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culrure, Educatiorr, Information and
Sport
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Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 302: Tasks entrusted to the Institution to promote exchanges of young workers
A) Expenditure
Inqease the payment appropriation by 600000 EUA (from I 500000 to 2100000 EUA) (reinstatement
of appropriation shown in the prelimintry drrft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The increase requested by the Commission is essential for it to continue to implement the second joint prog-
ramme of exchanges of young workers (Council decision 76/642/EEC of 16 luly 1979).
Article 50 of the EEC Treary proiides the legal basis for this programme. The European Parliament has con-
standy requested the full implementation of this particular article; through questions and other inidatives it
has in the past criticized the shortcomings of acdon in the sector of exchanges of young people. It greatly
welcomed the second programme (see Cassanmagnago report Doc. 91/79) and considers that adequate
fund's should be made available for its financing.
Draft amendment No 13
tabled by Mr G. B. Parrerson on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and
Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3920: Implementation of the education programme
A) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by 2 08t 000 EUA (from 2 300 000 to 4 385 000 EUA) (reinstatement
of appropriadons shown in the preliminary drelt budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the same iunount
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COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
Arnend the remarks adding the following rwo indents after the last indent:
'- Parliamentresolationof16NoaernberlgTSonproblemsofeducationintbeEuropectnCommunity,(OJ
No C 296, 11. 12. 1978, page 49).
- 
The general report by tbe Edacation Comrnittee (EDUC 30 (5137/50) on zohich an agreenent ieas
reacbedon2T lunelgS0attbe64StbmeetingoftheCoancilandoftheMinistersof Edacdtlonmeetingin
tbe Council.'
The last sentence of the remarks remains unchanged.
JUSTIFICATION
On 27 June 1980 the Council and the Ministers of Education meedng in the Council reached agreement to
implement the new measures proposed by the Commission in the following sectors:
(a) encouragement of teaching of foreign languages;
(b) equaliry of opportunity for girls in education;
(c) teaching on the European Community and on Europe in schools;
(d) admission of students from other Member States to higher education institutions.
This agreement is in line with the wishes frequently expressed by the European Parliament on this matter.
The Council's decision to reduce the appropriations proposed by the Commission in the preliminary draft
budget makes it impossible to give practical effect to the above measures.
Parliament cannot remain indifferent to these contradictory attirudes in the Council which are likely to
paralyse increasingly the Communiry's measures in this field and considers it its duty to oppose the cut in
funds available for implementation of the education programme.
It should be stressed that the Commission's abiliry to spend the funds on this budgetary line is particularly
good.
For the 7979 finrncial year:
- 
99.\Vo of appropriations had been committed by 31. 1.2. 1979,
- 
atthepresenttimepaymentshavebeencarriedoutinrespect of 86.017o of theaboveappropriations.
Draft amendmenr No 14
tabled by Mr G. B. Patterson on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and
Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
kem 
,3921:. Preparation of young people for their working career
A) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriadon by 100000 EUA (from 4 600000 to 4 700 000 EUA) (reinstatement
of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
I Se most recendy rhe Resoludon of 20 June 1980: OJ No C 175,14 llJy 1980, p. 82.
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C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
Amend the remarks adding the following sentence at the end of the existing text:
'Inoiew oftbe factthat 1981 has been designated Internati,onalYear ofDisabled People, tbis item is.intended
" dlso to finance projeas d.esigned to inoestigate and solae tbe Eecific problems facing disabled scbool'leaoers.'
The European p".r"..r,r."nno, r"..r,.'.'"u,il[tffi: made by the council in this sector which is
, of vital importance particularly in the present crisis which is marked by a high rate of pnemployment among
young people.
In view of the fact that 198i has been declared International Year of Disabled People the Communiry has a
l$:i:::ffi;:land human dury to take measures 
to study and solve the specific problems facing disabled
' It should be stressed'that the Commission's ability to spend the funds in this budgetary lirie is panicularly
' 
, good. For the 1979 finencial year.
- 
99.nqo of appropriations had been commined by 31. 12. 1979,
arrhepresenttimepaymentshavebeencarriedoutinrespect of 90.37oof theaboveappropriadons.
*+>l
Draft amendment No 15
tabled by Mr G. B. Patterson on behalf o( the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and
Spon
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3930: Expenditure on culrural action
A) Expenditurc
Inoease thepayment appropriation by 70 OOO EtlA (from 330000 to 400000 EUA) (reinstatement of the
appropriadon shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensatnn
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
t
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
In deploring once more the fact that appropriations for the culrural sector are totally inadequate tg finance
effective Community measures, the European Parliament should at the very least firmly oppose the cuts
made by the Council, which in real terms represent a reduction in the endowment provided in the 1980
budget.
This is panicularly necessary in the light of the fact that in panicular finance will be given to an imporcant
project highlighting the cultural links berween Greece and the other Communiry countries in the various ar-
, tistic sectors. It should be stressed that the Commission's abiliry to spend sums on this budgetary line is par-
ticularly good.
For the 1979 financial year:
- 
7007o of appropriations had been committed by 31.. 1.2. 1979,
- 
at the present time payments have been carried out in respect of approximz;tely 9Q7o of these appropria-
tions.
Draft amendment No 16
tabled by Mr Patterson Dn behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3931: Financial contributions to cultural events of European importance
A) Expenditure
Inoease rhe payment appropriation by 340000 EUA (from 140000 to 480000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inctease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
1. rVhere the Commission had requested 280 000 EUA, tlre Council has merely entered the same appropria-
tion as for 1980, namely 140000 EUA.
In view of the depreciation of money, this would mean a reduction in the appropriation in real terms.
Parliament cannot acc?t such a development, which would make it impossible to carry through prop-
erly cultural events which are fully in line with its own policies and whose importancb for Europe is un-
deniable, especially as the cost involved is very modest.
Witb an inoease of 140000 EUA Parliament therefore reinstates in full tbe appropiation of 280000 EUA
entered in the preliminary draft budget.
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2. Fartbermore, Parliament incredses the dbooe menuoned appropiotion of 280000 EUA bt 200000 EUA
in order to bing t up to 480000 EUA.
In its view the appropriation requested by the Commission is inadequate.
. The appropriation requested would not permit four of the events proposed 
- 
quite rightly 
- 
under
Item 3931 to receive a financial contribution enabling these events to be fully effective.
The breakdown of the 200000 EUA will be as follows:
- 
10000 EUA for the Choirs of the Communiry (65000 EUA instead of 55000 EUA);
- 
15 000 EUA for the European Youth Orchestra (75 000 EUA insrcad of 60 000 EUA);
- 
25000 EUA for the European Festival ar rVile (40000 EUA instead of 15000 EUA);
- 
150 OOO EUA for the travelling exhibition' 100 Young Community Painters' (200 000 EUA instead of
50000 EIJA).
*s)t
Draft amendment No 17
tabled by Mr Patterson on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culrure, Education, lnformation and Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1932t Contribution towards financing the conservation of the architectural heritage
A) Expenditure
Enter a, payment appropriarion of 100000 EU,{ (instead of a token entry)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenut
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
Arnend the remarks as follows:
'Appropriatbn to cooer d Comm*nity contribution towards fituncing the conservatinn of tbe drcbitectr4rol
heitage tbroagb direa contribations and the granting of sabsidies on loans from the European Inoestment
Banh.'
JUSTIFICATION
This ircm was included in rhe 1980 budget on the insistence of the European Parliamenr. Ve must firmly re-
iect the Council's attempt to render ineffecrual this proposal which is aimed at drawing the artention of the
national and Community authorities rc the constant deterioration of the architectural heritage in Europe
and to finance projects aimed at remedying the siruadon particularly in the less-favoured regions.
In proposing the same appropriation put forward in the 1980 budger, which nevenheless represents a reduc-
tion in real terms, the European Parliament wishes ro take into accounr the possibiliry that some of the 1980
appropriations will be carried over to the 1981 financial year, since the Commission was not able to begin us-
ing them until July of this year.
It should nevertheless be pointed out that as a result of the effons which the Commission is making, the car-
ry-overs should represent only a very limited portion of the total available funds.
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Draft amendment No 18
tabled by Mr Patterson on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Informadon and Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 396: European Foundation
A) Expenditure
Enter apayment appropriation ol 200000 EUA (instead of a token entry)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Amend the remarks as follows:
'Financial contibr4tion by tbe Community to tbe operdtion of tbe European Foundation.'
(Reinstatement of the remarks shown in the preliminary draft budget.)
JUSTIFICATION
A decision was taken by the European Council on 5-6 December 7977 to set up the European Foundation
and that decision was supported by the European Parliament; however, the Foundation has still not been es-
tablished because of the deplorable failure of the Council of Ministers to comply with the wishes expressed
by the Heads of State or Government of the Community.
By its decision to delete the appropriation proposed by the Commission and to enter a mere token entry, the
Council of Ministers has now clearly shown that it has no intention whatever to act in this matter.
Parliament cannot possibly accept this attirude and musi enter at least a sufficienr appropriation to enable the
Foundation to commence its activities.
Draft amendment No 19
tabled by Mr Patterson on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 5010: Aid in the field of vocational training and mobiliry
A) Expenditure
Inoease r.he payment appropriation by 47000000 EUA (from 150000000 to 197000Q00 EUA) (rein-
statement of Commission appropriation)
B) Compensation
-t
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C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Increase the commitment appropriation by 4000000 Et)A (from 26OOOOOOO to 264000000 EUA
reinstatement of Commission appropriation)
Schedale
Amend the schedule of payments as follo*s: - '
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 254000000 EUA.1
The likely schedule of payments vis-i-vis commitments is as follows:
(n EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 l98l t9t2 19t3 l9t4
and subs. ycars
Commitments cntcrcd rnto
bcforc 1980 to bc covcrcd
by ncw appropriations
for paymcnt
Appropriation outsunding
from 1979
Appropriation for 1980
Appropriation for l9$1
338 920 000
l3 870 000
2s0 000 000
264 000 000
20 r39 ooo
4 r6l 000
7s 000 000
65 671 000
3 329 000
44 000 000
84 000 000
r 15 2t5 000
3 190 000
57 500 000
75 000 000
I l5 2E6 000
3 190000
57 500 000
60 000 000
21 838 000
15 000 000
45 000 000
Total 856 790 000 100 000 000 r97 000 000 2sQ976 000 235 97 6 000 E2 838 000
REMARKS
unchanged
. JUSTTFTCATTON
The number of unemployed persons under 25 has increased in all the member states repreienting 41.77o of
all unemployed in the Community. The amounts available to the Commission to enable it to carry out the
necessary actions pursuant to various Council decisions are insignificant in comparison to the size of the
problem. The European Parliament has continually called for increases in the resources available for com-
baming youth unemployment. In view of the present eftremely grave $iruadon, any cuts in funds designed to
alleviate the situation are unacceptable.
Draft amendment No 20
tabled by Mr Patterson on behalf of dre Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Sport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 5011: Aid to p.o-ote employment
A) Expenditari
Inoease the payment appropriation by 20000000 EUA (from 50000000 to 80000000 EUA) (rcinstate-
merit of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
1 See Artrcle I (3) of the Fimncial Regulauon of 21 December 1977
,' 
,t,
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B) Cornpe:nsation
C) Reoenae
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
unchanged
Scbedule
Amend the schedule of paymenrc as follows:
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 108000000 EUA.1
The likely schedule of payments vis-i-vis commitments is as follows:
(in EUA)
Commttments
Paymcnts
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
and subs. ycrrs
Commitments €ntcrcd into
beforc 1980 to be covcrcd
by ncw appropriations
for paymcnt
Appropriatron outstandlot
from 1979
Appropriation for l9t0
Appropriatron for l9El
45 560 000
I 440 000
108 000 000
108 000 000
4 400 000
500 000
30 800 000
l2 150 000
340 000
23 300 000
44 200 000
I I 600 000
300 000
26 950 000
28 750 000
l0 600 000
300 000
26 950 000
23 000 000
6 800 000
12 050 000
Total 263 000 000 35 700 000 E0 000 000
.57 
600 000 60 850 000 lE 850 000
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
In view of the grave situation of the labour market, particularly for young people under 25, who now repre-
sent 417o of the Communiry's unemployed, the Commission must pursue viBorously the policies already
atreed by Council and approved by the Parliament to combat youth unemployment and must have the fi-
nancial means necessary to do so. The Council's reduction, in an already inadequate sum, is not acceptable.
I
Draft amendment No 21
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, lPublic Health and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
List of posts
Add the following to the list of posts
5 permanent posts in category A: 1 A 2, 2 A 5,3 A 7;
1 permanent post in category B: 1 B 5;
6 permanent'posts in category C:4 C 5, 2 C 3
I See Anrcle 1 (3) of the Frnancral Regulation of 21 Decembet 1977.
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A) Expenditure
Inctease expenditure by 2a5000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenael
Increase revenue by 21a000 EUA
COMMITMENIS
Environmental protection:
Consumer affairs:
Public Health:
Implementation of the action programme
on safery at work:
142 2l^5 3Cs
I A7 1c5
I A7 1c3
1}.7 1B5 1C3
Draft amendment No 22
tabled by the Committee on rhe Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 3.5.1: Communiry aid relating to the Environment
A) Expendit*re
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
Legal basis:
- 
Article 235 of the Treaty.
- 
Council declaration (first programme) of 22 November 1973
- 
Council resolution (second pr.ogramme) oi 17 May 1977
- 
Summary of the conclusions of the Council meetings of 9 April and 18 December 1979.
1 + 31m EU,{ frm mtion on salmcs-
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It should be pointed out, that in the absence of available zero levels for aquatic organisms, dre reference
point uied is the minimum concentrations which may have (sub) lethal effects. These threshold values are
provisionally valid until detailed ecological information is available.
TheCommission will sub'mit the action programmes by 30 June 1981.
JUSTIFICATION
The budgetary authoriry decided to enter this line in the budget during the deliberations on the financial year
1980. Parliamenr has called on the Commission to propose Community policies for the sectors concerned.
The Commission is making the appropriate preparations.
Draft amendment No 23
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Hedth and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.1.0: Expendirure on pollution control
A) Expenditure
Reinstate the token entry
B) Compensation
C) Rettenae :
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
New item
These appropriations are intended to finance measures in the following fields:
- 
sefting up and operation of water-treatment plants;
- 
qualiry of drinking water and bathing water, particularly in less-favoured tourist areas;
- 
urban and industrial waste water.
JUSTIFICATION
The budgetary authoriry decided to enter this line in the budget during the deliberations on the fi nancial,year
1980. Pailiament has called on the Commission to propose Communiry policies for the sectors concerned.
The Commission is making the appropriate preparations.
tf >F !.
Draft amendment No 24
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
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PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.1.1 : Aids for the development of technology capsing less pollution and using.fewer naural
resources and for the development of new monitoring techniques
A) Expenditure
Reinsute a token entry.
B) Cotryensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Enter rhe following remarks:
New item
These appropriations are intended ro cover:
- 
development and improvemenr of technologies causing less pollution,
'- improvement of recycling.processes,
- 
implementation of pilot projects.
JUSTIFICATION
The budgetary authorities decided to enter this line in the budget during the deliberadons on the financial
year 1980. Parliament has called on the Commission to propose Communiry policies for rhe sectors con-
cerned.
The Commission is making the appropriate prepararions.
***
Draft amendment No 25
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.1.22 Measures to protect the environment and narure
A) Expenditure
Reinstate a rciken enry
B) Compensation
C) ieaenue
COMMITMENTS
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REMARKS
Enter the f ollowing' remarks :
New Item
These appropriations are intended to finance a contribution to the protection of nature and the maintenance
of the ecological balance, in particular by:
- 
the creation of a coherent system of bird habitats at Community level,
- 
a survey of the areas in the Communiry important for migratory birds'
JUSTIFICATIOi{
The budgetary authorities decided to enrer this line in the budget during the deliberations on the financial
year 1986. Prilia-..rt has called on the Commission to propose Community policies for the sectors con-
cerned.
The Commissiort is making the appropriate PreParations.
)l+,1
Draft amendment No 26
tabled by committee on the Environment, Public Health and consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.1.3: Measures to prorcct the environment in the conteit of changes irt economic activities
A) Expenditure
Reinstale a token entry
B) Coipensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Enter rhefollowing remarks :
New Item
Owing to the implications for the enviro.nment of economic activity, measures of the following tyPe are to
be undermken:
- 
elaluation of the effects and the prevention of natural disasters,
- 
preliminary studies of the effects of large-scale agricultural development proiects.
JUSTIFTCATION
The budgetary authorities decided ro enter this line in the budget during the deliberations on the financial
year 1986. parliament has called on the Commisbion to propose Community policies for the sectors con-
cerned.
The Commission is making the appropriate PreParations.
x.+>F
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Draft amendment No 27
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.2.0: Health protection, hygiene and safery at work
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 240000 EUA (reinsratement of the appropriation shown in the
preliminary draft budgeQ
B). ComPensdtian
C) Reaenuc
Inoease revenue by 2a0000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Commimee took the view that the appropriation entered by the Commission in the prelim'inary draft
budget was the minimum amount that can be accepted if the Communiry policy in this sector is not to suffer.
Draft amendment No 28
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.2.1: Grants to international organizations for n{easures relating to health protection,
hygiene and safery at work
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 47 000 EU,4 (reinstatement of the appropriations shown in the
preliminary draft budget)
B)- Compensation
C) Reoenae t
Inctease revenue by a7 000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
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JUSTIFICATION
The Committee took the view that the appropriation entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft
budget was the minimum amount that can be accepted if the Community policy in this sector is not to ruffer.
Draft amendment No 29
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.2.2: Measures needed to implement the directives and decisions concerning the healrh and(new) safety of workers at work (reinstatement of the item shown in the preliminary draft
' budget)
A) Expenditure
Enter a payment appropriations of 100000 EUA
B) Compe.nsation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by 100000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
New Item
The aim of these measures is to enable the Commission to call on the services of outside bodies to help ensure
the sound management and implementadon of the directives concerned with the health and safery of work-
ers at work (77/576/EEC, 77/312/EEC and,78/312/EEC).
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee took the view that the appropriation entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft
budget was the minimum amount that can be accepted if the Communiry policy in this sectoris nottoiuffe..
++rt
Draft amendment No 30
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protecdon
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.5.3: Public health srudies and measures
A) Expenditure
Inctease the payment appropriation by 50000 EUA (reinst*ement of the appropriation shown in the
preliminary draft budget)
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B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by 50000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
, JUSTIFICATION
The Commirtee took the view that rhe appropriation entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft
budget was the minimum amounr that can be accepted if the Communiry policy in this sector is not to suffer'
+:lrt
Draft amendment No.31
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.4.0: Environmental studies
A) Erpenditare
Inaease the payment appropriation )y 18a000 EU,4 (reinstatement of the appropriation shown in the
preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by 18a000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee took the view that the appropriation entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft
budget was the minimum amoun! that can be accepted if the Communitypolicy in this sector is not to suffer.
I
't
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Draft amendment No 32
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item3.5.4.1: Environmentalprojects
A) Expenditare
Insease payment appropriations by 100000 EUA (reinstatement of the appropriations entered in tle
preliminary draft by the Commission)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by 100000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The,Committee took the view that the appropriition entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft
budget was the minimum amount that could be acceprcd if the Community policy in this sector was n6t to
suffer.
+)t)s
Draft amendment No 33
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3 .5.4,2: Pollution measurement and assessment of the environmental hazards due to chemical
. 
substances
A) Expenditure
Inoease payment appropriationsby j0000 EUA (reinstatement of the appropriations entered in thepre-
liminary draft by dre Commission)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenuz
Inoease revenue by 30000 EIJA
COMMITMENTS
, t-' i
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee took the view that the appropriation entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft
budget was the minimum amounr rhat could be accepted if the Community policy in this sector was not to
suffer.
:t{.x
Draft amendment No 34
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.4.3: Measures required to implement the directives and decisions on the environment
A) Expenditure
Inoease pryment appropriation sby 55 000 EUA (reinstatement of the appropriations entered in the pre-
liminary draft by the Commission)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by 55000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee took the view that the appropriation entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft
was the minimum amount that could be accepted if the Community policy in this sector was not to suffer.
+>t*
Draft amendment No 35
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.4.4: Permanent inventory of sources of information on the environment in the Community
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A) Expenditure
Inoease payment appropriations by 100000 EU,4 (reinstatement of the appropriations entered in the
preliminary draft by the Comrlission)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inctease revenue by 100000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee took the view that the appropriation entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft
budget was the minimum amount that could be accepted if the Community's policy in this sector was not to
suffer.
Draft amendment No 36
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.4.5: Protection of the marine environmenr
A) Expend.iture
Enter an appropriation of 1 200000 EUA instead, of the token entry
B) Cornpensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by 1200000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
The Council resolution of 26 June 1978 provides for an action programme on the prevention of marine pol-
lution by hydrocarbons. To this end the Commission has submitted proposals having financial implications.
JUSTIFICATION
Since the Commission has submitted an action programme to the Council following the Council resolution
of 26 June 1980, the necessary appropriations must be entered on the appropriate budgetary line instead of
fie token entry.
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Draft amendment No 37
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Hea.lth and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.4.6: Aid for European associations for the protection of the envftonment (neu)
A) Expenditure
Create a neat budgetary line and enter a paymenr appropriation at 1OOOOO E|JA
B) Compensation
Appropriations to be taken from Article 359 (European Foundation, Dublin)
C) Reaenac
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Council resolution of 17 May 1977 (Second Environmental Prorcction Programme). The Community's
contribution is i4tended to support European associations for the protection of the environment in their ef-
forts to promote an awareness of the eirvironment in European public opinion.
JUSTIFICATION'
The measures to promote awareness of the environment provided for in the Second Environmental Action
Programme presuppose the existence of associations for the protection of the environment which require
support, in particular in the form of financial aid. Present European aqsociations for the protection of the en-
vironment play an imponant role in the education and instruction of the public in matters concerning en-
vironmental protection.
Draft amendment No 38
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.5.0: Consumer protection srudies
A) Erpenditure
Inctease pxyment appropriatio nsby 64 000 EUA (from 380 000 EUA to 444 000 EUA 
- 
reinstatement of
the appropriations entered by the Commission in the prelirninary draft)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Increase revenue by 6a000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
;l
i 
"1",
1l
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JUSTIFICATION
The Committee took the view that the appropriation entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft
budget was the minimum amount that could be accepted if the Community's policy in thisfield was not to
suffer.
Draft amendment No 39
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.5.1: Grant to European consumerorBanizations
A) Expenditure
Increase paymdnt appropriationsby 30 000 EUA (reinstatement of the appropriations entered in the pre-
liminary draft by the Commission)
B) Conryensation
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by 30000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
' unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Commiaee took the view that the appropriation entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft
budget was the minimum amount that could be accepted if the Community's policy in this field was not to
suffer.
Draft amendment No 40
tabled by the Committee on the Environmlnt, Publie Health and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.5.2: Consumer protection and lnformation measures
A) Expenditure
InoeaSe payment appropriation sby 2000b EUA(reinstatement of the appropriations entered in the pre- '
liminary draft by the Commission)
.{
4'i,,,
n' 
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B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by 20000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee took the view that the appropriation entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft
budget was the minimum amount that could be accepted if the Communiry's policy in this field was not to
suffer.
Draft amendment No 41
tabled by the Committee on the Environment, Public Hedth and Consumer Protection
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.5.6: Work organization and job enrichment
A) Expenditare
Increase payment appropriationsby 20000 EUA (reinstatement of the appropriations entered in the pre-
liminary draft by the Commission)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenuc
Inoease revenue by 20000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee took dre view that the appropriation entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft
budget was the minimum amount that could be accepted if the Community's policy in this field was not to
suffer.
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Draft amendment No 42
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.0.9: Communiry aid to workers made redundant in the Italian sulphur mines
(neut)
A) Expenditare
- 
CreateanewAnicle3.0.9:'Communityaidtoworkersmaderedundantintheltaliansulphurmines'
- 
Mahe a token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
REMARKS
' Enter the following new remarks:
'Article 1 of Council Decision 66/740/EEC of 22 December 1966 (OJ No 246, 31. 12. 1966, p. 4168/66)
makes the following provisions:
1. The Italian Republic shall be granted Community aid equal to 507o of the expenditure actually borne in
granting appropriate assistance to the workers dismissed as a result of reorganization measures in the Italian
sulphur mines, and scholarships for the vocational training of the children of such workers.
2. Community aid shall not exceed 4200000 EUA.
3. Only workers appearing on the payrolls of Italian sulphur mining undenakings on 30 June 1963 who
were dismissed after that date may benefit from such aid.'
JUSTIFICATION
This budget line, classified as compulsory expenditure and included up until the 1980 budget, was deleted
without comment or explanation in the Commission's preliminary draft and in the Council's draft budget
for 1981.
Since the Italian Republic can still submit applications for Communiry aid in respect of 84 workers who are
covered by the provisions of Article I of Council Decision 66/740/EEC of 22 December 19661, quoted in
full in the 'remarks' in this proposed modification, Parliament feels that it must ask for the creation of this
budgetary line and the inclusion of a token entry.
This entry will make it possible when the time comes to transfer the necessary funds ro Article 309 in order
to carry out the last payments under Article 1 of the above Council Decision.
)l >t rt
Draft amendment No 43
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
1 OJ No 246, tl. 12. 1966
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PAYMENIS
Article 3.0.2: Tasks entrusted to the institution to promote exchanges of young workers
l\ Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriations by 600000 EIIA (from 1 500 000 to 2 100 000 EUA) (reinstatement
' of the appropriation entered in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation 
\
C) Reaenue
Inoease revenue by a corresponding amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The second Community programme to promote exchanges of young workers based on Article 50 oI the
EEC Treary and currently being implemented, was given the full suppon of the European Parliamentl
which did, however, draw attention to the inadequacy of the financial endowment.
The Commission justifies its request for appropriations by referring to the gradual extension of the prog-
ramme ro young workers in various sectors of activiry and by reference to the general increase in the number
of apprentices panicipating in the exchange scheme.
If the success of tlis measure designed to offer young workers the possibiliry of improving their practical
and professional experience in a Community country other than their own in order to develop their_Euro-
p."n .*"..rr... is to be successful, strong support must be given to the appropriation requestes by the
Commission.
It should also be noted that the available appropriations were used in an amount of 997o during the 1979 fi-
nancial year.
Draft amendment No 44
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.0.3.0 Contribution to pilot projects on better housing for handicapped workers
A) Expenditure
Inctease the payment appropriation by 830000 EUA (from 670000 to 1500000 EUA)
B) Compensation
1 See repon by Mrs Cassanmagnago Cenem (De, 91/79) and the resoluuon of Ptltament: OJ No C 127, 21. 5, 1979' page 19.
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C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by a corresponding amount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appiopriation by, 1300000 ELJA (f.rom 700000 to 2000000 EUA)
Scbedule
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amounts to 2000000 EUAr.
The likely schedule of payments against commitrnents is as follows:
(n EUA)
CommrtmeDts
Paymcnts
1980 l98l 19E2 l9t3 t 9E4
and subs, ycars
Commitmcnts cntcrcd into
beforc l9E0 to bc covcred
by ncw appropriatim
for paymcnt
Appropnatlon outstandlng
from 1979
Appropriatron for l9E0
Appropriation for 1981
500 000
40 000
700 000
2 000 000
400 000
20 000
155 000
200 000
20 000
400 000
8t0 000
r00 000
700 000
45 000
420 000
Total 3 340 000 s7s 000 I 500 000 800 000 455 000
REMARKS
Amcnd the rext as follows:
'The Comrnanity pro?oses to obuin an inoease in aoaihble bousing to roet the needs of minoitics (ease of
dccess and ,.tse, links zoith public seroices and centres of actiaity); to tbis end, it supports pilotprojeas ananged
in tbe Member States.
The appropriation is intended to finance the following measures:
- 
the construction and adaptation of accommodation specially dcsigned for handicapped worhers and in-
frastracture s to sr4?plement bo*sing;
- 
preparation of these operations,.dssesstnent of the results and publication of tbe htter througb studies,
serrunars, coarses and ad-boc documents
These measures will.be adopted to implement'the ob;'ective defined in Article 117 of the EEC Treety'.
JUSTIFICATION
In the contect of the International Year of the Handicapped, Parliament considers it imperative to step up
Communiry action in this sector, which is of highly significint human and social interest.
It further considers that this action, instead of being confined to the specific characteristics of housing,
should take accounr of all the problems of'habitats' and their influence on the creation and mainrcnance of I
, optimalsocio-professionalintegration.
In this connection it will be noted that in the communication from the Commission to the Council on the
subject of information on pilot projects in the housing sector to promote social inrcgration of the handicap-
ped and of migrant workers' (COM (80) 491 fin), the Commission stressed the need to:
- 
adapt infrastructures and services
- 
give aftention to the living conditions provided for the mentally handicapped.
Parliament shares the view and considers that the Community should contribute to a larger number of pro-
jects and also to projects with a wider scope.
Moreover, if the pilot projects financed by the Community are to prove effective and have a real impact, the
Community contribution must not be confined rc the construction and corrversion of existinghousing: pre-
paratory srudies, evaluatory seminars and in general measures to make the results more widely known,
should be stepped up.
In the context of those objectives, the appropriations requested must be viev/ed as the essential minimum.
+**
1 See Anicle 1 , paragraph 3, of the fio-ancral regulauon oI 2l December 7977
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Draft amendment No 45
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.0.3.1: Contribution to pilot projects on better housing for migrant workers
A) Expend.itare
Inoease the payment appropriation by 140 000 EUA (from 550 000 to 790 000 EUA) (reinstatement of
the appropriations shown in the preliminary drrtt budgeQ
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue \
Inoease revenue by a corresponding amount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease tlre commitment appropriation by 100 000 EUA (from 650 000 to 750 000 EUA) (reinstatement of
the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
Sched.ale
Amend the schedule of payment as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 750000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(tr EUA)
Commitmcnts
Payments
1980 198 l t9E2 19E3 t9t4
and subs. ycars
Commitmcnts cntcrcd into
bcforc 1980 to be ovcrcd
by ncw appropnatloro
for paymcnt
Appropnatroo outstanding
ftom 1979
Appropnatron for 1980
Appropriation for 1981
680 000
40 000
635 000
750 000
330 000
20 000
,a:*
350 000
20 000
230 000
190 000
245 000
560 000
otal 2 105 000 s10000 790 000 805 000
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The action covered by this budget line was initiated in 1977 on the basis of the Council's resolution of 9 Feb-
ruary 1976 on an action programme in favour of migrant wirkers and their families.
The contributions are granted either in the form of loans for housing improvement programmes or in the
form of subsidies for pilot proiects.
Given the very small financial endowment, the impact of this action is cenainly not large, but the action in it-
self is of 
-great human and social significance, in that it reflects an effort to ,oir., at least in part, a problem
which affects some 12 million migrant workers and their families who are living in the Communiry and con-
stitute one of the least-favoured social categories.
' ft" *"1" , (r) 
"f the financral regulauon of 2l Daember 1977
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Decent housing is also an important measure if the integration of migrant workers into sociery and their
general social promotion are to be encouraged.
The European Parliament which has always given special attention to the problems of migrant workers and
has always taken steps to promote the improvement of their living and working conditions, therefore
considers that the appropriations requested in the preliminary draft budget should be viewed as the absolute
minimum.
Dtaft amendment No 46
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee orySocial Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.0.4: Measures in suppon, and with the panicipation, of movements which could increase
the effectiveness of the social policy of the Communiry
A) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by 400000 EUA (from 450000 to 850000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by corresponding amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
Amend the remarks by entering the following new text in the second paragraph of (b) Handicapped Persons:
'Imphmenutian of tbis programme is characterized at present by two sectors of actioity:
- 
extension of worh on the employntcnt enoironment in conformity with the gaidelines proposed by the
Commission to the Council in its report of 30 Oaober 1979 cooeing tbe peiod 1974-1979 (COM (79)
572 fin) accepted by tbe Council in its conclusions reacbed dt tbe nceting of 9 Jane 1980;
- 
information campaigns aimed at the general public with a view to the social integration of handicapped
persons provided for in section III 2 of the programme. In these campaigns the Commission seeks in
panicular the assistance of associations for handicapped persons.
Haoingregard n the faa that 1981 basbeen designated as the InterndtionalYear ofthe Handicapped, inthe
context of tbe ooerall endowmentfor tbis badget line, an appropriation of;00000 EUA is earrnarhedforthe
aaions referred to aboae.'
JUSTIFICATION
The increasingly difficult siruation of the employment market and the prioriry accorded to other categories
in the context of meazures to control unemployment, greatly diminish the possibilities available to *re hand-
icapped, and in partirakr to those suffeing from seoere handicaps, to find employment.
The action taken by the Communiry in this secrcr must be rendered more effective by making use of all the
instruments provided for in the action programme for the occupational retraining of the handicapped
adopted by Council Resolution 27 lune 1974.
The Parliament shares the opinion of r}e Commission and Council on the strategy to be followed rc pro-
mote the employment of the handicapped, and hopes that the indications given in the report of 30 October
1979 (COM (79) 572 fin) andthe Council's conclusions of 9 June 1980 will be effectively implemented with
panicular reference:
-l 
1
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- 
to activities of the European network fd,r cooperation, research and education,
- 
information measures aimed at increasing public awareness of the need for effons to achieve better social
and professional integration of the handicapped.
In justification of the request for an increase in the appropriation for tle handicapped, it should be stressed
that:
- 
in 1980, the available appropriations were fully used in this panicular sector,
- 
an effective commitment by the Community in the specific sector of research and inforrnation is not pos-
sible without an adequate financial effort.
Moreover sufficient resources must also be provided for all actions in favour of migrant workers and wom-
en: for these categories, reinstatement of the appropriations proposed in the Commission's preliminary
draft budget is therefore requesrcd.
In view of these consideradons, the overall appropriation as requested constitutes an indispensable
minimum.
Draft amendment No 47
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Commitiee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.0.6: Pilot research projects on action to combat poverry
A) Erpenditure
Inoease payment appro piationby 1 146000 EUA (from 1670000 to 2 816060 EUA) (reinstatement of
the appropriation entered in the prelimintry drak budget)
B) Compensatbn
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by a corresponding amount
COMMITMENTS \
- 
Delete for foomote indicating that the commitment appropriaaon of J00 000 EUz{ is entered in Chapter
10.0
- 
Transfer this appropriation of 500000 E|JA from Chapter 10.0 to this budget Line
- 
Inoease the commitment appropriation by 3 500 000 EIJA (from 500 000 to 4 OOO OOO EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation entered in rhe prelimin*y dralt budget)
Schedule
Amend the schedule.of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 4OOOOOA EUA1
Tlie likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
I Sec Anicle 1 (3) of the fimncial regulation of 2l DLcember 1977.
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(u EUA)
Commitments
Paymcnts
1980 1981 t9t2 1983 1984
and subs. ycrrs
Commitmcnts cntcrcd into
bcforc 19E0 to bc covcrcd
by ncw appropriations
for paymcnt
Appropriation outstanding
from 1979
Appropriatron for 1980
Appropriatron for 1981
5 700 000
I 170000
P.m.
4 000 000
4 530 000
670 000
I 170 000
500 000
I 145 000 1 370 000 l 484 000
Total l0 870 000 5 200 000 2 E16 000 1 370 000 l 484 000
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The first European programme of pilot projects and studies to combat poverry was adopted by the Council
in 1975, exrended for th.ee yearsln 1977 and is now due to exPire on 1 December 1980.
By 30 June 1981, the Commission is to submit a report assessing the results of this programme to the Coun-
cil.
It is unlikely that the Council will be able to draw its own conclusions, on the most favourable assumpgo,n'
before 198j; in order to cover the period intervening between the expiry date of I December 1980 and the
application of the Council's conclusions, the Commiision has submitted | !ropolal {9r provisional actionin
,h. por..ry .orrrrol secror (COM (7g) 657 fin of 23 November 1979) which the Parliament approved with-
out reservadonl.
The appropriations requesrd by the Commission in the preliminary draft budget are intended specifically to
finan"e this provisional measure which the Council has not yet aPProved.
It is appropriate to note here:
(a) that measures to control poverty are directed at persons and families whose means of subsistence are so
' limited as to rule our mi;imum decent living conditions in the country of residence;
(b) in that sense it is true to say that as a result of the economic crisis the area of 
_poverry (the.'founh world')
' in the Community has not been reduced and in all probability has acrually increased;
(c) the Communiry must make a real effort of solidariry for the benefit of the marginal secrcrs of society.
For these reasons the European Parliament:
i 
- 
requests the Council of Ministers to approve the provisional poverry control Programme without
further delay;
ii 
- 
considers that the appropriations requesred in the preliminary draft budget constitutes an indispensa-
ble minimum.
Draft amendment No 48
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behal{ of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.0.7.0: European Trade Union Institute
A) Expenditare
Inoease the payment appropriation by 100000 E|JA (from 750000 to 85OOOO EUA) (reinstatement of
appropriadons shown in preliminary draft budget)
I See repon by Mr Boyes (Da. 1-75180) and Resoluuon o{ 22. 5. 1980 (OJ No C 147, 16. 6. 1980, page 65).
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B) Compensation
C) Reaenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament has always supported the establishment of the European Trade Union Institute,
which was one of the proposals in the Social Acdon Programme. This continued support has been full jus-
tified by the quality of the work carried out by the Institute since its foundation. ThJamount requested by
the Commission correspondi to the needs of the Institute, and therefore the amounr cut by the Council must
be restored.
:l y.. y.-
Draft amendment No 49
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the committee on social Affairs and Employmenr
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 359: Subsidy owards the operation of the European Foundation for the Improvement of
Living and I7orking Conditions
A) Expenditure
Reduce the payment appropriation by 1000000 EIJA (from285oooo to 1850000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Redace revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Scbedale
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JUSTIFICATION
This amendment is in line with the reports of the Court of Auditors and of the Budgets Control Committee,
adopted by the European Parliament in September 1980.
At a time of economic stringency, when priority must be given to creating employment, it is not appropriate
for the Parliament to endorse any increase in appropriations for a body which,
(a) is 'slow in getting results in vital sectors'(Ryan report Doc. 1-344180, paragraph 21 of Explanatory
Statement)
(b) has no positive impact upon the creation of job opportunities
(c) therefore deprives other job creating secrors of the budget of much-needed revenue.
)t )$ 
't
Draft amendment No 50
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.7.5.0: Aid for cenain crisis-hit industrial sectors
A) Expenditure
Mahe a, token entry (instead of the dash)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Mahe a token entry (instead of the dash)
Schedale
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is a token entry1.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(r EUA)
Commitments
Payments
1980 1981 1982 1983
and subs. ycars
Appropriatrons outstandrng
frcm 1979
Appropnation for 1980
Appropriation for l98l
l5 000 000
P.m.
P.m.
7 500 000 
'
P.m
P.m.
p.m.
P.m.
7 s00 000
'otal 15 000 000 7 500 000 P.m. 7 500 000
I qrrred ovcr from 1979
1 See Ancle 1 (3) of the frnancral regulatron ol 2l December 1977
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REMARKS
Modifu rhe remarks by adding the following paragaph:
'As part of tbe sedoral policies hid down at Commanity leoel, this appropiation is intended to stimuhte re-
struauing and conversion operations in certain risis-hit industrial sectors and also to assist inaestments in
firms likely to oe*te abernatioe ernplqtment.'
JUSTTFTCATTON
The crisis in the textile, shipbuilding and other sectors of industry is deteriorating and serious difficulties are
now being experienced in other sectors such as the motor vehicle and building industries; this deterioration
is having an adverse effect on employment levels.
Faced with this crisis which is not confined to individual countries but exists on a European scalp, the more
responsible public authorities recognize that the only possible remedy lies in restructuring and reconversion
measures implemented at Community level and in a spirit of Communiry solidariry.
The European Parliament therefore makes a pressing appeal to the Council to adopt at the earliest possible
opportunity:
(a) the proposal for a regulation relating to Community aid for industrial restructuring and reconversion
(OJ No C 272, 16 November 1978),
and
(b) the proposal for a Council decision concerning Community action in support of investments for re-
structuringand reconversion of the shipbuilding industry and the to<tile industry, with particular refer-
ence to the synthetic fibres sector (COM (78) 769 of 11 Jaruary 1979),
on which it has already delivered a favourable opinion, and also on dl funher measures which may prove
necessary.
The Parliament is therefore unable to accept the Council decision to leave this budget line blank, thus ruling
out all possibility of financing the desired action in 1981.
Draft amendment No 51
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs aad Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 5.0.0.0: Aid to the agricultural sector
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by / 000 000 EUA (from 5 000.000 to 6 000 000 FUA) (reinstatement
of the appropriation shown in the preliminary dralt budget)
B) Compenwtion
C) Reoenae
.Inoease 
revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease 
.thecommitment appropia;tionby 2000000 EUA (from 5 000000 to 7000000 EUA) (reinstatement
of the appropriation shown in the prelimintry dralt budget)
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(it EUA)
Commitments
Paymcnts
1980 198 I 1982 1983 1984
and subs, ycrrs
Commitmcnts cnt€r€d into
bcforc l9t0 to bc covcrcd
by ncw appropriations
for paymcnt
Approprration outstanding
from 1979
Appropriatron for 1980
Appropriatron for 1981
46 030 000
2260000
9 300 000
7 000 000
I 300 000
800 000
2 700 000
2240000
560 000
l 200 000
2 000 000
E 000 000
500 000
2200 000
2 s00 000
12 000 000
400 000
2 200 000
2 000 000
2249o000
I 000 000
500 000
otal 64 590 000 4 800 000 6 000 000 l3 200 000 15 600 000 23 990 000
Schedale
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 7000000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments against commitmen$ is as follows:
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament must firmly oppose the Council's cut in the appropriations requested in the pre-
liminary draft budget for the following reasons:
| 
- 
General Considerations
(a) The Community is facing an economic and social crisis qhe graviry of which is demonstrated by the fact
that at the end of September the nanber of unemployed exceeded,T million (7 092 000) for the first time,
representing 6.57o of the total civilian working population;
(b) to deal with this situation in practice the only employment policy insrnrment available to the Commu-
niry is the European Social Fund, which is already inadequate both in its structure and in the measures it
encomPasses;
(c) furthermore, the chronic inadequacy of the financial .rrdo*rn.rrt of the Fund is demonstrated by the
factrhatln1979 applications for aid exceeded available resources by 71 %: this gap is likely to ris etoS2To
for 19802;
(d) in 1,979 the overall size of the weighted reduction was 300 million EUA, or 327o oI total priority ap-
plications3;
(e) as regards the management of the Fund the use of appropriations has increased sharply as.is shown by
the following figures:
- 
in the 7979 financitl year, the average rate of utilization of commitments was 947o4,
- 
in the sam€ year, the average rate of udlization of payment appropriations w* 7l.8les;
(f this rate of use has funher increased during the current financial year and has reached the point where if
the appropriations proposed by the Commission in its preliminary draft and described by it as the 'also-
late minimurn' are not adopted, there is a real possibiliry that in the coming financial years the Fund will
not be able to make payments against the commitments already entered into;
(g) toillustratethefactthattheappropriationsrequestedbytheCommissionforlgSlreallyarean'absolute
minimum', it is sufficient to consider that, as regards commitments, the increase over 7980 (9.97o)
scarcely matches the foreseeable rate of inflation. As regards p4yments, the increase (89.6%) is certainly
substantial but is based on a comparison with *re 1980 budget which provided for one of the lowest
payment endowments (for the ESF) in recent years. In addition, from 1981 applications for aid will also
be coming in from Greece;
1 See Anicle 1 (3) of the Frmncial Regulation oI 21 December 1977.
2 SrcVolume7/A,p.48,point2.2,3rdparagnph,oftheprelminuydraftbudgerfor1981.
' See Erghth Report on the rctivities of the ESF for 1979: COM (80) 365 frnal, p. 15.a Ibid., p. 73.; tbid., p. 7a.
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(h) in the light of these facts the arguments put forward by the Councill to 'justify' the reductions made in
the appropriations proposed by the Commission are ill-conceived and irrelevant.
Il 
- 
Specific Considcrations
(a) Both the commitment and the payment appropriadons in the preliminary draft budget are particularly
modest and take account of the slowdown in the rural exodus;
(b) these appropriations should be considered as an irreducible minimum: it should be borne in mind that in
the 1979 financial year there were still applications in the agriculrural sector classified as first prioriry for
aid totalling approximately 12000000 EUA'?.
Draft amendment No 52
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 5.0.1.0: Aid in the fields of vocational training and geog.aphical mobiliry
A) Expenditare
Inoease the payment appropriation by 47 000 000 EUA (from 150 000 000 to 197 000 000 EUA) (rein-
statement of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inctease the commitment appropriation by a000000 EUA (from 260000000 to 264000000 EUA) (rein-
statement of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft b.pdget)
' 
S ,bed.ul,
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 19E1 is 264000000 EUA3.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
An EUA)
Commrtments
Paymcnts
1980 l9E I 19t2 l9E3 1984
and subs, years
Commrtmcnts cntercd roto
beforc 19E0 to bc covercd
by new appropnatrons
for paymcnt
Appropnatron outstanding
frcm 1979
Appropnatron for 19E0
Approprratron for 1981
338 920 000
l3 870 000
250 000 000
254 000 000
20 839 000
4 161 000
75 000 000
6,5 671 000
- 3 329 000
44 000 000
84 000 000
I 15 2E6 000
3 190 000
57 500 000
75 000 000
I 15 286 000
3 190 000
57 500 000
50 000 000
2l t3t 000
l6 m0 000
45 000 000
'otal 866 790 000 100 000 000 197 000 000 250976000 23s 976000 82 E3E 000
I See Volume 7 of the Council's draft budget, p. 49.
2 See Erghth Report on che rcuvities of the ESF for 1979: COM (80) 365 final, p. 13
' See Artrcle 1 (3) of the Financial Regulatron of 21 December 1977.
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JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament must firmly oppose the Council's cut in the appropriations requested in the pre-
liminary draft budget for the following reasons:
I 
- 
General Considcrations
(a) The Communiry is facing an economic and social crisis the graviry of which is demonstrated by the fact
that at the end of September the number of unemployed exceeded 7 rullion (7 092000) for the first time,
representing 6.57o of the total civilian working population;
(b) to deal.with this situation in practice the only employment policy instrument available to the Commu-
niry is the European Social Fund, which is already inadequate both in its structure and in the measures it
encompasses;
(c) funhermore, the chronic inadequacy of the financial endowment of the Fund is demonstrated by the
fact that in I 979 applications for aid exceeded available resou rcbsby TlVoz this gap is likely to rise to 827o
for 1980r;
(d) in 1979 the overall size of the weighted reduction was 300 million EUA, or 327o oI total prioriry ap-
plications2;
(e) as regards the management of the Fund the use of appropriations has increased sharply as is shown by
the following figures:
- 
in the 1979 financiil, year, the average rate of utilization of commitments was 947o3,
- 
in the same year, the average rate of utilization of payment appropriations was7l.87oai
(f) this rate of use has funher increased during the current financial year and has reached the point where if
the appropriations proposed by the Commission in its preliminary draft and described by it as the 'also-
late minirnum' *e not adopted, there is a real possibiliry that in the coming financial years the Fund will
not be able to make payments against the commitments already entered into;
(g) toillustratethefactthattheappropriationsrequeitedbytheCommissionforlgSlreallyarean'absolute
minimum', it is zufficient to consider that, as regards commitments, the increase over 1980 (9.97o)
scarcely matches the foreseeable rate of inflation. As regards payments, the increase (89.5%) is certainly
substantial but is based on a comparison wifi the 1980 budget which provided for one of the lowest
payment endowments (for the ESF) in recent years. In addition, from 1981 applications for aid will also
be coming in from Greece;
(h) in the light of these facts the arguments put forward by the Councils to ' justify' the reductions made in
the appropriations proposed by the Commission are ill-conceived and irrelevant.
ll 
- 
Specific Considerations
(a) Last July the percentage of unemployed under 25 as a proportion of all unemployed was esdmated at
41.7 7o:6 this represents almost 2 800 000 young people and constitutes an extremely serious human, so-
cial and political problem for the whole Communiry;
(b) it has been asceftained that the main causes of unemployment among young people are the absence, in-
adequary or unsuitabiliry of the professional qualifications required on the labour market;
(c) inlgTgtherateofutilizationofappropriationsonthisiremwasparticularlyhigh(commitmentsg4.!7o;
payments 81.57o) and has funher increased recently;
(d) in1979 the volume of applications increased to 393 000 000 EUA: this demonsrates the interest shown
by Member States and the various organizations concerned in these measures;
(e) forthesereasonstheappropriationsrequestedinthepreliminarydraftbudgermustbeconsideredanab-
solute minimum.
Draft amendment No 53
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
1 See Volume 7/A, p. 48, pornt 2.2, 3rd paragraph, of the preliminary draft budget for 1981
'? See Eighth Report on the rcnvrues of the ESF for 1979: COM (80) 365 final, p. 15.3 Ibid., p. 73.
a Ibid., p. 74.
' See Volume 7 of the Council's draft budget, p. 49.
" See Satisuel Telegram 'Unemployment' No 7-1980 
- 
Eurostat.
ll
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PAYMENTS
Item 5011: Aid to promote employment
A) Expendit*re
Inctease the payment appropriation by 20000000 EUA (from 60000000 to 80000000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation shown in the preliminery draf.t budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
unchanged
Scbedulc
Amcnd the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 108000000 EUAI.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows: (t EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
19E0 1981 t982 1983 1984
and subs. years
Commitmcnts cntcrcd into
bcforc 19E0 to bc ovcrcd
by ncw appropriatroos
for payncnt
Appropnatiou outstending
from 1979
Approplation for 1980
Appropriatron for l9El
45 560 000
l 440 000
108 000 000
108 000000
4 400 000
500 000
30 800 000
12 160 000
340 000
23 300 000
44 200 000
11 600 000
300 000
26 950 000
2t 750 000
l0 600 000
300 000
26 950 000
23 000 000
6 E00000
rz oso ooo
'otal 263 000 000 35 700 000 80 0oo ood 67 600 000 60 t50 000 l8 850 000
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament must firmly oppose the Council's cut in the appropriations requested in the pre-
liminary draft budget for the following reasons:
| 
- 
General Considerations
(a) The Community is facing an economic and socia.l crisis the graviry of which is demonsuated by the fact
that in August there were more than 6800000 unemployed representing 6.37o of the total civilian
working population;
(b) to deal with this situation in practice the only employment policy instrument available to the Commu-
nity is the European Social Fund, which is already inadequate both in its structure and in the measurep it
'encomPasses;
(c) furthermore, the chronic inadequacy of the financial endowment of the Fund is demonstrated by the
fact that in 1979 applications for aid exceeded available resources by 71 7o: rhis gap is likely to iseto927o
for 19802;
(d) in 1979 t'he overall size of the weighted reduction was 300 million EUA, or 32To of total prioriry ap-
plications3;
(e) as regards the management of the Fudd the use of appropriations has increased sharply as is shown by
the following figures:
- 
in the 1979 financial year, the average rate of utilization of commitment s w* 94!sa,
- 
in the same year, the average rate of utilization of payment appropriations wes7l.87os;
' See Anicle 1 (3) of the Financial Regulation o{ 21 December 1977.: SeeVolumeT/A,p,48, point2.2,3rdprragraph,o{theprehmrnarydraftbudgetforlg8l.
' See Eighth Repon on the rctivitie of the ESF for 1979: COM (80) 365 final, p. 15.
a lbid., p. 73.
' Ibid., p. 74.
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($ tlris rate of use has funher increased during the current financid year and has reached the point where if
the appropriations proposed by the Commission in its preliminary draft and described by it as the 'also-
late minimam' are not adopted, there is a real possibiliry that in the coming financial years the Fund will
not be able to make payments against the commitments already entered into;
(g) toillustratethefactthattheappropriationsrequestedbytheCommissionforlg8lreallyarean'absolute
minimum', it is zufficient to consider that, as regards commitments, the increase over 1980 (9.9%)
scarcely matches the foreseeable rate of inflation. As regards payments, the increase (89.6%) is cenunly
substantial but is based on a comparison with the 1980 budget which provided for one of the lowest
payment endowments (for the ESF) in recent years. In addition, from 1981 applications for aid will also
be coming in from Greece;
(h) in the light of these facts the arguments put forward by the Councill to'justify' the reductions made in
the appropriations proposed by the Commission are ill-conceived and irrelevant.
ll 
- 
Specific Considerations
(a) Last July the percentage of unemployed under 25 as a proportion of all unemployed was estimated at
4l.7Voz2 this represents almost 2 800 0OO young people and constitutes an extremely serious human, so-
cial and political,problem for the whole Community;
(b) Aid under dris item, inroduced in Regulation EEC No 3Q39/78 of. 18. 12. lg78 is dre only direa Commu-
niry measore aimed at solving this problem.
(c) ln 1979, the first year of implementation of this regulatio n, 987o of. ryul.a;ble appropriations were com-
mitted and the volume of applications for aid exceeded 113 million EUA.
(d) For these reasons the appropriations requested in the preliminary draft budget must be considered an
absolute minimdm.
Draft amendment No 54
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behdf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Secuon III 
- 
[66615516n
PAYMENTS
Article 5.0.3: Measures for migrant workers
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 11000000 EUA (from 21000000 to 32000000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of rle,appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Cornpensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropriation by 15000000 EUz{ (from 30000000 to 46000000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation shown in the preliminrry drtft budget)
Scbedale
Amend. the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 46000000 EUA3.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
I See Volume 7 of the Council's draft budget, p. 49.
' See Sarisucal Telegnm'Unemployment'No 7-1980 
- 
Eurosar.
1 See Arocle I (3) of the L-inancial Regulation of 21 December 1977
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ftn EUA)
Commltmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 l98t 1982 1983 1984
and subs. years
Commitmcnts entcrcd into
before 1960 to bc covercd
by ncw appropriations
for paymcnt
Appropnatron outstandrng
ftom 1979
Appropriation for l9E0
Appropnation for 19El
Total
64 lEo 000
30 000 000
46 000 000
t4 000 000
8 100 000
t2 500 000
8 400 000
l 1 100 000
14 540 000
6 750 000
t3 750 000
13 540 000
5 750 000
r l 000 000
9 600 000
ro rso ooo
140 180 000 22 TOOOOO 32 000 000 35 040 000 3l 290000 19 750 000
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament must firmly oppose the Council's cut in the appropriations requested in the pre-
liminary draft budget for the following reasons:
I 
- 
General Considcranons
(a) The Community is facing an economic and social crisis the gravity of which is demonstrated by the facr
that at the end of September the number of ,tnen ployed exceededT million (7 092000) for the first time,
representing 6.57o of the total civilian working population;
(b) to deal with this situation in practice the only employmenr policy instrument available to the Commu-
nity is the Edropean SocialFund, which is already inadequate both in its structure and in the measures it
encomPasses;
(c) funhermore, the chronic inadequacy of the financial endowment of the Fund is demonsrated by the
fact that in 1979 applications for aid exceeded available resou rcesby 777o: this gap is likely to riseto8.2%o
for 19801;
(d) in 1979 the overall size of the weighted reduction was 300 million EUA, or 327o of total priority ap-
plications2;
(e) as regards the management of the Fund the use of appropriations has increased sharply as is shown by
the following figures:
- 
in the 7979 financril year, the average rate of utilization of commitments was 947o3,
- 
in the same year, the average rate of utilization of payment appropriations wx 7l.87oa;
(f) this rate of use has funher increased during the current financial year and has reached the point where if
the appropriations proposed by the Commission in its preliminary draft and described by it as the 'also-
lute minimum' are not adopted, there is a real possibiliry that in the coming financial years the Fund will
not be able to make payments against the commitments already entered into;
(g) toillustratethefactthattheappropriationsrequestedbytheCommissionforlg8lreallyarean'absolute
minimum', it is zufficient to consider that, as regards commitments, the increase over 1980 (9.97o)
scarcely matches the foreseeable rate of inflation. As regards payments, the increase (89.67o) is ceftainly
sribsmntial but is based on a comparison with the 1980 budget which provided for one of the lowest
payment endowments (for the ESF) in recent years. In addition, from 1981 applications for aid will also
be coming in from Greece;
(h) in the light of these facts the argumenm put forward by the Counci.ls to' justify' the reductions made in
the appropriations proposed by the Commission are ill-conceived and irrelevant.
ll 
- 
Specific Considerations
(a) In the Communiry the migrant population constitutes almost 12 million people approximately half of
whom belong to the working population .rnd a quarter of whom are under 15;
(b) most of the migrants come from third countries and in panicular from developing countries;
(c) there are enonnous social, linguistic and professional problems facing migrant workers and their
families and these should be resolved by facilitating the intigration of thesJ people into the socio-profes-
sional environment of the host country: the appropriations in this arcicleireintended to finanie such
measures;
r See Volume 7/A, p,48, point 2.2, 3rd paragraph, of the prehminary draft budget for 1981.
' See Eighth Repon on the rctivrties of rhe ESF for 1979: COM.(80) 365 final, p. 15.3 lbid., p. 73
a Ibid., p. 7a.i See Volume 7 of the Councrl's draft budget, p. 49.
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(d) the rate of utilization of these appropriations is very high (thi figure for comfnirments in 1979 was al-
rcady 7007o);
(e) still for 7979, compered,with an initial budget of 23 million EUA subsequently increased by transfers to
32 million EUA, the volumi of applications for aid reached 101 million EUA: the 32 m EUA men-
tioned could not even have met the volume of prioriry applications, which totalled 38 m EUA;
(f) for rJrese reasons the appropriations requesrcd in the preliminary draft budget must be considered an ab-
solute minimum.
:trl*
Draft amendment No 55
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 5.0.5: Measures for women
A) Expenditure
Inoease dre payment appropriation by 8000000 EUA (from 12000000 to 20000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by dre same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropriation by 12000000 EUA (from 22000000 to 34000000 EUA)
Scbedule
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriadon authorized for 1981 is 34000000 EUA1.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
' See Arucle 1 (3) of the Frnancial Regulation oI 21 December 1977,
(ir EUA)
Commitments
Prymcnts
r9E0 19t1 1982 1983 1984
rnd subs. ycars
Commrtmcnts entered into
beforc 1980 to be covered
by no appropnatroro
for paymcnt
Appropriation outstandrng
from 1979
Appropriation for 1980
Appropriation for 1981
t4 020 000
60 000
20 000 000
34 000 000
l 000 000
20 000
3980 000
2 985 000
15 000
4 800 000
I 2 200 000
4 500 000
13 000
5 110 000
t 250 000
3 435 000
12 000
6 110000
7 100 000
2 100 000
54 500 000
Total 68 0t0 000 5 000000 20 000 000 17 873 000 16 657 000 7 550 000
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JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament must firmly oppose the Council's cut in the ippropriations requested in the pre-
liminary draft budget for the followihg reasons:
| 
- 
General Consi&ratbns
(a) The Community is facing an economic and social crisis the gravity of which is demonstrated by the fact
that at the end of September the number of unemployed exceededT million (7 092000) for the first time,
representing 6.57o oI the total civilian working population;
(b) to deal with this situation in practice the only employment policy instrument available to the Commu-
nity is the European Social Fund, which is already inadequate both in its structure and in the m'easures it
encomPass€s;
(c) furthermore, the chronic inadequacy of the financial endowment of the'Fund is demonstrated by the
fact that in 1979 applications for aid exceeded availableresources by 71%: this gap is likelyto iseto82%o
for 19801;
(d) in 1979 the'overall size of the weighted reduction was 300 million EUA, or 321o of. total prioriry ap-
plications2;
(e) as regards the management of the Fund the use of appropriations has increased sharply as is shown by
the following figures:
- 
in the 1979 linencial year, the average rate of utilization of commitments was947o3,
- 
in the same year, the average rate of utilization of payment appropriations was77,8o/oa;
(f) this rate of use has funher increased during the current financial year and has reached the point where if
the appropriations proposed by the Commission in its preliminary draft and described by it as the 'also-
l*te rninimam' arenot adopted, there is a real possibiliry that in the coming financial years the Fund will
not be able to make paymens against the commitments already entered into;
(g) to illustrate the fact that the appropriations requested by the Commission for 1981 really are an 'absolute
minimum', it is sufficient to consider that, as regards commitments, the increase over 1980 (9.97o)
scarcely matches the foreseeable rate of inllation. As regards payments, the increase (89.6%) is certainly
substantial but is based on a comparison with the 1980 budget which provided for one of the lowest
payment endowments (for the ESF) in recent years. In addition, from 1981 applications for aid will also
be coming in from Greece;
(h) irt the light of these facts the arguments put forward by the Councils to'justify' the reductions made in
the appropriations proposed by the Commission are ill-conceived and irrelevant.
ll 
- 
Specifrc Considcrations
(a) Last August the percentage of women as a proportion of all unemployed was estimate d at 45.27o2 there
are therefore officially 3100000 women in the Community looking for worku;
(b) unemployment affects women more than men: the rate of unemployment for men (as a proponion of
the working population) is 5.57o, while the rate for women is 7.67o;
(c) of panicular significance among the reasons for unemployment are the inadequacy and unsuitabiliry of
professional qualifications not only in the transition from school to work but also when attempting to
return to work after a period of absence from outside work due to family commitments;
(d) this situation demands, particularly in the light of the results of the recent Copenhagen Conference, t'hat
every effon be made to achieve equal treatment and condidons for men and women in practice;
(e) after a rather slow start, the flow of applications for aid gradually increased during 1979 to reach 31 mill-
ion EUA and99.67o of commitment appropriations were utiliTed;
(f) for these reasons the European Parliament considers it essential and fully justified to call for an increase
in the appropriadons over and above those enteredin the preliminary draft budget.
*rF*
r Se Volume 7/A, p. ,18, point 2.2, 3rd paragnph, of the preliminry draft budga for 1981.
' 
See Eighth Rcpon on thc rcdvitics of the ESF for 1979: COM (80) 365 final, p. 15.
3 lbid., p. 73.
' lbid., p.74.5 See Volume 7 of thc Council's dnft budget, p. 49.
" See Sutistiel Telegnm 'UnmploymenC No 7-1980 
- 
EurosBr.
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Draft amendment No 56
tabled by Mr van Minnen
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS I
Item 5.1.0.0 Aids to improve the employment situation in certain regions
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by a0000000 EIJA (from 250000000 to 290000000 EUA) (reins-
tatement of the appropriation shown in the preliminary drak budge$
B) Compensatian
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Iflctease the commitment appropriation by 27 000000 EUA (from 368 000000 to 395 000 000 EUA) (reins-
Etement of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
Schedule
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 395000000 EUAI.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(in EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
19E0 19t1 1982 1983 1984
and subs. years
Commitmcnts cntcred into
bcforc 1980 to bc covcrcd
by ncw rppropriations
for payment
ApproprEtion outstandrng
frcm 1979
Approprratron for 1980
Appropnation for 1981
462 410000
I 9 200 000
368 000 000
395 000 000
40 300 000
5 700 000
l 10 000 000
67 300 000
4 700 000
E2 000 000
136 000 000
142 000 000
4 400 000
EE 000 000
125 000 000
142 000 000
4 400 000
E8 000 000
100 000 000
70 810 000
34 000 000
otal I 244 6 10 000 156 000000 290 000 000 359 400 000 334 400 000 104 810 000
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament must firmly oppose the Council's cut in the appropriations requested in the pre-
liminary draft budget for the following reasons:
| 
- 
General Considcrations
(a) The Community is facing an economic and social crisis the graviry of which is demonsuated by the fact
that at the end of September the number of unernployed exceededT million (7 O92OO0) for the first time,
representing 6.57o of the total civilian working population;
(b) to deal with this situation in pracdce the only employment policy instrument available to the Commu-
nity is the European Social Fund, which is already inadequate both in its structure and in the measures it
encomPasses;
I See Arucle 1 (3) of the Frnancul Regulatron of 2l December 1977
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(c) funhermore, the chronic inadequacy of the financial endowment of the Fund is demonstrated by the
-factthatinlgTgapplicationsforaidexceededavailableresourcesbyTlTo:thisgapislikelytoriseto32To
for 19801;
(d) in 1979 the overall size of the weighted reduction was 300 million EUA, or 327o of toal priority ap-
plications2;
(e) as regards the management of the Fund the use of appropriations has increased sharply as is shown by
the following figures:
- 
in the 1979 financial year, the e\rer^ge rete of udlization of commitments w* 94Vo3,
- 
in the same year, the average rate of utilization of payment appropriations was 77.87o4;
(f) this rate of use has funher increased during the current financial year and has reached the point where if
the appropriations proposed by the Commission in its preliminary draft and described by it as the 'also-
lute minimum' are not adopted, there is a real possibiliry that in the coming financial years the Fund will
not be able to make paymenm against the commitments already entered into;
(g) toillustratethefactthattheappropriationsrequestedbytheCommissionforTSSTreallyarean'absolute
minimum', it is sufficient to consider that, as regards commitments, the increase over 1980 (9.97o)
scarcely matches the foreseeable rate of inflation. As regards payments, the increase (89.5%) is cenainly
substantial but is based on a comparison qrith the 1980 budget which provided for one of the lowest
payment endowments (for the ESF) in recent years. In addition, from 1981 applications for aid will also
be coming in from Greece;
(h) in the light of these facts the argr.rments put forward by the Councils to'justify' the reductions made in
the appropriations proposed by the Commission are ill-conceived and irrelevant.
Il 
- 
Specific Considerations
(a) The Community has not yet managed to bridge the gap between prosperous and poor regions: in fact as
far as employmerit is concerned the Commission itself admits (Volume 7/A) that there is reason ro fear
that the gap further increase din 1979. The current economic and social crisis is also likely to make the
situation even worte, if possible;
(b) the volume of applications submitted to improve the employment situation of workers threatened by
unemployment in the less developed or declining regions totalled 531000 million EUA in 7979 com-
pared with an overall appropriation (covering also groups of undertakings and economic sectors adapt-
ing to technical progress now covered respectively by items 5101 and 5102) of 326 million EUA. The
flow of applications is constandy increasing;
(c) most of the measures have been carried out in the five regions of absolute prioriry (Greenland, French
Overseas Departments, Ireland, Northern Ireland and the Mezzogiorno) for which contributions from
the Fund are granted with a 107o increase;
(d) in 1979, the rate of utilization of appropriadons was high (commitments 94.77o; payments 76.57o);
(e) for these reasons the appropriations requested in the preliminary draft budget should be considered an
absolute minimum.
Draft amendment No 57
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Socid Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 5.1.0.1: Aids to improve the employment situation in certain groups of undermkings
A) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by 4 500 000 EUA (from 3 000 000 to 7 500 000 EUA) (reinstatement
of the appropriation shown in rhe preliminary dralt budget)
I See Volume 7/A, p. +8, poirt 2.2, 3td partgraph, of rhe preLmrnry draft budget for 1981
2 See Eighth Rqron on the rctiviries of the ESF for 1979: COM (80) 365 frnal, p. 15.
3 lbid., p. 73.
a lbid., p. 74.
s See Volume 7 of the Council's dnft budget, p. 49.
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B) Cornpensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inctease rhe commitment appropriation by 7 000000 E{JA (from 8 000000 to 15 000000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budgeQ
Schedale
Amend rhe schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 15000000 EUA1.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(it EUA)
Commltm€nts
Payments
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
and subs. years
Commrtments cntcred rnto
beforc 1980 to be covcred
by new approprratrons
for paymcnt
Appropnatron outstandlng
ftom 1979
Appropnatron for 1980
Appropriatron for l98l
270000
500 000
8 000 000
ls 000 000
50 000
250 000
2 700 000
50 000
rso o0o
l 300 000
6 000 000
70 000
s0 000
2 000 000
5 000 000
70 000
s0 000
2 000 000
4 000 000
30 000
Total 23 770000 3 000 000 7 s00 000 7 120 000 6 120000 30 000
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament must firmly oppose the Council's cut in the appropriations requesrcd in the pre-
liminary draft budget for the following reasons:
| 
- 
General Considcrations
(a) The Communiry is facing an economic and social crisis the graviry of which is demonstrated by the fact
thatattheendof Septemberthenumberof anemployedexceededT million(7092000) forthefirsttime,
represendng 6.57o of the total civilian working population;
(b) to deal with this situation in practice the only employment policy insrument available to the Commu-
nity is the European Social Fund, which is already inadequate both in its structure and in the measures it
encomPasses;
(c) furthermore, the chronic inadequacy of the financial endowment of the Fund is demonstrated by the
fact that in 1979 applications for aid exceeded available resou rcesby 777o:this gap is likely to risetoS2Vo
for 19802;
(d) in 1979 the overall size of the weighted reduction was 300 million EUA, or 327o of l,otal prioriry ap-
plications3;
(e) as regards the managemenr of the Fund dre use of appropriadons has increased shalply as is shown by
the following figures:
- 
in tlre 1979 financiil, year, the average rate of utilization of commitments was 947oa,
- 
in the same year, the average rate of utilization of payment aPProPriations was 77.87os;
1 See Arricle 1 (3) of the Financul Regulatron of 2l December 1977
2 See Volume 7/A, p.48, potnt 2.2, 3rd paragraph, of the prcLmrnary draft budget {or 1981
1 See Erghth Report on the activities oI fie ESF for 1979: COM (80) 355 final, p. 15.
n Ibrd , p. 73.
' Ibid., p. 74.
'I
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(f) this rate of use has funher increased during the current financial year and has reached the point where if
the appropriations proposed by the Commission in its preliminary draft and described byit as the 'aEso-
lute minimum' are not adopted, there is a real possibility that in the coming financial years the Fund will
not be able to make payments against the commitments dready entereJ into;
(g) to illustrate the fact that the appropriations requested by the Commission for 1981 really are an'absolute
minimum', it is sufficient to consider that, as regards commitments, the increase over 1980 (9,97o)
scarcely matches the foreseeable rate of inflation.'As regards payments, the increase (89.6 7o) is cenainly
substantid but is based on a comparison with the lgSb budg;t which provided foi ot e oi the lo*est
payment endowments (for the ESF) in recent years. In addition, from 1981 applications for aid will also
be coming in from Greece;
(h) in the Iight of these facts the arguments put forward by the Councill to' jusdfy' the reductions made in
the appropriations proposed by the commission are ill-conceived and irrelevant.
ll 
- 
Specific Considerations
(")
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
The constandy changing production and marketing conditions of products can oblige cenain undenak-
ings to cease, reduce or definitively transform their activities;
there is therefore a need to retrain staff for other work;
in view of the.increasing frequency of the events described under (a) increasing importance attaches to
measures made possible with this budgetary line which in previous financial y.".i *.r nor a separare
heading but was included under Anicle 510 (together with the other rwo items 5100 and 5loi);.
uking this article as a whole, it is clear that the rates of use of appropriations are constantly increasing;
for these reasons, the.appropriations requested in the preliminary draft budget must be considered as an
absolute minimum.
++rt
Draft amendment No 58
tabled by t t, * tutir,.r.n on behalf of the committee on social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 5.1.0.2: Aids toimprove the employment situation in certain economic sectors adapdng to
technical progress
A) Expenditure
Inoease- the payment appropriation by 9 500000 EIJA (from lOOOOOOO to 19500000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation shown in the preliminary dtek budget)
B) Compensation'
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropriation by a000000 EUA (from 21000000 to 25000000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriadon shown in rhe preliminary draft budget)
Schedule
Arnend rhe schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriadon autlorized for 1981 is 25000000 EUAr.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
1 See Volume 7 of the Council's dnft budget, p. 49.
' See Arucle 1 (3) of the Fimncial Regulation of 2l December 1977.
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(ir EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 1981 19t2 t9E3 1984
and subs. ycrrs
Commitmcnts cntcred into
bcforc 1980 to bc overcd
by nw appropriations
for palmcnt
Appropriation outstandrng
from 1979
Appropriation for l9t0
Appropriation for 19t1
34 560 000
I 080 000
19.500 000
25 000 000
2 400 000
300 000
5 800 000
4 320 000
280 000
4 000 000
l0 900 000
ll 620000
250 000
5 450 000
7 750000
l l 620 0(x)
250 000
4 250 000
6 200 000
4 600 000
150 000
Toul 80 140 000 8 500000 t9 500 000 2s 070 000 2232000o 4 750 000
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament must firmly oppose the Council's cutin tho appropriations requested in the pre-
liminary draft budget for the following reasons:
| 
- 
General Considcrations
(a) The Community is facing an economic and social crisis the graviry of which is demonstrarcd by the fact
' 
thatartheendoiseptembetrhenumberof unemploledexceededT millbn(7092000)forthefirsttime,
representing 6.57o of the total civilian working PoPulation;
(b) to deal with this situation in practice the only employment policy instrument available to the Commu-
niry is the European Social Fund, which is already inadequate both in its structure and in the measures it
encomPasses;
(c) funhermore, the chronic inadequary of the financid endowment of the Fund is demonstrated by the
' 
fact that in 1979 applications for aid exceeded available resou rcesby 77%otahis gap is likely to tiseto 827o
for 19801;
(d) in 1979the overall size of the weighted reduction was 3OO million EUA, '* rr.qo oftotal prioriry ap-
plications2;
(e) as regards the management of the Fund the use of appropriations has increased sharply as is shown by
the following figures:
- 
in the 1979 financial year, the average rate of utilization of commitments was94%o3,
- 
in the same year, the average rate of utilization of payment appropriations wx 7l.87oa;
(f) this rate of use has further increased during the current financid year and has reachedthe point-where if
' ' 
the appropriations proposed by the Commission in its preliminary draft and,described by it-as the'a.bso-.
lite iinimtam' e.. rrot 
"dopt.d, there is a 
real possibiliry that in the coming financial years the Fund will
not be able to make payments against the commitments already entered into;
(g) toillustratethefactthattheappropriationsrequestedbytheCommissionfqrlg8lreallyarean'absolute
minimum', it is sufficient to consider that, as regards commitments, the increase over 1980 (9.97o)
scarcely matches the foreseeable rate of infladon. As regards payments' the increase (89.6%) is cenainly
srbstarrtial but is based on a comparison with the 1980 budget which provided for one of the lowest
payment endowments (for the ESFI in recent years. In addition, from 1981 applications for aid will also
be coming in from Greece;
(h) in the Iight of these facts the arguments put forward by the Councils to 'justify' the reductions made in
the appiopriations proposed by the Commission are ill-conceived and irrelevant.
ll 
- 
Specific Considerations
(a) The measures financed with this budgetary line are particularly important since they provide for trein-
ing for new jobs or jobs which are needed for the development of new technology (e. g. solar energy, ac-
coustic equipment and fishing, etc.);
(b) in the previous financial years this item was included in Article 510, together with items 5100 and 5101 :
taking this anicle as a whole it is clear that the rates of utiLization of appropriations have been constantly
lncreasmg;,
(c) for these reasons, the appropriations requested in the preliminary draft budget must be considered as an
absolute minimum.
1 Se Volume 7 / tt, p. 48, poirr 2.2, lrd paragtaph, of rhe preliminry &aft budga for 1981.
'1 See Eighth Repon on the rcrivities of thc ESF for 1979: COM (80) 365 find' p. 15.
' 
Ibid., p. 73.
' lbid., p. 74.s See Volume 7 of the Council's &aft budgeq p 49.
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Draft amendment No 59
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the committee on social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 5.1.1: Measures for handicapped persons
A) Expenditare
Inoease- the payment appropriation by -l O OOO OOO EUA (from 40 000 000 to 50 000 000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) ComPensdtian
C) Reaenae
Inctease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropriation by 5000ooo E\JA (from 85oooooo to 90000000 EUA)
Scbedale
Arnend rhe schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 7981, is 90000000 EUA1.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(a EUA)
Commitmcnts
Payments
19E0 19El 1982 1983 19E4
and subs. yeers
Commitmcnts cntcrcd ioto
bcforc 1980 to bc ovcrcd
by ncw appropriatrou
for paymcnt
Appropriation outstandi0g
from 1979
Appropriation for l9t0
Appropriation for l9El
73 810 000
890 000
74 000 000
90 000 000
3 200 000
300 000
2l 500000
l l 790 000
210 000
9 000 000
29 000 000
26 360 000
190 000
l7 250 000
26 000 000
21 350 0(x)
190 000
17 250 000
20 000 000
ll 100000
9 000 000
l5 000000
Total 23t 700 000 25 000 000 50 000 000 69 t00 000 5E E00 00 35 100 000
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament must firmly oppose the Council's cur in the appropriations requested in the pre-
liminary draft budget for the following reasons:
| 
- 
General Considcrations
(a) The Community is facing an economic and social crisis the graviry of which is demonsrated by the fact
that at the end of September the number of unemployed excieded-7 millian (7 O92OO0) for the first time,
representing 6.57o of the toal civilian working population;
(b) to deal with this situation in practice the only employment policy instrument available to the Commu-
niry is the European Social Fund, which is already inadequaie both in its structure and in fie measures it
encomPasses;
t * 
^4"1" 
, (r) 
"f the Fimrcql Rcgulation of 21 Dember 1977.
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(c) furthermore, the chronic inadequacy of the financial endowment of the Fund is demonstrated by the
fact that in 7979 applicrtions for aid exceeded available resou rcesby 7l7o: this gap is likely to iseto9?%o
for 19801;
(d) in 1979 the overall size of the weighted reduction was 300 million EUA, or 32Vo of total prioriry ap-
plications2;
(e) as regards the management of the Fund the use of appropriations has increased sharply as is shown by
the following figures:
- 
in the 7979 financial year, the average rare of utilization of commitmentswaisg4To3,
- 
in the same year, the average rate of utilization of payment appropriations was 71.87oa)
(f; this rate of use has further increased during the current financial year and has reached the point where if
the appropriations proposed by the Commission in its preliminary draft and described by it as the 'also-
late minim*m' rre not adopted, there is a real possibiliry that in the coming financial years the Fund will
not be able to make payments against the commirments dready entered into;
(g) toillustratethefactthattheappropriationsreQuestedbytheCommissionforlg8lreallyarean'absolute
minimum', it is sufficient to consider that, as regards commitmenm, the increase over 1980 (9.97o)
scarcely matches the foreseeable rate of inlladon. As regards payments, the increase (89.5%) is ceftainly
substantial but is based on a comparison with the 1980 budget which provided for one of the lowest
payment endowments (for the ESF) in recent years. In addition, from 1981 applications for aid will also
be coming in from Greece;
(h) in the light of these facts the arguments.put forward by the Councils to'justify' the reductions made in
the appropriations proposed by the Cbmmission are ill-conceived and irrelevant.
ll 
- 
Specfic Consideratrons
(a) This sector of the Social Fund is particularly important not only from a human and social point of view
but also in view of the fact that 1981 has been designated International Year of Disabled People;
(b) this provides a funher ;eason for taking the widest and most effective measures possible to help the
handicapped and makes the Council's attitude to the funds to be made available for these measures all the
more deplorable;
(c) to demonstrate the extent of the need {or funds for retraining, training and further instruction for teach-
ing staff and for the adaptation of equipment for the handicapped, it should be pointed out th atin1979
the total volume of applications to help these people adapt to working life totalled 105 million EUA
compared with budgetary resources of only 61 million EUA;
(d) in 1979 the rate of utilization of appropriations was particularly note-worthy (commitment s 98.5To;
Payments 77.87o) and are constandy increasing.
For these reasons the European Parliament considers it vital and fully justified to call for the reinstatement of
the appropriations entered in the preliminary draft budget and also for a'symbolic'increase in the commit-
ment appropriations.
Draft amendment No 60
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 5.1.2: Consequences of industrial conversion
A) Expenditure
Enter apayment appropriation of 3000000 EUz{ (instead of the token entry) (reinstatement of the ap-
propriation shown in the preliminary draft budgeQ
B) Compensation
I See Volume 7/A, p.48, point 2.2, 3rd paragraph, of the preliminary draft budget for 1981.
'2 See Eighth Rcport on the rctivities of the ESF for 1979: COM (80) 365 final, p. 15.! Ibid., p. 73.
a lbtd., p.74
t See Volume 7 of the Councrl's draft budget, p. 49.
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C) Revenrc
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Enter r commitmenr appropriation of 5000000 EUA'(inxead of the token entry) (reinstatement of the
appropriation shdwn in the preliminary draft budget)
Scbedule
Set out the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 5000000 EUAI.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(tr EUA)
Commitmcnts
Prymcnts
19t0 19E1 t982 l9t3 1984
and subs. ycars
Commrtmcnts cqtcrcd into
beforc l9t0 to bc covcrcd
by new appropriatioro
for paymcnt
Appropriation outstandi0t
from 1979 I
Appropriatron for 1980
Approprratron for 19El
P.m.
6 000 000
P.m.
3 000 000 2 000 000 l 000 000
Total 6 000 000 P.m. 3 000 000 2 000 000 I 000 000
t 5 000 000 EUA, thc commitmcat of whrch rs opcn to doubt.
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament must firmly oppose the Council's cut in the appropriations requested in the pre-
liminary draft budget for the following reasons:
| 
- 
General Considcrations
(a) The Community is facing an economic and socid crisis the graviry of which is demonstrated by the fact
that at the end of September the n*mber of unemployed exceededT million (7 092000) for the first time,
representing 6.57o of the total civilian working population;
(b) to ded with this situation in practice the only employment policy instrument available to the Commu-
niry is the European Social Fund, which is already inadequate both in its structure and in the measures it
encomPass€s;
(c) furthermore, the chronic inadequacy of the financial endowment of the Fund is demonstrated by the
fact that in 1 979 applications for aid exceeded available resou rcesb,l 777o: this gap is likely to iseto92%o
for 19802;
(d) in 1979 the overall size of the weighted reduction was 300 million EUA, or 327o of totd priority ap-
plications3;
(e) as regards the management of the Fund the use of appropriations has increased sharply as is shown by
the following figures:
- 
in the 1979 financial year, the average rate of utilization of commitments wes 94o/oa,
- 
in the same year, the average rate of utilization of payment appropriations was 77.87o5;
(f) this rate of use has further increased during the current financial year and has reached the point where if
the appropriations proposed by the Commission in its preliminary draft and described by it as the 'also-
lute minimum' are not adopted, there is a real possibiliry that in the coming financial years the Fund will
not be able to make payments against rhe commitments already entered into;
(g) toillustratethefactthattheappropriationsrequestedbytheCommissionforlg8lreallyarean'absolute
minimum', it is zufficient to consider that, as regards commitments, the increase over 1980 (9,97o)
I See Artrcle I (3) of the Fimncral Regulation of 2i December 1977.
2 See Volume 7/ A, p. a8, pcinr 2.2, 3rd p*egraph, of thc preliminuy draft budget for 198 l.
3 See Eighth Repon on the rctivitics of the ESF for 1979: COM (80) 365 fina.l, p. '15.
a Ibid., p. 73.
s Ibrd., p. 74.
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scarcely matches the foreseeable rate of inflation. As regards payments, the increase (89,6%) is cenainly
substantial but is based on a comparison with the 1980 budget which provided for one of the lowest
payment endowments (for the ESF) in recent years. In addition,{rom 1981 ajrplicarions for aid will also
be coming in from Greece;
(h) in the light of these facts the arguments put forward by the Councill to'justify' the reductions made in
the appropriations proposed by the Commission are ill-conceived and irrelevant.
ll 
- 
Specific Considerations
(a) The appropriations on this budgetary line are intended to finance the measures proposed by the Com-
mission (COM (80) a10 final 
- 
OJ C 218, 25. 8. 1980) to contribute to financing the creation of a new
measure to maintain the incomes of workers in the civilian shipbuilding industry over 55 years old who
are losing their jobs as a result of restructuring measures taken pursuant to rhe obiectives laid down for
this sector at Community level and who are no longer able to find jobs;
(b) the limited scope of the appropriations requested by the Commission for this purpose is due to the fact
that this new measure under the Fund is experimental in nature and will cover 2 000 to 3 000 people who
will leave the shipyards during 1980 and 1981;
(c) in line with the policy it has always followed, Parliament can only suppbrt this provision while regret-
ting is limitations: it calls firmly upon the Council not only to approve rhe Commission's proposal but
also asks'that similar measures be adopted and implemented to hiip workers in other indusiriei in diffi-
culty;
(d) for these reasons the token entry made by the Council for this article is unacceptable and the appropria-
tions requested in the preliminary draft budget must be considered an absolute minimum.
rl ,t t?
Draft amendmenr No 61
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 5.2.0: Social Fund 
- 
pilot schemes and preparatory studies
A) Expenditare
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropriation by 1000000 EUA(from 3 000000 to 4 O0O 000 EUA) (reinstatement
of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
, Scbedule
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 4000000 EUA'z.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
1 See Volume 7 of the Council's draft budget, p. 49.
r See Amcle 1 (3) of the Frnancnl Regulatron of 27 Decembet 7977
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(ir EUA)
Commltmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
and subs. ycars
Commrtmcnts entcred rnto
before 1980 to bc covered
by new approprrations
for payment
Appropriation outstanding
from 1979
Appropnation for l9E0
Approprration for 1961
820 000
50 000
3 000 000
4 000 000
180 000
20 000
800 000
490 000
10 000
500 000
l 000 000
100 000
l0 000
E50 000
l 000 000
50 000
l0 000
850 000
l 000 000 I 000 000
'otal 7 870000 1 000 000 2 000 000 l 960 000 l 910 000 l 000 000
rhe European parliament must ri,-,, 
"oni,:il::::l::,,. the appropriations requested in thepre-liminary draft budget for the following reasons:
| 
- 
General Considerations
(a) The Community is facing an economic aird social crisis the graviry of which is demonstrated by the fact
that at the end of September th e number of ,.tnernployed exceeded 7 rnillian (7 092 000) for the first time,
representing 6.57o of the total civilian working populadon;
(b) to deal with this situation in practice the only employment policy instrument available to the Commu-
niry is the European Social Fund, which is already inadequate both in its strucure and in the measures it
encomPasses;
(c) funhermore, the chronic inadequacy of the financial endowment of the Fund is demonstrated by the
fact that in 1979 applic*ions for aid exceeded available resou rcesby 7l7o: this gap is likely to riseto 827o
for 19801;
(d) in 1979 the overall size of the weighted reduction was 300 million EUA, or 327o of total priority ap-
plications2;
(e) as regards the management of the Fund the use of appropriations has increased sharply as is shown by
the following figures:
- 
in the 7979 Iinancid, year, the average rate of utilization of commitments was 947o3,
- 
in the same year, the average rate of utilization of payment appropriations wais 7'1,.87o4;
(f) this rate of use has funher increased during the current financial year and has reached the point where if
the appropriations proposed by the Commission in its preliminary draft and described by it as the 'also-
lute minimum' re not adopted, there is a real possibiliry that in the coming financial years the Fund will
not be able to make payments against the commitments already entered into;
(g) toillustratethefactthattheappropriationsrequested$ytheCommissionforlgSlreallyarean'absolute
minimum', it is sufficient to consider that, as regards commitments, the increase over 1980 (9.9Vo)
scarcely matches the foreseeable rate of inflation. As regards payments, the increase (89.6%) is cenainly
substantial but is based on a comparison with the 1980 budget which provided for one of the lowest
payment endowments (for, the ESF) in recent years. In addition, from 1981 applications for aid will also
be coming in from Greece;
(h) in the light of these facts the argumen$ put forward by the Councils to '.iustify' the reductions made in
the appropriations proposed by the Commisiion are ill-conceived and irrelevant.
Il 
- 
Specific Considerations
(a) The importance of the pilot experiments and preparatory studies in providing, on the basis of the experi-
ence acquired, guidance for the planning of large-scale programmes and helping to increase the effi-
ciency of measures under the Fund is demonstrated by the fact thatin 7979 as many es 64 projects were
submitted, of which 41 were financed;
(b) these proiects were submitted in the following sectors: migrant workers, young people, women, re-
gions, technical progress, handicapped and training of instmctors. It is clear that support for these mea-
1 See Volume 7/ A, p. 48, port 2.2, 3rd, ptragraph, of the preliminary draft budget for 1981
'1 See Eighth Repon on the rctrvrries of the ESF for 1979: COM (80) 365 final, p. 15.3 Ibid., p, 73.
a Ibrd., p. 74.
s See Volume 7 of the Council's draft budget, p, 49,
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sures provides further help for the categories mentioned, which have already been considered under the
specific budgetary headings concerned;
(c) for these reasons, and also in view of *re fact that in 1979 the rate of utilization of oommitments was very
high (98.a%), the commitment appropriations requested in the preliminary draft budget must be consi-
dered an absolute minimum.
Draft amendment No 62
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 5.3.0: Measures for frontier workers
A) Expenditure
Mahe a token entry (instead of the dash)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Enter rhe following new remarks:
'Appropriations to cover:
- 
Measures to facilitate employment and worker mobiliry in frontier regions within the Community
- 
Measures to reduce the material and social disadvantages of cross-frontier working.'
JUSTIFICATION
On the Communiry's internal and external frontiers approximately 250 000 people can be classed as frontier
workers: in some frontier regions such workers represent 30, 40 and even 5O7o of the working populationl.
The social and material problems of workers who have to cross a frontier daily to get to work are matters of
urgent concern particularly in view of the peisistent employment and inflation crisis.
Frontier workers, residing in one country and working in another, are subject to rwo legal, economic and
political orders.and are therefore exposed to very special economic and social risks.
Their problems concern particularly job security, social security and welfare, the purchasing power of their
incomes, Bxation and transport,
The European Parliament is convinced of the need for urgent Communiry measures to help this class of
worker and will be expressing its view in the near furure in a report on a motion for a resolution tabled by Mr
Oehler and others (Doc. l-494/79/rev.), which calls for a Community economic and social policy for this
class of worker.
I See PE 64.954lAnn. II, p. 1: 'Working document' by Mr J. Oehler.
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The Commission is therefore asked to propose, and the Council to adopt measures as soon as possible to
facilitate employment and worker mobiliry in frontier regions and measures ro reduce the niaterial and social
.disadvantages of cross-frontier working.
For these reasons, Parliament cannot accept the Council's decision ro enter only a dash in this budgetary
line, *rus making it impossible to finance in 1981 the measures and projects called for.
Draft amendment No 63
tabled by Mr van Minnen on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 54: Coniribution to the ECSC for social measures in connecdon with the restructuring of
(partially nezo) the steel industry
Article 540: Contribution to the ECSC for social measures in connection with the restrucruring
(partially new) of the steel industry
A) Expenditare
Amend the heading of Chapter 54 to read: 'Contribution to the ECSC for (two uords dcleted) sr;,ciil
measures in connection with the restructuring of the steel industry'
Arnend the heading of Article 540 to read: 'Contribution to the ECSC for (two words deleted) social
measures in connection with the restructuring of the steel industryl
Enter apryment appropriation of 150000000 EUA
B) Com?ensdtion
C) Reaenue
Inoease revenue by the same .unount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
Enter the following new remarks:
'This appropiation is intended to finance social measures in conneaion uith tbe restructuing of tbe stei:l in-
dustry gee Article 56 (2) (b) of the ECSC Treaty and COM (79) ts9 (fin.) and COM 0, a36 (in.).,
JUSTIFICATION
The situation of the steel indusry is constantly deteriorating because of the downtur., i dorn..ri. demand
and difficulties in exponing as well as the financial weakness of the production undenakings, many of which
are making steel at a loss ($ 30- $ 50 per ton): this is resulting in a great deal of spa.. c"p""i! in the works (in
many cases only 607o of the available production capacity is being utilized).
Regardless of whether a state of 'manifest crisis' is declared in accordance with ECSC Article 58, such a crisis
definitely does exist. Communiry measures for restrucruring are therefore imperative.
Moreover, the employment situation is deteriorating dramatically especially in regions dependent ori a
single industry; this is making the adoption of Community social measures vital in order to hblp alleviate the
effects of the industrial crisis and of the necessary restrucruring.
The traditional measures under Article 56 (2) (b) of the ECSC are proving increasingly inadequate given the
scale of the employment problem today.
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Parliament therefore calls upon the Council with the utmost insistence to adopt fonhwith the new tempo-
rary social measures proposed by the Commissionl or, at the very least, those measures which are the most
urgent, e. g. contribudons to early retirement and supplements for partial unemployment on which the EP
has already delivered a favourable opinion; a rotal appropriation of 100 m EUA should be entered for their
financing2.
The ECSC budget is not only unable to finance lhese new measures but, in the 1980 financralyear, has avail-
able only 67 m EUA to meet an anticipated volume of requests for conventional aid totalling some 82 m
EUA.
Furthermore, additional requests for aid towards reconversion have been received from France and the
U K: these requests relate to some 58 000 workers and correspond to contributions expected to total 300 m
EUA and 140 m EUA respectively.
The expendirure to be borne by the Commission in meeting these requests is likely to be in the order of
120-160 m EUA3.
Moreover, other requests for support are expected to be submitted by other countries including Belgium.
In order to solve the problem of financing these conventional and new social measures, it is imperative for a
contribution of 150 m EUA to be transferred from the general EEC budget to the ECSC budget.
The European Parliament views this contribution as imperative and calls upon the states represented in the
Council to consider the urrderlying paradox of a possible refusal to make this contribution available: by do-
ing so the Council would be in essence refusing to finance aid which it had itself requested.
Parliament further considers that the amount of rhis panicular appropriation must not encroach upon its
margin for manoeuvre in respect of the other non-compulsory expendirure: there is a need to provide, in re-
sponse to the request of the Member States themselves, a solution to a new and exceptionally serious prob-
lem which necessitates a corresponding increase in the margin for manoeuvre. It is unacceptable for respon-
sibilities towards workers in the steel industry arising from restructuring to be allowed rc result in a funher
compression of structural policies and, in particular, of the Community's social policy.
!.**
Draft amendment No 64
tabled by Mr Rumor, Mr Estier, Mr Scoa-Hopkins, Mr Segre, Mr Haagerup, Mr Klepsch, Mr Friedrich
on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee
Section I 
- 
European Parliament
List of posts
Increase the establishment plan as follows:
Add the following ne$r permanent post:
1I^7/6
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 20155 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inctease revenue by 17725 EUAa
COMMITMENTS
' See COM (79) 199 fin. md COM (79) 436 fin.2 See Peters report (1-215/80) and OJ C 197,4.8. 1980.t See COM (80) 587 fin. of 6. 10. 1980.
n In addruon, a snm ol 2430 EUA should bc entered rn respecr of deducrions from remuerauons.
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Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The responsibilides of the Political Affairs Committee have been extended considerably in the last few years,
and this has been reflected in its workload. Moreover, two subcommittees and a working party have been set
uP recently.
It is therefore essential to strengthen the secretariat of this Committee, whose staff is smaller than that of
most other Committees.
:l v.. *
Draft amendment No 65
tabled by the Committee on Transport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item3.7.4.0: Safery of car occupants
A) Expenditure
Enter a payment appropriation oI 1 500 000 EUA (instead of a token entry) (reinstatement of the appro-
priations shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
Delete the appropriation of 1 000000 EUA entered under Chapter 100 (provisional appropriations ear-
marked for Item 3.7.4.0 
- 
Safery of car occupants)
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by 500000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Delete the fourth paragraph of the remarks
JUSTIFICATION
1. The European Automobile Symposium in December 1975 identified prioriry areas for improvement of
Community rules in regard to oehicle safety, namely accident analysis, srrucrure of vehicles and
biomechanics.
The Commission has chosen to take action in the sphere of bicmecbanics at this firsr srage.
2. A joint programme compatible with the research under way was formulated and launched in 1978. The
Programme covers several years and the work undertaken in the first stage (1978 budget) as well as the in-
terim results of the second stage have essentially come up ro expectations, which justifies the continuation of
the programme. The first serie's of srudies is being carried out with the financial assistance of the Commis-
sion, the Member States and the private sector. Community participation varies according to the subject and
the nature of the action and is on averarge 35ls of the total cost.
The initial studies and research relate to the assessment of iniuries to road users (vehicle occupants and
pedestrians) in accidents (vehicle/vehicle or vehicle/pedestrian collisions).
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3. Theappropriationsrequestedfor'lg8lareslightlyhigherthanthoseforthepreviousfinancialyear,be-
ctuse research bas been intensified in certain areas (human tolerances, criteria applying to injuries to the
head, thorax and legs) and the effects of inflation. There is also provision for new rnedsares relating in par-
ticular to the establishment of a mathematicd model to predict injuries to car occupants in the event of an ac-
cident and to the evaluadon of the behaviour of car occupants in the case of collisions.
4. The Commission proposed for 1981 an appropriation of 1500000 EUA. The Council has reduced this
sum to 1000000 EUA (entered under Chapter 100).
The European Parliament, aware of the'economic, social and human costolroadaccidents, must suppon the
Commission's programme for improving o ebicle safety. Since research has been intensified and provision
made for new measures, the Committee on Transport proposes that the appropriation of 1 500 000 EUA re-
quested by the Commission for Ircm 3.7.4.0 be reinstated.
Draft amendment No 66
tabled by the Committee on Transport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.2.2: Transpon of radioactive materials
A) Expenditure
Enter apayment appropriation of 500000 EUA (instead of a token entry) (reinstatement of the approp-
riation shown in the preliminary drak budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenuc
Inctease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Commission proposed a small appropriation of 500 000 EUA for studies and surveys on the tranEort
of radioaaioe materials.
The Council has deleted this appropriation which, given the imponance of the field in question f or thesafety
of intra-Community transport, must be reinstated by the European Parliament.
Draft amendment No 67
tabled by the Committee on Transpoft
Section III 
- 
Commission
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PAYMENTS
Item 3.7.8.0: Studies preliminary to financial aid in respect of transport infrastrucrure
A) Erpenditure
Enter apayment appropriation of 1 000000 EtlA (increase of 200 000 EUA in relation to the preliminary
draft budget)
B) Compenwtion
Q) Reoenue
Inaease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament's Committee on Transpon feels that the appropriadon proposed by the Commis-
sion for the financingof 'stadies preliminary to financialailinreEea of tranEort infrastruaure'is too small
(800000 EUA).
These studies are essential for the proper functioningof the'infrastructare commlttee' set up by Council de-
cision of 20 February 1978 establishing a consultadon procedure.
Since the Council has replaced this appropriation by a dash, whereas expenditure last year totdled 800000
EUA, the European Parliament must reinstate the appropriation proposed by the Commission last year
(1 m EUA) as an absolute minimum.
Draft amendment No 68
tabled by the Committee on Transport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.7.8.1: Financial support for ransport infrastructure projects
A) Expenditare
Mahe a token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
- 
Enter a commitmenr appropriation of 15000000 EUA with the following footnote:
'This appropriation is entered in Chapter 100'
- 
Enter this commitment appropriation of 15000000 EUA in Chapter 100 on the corresponding line
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Scbedule
Enter rhe following schedule:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amolrnts to 15000000 EUA1'2.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(ir EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
1981 t9E2 1983 l9t4
and subs. ycrrs
Approprration l98l 15 000 000 1 000 000 6 000 000 6 000 000 2 000 000
'1
REMARKS
Enter thefollowing remarks:
Proposal for a regulation on support for projects of Community interest in transport infrastructure (OJ
c 207 of.2.9. 1976, p.7).
This financial support is to consist of subsidies or interest rebates for infrastructure proiects of Community
, ipterest.
JUSTIFICATION
1. \trith the growing importance of international transport, transport problems are becoming one of the
Community's priorities. Every single Member State is being increasingly affected by the inadequacies in the
. ffanspoft infrastrucrures o{ other Member States, and indeed of third countries, since the progressive con-
. solidation of the Common Market is leading to a general increase in the level of international traffic.
The Committee on Transpon emphasizes that four projects have already been examined by Parliament.
They are:
- 
the Channel Tunnel,
- 
the bridge over the Straits of Messina,
- 
the plan for a high-speed link bemeen Brussels and Strasbourg extending into Switzerland (a proiect
srudied by the Council of Europe under the title of 'Europole'),
- 
improvement works on Alpine passes (see Bangemann report on the 1979 draft budget of 23. 10.1978
(Doc. 400/78).
There are also projects for which the planning stage has been completed and which involve areas outside the
present frontiers of the Communiry of the Nine:
- 
improvement of the road links via Yugoslavia to Greece,
- 
improvement of the road netwbrk over the Alps to Italy,
- 
traffic links between the Iberian peninsula and the Community.
2. On20February 1978 theCouncilof Ministers tookadecision 'institutingacozsaltationpiocedureand
setring up aCommittee in the field of transport infrastructure' (OJ L 54 ol 25.2. 1978, p. 16).
However, the Council has still not adopted the regulation of July 1976 which would make itpossible, under
certain conditions, for the Communiry to help finance projects of Community interest in transport infra-
structure and would constitute a useful instrument for the development of the common transpon policy.
However, at its meeting of 24 June 1980 the Council of Transpon Minisrcrs instructed the Permanent Rep-
resentative Committee to continue its work on all the proposals and to submit to it as soon as possible the in-
formation needed to take a decision at one of its foithcoming meetings.
3. TheCouncilhasnevefthelessdeletedinthedraftbtadgetthetokenentryrequestedbytheCommission.
The European Parliament therefore requests an appropriation of 15 m EUA to demonstrate its interest in
the financing of infrastructure projects of Community interest.
Theparticipation of the Community in theseprojects of Community interest iustifies the immediate entry in
the 1981 budget (in Chapter 100, provisional appropriations) of a commitment appropriation of 15 m EUA.
**+
t Se Article I (3) of the Fimncial Regulation of 21 December 1977
2 This eppropriarion is enrered rn Chapter 100.
t'r' "
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Draft amendment No 59
tabled by tlre Committee on Transport
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Aricle 3.7 .9: Observation of freight markets
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 205 000 EUA (from 425 000 to 630 000 EUA) (reinstatement of
the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Cornpensation
C) Reaenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Commission proposed an appropriadon of 630000 EUA for the observation of freight markets.
The Council has reduced this appropriation to 425000 EUA. 1980 was only the second year of the prog-
ramme's implementation. The Committee on Transport therefore proposes the reinstatement of the 630 OO0
EUA requested by the Commission.
This increase in expenditure is iustified in order ro cover the cost of the following operadons:
- 
collection of data by surveys among rransporr operators,
- 
assessment of intra-Community ranspon costs and price indexes,
- 
short and medium-term forecasting of intra-Community uaffic.
It should be pointed out that the sum of 1 230000 EUA now provided for (300000 + 3OOOOO + 630000
EUA) for the three years of the experimental period (1979181) is still below the ceiling originally envisaged
(1 290000 EUA), despite a rate of inflation higher than that originally allowed fot.
+++
Draft amendment No 70
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.2.0.0: Communiry technological developmentpro;'ects
A) Expenditure
B) Compensation
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C) Reoenu"
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropriation by 7000000 EUA (f.rom 18000000 o 25000000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation shown in the preliminary dralt budget)
Scbedule
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amounts to 25000000 EUAl.
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-ois commitments is as follows:
(ir EUA)
Commitments
Paymcnts
l9t0 198 I t9E2 1983 1984
and subs. ycars
Commrtments entered rnto
before 1980 to be covcred
by new appropriations
for payment
Appropflauon outstandrng
frcm 19'19
Appropriation for 1980
Appropriation for 1981
39 450 000
9 s00 000
15 000 000
25 000 000
l6 000000
3 000 000
5 000 000
P.m,
P.m.
p.m.
P.m.
2 000 000
2 000 000
3 500 000
7 500 000
6 450 000
2 000 000
3 s00 000
7 500 000
15 000 000
2 500 000
3 000 000
10 000 000
Total 8E 9s0 000 24 000 000 P.m 1s 000 000 19 450 000 30 500 000
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the importance of encouraging the development of refinery techniques for oil production, the Com-
mittee on Energy and Research believes that the appropriations shown in the preliminary draft budget
should be reinstated for this item.
++*
Draft amendment No 71
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.2.1.0: Prospecting for uranium in the.Community
A) Erpenditare
Inctease the payment appropriation by ) 000000 EUA (from 2 200 000 to 7200 000 EUA) (reinstatement
of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budgeQ
B) Compensation
1 See futicle I (3) of the Frnancral Regulation of 21 December 1977
,fr
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C) Reoen*e
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Enter 
.acommitment appropriation of.20000000 EUA (i,nstead of a p. m.) (reinstatement of the appropria-
tion shown in the preliminerry draft budget)
Schedale
Arnend the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amounts to 20000000 EtlAr.
The likely schedule of payments zri-ri-urs commitments is as follows:
(in EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Prymcnts
19E0 l9El t9E2 1983
end subs. ycars
Commrtmcnts cntcrcd rqto
beforc 1980 to bc covcrcd
by no approprratrons
for paymcnt
Appropnatron outstrnding
frqm 1979
Appropnatron for 1980
Appropriation for l98l
4 0(x) 000
630 000
9 000 000
20 000 000
4 000 000
530 000
5 370 000 2 200 000
5 000 000
I 430 000
E 000 000 7 000 000
Total 33 630 000 10 000 000 7 20iJ000 9 430 000 7 000 000
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
If the Community is to reduce dependence on imported hydrocarbons, all indigenous energy sources musr
be exploited. Some reseryes of uranium are known to exist in the territory of the Communiry, and this pro-
gramme has already financed exploration which gives rise to hopes of larger deposits. This action is particu-
larly necessary as supplies of nuclealfuels from third counrries are not always dependable.
1* ',
Draft amendment No 72
tabled by Mr Gdland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.2.2: Transport of radioactive materials
A) Expenditure
E.nter e Pay-ment 
"pprop.i.,ion of 500 000 E|JA (instead of a p. m.) (reinstatement of the appropriationshown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
1 See Article 1 (3) of the Fimncid Repulation o[ 27 Decembq 1977
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C) 
.Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
'W'ork on the transport of radioactive materials staned in 1980. If this useful work is to continue, adequate
appropriations must be provided.
Draft amendment No 73
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.2.3.0: Use of coal in power-stations
l) Expenditure
Enter e p^yment appropriation of 50000000 EUA elgainst this article
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMTTMENTS
Enter a commitment appropriation ol 100000000 EUA
Schedule
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amounts to 100000000 EUA1.
The likely schedule of payments ttis-d-ois commitments is as follows:
1 See Anrcle 1 (3) of the Financral Regulation of 21 Decenbet 1977.
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(n EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 r9El 1982
and subs. years
Commitmcnts entcrcd rnto
bcfore 1980 to b€ covcrcd
by ncw approprrations
for paymcnt
Appropriation outstandrng
from 1979
Appropriation for 19t0
Appropriation for 1981
P.m.
100 000 000
p.m.
50 000 000 50 000 000
Total 100 000 000 P.m. 50 000 000 50 000 000
REMARKS
Enter dre following remarks
'Proposal for a Regulation submitted to the Council on 31 December 1976 under Article 235 of the EEC
Treaty (OJ C 22 of 29. 1. 1977, p. 4).
Opinion of the European Parliament of 10 May 1977 (Ol C 133 of 6. 6. 1974.
This item is to cover o(pendirure arising from the grant of support to operators of power-stations with a view
to encouraging the constructiotl, conversion or modernizarion of their plants for the use of coal instead of li-
quid fuels.
Support is limited to the extra cosrs due to these operations.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981: l00OOOOOO EUA1.
JUSTTFTCATTON
The Committee on Energy and Research believes that the coal sector should be a political and technicd
prioriry. If any policy in this sector is to be effective, large sums must be made available. If dependence on
imponed hydrocarbons is to be reduced, it will be necessary to develop the use of coal, and in panicular en-
courage fie utilization of coal for electricity generation, by providing Community financid support to in-
crease coal burning capacity in the Member States.
Draft amendmenr No 74
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Commitree on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.2.3.1: Aid for coal stockpiling
A) Expenditure
Enter ap.rn. against this item (reinstatement of the entry shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Rettenue
1 See Anrcle 1 (3) of the Financial Regulauon of 21 Deceaber 1977
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COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
Enter t\e following remarks:
'Council resolution of 17 December 1974 concerning a Community action prcrgramme on the rational use of
energy (OJ C 153 of 9.7. 1975, p. 5).
Council resolution of 13 February 1975 concerning measures to be implemented to achieve the Community
energy policy objectives adopted by the Council on 17 December 1974 (Ol C 153 of 9.7. 1975; p. 6).
Proposal for a Council Regulation on a system of Communiry financial aids to finance cyclical stocks of hard
coal, coke and patent fuel under Article 235 of the EEC Treaty (OJ C 87,:f 7. a. D77, p.6).
Opinion of the European Parliament of 12 September 1977.
This item is inrended to cover expenditure on Community financial aid for stocking coal so as to alleviate the
excessive burden on producers. It takes the form of non-repayable subsidies.'
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Energy and Research believes that the coal sector should be given high prioriry. This
would involve the provision of assistance for cyclical stocks of coal when these build up. The entry of a p. m.
indicates fte Committee's political will to provide assistance, without using; funds which are not really
necessary at this time.
Draft amendment No 75
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research ,
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item3.2,3.2: Aid for intra-Communiry trade in power-station coal
A) Expenditure
Enter e?'rn. against this item (reinstatement of the entry shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) ComPensdtbn
C) Reaenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
'Council resolution of 17 December 1974 concerning Communiry energy policy objecdves for 1985 (OJ
C 153 of 9.7. 1975, p.2).
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Council resolution of 13 February 1975 concerning measures to be imple,rnented to achieve the Community
energy policy objectives adopted by the Council on 17 December D7a (OJ C 153 of 9.7.1975,p.6).
Proposal for a Council Regulation on the implementation of a system of aids to intra-Community trade in
coal for power-smtions on the basis of Article 235 of the EEC Treary (OJ C 243 of 13. 10. 1978, p.3).'
JUSTIFICATION
The Communiry coal indusry is faced with serious competition from third country coal. ]'his Article would
provide assistance for Community coal procedures by encouraging intra-Communiry trade in power-station
coal.
Draft amendment No 76
tabled by Mr Galland on behdf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item3.2.4.0: Communiryenergy-savingprogramme
A) Expend.iture
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropriation by 18000000 EUA (from 10000000 to 28 000 000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation shown in the preliminary dreff budget)
Schedule
Amend the schedule of payment as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amounts to 28000000 EUA1.
The likely schedule of payments ais-i-,uis commitments is as follows:
(x EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
19E0 l9El 1982 1983
and subs. ycars
Appropriatrons outstanding
from 1979
Appropnatron for 1980
Approprration for.t981
14 300 000
25 000 000
2t 000 000
6 t40 000 
'
l0 000 000
3 000 000
P,m.
P.m.
2 000 000
E 000 000
8 000 000
3 160 000
7 000 000
20 000 000
'otal 67 300 000 16 140000 3 000 000 18 000 000 30 160 000
I Of whrch 140 000 EUA carncd ovcr from 1979 to 19E0.
t See Anicle 1 (3) of the Frnancial Regulacron of 21 December 1977,
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTTFTCATTON
In view of the great importance of energy savingat this time thtiCommittee on Energy and Research believes
that appropriations for this ircm must be increased.
Draft amendment No 77
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item3.2.4.l: Programme for the development of new sources of energy
A) Expenditare
Inoease the payment appropriation by9500000 EUA (from 17000000 to 26500000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation shown in the preliminary drak budget)
Create in Chapter l0O aneu ltem 3241 
- 
Programme for the development of new sources of energy
Enter ap,m. agrinst this item (reinstatement of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft
budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropriation by a5 500 000 EUA (from 16 000 000 to 61 500 000 EUA)
Enter in Chapter 100'Provisional appropriations'a commitment appropriation of 5000000 EUA against
this item
Schedule
Arnend the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 66 500 000 EUA, of which 5 000 000 EUA is entered
in Chapter 1001.
The likely schedule of payments ots-i-ois commitments is as follows:
(ia EUA)
Commrtments
Paymcnts
1980 l9E I 1982 . 1983
and subs. ycars
Commitmcnts entcrcd rnto
bcfore 1980 to bc povcrcd
by new appropriations
for paymcnt
Approprratron outstandrng
ftom 19'19
Approprratron for l9t0
Approprratron for 1981
7 360 000
8 470 000
47 000 000
66 500 000 I
7 380 000
I 500 000
15 120 000
4 000 000
12 000 000
l0 500 000
2 970 000
n 180 000
17 750 000
E 700 000
38 250 000
'otal 129 350 000' 24 000 000 26 500 000 31 900 000 46 950 000
I Of which 5 000 000 EUA is cntcrcd in Chaptcr 100.
I See Arricle I (3) of rhe Fimncial Regulatron of 2l December 1977.
I
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
In view of the importance of dweloping new energy sources, in particular solar energy, geothermal energy,
wind energy and the gasification and liquefaction of coal, the Committee on Energy and Research feels
strongly that the appropriations requested by the Commission should be reinstated.
++*
Draft amendment No 78
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on EnerBy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.2.6: New energy initiative
(nezo)
A) Erpenditure
Create a neat Article J.2.5; 'New energy iniriative'e.ndenter ap.m. against it (reinstatement of the
entry shown in the preliminrry d,rtft budget)
Create in Chapter 100 anew Article J.2.5'New energy initiadve'andenter againstitap.m.
B) Compensation
C) Reven*e
COMMITMENTS
Enter inChapter 100'provisional appropriations'a commitment appropriation of 200000000 EUA against
this anicle
Schedale
Enter t schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 200000000 EUA1'2.
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-ois commitmenrs is as follows:
(r EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 1981 1982
and subs. yearc
Commrtmcnts entcrcd into
bcforc 1980 to be covcred
by ncw appropriations
for paymcnt
Appropnatron outst.nding
from 1979
Appropnauon for 1980
Approprration for 1981 200 000 000 P.m 200 000 000
Total 200 000 000 p.m. 200 000 000
I See Ardcle I (3) of rhe Frnancial Regulauon oI 2l Decenber 1977.
2 Thrs appropnauon rs enered rn Chapter 100.
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REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
New Article:
'Communication by the Commission to the European Commission of the European Council (COM (80)
130 final).
Conclusions of the Eurgpean Council of 28 April 1980.
This anicle is intended to cover the expenditure on new actions in the coal sector, a Community contribu-
tion to national investments to reduce the Community's energy dependence and other new initiatives.'
A commitment appropriation of 200000000 EUA (1) is entered in Chapter 100.
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriations entered under this article would be used to assist new initiatives in the energy sector fol-
lowing rhe Venice Declaration, as well as to enable the Community to initiate other actions leading to the
development of a Communiry energy policy. A considerable appropriation is necessary if this is to be effec-
tive.
This appropriation is entered in Chapter 100 as the Commission has not yet finalized its proposals.
)t**
Draft amendment No 79
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Arttclel.2.7: Energy balance sheets
l) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 1 iOO 000 EUA (from 700 000 to 2 000 000 EUA) (reinstatement
of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reztenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Sched,ule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Energy and Research takes the view that energy resources and utilization must be viewed
on a world ,cale 
"nd 
rt.Jngly supports the principle of assisting developing countries in the drawing up of
inventories of energy resources and energy utilization Programmes.
**+
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Draft amendment No 80
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Commitree on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.2.8: Srudies in the energy secror
A) Expendit*re
Enter a,peyment appropriation of 1000000 EUA (reinstatemerit of the appropriation shown in thepre-
liminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by th6 same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
REMARKS
Enter rte following remarks:
'Council resolution of 17 Decembe r 1974 concernng Community energy policy objectiues (OJ C 153 of
9.7.1975).
Council resolution of 13 February 1975, concerning measures to be implemented to achieve Communiry
energy policy obiectives (OJ C 153 of.9. 7. 1975).
This appropriation is intended to cover expenditure relating to studies and research (a) to select projects
qualifying for Communiry aid and (b) in order to prepare Commission proposals on the following subjects:
- 
energy cooperadon,
- 
rational utilization of energy,
- 
the attirude of the general public towards energy problems,
- 
prices policy,
- 
the hydrocarbons sector,
- 
the development of alternative energy sources.'
JUSTTFTCATTON
These srudies are of considerable interest as they concern petroleum product prices and a general investiga-
tion of energy prices'policy as well as specific srudies on energy cooperation, energy conservarion, new
energy sources and public anirudes towards energy use.
Dra(t amendmenr No 81
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
item 3 .3 .4.2: Participation in the JET joint undertaking
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A) Expenditare
Increase the payment appropriation by -l 0 000 000 EUA (from 39 600 000 to 49 500 000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation shocr'n in the preliminary draft budget)
(Amend accordingly the table of equivalence set out in Annex II)
B) Compenwtnn
C) Reaenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropriation by 10OOO0O0 EUA (from 12199000 to 22 199 000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation shown in the preliminary dra{t budger) (Amend accordingly the table of equival-
ence set out in Annex II)
Scbedule
Amend, dte schedule of payments to read as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amounts to 221'99999 EUAr.
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-ttis commitments is as follows:
(x EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Payments
1980 1981 t9t2
and subs. years
Commitmcnts cntcrcd into
bcforc 1980 to bc covcrcd
by ncw appropriatiom
for paymcnt
Appropriation outstatrdrng
from 1979
Appropriatron for 1980
Appropriation for 1981
28847 3E4
22 7 tl 616
19 646 000
22 199 000
20 000 000
23 804 000
8 847 384
18 553 616
22 199 000
Total 93 404 000 43 E04 000 49 600 000
REMARKS
Amend the remarks to read as follows:
'The illustrative breakdown of appropriations over these expendirure groups is derived from the table of e-
quivalence set out in Annex II to this section of the budget.
Former Item 3351 
- 
Section on the JET project.
Council Decision of 30 May 1973 (OJ L 151 of 7.6.1978) on the establishment of the Joint European To-
rus (JET) ioint undenaking.
Council Decision of 13 March 1980 (OJ L 72 of 18. 3. 1980) adopting a fice-year (1979 to 1983) pro-
gramme on controlled thermonuclear fusion.
The aim of the JET project is to consrrucr, operate and exploit, as part of the Fusion programme and for the
benefit of the panicipants therein, a large faiiliry of the Tbkamak rype and its auxiliary facilities in oider to
extend the parametei range applicable to controlled thermonuclear fusion experiments uP to conditions
close to those needed in a thermonuclear reactor.
The Joint European Torus (JET; foint undertaking has been set up pursuant to Chapter V of the Euratom
Treary in order to carry out this project.
The Communiry's contribution amounts to 80% of the costs incurred by the JET ioint undertaking pur-
suant ro Articleg of the latter's statutes, which are annexed to the Council Decision of 30 May 1978.
Part of this Communiry contribution is covered by rwo non-member countries (Sweden and Switzerland),
under the CooperariorAgreements signed with Euratom. The appropriations for commitment and the ap-
1 See Anide I (3) of the Fimncral Regulation of 21 December 1977
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propriations for payment include a figure of 39OOO0O EUA covered by revenue entered under Items 9210
and927l and derived from the Cooperation Agreement concluded with Sweden (2 lOOOOO EUA) and Swit-
zerland (1800000 EUA); this sum is deducted from the Communiry's contribudon to the financing of the
JET project.
The expenses of the JET joint undenaking for the financial year 1981 amount t o 27 T5OOOOEIJA in approp-
riations for commitment and 62000 000 EUA in appropriations for payment and include staff expenditureln
respect of the 150 temporary staff (A (89), B (55) and C (6))'proposed for 1981 in the Commisiion's estab-
lishment plan relating to research and development activities (Pan II, indirect action). These staff are as-
signed to the JET project at Culham.'
JUSTIFICATION
The Community must do ever),thing possible to encourage resear"L into ther-orrrlclear fusion which offers
a possible solution to Europe's energy problems in the 2lst cen$ry.
+*+
Draft amendment No 82
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.3.6.0: Environment
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 1 522000 EIJA (ftom 1612000 to 3 134 000 EIJ A) (Amend rc-
cordingly the table of equivalence ser out in Annex II)
B) Compensation
Reduce by 700000 EIIA the payment appropriation in Chapter 100'provisional appropriations', ear-
marked {or Articles 314-338
Reduce by 518000 EIIA the payment appropriation for Item 3391 
- 
'Staff awaiting assignment ro a
post' (Amend accordingly the table of equivalence set out in Annex II)
C) Revenue
Increase revenue by 3U000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
Enter a comrittment appropriation of 5322000 EUA
Reduce by 2500000 EUA the commitment appropriation entered in Chapter 100'provisional appropria-
tions', earmarked for Articles 334-338
Redrce by 518000 tUl the commitment appropriation entered in Item 3391 
-'Staff awaiting assignmentto a Post'
(Amend accordingly the table of equivalence set out in Annex II)
Scbedule
Amend the schedule of payments to read as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amounts to 5322000 EUA1.
The likely schedule of payments ais-i-ti commitments is as follows:
'l See Article I (3) of the Fmancral Regulation of 2l December 1977
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An EUA)
Commitments
Paymcnts
1980 l98l 19E2
and subs. ycars
Commrtmcnts entcrcd into
before l9E0 to be covcrcd
by ncw approprmtions
for paymcnt
Appropnation outstandrnt
from 1979
Appropriatron for 1980
Appropnatron for 19El
6 6rt 42t
618 000
s322000
4999 659 |
618 000
| 611762
t 52223t 3 ?99 762
Total t255t 421 5 617 659 3 134 000 3 799762
I Of *hrch 240 659 EUA rs a surplus appropflatron for paymcnt carrred over ftom 1979 in relatron to thc commitments
strll to be sertled on l. I 1980
REMARKS
Amend he remarks to read as follows:
(Paragraphs 1 
-3 unchanged)
... The appropriations cover:
(a) staff expenditure in respect of 16 officials of categories A (10), B (1) and C (5);
(b) recurring administrative expenditure (in panicular, meetings, missions and smff remunerated on the
basis of services rendered);
(c) the Commission's financial obligations arising out of contracts concluded with specialist bodies or
companies in the Member States.
The illustrative breakdown of appropriations over these expendirure groups is derived from the table of e-
quivalence set out in Annex II to this section of the budget.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 5322000 EUA1.
JUSTIFICATION
The proposal for a drird environmenr programme 1981-85 has been transmitted to the Council, the
European Parliament and rhe Economic and Social Committee. CREST gave a favourable oPinion 0129. 9.
1980. It is hoped $at a positive decision will be taken by the Council in the near furure.
Draft amendment No 83
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item3.3.7.0: Biomolecularengineering
A) Expenditure
Enter a pryment appropriation of 1000000 EUz{ (instead of a p. m.)
Amend accordingly the table of equivalence set out in Arlnex II
B) Compensation
Red*ce by 700000 EIIA the payment appropriation entered in Chapter 100'provisional appropriation-
s', earmarked for Articles 334-338
I Scc Articlc l(3) of thc Finencrel Rcgulation of 21 Dcccmbcr 1977
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C), Reoenue
Inoease revenue by 300000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
Enter a commttment appropriatton of 4000000 EUA
Reduce by 3 400 000 EUA dre commitment appropriation entered in Chapter 100 'provisional appropria-
tions' earmarked for Articles 334-338
Amend *cordingly the table of equivalence set out in Annex II
Scbedale t
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 4000000 EUAI.
The likely schedule of payments vis-i-vis commitments is as follows:
Ar EUA)
Commltmcnts
Paymcnts
l9E0 l98l 19E2
and subs. years
Conmitmcnts entcrcd hto
beforc 1980 to bc covercd
by ncw appropnations
for payment
Appropnatron outstrndrng
from 1979
Approplation for 1980
Appropnatiou for 1981
P.m.
4 000 000
P,m.
I 000 000 3 000 000
Total 4 000 000 P.m. l 000 000 3 000 000
REMARKS
Amend the remarks ro read as follows:
'Proposal for a five-year ( 198 1 to 1985 programme on biomoleculai engineering submitted to the Council on
11 January 1980 (COM (79) 793 final).
This indirect-actionprogramme concernsthe, development of, on the one hand, second-generation enzyme
reactors for synthesizing new products which are important for Communiry industries] and, on th. oth.,
hand, genetic engineering methods liable to enable the productiviry of microorganisms and cultivated
plants to be improved.
The appropriations cover:
(a) staff expenditure in respect of six officials of categories A (3), B (1) and C (2);
(b) recurring administrative operating expendiftre (in panicular, formal meetings, missions and consul-
tancy fees);
(c) the Communiry's share of expenditure under contracts of associadon to be concluded with national
bodies in the Member States for the purposes of implemendng this programme (approximatel y 5O7o).
The illustrative breakdown of appropriations over rhese expenditure groups is derived from the table of e-
quivalence ser out in Annex II to this section of the budgiti
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Energy and Research believes that this programme is of considerable scientific impor-
tance and consequently wishes it to get under way during the course of 19g1.
,.. * :t
' * 
^r"r. 
, (r) .f the Frnancral Regularion of 2l December 1977.
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Draft amendment No 84
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENIS
Item 3.3.8.1: Education and Training
A) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by fia000 EIJA (from 442000 to 976OOO EUA,) (reinstatement of
the appropriation shown in rhe preliminary drak budge$
Amend accordingly the tabl,: of equivalence set out in Annex II
B) Compensation
Reduce by 264000 EUA the appropriation entered in Chapter 100 'provisional appropriations' ear-
marked for Articles 334-335
Reduce by 270000 EIJA the appropriation entered in Item 3391 
-'Staff awaiting assignment to a post'Amend accordingly the table of equivalence ser our in Annex II
C) Reoenae
, unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Enteracommitmentappropriationof 2898000 EUu{ (insteadof ap.m.)(reinstatementof theappropriation
shown in the preliminary drafr budgeQ
Reduce by 1000000 EUA the comrnitment appropriation in Chapter 100'provisional appropriations'ear-
marked for Articles 314-338
Reduce by 270 000 EUA the commir ment appropriadons entered in Item 3391 
- 
'Sraff awaiting assignment
to a Post'
Amend accordingly the table of eq,rivalence set out in Annex II
Scbedule
Amend rhe schedule of payments ro read as follows: 
,
The commitment appropriations aurhorized for 1981 is 2898000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments ais-d-vis commitmenrs is as follows:
(n EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Payments
1980 l98l t982
and subs. years
Commrtmente entered rnto
before 1980 to be covcrcd
by new appropnatrons
for payment
Appropnation outstanding
ftom 19?9
Approprratron for 1980
Approprratron for l98l
468 268
179 204
780 000
.r 898 000
468 268
531 732 427 472
548 528 2 349 472
Total 4 325 472 I 000 000 976 000 2 349 4?2
REMARKS
Amend the remarks to read as follows
'Former Ircm 3350
Decisionof 21 December 1976(oI No L 10, 13. 1.1977,p. 32)adopting afow-year(t977to 1980)prog-
ramme on scientific and technical educ.rtion and training.
1 See Artrcle 1 (3) of the Frnancral Regulatioo of 2l December 1977
I
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Proposal for a new four-year (1981 to 1984) protramme on the same topic, sent to the Council on 13 May
1980 (COM (80) 2as final).
The programme comprises the following basic measures:
- 
award of grants for scientific research at all levels of training (post-graduate disseftations, Ph. D theses,
post-doctorate research),
- 
financing of advanced funher training courses in areas of pardcular importance under the Communiry's
research and development policy.
The grants are awarded for research work which has to be carried out in a country other than the applicant's
country of origin or country of permanent residence. Those eligible for such grants are srudents, holders of
higher education qualifications or doctorates in the various branches of science and engineers 
- 
including
working in industry 
- 
from, in principle, the Member States of the Community.
The appropriations cover:
(a) staff expenditure in respect of six officials of categories A (2), B (2) and C (2);
(b) recurring administrative operating expenditure (in particular, formal meetings and missions);
(c) expenditure covering the awarding of grants and the financing of further training courses.
The illustrative breakdown of appropriations over these expenditure groups is derived from the equivalence
set out in Annex II to this section of the budget.'
JUSTIFICATION
The Commirtee on Energy and Research believes that it is important for scientists to study in countries other
than their country of origin and feels that the Communiry has a role to play in this respect. The sums in-
volved are relatively small and the results could be worthwhile.
Draft amendment No 85
ubled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.1.0: Dissemination and circuladon of scientific and technical knowledge
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 200000 EUA (from 700000 to 900000 EUA) (reinstatement of
the appropriation shown in rhe preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by the same amount
COMMTTMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
This inirease is necessary if the Commission is to be enablito circulate all its scientific reports cnd publica-
uons.
-+ir*
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Draft amendment No 86
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.6.1.1: Assessment and udlization of research rezults
A) Expenditure
Enter epryment appropriation of.400000 EUA (instead of a p. m.) (reinstatement of the appropriation
shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
Reduce by 2OOOOO E\JA the appropriations entered in Chapter 100 'provisional appropriations' ear-
marked for Item 3611
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by 200000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Delete the following remarks:
'An appropriation of 200000 EUA is entered in Chapter 100.'
JUSTIFICATION
Because of the industrial importance of this item, particularly the definition of apolicy on industrial innova-
tion, the Committee on Energy and Research believes that the appropriations entered in the preliminary
draft budget should be reinstated.
Draft amendment No 87
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.6.2.0: Three-year plans
A) Expenditure
Create inChrpter 7OO aneu ltem 3.6.2.0'Tbree-learpkns' 
^ndenter 
aginstitap.m. (reinstatement of
the entry shown in the preliminary draft budga)
B) Compensation
C),Reaenue
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COMMITMENTS
Enter inChapter 100'provisional appropriations'a commitment appropriation of 2OOOOOO EIIA earmarked
for Item 3620 (reinstatement of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget) ,
Schedule
Amend the schedule of payment as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amounrs to 2000000 EUAI and is entered in Chapter
100.
The likely schedule of payments vis-i-ois commitmenrs is as follows:
(n EUA)
Commltments
Payments
1960 1981 19E2 1983
and subs. ycars
Commitmcnts cntcred rnto
beforc 19E0 to bc covcrcd
by ncw appropnatrons
for payment
Appropriatron outstandrng
from 1979
Approprratron for 1980
Approprratron for l9El
133 000
26E7 000
1 900 000
2 000 000 r
133 000
I 867 000
400 000
687 000
900 000
P.m.
133 000
600 000
I 000 000 I 000 000
Total 67_20000 2 2 400 000 1 587 000 r 733 000 I 000 000
I Enrered under Chaprer 100.I Of whrch 2OOOOOO EUA rs entered rn Chaprer 100.
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
In view of dre importance of Euronet and the development of the European Data market the Committee on
Energy_and Research believes that appropriations for the third triennial action programme 1981-1983
should be made available.
iL*{.
Draft amendment No 88
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item3.6.2.3: Eurotra-modular machine-translation system
A) Expenditurt!
Create. inChapter 100'provisional appropriations'a new Item 3. 6.2.3 andenter against ir a payment ap-
propriation of 500000 EUA (reinstatement of the appropriation shown in the preliminary i."tt U"ag.q
B) Compensation
I See Arocle 1 (3) of the Frnanciel Regulation oI 2l December 1977.
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C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Enter inChapter 100'provisional appropriations'a commitment appropriarion of 1754OOO EtlA earmarked
for Item 3623 (reinstatement of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
Scbedule
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to I 754 000 EUA and is entered in Chapter
1001
The likely schedule of paymenrs us-d-ois commitments is as follows:
(n EUA)
Commitments
Paymcnts
1980 198 I 1982 1983
and subs years
Appropnatron for 1980
Appropnatron for 1981
P.m.
1 754 000 
'
P.m.
500 000 I 854 000 400 000
Total 1 754 000 
' P,m. 500 000 ' 854 000 400 000
I Entcrcd under Chapter 100
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTTFTCATTON
The Committee on Energy and Research believes that all possible steps should be taken to reduce the lan-
guage barriers separatinB the peoples of the European Community, and consequently favours the rein-
statement of the appropriations for this item requested by the Commission.
Draft amendment No 89
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of dre Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
hem 3712: European transonic wind tunnel
(neu)
A) Expenditure
Create a new item 3772;'Evopern transonic wind tunnel'
Enter ap.m. against this item
B) Compensation
1 See Article 1 (3) of the Frnancial Regulauon of 2l Decenbet 1977
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C) Reoenae
CoMMiTMENTS
Enter ap.m. against this item
REMARKS
Schedule
JUSTIFICATION
The development.of future generations of European aircraft which are capable of competing in v/orld mar-
kets is affected direcdy by the success of Communiry firms in achieving significant economies in fuel con-
sumpdon. Parliament believes that the current state of the art in aerodynamic design offers potential for de-
sign improvement leading to more frrel efficient designs of aircraft. Four Member States, the Netherlands,
France, the Federal Republic of Gdrmany and the United Kingdom have signed a Memorandum of Under-
standing for preliminary design and costing studies of a European Transonic rVind Tunnel. In order to sus-
tain the development of European aircraft, such as the Airbus and the VFlV-Fokker families of aircraft, in
face of US competition, it is essential for the Communiry to give this vital high technology industry the be-
nefit of supporc and coordination of a Community centre for transonic wind runnel srudies of aircraft. The
US Nadonal Transonic Faciliry will be operational in 1982. Parliament insists on a Commission initiative in
this area during the implementation of the 1981 budget, which was signalled with Parliament's approval
of the Commission's proposal for a first multiannual research programme in the aeronautical sector.
Draft amendment No 90
tabled by Mr Galland on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.7 .2.2: Textile industry technology
A) Expenditure
Enterapaymentappropriation of 600000EUA (insteadof ap.m.)(reinstatementof theappropriation
shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Enter a commitment appropriaiot oI3 200 000 EUl (instead of a p. m.) (reinstatement of the appropriation
shown in the preliminary draft budget)
Schedule
Amend rhe schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amounts to 32000000 EUAI
The likely schedule of paymentszrs-,i-ois commitments is as follows:
1 See Ancle 1 (3) of the Frnucid Regulauon of 21 December 1977.
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@EUA) \
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 196 l 1982 19E3
and subs. ycars
Approprratron for 1980
Approprration for 1981
l 000 000
3 200 000
p.m. 400 000
200 000
400 000
I 250 000
200 000
l 750 000
Total 4 200 000 P.m. 600 000 l 650 000 I 9s0 000
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
At a time when there have been massive job losses in this key sector owing to intense competition, it is vital
that the industry be given all possible assistlnce to adapt to modern market conditions through the develop-
ment of new and improved products. A Commission proposal (OJ No C 11 1 of 4. 5. 1979) was approved by
the European Parliament and is awaiting adoption by the Council.
>t*:l
Draft amendment No 91
tabled by Mr Gtavazzi on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1.7.0.2: Community operations for the development of data processing
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 1a78000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenuc
Inctease revenue by same amount
COMMITMENTS
Increase commitment appropriation by 978000 EUA
REMARKS
Anicle 235 of the EEC Treary.
Regulation (EEC) No 1996/79 of 11 Septembe r 7979 on a Community support mechanism in the field of
data processing (Ol No L 231,13.9. 1979, p. l).
Council Decision 79/783/EEC of 1 1 Septembe r 7979 adopting an energy research and development prog-
r^mma 7979 to 1983 (OJ No L 231, 13. 9. 1979, p. 23).
Appropriation to cover expenditure on the programme for improring the comPetitiveness and Promodng
the development of the data-processing industry, by means of the following measures:
- 
standardization,
- 
coordination in the field of public procurement'
- 
collaboration between research centres,
- 
srudies on the state of the sector, employment problems, sofrware Protection'
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- 
studies in the field of peri-informatics and microelectronics technology,
- 
Communiry premiums for industry or users for the development of products in this field.
It also covers the payment of expens and related miscellaneous or secretarial services, and expenses relating
to the organization of symposia concerning the knowledge acquired as a result of carrying o,rt the pla.rnei
operauons.
Scbedule
Amend schedule as follows:
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounrs to 8928000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-ais commirmenrs is as follows:
(iz EUA)
Commitments
Paymcnts
l9E0 l9El t982 1983
rnd subs. ycars
Appropriations outstanding
from 1979
Approprration for 1980
Appropnation for l98l
1 972 523
E 000 000
9 978 oO0 
'?
I 972 523 |
3 000 000 3 000 000
3 478 0001
2 000 000
4 000 000 I 500 000
'otal l8 950 523 49725231 6 498 000 6 000 000 l s00 000
' [ncludrng 972 523 EUA qrrrcd fomard frcm 1979.
r In addrtion 522 000 EIJ A are to bc shown under the cstablishment plan to cover thc rcmu neretron of spcciahzcd tcmporar!,
staff rcquircd for implementation of thc programme.
'i ,r {-
Draft amendment No 92
tabled by Mr Giavazzi on behalf of the committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3704: Studies in the field of telematics
A) Expen&ture
!.ntlrapaym;Ttappropriation of 1000000Et1A(reinstatementof theappropriadonsshowninthepre-liminary draft budget)
JUSTIFICATION
Th.e imponance.of the data-processing sector involving high technology in which the Communiry has diffi-
culry in competing w_ith the United States, requires no funher emphaiis. To set up a viable industry, Com-
munity measures will be necessary on a much larger scale than hiiherto. Since the 4-year programme is al-
ready limited to a minimum, any further delay in implemenradon of the programm. d".io a"reduction in
appropriations is unacceptable.
The necessary expen staff for implementation of the programme must also be paid from appropriations en-
tered in this budget itcm. The recruitment of external eipens is, however, extremely difficuli and costs a
great deal more than th.e employment of temporary specialized staff under the Staff R.gulaiiorr. Because of
these considerations, the Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee is not asking foi complete reinstate-
ment of the appropriations.shown ;n the preliminary dra[t budget but has tabied in paiallel with this
?mendment, a second amendment under Title 1 to make temporar/staff available. The present amendment
added to the provision in the amendment to Title 1 .esults in reinstarement of the apiropriations against
Irem3.7.0.2 in the preliminary draft.
I See Arricle 1 (3) of Frnancul Regulation of 2l Decembet 1977.
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B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
3704 New Item
Commission communication to the European Council'European society faced with the challenge of new
information technologies: a Communiry response'(COM (79) 650 final, 23. 11. 1979)
Council Resolution of 1l September 1979 on a Community action promodng microelectronics technology
(OJ No C 231 of 1.3. 9. 1979, p. 1)
This appropriation is intended to finance studies relating in panicular to:
- 
the impact of informadon technologies on educational and training technologies,
- 
the implications of the new information technologies for teacher training and the structure of teaching,
- 
the definition of standards,
- 
the development of the European air traffic control system,
- 
the new legal problems created by communication sarcllites,
- 
remote observation of the earth,
- 
the promotion of new areas of this technology.
It is also to cover contracr administration costs.
JUSTIFICATION
Studies in the telematics sector correspond to the request put forward by the Dublin meeting of the Euro-
pean Council which instructed the Commission to prepare a sffategy in this sector. This whole area is vitally
important to the Community, from the angle both of the industry directly concerned and from that of emp-
loyment in the many sectors affected by the development of telemadcs.
Draft amendment No 93
tabled by Mr Giavazzi on behalf of the Commitree on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item3722: Textileindustrytechnology
A) Expenditure
Enter a.payment appropriation of 600000 EU,4 (reinstatement of the appropriations shown in the pre-
liminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Increase revenue by the same amounr
COMMITMENTS
Enter acommitment appropriationof 3 200000 EUA (reinsraitement of the appropriations shown in thepre-
liminary draft budget)
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REMARKS
3722Proposd,for a Council Decision adopting a second research and development programme in the field of
textiles and clothing (OJ No C 1.11, 4. 5. 1979, p. 2)
Appropriation to cgver expenditure on a second research programme containing five topics each of which
concerns a sub-sector of the textile and clothing industry 
- 
i. e.
1. textile and clothing industries: garment physiology and construction;
2. knitwear industry: qualiry of knitted fabrics and knitwear articles;
3. wool industry: application of new spinning technologies in the wool industry;
4. linen industry: upgrading of linen;
5. finishing industry: polludon treatment and water recycling in textile finishing factories.
The incidental expenses relating to expefts as a result of the research programme, and related miscellaneous
or secretarial services, are also covered by this appropriation.
Schedale
Amend the schedule as follows:
The commitment appropriadon authorized for 1981 is 3200000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(u EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 198 I t9E2 19t3
and subs. ycars
Appropriation for l9E0
Approprration for l98l
I 000 000
3 200 000
tokcn cntry 400 000
200 000
400 000
I 250 000
200 000
l 750 000
Total 4 200 000 tokcn entry 600 000 l 650 000 I 950000
JUSTIFICATION
The crisis in the textile sector explains the vital importance of the development of new technologiei for this
sector. Restructuring, based on the new technologies, provides the only chance of survival for this sector.
Given the imponance of this programme, everything possible must be done to ensure that it is started as
soon as possible and the necessary appropriations must be entered in the budget.
,t>t+
Draft amendment No 94
tabled by Mr Giavazzi on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3750: Aid for cenain crisis-hit industrial sectors
A) Expenditure
Make r token entry
B) Compensation
I See Anicle 1 (3) of the Fimncial Reguladon of 21 Decnbet 1977
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C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Mahe a, token entry
REMARKS
3750 Proposal for a Council Regulation on Community aid for indrrstrial restructuring and conversion op-
erations (OJ No C 272, 16. 11. 1978, P.3)
Proposal for a Council Decision on Community aid for restructuring or conversion investments in the ship-
building industry (COM (78) 769 final of 11. 1. 1979)
Proposal for a Council Decision on Community aid for restructuring or conversion investments in the tex-
tile industry, particularly in the man-made fibres industry (COM (78) 769 finil, 11. 1. 1979)
Schedule
Amend rhe schedule as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is a token entry1
The likely schedule of payments against commitments for 1981 is as follows:
(i" EUA)
Commitmcnts
Payments
1980 t98l 1982 1983
and subs. years
Appropriation outstandtng
for 1979
Approprratron for 1980
Appropriation for 1961
I 5 000 000
tokcn cntry
tokcn cntry
7 500 000
tokcn cntry
tokeD cntry
tokcn cntry
token entry
token cntry
7 500 000
Total 15 000 000 7 500 000 ' token cntry 7 s00 00
' Approprratron carncd over from 1979.
JUSTIFICATION
In the present economic crisis, action in favour of certain hard-hit indusuial secrcrs is essential. Moreover,
intervention by the Community is more effective than measures taken nationally. However, the lack of a de-
cision by the Council is holding up the action envisaged under this budget item. Faced with this block on ac-
tion in this particular area, the Committee on Economic and Monetary A{fairs has decided to PrePare an
own-initiative report on industrial cooperation !etween the Member States. Mr Delorozoy is the rapporteur
for this documeni which will look into the resources available to the Community o break out of the present
deadlock in the common industria.l policy; his report is now under consideration in the Committee on
Economic and Monerary Affairs. Pending its finalization, the possibility of Communiry action with cenain
financial implications must be kept open.
+)t>t
Draft amendment No 95
tabled by Mr Giurzzi on behalf of the Commitrce on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ircm 3760: Industrial guidelines
'Sa Anicle 1 (3) of rhe Frmncral Regulation of 21 December 1977.
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.A) Expenditare
Inoease the payment appropriation by 200000 EUz4 (reinstatement of the appropriation shown in
the preliminary draft budgeQ
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
This appropriation is to enable the Cornmission to undertake or contribute towards studies and surveys in
certain industrial sectors most hit by the crisis, or likely to require a thorough structural change fairly soon.
The administrative expenses in respect of the contracts are also covered by this appropriation.
JUSTIFICATION
The restrucruring which is necessary in a number of industrial sectors musr be based ori detailed srudies
enabling a strategy to be defined for the future.
The desirabiliry of such studies is evidenr in the presenr economic crisis.
A reduction by one-third of the appropriations proposed in the preliminary draft budget is unacceptable and
the appropriations shown by the Commission must be reinstated.
Draft amendmenr No 96
tabled by Mr Giavazzi on behalf of the Commitree on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3761: Ceramics
A) Expenditure
E_nter an appropriation of 500000 EUA (reinstatement of dre appropriations shown in the preliminary
drafu budget)
B) Cotnpensation
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Former lrcm 3720
Appropriation to participate in studies to improve the technology of using clay minerals and to increase the
imponance of industrial ceramics.
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The appropriation also covers theco_st of managing the contracts (in 1980 a commitment appropriation of
500000 EUA was set aside for this heading).
JUSTIFICATION
The proposed srudies are important not only for the technological development of the ceramics sector but
also useful for other sectors such as electronics. The Community only coveis 50Zo of the cost of the work in-
volved.
Draft amendment No 97
tabled by Mr Giavazzi on behalf of the committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item3762: Increasing productivity in the clothing industry
(neut)
A) Expenditure
Create anewltem3762'lncreasingproductivity in the clothing industry'and ezrer a payment appropri-
ation of t00000 EUA (reinstatement of the appropriations sho*n in the prel.iminiry draft Uuageg
B) Compensatnn
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
lhe llqlggriation requested is intended to lay the basis for a broad action to convert and adapt the produc-tion facilities in the textile industry_, based on a reduction of the time required at present by certain opera-
tions, in particular the handling of semi-finished products.
Given the present crisis in the Communiry textile industry, which is being forced to adaptunder the pressure
of competitionfrom low-wage rate third countries, the diletion of this lirie is incomprehensible. Restoration
of this line and of the corresponding appropriations is therefore essential.
:t)t*
Draft amendment No 98/rev.
tabled by Mr Giavazzi on behalf of the commitree on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
. 
'1
li
I
t
It,
l
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A) Expenditare
Enter a payment appropriation of 30000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Enter a commitment appropriation of 1t0000000 EUA
Schedsle
Missing
REMARKS
The entry of this appropriation authorizes the Commission to transfer an amount of 30000000 EUA to the
ECSC budger. Thiiappropriation is intended to finance temporary social measures in connection with re-
srucruring;f rh. r,..iird,rrtry having regard to rhe proposals from the Commission (COI{ (72 1?9_fin.)
(and COM (79) 436 fin.) and in the context of implementation of measures under Article 56 ECSC.
JUSTIFICATION
Restrucruring of the steel industry is impossible unless it is accompanied by apptopriate social measures to
alleviate th. [r"re socid problemi resulting from this process; action must be taken in the context of a har-
monious Coirmuniry policy and without regional or tirritorial imbalances. Social measures are an essential
back-up to shon-term Communiry measurei and structural action, and the appropriations required for this
pu.pore 
-rrt be entered in the budget. The Committee considers that the funds available may be insufficient
gi"en the present situation in this sector and hopes that increases will be made.
'. 
>l :l
Draft amendment No 99
tabled by Mr Giavazzi on behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section III 
- 
Commission
Article 540:
PAYMENTS
Article 2.8.1 :
Special contribudon ro the ECSC for the temporary social measures in connection
with the restructuring of the steel industry
Subsidy for the operation of the Communiry Business Cooperation Centre
A) Expenditure
Inoease thepaymentappropiaionby23OOO EtlA(from 115000to l38OOOEUA)(reinstatementof the
appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The sum proposed by the Council fails to take into account:
(a) the increase in costs due to inflation,
(b) the additional measures necessary in view of the exceptional plight of many secors of the economy.
Draft amendment No 100
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control
Statemint of revenue
Tidel-Ownresources
.N) Expenditure
B) Cornpensation
C) Rettenue
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Enter the following remark under Title 1 'Own resources' of the statemenr of revenue:
'The budgetary authoriry will take the necessary steps to ensure that the Commission has at its disposal the
means essential to the discharge of its responsibilities in regard to the control of own resources and that it will
be in a position to guarantee that the Communiry's revenue is collected in a regular, fair and uniform manner
in all the Member States.
The Council, after conciliation with Parliament, will accordingly adopt measures enabling the Commission
to be rapidly and fully informed on irregular practices uncovered in the Member States, to arrange, in liaison
with the national administrations, the exact collecdon of revenue, to prevent and investigate infringements
of Communiry legislation in this area and to organize repressive measures.'
JUSTIFICATION
A number of recent iudgments of the Coun of Justice 
- 
the last being in connection with the 'Como butrer'
affair 
- 
have emphasized the discrepancy that exists berween the responsibilities vested in the Commission
in regard to control and the collection of owntesources on the one hand and the means available to it for rhe
discharge of these responsibilities on the other.
Several proposed regulations, which have now been before the Council for a number of years, would make a
substantial contribudon to the strengthening of the means ar the Commission's disposal.
The Committee on Budgetary Control considers it imperative that the Council be placed under an obliga-
tion to take a decision on these proposals by the incorporation of appropriate remarls in the budget.
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Draft amendment No 101
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control
Statement of revenue
Article 9.5.3: Sums recovered in pursuance of Ardcle 8 of Regulation (EEC) No 729170
A) Expenditare
B) Compensation'
C) Reoenae
Modify the heading of Anicle 9.5.3 to read as follows:
'Sums recovered which have been lost as a result of irregularities or negligence.'
COMMITMENIS
REMARKS
Modifu the remarks against Art. 9.5.3 as follows:
'Sums recovered which have been lost as a result of irregularities or negligence in connection with the collec-
tion of the Community's own resources are booked to this anicle.'
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Budgetary Control attached special importance to the recovery of revenue lost as a result
of irregulariries or negligence and to the upholding of theCommunity's rights.To enable Parliament to
keep a check on recovery the sums ih question should appear in the budget in their totality.
Draft amendment No 102
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control
Section III 
- 
Commission
PA.YMENTS
Article 2.8.0: Euratom subsidy for operation of the Supply Agency
A) Expenditure
Introduce the following new nomenclature and enter the appropriations shown below
futicle 2.8.0 Euratom subsidy for operation of the Supply Ag*.y
Item 2.8.0.0 Staff expenditure 840000 EUA
Item 2.8.0.1 Administradve expenditure 15OOOO EUA
Item 2.8.0.2 Other expenditure 20000 EUA
Item 2.8.0.9' Provisional appropriation to cover any adjustments to remunerarions 40000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
lt I 
t\.' 
, I
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COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Add he following to the remarks:
The staff complement of the Agenry is as follows:
A3 
-2A5 
- 
4
A5 
- 
1
. B1-2 \B2 
- 
1
83 
- 
2
85 
- 
I
cl 
-3c2 
- 
4
c3 
- 
2
Total 22
JUSTTFTCATION
This change in the nomenclature should permit Parliament to assess more precisely the nature of the ac-
tivities financed by the subsidy from the budget.
The budget should be a single and comprehensive document. It is therefore necessary that the establishment
of the Agency should a/so appear in the remarks.
Before rhe end of the budgetary procedure the Commission will provide a breakdown of the appropriations
in accordance with this new nomenclature. r
***
Draft amendmenr No 103
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 2.8.9: European schools
A) Expenditare
Subdioide each of the items under this anicle between
(a) staff expendirure
(b) administrative expendirure
and allocate rhe appropriations accordingly
examPle:
item 2.8.9.0 , Brusse.ls
sub-item 2.8.9.0.0 staff
sub-item2.8.9,0,1 administrativeoperation
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
COMMITMENTS
,fr
*
rt#
Ii '
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REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This clearer and more precise presentation of the appropriations against this article will increase budgetary
transparency and enable Parliament to form a better assessment of requests for appropriations.
Before the end of the budgetary procedure the Commission will supply a breakdown of the appropriations
according to this new nomenclature.
Draft amendment No 104
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 2.8.9: European schools
A) Expenditure
Inoease by 10000000 EUA the appropriations shown in Chapter 100 against'Article 2.8.9: European
schools' (from 500000 to 10500000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Deoease by 10000000 EUA rhe appropriations under Article 2.8.9 'European schools'
C) Reoenuc
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Add the following remarks against Chapter 100 
- 
Article 2.8.9:
'10 000000 EUA of the subsidy for the European schools will be transferred to the line after adoption of the
rq)ort to be presented by the Committee on Budgetery Control on the management of the appropriations
under this article.'
JUSTIFICATION
In the comments accompanying the discharge in respect of the 1978 financial year Parliament expressed re-
servations as regards the utilization of the appropriadons entered under this anicle. The Committee on
Budgetary Control is at present drawint up a report on the utilization of these appropriations, the control
over them and the relevant accounting. Pending consideration of this repon, 10000000 EUA is frozen in
Chapter 100.
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Draft amendment No 105
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.0.1: Communiry measures in the field of vocational training and guidance
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training
A) Expenditare
Create the following new sub-division:
Article 3.0.1: communiry measures in rhe field of vocational training and guidance
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training
Item 3.0.1.0: staff
Item 3.0.1.1: administrative expendirure
Item 3.0.1.2: oPerational expendirure
Former Item 3.0.1.1 becomes Item 3.0.1.9
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
1920000 EUA
363000 EUA
1447000 EUA
Total 3730000 EUA
REMARKS
A more precise and clearer nomenclature should place Parliament in a posidon to assess the activities of this
Centre.
The establishment plan of the Centre is as follows:
415
LA6B6
ct2
D
Local staff 5
JUSTIFICATION
The comments accompanying the discharge given to the Centre in respect of 1975,1976,1977 andl978 em-
phasize that srr"h . .ott..clature is essential for Parliamentary control'
The budget should be a single and comprehensive document. The establishment plan should therefore also
be shown in it.
Draft amendment No 105
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 359: subsidy towards the operation of the European Foundation for the Improvement of
Living and Vorking Conditions
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A) Expenditare \ \
Create the following new items with the appropriations shown below:
3.5.9.0: staff t 22OOOO EUA3.5.9.1: administrarive expenditure ' 3O4OO0 EUA3.5.9.2t operational expenditure 1326000 EUA
To,"t -Il3ooooE,r
B) Compensation
C) Reten*e
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Add the following remarks:
'A clearer and more precise presentation of the approp-riations earmarked for the Foundation will ertable
Parliament to assess its activities.'
The estabLishment plan of this Foundation is as follows:
Grade A 11
Grade LA 6
Grade B 6
Grade C l0
'Grade D I
Local saff 7
JUSTIFICATION
In the interests of greater budgetary transparency and having regard to the comments accompanying the de-
cision giving the Foundation a discharge.in respect of the tilo,lgzl nd l9z8 financial years, this p'resenta-
tion is necessary for more dfective Parliamentary control.
The establishment plan should also appear in the budget, which musr be a single and comprehensive docu-
ment.
Draft amendment No 107
tabled by Mr Aigner on behdf of the Committee on Budgetary Control
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 6 
- 
EAGGF 'Guarantee Section'
A) Expenditure
B) Compensation.
C) Reaenae
'.11
I
l
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COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Add the following remarhs to Title 6:
.Transfers between and within chaprers must be notified in advance to the Committee on Budgetary Control
when the zums involved are significant.
The provisions of Article 101 of the Financial Regulation at present being revised should permit more effec-
tive control of expenditure in this sector.'
JUSTIFICATION
In the comments accompanying the discharge in respectof 7977 and 1978 Parliament noted that transfers of
"fpropriations 
b.to"..r, 
"nd 
*ithin 
"h"pt.oi appreciably 
alter the budgetary authorization and are charac-
ti.irtii of the budgetary man€ement of this sector.
The work done by the Commiree on Budgetary Control has highlighted the need for strict control by Parli-
ament over the management of these appropriations.
Draft amendment No 108
ulled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 9.2: Food aid
A) Expenditare
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks against Chapter 9.2:
.The Commission will endeavour to accelerarc the implementation of food aid, and to make up-for.the delays
""*-ut"t.a in preceding years as 
regards the utilization of appropriations and delivery of aid'
It will.submit to Parliament a detailed quanerly report on the utilization of the app-ropriations and on quan--
,l,i.r, 
", 
,r.tt 
", 
on the diffiJti., .rr.orirrt"r.d, to enable Parliament to satisfy itself aJ to the transparency of
budgetary management and the effectiveness of the aid''
JUSTIFICATION
It is vital for the Communiry's credibiliry that aid acilally delivered should correspond, to the decisions
taken in the context of the budgetary procedure.
*++
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Draft amendment No 109
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 9.9.0: EEC subsidy for the operation of the European Association for Cooperation
A) Expenditure
B) Compensation
C) Reoenuc
COMMITMENIS
REMARKS
Enter rhe following new remarks:
'The appropriations under Ardcle 9.9.0 break down as follows:
Staf_ f expenditure 2 54Z8OO EUA
Administrative expendirure 4OOOOO EUA
Provisional appropriations for adjustments to remunerarions 152OOO EUA,
JUSTIFICATION
A clearerand more precise nomenclature should permit the European Parliament to assess rhe acdviry of theEAC and the delegadons.
Before th,e end of thetudgetary procedure the Commission will provide a breakdown of the appropriations
in accordance with this nomenclature.
Draft amendment No 110/rev.
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 9.9.2: Commission delegations in the ACp counrries and OCT
A) Expenditure
B) Compensation
C) Revenue
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COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Enter rhe following new remarks{
'The eppropriations under Article 9.9.2 break down as follows:
Staff expenditure
Administrative expenditure
30000000 EUA
10900000 EUA'
40900000 EUA
JUSTIFICATION
A clearer and more precise nomenclature should permit Parliament to assess the activity of the EAC and the
delegadons. Befcre the end of the budgetary procedure the Commission will provide a breakdown of the
appropriations in accordance with this nomenclature.
Draft amendment No 111lrev.
tabled by Mr Aigner on behalf of the Committee on Budgetary Control
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 9.9.1: Commission delegations in the southern Mediterranean countries
A) Expenditure
B) Compensation
C) Reaenae
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Enter the following new remarks:
'The appropriations under Article 9.9.1 break down as follows:
Staff expendirure 1365000 EUA
Administrative expenditure, 1 480 000 EUA'
2845000 EUA
JUSTIFICATION
A clearer and more precise nomenclarure should permit Parliament to assess the activiry of the EAC and the
delegations. Before the end of the budgetary procedure the Commission will provide a breakdown of the
appropriations in accordance with this nomedclature.
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Draft amendment No 112
tabled by Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
HHI Programme for the year for cereals other than rice
A) Expendit*re
Inoease the payment appropriation by32 TOOOOO E\JA (from 103 781 000 to 136281 000 EUA) and con-
sequendy also increase appropriations for the payment of refunds on extra quantities of cereals exported
in tiis way as aid:
Item 6001: Refunds in connection with Communiry food aid for the current {inancial year
Increase the payment appropriation by 12700000 EUz{ (from 41 000000 to 53 700000
EUA)
B) Comlienntion
Item 6000: Refunds
Red*ce the payment appropriation
1 552 600 000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by U800000 EUA
by 21400000 EUA (from 1574000000, to
Schedale
REMARKS
Enter dlefollo*ing ..-.rkr,
This appropriation is to cover the supply in 198 I of 955 663 tonnes of cereals other than rice under the 1980
food aid convendon, including
- 
727 663 tonnes under existing commirments,- and
- 
228000 tonnes as an additional commitment by the Community (see EP resolution of 18 September
1980 
- 
OJ No C 265 of 13. 10. 1980)
JUSTIFICATION
This amendment implemens the commitments given in the Ferrero resolution adopted by the EP in Sep-
tember 1980. The resolutiort refers to a situation to be attained in the 1982 financid year. The Commission
estimates world food aid requirements in cereals as 12 500 000 tonnes. Parliament has always supponed the
Commission's view that the Nine should assume responsibiliry for more than the 16.5% for which a formal
commitment was given in the 1980 food aid conveirtion. A 20% share should be achieved in 1982.
Finally, in the Ferrero resolution, Parliament reaffirmed the principle supported by most Menber States that
the relationship between the share covered by the Community budget and that of the Member Sates should
progress. In Parliament's view a ratio of 65 :35 should be reached in 1982. Parliament has estimated the im-
plications of the Ferrero resolution for 1982 on this basis. In order to arrive at a realistic figure for 1981, Par-
liament has taken, for each of the parameters (world needs, EEC share, EEC/Member States coefficient) a
hdf-way point between the figures used for calculation of the appropriations shown in the 198 1 budget and
those resulting from the Ferreio resolution.
This calculation is as follows:
Estimated worl{ need in t
7o responsibiliry of EEC
EEC share in t
7o share of EEC and Member States
Community share in t1
Increase in t over 1981 draft
Increase in m EUA over 1981 draft
r The ovcrall figure includes both shst and rie (100000 tonne of rie uc rated r cquivdent to 200000 tomes of whcat).2 228 000 tonnes of era.ls orher dran rice and 30 OOO tonoes of ricc (equrvdcnt to 60 000 tomcs of qcds othcr thu rie cxprescd rn tm of
cereals othcr thu ricc, this gives 228000 + 60000 = 288OOO t.
l98l grcliia.
& dnft budg.
Hd-way
poiuon
Implications
of Foero
(re82)
10000000 12500000 11.250000
16.5 16.5 
- 
20 18
1650000 2500000 2025000
56/44 56/44 
- 
65 60
927000 1625000 1215000
698000 2880002
108000 40000
I
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Draft amendment No 113
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9203: Rice programme for the year
lt) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 9 300000 EUA (from 30880 000 to 40 180 000 EUA) and there-
fore also increase appropriation for the payment of refunds on the extra quantities of rice exponed in this
way as aid:
Item 6101: Refunds in connection with Communiry food aid for the current financial year
Inoease tle payment appropriation by 5 300000 EUA (from 18 000000 to 23 300000
EUA)
B) ComPensation
Item 6100: Refunds
Red*ce thepayment appropriation by 5300000 EuA (from34OOOOOO to 28700000 /t
EUA)
C) Reaenue
, Inoeas,e revenue by g3OOOOO EIJA
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
This item is to cover the supply in 1981 of 130000 tonnes of rice under the 1980.food aid convention:
- 
100000 tonnes under existing undertakings, and
- 
3OOOO tonnes as an additional commitment by the Community (see EP resolution, 18. 9. 1980 OJ No
C 265 of 13. 10. 1980). i
. 
JUSTTFTCATTON
On the basis of the report on world hunger (resolution of 18. 9. 1980) the Committee on Development and
Cooperition is asking for Community aid in cereds to be increased by 288000 tonnes as follows:
- 
228000 tonnes of cereals other than rice, and
- 
30000tonnesofrice,equivalentto60000tonnesofcerealsotherthanrice(seeamendmenttoltemg20l).
't*+
Draft amendment No 114
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 920: Food aid in cereals.
Create the following new item:
Item 9204: Communiry coriribution to the emergenry world reserve
(neat)
Schedule
l 'l
I
I
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A) Expenditure
Enter a payment appropriation of 14000000 EUA
B) Compensauon
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by H000000 EUA
Scbedale
REMARKS
Enter rhe following remarks:
This appropriation is to finance the Community contribution to the constitution of a world emergency re-
serve. It represents a contribudon of 207o or 100000 tonnes of cereals to a world reserve of 500000 tonnes
(see EP Resolution of 18 September 1980 
- 
OJ No C 265 of 13.10. 1980).
JUSTIFICATION
In its resolution of 18 Seprember 1980, the European Parliament asks for the Commission, in the context of
the North-South Dialogue, to make concrete offers for a suitable contribudon to the emergency food re-
serve ar the same time endorsing the proposal of the FAO and WFC to guarantee this reserve through an in-
rernational convention (paragrqh 42).
+*+'
Draft amendment No 115
nbled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ircm 9213: Butter oil programme for the year
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 7 t 070000 EUA (from 67840000 to 82910000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget) and consequently also increase the ap-
propriation for the payment of refunds on the extra buner oil quantities thus exported as aid:
Item 6202: Refunds on butter oil supplied under the food aid programme for the current financial
yeir
Inoease the payment appropriation by 25316000 EUA (from 115000000 to
140316000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Item 6200: Refunds
Reduce lte payment appropriation by 23700000 EUA (trom 2375000000 to
2 351 000 000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by 16586000 EUA
Schedule
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REMARKS
Reinsute the following remarks:
This appropriation is to cover the supply in 198 I of 55 000 tonnes of butter oil to developing counries' parti-
cularly thecountries in most need.
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Development and Cooperation requests the reinstatement of the quantities of butter oil
proposed by the Commissfon; these represent a minimum food aid contribution from the Communiry (see
EP resolution of 18 September 1980 on world hunger)'
* v.. t?
Draft amendment No 116
mbled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 9: Cooperation with developing countries and non-member states
Create the followigg chapter:
Chapter 9.0: European Development Fund: cooperation with the ACP States
Create the following articles:
Articles 9.0.0: Subsidies
9.0.1: Special loans
9.0.2: fusk capital
9.0.3: Transfers for the stabilization of export revenue
Create dte following chapter:
Chapter 9.1: European Dwelopment Fund: cooperation with the OCT associated with the Com-
muniry
Create the following anicles:
Articles9.1.0: Subsidies
9.7.72 Special loans
9.1.2: Risk capital
9.1.3: Transfers for the stabilization of export revenue
A) Erpenditure
Mahe token entries against these articles
B) Compensatian
C) Reoenue
Scbedale
REMARKS
Enter rhe following remarks:
Chapter 90 and Chapter 91 : These lines will receive the EDF appropriations as soon as tlte EDF is budgeti-
zed.
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,as on many occi::::::::l)"o,. 
", 
n. budgetization or the 5th EDF in
implementation of Article 199 of rhe EEC Treary.
, Moreover' the Commission had set aside these two chapters in its preliminary draft for the bqdgetization of| 't the EDF, in accordance with the undenakings it had-given to th. Eoropean Parliament.
Consequendy, theaecessary budget lines should be reinsated in the 1981 budget. The token entries will
have to be replaced by actual appropriations as soon as the 5th EDF is budgetizedlThe size of the appropria-
tions will be determined in accordance with the usual budgetary p.o."I,r...
+rt+
Draft amendment No 117
tabled by the Committee on Dgvelopment and Cooperation
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 930: Financial and technical cooperation with non-associated developing countries
A) Erpend.iture
Inoease the payment appropriation by 4 2OOOOOO EIIA (from 23 000000 to 65 000000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of appropriation shown in preliminary draft budgeQ
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the same arnount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropdation by_1OO00OOO0 EIJA (from lOOOOOOOO to 200000000 EUA) (rein-
statement of the appropriation shown in the prelimin ary draft budget)
Scbed*le
Enter rhe following schedule:
The appropriation for commitment authogized for I9g1 amounts to 200000000 EUA,
The likely schedule of payments zrs-i-zri commitments is as follows:
(in EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 19il t9E2 l9E3
and subs. ycarc
Commitmcnts cntcrcd into
bcforc 1980 to bc covercd
by nc* appropriatrons
for paymcnt
Applopnatlon outrtanding
from 1979
Appropriation for 1980
Appropriation for l9El
126037 865
59 840 904
l3t 500 000
200 000 000
7 000 000
l0 000 000
5 000 000
25 oO0 000
t0 000 000
20 000 000
100@000
40 000 000
20 000 000
40 000 000
70 000 000
54 037 t65
I 9 t40 904
73 500 000
120 000 000
Total 524 378769 22 000 000 65 000 000 170 000 0m 26? 378769
I Scc Artrclc l(3) of thc Frnrnoal Rcgulatro n of 21. 12. 1977
1' ,\, r'
1I
l
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REMARKS
Ad.d bef ore'this appropriation will be used . . .'
EP resolution of 21 April lg77 (OlC 118 of 16. 5. 1977) on the regulation on financial and technical aid
to the non-associated developing countries
JUSTIFICATION
Financial and technical cooperation with the non-associated developing countries resulted from an initiative
of the EP which has alwayJstressed the need for the EEC to implement, in parallel with its policy of coope-
ration with the associated counrries, a development aid policy in favour of non-associated third countries,
especially.rhe least privileged countries of Latin America and Asia.
By proposing a payment appropriation of 65 m EUA and a commitment appropriation of 200 m EUA, the
Committee on Development and Cooperation is merely reinstating the schedule of appropriadons initially
provided by the Commission and EP whose application has been seriously delayed by the Council's budge-
tary dbcisions.
The Commission must respect the wish of the EP for thispolicy to beputinto effectby taking all po-ssible ac-
tion for the 65 m EUA to be used in full. If necessary the Commission must assume responsibility for trans-
ferring to the depanment which administers this policy, some of the staff assigned to other tasks in order to
.rr..r.J th", the budget can be implemented. Moreover, aid must be concentrated on proiects designed for
rapid implementation.
Finally, the Committee on Development stresses the urgent need for agreement to be reached as part of the
current conciliation procedure be$/een the EP and'Council so that the regulation on financial and technical
aid to the non-associated developing countries can at long last take effect.
:t**
Draft amendment No 118
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
hem926l: Quality control o1 products supplied as food aid
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 5 OO OOO EUA (from 500 000 to 1 OOO OOO EUA) (reinstatement of
appropriation shown in preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensatio
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by same-amount
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Both the EP and the Coun o{ Auditors have stressed the need for qualiry control of products supplied as
food aid.
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Draft amendment No 119
ebled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9241: Prbgrammes and operations for the financial year
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 10740000 EUA (from 56260000 to 67000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by same amount
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The increase in the volume of food aid requested by the Commitee on Development and Cooperation will
automatically result in higher transport costs.
***
Draft amendment No 120
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 923: Food aid (other commodities)
A) Expenditttre
Enter apayment appropriation of SSOOOOO EUz{ (reinstatement of appropriation in preliminary draft
budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by same amount
REMARKS
unchanged
Scbedule
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JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Development is asking for reinstatement of the appropriation proposed by the Commis-
sion on the basis of the resolution adopted by the EP on 18 September 1980 (report on world hunger).
*+*
Draft amendment No 121
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item922l Programme for the year
A) Eryenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by 7 265 OOO EIIA (from I 973 000 to 3 238 000 EUA) and accordin-
gly also increase provision for payment refunds on extra quantities of sugar supplied in this way as food
aid
Item 6401: Refunds in connection with Communiry food aid for the current financial year
lnoease the payment appropriation by 349000 EUA (from 1000000 to t349000
EUA)
B) Compensation
Item 5400: Refunds on sugar and isoglucose
Redtce dte p.a.by 349000 EUA (from 402000000 to 401 651000 EUA)
C) Revenue
Inoease revenue by 1265000 EUA
Scbedule
REMARKS
Reinsute the following remarks:
This item is to cover rhe supply in 1981 of 6 086 tonnes to UNRI$(A under the aBreement besween the EEC
and the Agency and of 3914 tonnes to developing countries.
. 
JUSTIFICATION
On the basis of tle resolution adopted by the EP on 18 September 1980 on world hunger, the Committce on
Dwelopment is requesting reinstatement of the 3 847 tonnes of sugar intended for the developing countries
as proposed by the Commission.
,t*+
Draft amendment No 122
abled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
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Article 945: Communiry contribution towards schemes concerning developing countries carried
out by non-governmental organizations (NGO,
A) Expenditare
Inoease the payment appropriation by 7250000 EUA (ftom lO75OOOO to 18000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inqease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Increase the c. a. by 6000000 EUA (from 14000000 to 20000000 EUA) (reinstatement of appropriation
shown in preliminary draft budget)
Schedule
(n EUA)
Commitmcnts
P.ymcnts
l9E0 l98l t982 l9E3
and subs. ycrm
Commrtmcnts cntercd into
before 1980 to bc ovcrcd
by ncw approprirtions
for paymcnt
Approprntion outstandrng
from 1979
Approprianon for 1980
Approprration for 1981
l0 400 000
100 000
l4 000 000
20 000 000
6 900 000
100 000
3 750 000
3 s00 000
6 ofl) 000
6 500 000
4 250 000
10 000 000 3 500 000
Total 44 500 000 l0 750 000 16 000 000 14 250 000 3 500 000
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The EP has always stressed the importance which it attached, panicularly for reasons of efficiency, to this
rype of development aid (see resolution of 18 September 1980 on world hunger).
Rather than falling in with the Council which has reinstated the same appropriation as in 1980, the Commit-
tee on Development is requesdng reinstatement of the appropriations shown in the preliminary draft budget
which are the absolute minimum for the continuation of this policy.
Draft amendment No 123
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9410: Scholarships
A) Expenditure
, ,1
t,
i
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Inoease the payment appropriation by 1 112000 EUA ({.rom 888 000 to 2 000000 EUA) (reinstatement
of appropriation shown in preliminary draft budget)
B) Cornpensation
C) Reaenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
Schedule
REMARKS
Amend the remarks as follows:
Council resolution of . . .
Scholarships granted to nationals of non-associated developing countries to enable them o teke prn, ube-
reoer possible in their own country, in advanced vocational training courses. ..
JUSTIFICATION
Recognizing the importance of training for the process of development, the Committee on Development
and Cooperation is asking for reinstatement of the appropriation proposed by the Commission.
+'l't
Draft amendment No 124
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 940: Cooperation with the developing countries on energy (reinstatement of article shown(new) in p. d. b.)
A) Expenditare
Create a, new Article 940 'Cooperadon with the developing countries on energy' and enter a payment
appropriation of 500o0oo EUA
B) Compensatbn
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Enter a commitment appropriation of 20000000 EUA
Schedule
Enter dte following schedule of payments:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 20000000 EUA.
The likely schedule of payments against commitment is as follows:
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(r EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
l98l t982 1983
and subs. ycars
1981 appropnahons
20 000 000 5 000 000 7 0@ 000 8 000 000
REMARKS
Before'the commitment appropriation authorizes. . .' add:
- 
EP resolution of 10 May 1979 
- 
OJ No C 140 of 5. 6. 1979.
JUSTIFICATION
In its resolution of 10 May 1979, the EP considered it essential for the EEC to esablish a policy for coopera-
tion with the developing countries in the energy sector (paragraph 3). Pursuant to that resolution, rhe
Committee on Development is asking for the payment and commitment appropriations intended for that
policy to be increased rc 20 and 50 m EUA respectively. In the same spirit and pursuant to paragraph 13 of
the resolution it stresses once atain the urgent need for more detailed and more imaginative proposals on this
matter from the Commission.
:t:l*
Draft amendment No 125
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 931: Promodon of trade and industry berween the Communiry and non-associated develo-
ping countries
A) Erpenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by5 / t0000 EUA (from 3 500000 ro 8 650000 EUA) (reinstatement
of appropriation shown in preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by same amount
Scbeduk
Enter rhe following schedule:
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 arnounts to 8650000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments ois-i.uis commiunents is as follows:
I Scc Artrclc l(3) of Frn.ncnl Rcguletion of 2l Dcccmbq 1977
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(in EUA)
Commrtments
Paymcnts
19E0 198 l 1982 l9E3
rnd subr. ycen
Commitmcnts cntcrcd rnto
bcforc 1980 to bc covcrcd
by ncw approprrations
for payoent
Appropriation outstandint
ftom 1979
Appropriation for 1980
Approprration for [981
2 360 000
290 000
6 250 000
t 650 000
2 360 000
290 000
1 600 000 3 000 000
5 650 000
l 650 ofi)
2 500 000 500 000
'otal 17 550 000 4 250 000 E 650 000 4 150 000 500 000
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Development and Cooperation and the EP have dways stressed the importance for the
non-associared developing countries (especially the poorest among them) to be able to broaden and strengt-
hen their trade links with the EC. Having regard to the success of the previous measures by the EC in this
area, the Committee is therefore requesting the reinstatement of the appropriations proposed by the Com-
mission. Moreover, at a time when the tendency tovrards protectionism is on the increase, it would be most
inopporrune for the Community to enter lower appropriations in 1981 than in 1980.
**+
Draft amendment No 126
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9461: Advisory group on the formulation of Community cooperation policy (reinstatement(new) of item shown in p. d. b.)
A) Expenditure
Creite a new Item 9461 'Advisory group on the formulation of Community cooperation policy'
Enter e paymenr appropriarion of 100000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoente
Inctease revenue by same amount
Scbedale
REMARKS
Reinsute the following remarks:
This appropriation will be used to cover rhe expenses resuldng from the operation of the high level advisory
group of expefts set up to assist the Commission in formulating im development policy.
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JUSTIFICATION
In a number of resolutions on Community developmentpolicy, most recently the resolution on world hun-
ger, dre EP asked the Commission to carry outvarious studies and surveys of the development of thispolicy.
The appropriation of'1OOOOO EUA is to finance these srudies.
+x.*
Draft amendment No 127
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 947: Community participation in the international fund for agriculrural development
(rFAD)
A) Expenditure
Enter ap.a. of 13500000 EUA
B) ComPensdtian
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by same amount
COMMITMENIS
Enter a c.a,. of 40500000 EUA
Enter the follorri,r; payment schedule: 
scbedu 
,le
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amounts to 40500000 EUA.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(u EUA)Commitments Payments
1981 1982 1983
1981 appropriation 40500000 135OOOOO 135OOOOO 135OOOOO
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
EP resolution of 18 September i980, pa.agraph 14 (OJ No C 265 of 13. 10. 1980).
As pan of measures to reconsdtute IFAD funds to which rhe Community must participate an endowment of
1.5 thousand million dollars is proposed for the period 1981- 1983 (including 150 million dollars brought
forward from the previous period).
On the basis of 217o panicipation by the nine Member States, their annual contribudon would be 94.5 mil-
lion dollars. A Communicy contribution of 2O7o of this amount is 13.5 m EUA.
JUSTIFICATION
The resolution on world hunger adopted on 18 September 1980 by the EP made express provision for parti-
cipation by the Communiry to reconstirution of the IFAD funds.
'l
I
I
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Draft amendment No 128
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 991: Commission delegations to the southern Mediterranean countries
A) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by 845 000 EUA (from 2 000 000 to 2 845 000 EUA) (reinstatement
of appropriadon shown in p. d. b.)
B) Compensation
Delete the payment appropriation of 800000 EUA enrered in Chapter 100 
- 
Article 991
C) Reoenae
Inaease revenue by,a5000 EUA
Schedule
REMARKS
Delete rhe following senrcnce:
An appropriation of 800000 EUA is entered in Chapter 100.
JUSTIFICATION
Since the proper operation of the Commission delegations to developing countries is a condition for the suc-
cess of the EC development aid poliry, the appropriations proposed by the Commission must be reinstated.
'l+,f
Draft amendment No 129
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Aricle 992t Commission delegations in the ACP countries and OCT
?) Expenditare
Inoease the payment appropriation by 6400000 EUA (Irom 34 500000 to 40900000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of appropriation shown in p.d.b.)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by same amount
Schedale
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The second Lom6 Convention stipulates, in accordance with a request made by the ACP countries and by
the EP, that the operating expenditure of the delegation will no longer be imputed to the EDF but to the
Communiry budget.
These delegations are an essendal factor in cooperation between the ACP countries and the Community. At
a time when the opening of new delegations (following the accession of new countries to the Convention) or
branches in ACP countries without a delegation is becoming necessary, the Commission must have the ap-
propriations necessary for operation of these delegations.
++*
Draft amendment No 130
tabled by the Commiree on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Anicle 967: Cooperation with Arab countries at regional level
A,) Erpenditure
Enter a p,e. of 1000000 EUA (reinstatement of appropriation shown in p.d.b.)
B) Compensation
Delete lte p.e,. of 500000 EUz{ shown in Chapter 100 (Anicle 962)
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by 500000 EUA
Schedth
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
In stressing the imponance of the Euro-Arab didogue from the political angle, the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation considers that the appropriation proposed by the Commission should be reinstated.
++*
Draft amendment No 131
tabled by dre Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENIS
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Article 971: International agreement on natural rubber (reinstatement of ardcle shown in p.d.b.)
lnewj
A) Expenditure
Enter a payment appropriation as a 'p. m.'
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Schedale
REMARKS
Reinstate the following remarks:
This appropriation is to cover the Community's share in building up and managing the buffer stock under
the international agreement on naural rubber.
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Development and Cooperation has always asked for the Community to play an active
paft in the conclusion of international agreements on primary commodities. It is therefore asking for reinsta-
tement of the budget line under the heading'International agreement on narural rubber'.
Draft amendment No 132
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chtpter 97 t Cooperation in the field of commodities
(neto)
Article 970: Common fund (reinstatement of the chapter and article shown in the p. d. b.)
(neto)
Item 9701 : Second section: financing of measures for structural improvement of the world market
(neu)
A) Expenditure
Enter e peyment appropriadon as a P. m.
B) Compensation
C) Reztenuc
Schedilc
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REMARKS
Enter the following remark:
EP resolution of 26. 4. 1979 (OI No C 127 of 21. 5. 1979).
This entry constitutes the necessary preliminary for the possible inclusion in the budget of the Communiry's
contribution to the common fund for commodities.
JUSTIFICATION
\ilith a view to the inclusion in the budget of the Member States' shares in the second section, the Committee
on Development proposes the inclusion of a budget line with a token entry.
Draft amendment No 133
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 97: Cooperation in the field of commodities
(new)
Article 970: Common fund (reinstatement of the chapter and article shown in the p. d. b.)
?J*rroo, First section: financing of buffer stocks
(new)
A) Expenditure
Enter a payment appropriation as a p. m.
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Schedule
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
EP resolution of 26.4. 1979 (OJ No C 127 of.21.5. 1979).
This entry constitutes the necessary preliminary for the possible inclusion in the budget of the Communiry's
contribution to the first section of the common fund for commodities.
JUSTTFTCATTON
In its resolution of 26. 4. 1979, the EP hoped that the Member Stat6s would make a positive contribution to
the financing of the rwo sections of the common fund and that the Member States sh/res in the financing of
this fund would be covered by the Communiry budget.
,S >F ,F
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Draft amendment No 134
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 948: Evaluation of the results of Community aid
A) Expenditure
' Inoease the payment appropriation by 100000 EUA (from 550000 to 650000 EUA) (reinstatement of
appropriations shown in p.d.b.)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by same amount
Scbedale
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament has repeatedly asked, panicularly in the context of the budgetary procedurb, for
the Commission to determine the precise impact of Community financing on the development of benefi-
ciary counries in order to assess the scale of existing short comings in the system. As regards food aid, the
European Parliament has recently asked the Commission (see paragraph 37 of resolution of 18 September
1980 on world hunger) for adetailed document on food aid beffieen7974 andltepresenr. The intention is to
give the Commission the resources necessary to pursue a control policy.
+++
Draft amendment No 135/rev.
tabled by the Committee on Development-and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 950: Aid to disaster victims in developing and other non-member countries
A) Expendittre
Inoease payment appropriation by 57000000 EUA (from 3000000 to 60000000 EUA)
B) Cornpensation
C) Reoenae
Inctease revenue by same amount
Sched*le
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
More than 40 000 000 EUA were already allocated to this chapter in 1980. The 3 m EUA which the Council
has entered in the draft budget are therefore ridiculously low. A figure of 60 m EUA should be entered to
enable the EC to react immediately and effectively to disasters. The Committee is convinced that the proce-
dure of transfers of appropriations used up to now to respond to situations as they arise is a bad policy and
contrary to orthodox budgetary management.
*'r+
Dra{t amendment No 135
tabled by the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 5.5.0: Community action in suPPort of national regional policies
L) Expenditure
Inoease payment appropriations by 260000000 EUA (from49Q000000 to 750000000 EUA) (reinsta-
tement of the appropriations shown in the preliminary draft budgeQ
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropriationsby 190000000 EIJA (from l33OOOOOOO to 1520000000 EUA)
(reinstatement of the appropriations shown in the preliminary drak budget)
Schedule
Amcnd the schedule of payments as follows:
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 1520000000 EUAI.
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-ois commitments is as follows:
(ia EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Prymcnts
l9E0 19E1 t9E2 1983 l9t4
and subs. ycars
Commitmcots cntcred into
bcforc l9E0 to bc covcred
by ncw approprirtions
for paymcnt
Appropnation outstanding
fron l9?9
Appropmtion for 1980
Approprietion for l98l
832 000 000
3 000 000
1 106 750 000
1 520 000 000
171 000000
I 000 000
22017s00o
304 000 000
I 000 000
332 525 000
rtz 475 000
l9t 000 000
I 000 000
332 500 000
951 525 000
I 66 000 000
l l0 675 000
152 000 000
l l0 675 000
304 ofi,000
Total 3 461 7s0 000 3923750o0 750 @0 000 I 476 025 000 42t 675000 4 l4 575 000
I See Arocle I (3) of the Fimncial Regulauon of 2l Daember 197
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REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
l. ConsiderableregionalimbahnceswirhintheCommunityformamajorobstacletothesmoothandcon-
tinuous operation of the European Monetary System and to further integration.
Thus the Council of Ministers states that'whereas an effective policy on regional structures is anessential
prerequisite to the realization of economic and monetary :unton' the aim of the Europeaq Regional Deve-
lopment Fund is 'to contribute ro rhe correction of the main regional imbalances within the Communiry
which are likely oprejadice the attainment of economic and. monetary union' (Regulation establishing a Eu-
ropean Regional Development Fund, Anicle 6 (1)).
2. However, in comparison with the aim of the Regional Fund the appropriations allocated to it have been
extremely modest; added to this have been new factors which aBgravate the problems:
- 
thecontinuingeconomicrecessionintheEEChas,asshownbyexperience,hittheweakperipheralareas
of the Communiry panicularly badly and this has led to an aggravation of regional disparities. The pre-
sent economic crisis should therefore be a special reason for increasing regional policy efforts.
- 
The financial effons made so far in the regional policy sector at both national and Community level have
not sufficed to prevent the EEC drifting apan. This cumulative process of increasing regional imbalances
could, in conjunction with low rates of GNP growth in future lead rc serious social and political tensions
in some Member States.
- 
The envisaged enlargement of the EEC will increase the gap between poor and rich regions from 6 :1 to
1,2:7.
3. TheCommissioncalculatesthevolumeoftheFundforlg8lonthebasisofapriceincreaseof9.6To.ltis
likely that the inflation rate in the three most important beneficiaries of the ERDF (Italy, United Kingdom
and France, accounting together for 81Vo) will be above the Community average.
.The inflation rate for the EEC of the Nine for 1980 weighted according to the ERDF quotas is 75.87o.
There is no reason for expecting a considerable reduction in this weighted inflation rate for 1981.
The consequences of this are as follows:
- 
TheCouncil'sdraft(l33OnEUACA,4gOmEUAPA)representsinrespeaoftbeEECoftbeNineare-
d.taion in real terms of the quota section of 12.9-qo.
- 
The Commission's preliminary draft represents for the nine present Member States simply the mainte-
nance of the status quo for 1980, i. e. the increase in the Fund is absorbed by the devduation to be expec-
ted in 1981.
4. The Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning is unable to accept the proposed reduction of
PA from 750 to 490 m EUA in the Council's draft.
In 1979 the money oudlow was already 513 m EUA. For 1980 the Commission puts this oudlow at 715 m
EUA.
The reduction proposed by the Council in PA means in fact a loss of a whole year for the ERDF through the
delay in money oudlow.
5. The Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning therefore rejects the Council's reductions in
the Regional Fund (Chapter 55) to I 330 m CA and 490 m PA and demands the reinstatement of the Com-
mission's estimare in the amount of 1520 m EUA CA and 750 m EUA PA.
This expendirure is to be seen as an absolute minimum.
Should the PA prove in the course of the financial year 7981 to be inadequate the shorrfall will have to be
made up in the context of a.supplementary budget.
,t >t 
't
Draft amendment No 137
tabled by the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning
Section III 
- 
Conimission
PAYMENTS
Article 5.6.0: Specific Community measures
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A) Expenditure
Inoease payment appropriations by 10000 000 ELIA (from 70000000 to 80000000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriations shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease commitment appropriattonsby 10000000 EUA (from 70000000 to 80 000000 EUA)(reinstatement
of the appropriations shown in the preliminary draft budget)
Schedule
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 80000000 EUAI.
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-,uis commitments is as follows:
(n EU/)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 l9El 19E2 1983 1984
and subs. ycars
Commitmcnts cntercd tnto
bcforc l9E0 to bc covcrcd
by ncw appropriations
for payment
Appropnatlon outstandrng
fron 1979
Appropriation for l9E0
Appropriation for l98l
45 000 000
sE 250 000
80 000 000
l0 625 00 5 000 000
l5 000 000
10 000 000
l5 000 000
20 000 000
10 000 000
l5 000 000
20 000 000
9 375 000
13 250 000
40 000 000
'otal lt3 250 000 l0 625 000 20 000 000 4s 000 000 45 000 000 52525000
REMARKS
. 
JUSTIFICATION
On the basis of the Regulation establishing the Regional Fund the commitment appropriations for rhe non-
quota section must amount to 5% of the total of dl commitment appropriations for the Regional Fund in the
financid year 1981. (Reference is therefore made to the justification in the draft amendment to Article 550.)
For the financial year 1987 the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning demands the reinsra-
tement of dte amounts entered in the preliminary draft budget, i. e. 80 m EUA CA and 20 m EUA PA (on
the basis of a total fund volume of 1520 m EUA CA and 750 m EUA PA).
This o<penditure is to be seen as an absolute minimum.
Should the payment appropriations prove in the course of the financial year 198 I to be inadequate the shon-
fall will have to be made up in the context of a supplementary budget.
Draft amendment No 138
tabled by trhe Commimee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 5.6.1.0! Preparatory studies for integrated actions
A) Expend.itare
Reinstatement of the Commission's proposal 'p. rz.'
B) Compensation
I See Article I (3) of the fimncid Regulauon of 2l D*embq 1977.
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C) Reaenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbed*le
REMARKS
I
JUSTIFICATION
These funds are to enable the Commission to finance specific actions in the framework of integrated opera-
tions together with the national or local authorities in those cases where these actions cannot be covered by
the exisdng financial instruments of the Communiry.
Integrated actions have so far been planned for Naples and Belfast.
The Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning is aware that the coordination of integrated po-
licy involves substantial increased costs. On the other hand these projects provide a considerable stimulus
for the socio-economic development of the beneficiary regions.
The Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning asks that Article 561 should be endowed with the
means of meetingthe extra cost of coordinating local, regional, national and Community financial instru-
ments. For 1981 it is content for the time being with the reinstatement of the (p. m.' entry deleted by the
Council.
Y.*+
Draft amendment No 139
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
'Commission
PAYMENTS
Establishment plan
Inoease the staff of DG VIII by creating the posts needed to regularize the situation of ECA experts assi-
gned to this DG
7A/4 
- 
8A/5 
-5N5 -4A/71B 
-1C/2 -2C/3 -2c/4and2C/5
!r) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by 720000 EUA
B) Compensauon
C) Reoenub
IncrEase revenue by 600000 EUAI
1 + 120000 EUA rn ax on remunerarion
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JUSTIFICATION
Through this amendment the Committee on Development and Cooperation is asking for the situation of the
32 ECA staff assigned rc DG VIII and whose presence is essential to be regularized at long last by the crea-
tion of poss in the 198 I establishment plan. The level of these posts corresponds to the present grades of the
staff concerned.
The Committee on Development and Cooperation would also like the Commission to respect at long last
the commitments given by it when the Sandri report was adopted and also the undenakings as regards the
statute of staff of the future European Cooperation Agency.
**+
Draft amendment No 140
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Establishment plan
Inoease the establishment plan of DG VIII by the creation of 26 permanent posts assigned to this DG:
5A 
- 
10B 
- 
11C
A) Expenditure
Inoease the p. a. by a39000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoen*e
Inoease revenue by 386000 EUA\
JUSTIFICATION
For several years the European Parliament has been criticizing the inadequacy of the staff of DG VIII in view
of the increased tasks resulting from the strengthening of development policies. The situation is particularly
serious in the sectors responsible for food aid and cooperation with the non-associated developing count-
ries. The Committee is therefore requesting the creation of 26 extra posts in these two sectors.
Draft amendment No 141
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9651: Financial cooperation with Morocco
A) Erpenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 2200000 EUA (f.rom 12800000 to 15000000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of appropriations shown in p.d.b.)
I + 53 000 EUA in sx on rcmuneretioro.
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B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inc'rease revenue by same amount
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The EEC-Maghreb cooperation agreements are entering on an active phase and it is important for the Com-
munity to have the payment appropriations needed to meet its commitments. Failing this the Communiry
could lose credibiliry in its relations with the associated developing countries.
.:. .:. l<
Draft amendment No 142
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9650: Financial cooperation with Algeria
A) Expenditure
Inoease thep. a. by1500000EUA (from8500000to10000000EUA)(reinsatementof appropriations
shown in p.d.b.)
B) Compensation
C) Revenue
Increase revenue by same amount
Schedule
Amend the schedule as follows:
The 4ppropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 22500000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-oi commitments is as follows:
(n EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Payments
1980 I 961 1982 1983 l9E4
and subs. ycars
Commitmcnts cntercd into
before l9t0 to bc covcrcd
by ncw rpproprratrons
for paymcnt
Appropnation outstanding
from 1979
Appropnatron for 1980
Appropriation for 19El
14 100 000
7 000 000
22 500 000
l0 700 0001
6 400 000
1 700 000
300 000
E 000 000
I 700 000
300 000
l0 000 000 4 500 000
Total 43 600 000 17 100000 
'
10 000 000 12 000 000 4 500 000
I Includrng 7 100 000 EUA qrrrcd over from 1979
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The EEC-Maghreb cooperadon aBreements are entering on an active phase and the Community must have
the payment appropriations needed to meet its commitments. Failing this the Community would lose credi-
biliry in its relations with the associated developing countries.
*r
Draft amendment No 143
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
, ltem 9652: Financial cooperation with Tunisia
A) Expenditure
Inoease the p. a. by I a00000 EiA(from 7 600 000 to 9 000 000 EUA) (reinstatement of appropriations
shown in p.d.b.)
B) Compensat,ian
C), Reoen*e
Inoease revenue by same amount
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The EEC-Maghreb cooperation agreements are entering on an active phase and the Communiry must have
the payment appropriations needed to meet its commitments. Failing this the Community would lose credi-
biliry in its relations with rhe associated developing countries.
Draft amendment No 144
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cogperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9560: Financial cooperation with Egypr
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A) Expenditure
Inoease the p. a. by 2200000 EUA (from 12 800000 to 15000000 EUA) (reinstatement of appropria-
tions shown in p.d.b.)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by same amount
, 
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The EEC-Mashreb cooperation agreements are entering on an active phase and the Community must have
the payment appropriations needed to meet its commitments. Failing this the Communiry would lose credi-
biliry in its relations with the associated developing countries.
**lr
Draft amendment No 145
tabled by the Committee on Development and Co<iperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9661: Financial cooperation with Jordan
A) Expenditure
Inoease the p. a. by 600000 EUA (from 3 400000 to 4 000000 EUA) (reinstatement of appropriations
shown in p.d.b.)
B) Com?ensation
C) Reoenae
'lnqease revenue by same amount
Scbedsle
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The EEC-Mashreg cooperation agreements are entering on an active phase and the Community must have
the payment appropriations needed to meet its commitments. Failing this the Communiry would lose credi-
biliry in its relations with the associated developing countries.
,l >t >t
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Draft amendment No 146
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Irem9662: Financial cooperation with Lebanon
A) Expenditure
Inctease the p. a. by 200 000 EUA (from 1 300 000 EUA to 1 500 000 EUA) (reinstatement of appropria-
tions shown in p.d.b.)
B) Cotryensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by same amount
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The EEC-Mashreq cooperation agreements are entering on an active phase and the Community must have
the payment appropriations needed to meet its commitments. Failing this the Community would lose credi-
biliry in its relations with the associated developing countries.
Draft amendment No 147
. 
tabled by the Committee on Development and Cooperation
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
, ltem9663: Financial cooperation with Syria
.N) Expenditure
Inoease the p. a. by 1 000 000 EUA (from 5 500 000 to 5 500 000 EUA) (reinstatement of appropriations
shown in p.d.b.)
B) Cotnpensation
C) Reoenae
Inctease revenue by same amount
Scbedule
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The EEC-Mashreq cooperation agreemens are entering on an active phase and the Community must have
the payment appropriations needed to meet its commitments. Failing this the Communiry would lose credi-
bility in its relations with the associated developing countries.
Draft amendment No 148/rev.
tabled by dre Committee on External Economic Relations
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Establishment plan
Increase in the staff of DG I as follows:
- 
27 posts (9 A, 9 B, 9 C) for the and-dumping sector
- 
12 posts (3 A, 6 B, 3 C) for the implementation of odier commitments entered into by the Community as
pan of GAfi
A) Expenditure
Inoease payment appropriations by 601 512 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inctease revenue by the same amountl
JUSTIFICATION
As a result of the conclusions drawn by the Council from the outcome of the multilateral trade talks (Tokyo
Round), the Communiry has taken on a large number of commitments as part of GATT, concerning areas of
activiry in which this organization has not hitherto played a part. These comfnitments are related in particu-
lar ro seven codes conceming non-tariff measures (including the new anti-dumping code) and rwo agricul-
ruralarrangements.Mostof thesecommitmentsranfroml Januirylg8Oorl JulylgS0:oneof themisdue
to start on 1 January 1981.
In view of this the Commission, acting on behalf of the Community, will have far more to do in the sphere of
trade policy and management policy than before. Its present establishmenrisabsolately inadequate to fulfil
these tasks with the proper efficiency.
The Communiry's main trading partners (the US, Canada and Japan) have already expanded their services
responsible for implementing the outcome of the multilateral trade talks and are making extra money availa-
ble for the execution of these new msks.
1 Allowing for stoppages from salries.
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Draft amendment No 149
tabled by the Committee on Regional Poliry and Regional Planning
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 5.6.1.1 : 
.Community measures in the framework of integrated operations
?r) Expenditure
Reinstatement of the Commission's proposed 'p. m.' en::ry
B) Conryensatbn
C) Reoenuc
'-
. COMMITMENTS
Sched*lc
REMARKS
These funds are to enable th. ao*r.r,or, ,'o'#::il::u"rs in the framework of integrated opera-
tions together with the national or local authorities in those cases where these actions cannot be covered by
the existing financial instruments of the Community.
Integrated actions have bo far been planned for Naples and Belfast.
The Commicee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning is aware that the coordinadon of integratd pol-
icy involves zubstantial increased costs. On the othei hand these projects provide a considerable stimului for
the socio-economic development of the beneficiary regions.
The Commimee on Regional Poliry and Regional Planning asks that Article 561 should be eidowed with the
means of meeti ng the ertra cost of coordinating local, regional, national and Communiry financial instru-
ments. For 1981 it is content for the time being with the reinstatement of the'p. p.'entry delered by the
Council.
Draft amendment No 150
tabled by Mr de Keersmaeker, Mr Caillavet, Mr Delame, Mr Costanzo, Mr Barbagli, Mr Bocklet, Mr Friih,
MrHelms, MrTolman, MrDalsass, MrMeftens, MrClinton, MrMcCartin, MrNielsen, Mr Colleselli, Mr
Diana on behalf of the Committee of Agriculture +
Statement of revenue
Title 1: Own resources
Chapter 1.1 : Levies and other duties provided for under the common organization of the markets in
zugar and isoglucose (Ardcle 2 (a)) of the Council Decision of 21 April 1980
Article 1.1.3 : Levy on oils and fats of vegetable and maritime origin and intended for consumption(Neto)
A) Expenditare
$.,
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Modifu the heading of Chapter 1.1 as follows:
'Levies and other duties provided for under the common organization of the markets in certain sectors'
Credte e new Article 1 .1 .3:'Levy on oils and fats of vegetable and maritime origin and intended for con-
sumption'
Mahe a tohen entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Scbedule
REMARKS
The Council is urged to adopt the necessary regulation for the collection of this revenue.
The revenue from this levy is estimated at365m ECU.
JUSTIFICATION
The current limits on Communiry financing are bringing the Community close to the exhaustion of its
budgetary resources. This siruation is due, inter aliz, to the very steep increase in expendirure on the animal
andiegeiable fats and oils produced in the Community as a result, in particular, of the growing com.petition
from imponed oils and fati pls-,i-ori butter and vegetable oils from the Communiry. A co-responsibility levy
is imposed on milk producers (2% of dre guide price) and the Council has decided to intensify this c9:..lP"Ti:
bility levy if milk supplies in i981 .*"..d 1979 supplies by 1.57o. In these circumstances it would be logical
that'in rerurn for thiiacrifices required of milk producers oils and fats of vegetable and marihe origin im-
ported into the Communiry on a pri"ileged basis should also be subiect to a co-responsibiliry levy-scheme. For
this reason, it would advisable to-take on board the Commission's proposal of 11 October 1976 for the intro-
duction of a tax 
- 
with e{fects equivalent to those of the milk co-iesponsibility levy on butterfat 
- 
on oils and
fats of vegetable and marine origin produced and imponed into the Community and destined for human con-
sumption.
If the e{fect of the milk levy on butterfat is calculated using thesame ratio between the'fat' element and'pro-
tein' element of milk (55/4'5) which forms the basis for the guide price for milk, the budgetary revenue result-
ing from the levy on milk would correspond to a levy of 94 ECU/I on butterfat produced within the Com-
munity.
lf the same levy were afplied to oils and fats of vegetable and marine origin destined for human consumption
(with the exception of oiive oil), the revenue would amount to 365 m ECU (3.9 tonnes x ECU/Q' This.levy
ihould be 
"ppli.d to all oils and 
fats of vegetable and marine origin at the crushing stage and to imponed oils
and fats. It would be refunded for exports and in the case of internal utilization for purPoses other than hu-
man consumPtion.
Such a levy on internal consumption would not contravene GATT rules.
Draft amendment No 151
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.1.1: Application and supervision of Council directives in veterinary matters
A) Expenditure
Inoease payment appropriation by 275000 EUA (frorn 125000 to 400000 EUA)
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B) Com:pensdtion
C) Reaenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The recent scandal concerning the use of hormones in veal has demonstrated how important veterinary con-
trols are for the application of the relevant rules.
Such controls are important both from the point of view of monitoring the qualiry of Community meat
(which is beneficial to breeders) and from the point of view of protecting consumers.
The purpose of this amendment is therefore to strengthen Communiry action in this field.
Draft amendment No 152
tabled by Mr Friih, Mr Gautier, Mr Brondlund Nielsen and Mr lVettig on behalf on the Commicee on Ag-
riculrure
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.1.6: Communiry action relating ro the vocarional training of farmers
A) Expenditure
Inctease thepayment appropriation by !5 0OO EtlA (from 160 000 EUA to 215 000 EUA) (reinstatement
of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Cornpensation
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Modifu $e remarks to read as follows:
Schednle
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This appropriation is intended to cover a subsidy for the European Training and Promotion Centre for
Farming and Rural Life (CEPFAR), which shall submit an annual activity report to Parliament.
JUSTIFICATION
The European Training and Development Centre for Farming and Rural Life performs a most valuable edu-
cational and information function in the countryside, particularly among women, young people and farm
workers, by organizing seminars, exchanges and competitions.
In order to enable the Centre to extend its activities to Greece and step up its European information and
training activities in the countryside, it is essential to increase its appropriation in the same measure as was
done in 1980 in the case of the European Trade Union Institute (Item 3O70), a body performing similar func-
tions.
:t ,l lr
Draft amendment No 153
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.1.7: Communiry supervision of the application of agricultural rules
A) Expdnditare
Enter 
^ 
payment appropriation of 50000 EUu{ (instead of a token entry)
B) Compensation
C) Reoen*e
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Fraudulent practices place an unnecessary burden on the European taxpayer and damage the reputation of
the common agricultural policy. The appropriation of 50 000 EUA should be entered to enable the Com-
munity to demonstrate its determination to srep up the campaign against fraud.
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Draft amendment No 154
tabled by Mr Friih on behalf of the Committee on Agriculrure
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 4: Repayments and aids to Member States and miscellaneous
Chapter 4.5: Monetary compensatory amounrc paid or levied in respect of trade in agriculrural(rtew) products
Article 4.5.0: Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of intra-Communiry trade
Item 4.5.0.0: Monetary compensatory amounts'paid or levied by importing Menber States
(new)
Item 4.5.0.1: Monetary compensatory amounts on imports paid by exponing Member States on(new) behalf of importing Member States
Item4.5.0.2: Monetary compensatoq/ amounts on expofts paid or levied by exponing Member(neto) States
Anicle 4.5.1': Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of trade with non-Communiry countries
(neut)
Item 4.5.i.0: Portion of monetary compensatory amounts granted on imports over and above the(new) levy
Item 4.5.1.X: Monetary compensatory amounts on exports
(neat)
A) Expenditure
Create t new Chapter 4.5: 'Monetary compensatory amounts paid or levied in respect of trade in ag-
ricultural products'
Create a new Article 4.5.0: 'Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of intra-Communiry rade'
Create a new Item 4.5.0.0: 'Monetary compensatory amounts paid or levied by imponing Member
States'
- 
Enter a payment appropriation of 
-255000000 EUA
Create t new Item 4.5.0.1:'Monetiry compensatory amounm on impons paitl by exporting Mernber
States on behalf of importing Member States'
- 
Enter a payment appropriation of 600000000 EUA
Create r new Item 4.5.0.2: 'Monetary compensatory amounts on exports paid or levied by exponing
Member States'
- 
Enter a payment appropriation of 237000000 EUA
Create a-new Artcle 4.5.1 : 'Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of trade with non-Community
countries'
Create a new Item 4.5.1.0:'Portion of monetary compensatory artounts granted on imports over and
above the levy'
- 
Mahe a token entry
Create a new Item 4.5.1.12'Monbtary compensatory amounts on exports'
- 
Enter a payment appropriadon of 214000000 EUA
B) Compensation
Delete Chrpter 7.8: 'Monetary compensatory amounts paid or levied in respect of trade in agricultural
products'
Delete Lnicle 7.8.0: 'Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of intra-Community trade'
Deleteltem7.8.0.0:'MonetarycompensatoryamountsonimportspaidorleviedbyimportingMember.
States'
- 
Delete the appropriation of 
- 
255000000 EUA
Delete ltemT .8.0. 1 : 'Monetary compensatory amounts on imports paid by exporting Member States on
behalf of importing Member Sates'
- 
Delete the appropriation of 60000000 EUA
Delete ltem 7.8.0.2:'Monetary compensatory amounts on expons paid or levied by exporting Member
States'
- 
Delete the appropriation of. 237 000 000 EUA
Delete Aracle7.8.1:'Monetarycompensatoryamountsinrespectof tradewithnon-Communirycoun-
tries'
't
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D,rlrt lt 
^7.8.1.0: 'Portion of monetary compensatory amounts granted on imports over and abovethe levy'
- 
Delete the token entry shown against it
Delete ltem7,8.1.1: 'Monetary compensatory amounts on exports'
- 
Delete the appropriati on of 214000000 EUA
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
Transfer to Article 4.5.0 and Items 4.5.0.0, 4.5.0.1, 4.5.0.2 and Article 4.5.1 and Items 4.5.1.0 and 4.5.1.1
the remarks appearing under ChapterT.S against Article 7.8.0 and Items 7.8.0.0, 7.8.0.1, 7.8.0.2 andAnicle
7.8.1 md Items 7.8.1.0 and 7.8.1.1.
JUSTIFICATION
As monetary compensatory amounts reflect the lack of alignment between Member States'economies and
the abserice of economic and monetary union, they cannot under any circumstances be regarded as expendi-
ture direcdy chargeable to the common agricultural policy.
The Committee on Agriculture thereforerequests that this expendirure be transferred to Title 4 'R.p"y-
ments and aids to Member States and miscellaneous'.
In connection with the 1978 draft budget the Council accepted the modification with compensation prop-
osed by the European Parliament requesting the transfer of this expenditure from Title 7 to Title a (OJ No
L 36,6. 2. 1978, pp.342-t44).In addition, the European Parliament at its sitttngof 27 June 1980 adopted a
resolution, paragraph 9 of which calls for a reclassification of expenditure not directly connected with the
CAP. The above proposed modification meets this demand.
,r:S+
Draft amendment No 155
tabled by Mr Friih on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 4.9: Other repayments
Arricle 4.9.2: Accession compensatory amounts granted in respect of intra-Communiry trade(Neat) (Greece)
A) Expendhure
Create e new Article 4.9.2: 'Acc6ssion compensatory amounrs granted in respect of intra-Community
trade (Greece)'
Enter a payment appropriation of 25000000 EUA
B) Compensation
Delete Chapter 7.5: 'Accession compensatory amounts granted in respect of intra-Communiry trade'
and
delete Arricle 7. 5.0 and the appropriati on of 25 000 000 EUz{ shown against it
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C) Reaenae
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Scbedsle
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
As the accession of Greece to the Community is a highly political issue involving more than just the common
agricultural poliry the cost of Greece's accession should not be charged to the CAP alone. The trans{er of the
payment appropriation of 25 m EUA from Title 7'EAGGF 
- 
Guarantee Section'to Title 4 'Repayments
and aid to Member States and miscellaneous', Chapter 4.9 'Other rq>ayments'shows clearly the cost of
Greece's accession to the Communiry during the transitional period.
During discussion of the 1978 drrk budget the Council accepted a similar modificadon with compensation
proposed by the European Parliament (see OJ No L 36,6. 2. 1978, p. 3a\ Furthermore, the European
Parliament at its sitting of 27 June 1980 adopted a resolution on the new draft general budget of the Euro-
pean Communities for the financial year 1980, paragraph 9 of which called for a reclassification of expendi-
ture nor directly connected with the CAP. The above proposed modification meets this demand.
Draft amendment No 156
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 5.2.4.1: School milk
A) Expenditare
Inoease payment appropriations by 20000000 EUA (from 89000000 EUA to 109000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Reduce thepayment appropria aonsby 20 000 000 EIIA against item 6213'Aid for liquid skimmed milk
for use as feed for animals other than calves' (from 249000000 EUA to 229000000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Schedule
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JUSTIFICATION
The very substantial subsidies for skimmed milk as animal feed have continued to grow from 176 m EUA in
7979 ro249 m EUA in 1981. This leads to an imbalance in expenditure within the milk and dairy products
sector. Other policy instruments, and in panicular encouragement to school milk, should be given greater
emphasis, particularly in view of the distortions that are created by subsidies to animal feed and the warnings
of the Court of Auditors as to misuse of appropriations.
/r t? *.
Draft amendment No 157
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Commimee on Agriculture
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 8.0.1.3: Slaughtering of pigs and processing of pigmeat in France and the United Kingdom
A) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by .I00 000 EUA (from 500 000 to 1 000 000 EUA) (reinstatement of
appropriadons shown in the preliminary drafQ
B) Compensation
C) Reaen*e
Inoease revenue'by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
Reinstate the schedule of commitments shown in the preliminary drak.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 13000000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-ois commitments is as follows: (it EUA)
Commitments
Paymcnts
l9E0 l9El t982 l9E3 19t4
and subs. ycrrs
commrtmcnts cntercd rnto
bcfore 1980 to bc covcred
by new appropriatroro
for paymcnt
Appropriation outstanding
from 1979
Appropriauon for 1980
Appropriation for 1981
5 000 000 |
l3 000 000
200 000 I 600 000
400 000
900 000
l 300 000
I 500 000
I 900 000
2 800 000
t 400 000
Total l9 000 000 200 000 l 000 000 2 200 000 3 400 000 12 200 000
rEntcrcd undcr Chaptcr 10.0,
Total appropriations for commitment for Article 8.0.1 : 159 000 000 EUA, 18 000 000 EUA, of which is en-
tered under Chapter 10.0.
1 See Anrcle 1 (3) of the Financra.l Regulatron of 21 December 1977.
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The aim of the Commission's measure is to improve the slaughtering of pigs and theprocessing of pig meat in
France and the United Kingdom with a view also to improving meat quality, improving processing condi-
tions from the health point of view and adjusting supply to requirements.
The appropriations entered in the preliminary drrft budget by the Commission should therefore be reins-
tated.
rt++
Draft amendment No 158
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENIS
Article 8.1.1 : Cessation of farming and reallocation of land fo, structural improvement
A) Expenditure
Inoease payment appropriationsby4000000 EUA (from 1 000000 to 5 000000 EUA) (reinstatement of
appropriations shown in the preliminary draft)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
' Schedale
Reinst4te the schedule of commitments shown in the preliminary draft.
. 
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 is 5000000 EUAI
The likely schedule of payments ois-d-ois commitments is as follows: (in EU))
Commitmcnts
Pryments
1980 l9El t9t2 l9t3 1984
rnd subs. ycars
Commitmcnts cntcrcd into
bcforc 1980 to bc ovcrcd
by ncw approprirtions
for paymcnt
Approprntion outstanding
frcm 1979
Appropriatron for 1980
Appropriation for l98l
1247 901
P.m.
5 000 000
750 000 |
P.n P.m.
5 000 000
'otal 6247 901 750000 5 000 000
'! Automatic carryovcr
I See Anicle t (3) of the Financial Reguladon of 2l Deccmber 1977.
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
' The aim of Directiv e 72/160/EEC is to make it easier for elderly farmers to give up farming and for young
farmers to make a stan. A meazure of this rype will contribute to the modernization of European agiiculture.
The appropriations entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft budget should therefore be reins-
tated.
Draft amendment No 159
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculrure
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 8.1.2: Vocational guidance and training
A) Expenditure
lnoease payment appropriations by 6000OOO EUA (from4OO0O00 to lOOOOOOO EUA) (reinstatement
of appropriations shown in the preliminary draft)
B) Compensation
Deoeas.e the corresponding appropriations entered against Chapter 10.0 by 2000000 EUA
C) Reaenue
Inoease revenue by 4000000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
S cbedule
Reinstate the schedule of commitments shown in the prelimin".y d..ft.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounrs to 10000000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments oi-i-ais commirmenrs is as follows:
(n EU,t)
Commrtmcnts
Prymcnts
19E0 19E1 1982 l9E3 19t4
and subs. ycars
Commitmcnts eqtcrcd into
bcforc 1980 to be covcrcd
by ncw appropriations
for paymcnt
Appropriation outstanding
from 1979
Appropriatron for 1980
Appropriation for 1981
681 t43
3 100 000
l0 000 000
81 843 
'
3 100 000
600 000
9 400 000
'otal l3 9E1 843 3 181 843 10 000 000
lAutomrtic erryover
1 See Anicle 1 (3) of rhe Frnancral Regulatron of 2l Decembcr 1977,
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Vocational training and socio-economic guidance are rwo ways of encouraging farmers and modernizing
European agriculture.
The Commission and Council should therefore undenake to promote such measures vigorously in 1981.
This is the aim of the amendment.
Draft amendment No 160
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculrure
Section III ._ Commission
PAYMENTS
Rnicle S.Z.O: Mountain and hill farming and farming in cenain less-favoured areas
A) Expenditare
Inqease payment appropriations by 6000000 EUA (from iSOOOOOO to 101 000000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriations shown in the preliminary draft)
B) Conpensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbed.ule
Reinstate the schedule of commitments shown in the preliminary drek.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 101000000 EUAI
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-ois commitments is as follows: (n EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
l9E0 l98l 1982 1983 1984
and subs. ycars
Commrtmcnts cntcrcd into
beforc l9E0 to bc coycred
by ncw appropriations
for paymcnt
Appropnatron outstandint
from 1979
Approprirtron for 1980
Appropriation for 1981
3t 6?3t73
43 300 000 '
l0l 000 000
41 373 8n I
18 900 000 I
101 000 000
otal 175 9?3 8?3 60 273 873 101 000 000
I Automatrc carryovcr.
2 Of whrch 5 5OOOO0 EUA rs entcrcd undcr Chaptcr 10.0.
The cstrmates for 1980 show an actual rcqurrement of 82 950 000 EUA rn appropnations for commitmcnt. It rs planncd to
financc the diffcrcncc bctwccn thc appropriations avarlablc rn 1980 and thrs rcqulrcmcnt by transfcrs between claptcrs.
I Of *hich 3 900 000 EUA is cntcrcd undcr Chaptcr 10.0.
The estimatcs for 19E0 show an acual rcquircmcnt of 82 950 000 EUA in appropnatrons for payment. It is planncd to
finance the drffcrcncc bctwccn thc appropriabons availablc in 1980 and thls rcquircmcnt by tiansfers betwcin chaptcrs.
I See Anrcle 1 (3) of the Frnancial Regu.tation of 21 December 1977
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Measures in favour of hill farming and farming in certain [ess-favoured areas are an important way of restor-
ing a balance between the wealthy and less wealthy areas of the Community.
For this reason, the appropriations entered by the Commission in the preliminary draft should be reinstated.
>t ,t lr
Draft amendment No 161
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Cornmittee on Agriculrure
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 8.2.2.0: Agricultural advisory services in Italy
A) Expenditure
Increase payment appropriations by 30000 E{JA (from 570000 to 600000 EUA) (reinstatement of ap-
propriations shown in preliminary draft)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
Reinstate the schedule of commitments shown in the preliminary draft,
The appropriation of commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 600000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments ors-d-ois commitments is,as follows:
Ar EUA)
Commitments
Paymcntr
1980 l98l 1982 1983 t9u
aod rubs. yars
Commitmcnts cntercd into
bcforc 1980 to bc ovcrcd
by ncw appropriations
for paymeot
Appropriatpn outstrnding
from 1979
Approplatron for 19t0
Apprepriatroo for 19tl
180 000
600 000
l5o(m 30m0
570ofl) 300@
Total 780 000 150 ofl) 500 000 30 000
r Automuc oryover
'l
t,l
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Agriculture proposes that the appropriation initially entered by the Com#ssion in the
preliminary draft should be reinstated since this measure is important for the improvement of agricultural
stnrctures in Italy.
It also expresses astonishment at the reduction proposed by the Council.
Draft amendment No 162
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
' Section III 
- 
Commission
'I PAYMENTS
Item 8.2.2.2; Specific programme for developing beef catde farming in upland areas of ltaly
A) Expenditure
Enter rpayment approprjation o f I OOO OOO EuA(instead of a token entry) (reinstatement of the approp-
riation shown in the prelimintry dreft budget)
' B) Cornpensation
Deoease the corresponding appropriadon under Chapter 10.0by 6000000 EUA
C) Reoenue
Inoease reYenue bv 2000000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
Scheilule
Reinsute the schedule of commitments shown in the preliminary dtaft budget.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to. 8000000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments ais-i-ois commitments is as follows:
(it EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Paymcnts
l9E0 l9t1 t9u I 983 1984
and subs. ycars
Commitmcnts cntcrcd into
bcforc 1980 to bc covcrcd
by new appropriations
for payment
Appropriatron outstrnding
from 1979
Appropriatron for 19E0
Approprratron for l98l
P.m.
8 000 000
P.m.
8 000 000
otal E 000 000 p.m. 8 000 000
Total appropriation for commitmenr for Ardcle 8.2.2: 63600000 EUA.
I See Anicle 1 (3) of the Financral Regulation of 2l December 197.
l
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REMARKS
unchanged
' JUSTTFTCATTON
Italy is far behind the other Member States in regard to the technology of animal husbandry.
It is therefore necessary to encourage the production of beef and veal in Italy and to reinstate the payment
appropriations entered in the preliminary draft budget.
Draft amendment No 163
tabled by Mr Sutra on behalf of the Committee on Agriculrure
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
A) Expenditure
Enter apayment appropriation of 3 000000 EUA (instead of a token entry) (reinstatement of the approp-
riation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Inoease revenue by the same amounr
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
Reinstate the schedule of commitments shown in the preliminary draft budget.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounrs to 3OO00OO EUA1
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-oi commitments is as follows: (in EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 198 l 19E2 1983 l9t4
and subs. years
Commrtmcnts cntcrcd rnto
bcforc 1980 to be covered
by ncw appropnatrons
for paymcnt
Appropriatrou outstanding
frcm 1979
Appropriatron for 1980
Approprration for 1981
P.m.
3 000 000
P.m.
3 000 000
Total 3 000 000 P.m. 3 000 000
REMARKS
unchanged
I Se Arucle 1 (3) of the Frnancral Regulatron of 21 December 1977
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JUSTIFICATION
Agriculrural development in the Lozdre is considerably below the average level for the Community.
The appropriations entered in the preliminary draft budget should be reinstated with a view to re-establish-
ing rhe balance between the regions of rhe Communiry.
Draft amendment No 164
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 8.2.6.0: Integrated development programme for the lVestern Isles of Scodand
A) Expenditure
Enter apayment appropriation of 3 000000 EUA (instead of a token entry) (reinstatement of the approp-
riation shown in the preliminary dreh budget)
B) Compensauon
Dectease the corresponding appropriation under Chapter 10.0 by 3 000000 EUA
C) Rertenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
Reinstate the schedule of commitments shown in the preliminary draft budget.
The appropriation for commitment au*rorized for 1981 amounts to 3000000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-ais commitments is as follows: @ EUA)
Commltmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 1981 t9EZ l9t3 l9t4
and subs. ycars
Comutmeqts entered rqto
bcfore 1980 to be covercd
by nry .pp.op{EtroE
fo! paymeot
Appropriatron outstending
ftom 1979
Appropratron for 1980
Approplatron for l9El
P.D.
3 000 000
P.m.
3 000 000
Total 3 000 000 p.m. 3 000000
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFTCATION
Economic development io the Westem Isles of Scotland is bdow the Corrmunity average.
Apart from agriculnrre, it is necessary to promote the development of crafts, tourism and related activities.
' See Amcle I (1) o[ the Frcnl Regulam of 2l Dtcmba f977.
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It is therefore necessary to demonstrate the Communiry's determination ro supporr measures for the de-
velopment of the rWestern Isles of Scotland by transferring the appropriations entered under Chapter 10.0 ro
Tide 8.
Draft amendment No 165
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 8.2.6.2: Processing and marketing in cercain agriculrural sectors in Northern Ireland
A) Expenditure
Enter apayment 
"pprop.irlion 
o l l oooooo EuA(instead of a token entry) (reinstatementof the approp-
riation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Rettenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
Reinstate the scheduie of commitments shown in the preliminary draft budget.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounrs to 3OOO0OO EUA1
The likely schedule of payments ais-d-ois commitments is as follows:
fta EUA)
Commitmcnts
Payments
l9E0 198 I 1982 1983 1984
and subs. years
l98l 3 000 000 I 000 000 I 000 000 I 000 000 P.m
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The economic development of the Northern Ireland region is substantially below the Communiry average.
Unemployment is panicularly high.
it is therefore necessary to promote the economic development of this region by taking appropriate action
from 1981 onwards.
That is the purpose of this amendment.
:i rl v.
I Se Anicle I (3) of the Frnancial Regulatron of 21 December 1977
,l
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Draft amendment No 165
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculore
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 8.2.7: Integrated development programme for South-Eastern Belgium
A) Expendit:ure
Enter apayment appropriation of 200000 Et)A (insteedof a token entry) (reinstatement of the approp-
riation shown in the prelimintry draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
I
'ScheduLe
Reinstate the schedule of commitments shown in the preliminary dralt budget.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 1000000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-ois commitments is as follows:
(n EUA)
Commrtments
Payments
19E0 1981 1982 1983 1984
and subs. years
Commrtments cntcrcd rnto
before 1980 to bc covcrcd
by new approprirtrons
for payment
Appropriation outstanding
from 19'19
Appr6prration for 1980.
Appropriation for l98l
soo ooo 
'
I 000 000
100 000 | 100 000
100 000
200 000
200 000
I 00 000
300 000 400 000
otal I 500 000 100 000 200 000 400n00 400 000 400 000
I Entcrcd undcr Chapter 10.0
Total appropriations for commitment for Chapter 8.2: 262900000 EUA.
REMARKS
unchanged
' JUSTIFICATION
The economic development of the Luxembourg province of Belgium is substantially below the Communiry
average, from the point of view of both its agriculrural strucnrres and its infrastructures.
It is therefore necessary to close the gap by taking appropriate measures from 1981 onwards.
That is the purpose of this amendment.
l.*lr
I See Arucle 1 (3) of the Financral Regulation of 2l De@mber 1977
l
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Draft amendment No 167
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 8.6.0:
A) Expenditare
Inqease the payment appropriation by 5000000 EIJA (from5OOOO0O to 10000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
. Deqease the corresponding approirriation under Chapter 10.0by 5000000 EUA
C) Reaenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
Reinsute the schedule of commitments shown in the preliminary draft budget:
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 25000000 EUA1
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-ois commitments is as follows:
I(n EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 l98l t9E2 19E3 l9E4
rnd subs, ycars
Commitmcnts cntcrcd into
bcforc 1980 to be covercd
by ncw appropriatroos
for paymcnt
Appropriatron outstanding
from 1979
Appropriatron (or l9E0
Appropriatron for 1981
15 oOO dOO 
'
25 000 000
5 000 000 t 5 000 000
5 000 000
5 000 000
6 000 000 7 000 000 7 000 000
Total 40 000 000 s 000 000 10 000 000 I I 000 000 7 000 000 7 000 000
I Entcred undcr Chaptcr 1o.o
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Council has undenaken to adopt a common fisheries policy before 31 December 1980.
The transfer of appropriations from Chapter 1O.O to Chapter 8.5 meets this requirement. The Community
must demohstrate clearly its determination to establish a common fisheries policy.
The appropriations in quesrion will be used to modernize the Community fishing fleet and promote fish
farming, a prioriry that has on many occasions been stressed by the European Parliament.
That is the aim of this amendment.
Common measures for restructuring, modernizing and developing the fisheries sector
't
I See Anicle I (3) of the Frnancral Regulauon of 21 Deembq 1977 .
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Draft amendmenr No 168
tabled by Mr Josselin on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 8.6: Common measures to improve fisheries ,,-.*r.,
A) Expenditure
B) Compensatbn
C) Reoenuc
COMMII'IvIENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
Enter rhe following remarks:
Chapters 8.5 to 8.9 are entered on a provisional basis. In the general budget of the European Communities
for the 1982 financial year they will be grouped in a single chapter endtled 'Common fisheries and marine
policy'in accordance with the nomenclature given below purely for guidance.
Cbapter 8.6: Common fuheies and maine policy
Article 8.5.0: Common organization of the marhet in fisbery produas
Item 8.6.0.0: Rdunds on fishery products
Item 8.6.0.1: Intervention in respect of fishery products
Article 8.6.1: Common meast res to improt,e fisbeies structures
Item 8.6.1.0: Common measures for the restnrcuring and modernization of the fisheries sector
Item 8.6.1.1: Producer groups in the fisheries sector
Article 8.6.2: Immediate rrodsr.nes to adjust capacity
Item 8.6.2.0: Experimental fisheries and joint venrures
Item 8.6.2.1 : Orher measures
Articb 8.6.3: The Cornmunity's international obligations in reEea of fsbeies
Item 8.6.3.0: Refunds due under convendons on fishing in the Adriatic
Irem 8.6.3.1: Payment of compensation for salmon fishing in the Baldc
Item 8.6.3.2: Payments in respect of compensation and dues relating to fishing in the maritime wat-
ers of cenain African countries
Item 8.6.3.3: Other international agreements on fishing
Article 8.6.4: InEectian and sunteilhnce measures in Community uaten
Item 8.6.4.0: Financialparticipationininspectionandsurveillanceoperadonscarriedoutbycertain
, 
Member States
Item 8.6.4.1: Coordination of inspection and surveillance operarions carried out by the Member
States
Item 8.6.4.2: Suneillance of meritime navigation routes
Artich 8.6.5: Cardinztion,atComnunrtyboel,oftbeaaioiticsofauxiliaryoesselsasedinfishingat
se4
Item 8.6.5.0: Subsidies for cenain activities reladng to medical assistance and safety at sea
Article 8.6.6: Aaioitics rehting to tbe study, explordtbn, exploiutian and proteaion of the maine en-
oironment
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Item 8.6.6.0:
Item 8.5.6.1:
Item 8.6.6.2:
Item 8.5.6.3:
Item 8.6.6.4:
Article 8.6.7:
Research programme in the fisheries and marine secor
Biological studies in the fisheries and marine sector
Promotion of aquaculrure in the Communiry
Coordination of research in the fisheries secror and dissemination of results
Protection of the marine environment
Measures to deaelop d comtton education and oocational training programme in tbe
fisbeies seaor
JUSTIFICATION
The purpose of this amendment is to introduce in the budget a new common poliry, the common fisheries
and marine policy, which extends beyond the narrow framework of the common fisheries policy.
At present, 8 of the 9 Community Member States have a seaboard. The forthcoming accession of Greece,
which has one of the largest merchant fleets in the world, will further strengthen the Community's maritime
role.
The Committee on Agriculture therefore calls on the Commission to propose to the Council the establish-
ment of a genuine fisheries and marine policy, such as may be defined on the basis of the initiadves taken in
the past, not only by the Committee on Agriculture, but also by the Committee on Regional Policy, Reg-
ional Planning and Transport and the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education, so as ro en-
able the Community to exploit the wealth of the oceans in this period of scarce raw materials and energy and
to ensure that better use is made of fisheries resources, in panicular by measures to promote aquaculrure in
the Member States.
Furthermore, at its si$ing of 27 l:une 1980 the European Parliament adopted a resolution on the new draft
general budget of the European Communities for the financial year 1980, paragraph 10 of which calls on the
Commission to include a new chapter to create the necessary framework for a common fisheries and marine
policy, in which all the budget headings relative to fisheries and the sea should be consolidated.
The present amendment thus meets this requirement.
>t'F*
Draft amendment No 170
tabled by Mr Josselin on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 8.7.3: Biological studies in the fisheries and marine sector
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation byS4OOO EIIA (from 80000 to 164 ObO EUA) (reinstatement of the
appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
REMARKS
unchanged
314
),
JUSTIFICATION
A better knowledge of the marine environment is important for the furure of the fisheries sector. The Com-
mittee on Agriculrure therefore believes that the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget
should be reinstated.
Draft amendment No 171
tabled by Mr Josselin on behalf of the Committee on Agriculrure
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 8.7.4: Coordination of surveillance operations by Member States
A) Expenditare
Enter apayment appropriation ol3O0 000 EtlA (instead of a token entry) (reinstatement of the approp-
riation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensatbn
C) Reoenue I
Inoease revenu€ by the same amount
REMARKS
Modifu the remarks as follows:
This measure isintended to enable the gradual development of an information system for rapid communica-
don between the Member State sand to finance stadies utith aoiea) to tbe setti?rg r.tp at an early date of a coor-
dination centre for surveillance operations to rationalize monitoring.
JUSTIFICATION
Tle Committee on Agriculture considers it necessary to reinstate Arti cle 8.7 .4,which appeared in tlre pre-
liminary draft budget but has been deleted by the Council, so as to enable the Member States'naval and air
surveillance craft to be put into action rationally and effectively. This measure is in response to paragraph6
of the proposed regulation annexed to the European Parliament's resoludon of 19 January 1979 on cenin
inspection procedures governing fishing activities (OJ No C 39 of. t2. 2.1979, p. 62;Doc.44l/79, reppor-
tCur: M Klinker).
/.-*+
Draft amendment No 172
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 8.7.7: Schemes relating to a common poliry on education and vocational training in the
fisheries sector
\
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A) Expenditare
Enter apayment appropriation of 150000 EUA
B) Cornpensation
C) Reaenue
Inqease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
On 11 May 1979 the European Parliarnent adopted a modon for a resolutionl which called for the implemen-
tation of a common policy on educaticn and professional training in the fisheries sector. The resolution em-
phasized that the restructuring of the Community's fishing fleet which would follow the introduction of a
common fisheries policy necessitatecl the retraining of fishermen, so as:
(a) to coordinate educational and training resources, develop links between those responsible for training,
promote research and exchange of information; and
(b) to establish the capabiliry to provide specialist advice and technical assistance as part of a fisheries de-
velopment policy, especially widr the Lom6 countries.
't**
Draft amendment No 173lPdM
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculrure
Section III 
- 
Commiision
PAYMENTS
Title 9: Cooperation with deviloping countries and non-member States
Chtpter 9.2: Food aid
Article 9.2.7: Food aid refunds
(neto)
Item9.2.7.0: Cereals other than rice for the current financial year's programme
(neat)
Item9.2.7.l: Cereals other than rice for prior programmes
(neut)
Item9.2.7.2: Rice for the currenl financial year's programme
(new)
Item 9.2.7.3: Rice for prior programmes
(neut)
Item9.2.7.4: Skimmed-milk pov/'ler for the current financial year's programme
(new)
Item 9.2.7.5: Skimmed-milk powder for prior programmes
(neut)
Item9.2.7.6t Butteroil for the current financial year's programme
(nezo)
1 OJ No C 14O,5.6.1979, pages l15-117.
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Item 9.2.7 .7: Butteroil for prior programmes
(neto)
Item9.2.7.8: Sugar for the current financial year's programme
(neto)
Item 9.2.7.9: Sugar for prior programmes
(neu)
Ardcle 9.2.8: Food aid refunds
(neut)
Item 9.2.8.0: Beef and veal for the current financial year's programme
(neut)
Item 9.2.8.1 : Other commodities
(new)
A) Expenditure
Create a new Anicle 9.2.7:'Food aid refunds'
Credte a new Item 9.2.7.0: 'Cereals other than rice for the current financial year's programme'
- 
Enter a payment appropriarion of 4 1 000 000 E U A eginst this item
Create a new Item 9.2.7.7: 'Cereals other than rice for prior programmes'
- 
Make a token entry against this item
Create a new Item 9.2.7.2: 'Rice for the current financial year's programme'
- 
Enter a payment appropriation of 18000000 EUA againsr this item
Create a new Item 9.2.7.3: 'Rice forpriorprogrammes'
- 
Mahe a token entry against this item
Credte 
^ 
new Item 9.2.7.4:'Skimmed-milk powder for the current financial year's programme'
- 
Enter a payment appropriation of 103000000 EUA agai:nst this item
Create a new Item 9.2.7 .5: 'Skimmed-milk powder for prior programmei'
- 
Enter a payment appropriation of. t000000 EUA againsr this item
Create a. new Item 9.2.7.62 'Butteroil for the current financial year's programme'
- 
Enter a payment appropriation of 115000000 EUA egainsr this item
Create a. new Item 9.2.7.7:'Butteroil for prior programmes'
- 
Eflter a payment appropriation of 5000000 EUA rgainst this item
Create a new Item 9.2.7.8: 'Sugar for the current financial year's programme'
- 
Enter a payment appropriation of 1000000 EUA against this item
Create a. new Item 9.2.7.9:'Sugar for prior programmes'
- 
Mahe a token entry against this item
Create a new Article 9.2.8: 'Food aid refunds'
Create a new Item 9.2.8.0: 'Beef and veal for the current financial year's programme'
- 
Mahe a token entry against this item
Create a new Item 9.2.8.1: 'Other commodities'
- 
Mahe a token entry against this item
B) Compensation
Delete ltem 5.0.0.1: 'Refunds in connection with Communiry food aid for the current financial year'
(cereals other than rice) and the payment appropriation ot41000000 EUz{ shown against it
Delete ltem 6.0.0.2: 'Refunds in connection with Community food aid under previous programmes
(cereals other than rice) and the token entry shown against it for the currenr financial year' (rice) and
the payment appropriation of 18000000 EU1 shown against it
Delete hem 6.1.0.2: 'Refunds in connection with Communiry food aid under previous programmes'
(rice) and the token entry shown against it
Delete ltem6.2.0.1:'Refunds on skimmed-milkpowder supplies under the food-aid programme for the
current financial year' and the payment appropriation of lO3OOOOOO EUr{ shown against it
Delete ltem 6.2.0.3:'Refunds on skimmed-milk powder supplied under previous food-aid program-
mes'and the payment appropriation oI 5000000 EU,4 shown against it
Delete ltem 6.2.0.2: 'Refunds on butteroil supplied under the food-aid proBramme for the current fi-
nancial year'and the paymenr appropriation of 115000000 EU,,I shown against it
Delete ltem6.2.0.4: 'Refunds on butteroil supplied underprevious food-aid programmes'and dre pay-
ment appropriatton of J 000000 EU,,I shown against it
Delete kern 6.4.0.1; 'Refunds in connection with Community iood aid for the current financial year'
(sugar) and the payment appropriadon of 1 000000 EUz{ shown against it
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Delete ltem 6.4.0.2:'Refunds in connecuon with Communiry food aid under previous programmes'
(sugar) and the token entry shown against it
Delete ltem 6.5.0.1: 'Refunds in connection with Communiry food aid for the current financial year'
(beef and veal) and the token entry shown against it
C) Reoenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Enter rhe following remark:
Anicle Item
9.2.7
9.2.7.0
9.2.7 .t
9.2.7 .2
9.2.7.3
9.2.7.4
9.2.7.5
9.2.7.6
9.2.7.7
9.2.7.8
9.2.7.9
9.2.8
9.2.8.0
9.2.8.1
Nezo Article
Ex ltern 6.0.0.1
Ex Item 6.0.0.2 These appropriations represent the proponion of
Ex ltem 6.1.0.1 food aid expendirure which corresponds to refunds
Ex ltem 6.1.0.2 pursuant to Arricle 2 of Regulation (EEC)
Ex ltem 6.2.0.1 No 2681/74
Ex ltem 5.2.0.3
Ex Item 6.2.0.2
Ex Item 6.2.0.4
Ex'Item 5.4.0.1
Ex ltem 6.4.0.2
Neu Anicle
Ex ltem 6.5.0.1
Netg ltem
Cooperation with developing countries and other non-member countries
Cooperation in the field of commodides
Effect of the Sugar Protocol concluded with the ACP States and of the Agreement
with India
, IUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Agriculrure takes the view that the Communiry's food aid policy should not depend on
the existence of surpluses. Food aid refunds are the result of tle Communiry's determination to pursue an
active food aid policy and are not in any way connected with the administration of the common agriculrural
policy. They should therefore be charged to Chapter 92: 'Food aid' to show clearly the Communiry's finan-
cial contribution to the developing countries in the form of food aid.
The Committee on Agriculrure therefore recommends the creation of two new Anicles 9.2.7 and 9.2.8:
'Food aid refunds'and the deledon of the corresponding items under Title 6, hencefordr super{luous. This
will increase budgetary ffansparency and satisfy the d-emands of paragraph 9 of *re resolution adopted by
the European Parliament on 27 lune 1980 on the new draft general budget of the European Communities
for 1980, which called for a reclassification of expenditure not direcdy connected with the CAP.
Draft amendment No 174
tabled by Mr Curry on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 9:
Chapter 9.7:
(neu)
Aricle 9.7.2:
(neu)
t,
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A) Expenditare
Credte e new Chapter 9.7: 'Cooperation in the field of commodities'
Create a,new Article 9.7 .22 'Effect of the Sugar Protocol concluded withthe ACP States and of the Ag-
reement with India'
- 
Enter a payment appropriation of 173000000 EUA against this anicle
B) Cornpensatian
. Deoease by 173000000 EUA the payment appropriation shown against
Item 6.4.0.0: 'Refunds'on sugar and isoglucose'
C) Reoenae
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
Ex ltem 6.4.0.0 (part)
This appropriation is to cover the refunds necessary for the exponation of the quantiry of white sugar from
the Community that corresponds to the quantity of cane sugar imponed from the ACP States, the OCT and
India pursuant to Protocol No 3 to the Lom6 Convention, Annex [V of the Council Decision on the associ-
ation of the OCT and the Agreement berween the EEC and India on cane sugar respectively. The use to
*hich the appropriation is put is governed by the current provisions of the EAGGF 
- 
Guarantee Section.
JUSTIFICATION
Under Protocol No 3 to the Convention of Lom6, Annex [V to the Council Decision on the OCT and dre
Agreement with India, the Community is committed to guaranteeing imports of 1 300 000 tonnes of sugar
from these countries.
Since sugar is in sulplus in the Communiry, an equivalent quantity of Communiry-produced sugar is ex-
ported to third countries, involving refunds of 173000000 EUA.
This expenditure results from the Community's policy of cooperation with the developing countries and
should under no circumstances be charged to the implementation of the common agriculturil policy. The
expendirure involved should therefore be transferred from Title 6 to Title 9.
At its sitting of 27 June 1980 the European Parliament adopted a resoludon on the new draft general budget
of the European Communities for 1980, paragraph 9 of which cdls for a reclassification of bxpendirure not
directly connected with the CAP. The above proposed modification meets this demand.
Draft amendment No 175
abled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Articlel20: Miscellaneousexpendirureon.staffrecruitment
A) Expenditure
Dectease expenditure by 100000 EUA (from 300000 to 200000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Revenue
Deoease reverue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
I1,
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Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Competitions should be organized more rationally by holding them locally and avoiding the need to ex-
amine uast numbers of candidates; this could be achieved by making a preliminary selection on the basis o{
qualifications instead of on the basis of the results of examinations.
)SY.+
Draft amendment No 176
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Item 2000: Rent
Expenditure
Reduce expenditure by 5000000 EUA (from 15700000 to 10700000 EUA)
Compensation
Enter 5000000 E\JA in Article 206 (acquisiti,on of immovable ProPerty)
C) Reoenue
REMARKS
'/
JUSTIFICATION
The EP has for years been paying exdorbitant rents for its offices. To ensure ihat rental contract s ahoays r.e-
flect the principles of sound financral management (Article 206 (A) of the EEC Treaty) rental contracts to be
negodatid, now under negotiadon or falling due for re-negotiation should include a clausc stipulatingare_-
duition in rent after a rp.iifi.d number of years. Thete is no such clause at present. Article 21 1 of the EEC
Treary empowers the Communiry Institutions to aiquire or purchase immoveable properfy. In the long
term,-theri can be no doubt that ownership of real estate rather than rental makes for better use of the
budgetary funds available to the Institution.
,l ,l >$
A)
B)
Draft amendment No 177
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino,
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
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Article 204: .Fitting out of premises
A) Expenditure
Redtce expenditure by 1000000 E\JA (from l4OOOOO to 400000 EUA)
B) Compensanon
Enter 1000000 EIIA in Aricle 207 (construction of buildings)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Having regard to the exorbitant rents paid by the EP, the owner of rhe buildings concerned should adapt
them to meet the needs of the Institution. By arranging to construct its own buildings, Parliament would
have a wider choice at the design stage and a better prospect of obtaining more favourable conditions than at
Present.
Draft amendment No 178
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
Sectionl-Parliament \
PAYMENTS
Item 22012 Replacements
A) Expenditare
Reduce expenditure by 285000 EIJA (from 485000 to 200000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Inoease expendirure inltem 22Q3 (maintenance, use and repair) by |OOOOO EtlA
C) Reoenae
Reduce reyenueby 185000 EIJA
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
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REMARKS
The intention is n begin ro provide for the renewal of ... (rest unchanged)
JUSTIFICATION
Renewal can easily be staggered over more than one year.
Draft amendment No 179
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Item2210: New purchases
A) Expenditure
Reduce expendirure by 275 000 EUA and make a token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Reduce reventte by a corresponding amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
There is no need to increase the vehicle fleet in 1981
JUSTIFICATION
The expenditure provided for the replacement and hire of cars should be amply sufficient. Moreover at the
normal places of work taxis are either made available to Members or their fares are refunded. The purchase of
19 new cars would also necessarily entail the employment of at least the same number of drivers.
)i )t
Draft amendment No 180
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
Section / 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Article 230: Stationery and office supplies
A) Expenditure
Reduce expenditure by 324000 EUA (from 1324000 to 1000000 EUA)
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B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Redsce rcvenue by the same amount
COMMITMENIS
Schedsle
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Expenditure should be held to the absolute minimum.
++*
Draft-amendment No 181
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Itetn2352: Miscellaneous expendirure on internal meedngs
A) Expenditare
Redace expenditure by t4000 EtlA (from 114000 to 60000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Red,uce reyenue by the same amount
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Unproductive and superfluous expenditure must be cut.
*++
I
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Draft amendment No 182
tlbled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Item 2400: Members of the Institution
A) f,xpenditare
Decrease expendirure by 180000 EIJA (frcm38000d to 2OOOOO EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Decrease revenue by same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedsle
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Unproductive and superfluous expendirure by Parliament must be cut.
*++
Draft amendment No 183
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENIS
Item 3702: Expenditure on the Joint Parliamentary Committee provided for within the framework
of the association with Turkey
h) Expenditure
Delete theappropriation of 225000 EtlA andreplace by a token entry
B) Compenwtion
C) Reoenae
Reduce revenue by 225 000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
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. 
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The activities of the Joint Parliamentary Committee should be frozen until a civiliah, democratic parliamen-
tary government is restored in Turkey.
Draft amendmenr No 184
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Boninb, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9201: Programme for the year for cereals other than rice
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriadon by 108 000000 E|JA (from 103 781 OOO to 211 781 000 EUA) and
consequently 4 lso increase appropriations for the payment of refunds on extra quantities of cereals ex-
poned in this way as aid:
Item 6001: Refunds in connection with Communiry food aid for the current financial year
Reduce the payrhent appropriation by 43000000 EUA (from 4lOOOOOO to 84OOOOOO
EUA)
B) Compensation '
Item 5000: Refunds
Increase the payment appropriation by 151000000 EUA (f.rom 2375000 to
2224 000000 EUA)
C) Reaenue
Scbedule
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
This appropriation is to cover the supply in 198 I of I 015 000 tonnes of cereals other than rice under the 1980
food aid convention, including
- 
727663 tonnes under existing commitments, and
- 
798000 tonnes as.an additional commitment by the Communiry (see EP resolution of 18 September
1980 
- 
OJ No C 313, 1. 12. 1980).
JUSTIFICATION
This amendment implements t.he commitments given in the Ferrero res<ilution adopted by the EP in Sep-
tember 1980.
The resolution refers to a situation to be attained in the 1982 financial year. The Commission estimates
world food aid requirements in cereals at 12 50OOOO tonnes. Parliament has always supported the Commis-
sion's view that the Nine should assume responsibiliry for more rhan dte 76.57o for which an express com-
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mitmenr was given in the 1980 food aid convention. A 207o share should be achieved in 1982.
Finally, in the Ferrero resolution, Parliament reaffirmed the principle supported by most Member States
that the relationship between rhe share covered by the Communiry budget and that of the Member States
should progress. In Parliament's view a ratio of 65 :35 should be reached in 1982. Parliament has estimated
the implications of the Ferrero resolution for 1982 on this basis.
*'irt
Draft amendment No 185
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 920: Food aid in cereals
Item 9204: Community contribution to the emergency world reserve
(nezo)
A) Expenditure
Crea.te t new Item 9204:'Community contribution to the emergency world reserve'and
Enter a payment appropriation of 28000000 EUA
B) Compensation
Reduce the appropriations earmarked for Item 6200:'Refunds'by 28000000 EUA
C) Reoenue
Sched*le
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
This appropriation is to finance the Communiry contribution to the constitution of a world emergency re-
se*..1i r.p..s.nts a conrribud on of 4O7o or 200 000 tonnes of cereals to a world reserve of 500 000 tonnes
(see EP resolution of 18 September 1980 
- 
OJ No C 313, 1. 12. 1980).
JUSTIFICATION
In its resolution of 18 September 1980, the European Parliament asks for the Commission, in the'context of
the Nonh-South Dialogue, to make concrete offers for a suitable contribution to the emergency food re-
serve ar rhe same time endorsing the proposal of the FAO and VFC to guarantee this reserve through an in-
ternational convendon (paragraph 42).
>l ir r!
Draft amendment No 186
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
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Arttcle 924: Food aid transport costs
Item 92422 Formation of a community task force for the ransport of food aid
(new)
A) Expenditure
Cre4te e new Item 9242:'Formation of a Communiry task force for the transport of food aid'
Enter i paymenr appropriation of40000000 EtlA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amounr
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
\
REMARKS
This appropriation is to cover the conversion and use of military land vehicles, ships and aircraft of the nine
Member States into logistic forces for the transpon and distribution of Communiry food aid
JUSTIFICATION
The creatiorl of this new budger item meets rwo specific criteria:
- 
the high impact of ransport costs on the overall cost of food aid and the resulting need to provide special
means of low-cost transport;
- 
the need for urgent intervendon in the dcveloping countries hit by natural or human disasters or by un-
foreseen shonages-and the guarantee of immidiate availabiliry which can be provided by an unarmqd
Communiry task force.
This is confirmed by the recent use of military means of ffanspoft in uganda and Algeria.
>t*+
T')raft amendment No 187
ubled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, lr1r capanna, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9267: Qraliry control of products supplied as food aid
A) Expenditare
Increase the payment appropriation by t o0ooo0 EUA (from 500000 to r 5ooooo EUA)
B) Compensation
Reduce by 1 000ooo EUA the appropriations earmarked for item 5200: 'Refunds, (from 2 375 000000 to2374000000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
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Schedule
REMARKS
Unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Both the EP and the Coun of Audito'rs have stressed the need for quality control of products supplied as
food aid.
**+
Draft amendment No 188
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mr capanna, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 930: Financiril and technical cooperation with non-associated developing countries
A) Expenditr4re
Inoease the payment appropriation by 142000000 EIJA (from 23000000 to 165000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the samb amount
COMMITMENTS
Increase the commitment appropriation by 30OOOO000 EUA (from 100000000 to 400000000 EUA)
.Schedale
Enter the following schedule:
The appropriation for commitment authori4ed for 1981 is 400000000'EUA'
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(n EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 19il t982 1983and subs. years
Commitmcnts entcrcd rnto
bcforc 19E0 to bc covcrcd
by ncw appropriations
for paymcnt
Approprrrtion outstrnding
from 1979
Approprrrtion for 1980
Approprratron for 19E1
126037 865
59 E40 904
138 500 000
400 000 000
7 000 000
10 000 000
5 000 000
25 000 000
10 000 000
20 000 000
1 l0 000 000
40 000 000
20 000 000
40 000 000
100 000 000
54 037 865
19 E40 904
73 500 000
190 000 000
Total 424 378 769 22 000 000 165 ofi) 000 200 000 000 337 378 7 69
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REMARKS
Add before 'This appropriation will be used . . .'
EP resolution of 21 April 1977 (OJ No C 118 of 16 May 1977) onldteregulation on financial and technical aid
to non-associated developing countries.
JUSTIFICATION
It should be recalled that financial and technical cooperation with the non-associated developing counrries
originated in an initiative by the European Parliament. Parliament has always emphasized the need for the
Communiry to Pursue, in parallel with its policy of cooperation with the associaied countries, a policy of
development aid for non-associated third countries, in paiticular the poorest countries of Latin Americaind
Asia.
In proposing apayment appropriation of 165 OOOOOO EUA and a commitment appropriation of 4OO OO000O
EUA thepurpose is to restore the schedule of appropriations initiallyproposed by the Commission and Par-
liament,_ the implementation of which has been seriously delayed by the budgetary decisions of the Council,
while adapting drem to the undertakings given by the EP in the Ferrero iesolution.
It will be a matter for the Commission to comply with Parliament's wish to see this policy actually translated
into.reality, inpanicular by making every efforr ro ensure rhat this appropriation of tos 6ooooo EUA is fully
used. If ne-cessary, the Commission will have to take the responsibiiiry oi transferring to the department re'-
sponsible foradministering this policy some of its staff assigned to oth.. tasks in orJer to be aLle.to imple-
ment the 
.budggtt The aid must also be concentrated as much as possible on projects which can be im-plemented quickly.
Finally, within the conciliation procedure in progress, agreement is urgently needed berween Parliament
and the Council in order that the proposal for a regulation on financial and technical aid for the non-as-
sociated developing countries can finally come into effect.
Draft amendment No 189
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mr capanna, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 94: Specific measures for cooperation with developing countries
Article 940: Cooperation with the developing countries on energy(neut) (reinstatement of ardcle shown in pdb)
A) Expenditure
create a new Article 940:'cooperation with the developing counrries on energy, and
Enter apayment appropriation of 20000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Enter a commitment appropriation of |OOOOOOO EUA
Scbedule
Enter the following schedule of payments:
The commitment appropriadon authorized for 50OO0OO0 EUA.
The likely schedule of payments against commitmenr is as follows:
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@ EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
l98t 1982 1963
and subs. years
1981 approprmtrons
50 000 000 20 000 000 20 000 000 10 000 000
REMARKS
Before'tlrecommitmenrappropriationauthorizes...'add: 
-Resolutionof lOMay 1979_ (OJ NoC 140,5. 6. 1979).
JUSTIFICATION
In its resolution of 10 May 1979, the EP considered it essential for the EEC to establish a policy for coopera-
tion with the developing countries in the energy sector (paragraph 3). Pursuant to that resolution, it is re-
quested that the payment and commitment appropriations intended for that policy be increased to 20 and
50 m EUA respectively. In the same spirit and pursuant to paragraph 13 of the resolution, sress is once a- '
gain laid on the urgent neecl for more detailed and more imaginative proposals on this matter from the
Commission.
Draft amendment No 190
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9410: Scholarships
A) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by 3720000 EUA (from 888000 to 4608OOO EUA)
B) Compensdtion
Reduce by 3720000 EU,4 the appropriations earmarked for item 6201
C) Reoenae
Scbedale
REMARKS
Atnend the remarks as follows:
Council resolution of . . .
Scholarships granted to nationals of non-associated developing countries to enable them to take pan,
wbereeoer possible m ther olen cor4ntry, in advanced vocational training courses...
JUSTIFICATION
Given the importance of training for the process of development, it is requested that the appropriation
proposed by the Commission be reinstated and that a supplementary appropriation of 2 600 000 EUA be ad-
ded.
:l >i :l
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Draft amendment No 191
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Anicle 932: Measures to encourage regional or sub-iegional integration between non-associated
.countries
A) Expenditare
Inoeas.e the payment appropriation by 1a00000 EUA (from 600000 to 2000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
This increase should be used to initiate studies of regional or sub-regional food securiry plans in the non-as-
sociated developing countries, including rhe possibiliry of consdtudng reserve stocks in these regional or
sub-regional areas.
*++
Draft amendment No 192
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 802: Improvement of public services in certain less-favoured areas
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 30000000 EUA (from 11000000 to 41000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Inoease by 30000000 EUA the appropriations in Item 6200 'Refunds'
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
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Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Communiry action shoukl be redirected towards measures to assist the less-favoured regions of the Com-
munity and aid to the developing countries. The European Parliament atraches great imponance to Arti-
cle 802 and wishes to enter an extraordinary appropriation of 30000000 EUA to be deducted from Item
6200.
Draft amendment No 193
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commissic,n
PAYMENTS
Article 820: Mountain and hill farming and farming in certain less-favoured areas
A) Expenditare
Inoease the payment appropriation by 100000000 EUA (from 95000000 to 195000000 EUA)
B) Compensathn
Reduce by 100000000 EUA $e appropriations in Item 6210 'Aid for skimmed-milk powder for use as
feed for calves'
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Community action should be redirected towards measures to assist mountain areas and agriculture within
the Community, and aid tc, the developing countries. The European Parliament attaches great importance to
Article 802 and wishes to enter an extraordinary appropriation of 100000000 EUA to be deducted from
Item 6210.
++ri
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Draft amendment No 194lcorr.
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item220ll. Replacements
A) Expendiwre
Redrce the appropriations by 200500 EUA (from 268500 to 68000 EUA)
B) Conpensation
Enter an appropriation of. 50500 E{JA 
'tnder ltem 2203'Maintenance, use and repair'
C) Reoenae
Red.uce re'tenueby 150000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
An amount of 258500 EUA for the replacement of office machines is definitely excessive.
Draft amendment No 195
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mr Macciocchi, Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2.9.4.0: Research and study grants
L) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 84900 EUA (from 313000 EUA to 397900 EUA)
B) Compensation i
Reduce by 84900 EUA the appropriations in Item 2.2.3.1 (from 127000 EUA to 42 100 EUA)
C) Reoenae
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Scbedale
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Since a separate appropriation has been allocated to the Universiry Institute in Florence, the appropriations
entered under ltem2940 for research and study grants should be increased by 8a900 EUA.
Draft amendment No 196
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mr Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 293: Subsidy in respect of certain activities performed by non-governmental organizations
pursuinp; humanitarian aims and promodnt human rights
A) Expenditare
Inoease the payment appropriations by 200000 EUA (from 200000 to 400000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Red*ce by 200000 EUA the appropriation in Item 262 (ftom 1300000 to 1 100000)
C) Re,r.tenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedile
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The recent terrorist attacks in the Community and the constant violation of fundamental human rights are
phenomena which call for serious reflecdon by the EEC institutions. The best way of combadng such vio-
lence and outrage is to allocate an additional appropriation of 200000 EUA to instirutes pursuing
humanitarian aims and promr)dng human rights.
*)t:t
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Draft amendment No 197
tabled by Mr Macciocchi, Mrs Bonino, Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 290: Subsidies to institutions of higher education
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriations by 135000 EUA (from 180000 EUA to 315000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Since Europe is increasingly threatened by the resurgence of nationalist movements and culoral
chauvinism, it is a matter of urgency to increase subsidies to institutions of higher education and thus to
move towards a new'cultural Europe'.
Draft amendment No 198
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mr Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 122: Installation, resettlemenr and transfer allowances
Item 1220: 
, 
Members of the institution
A) Expenditure
. Reduce the payment appropriations by 330000 andnake a,tohen entry
B) Compensation
Enter an appropriadon of 330000 EUA in Chapter 100 (new ltem 1220)
C) Reoenae
I
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COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
This item is intended to cover the installation, resettlement and transfer dlowances of the Members of the
Commission. Since the European Parliament i s toully excl*ded from the procedure for the appointment of
the Commissioners, the whole appropriation should be transferred to Chapter 100 to enable the changes
which have actually occurred to be assessed after the event and any repayments to be made, while continuing
to observe the principles of sound financial management (see Article 206a(2) of the Treary of Rome).
+++
ilil:'#'lf.TilJi.]il, capanna, Mrs Bonino, M, M,."io..hi and Mr coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 123: Removal expenses
Item 1230: Members of the instirution
A) Expend.iture
Reduce exgenditure by 66000 EUA and make a token entry
B) Cornpensation
Enter anappropriation of 66OOO EUA hChapter 100 (new Item 1230)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTTFTCATTON
This item is intended to cover the removal expenses of the Members of the Commission. Since the European
Parliament is totally exclade dfrom the procedure for the appointment of the Commissioners, thewhole ap-
propriation should be transferred to Chapter 100 to enable the changes which have acrually occurred to be
assessed after the went arid any repayments to be made, while continuing to observe the principles of sound
financial management (see Anicle 206a (2) of the Treary of Rome).
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Draft amendment No 201
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 530: Measures for frontier workers
A) Expenditure
Mahe a token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
Enter rhe following remarks:
Measures to promore employment and geographical mobiliry in the fronder regions of the Communiry.
JUSTIFICATION
Reinstate the token entry to enable measures to be taken when required by new developments.
Draft amendment No 202
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Anicle 5.1.1: Measures for handicapped persons
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment 
"pprop.i"iion by 20000000 EuA (from4oOOOOOO EUA to 60OOOOOO EUA)
B) Compensation
Deoease the appropriation under Artice 6.2.0 'refunds on milk and milk products', Item 6.2.0.0're-
funds' by 20000000 EUA (from 2375000000 EUA to 2355000000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
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Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Measurei for the handicapped need to be strengthened to enable a greater number of handicapped people to
be rehabilitated into normal'healthy' society.
On the other hand the European Parliament feels that expenditure on refunds in the milkproducts sector are
excessive and disproponionate: this is the reason for this transfer of appropriations.
+++
Draft amendment No 203
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
A)
B)
PAYMENTS
Anicle 6.2.0:
Item 6.2.0.0:
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Refunds on milk and milk products
Refunds
Scbedale
Expenditure
Red*ce rhe paymenr appropriation by I3iSOOOOOO EIJA (from 2375OOOO0O EUA to lOOOOOO0OO
EUA)
Compcnsation
Inoease by 1 375 O000OO EIJA the qpropriation under Anicle 9.5.0'Aid to disastervicdms in develop-
ing and other non-member countries'(from 3000000 EUA to 1378000000 EUA)
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
This is without doubr the budget item which more than any other demonstrates the profound distortions
creard on agricultural marketi by 23 years of operadon of the common agriculrurd policy, the deep.dis-
parities berieen supporr for production in northern areas and production in Mediterranean areas, and dre
complete failure of eommuniry food production to provide individual or collective self-sufficiency.
In this conrcxt, in view of the primordid imponance which the European Parliament assigns to combating
hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
Debates of the European Parliament, Nos. 1-2'16, 247 and260) it does not
seem unreasonable to request that part of these appropriations be dlocated to emerBency measures_ to save
from death by famine and malnutrition impo.,eriihed hordes in Third Vorld countries by providing ap-
propriate financing under Article 9.5.0.
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Draft amendment No 204
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 5.0.1.1: Aid to promote employment
A) Expend.iture
Inoease the payment appropriation by ZSOOOOOO EUA (from 6OOOOOOO EUA to 850OOOOO EUA)
B) Compensation
Deoease by 25 OOOOO;O EUr{ the appropriarion under Article 6.2.f intervention in respec of skimmed
milk', Item 6.2.1.0 (from 807000000 EUA to 782O0OOOO EUA)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The rate of unemployment in the EEC has now reached levels which are intolerable both to the workers and
to the whole Communiry economy. It would therefore seem advisable to provide further finance for Item
5.0' 1. 1 by reducing by a corresponding amount one of tIe sectors which receives a disproportionate amount
of subsidies: aid for skimmed-milk powder for use as feed for calves.
Y. :l rl
Draft amendmerr, *o ,ou
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 8013: Slaughtering of pigs and processing of pigmenr in France and the United Kingdom
A) Expenditure
Redace expendirure by \OOOOO EIIA andmake a token entry
B) Compensation
Enter an appropriation of TOOOOO EUA in Chapter l0O
C) Reoenae
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COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
. 
JUSTIFICATION
This item requires a token entry in order to ensure uniform measures in the agricultural secrcr and to restore
overall balance between the var.ious appropriations.
:t>l*
Draft amendment No 206
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 230: Stationery and office supplies
A) Expenditure
Reduce expendrwreby 504000 EIJA (f.rom 401O1OO to 3506000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue /
Reduce retenue by the same emount
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
This expendirure is definitely excessive and should be reduced by 504 000 EUA, with a view also to ensuring
sound financial management (Anicle 206a (2) of rhe EEC Treaty).
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Draft amendmertt No 207
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3030: Contribution to pilot projects on better housing for handicapped workers
A) Expenditure
Inoease expenditure by 330000 EUA (from 670000 to 1000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Red.ace by 330000 EUA the appropriations under ltem 1220 (from 330000 EUA to zero)
C) Revenrc
COMMITMENTS
Schedsb
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The pilot experiments designed to improve the working conditions of handicapped workers have so far had
good results. Effons should be intensified and for this purpose the EP feels that the appropriation should be
increased by 330 000 EUA to be deducted from Item 1220'Installation, resettlement and ransfer allowances
of Members of the institution'.
Draft amendment No 208
tabled by lvlr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commissi,on
PAYMENTS
Item 1001: Residence dlowances
l), Expenditure
Reduce expenditureby IB00A EIIA (from 226000 to 113000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Enter ut apropriation ol 113 000 EUA und,er Article 949 (neu be ading) (Specid programme for the
adoption of food strategies in dle poorest daielopirrg countries)
C) Reoenue
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COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the present political, economic and social siruation in rhe Communiry and in the associated and rron-
associated developing countries, the proposed appropriations are far too high. In view of the priority ac-
corded by the EPto the campaign against hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. l-246,247 and
260) and of the cuts made by the Council in Title 9, half of these appropriations should be transferred to Ar-
ricle 949 (new beading) (special programme for the adoption, etc.).
**+
Draft amendment No 209
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1002: Family allowances
Expenditure
Red.uce expetdtt'teby 119000 EUA (from 133000 to 14000 EUA)
Compensation
Enter tn appropriation of 1lgOOO EUA under Article 949 (new heading) (Special programme for the
adoption of food strategies in the Poorest developing countries)
C) Rettenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
A)
B)
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the present political, economic and social situation in the Communiry arrd in the associated and non-
associated developing countries, the proposed appropriations are far too high. In view of the priority ac-
corded by the EPto the campaign againsi hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. 1-246,247 and
zOO; and Lf the crrts made by ihe Council in Title 9, a large pan of these appropriations should be transferred
to Article 949 (new heading) (qpecial programme for the adoption, etc.).
*++
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Draft amendment No 210
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mr Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2231: Replacements
A) Expenditure
Reduce expenditure by 84900 EIIA (from 127000 to 42 100 EUA)
B) Com?ensation
Enter rn appropriadon of 84900 EUA in Chapter 700 (new ltem 2231)
C) Rettenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedalz
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
It should be sufficient to provide the same amount as last year.
>t**
Draft amendment No 211
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 590: Aid to disaster victims in rhe Communiry
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 5000000 EUA (from 5oooooo to 10000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Redace by 5 000000 EUA the appropriation entered in item 6200 'Refunds' for milk and milk products
C) Reoenae
REMARKS
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JUSTIFICATION
This operation is justified by fie fact that more than ever it is urgently necessary to provide funds for budget
items actually designed for the general benefit, at the same time reducing those persistently concerned with
pardcular sectors both in relation to production and geographically.
+*+
Draft amendment No 212
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1003: Representation allowances
A) Expenditure
Red,uce lte appropriation by 80000 EUA (Irom 83000 to 3000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Enter n appropriation of S0OOO EUA in Article 949 'special programme for the adoption of food
strategies in the poorest developing countries'(new heading).
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the present political, economic and social situation in the Community and in the associated and non-
associated developing countries, the proposed appropriations are far too high. In view of the prioriry ac-
corded by the EP to the campaign against hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. 1-246, 247 and,
250) and of the cuts made by the Council in Title 9, a large pan of these appropriations should be tratrsferred
to Article 949 'special proBramme for the adoption of food strategies in the poorest developing countries'
(new beading).
Draft amendment No 213
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 101: Accident and sickness insurance and other social security charges'
A) Expenditure
Red,uce the appropriations by 30000 EUA (from 110000 to 80000 EUA)
B) Compensation
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Enter an appropriation of 30000 EUA in Article 949'Special programme for the adoption of food
strategieg in the poorest developing countries'(new heading)
C) Revenue
COMMITMENTS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the present political, economic and social siruation in the Communiry and in the associated and non-
associated developing countries, the proposed appropriations are far too high. In view of the prioriry ac-
corded by the EP to the campaign against hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. 1-246, 247 md
260) and of the cuts made by the Council in Title 9, alargepanof. these appropriations should be transferred
to Article 949 'Special proBramme for the adoption of food strategies in the pooresr developing countries'
(new beading).
Draft amendment No 214
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 102: Temporary allowances
A) Expenditure
Redace the appropriation by 656000 EUA (from 683000 to 27OOO EUA)
B) Compensation
Enter en appropriation of 656000 EUA n Article 949 'Special programme for the adoption of food
strategies in the poorest developing countries'(new heading).
C) Reoenue
REMARKS
IUSTIFICATION
Given the present political, economic and social situation in the Community and in the associated and non-
associated developing counries, the proposed appropriations are far too high. In view of the prioriry ac-
corded by the EP to the campaign against hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. 1-246,247 and
260) and of the cuts made by the Council in Title 9, a large part of these appropriations should be transferred
to Article 949 'Special programme for the adoption of food strategies in the poorest developing countries'
(new beading).
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Draft amendment No 215
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1030: Retirement pensions
A) Expendiwre
Reduce the appropriation by 471000 EUA (f.rom 943000 to 472000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Enter rn appropriation of 471000 EIJA in Article 949 'special programme for the adoption of food
strategies in the poorest developing countries'(new heading)
C) Reaenue
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the present political, economic and social situation in the Communiry and in the associated and non-
associated developing countries, the proposed appropriations are far too high. In view of the prioriry ac-
corded by the EPto the campaign agiinsi hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. 1-246,247 and
260) and of the cuts made by the Council in Title 9, a large part of these appropriations should be transferred
to Article 949 'special programme for the adoption of food strategies in the poorest developing countries'
'(new beading).
Draft amendment No 216
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1032: Survivor's pensions
A) Expenditare
Delete ilre appropriation a:nd make a token entry
B) Compensation
Enter an appropriation of 188000 EUA in Chapter 100
C) Reoenaz
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
In the general re-examination of the expenditure for the Members of the Commission it seems appropriate to
provisionally set on one side appropriations for this item. In this way the question of survivor's pensions can
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be considered case by case, from the point ofview also of ensuring sound financial management (Article2O6a
of the EEC Treaty).
Draft amendmenr No 217
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 109: Provisional appropriations for possible adjustments to the emoluments of members of
the Commission
A) Expenditure
Reduce the appropriation by 223600 E()A (from 225000 to 14OO EUA)
B) Compensation 
,
Enter an appropriation of 223 600 EUA in Article 949 'Specid protramme for the adoption of food
strategies in the poorest developing countries' (new heading)
C) Reoenuz
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the present political, economic and social siruation in the Communiry and in the associated and non-
associated developing countries, the proposed appropriadons are far too high. In view of the prioriry ac-
corded by the EP to the campaign against hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. 1-246, 247 and
260) and of the cuts made by the Council in Title 9, a large part of these appropriations should be transferred
to Article 949 'Special programme for the adoption of food strategies in the poorest developing countries'
(new beading).
+*:t
Draft amendment No 218
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1102: Expatriation and foreign residence allowances
A) Expend.iture
Reduce the appropriation by 10000000 EUA (f.rom 33386000 to 23386000 EUA)
B) Compensation
," -, 
,.," I
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-Enter an appropriation of 10000000 EUA in Article 949'Special programme for the adoption of food
strategies in the poorest developing countries' (neu heading)
C) Reoenue
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the present political, economic and social siruation in the Communiry and in the associated and non-
associated developing countries, the proposed appropriations are far too high. In view of the priority ac-
corded by the EP to the campaign against hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. 1-246, 247 and
260) and of the cuts made by the Council in Title 9, a large part of these appropriations should be transferred
to Ardcle 949 'Special programme for the adoption of food strategies in the poorest developing countries'
(nezo heading).
++/.
Draft amendment No 219
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1113: Special advisers
A) Expenditare
Reduce rhe appropriation by 150000 EUA (from 203000 to 53000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Entef an appropriation of 150000 EUA under Article 949'Special programme for the adoption of food
strdtegies in the poorest developing countries' (neu heading)
C) Reoenue
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the current political, eionomic and social situation in the Community, lightshould be thrown on cer-
tain obscure working relationships between the Insdtutions and private individuals paid for various reasons.
A large pan of the appropriations in Item 1113 should be transferred to a budget to which Parliament at-
taches priority, the campaign against hunger in the world.
:l ,l ,t
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Draft amendment No 220
tabled by Mr Pannella; Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 177!: Travel and subqistence expenses of national expens seconded to the Commission
A) Expenditure
Reduce the appropriation by 1000000 EUA (from 1390000 to 390000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Enter an appropriation of 1000000 EIIA in Article 949 'Special programme for the adoption of food
strategies in the poorest developing countries' (neu heading)
C) Reaenae
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the present political, economic and social siruation in the Communiry and in the associated and non-
associated developing countries, the proposed appropriations are far too high. In view of the prioriry ac-
corded by the EP to the campaign against hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. 1-245, 247 and
260) and of the cuts made by the Council in Title 9, a large part of these appropriations should be transferred
to Article 949 'Special programme for the adoption of food strategies in the poorest developing countries'
(neu heading).
Draft amendment No 221
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1300: Members of the instirution
A) Expenditure
Reduce the paymenr appropriation by 377000 E{JA (from 754000 to 377OOO EUA)
B) Compensation
Enter an appropriation of 377000 under Article 502 'Measures for handicapped persons,
C) Reoenue
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The urgent need to reintegrate most of the handicapped persons in the Community into'normal'sociery as
soon as possible should induce the budgetary authorities to undenake a thorough re-examination of the mis-
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sion and travel expenditure for Members of the Commission, from the point of view also of sound financial
:na,regemenr (Article 206 a (2) of the EEC Treaty). A large pan of the appropriations in Item 1300 should
therefore be transferred to the Social Fund, Article 5O2.
:i*:f
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Draft amendment No 222
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macchiocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 130: Mission expenses, travel expenses and incidenul expendirure
Item 1302: Special equipment for missions
A) Expenditure
Delete kem 1302 and the appropriation entered (33000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Entet 
^n 
appropriation of 33000 EUA under Article 520 'Measures for handicapped persons'
C) Reaenue
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
All the expenditure'for the purchase of tropical clothing'(see remarks against the item in question), which is
absurd and definitely unnecessary, should be transferred to Article 502.
Draft amendment No 223
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1520: National staff and staff of private sector bodies
A) Expenditure
Reduce the appropriation by 120000000 EUA (from 240000000 to 120000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Enter rn appropriation of 120000000 EllA under Article 949'special programme for the adoption of
food strategies in the poorest developing countries (new beading)
C) Reoenae
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REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the present political, economic and social sioation in the Communiry and in the associated and non-
associated developing countries, the proposed appropriations are far too high. In view of the priority ac-
corded by the EP to the campaign against hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. 1-246, 247 and,
260) and of the cuts made by dre Council in Title 9, a large part of these appropriations should be transferred
to Article 949 'Special programme for the adoption of food strategies in the poorest developing countries'
(new heading).
/.>F+
Draft amendment No 224
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mr Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2.2.7.0: New purchases
A) Erpenditure
Redace expenditure by 500000 EUA (from 608500 to 1O85OO EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenuc
Redace reyenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedulc
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION \
In view of the need to review expendirure to ensure sound financial managemenr (Anicle 205 a (2) of the
EEC Treaty), expenditure of 508 000 EUA for the purchase of shelving and other filing equipmentis far too
high and should therefore be reduced by five-sixths.
.,
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Draft amendment No 225
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMEI\US
Item 22TL Replacements
A) Expenditare
Redace expenditure by 190000 EUA (from 200000 to 10000 EUA)
B) Compensatbn
Enter an appropriation of 190000 EUA und,er item 2273 (Maintenance etc.)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
A figure of 200 000 EUA for replacement of furnitu.. i, f". too 
-uch; the principle governing such expendi-
rure should be durability and hence mainrenance and repair.
,F+)l
Draft amendment No 226
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 222Q: New purchases
A) Expenditure
. 
Reduce expenditure by 500000 EIJA (from 1 TOOOOO to I 200000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Reduce reventte by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
I
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Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This appropriation seems excessive and not in accordance with the need to ensure sound financial manage-
ment (Article 206 a (2) of the EEC Treary).
y.. rt rl
Draft amendment No 227
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanne, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2353: Miscellaneous expenditure on internal meetings
A) Expenditure
Reduce expendirureby 30N0 EUA (from 50000 to 20000)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Reduce revente by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbed.ale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This appropriation for refreshments at internal meetings is far too much having regard to the need for sound
financial management (Anicle 206a of the EEC Treaby).
!t)t*
I
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Draft amendment No 228
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2400: Members of the institution
A) Expenditure
Reduce expendirure by 300000 EtlA (from 317000 to 17000 EUA)
B) Conryensation
Enter an appropriation of 300000 EUA under Article 949 (new heading) 'Special programme for the
adoption of food strategies in the poorest developing countries'
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the current political, economic and social siruation in the Communiry and in the associated and non-
associated developing countries, the appropriations proposed seem far too high. In view o{ the priority ac-
corded by the EP to the campaign against hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. 1-246, 247 md
260) and the cuts made by the Council in Tide 9, a large part of these appropriations should be transferred to
Art. 949 (new beading) (Special programme for the adoption etc.).
Draft amendment No 229
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2401: Staff
A) Expenditurc
Reduce expendirure by 58000 EIJA (from 358000 to 3OOO00 EUA)
B) Compensation
Enter anrppropriation of J8000 EUz{ in Ardcle 949 (neu heading) (special programme for the adoption
of food strategies in the poorest developing countries)
C) Reven*e
COMMITMENIS
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Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTFICATION
Given the current political, economic and social situation in the Community and in the associated and non-
associated developing countries, the appropriations proposed seem far too high. In view of the prioriry ac-
corded by the EP to the campaign against hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. 1-246, 247 and
260) and the cuts made by the Council in Tide 9, a large part of these appropriations should be transferred to
Art.,949 (new heading) (Special programme for the adoption etc.).
*:t+
Draft amendment No 230
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
Article 250: Expenditure on formal meetings and meetings in general
A) Expenditure
Reduce expendioxeby 678250 EUA (from 6800000 to 6021750 EUA) (No change as compared with
appropriation for 1980)
B) Conryensation
C) Reoenue
Red*ce revenueby the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The need to cut down on superfluous and unproductive expenditure.
++*
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Draft amendment No 231
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
' Item 2530: Mines Safery and Health Commission
A) Expendhwe
Inoease eipendirure by 500000 EUA (from 250000 to 750000 EUA)
B) Cornpensation
Redsce the appropriation in Art. 251 by 500000 EUl (Committees)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Sched*le
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
It is a fundamentd usk of the Communiry to ensure maximum safery for miners, but not to reimburse'ex-
pens'as provided for in Arcicle 251. It is therefote reasonable to transfer 500000 EUA.
*+*
Draft amendment No 232
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 261: Studies and surveys of the shon-term economic situation
t
A) Expenditure
Reduce expenditure by 1000000 EIJA (from 2OOOOOO to 1000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Enter rnappropriation of 1000 000 EUA under Article 949 (neu beading) (special programme for the
adoption of food strategies in the poorest developing countries)
c) Reaenue 
, 
r,
COMMITMENTS
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Scbedale
REMARKS
JUSTTFTCATTON
The Community's political, economic and social siruation is already sufficiendy well known and disturbing
as to render unnecessary such a high appropriation for studies of this nature. In view of the priority accorded
by the EP o the campaign against hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. 1-246,247 md,260) end
of the cuts made by the Council in Tide 9, half of these appropriations should be transfered to Article 949
(neto beading) (special programme for the adoption etc.).
Draft amendment No 233
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mr Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mrs Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Anicle 262 Comprehensive Community srudies and general surveys
A) Expenditare
Reduce expenditure by 6t0000 EUA (from 1 300000 to 650000 EUA)
B) Conpensdtiot,
Enur an appropierion of 650000 EU,A in Aracle949 (neu heading) (special programme for the adop-
tion of food strat€gies in the poorest developing countries)
C) Reoen*e
COMMITMENIS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the present political, economic and social situation in the Communiry and in the associated and non-
associated developing countries, the proposed appropriations are far too high. In view of the priority ac-
corded by the EP to the campaign against hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
EP Debates Nos. 1-246,247 and,
260) and of the cuts made by the Council in Tide 9, half of these appropriations should be transferred to Ar-
ticle 949 (neat beading) (Special programme for the adoption etc.).
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Draft amendment No 234
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2.7.2.0: Expenditure on information, publicity and participation in public events
A) Expendit*re
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Add after'Communities': 'as zoell as on the problems of malnutrition and Pooerty dnong the inhabiunts of
the ACP coantries and on the as yet inadeqlate rneast,res Uhen by the EEC in tbis seaor'.
JUSTIFICATION
ThedebateintheEP(seeOJ,Debatesof theEP,Doc. 1-246,247,260)showtheprimeimportanceattached
by the European Parliament to the campaign against hunger in the world. It therefore appears appropriate
that information activities should also be adiusted accordingly.
:trl+
Draft amendment No 235
tabled by Mr Panella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9.5.0.2: Exceptional aid to refugees in the ACP countries who have fallen victim to wars or(neat) natural disasters
l) Expenditure
treate anew ltem 9.5.0.2: 'Exceptional aid to refugees in the ACP countries who have fallen victim to
war or natural disaster'
Enter apryment appropriation of 50000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
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COMMITMENTS
Ente.r r comtitment appropriatron of 2t0000000 EIIA
Schedule
Enter the following schedule:
The commitment_appropriation is to cover emergency aid to ACP rrfugees and will be distributed over 5
years, corresponding to the duration of the Second Lom6 Convention.
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 250000000 EUA.
The likqly schedule of payments against commitments is asfollows:
Commitmcnts Paymcnts
l98l appropriatiou:
250 m0 000 EUA
t98l l9E2 l9E3 l9E4 1985
50 000 000
EI'A
50 000 000
EUA
50 000 (X)0
EUA
50 000 000
EUA
50 000 000
EUA
REMARKS
This appropriation is intended to finance exceptional aid to refugees from ACP countries who have fallen
victim to wars or natural disasters, pursuant to the undertaking gir.n by the ACP-EEC Consultative As-
sembly (see paragraph 47 of the FOCKE resolution adopted on ZO Seprember 19g0).
JUSTIFICATION
It is necessary to create this new budgetary item for,ouro reasons:
- 
the grave siuation of refugees in the ACP countries
- 
the.specific commitment made to this ef{ect by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, a commitment
which cannot be repudiated by the Members of the EuropeanParliament, panicularly in view of the fact
that it was solemnly given to the ACP delegates in therr capacrry as representaoves of ,h.i, gou..n*.rrr,
and in view of the expectations raised that this type of action wouid be taken.
t**
Draft amendment No 236
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9.2.0.5: Exceptiond programme for refugees in the ACP countries who have fallen victim to(new) wars or naturd disasters
A) Expenditure
Create a new ltem 9.2.0.5 'Exceptional programme for refugees in the ACP countries who have fallen
victim to wars or natural disasters ,
Enter a paymenr appropriation of 70000000 EtlA
B) Compensation
C) Reaenae
Incvease revenue by the same amount
.l
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COMMITMENTS
Enter e comlitment appropriation of 270000000 EUA
'schedule
Enter the following schedule:
The commitment appropriation is to cover the purchase of 2 000 000 tonnes of cereals to be distributed over 5
years, corresponding to the duration of the Second Lom6 Convention'
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 270000000 EUA'
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
Commltmcnts Paymcnts
1981 approprirtions:
270000000 EUA
1981 1982 19E3 1984 l9t5
70 000 000
EUA
50 000 000
EUA
50 000 000
EUA
50 m0 000
EUA
50 000 000
EUA
REMARKS
This appropriation is intended to finance a special programme of food aid in cereals equivalent to 2 000 000
a"".ifo.i*"gees in the ACP countries wh; haveialIn rrictim to wars or narural disasters, pursuantto the
,rna.i.t i,g giiep by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly (see paragraph 47 of the FOCKE resolution
adopted on25 September 1980).
' JUSTIFICATION
It is necessary to create this new budgetary item for two reasons:
- 
the grave sioation of refugees in the ACP countries
- 
the specific commitment made to rhis effect by the ACP-EEC Consultadve Assembly, a- commitmtnt
*ii.i., ."rrrrot be repudiated by the Members oi the European Parliament, panicularly in view of the fact
that it was solemnly given ,o ih. ACP delegates in their capacity as representatives of their governrnents
and in view of the eipectations raised that this rype of action would be taken.
t+*
Draft amendment No 237
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mr capanna, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 923: Food aid (other commodities)
l) Expenditure
Enter tn appropriation of.20000000 EUA inxea,d of the token entry
B) Compensation
Red.rce by 2OOOOOOO E\JA he appropriation in Item 6200'Refunds'for milk and milk products
(2 375000000 EUA)
C) Reoente
COMMITMENTS
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Scbedule
REMARKS
Article intended rc cover the.supply-to developing countries of food products orher than cereals, milk pro-
ducts and sugar ro ensure a better food balance in the beneficiary iountries.
JUSTIFICATION
All the disadvantages of conventional Community aid, consisting in supplying Community surpluses to the
developing countries, have been and still are evident. This appropri"tioni"ulJl.lp to diveisify LEC aid and
meet the food needs of the peoples concerned.
Draft amendment No 238
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 82222 Specific programme for deleloping beef cattle farming in upland areas of Italy
A) Expenditure
Enter tn appropriation of 10000000 E|JA insreard of the token entry
B) Compensation
Reduce by 10000000 EUA the,appropriation in item 5200'Refunds'for milk and milk products(237s000000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
As.pan of a gen-eral,rebalancing of the EAGGF Guarantee Fund, the'development of beef cattle farming in
upland areas of Itdy' should be given greater supporr at the expense of itei ozoo.
)l:t+
Draft amendmenr No 239
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1.0.0.0: Basic salaries
A) Expenditare
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Reduce thepayment appropriadon by 751000 EUA (from1 5O2OOO EUA to 751OOO EUA)
B) Compensation
Add 7t 1 000 EUA to Aricleg .4 .9 (new heading) 'special programme for the adoption of food strategies
in the poorest developing countries'
C) Reoenue
. COMMITMENTS
Schedile
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
In the present political, economic and social circumitances in the Communiry and in the associated and
non-associated developing countries, the appropriations under this heading appear to be particularly exces-
sive. In view of the primordial importance with which the European Parliament attaches to combating
hunger in the world (see OJ 
- 
Debates of the European Parliament, Nos. 1-246, 247, 260) and the cuts
madebytheCouncilinTide 9,balf of theseappropriationsshouldbetransferredtoArticleg4g(newhead-
lzg): 'adoption of food strategies in the poorest developing countries'.
Draft amendment No 240
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi-and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 8221: Collective irrigation works in the Mezzogiorno
A) Erpenditare
Inoease the appropriationby 20000000 EUA (from 16000000 to 36000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Reduce by 20000000 EUA the appropriation entered in item 6200'Refunds'for milk and milk products
(2375000000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
As part of a general rebalancing of the EAGGF Guarantee Fund, greater support should be given to the col-
lective irrigation works in the Mezzogiorno at the expense of item 6200.
,l,r*
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Draft amendment No 241
abled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters'
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
ltem 6212: Aid for liquid skimmed milk for use as feed for calves
A) Expenditare
Delcte the appropriation of 126000000 EUA and make a token entry
B) Corhpensation
Inoease by 126 000 OOO EUA the appropriation entered in Article 550 'Communiry action in support of
national regional policies'
C) Reoenae
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Financing the European Regional Development Fund is a priority matter as regards the aid for liquid skim-
med milk for use as feed for cdves, having regard also to the re-examination of the whole sector of aid for
bumer and cream.
\[ith this in mind, a transfer of 126000000 EUA is being made from item 6212 to Article 550.
***
Draft amendment No 242
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENIS
Item 6224: Special measures for absorbing sulpluses of bumerfas
A) Expenditure
Redace rhe appropriation by 80000000 EUA (fiom 111000000 to 31000000 EUA)
B) Compensatia
Inoease by 80000000 EUA the appropriation enrcred in Article 550'Community action in suppon of
national regiond policies'
C) Reoenue
REMARKS
JUSTTFTCATTON
Financing the European Regional Development Fund is a prioriry matter as regards special measures for ab-
sorbing surpluses of butterfats, having regard also to the re-examination of the whole sector of aid for butter
and cream.
\*rith this in mind, a ransfer of 80000000 EUA is bting made from item 6224 to Article 550.
+++
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Draft amendment No 243
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 6.2.1.0: Aid for skimmed-milk powder for use as feed for calves
A) Expenditure
Delete rhe appropriation of. 807 m EUA *d, make a token entry
B) Compensatio
Enter 807 m EUA in Chapter 1.0.0 (new Item 6.2.1.0)
C) Reoenue
Schedulz
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This item appear. to b. on. oi the most scandalous in the whole budget in the view of the budgetary authori-
ry. The EP proposes a @ken enrry in Item 6.2.1.0, the entire appropriation to be provisionally entered in
Chapter 1.0.0 pending a broad review of the management of the EAGGF, Guarantee Section, and above all
having regard to the need to ensure sound financial management (Article 206 (A) (2) of the EEC Treary).
6*+
Draft amendment No 244
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9.6.3.0: Financial Protocol /
A) Erpenditure
Reduce rhe appropriation by 31200000 EUA and make a token entry
B) Compensation
Enter 3i200000 EUA n Chapter l'.0.0 (neu ltem 9.5.3.0)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
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Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Following the military coup d'etat which has put an end to fundamental freedoms in Turkey, closed the
Grand National Assembly and led to the arrest of politicians and trade union leaders, the EP considers that
all forms of economic cooperation with Turkey must be frozen undl democracy, the parliamentary system
and a civilian government are restored. The financial provision rezulting from the financial protocol signed
with Turkey is therefore suspended and provisionally enrcred in Chapter 1.0.0.
Draft amendment No 245
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9.6.3.1: Special aid for Turkey
A) Expenditure
Reduce dre appropriation by 25000000 EtlA md make a token entry
B) Compensation
Enter an appropriation of 25000000 EUA n Chapter 1.0.0 (new ltem 9.6.3.1)
C) Reoenae
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Following the military coup d'etat which has put an end to fundamental freedoms in Turkey, closed the
Grand National Assembly and led to the arrest of politicians and trade union leaders, the EP considers that
all forms of economic cooperation with Turkey must be frozen until democracy, the parliamentary sysrem
and a civilian government are restored. The financial provision resulting from the financial protocol signed
with Turkey is therefore suspended and provisionally entered in Chapter 1.0.0.
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Draft amendment No 246
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Aricle 9.4.72 Community participation in the International Fund for Agricultural Development
(rFAD)
A) Expenditure
Enter rpayment appropriation of. 143000000 EUA
B) Compensation
Red.uce by l43OOOOOO E|JA the appropriation in Item 6.2.1.0
'Aid for skimmed-milk powder for use as feed for calves' (from 807 000 000 to 664 000 000 EUA)
COMMITMENTS
Schedile
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
EP resolution of 18 September 1980, paragraph 14 (OJ)
As part of the programme ro restock the IFAD funds in which the Community must pardcipate' it is prop-
osei to incr"rse the endowment from I to 3 000 million dollars. One-third of this total will be the responsi-
bility of the Communiry and an initial appropriation representing 207o of this share is entered in the 1981
budget.
JUSTIFICATION
The resolution on world hunger adopted on 18 September 1980 by the EP provides for an increase in the
IFAD endowmenrfrom t to f-OOO milion dollars. The Community is to take responsibiliry for one-third of
that total and it is proposqd to enter a2O7o sharein the 1981 budget as a token of the Community's commit-
ment in this area; the remaining 80% will be borne by the Member States.
Draft amendment No 247
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENIS
Article 9.4.5: Communiry conrribution towards schemes concerning developing countries carried
out by non-governmental organizations (NGO$
[) Expendit*re
Inoease the payment appropriation by 9250000 EUA (from 10750000 to 20000000 EUA)
B\ Compensatior, '
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C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENIS
Inoease the commitment appropriation by 1OOOOOOO E(JA (froml4OOOOOO to 24000000 EUA)
. 
Schedilc
Amend schedttle as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorizqd for 1981 is 24000000 EUA.
The likely schedule of payments against commitmenrs is as follows:
(ir EUA)
Commitmcnts
Prymcnts
l9E0 l98l t9t2 19t3
and subs. ycm
Commrtmcnts cntcrcd into
bcforc I9t0 to bc covercd
by ncw rpf,ropdrtioro
for prymcnt
Appropriation outetanding
from 1979
Appropriation for 1980
Approprirtion for l9El
10 400 000
100 000
14 000 000
24 000 000
6 900 ofl)
100 000
3 750 000
3 500 000
6 000 000
I I 500 000
4 250 000
6 500 000 6 0(x) 000
'otal 48 500 000 10 750 000 2l 000 000 l0 750 000 6 000 000
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The EP has alwayi stressed its interest, for reasons o[ efficiency, in this rype of developmenr aid (see resolu-
tion of 18 September 1980 on world hunger).
Rather than falling in with the Council which is merely reinstating the 1980 appropriation, tlre EP requests
reinlatealry of the appropriations shown in the prelimintry drak budgerwith additional financing of
4000000 EUA. r
+++
Draft ame4dment No 248
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 6.2.2.3: Other public srorage cosrs and expenditure on special measures
A) Expendit*re
Reduce rhe payment appropriation by 2OOOOO00O EIJA (from 318OOOOOO to 118000000 EUA)
B) Com.pensation
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C) Reaenue
Reduce revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Sche.dule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Until the whole butter and cream sector have been reviewed 200 000 000 EUA should be deducted from Item
6.2.2.3, in orderto reduce excessive o<pendimre which is contrary to the principles of 'sound financial man-
agement' (Article 206r (2) of the EEC Treaty).
Draft amendment No 249
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 6,2,1.62 Financial costs of public storage
L) Expenditure
Reduce rhe payment appropriation by 21000000 EUA and, make r token entry.
B) Compensation
Enter e payment appropriation of 21000000 EUA und,er Anicle 9.4.9. (new beading) 'Specid prog-
ramme for the adoption of food strategies in the poorest developing countries'.
C) Reoen*e
COMMITMENTS
' Schedtle
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The figure of 21000000 EUA forpublic storage of skimmed milk appears clearly to contradict the principles
of 'sound financial management' (Article 206,. (2) of the EEC Treary).
In view of the priority assigned by the European Parliament to combating hunger in the world a token entry
should be inserted in Item 6.2.1.6 and the whole of the appropriation transferred to Article 949 (new tide).
>$*+
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Draft amendment No 250
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 92412 Programmes and operations for the financial year
A) Expenditare
Inoease the payment appropriations by 34440000 EUA (from 56260000 to 90700000 EUA)
B) Compensation ,
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The increase in food aid transport costs is an automatic consequence of the increased volume of aid called for
in a previous amendment.
Draft amendment No 251
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mis Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item9.2.6.0: Excepdonalimplementingmeasures
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriadon by 2000000 EUA (kom 500000 EUA to 2500000 EUA)
B) Cotnpensation
Dectease by 2000000 EUA $e appropriation under Item 6.2.2.4'special measures for absorbing surp-
luses of bumerfats' (from 111 000000 to 109000000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
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Schedale
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The priority which Parliament assigns to emergency food aid rather than the traditional form of food aid 
-which always represen$ more a subsidy to the balance of payments of the beneficiary country than real help
to the peoples concemed 
- 
justifies this increase for expendirure on emergenry transport.
+*rt
Draft amendment No 252
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 9.4: Specific measures for cooperation with developing countries
Anicle 9.4.9: Special programme for the adoption of food strategies in the poorest developint coun-
(new heading) tries
A) Expenditure
Enter tpayment appropriation of 50000000 EtlA
B) Cornpensation
Reduce thetppropriadon in Item 6.2.0.0'refunds on milk and milk products'by 50000000 EIJA (from
2375000000 to 2325000000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
This appropriation is earmarked for the special programme for the adoption of food strategies for the
poorest developing countries and provides for the'adoption' by the EEC of a number of developing coun-
tries in order to finelizs x/ith the locd officids specific food strategies designed to bring local food produc-
tion up to a level of self-sufficiency.
JUSTIFICATION
The EP and ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly (see Focke report 
- 
resoludon adopted on 26 September
1980) have placed panicular emphasis on the need to work out adequate food strategies for developing coun-
tries, thus reflecting the views of the lforld Food Council. The Community as such should therefore par-
ticipate in this programme by making available an initial appropriation of 50000000 EUA.
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Draft amendment No 253
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Castellina and Mrs Macciocchi
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 9.5.0: Aid to populations
(neut head.iig)
Item 9.5.0.0: Aid to populations of developing and third counries afflicted by disasters
(neut)
Item 9.5.0.1: European emergency intervention force for populations threatened with starvation
(neu)
A) Expenditure
Amend the designation of Article 9.5.0 to read'aid to populations'
Create a new Item 9.5.0.0: 'Aid to populations of developing and third countries afflicted by disasters'
Enter apayment appropriation of 3000000 EUA
Create a new Irem 9.5.0.1: 'European emergency intervention force for populations threatened with
starvation'
Enter a payment appropriation of 408 392 500 EUA
B) Cornpensation
Reduce the appropriation in Item 6.2.0.0 by 408392500 EU,{ (refunds on milk and milk products)
(from 2375000000 to 1966607500 EUA)
C) Reoenae
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
This new item provides for the creadon of an emergency force to take action to eliminate hunger in the
poorest developing countries.
These measures can be carried out with the logistic support of special groups from t'he armed forces of the
Europeaq countries; these units would wear civilian dress. The purpose of this action must be to remedy the
dramatic siruation in the countries concerned and also to make available light infrastructurd equipment (wa-
rer pumps, small bridges, etc.) to bring about an improvement in the specific local siruation in the medium
term,
+**
Draft amendment No 254
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
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Article 9.5.0: Aid to disaster victims in developing and other non-member countries
Item 9.5.0.0: Aid to disaster victims in developing and orher non-member countries
(new)
Item 9.5.0.1: European emergency food aid force to assist populations experiencing serious supply(new) problems
A) Expenditure
Create 
^n 
Item 9.5.0.0: 'Aid to disaster victims in developing and other non-member countries'
Enter tle payment appropriation shown in Article 9.5.0, increased.by 403 OOOOOO EllA (from 3 000 000
to 405000000 EUA)
Create the following new Item 9.5.0.1: 'European emergency food aid force to assist populations ex-
periencing serious supply problems'
Enter apryment appropriation of 418741 000 EUA
B) CornPensotion
Reduce by 821 741000 EIJA ltem 6.2.0.0 (refunds on milk and milk products 
- 
from 2 375 O00O0O o
1533259999 EUA)
C) Reoenae
COMMITMENTS
I
Scbedule
REMARKS
The increase in the appropriation against Item 9.5.0.0 is jusdfied by the disastrous shortages frequently af-
fecting many of these countries. The appropriation in Item 9.5.0.1 is justified by the urgent need fop practi-
cal Community action having regard to the dramatic increase in the number of deaths from hunger and mal-
nutrition.
JUSTIFICATION
For justification see Remarks.
>F**
Draft amendment No 255
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Castellina and Mrs Macciocchi
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 9.5.0: Aid to populations
(new heading)
Item 9.5.0.0: Aid to disaster victims in developing and other non-member countries
(neto)
Item 9.5.0.1: European .-etg.rriy intervention force for populations threatened with starvation
(neu)
L) Expenditure
Amend the heading of Anicle 9.5.0 to read: 'Aid to populations'
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Create a, new Item 9.5.0.0: 'Aid to disasrcr victims in developing and other non-member countries
Enter r payment appropriation ol 3000000 EUA (rppropriation from Article 9.5.0)
Cre4te a new Item 9.5.0.1: 'European emergency intervention force for populations threatened with
starvation'
Enter a payment appropriation oI 301 105 652 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by 301 105 652 EUA
COMMITMENTS
schidnl,
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This new item provides for the crearion of an intervention force to act in effofts to eliminate hunger from the
poorest developing countries.
This action could be carried out with the logistic support of special units of the armed forces of the European
countries in civilian dress. The purpose of these actions is to alleviate dramatic situations of hunger and supply
light infrastructural equipment (warer pumps, small bridges, etc.) to ensure an improvement of specific situ-
ations in the medium term.
Draft amendment No 256
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Macchiocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 9: Cooperation with developing countries and non-member srares
Chaprcr 9.7: Cooperation in the field of commodities
(neu) ch*Pter)
Article 9.7.0: Common fund
(neat article)
Item 9.7.0.0: First section: financing of buffer stocks
(neat item)
A) Expenditure
Enter a peynent appropriation of 50000000 EUA n the new Item 9.7.0.0: First section: financing of
buffer stocks
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by same amount
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COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
Enter the following remark:
EP resolution of.26.4.1979 (OJ C 127,21. 5. 1979)
This item constitutes the necessary preliminary for the possible inclusion in the budget of the Community's
contribution of the first section of the common fund for commodities.
. JUSTIFICATION
In its resolution of 2e . +. 1979, the EP asked the Member States to make a positive contribution to the financ-
ing of the two sections of the common fund: in particular it asked for the Member States'shares of the financ-
ing of this fund to be included in the Communiry budget.
Considering rhat UNCTAD laid open for signature the act of participation in the common fund on I Oc-
tober and *rat dre Commission will probably be making a corresponding recommendation to the Council at
its next meeting, the EP considers it appropriate to enter 50 000 0OO EU A as an initial financial cohtribution.
Draft amendment No 257
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 9.7: Cooperation in the field of commodities
(nezo chapter)
Ardcle 9.7.0: Common fund
(new article)
Item 9.7.0. I : Second section: financing of measures for strucrural improvement of the world market
(new item)
A) Expenditure
Enter apayment appropriation of 50 000 000 EUA in the new Item 9.7 .0.1': second section: financing of
measures for structural improvement of the world market
B) Compensation 
I
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
Scbedule
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EP resolution of.26. 4. 1979 (OJ C 127,21.,5. 1979)
This entry constitutes the necessary preliminary for the possible inclusion in the Community's budget of the
Member States' contribudons to the second section of the common fund.
JUSTIFICATION
Vith a view to inclusion in the Community budget of the Member Sates' shares in the second section, and
having regard to the fact that UNCTAD laid open for signature on 1 October the act of accession to the
common fund while the Commission will in all probabiliry be rriaking a corresponding recommendation to
the Council at its next meeting, the EP considers it appropriate to enter 50 000 000 EUA for initial financing.
+>t{.
Draft amendment No 258
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, fvlrs Bonino, Mr Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Aracle 9.9.2: Commission delegations in the ACP countries and OCT
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 6650000 EUA (from 34500000 to 100 100000 EUA)
B) Compensaion
Redace by 66t00000 EUA the appropriation in Item 6.2.0.0: 'Rdunds on milk and milk products'
C) Reoenae
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
In accordance with a request made both by the ACP countries and by the European Parliament, the second
Lom6 Convention provides for the operating expenditure of the delegations to be impurcd to the Commun-
iry budget instead of to the EDF.
These delegations are an essentid component of cooperation between the ACP countries and the Communi-
ry. At a time when new delegations are being opened (because of the accession of new countries to the con-
vention) or branches being set up in ACP countries where there are no such delegations, the Commission
must have the appropriations needed for their operadon.
This substantial increase is justified by the role of these delegations in training and education activities, espe-
cially for middle gradesupervisory staff and specialized technicians who are nationals of the ACP countries.
' r t'
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Draft amendment No 259
tabled,by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 8.2.2.0: Agricultural advisory services in Italy
A) Expenditurc
Increase the appropriatio n by 7OO OOO EUA
B) Compensation
Redace by 700000 EUA the appropriation in Article 6.2.1: 'Intervention in respect of skimmed milk'
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedsle
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This amendment forms part of effons to strengthen financing for Communiry agriculrural regions which
have so far been less favoured by the common agricultural policy.
Draft amendment No 260
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
.Article 8.2.1: Forestry measures in certain dry Mediterranean regions
A) Expenditure
Inoease the appropriationby 20000000 EUA
B) Compensation
Red*ce by 2OOOOOOO EIIA the appropriation in Article 6.2.2:'lntewention in re6pect of butter and
cream', Item 6,2,2,3t 'Other public storage costs and expenditurp on special measures'
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
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Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
This amendment forms part of the programme to restore the balance between EAGGF Guidance Section
and Guarantee Section expenditure.
Draft amendment No 261
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 8.3.1.2: Premiums for the non-marketing of milk and milk products
A) Expenditure
Debte rte appropriation of 84000000 EUA and, make a token entry
B) Compensation
Enter en appropriation of 84000000 EUA in Chapter 1.0.0: Item 3.3.1.2: 'Premiums for the non-mar-
kedng of milk and milk products'
C) Reulnrc
COMMITMENTS
Schedulc
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The fact that a premium has been introduced for the non-marketing of milk and milk products is a clear
proof of the unjust, misguided and discriminatory nature of the,policy pursued in this sector which musr be
changed at the earl.iest possible date. Pending the necessary change, the appropriations should be placed in
Chapter 1.0.0.
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Draft amendment No 262
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2.6.5.3: Studies on the nuclear fuel cycle
A) Expenditwe
Delete this item and the appropriation of 150000 EUA 
r
B) Compensation
Enter an appropriation of tSOOOO EIJA against Article 2.8.8: 'European University Institute in Flor-
ence'
C) Reoen*e
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Debates in the EP have highlighted the risks to human and environmental safery of a European nuclear op-
tion; the proven risks of nuclear power stations are accompanied by the further risk of militarization of
European rcrritory. That being so, it is inadvisable to finance studies in this area while a Community con-
tribution to the financing of the European University Instirute in Florence would be panicularly useful.
Draft amendment No 253
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ircm 5.2,1.3: Aid for liquid skimmed milk for use as feed for animals other than calves
A) Expenditare
Reduce the appropriation by 249000000 EUA end make a token entry
B) Cotnpensation
Inoease by 249000000 EUA the appropriation in Anicle 5.5.0: 'Community action in support of na-
tional regional policies'
C) Reoenrc
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COMMI+MENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTTFTCATTON
The budgetary authority believes this item to bi one of the most scandalous in the whole budget. The EP
therefore proposes a token entry in Item 6.2.1.3 and transfer of the whole amount to Article 5.5.0.
+Y.>9
Draft amendment No 264
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppiiters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item2.6.5.2: Studies on advanced reactor design
A) Expenditure
Delete this item and the appropriatioo of 150000 ELIA
B) Compensation
Enter an appropriadon of 150a00 EUA in Article 2.8.8:'European Universiry Instirute in Florence
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Debates_in the European Parliament have repeatedly highlighted the danger to human and environmental
safery of a European nuclear option because of the proven iisks of nuclear power stations and the accom-
panying danger of militarization of European territory. It thereforeappears undesirable to finance studies in
this area; on the other hand, a Communiry contribution to the finarrcing of the European Universiry Insti-
tute in Florence is important.
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Draft amendment No 265
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Chapter 1.0: Members of the Institution
Article 1.0.0: Salaries, allowances and payments related to salaries
Item 1.0.0.4: Travelandsubsistenceallowances;attendanceatmeetingsandassociatedexpenditure
A) Expenditure
Decrease the appropriationby 1000000 EUA (from 16468200 EUA to 15468200 EUA)
B) Compensation
- 
CreateanewAnicle2.g.5'SpecialEuropeanParliamentFund'forthecampaignagainsthungerinthe
world'
- 
Enter an appropriation of 1000000 EUA
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
uhchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament's debates on hunger in the world should lead to practical action: hence the need to
set up a special fund to finance emergency measures in hunger-stricken countries by non-governmental or-
ganizadons.
Draft amendment No 265
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Chapter 1.0: Members of the Institution
Article 1.0.5: Language courses for Members
A) Expenditure
Deoease the appropriati onby 17000 EIJA (from 157OOO EUA to 1a0000 EUA)
B) Compensatio,n
- 
CreateahewArticle2.9.5'SpecialEuropeanParliamentFund'forthecampaignagainsthungerinthe
world
- 
Enter an appropriadon of 17000 EUA
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C) Reaenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The European Patliament's debates on hunger in the world should lead to practical action: hence the need to
set up a special fund to finance emergency measures in hunger-stricken countries by non-governmental or-
ganizations.
Draft amendment No 267
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Chapter 1.0: Members of the Institution
Article 1.0.9: Provisionalappropriationstocoveranyadjustmenmtotheemolumen$of Membersof
the European Parliament
A) Expenditure
Deoease the appropriationby 1000000 EuA (from45OOOOO EUA to 35OOOOO EUA)
B) Compensation
- 
CreateanewAnicle2.9.5'SpecialEuropeanParliamentFundforthecampaignagainsthungerinthe
world'
- 
Enter an appropriation of 1000000 EUA
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament's debates on hunger in the world should lead to practical action: hence th. rr..d to
set up a special fund to finance emergency meazures in hunger-sricken countries by non-governmenral or-
ganizations.
+t+
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Draft amendment No 268
tab.ed by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Scction I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Article 1.2.0: Miscellaneous expendirure on staff recruitment
A) Expenditure
Decrease the appropriationby 100000 EUA (f.rom 300000 EUA to 200000 EUA)
B) Compensation
- 
Create a new Ardcle 2.9.5 'special European Parliament Fund for the campaign against hunger in the
world'
- 
Enter an appropriation of 100000 EUA
C) Reoenae
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The elimination or reduction of administrative wastage is essential in order to ensirre'sound financial man-
agement' (see Article 206 of the EEC Treary); at the same time it is clear that the European Parliament's de-
bates on hunger in the world must lead to practical action. Hence the proposal to transferpan of the approp-
riation undeiArticle 120 to the'special European Parliament Fund for the campaign against hunger in the
world'.
Draft amendment No 269
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 1.3.0: Mission expenses, duty travel expense and other ancillary expendiure
Item 1.3.0.1: Staff
A) Expenditare
Decrease the appropriations by 225000 EUA (from 5225000 EUA to 5000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
- 
CreateanewArticle2.g.5'specialEuropeanParliamentFundforthecampaignagainsthungerinthe
world'
- 
Enter an appropriation of 225000 EUA
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C) Reaenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The elimination or reduction of administrative wastage is essential in order to ensure'sound financial man-
agement' (see Afticle 206 of the EEC Treary); at the same time it is clear that the European Parliament's de-
bates on hunger in the world must lead to practical action. Hence the proposal to transfer pan of the approp-
riation under Article 120 to the 'Special European Parliament Fund for the campaign against hunger in the
world'.
Yr+
Draft amendment No 270
tabled by Mr Panella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Article 2.2.0: Office machinery
Item 2.2.0.1: Replacement
A) Expend.itare
Deoease the appropriationby 242500 EUA (from 485000 EUA to 242500 EUA)
B) Compensdtian
- 
CreateanewArticle2.g.5'Special EuropeanParliamentFundforthecampaignagainsthungerinthe
world'. \
- 
Enter an appropriation of 242500 EUA
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
This figure seems to high. It is therefore proposed to transfer half of the appropriation to the'special Euro-
pean Parliament Fund for the campaign against hunger in the world'.
+*rF
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Draft amendment No 271
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Article2.2.1: Furniture
Item 2.2.1.0: New purchases
A) Expenditure
Dectease the appropriationby 237500 EUA (from 475000 EUA to 237500 EUA)
B) Compensation
- 
CreateanewArticle2.9.5'SpecialEuropeanParliamentFundfo'rthecampaignagainsthungerinthe
world'
- 
Enter an appropriation of 237 500 EUA
C) Reoenae
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTTFTCATTON
To reduce administrative expenditure as far as possible and at the same dme to follow up the European Parli-
ament's debates on hunger in the world in a prictical way by helping to set up the 'Special European Parlid-
ment Fund for the campaign against hunger in the world'.
++Yr
Draft amendment No 272
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Article 2.2.3: Transpon equipment
Item 2,2.3.1: Replacements
A) Expenditare
Reduce the appropriation by 102000 EUA (from 204000 to l02OOO EUA)
B) Compensation
Create a new Article 2.9.5: 'Special European Parliament fund to combat world hunger'
Enter en appropriation of 102000 EUA
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C) Rettenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Superfluous expendirure should be cut to the minimum; insteadParliament should concentrate on setting up
a special fund to combat world hunger.
Draft amendment No 273
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 2.3.0: Stationery and office supplies
A) Expenditwe
Redace the appropriation by 324000 EUA (from 1324000 to 1000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Create a, new Anicle 2.9.5: 'Special European Parliament fund to combat world hunger'
Enter en appropriation of 32a000 EUA
C) Rettenue
COMMITMENIS
Scbedyle
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
It is essential to cut to the minimum superfluous or easily reduceable expenditure items if the concern ex-
pressed during the debates in the European Parliament on world hunger is to be taken to its logical conclu-
sion and a special European Parliament fund set up to combat world hunger.
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Draft amendment No 274
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Secdon I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Article 2.3.5: Other operating expenditure
Item2.3.5.2: Miscellaneousexpenditureoninternal meetings
A) Expenditure
Reduce the appropriation by 100000 EUA (from 114000 to 14OOO EUA)
B) Cornpensation
Create a new Ardcle 2.9.5: 'Special European Parliament fund to combat world hunger'
Enter an appropriation of 100000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
Scbedsh
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
It is esscntial to cut to the minimum superfluous or easi-ly reduceable expenditure items if the concern ex-
pressed during the debates in the European Parliament on world hunger is to be taken to its logical conclu-
sion and a special European Parliament fund set up to combat world hunger.
*+*
Draft amendment No 275
tabled by Mr Panella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Article2.4.0: Entertainmentandrepresentationexpenses
Item 2.4.0.0: Members of rhe Insdrution
A) Expenditure
Reduce rhe appropriation by 300000 EIJA (from 380000 to SOOOO EUA)
B) Compensdtion
Creote 
^ 
new Article 2.9.5: 'special European Parliament fund to combat world hunger'
Enter an appropriation of 300000 EUA
C) Reoenue
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COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
It is imperative to reduce expendirure which is obviously superfluous if the concern expressed by the Euro-
pean Parliament in its debates on world hunger is to be taken to its logical conclusion and a special European
Parliament fund set up to combat world hunger.
Draft amendment No 276
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Secdonl-Parliament Y
PAYMENTS
Article 2.4.0: Entertainment and representationexpenses
Item 2.4.0.1: Staf{
A) Expenditure
Reduce rhe appropriation by 25000 EUA (from 26000 to 1000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Create a new Article 2.9.5: 'special European Parliament fund to combat world hunger'
Enter an appropriation of 25 00\ EUA
C) Reaenae
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTTFTCATTON
A drastic reduction in obviously superfluous expenditure is imperative if the concern expressed by the
European Parliament in its debates on world hunger is to be taken to its logical conclusion and a special
European Parliament fund set up to combat world hunger.
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Draft amendment No 277
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Sectionl-Parliament,
PAYMENTS
Article 2.4.0: Entenainment and representation expenses
Item2.4.0.2: Fund for expenses in accordance with Rule 53 of the Rules of Procedure of the EP
A) Expenditure
Reduce the appropriation by 10000 EUA (from 18000 to 8000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Create r new Article 2.9.5: 'Special European Parliament Fund to ccimbat hunger'
Enter an appropriation of 10000 EUA
C) Revenue'
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
REMARKS \
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
It is imperative to reduce excessive expenditure if the concern expressed by the European Parliament in its
debates on world hunger is to be taken to its logical conclusion and a special European Parliament fund set
up to combat world hunger.
**)t
Draft amendment No 278
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Chapter 2.9: Subsidies and financial contribudons
Anicle 2.9.5: Special European Parliament fund to combat world hunger
(new)
A) Expenditure
Create a new Article 2.9.5
Enter a payment appropriation of 1000000 EUA.
B) Compensation
Redrce by 1000000 EUA Aracle 1.0.9: 'Provisional appropriations to cover any adjustments to the
emoluments of Members of the European Parliament'
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C) Reoenae
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
This appropriadon is to finance emergency actions by non-governmental organizations in the event of
natural or human disasters in developing countries threatened with starvation.
JUSTIFICATION
The debates held on the subject of world hunger by the first directly-elected European Parliament in the first
12 months of its activities demonstrate the prioriry which it attaches to this sector. That being so, it would
seem logical, through savings on internal administration, to set up a special fund te combat world hunger;
contributions could be made from that fund to acdon in this sector by the specialized NGOs.
:i++
Draft amendnient No 279
tabled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Item 2.9.9.1: Subsidies towards the cost of visits by opinion multiplien from the Member Sutes
A) Expenditure
Delete the enrire payment appropriation and make a token entry
B) Compensation
Enter 380000 EUA n Chapter 1.0.0 (new Item 2.9.9.1)
C) Rertenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
It would seem appropriate to place these funds provisionally in reserve until funher information is available
on the desirability of including this item in the budget of the first parliament elected by direct universal zuf-
frage by the peoples of Europe.
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A)
Draft amendment No 280
mbled by Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2.0.0.0: Rent
Expenditare
Redace rhe appropriation by 11000000 EUA (from 41000000 to 30000000 EUA)
Compensation
Enter an appropriarion of 11000000 E|JA in Article 2.0.6: 'Acquisition of immoveable property' in-
stead of a token entry
Ret,enue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
For years the Commission has been paying exhorbitant rent on its office buildings. To ensure that the rental
contracts aluays correspond to the principles of sound financial management (Article 206 (A) (2) of the
EEC Treary) it would be appropriate for all rental contracts to be negotiated, currendy under negotiation or
falling due for renegoriarion, to include a clause by virtue of which the rental figure would be reduced after a
specific number of years. That is never done at present. Article 211 of the EEC Treaty gives the Community
Institutions the possibiliry of purchasing or acquiring immoveable property. In the long term, ownership
rarher rhan rental of buildings guarantees better utilization of the budgetary funds available to the Institu-
tion.
tr!r+
Draft amendment No 281
tabled by Mr Panriella, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Coppieters
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 2.0.4: Fitting-out of premises
A) Expenditare
Reduce rhe appropriation by 1500000 EUA (from 2500000 to 1000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Enter Nt appropriation of l SOOOOO EtlA in Article2,,O.7: 'Construction of buildings' instead of the rc-
ken entry
B)
c)
(''1
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C) Reaenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
In view of the exhorbitant rents paid by the Commission, the owner of the buildings should adapt the pre-
mises to meet the Institution's needs. By arranging to construct its own buildings, the Commisslon would
have a wider choice at the design stage and a greater possibility of obtaining more favourable conditions than
at Present.
Draft amendment No 282
tabled by Mr Delorozoy on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chaprcr 2.8: Subsidies for balancing budgets
Article 2.8.1: Subsily for the operation of the Community Business Cooperation Centre
A) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by 23 000 EUA (from 115 000 to 138 000 EUA) (reinstatementof the
amount entered in.the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The amount proposed by the Council takes no account of:
(a) the increase in costs due to inflation
(b) additional measures required because of the exceptional situation affecting numerous secors of the
economy.
++>t
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A)
B)
Draft amendment No 284
tabled by Mr Nord and Mr de Clercq, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item3.7.2.2: Textileindustrytechnology
Expenditure
Enter 
^payment 
appropriation of 600 000 EUA (insrcad of a token entry) (reinstatement of the approp-
riation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
Compensation
C) Rtaenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Enter e commitment appropriation of 32OOOOO EUA (reinstatement of appropriation in the preliminary
draft budget)
, Scbedule
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is for 3200000 EUAI.
The likely schedule of payments in relation ,o 
"ornri,i,-.rr,s 
is as follows:
(n EUA)
Commitments
Paymcnts
1980 t9El 1982 t9E3and subs. ycars
Appropriation for 19E0
Appropriatron for 1981
l 000 000
3 200'o0o
tokcn cntry 400 000
200 000
400 000
I 250 000
200 000
l 750 000
Total 4 200 000 tokcn entry 600 000 l 6s0 000 I 950 000
'See Article I (3) of rhe Frnancial Regulatron of 2t December 1977
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Commission has proposed a second re'search and development programme for the EEC in the field of
textiles and clothing. ihis has b.en drawn up in close collaboiatiot *ith t"p.es.ntatives of the industry and
has obtained a fa.,irrable opinion from the Economic and Social Committee. Since th_e programme is in-
tended to permit the developLenr of new technologies it would seem pardcularly valuable for improving the
compedti;e posidon of European industry in relation to certain other countries such as JaPan.
Although the Council itself adopted a commitment appropriation of 1000000 EUA for the 1980 financial
y.r., i,"h6 merely entered a token entry in its draft b.rdget. In ,ie* of the.importance of this second pro-
g.""i-.1iir 
"rr.ir,ifl.rh", it should 
[g'"dopted.by the bouncil without delay and that the payment and
commlrment appropnauons entered in the preliminary draft budget should therefore be reinstated'
)t:t+
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Draft amendment No 285
tabled by Mr Nord and Mr de Clercq on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.7.6: Sectoral srudies
Item 3.7.6.2: Increasing productiviry in the clothing industry
(new)
A) Expenditwe
Create the following new item: 'increasing productivity in the clothing industry'
Enter epayment appropriation of 500000 EUA (reinstatement of the appropriation in the prelirninary
draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Reinsute rhe remarks in the preliminary draft:
New item
Appropriation intended for the following specific measures to increase productiviry in the clothing indus-
try:
- 
organization of meetings of experts in the fields concerned,
- 
award of contracts for preparatory work to identify the most promising options which have the best
chance of being carried out,
- 
the award of contracts to consultanry bureaux, engineering companies and laboratories to study the pos-
sible solutions adopted after the preparatory work.
This appropriation also covers the costs of manging the contracts.
JUSTIFICATION
In the preliminary draft budget the Commission created a new item for increasing productiviry in the clo-
thing industry; an appropriation of 500000 EUA was entered; the Council deleted this item.
At a time when the European clothing industry is facing constandy increasing competition from abroad, it
would seem essential to encourage any action enabling productivity in this secror to be increased. The author
of the amendment is therefore calling for reinstatement of the appropriation in the preliminary drafr.
+++
Draft amendment No 286lrev.
tabled by Mrs Pruvot on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
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Item2.9.4.3: Scientificcooperationbetweenuniversities(neut) and the European Parliament
A) Expenditure
Create a new item endtled'Scientific cooperation berween universities and the European Parliament'
Enter a payment appropriation of 50000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Revenae
Inctease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
Enter tte following remarks:
This appropriation is intended to finance a srudy analysing the possible effects 
- 
with panicular reference to
the more effective integration of young people in the work process 
- 
of the establishment of a permanent
structure incorporating-the universities, the European Parliament and the social and professiond bodies
concerned.
JUSTIFICATION
The Liberal and Democratic Group is firmly in favour of the European Parliament breaking the wall of si-
lence which surrounds it and of dre implementation of any activiry designed to foster a true European cul-
tural identity.
To this end, proper official links should be established between the European Parliament and the universities
in Europe.
The Liberal and Democratic Group believes that dre role of the university consists panly and above all in pre-
paring young people for their successful integradon into working life. Therefore, in accordance with the princi-
ples laid down in the Treaty of Rome concerning the free movement of men and ideas, dre European Parlia-
ment should establish a permanent working structure incorporating representatives of the various European
universities, Members of Parliament, representadves of the Commission and the social partners concerned.
This cooperation stnrcrure should also include teaching and research units representing not only the indus-
trial and commercial sectors, but also the service and agriculrural sectors.
Conscious of the difficulties caused by the establishment of such a structure for research into scientific coop-
eration, the Liberal and Democratic Group calls for the creation of a budget line to finance an in-depth study
into the possibilities and effectiveness of a structure of this nature.
Draft amendment No 287
tabled by Mr Nord and Mr de Clercq on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 3: Community policies relating in particular to research, technology, industry, tlle social
sector, the environment and the supply of energy and raw materials
Chapter 3.9: Other expenditure on specific projects undertaken by the institution
Article 3.9.4: E4penditure on sport and sporting events
(neot)
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Item 3.9.4.0: Organization of Community Games
(neu)
A) Expenditare
Create a new Anicle 3.9.4 entitled'Expenditure on sport and sporting events'
Create a new item 3940 entitled'Organization of Community Games'
Make e token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks against item 3940:
'The entry of this item in the budget should prompt the Commission of the European Communities to un-
denake a preparatory study on the organizadon of Communiry Games along the lines of the Mediterranean
Games during the 1981 financial year.
The Commission will submit a report on this subject to the European Parliament before the end of 1981.'
JUSTTFTCATTON
So far the spons sector has been totally ignored by the Community institutions despite the fact that more
than any other it is capable of symbolizing the European idea for the citizens of the Community; the or-
ganization of Communiry Games would have an electrifying effect.
No appropriation is requested this year in respect of the new item for which inclusion in the budget is re-
quested; initially the Commission should carry out a preparatory srudy into the organization of these
Games.
Draft amendment No 288
tabled by Mrs Scrivener and Mr Edgar Faure on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 5.2.1: Community Pact on behalf of young people(new) seeking their first job
A) Expenditare
Create t new Article 5.2.1 entitled'Communiry Pact on belialf of young people seeking their first job'
Mahe a, token entry
B) Compensation
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C) Reaenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedile
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
'This appropriation is intended to finance measures for the implementadon of a Communiry Pact on behalf
of young people seeking their first job'.
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament has on many occasions emphasized the need to find truly Community solutions to
the serious problem of unemployment:
Pardcular atrention should be paid to young people sedking their first job; in this respect, some Member
States already grant subsidies and tax relief to undenakings to encourage them to employ young people.
Following a preparetory study, financed by an appropriation entered in Chrpter 5.2, into the possibility of
applying these measures throughout the Communiry, the Commission should be able to launch a project of
this narure in 1981.
Draft amendment No 289
tabled by Mr Donnez, Mr Maher, on behalf of the Liberal Er Democratic Group and Mr Aigner, on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (C-D Group)
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 5.6: European Regional Development Fund 
- 
Specific Communiry measures
Article 5.6.1: Measures in favour of integrated operations
Item 5.6.1.0: Preparatory srudies for integrated operations
A) Expenditure
Enter a payment appropriation of 300000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks against item 5610:
Schedule
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'This appropriation is intended to enable the Commission to bear part of the cost of the preliminary srudies
required for the preparation of integrated operations concerning in particular:
- 
the problems of industrial reconversion in the Nord and Pas-de-Calais Depanments,
- 
the economic problems facing rhe frontier regions in Ireland,
- 
the East Bavaria development programme.'
JUSTIFICATION
In the context of improving socid and regional economic strucures, one of the major obstacles to the effec-
tiveness of Community financing in all its forms is the dispersion of the financial effort resulting from the
variety of the instruments and Funds (ESF, ERDF, EAGGF Guidance Section) or other structures involved
(ECSC, EIB). To prevent this'watering-can effect', the Commission has launched the concept of inteBrated
operations'with a view to concenrating the activities of the various Communiry insrrumens on specific
problems which are geographically well-defined.
Following a token entry in the 1980 budget, it appears necessary to enter under this item for the 1981 finan-
cial year an appropriation enabling each operadon to be properly prepared. In this connection the Commis-
sion's attention is drawn to:
- 
the problems of industrial reconversion in the Nord and Pas-de-Calais Departments
- 
the economic problems facing the frontier regions in Ireland
- 
the East Bavaria development programme.
Draft amendment No 290
tabled by Mr Donnez, Mr Maher on behalf of the Liberal & Democratic Group and Mr Aigner, on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (C-D Group)
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 5: Social and Regional Funds
Chapter 5.6: European Regional Development Fund 
- 
Specific Community measures
Article 5.6.1: Measures in favour of integrated operations
Item 5.6.1.1: Community measures in the framework of integrated operations
A) Expenditure
Enter e payment appropriation of 1000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Enter a commitment appropriation of 5000000 EUA
Schedule
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 5000000 EUAI. The likely schedule of payments
against commitments is as follows:
An EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
198 I t982 1983
Appropriation for l98l 5 000 000 1 000 000 2 000 000 2 000 000
I Sce Anrclc I (3) of thc Finanoal Rcgulatron of 2l Deccmber 1977
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REMARKS
Enter rhe following remarks:
'This appropriation is intended to enable the Commission to finance specific measures in the framework of
integrated operations, jointly with national or local authorities, in cases where such measures fall outside the
scope of the Communiry's existing financial instruments.
This appropriation is earmarked for the specific measures already agreed or to be agreed during the 1981 fi-
nancial year.'
, JUSTIFICATION
The Commission's integrated operations are designed to concentrate the activities of the Community's vari-
ous financial instruments on a specific problem which is geographically well-defined. In some cases, how-
ever, none of the Communiry instruments is properly suited to a particular project which must be included
in an integrated operation.
Following a token entry in the 1980 budget, this amendment is designed to provide the Commission im-
mediately with the required flexibiliry in respect of the implementation of specific measures within the
framework of integrated operations. 
-
The specific measures benefiting from this appropriation are those already agreed (Naples and Belfast) and
those to be agreed during the 1981 financial year: in this respect the Commission's attention is drawn to:
- 
the problems of industrial reconversion in the Nord and Pas-de-Calais Depanments
- 
the economic problems facing the frontier regions in Ireland
- 
the East Bavaria development programme.
Draft amendment No 291
tabled by Mr Rossi, Mr Galland and Mr Pintat on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 10: Other expenditure
Chapter 10.3: Global operational reserve for the energy sector
@r-)
A) Expenditare
Create t new chapter entitled'Global operational reserve for the energy sector'
Enter epryment appropriation of 50000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Enter acommitment appropriation of llloooooo EUA
Scbedule
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 150000000 EUAI. The likely schedule of payments
against commitments is as follows:
1 See Arc. I (3) o{ the Financial Regulatron of 2l December 1977.
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(n EUA)
Appropriatron for 1981
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
'The appropriation in Chapter 10.3 is intended to cover the investment-financing requirements arising in
1981 for the pioper development of a common energy policy. It is, therefore, provisional and may only be
utilized after being transferred to the budget lines concerned in accordance with the procedure laid down to
this end in the Financial Regulation.'
JUSTIFICATION
Despite numerous declarations by the Heads of State or Government of the Oommunity emphasising that
the Community of the Nine must take concened acdon in the enerty sector, no real progress has been made
in this area in recent years.
The Liberal and Democratic Group considers thet the precarious nature of our energy supplies 
-in *re long
as well as in the short term 
- 
requires that declarations of intent should be immediately transformed into
concrete action.
Pending the submission by the Commission of practical proposals for the implementarion of these
guidelines and the adoption by the Council of proposds already submitted 
- 
in some cases several years ago
- 
the Liberal and Democradc Group proposes the creation of a global operational reserve to demonstrate
its determination to fosrcr the real development of a common energy policy.
The appropriation entered in this reserve may only be utilized after being transferred to the budget lines con-
cerned; it will enable investment to be made in:
- 
the coal sector (gasification and liquefaction)
- 
the development of alternadve energies
- 
research into nuclear,energy (security and safety, uranium prospecting)
- 
research inrc new technologies
- 
the development of energy-saving measures.
',
Draft amendment No 293
tabled by Mr Lomas, Mrs Buchan, Mr Caborn, tvti Salfe and Mr Griffiths
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 2.9.1: Subsidies to European Movements
A) Expenditure
Delete this anicle
B) Compensatio
C) Reoenae
Re d uce r ev enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
I
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Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Such movements should be self-financing. The British European Movement states that it is, despite Mr Jen-
kins's reply to a question from Mr Lomas, not receiving sums from the EEC.
*#*
Draft amendment No 294
tabled by Mr Seal, Mr Collins, Mr Caborn, Mr Balfe, Mrs Buchan, Mr Lomas, Mr Griffiths and Mr Key
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 3.7: Expendirure in the industrial and transport sectors
Item3.7.6.2z Clothingindustry
(new)
l) Expenditure
Create anewitem}.7.6.2'clothing industry'andenter apryment appropriation of 500000 EUA against
it (reinstatement of entry shown in preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
I nctease revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The future viabiliry of the clothing industry and its abiliry to compete both widr high-cost and low-cost sup-
pliers will depend to a large extent on the speedy adoption of new and more efficient technology.
Recognising this, the EEC Commission asked a firm of consultants, Kurt Salmon Associates, to srudy the
potential use of new techniques which would make a significant contribution to improved productivity.
Their repon was published earlier *ris year and was generally welcomed by the industry. It was agreed that
no time or opportuniry should be lost in developing the ideas contained in the report and, in cooperation
with the Commission, a steering group and working party have been set up. The Commission, accePting
that research and development on this scale was beyond the scope of most companies in the industry,
agreed to make a provision of 500000 EUA in the 1981 budget to fund the work. This is one of the budget
items which has been cut by the Council of Ministers. Its reinstatement is vital for the industry.
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Proposed modification No 295 rev.
tabled by Mrs Casde, Mr Balfe, Mr Caborn, Miss Quin, Mr Lomas, Mrs Buchan, Mr Griffiths and Mr Key
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 5: European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- 
Guarantee Section
A) Expenditare
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
At end insert:
'These decisions will not result in any extra expenditure for Titles 6 andT'
JUSTIFICATION
The Commission has stated that measures will be brought forward designed to avoid any further explosion
in guarantee expenditure. Strengthening Council's resolve on this matter is vital if this aim is to be achieved.
This modification would help to strengthen that resolve.
,liL+
Draft amendment No 296lcorr.
tabled by Mr Caborn, Mr Balfe, Mr Lomas, Mrs Buchan, Mr Griffiths, Mr Key
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 5.4.0: SpecialcontributiontoECSCforthetemporarysocialmeasuresinconnectionwiththe
resrucruring of the steel industry
A) Expenditare
Enter a payment appropriation o{ 300000000 EUl
B) Compensation
C) Rettenue
Inoease revenue accordingly
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COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The continuing crisis in the industry as indicated by the Commission's declaration of a 'manifest crisis'and
the operation of Article 58 of the ECSC Treary.
Draft amendment No 297
tabled by the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 2.6.4: Statistical srudies and surveys
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 210000 EUA (from 7925 000,to 8135 000 EUA 
- 
reinstatement
of the appropriations in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Cotnpensation
C) Reaenue
Inoease revenue by the same amounr
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament believes that the Commission needs all the appropriations it requested, which rep-
resent a decrease on last year's appropriations, if the Statisdcal Office is to be able to carry out its tasks in en-
suring the effectiveness of the Communiry Sutistical system.
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Draft amendment No 298
tabled by The Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
A) Expenditure
B) Compensation
C) Reaenae
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
Enter lte following remarks at the beginning of this section:
'Having regard to Anicle 205 of the Treaty, the Budgetary authoriry hereby decides that any n.* 
-*.g.-
ment committee established in the context of new Communiry policies or any existing committee shall, in
connection with the regular revision of certain policies, play a purely advisory role and shall in no event en-
croach on the Commission's exclusive responsibility for the implementation of the Budget'.
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament must insist on the advisory role of the management commitees, which threaten to
undermine the Commission's prerogatives and reqponsibilities as lnid down in the Treaty.
+'l*
Draft amendment No 299
, tabled by Mrs Hoff, Mr Albers, IVtr von der Vring, Mr Peteisen, Mr Linde, on behalf of the Socialist Group
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Complete the establishment plan as follows:z{d/ the following temporary posts: 
- 
4 A 7/6 posts in Grade
A 7 (to replace the 4 auxiliary posts held by the 4 language teachers)
A) Expenditare
Inoease expenditure by 241974 EUA
B) Compensation
(Part of the expense may be covered by the abolition of the 4 auxiliary posts)
,' l
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C) Reoenae
Inctease revenue by 43312 EUA (1)
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Each of the four teachers giving instruction in the four main languages (English, French, Italian and Ger-
man) has to give language course for Members as well as for officials of the European Parliament. They have
. all had more than six year's professional experience in Parliament itself, are university graduates and full-
time employees like the officials, but do not enjoy the same rights.
The Staff Committee is in favour of the conversion of these posts.
'r 'i 't
Draft amendment No 300/rev.
tabled by the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 5.8.0: Supplementary measures in favour of rhe United Kingdom
A) Expenditure
B), Compensation
C) Reoenae
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
REMARKS
These measures have been agreed under the procedures laid down in Article 235 of dre EEC Treary. The
Budgetary Authority recognizes that this implies that any expenditure arising is classified as non-compul-
sory.
| + 198662 EUA from imuon on salues
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These supplementary measures will be subject to the budgetary and financial controls envisaged by the T_re-
aty and the financia.l regulations.
In particular,
(a) the Commission will submit on 30 June and 31 December a report to Parliament on the implementation
of these appropriations, the programme and sub-programme that have been subsidized, the rate of
spending and the criteria for the use of these appropriations,
(b) all the usual requirements for operating control, made available by Member States, including all docu-
ments and the possibiliry of on-the-spot checks, will be made available to the Commission so that,
without restriction, it can carry out its responsibilities in relation to the implementation c,f the budget as
is provided for under Anicles 205 and 205 of the EEC Treary.
JUSTIFICATION
These appropriations which were entered by the Council in the draft budget even before a legaliy binding
rcxt had set out the method of implementation, should be subject to the budgetary control which is applica-
ble to all the appropriations in the Communiry budget.
This Community control is all the more necessary since the measures have a pronounced national character.
Parliament should also make it clear that it wishes this item to be considered as non-compulsory expendi-
Drafr amendment No 301/rev.
tabled by Mr Colla, Mr Linkohr, Mr Linde, Mrs Lizin and Mr Adam on behalf of the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.2.9: Expenditure resulting from borrowing and lending operations in the energy sector
Item 3.2.9.2t Interest subsidies on Communiry loans to the Member States intended for investment(nezo) projects for implementation, in and by the Member States, of the Community basic
energy-saving proBramme
A) Expenditure
Create a, new Item 3.2.9.2: 'Interest subsidies on Communiry loans to the Member St,rtes intended for
investment projects for implementation, in and by the Member States, of the Communiry basic energy-
saving programme'
Enter a. payment appropriation (non-differentiated appropriation) of 5000000 EUA
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Enter rhe following remarks:
Appropriation to finance 3 7o interept;ebates for loans to be granted to the Member State for investment pro-
jects in the context of 'lending operations to promote investments in the Community' (Ortoli faciliry)
pursuant to Council Decisions 78/870 EEC of 16 October 1978,79/486 EEC of 74 May 1979 and 80/739
EEC of 22 July 1980.
The pulpose of these loans and interest subsidies is, through investmenqs in and by the M.ember States, to:
- 
give practical effect to the prioriry for investments in energy savings stipulated by the Council in Ani-
cle 2 of DecisionT9/486 EEC of 74May 1979 and in Article 2 of Decision 80/719 EEC of 22 July 1980;
- 
give practical effect to the main provisions of the basic Communiryenergy-saving programme defined by
the Council in its resolution of 9. 6. 1980 (OJ C 149, 18. 6. 1980).
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These loans and the accompanying interest subsidies must be distributed equitably between all the Member
Smtes and granted on condidon that the Member States effectively submit a programme for energy savings
and the rational use of energy in conformity with the basic Community programme (Council resolution of
9. 6. 1980).
JUSTIFICATION
1. Council Decision 78/870/EEC of 16 October 1978 granted authority to the Commission to raise loans to
a maximum value of 1000 m EUA. These loans are for the promodon of investments in the Community
and constitute the ORTOLI faciliry. The investment project concerned must meet priority obiectives of
the Community in the energy, industrial and infrastructural sectors.
Council Decisions 79/486/EEC of 14 May 1,979 md 8O/739/EEC of 22 J:.:Jy 1980 approved a first and a
second tranche of 5OO m EUA; Article 2 of the relevant decisions stressed the need for investments from
the ORTOLI faciliry to be made in the energy-saving sector.
As of 30 September 1980 loans of 391.9 m EUA have been granted from the ORTOLI facility. Having
regard to piojects currently in preparation, there remains sufficient possibiliry for specific actions, Par-
ticularly in the energy-saving sector.
2. Various Communiry bodies have, at dilferent times, stressed the urgent need for a practical and coherent
policy for the rational use of energy and for energy savings, both at Communiry level and in the Member
States. Attention'should be drawn in this context to:
- 
recent decisions of the European Council of l'tne 1979 and April 1980;
- 
the recent resolution of the Council of Ministers of 9 June 1980;
- 
the Commission repon of luly 1'979 on the Community energy-saving programme;
- 
the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee issued in January 1980;
- 
the Linde reporr approved by the European Parliament on energy-s4ving guidelines.
The rational use of energy and energy savings can, at least in part, help to solve the difficult energy situ_a-
tion and the energy crisii togethe. *ith its adverse consequences on the overall economic situation, the
balance of payments' inflation and employment.
A concrete energy-saving policy would offer a number of special advantages:
- 
a favourable effect on the overall economic siruation in the EEC and in the Member States;
- 
a positive effect on employmenr because ne'w and additional activities would be created in various sec-
tors o{ industry;
- 
a favourable effect on the environment by counteracting pollution.
3. Paragraphs I and 2 of *ris iustification lead to the logical conclusion that addidonal efforts can and must
be made to save energy by using the ORTOLI faciliry.
Hence the proposal to enter 5 m EUA in interest rebates in the 198 1 budget. This appropriation is based
on 37o interest rebates.
The aim is to enable all the Member States to make use of these loans and interest rebates with a view to
investments in measures to save energy.
All the Member States should benefit equally from this faciliry provided that they submit a programme in
conformity with tIe basic Community energy-saving programme (Council Resolution of 9 June 1980).
The advantage to the Member States is that they would have access to advantageous financing for an
energy-sarin[ programme: firstly, because the Community can obain more favourable conditions than
Merib.. Stat"ei orilending operations and, secondly, because interest rebates would be granted.
The advantage to the Community is that it would help the Member States to pursue an effective policy; its
basic prograinme would be given practicd effect and these incentives would represent only a minimal
burden on the EEC budget.
As such, this action would supplement the appropriations entered in Item 3.2.4.0 of the EC budget.
4. This proposal is restricted, in order to leave latitude for the pursuit of other policies through the OR-
TOLI faciliry.
It provides for ]7, interest subsidies based on an existing pracdce in the matter of interest rebates on
Communiry loans to the less prosperous Member States belonging to the European Monetary System
(Article 570 of the EEC budget).
)? Y. ,?
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DraIt amendment No 305
tabled by Mrs castellina, Mr capanna, Mr coppieters, Mrs Bonino and Mrs Macciocchi
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 920: Food aid in cereals
Item 9201: Programme for the year for cereals other than rice
A) Expenditure
Inoease the appropriationby 40300000 EUA
B) Compensatian
Redrce by 4030oooo EUA the appropriation entered in Item 6210'Aid for skimmed-milk powder for
use as feed for calves'
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedsle
REMARKS
Appropriation ro cover the purchase of 288OOO tonnes of grain.
JUSTIFICATION
This is the least that should be done as a result of the Ferrero resolution on hunger in the world.
,t >l ,!
Draft amendment No 306
tabled by Mrs Castellina, Mr Capanna, Mr Coppieters, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr pannella
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9.2.0.4: Contribution to rVorld Food Emirgency Reserve
(neut)
L) Expenditure
create e new item 9.2.0.4 'contribution to vorld Food Emergenry Reserve,
Enter a, payment appropriation of 14000000 EUA.
B) Compensation
Re.dyce thelylropriation againstitem 6.2.1.2'Aid forliquid skimmed-ririlk for use as feed for calves, by
14000000 EUA.
_ 
C) Reoen.ue
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REMARKS
Cost of 100000 tonnes of cereals as EEC contribudon to Vorld Emergency Food Reserve'
JUSTIFICATION
Obligation deriving directly from commirment undenaken in the Ferrero resolution. The cut in expendirure
will ierve to stimulate a rettrrn to natural feeding,of calves.
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
**l(
Draft amendment No 308
t Ui.a Uy Mr Coppieters, Mrs Castellina, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 2.6.8: Studies on renewable energy sourcet
(new)
A) Expenditure
Credte a new Article 2.6.8'studies on renewable energy sources'and
enter epayment appropriation of 325000 EUA
B) Compensation
Delete items 2.6.5.0, 2.6.5.2 and 2.6.5.3
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Enter t commitment appropriation of 750000 EUA
Scbedile
Enter the following schedule of payments
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 750000 EUA'
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows: (in EUA)
REMARKS
Studies to be set in motion on wave eriergy, wind energy, bio-mass, plus srudy recommended by the Parlia-
ment (Linde Repon) on local energy experience.
JUSTIFICATION
A shift in priorities away from the nuclear sector, to boost srudies on energy sources with an energy produc-
ing and iob-creating potential at the local level particularly in rural areas'
,-
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Draft amendment No 309
tabled by Mr Coppieters, Mr Capanna, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2.6.5.3: Studies on the nuclear fuel cycle
A) Expenditure
Delete 
.lis item
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Dectease revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The nuclear fuel cycle is dangerous, and a wrong priority.in terms of energy and economic prospects. These
sums should be shifted to studies on soft energy.
Draft amendment No 310
tabled by Mr Coppieters, Mr Capanna, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2.6.5.2: Studies in advanced reactor design
A) Expenditure
Delete this item
B) ComPensdtiort
C) Reoenue
Re d sce r ev enle accordingly
COMMITMENTS
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Schedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
In vicw of the failure of nuclear fuel reprocessing, building advanced type fast reactors is an unrealistic op-
tion as well as a dangerous one. Such expenditure is not justified in times of budgetary stringency.
Draft amendment No 311
tabled by Mr Coppieters, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2.6.5.7: Srudies of safety techniques
A) Expenditure
Reduce by 200000 EUA
B) Compensatian
C) Reoenue
Re duce rev enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
The studies should be stricdy limited to studies of how to improve the safety of existing installations.
JUSTIFICATION
Expenditure under the heading'safery' should not constitute a disguised subsidy to the development and ex-
pansion of new rypes of reactor, but should be stricdy limited to existing plant.
Y. >l tt
Draft amendment No 312
tabled by Mr Coppieters, Mr Capanna, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Macciocchi
Section III 
- 
Commission
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PAYMENTS
Item 2.6.5.0: Studies in the context of technical assistance power plant oPerators
A) Expenditare
Delete rhis item
B) Compensation ,
_t
C) Reoenue
Re duce rev enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This item constitues a disguised subsidy to the nuclear industry. The sum saved should be devoted to prom-
otion of safe alternative energy schemes.
+**
Draft amendment No 313
tabled by Mr Coppieters, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino Mrs Macciocchi, Mrs Castellina
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 3.0: Expendirure in the social sector
Article 3.0.9: Assistance to victims of accidents in the nuclear industry, both among workers and the(neu) population
A) Expenditure
drrot, 
^ 
n * 
^rticle 
3.0.9 'Assistance to victims of accidents in the nuclear industry, both among work-
ers and the population'
Enter ap.m.
B) Cotryensation
C) Reaenue
COMMITMENTS
ti'
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Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
As not only Three-Mile Island but successive near-accidents at La Hague have shown, the Communiry
should be prepared for a major disaster in the nuclear sector, in particular the reprocessing industry.
Draft amendment No 314
tabled by Mr Coppieters, Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mr Blaney
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.2.1.0: Prospecting for uranium in *re Community
A) Expenditure
Delete this item
B) Cotnpensation
C) Reoenae
Re duce revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Uranium mining involves major health hazards, and is opposed by Iocal populations in all areas where it has
bben planned or undenaken.
**+
Draft amendment No 315
tabled by Mr Coppieters, Mr Blaney, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Castellina
Section III 
- 
Commission
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PAYMENTS
Item3.2.4.O: Communiryenergy-savingprogramme
A) Expenditure
Inctease by 17000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Sched.ule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Out of a total of 49300000 EUA committed, (using the low figure of 10 million EUA for 1981),
only 16 million EUA will have been spent in 1980. It is proposed to pay only 3 million of the remaining 33
million in 1981. A maior increase in payment appropriations is vital if the Communiry programme is to be
meaningful.
Draft amendment No 315
tabled by Mr Coppieters, Mr Blaney, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Castellina
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2.7 .7.9: Expendirure on publiciry and promotion of publications
A) Expenditure
Decrease by 55000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
D e cre ase revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
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REMARKS
'Ihe sum to be saved by ceasing to promote publications advocating nuclear energy or giving a pro-nuclear
view of energy problems.
JUSTIFICATION
The Commission should cease to take a partial pro-nuclear public stand on the controversial issue of which
energy sources are safest and most economical.
)l :i >t
Draft amendment No 317
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Chapter 10: Members of the Institution
Article 100: Salaries, allowances and payments related to salaries
Item 1004: Travel and subsistence allowances; anendance at meetings and associated expenditure
A) Expendiwre
Reduce the payment appropriation by a885200 EUA (from 16468200 to 11580000 EUA)
B) Cornpensation
C) Reoenue
Reduce reventte by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
There is no apparent reason for the increase over the previous year, therefore the 1980 figure is reinstated
* /.. ,l
Draft amendment No 319
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section I 
- 
Parliament
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PAYMENTS
Chaptcr 10: Members of the Instirution
Article 106: Members' secretarial expenses
A) Expenditure
Reduce the appropriadon by 777600 EUA (from 14061600 to 13284000 EUA)
B) Compensdtion
C) Ret,enae
Reduce reyenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS /
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTTFICATTON
The 1980 appiopriation should be reinstated.
Draft amendment No 326
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Article 223: Transport equipment
Item 2231: Replacements
A) Expenditure
Redsce the appropriationby 102000 EUA (from20400O to 102OOO EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Reduce revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
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REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Expendirure on the replacement of 13 cars is excessive and smaller cars could be bought.
+rs)t
Draft amendment No 328
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENIS
Article 240: Entenainment and represenmtion expenses
Item 2400: Members of the Instirution
A) Expenditure
Rednce rhe appropriation by 300000 EUA (from 380000 to 80000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Reduce revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedsle
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
\
The requests for expenditure on entertainment and rq>resentation are exorbitant.
Draft amendment No 329
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Pannella
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Article 240: Entenainment and representadon expenses
Item 2401: Staff
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A) Expenditure
Reduce appropriation by 20OOO EUA (from 26000 to 6000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Revenae
Redace reyenle by the same amount
COMMITMENT
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriation,allocated to'receptions given by the secretariat'is excessive.
Draft amendment No 332
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Item 2720: Expenditure on information, publicity and panicipation in public events
A) Expendiure
Redace the appropriation by 358000 EUA (from 716000 to 358000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Reduce revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTTFICATTON
It is felt that the press's interest in the European Parliament should arise from Parliament's acdvities them-
selves rathet than from contributions to the costs of journalists from the various newspapers.
++rr
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Draft amendment No 133
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Item 2990: Subsidies and financial contribudons towards the cost of group visits
A) Erpenditure
Reduce the appropriation by 1000000 EUA (from 1472000 to 472000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Redace rcventte by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Sched.ale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Proposed expenditure on visits, which are always in the nature of tourist trips during part-sessions is felt to
be pointless and excessive.
Draft amendment No 335
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Item 3705: Contribution to secretarial expenses of the political groups of the European Parliament
A) Erpenditure
Reduce the appropriation by 813500 EUA (from 3618500 to 2805000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Redsce revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
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Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
It is felt that an appropriation equal to that for 1980 is sufficient.
.**f,
Draft amendment No 346lrev.
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section IV 
- 
Coun of Justice
PAYMENTS
Chapter 10:
Anicle 100:
Item 1000:
Members of the Institution
Salaries, allowances and payments related to salaries
Basic salaries,
Basic salarrcs
Rcridcncc allowanccs
Family allovanccs
Reprcscntatron allowanccs
Accidcnt end sickncss insurance and othcr rccrel sccurity chergcs
Provisional appropriatioro for possiblc adjustmcnts to thc cmolumcnts of mcmbcrs of thc
Coun ofJustrcc
Mcmbcrs of thc institution
Mcmbcrs of thc institution (installatiorq rcscttlcmcnt and trrnsfcr allowrnccs)
Mcmbcn of thc institution (rcmoval expcnscs)
Mcmbers of thc instrtution (mrssron cxpcnscs, travcl cxpcnscs on duty rnd othcr
rncillrry cxpcndrturc)
Initial cquipmcnt (purchrsc of rdditioml furnishiogs for thc mcmbers aqd branchcs
of thc Coun)
McmbcrS of thc instrtution (appropnatron iustficd by thc rcsporoibilitics
of thc Coun, which is thc only Institution whosc Mcmbcrs arc pcrmancntly at thi seat
of thc lnstitution)
A) Erpenditure
Reduce rhe appropriation by 720670 EUA (from 1441340 ta 720670 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoen*e
Red*ce rcvenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Sched*le
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
It is felt that the appropriation for basic salaries is excessive and exorbitant since the 13 Members have a civil
list ol 2369250 ELl,4 [roken down as follows:
Hcading
1000
l00l
1002
1003
Chap. l0l
Chap.109
12t0
1220
1230
1300
22tO
2400
l 441 340
216200
126840
100 210
75 r20
lE9 050
1290
s7 940
20 000
45 000
72290
23 9?0
i,
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Draft amendment No 351
ubled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Casrcllina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannela
Section [V 
- 
Coun of Justice
PAYMENTS
Chapter l0: Members of the Institution
Article 102: Temporary allowances
A) Expenditure
Redsce the appropriation by 2la3!O EUA (from 254330 a 40OOO EIJA)
B) Cortpensation
C) Reaenue
Redace reyenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
It is felt that the pro;>osed appropriation is excessive for 4 former Members.
+++
Draft amendment N,r 355
tabled by Mr Capanrn, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section IV 
- 
Court of Justice
PAYMENTS
Item 1113: lipecial advisers
A) Expenditure
Redace the apprcpriation by 14710 EUA (from 19710 ro 5OO0 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Reduce revenue l,y the same amount
COMMITMENIS
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Schedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriation for'the fees of the medical officer'appears excessive.
Draft amendment No 359
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannqlla
Section IV 
- 
Coun of Jusdce
PAYMENTS
Chapter 13: Expenditure relating,to missions and travel on duty
Article 130: Mission expenses, travel expenses on dury and other ancillary expenditure
Item 1300: Members of the Instituion
A) Expenditure
Reduce the appropriation by 35 000 EUA (Irom 45 000 to 10 000 EUA)
B) Corryensation
C) Reoenue
Red*ce revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
$chedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The request for expenditure'to strengthen contacts with national couns'is excessive.
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Draft amendment No 361
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciochi and Mr Pannella
Section IV 
- 
Court of Justice
PAYMENTS
Chapter 2.2: Movable properry and ancillary expenses
Article 2.2.3: Transpon
Item 2.2.3.1: Renewals
A) Expenditure
Redace the payment appropriation by 21 680 EUA (from 41680 to 20000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
.Redace 
revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The cars to be purchased could be smaller.
++!.
Draft amendment No 362
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Pannella
Secdon IV 
- 
Coun of Justice
PAYMENTS
Article2.4.0: Entertainment and representation expenses
Irem 2.4.0.0: Members of the Institution
A) Expenditure
Redace the payment appropriation by 11985 EUA (from23970 to 11985 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Redace revenrte by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
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Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The entenainment expenses are excessive.
Draft amendment No 374lrev.
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Pannella
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS I
Item 1.0.0.0: Basic salaries
A) Expenditure
Reduce the payment appr.opriation by 751000 EUA (from 15O2OOO to 751000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenne
Reduce revemte by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Srtra'rt
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
It is felt that the appropriation for basic salaries is excessive and exorbitant since the 14 Members have a civil
list of 5414000 EUA, broken down as follows:
Itcm Hcrding
1000
1001
1002
1003
Chap. 101
Chap. 102
Chep 103
Chep. 109
t2t0
t220
1230
1300
tr02
2400
Basic salancs
Rcsidcncc allowanccs
Frmily allowauccs
Rcprcscntation ellowanccs t '
Accidcnt and sickncss rnsurancc and othcr socral secunty chargcs
Tcmporary allowanccs
Pcnsions
Provisional appropriatrons for poirsiblc adjustments to thc cmolumcnts of mcmbcrs of thc
Commissron
Membcrs of thc institution (travcl cxpcnscs, rncludrng mcmbers of thc famrly)
Mcmbcrs of thc institution (iostrllatiog rcscttlcmcnt and transfcr allowanccs)
Mcmbcrs of thc institution (rcmoval cxpcnscs)
Mcmbcrs of the institutioo (mission expcnscs, trrvcl cxpcnscs and incidcotal cxpcnditurc)
Specrel cqurpmcnt for missions (approprirtion to covtr expcnditurc rncurred for thc
purchasc of tropical clothing)
Mcmbcrs of thc institution (cntcnainmcnt .nd rcprcscntrtion crpcnrcs)
I 502 000
226000
I 33 000
t3 000
I l0 000
683 000
943 000
225000
9 000
330 000
66 000
754 000
33 000
317 000
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' Draft amendment No 379
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 1.0.2: Temporaryallowances
A) Expenditare
Deoease the appropriatioaby 656000 EUA (from 683000 to 27000 EUA)
B) Compensation
, 
C) Reoen*e
Dectease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
There is absolutely no justification for the increase over the previous financial year. Expendirure on rempo-
rary allowances should be brought back to the 1980 level.
Draft amendment No 386
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMEI\NT
Item 1.3.0.2: Special equipment for missions
P) Expenditare
Delete ltem 1302 and the appropriation of 33000 EUA
B) Cornpensation
C) Reoen*e
Decrease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
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Scbednle
REMARKS
Aancel the remarks
JUSTIFICATION
The ludicrousness vies with exorbitance and shamelessness confers impuniry on this item in which 33 000
EUA are requested'to cover expendirure incurred for the purchase of tropical clothing (Commission deci-
sion of 8 June 1973)'.
Draft amendment No 395
' tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item2.3.5.2: Miscellaneous expendiure oninternal meetings
A) 
,Expenditare
Deoease the appropriationby 30000 EUA (from 50000 to 20000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoen*e
Dectease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
A sum of 20 OO0 EUA is considered sufficient to cover the cost of'refreshments and occasional snacks served
during internal meetings'.
*X-Y.
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Draft amendment No 396
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 2.4.0: Entenainment and representation exPenses
Item 2.4.0.0: Members of the Institution
A) Expenditare
Dectease the appropriationby 300000 EUA (from 317000 to 17000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Rettenue
Decrease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriation for entertainment appears excessively high.
Draft amendment No 400
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 2.6.1: Studies and surveys of the short-term economic situation
A) Expenditure
Decrease the payment appropriation by 1 000 000 EUA (from 2 000 000 to 1 000 000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenae
Dectease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
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Scbedsle
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
' r Given the capaciry of the Commission's own staff, it is considered that the sum of 1000000 EUA is suffi-
cient to cover the necessary/ assistance from outside sources.
*:t*
Draft amendmetrt No 401
tabled by Mr capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mrs castellina, Mrs Macchiocchi and Mr panndlra
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 2.6.2: Comprehensive community studies and general surveys
A) Erpenditurc
Decrease the payment appropriation by 550000 iuA lfro^ l3ooooo to 250000 EUA) \
B1 Compensatio
C) Rewnue
Deoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Given the capacity of the Commission's own staff, it is considered that rhe sum of zio ooo fua is sufficient
to cover the required assistance from outside sources.
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Draft amendment No 402
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino,.Mrs Castellina, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.2.1.0: Prospecting for uranium in the community
A) Expenditure
Delete ltem 3.2.7.0
B) Compensation
Increase by 2200OOO EUA $e payment appropriation in Item 3.3.0.1: new sources of energy (from
21 029000 a 23229000 EUA)
C) Reoenae
COMMITMENTS
Sched.ule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Given that the energy crisis is a prioriry matter, increased spending on research into new sources of energy is
economically sounder and carries no threat to people or the environment.
**x.
Draft amendment No 403
tabied by Mrs Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mr Coppieters, Mrs Casrcllina and Mrs Macciocchi
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 3.3: Expenditure on research and investment
Anicle 3.3.0: Direct action 
- 
joint research centre 
- 
Joint Programme
Ircm 3.3.0.1: New sources of energY
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 2 200 000 EIJA (Itom 21 029 000 to 23 229 000 EUA)
B) Cotnpensation
Dectease by 2200OOO the payment appropriation in Item 3.3.0.3 'nuclear measurements' (from
11 153000 to 8953000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
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COMMITMENTS
Scbedvle
REMARKS
Delete the following indent in the remarks under Item 3.3.0.1 'high temperarure materids'
JUSTIFICATION
In view of the energy crisis, it is considered necessary to increase the appropriadons for research into new
sources of energy.
)l >t :!
Draft amendment No 404
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mr Coppieters, Mrs Castellina and Mrs Macciocchi
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item3.3.0.3: Nuclearmeasuremenrs
A) Expenditure
Delete this item and rhe payment appropriation of 11153000 EUA
B) Cornpensation
Increase by 11 I 53 000 EUA the payment appropriacion in Item 3.3.0.1 'new sources of energy' (from
21029000 to 32 182000 EUA)
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
It is considered more productive to finance research on alternative energy sources which are more effecdve,
cost less and are non-polluting.
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Draft amendment No 405
tabled by Mr capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mr,Coppieters, Mrs castellina and Mrs Macchiocchi
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 3.3: Expenditure on research and investment
Article 3.3.1: Direct action 
- 
Joint Research Centre (JRC) 
- 
Complementary Programme
Item 3.3.1.0: Operation of the HFR reactor
A) Expenditure
Dectease the payment appropriation by 14oooo0o EUA (from 14360000 to 360000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Increase by 14000000 EUA the payment appropriation in Item 3.3.0.1 'new sources of energy'
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The sum of 360000 EUA is considered sufficient for Item 3.3.1.0.
*>tti
Draft amendment No 406
abled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mr Coppieters, Mr Pannella and Mrs Macciocchi
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Aricle 2.2.2: Direct action 
- 
Joint Research Centre (JRC) 
- 
other activities
Item 3.3.3.1: Activities on behalf of outside bodies and individuals against payment
A) Expenditure
B) Cornpensatian
C) Recenue
COMMITMENTS
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Schedsle
REMARKS
After'The following services will be provided:' delete the following indents:
',. . . srudies relating of the safery of light water reactors (Lobi Project) on behalf of the Ministry of Research '
of the Federal Republic of Germany'
and '. . . irradiations conducted on behalf of outside bodies or individuals in the HFR reactor at the Penen es-
tablishment'
JUSTIFICATION
It is not considered necessary to finance those rwo proiects.
,:l>tt
Draft amendment No 407
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mr Coppieters, Mrs Macchiocchi and Mr Pannella
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.3.4: Indirect action 
- 
energy
Item 3.3.4.0: New sources of energy
A) Expenditure
Inqease by 34000000 EUA the payment appropriation (from 16261 000 to 50261000 EUA)
B) ComPens^tion
Decrease by 14000000 EUA the payment appropriation in item 3.3.1.0'Operation of the HFR reactor'
(from 14360000 to 360000 EUA)
Deoease by 20 000 000 EUA the payment appropriation in item 3.3.4.1 'Thermonuclear fusion (exclud-
ing JET)' (from 25021000 o 6021000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedile
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The need for greater research investmenr in the sectors covered in item 3,3,4.0.
)l>t*
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Draft amendment No 408
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino' Mr Pannella, Mr Coppieters and Mrs Macciocchi
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.3.4: Indirect action 
- 
enerBy
Item 3.3.4.1: Thermonuclear fusion (excluding JET)
A) Expenditnre
Dectease the payment appropriation by 20000000 EUA (from 26021000 to 6021 000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Inoease by 2OOOO000 EUA $e paymenr appropriation in Item 3.3.4.0: new souices of energy
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
In view of the present state of research, the sum of 6021 OO EUA is considered sufficient.
>t**
Draft amendment No 409
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.3.4: Indirect action 
- 
energy
Item 3.3.4.2: Participation in the JET joint undertaking
A) Expenditure
Deoease the payment appropriation by 20000000 EUA (from 39600000 to 19600000 EUA)
B) Compensation 
.
Enter 10000000 EIJA in Item 3.3.4.5 and 10000000 EUA in Item e.e.5'0
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
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Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
In the present state of 'research, the sum of 19600000 EUA is considered sufficient for Item 3.3.4.2.
Increase by 10 000 000 EUA thepayment appropriations in Item 3.3.4.5'decommissioning of nuclearpower
stations' (from 459000 to 10459000 EUA).
Increase by 10000000 EUA the payment appropriations in Item 3.3.5.0'secondary raw materials'(re-rycl-
ing of urban and industrial wasre) (from 650000 EUA to 10650000 EUA).
Draft amendment No 410
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mr Coppieters, Mrs Macchiocchl and Mr Pannella
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.3.4: Indirect action 
- 
energy
Item 3.3.4.3: The plutonium cycle and its safety (plutonium re-cycling in light water reactors)
' A) Expenditure
Delete ltem 3.3.4.3
B) Compensation
Increase by 422000 EUA ile payment appropriation in Item 3.3.4.1 'Thermonuclear fusion (excluding
JET)'
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbed.ule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
It is considered more useful to push ahead with research into the JET programme rather than with research
into the plutonium cycle.
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Draft amendment No 412
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs. Bonino, Mr Coppieters, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.3.4: Indirect action 
- 
energy
Item 3.3.4.7: Implementation of the Council Resolution oI22luly 7979 on technological problems
of nuclear safety. Codes and standards for fast-breeder reacrors
A) Expenditure
Delete ltem 3.3.i.7
B) Cornpensatton
Increase by 555000 EUA the payment appropriation in Item 3.3.4.0: 'new sources of energy'
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The Council's resolution is considered pointless and harmful.
Draft amendment No 413
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mr Coppieters, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.3.5: Indirect action 
- 
raw materials
Item 3.3.5.0: Secondary raw materials (re-cycling of urban and industrial waste)
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 10000000 EUA (Irom 650000 to 10650000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Decrease by 10000000 EtlA the payment appropriation in Item 3.3.4.2: Participation in the JET ioint
undertaking.
C) Reoenue
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COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
It is considered importrrt to increase spending on the re-cycling of raw materials, which would otherwise be
wasted.
Draft amendment No 414
tabled by Mr Capanna, Mrs Bonino, Mr Coppieters, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Pannella
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 3:
Chapter 3.3:
Article 3.3.5: Indirect actions 
- 
raw materials
Item 3.3.5.2: Uranium ore prospecting and processing
A) Expenditure
Delete kem 3.3.5.2
B) Compensation
Inoease by 681 000 EUA the payment appropriation in Item 3;3.5.1: Primary raw materials.
C) Reoenae
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
It is considered more productive to enter in Item 3.3.5.1 the appropriation provided for in Item 3.3.5.2.
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Draft amendment No 415
tabled by Mr Girazzion behalf of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
List of posts
Add the following to the list of posts:
- 
15 temporary sefvants in category A
5A4,5A5,3A6,2I'7
- 
I temporary servant in category B
lB2
- 
8 temporary servants in category C
2c2,3C3,3C4
A) Expenditare
Increase expenditure by 522OOO EIJA
B) Cornpensation
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by 455000 EIJA|
JUSTIFICATION
Following the'approvd of the multi-annual data processing programme, the Council failed to approve the
temporary posts requested by the Commission for implementation of this pr.ogramme. To safeguard im-
plementation of the programme, the remarks against budgei Item 1.7 .0.2 containing the appropriations for
this programme do,.however, leave open the possibiliry of implementing the programme with the assistance
of eiternal experrs. However, these experts would be paid more than temporary staff recruited under the
Staff Regulations.
Vith a view to sound finencial management and in order to hold down staff costs which must be deducted
from the appropriations available for the programme, preference should accordingly be given to the re-
cruitment of the necessary specialized temporary servants under the Staff Regulations. On.the basis of these
considerations, the Commission is willing to waive some of the appropriations in Item 3.7.0.2 (Community
measures for the development of data processing) in order to pay the necessary temporary servants, i.e.
15 A, 1 B and 8 C grade posts, in respect of which the necessary appropriation must therefore be provided
in Title 1.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, in its amendment to budget Item 3.7.0.2, has therefore
not asked for the reinstatement of the appropriations entered in the preliminary draft budget, but for rein-
statement of those appropriations less the money needed to pay the necessary tempprary servants referred to
in this amendment.
The present amendment, together with the amendments submitted by the committee to budget Item
3.7.0.2, thus have the effect of.reinstating the overall appropriation shown in preliminary draft budget for
kem3.7.0.2.
Draft amendment No 416
tabled by Mr Aig4er on behalf of the EPP Group, Mr Bangemann on behalf o{ the Liberal and Democratic
Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 291: Subsidies to European movements
t + 67000 EUA tax on remuneration.
,1
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A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 93000 EUA (from 207000 EUA to 300000 EUA)
B) Cornpensation
C) Reaenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
, 
JUSTIFICATION
The increase in appropriations proposed by the Commission for this Article scarcely covers the effects of in-
flation. Nevertheless, after direct elections to the European Parliament the various European movements
and organizations (European Movement, Pan-European Union, etc.) are playing an important role. The au-
thors of this amendment consider it essential to finance an increase in the work undertaken by these move-
ments by raising the subsidy from the Communiry budget.
Draft amendment No 417'
tabled by Mr Aigner, on behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group)
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 6.2.0: Refunds on milk and milk products
A) Expenditure
Unchanged
B) Con?ensdtion
C) Reoenue
Unchanged
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Schedale
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Enter the following remarks in Article 6.2.0:
the Commission will manage rhe appropriations for refunds on milk products taking particular account of
the following requirements :
- 
The system of advance fixing and in particular the duration of certificates, should do nothing to encour-
age speculation
- 
pre-fixing cannot be granted for exports to State-trading countries
- 
the amount o{ the deposits required musr be sufficient to deter operations not related to market re-
quirements'.
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Budgetary Control have noted that the management of the relund mechanism has not
always in recent years followed market movements very closely, thus leaving room for operations having no
relation to real requirements in this sector. It feels in particular that the advance fixing system leads to an im-
balance to the detriment of the Community in trade with State-trading countries.
Draft amendment No 418
abled by Mr Klepsch, Mr Verhaegen, Mr Estgen, Mr Beumer and Mr Macario on behalf of the EPP (CD)
Group_
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ardcre 3'0'7: !":T#,]xfff:ii:.::li;:ffi:#txTilTiln or both sides or industry in the
Item 3.0.7.0: European Trade Union Institute
A) Expenditare
Inctease the payment appropriation by 100000 EIJA (kom 7500Q0 to 850000 EUA) (reinstatement of
appropriation shown in preliminary draft)
B) Cornpensation
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament has always advocated the foundation of a European Trade Union Instirute which
is one ob jictive of the social action programme. This position on the part of Parliament has proved fully ius-
tified by the qualiry of the work performed by the institute since its foundation. The amount requested by
the Commission corresponds to the needs of the instirute and the original appropriation which has been cut
by the Council must, therefore, be reinstated.
>l :i t?
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Draft amendment No 419
abled by Mrs Boot, Mr Liicker, Mr O'Donnell, Mr P,iittering, Mr Costanzo, Mr Travaglini and others on
behalf of the EPP (CD) Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 5: Social and Regional Funds
Chapter 5.6: European Regional Development Fund
Entry of a new anicle
Article 5.6.2: Revolving fund 
- 
measures under a Mediterranean plan for further development and(new) restructurint of the economies of Mediterranean countries belonging to the European
Communiry.
A) Expenditwe
Enter en appropriation of 1000000 EUA
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Preparatory meazures including a srudy on tle creation of a revolving fund for the Mediterrinean countries
on the basis of a Council regulation.
Over the next 6 to 8 years this fund should be endowed with the capital needed for its functions.
JUSTIFICATION
The second enlargement of the Community involves the need for complex adaptation of the economic struc-
ture of the European Community. The present financial instruments available to the Community are not
sufficient for the pursuit of such a structural policy.
Draft amendment No 420lcorr.
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan, Mr Davern and Mr Fanton, on behalf of the Group of European Pro-
gressive Democrats
Statement of Revenue
Title 1: Own resources
Chapter 1.0: Leviesandotherdutiesprovidedforunderthecommonorganizationof themarketin
certain sectors (new heading)
Article 1.0.1: Levy on fats and oils of vegetable or marine origin, for human and animal consump-(new) tion, and on all imported substirutes for cereals.
A) Reoenue
Crcate anew Article 101 : 'Levy on fats and oils of vegetable or marine origin, for human and animal con-
sumption, and on dl imported substitutes for cereals'
Make a tohen entry
B) Compensation
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C) Expenditure
Scbedule
REMAB.KS
The Council is called upon ro adopt the necessary regulation for the collecting of this revenue.
JUSTIFICATION
The refusal of the Council and the Commission to linL the reduction of milk powder surpluses to the intro-
duction of a genuine policy on fats and oils can no longer be rclerated.
The Communiry imports 56To of is fats and oils. These fats and oils of vegetable origin imported free of
duty are responsible for the existing milk surpluses.
It is not right for milk, milk powder and butter to be given sole responsibility for surpluses while at the same
time fats and oils of vegeable origin are allowed to enter freely and without duties.
Since the 1960s, oils and fats have been bound under GAfi: customs duties applicable to imports cannot be
increised without a negotiation of the agreements concluded. Similarly, these imports cannot be made sub-
ject to quantitative resiricdons, oo, to i ryrt.- of levies. The milk sector which Community has obtained
for these concessions.
A levy on these imports equal to one third of the levy applicable to butter would reduce the milk budget of
the ERCCE ro zero. Taxation of these imports is legally possible under GATT. Taxation should therefore
be evenly balanced over all fats and oils.
A wider approach to the problem should include the taxation of oil cakes, manioc and maize gluten to.re-
store faireiiondidons of iompetition with the protein element of milk used fdr animal feeding-stuffs, while
limiting rhe increase in milk pioduction in the'milk factories', wheremilk is produced in northern F.urope
almostindependently of the land. However, in this rype of solution, care should be taken not to penalize pig
and poultry producers.
In any case, this would thus help farms, particularly family farms who obtain their supplies_from their own
farm, since most of the existing problems are caused by the 'milk factories' with no land base.
*+*
Draft amendment No 421
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan, Mr Davern and Mr Fanton, on behalf of the Group of European Prog-
ressive Democrats
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 1:
Chipter 10:
Article 102:
(new)
C) Reoenue
Credte e new Article 102: 'Special levy on soya'
Make a tohen entry
B) Compensation
Own resources
Levies, premiums, supplementary or comPensatory amounts, additional amounts or
p".t 
"-orrnt, 
,rrd other duties established by the Institutions of the Communities in re-
ipect of trade with non-member countries under the common agricultural poliry (Ar-
ticle 2(a) of the Council Decision of 21 April 1970)
Special levy on soya
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A) Expendxure
Scbedule
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
The Council is called upon to adopt during the first four months of 1981 the regulations necessary for dle
collection of this revenue.
It is for the Council tofix both the rate and the level of revenue resulting therefrom.
JUSTIFICATION
Although the common agriculoral market is rightly protected by a system of levies bringing prices of im-
ported products into line with European prices, oil seeds are not subiect to this rule.
This special treatment granted to soya should be stopped as soya oil proper constitutes unfair competition
for butter, and oil-cakes provide unfair competition to other feed-grain for animal feeding sruffs.
Most soya does not come, as is ofrcn thought, from developing counrries, but principally from the United
States,.the Communiry's main supplier (827o of Community imports).
This situation where these products enter Europe free of taxes or levies or quantitative restrictions must be
stopped. This treatment restricts European fodder productidn, increases appropriations necessary for dis-
posal of butter and inflates the appropriations used for the disposal of milk powder for animal feeding-stuffs.
Draft amendment No 422
tabled by Mr Pfennig, Mr Brok, Mr Langes, Mr Konrad Sch<in and Mr Aigner
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Irem 299Q: Subsidies and financial contribudons towards the cosr of group visits
A) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by 1 472OOO EIJA
B) Cornpensau,on
Decrease by 1 .472000 EUA the appropriations entered in Chapter 100, Article I 000 for new staff posts
C) Reoenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The subsidies for group visits are already now too low, since Members living in remote areas only receive re-
funds in .esp..t of 
" 
small proportion of the costs for group visits. Appropriations for 24 Greek Members
have not as yet been earmarked.
Draft amendment No 423
tabled by Mr Pfennig, Mr Brok, Mr Langes, Mr Konrad Sch<in and Mr Aigner
Secdon I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Article 223: Transport equipment
Item 2232: Hire
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 100000 EUA
B) Cornpensation
Decrease by 100000 EUA rhe appropriations under Item 2230'new purchases'
C) Reoenue
unchanged.
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Since in practice hardly any official cars are available to Members who do not have a special function, the ap-
propriations for taxis should be increased.
Draft amendment No 424
tabled by Mr Pfennig, Mr Brok, Mr Langes, Mr Konrad Schijn and Mr Aigner
Section I 
- 
Parliament
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PAYMENTS
Article 233: Transport equipment
item2230: New purchases
A) Expenditure
I
Reduce rhe payment appropriation by 100000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Retenue
Redsce revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTTFTCATTON
The need for a further 19 cars has not been adequately justified.
Draft amendment No 425
tabled by Mr Pfennig, Mr Brok, Mr Langes, Mr Konrad Schiin and Mr Aigner
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS I
Chapterl00: Provisionalappropriations
Article 1000:
A) Expenditure
Reduce the payment appropriation by 1a72000 EIJA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Red,uce revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriation of 1 500 000 EUA set aside for initid salaries for 233 new posts schould be reduced. Since
the need for th.se posts has not been adequately justified- and provision is therefore already made for them
to be frozen-ir appears proper to delete the wholeof this amount apart from a residual23 000 EUA by way
of a reserve set aside for new posts.
*,h*
Draft amendment No 426
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Item 2.0.0.0: Rent
A) Expenditure
Redu.ce by 3700000 EUA (from 15700000 to 12000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenuc
R e duc e r ev enle accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This reduction is proposed in the interests of economy in the administration of Parliament.
**+
Draft amendment No 427
tabled by Mr Pfennig on behalf of the Group of the European People's Party
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Chapter 10:7
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Article 100:
Item 1005: Constituency work
(neu)
A) Expendrture
- 
Create a new Item 1005 'constituency work'
- 
Enter a payment appropriation of 2083000 EUA
B) Compensation
Dectease by 2083200 EUA the appropriations under Item 1004'travel and subsistence allowances; at-
tendance at meetings and associated expenditure'
C) Reoenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Scbed.ale
REMARKS
A monthly sum of 400 EUAperMemberis to be madeavailable in order topermit the434 Members to main-
tain permanent contacts with their constituencies. An adjustment will be made where Members receive
funds from other sources.
JUSTIFICATION
Until now, these appropriadons have been entered under Item 1004, although the expendirure in question
does not relate exclusively to refund or Eavel expenses. The creation of an new item is therefore desirbale.
Draft amendment No 428
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan, Mr Davern and Mr Fanton, on behalf of the Group of European Prog-
ressive Democrats
Statement of Revenue
Title 1: Own resources
Chapter 1.0: Levies, premiums, supplemenhry or compensarory amounts, additional amounrs or
Part amounts and other dudes established by the Institutions of the Communities in re-
spect of trade with non-member countries under the common agricultural policy (Ar_
ticle 2 (a) of the Council Decision of 21 April t97O)
Article 1.0.3: Special levy on manioc
(new)
A) Reaenue
Create a, new Article 103: 'special levy on manioc'
Mahe a tohen entry
B) Cornpensation
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C) Expendrture
Schedule
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
The Council is called upon to adopt during the first four months of 1981 the regulations necessary for rhe col-
lection of this revenue.
It is for the Council to fix both the rate and the level of revenue resulting therefrom.
JUSTIFICATION
The Community ar present imports nearly 6 million tonnes of manioc whereas 5 years ago it importedless
then half that amount. This unfair competition for feed-grain produced in the Communiry should therefore
be stopped.
To put an end to this threat to security of European food supplies, a levy should be placed on imports and
proper limitation agreements entered into with producer countries.
:l :i )t
Draft amendment No 429
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan, Mr Davern and Mr Fanton, on behalf of the Group of European Pro-
gressive Democrats
STATEMENT OF REVENUE
Title 1: Own resorces
Chapter l.O: Levies, premiums, supplementary or compensatory amounts, additional amounts or
p"rt r-orrnt, ,nd other duties established by the Institutions of the Communities in re-
spect of trade with non-member countries under the common agriculrural polixa (Arti-
cle 2(a) of the Council Decision of 21 April 1970).
Article 1.0.4: Special levy on maize gluten
(nezo)
' A) Reoenue
Create a new Article 104: 'special levy on maize gluten'
a tohen entry
B) Compensation
C) Expenditure
Schedule
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
The Council is called upon ro adopt during the first four months of 1981 the regulations necessary for the
collection of this revenue.
It is for the Council to fix both the rate and the level of revenue resulting therefrom.
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JUSTIFICATION
The Community at present impons 2t/, million tonnes of maize gluten and might well double this figure
next year. This provides grave competition to feed grain produced in the Community :in 1977/78 (latest fi-
gures available), the EEC produced approximately 103 million tonnes of cereal, of which 68 million were de-
stined for animal feeding-stuffs. Although quantities have grown since then, these figures demonstrate the
scale of fodder production as a proportion of total cereal production. The growth of imports of cereal substi-
tutes is therefore a threat which must not be taken lighdy. So far, maize gluten, whiih is a by-product of
starch, was produced only in marginal quantities. But this starch is also used to manufacture alcohol which,
mixed with diesel-oil is used as fuel. The United States, in their energy savings programme, have developed,
this productioir considerably, and there are therefore likely to be large qu"ititi.r-of 
-aize gluten released
onto the market, for which the main oudet is the European market. Europe would in some measure be
financing the development of this source of alternative energy in the United States.
For this reason, therefore, a levy must be imposed on imports of these products and the GATT bound cus-
toms duties revoked, and a voluntary limitation agreement negodated with the United States.
Draft amendment No 430
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan, Mr Davern and Mr Fanton, on behalf of the Group of European Pro-
gressive Democrats
STATEMENT OFREVENUE
Title 1:
Chapter 11:
Ardcle 113:
(new)
A) Reoenuc
Atnend the tide of Chapter II as follows: 'Levies and other duties provided for under the common or-
ganization of the markets in certain secrors'
Create a new Article 773: 'Levy on the production of margarine'
Make a tohen entry
B) Conpensdtion
C) Expenditure
Schedule
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
The Council is called upon to set up a common organizadon for the market in margarine and to introduce a
production levy.
. JUSTIFICATION
Massive cheap impons provide vegetable oils and fats, and consequently margarine 
- 
a by-product 
- 
with
a co-nsiderable advantage at consumer level: the low price. Low consumer prices, togetheiwith far higher
profit margins than those made by butter producers are also made and these profits obviously permit more
to be spent on advertising.
Apart from direct advertising, the big margarine companies have also been able to finance campaigns attack-
ing butter on dubious scientific grounds.
Own resources
Levies and other duties provided for under the common organization of the markets in
sugar and isoglucole (Anicle 2(a) of the Council decision of 21 April 1970)
Levy on the production of margarine
,l
i
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It is therefore importaht to restore balance between fats and oils for human consumption by imposing, as the
European Assembly has asked for some time, a levy on margarine. ,
**+
Draft amendment No 431
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan, Mr Davern and Mr-Fanton on behalf of the Group of European Pro-
gressive Democrats
STATEMENT OF REVENUE
Own resources
Customs duties and other duties refered to in Article 2 (b) of the Council decision of
2t Lpril 1970
Customs duties and other duties referred to in Article 2 (b) of the Council decision of
21 Aprll 1970
Scbedule
Title 1:
Chapter 12:
Article 120:
A) Reaenue
unchanged
B) Compensation
unchanged
C) Expenditure
unchanged
REMARKS
Add the following remarks:
R evenue under this item will during the course of the year be increased by revenue produced by raising the
level of customs duties on soya and manioc.
The Council is called upon ro take during the first four months of the year, the necessary provisions to in-
crease these duties.
JUSTIFICATION
The Communiry's large deficit in vegetable fats and oils has led it rc accept massive imports at very low
fa*r. fiir ir pJ.ti"rli for thir reasoi that imported cereals which, it should be borne in mind, provide 2.9
-illion tonn., of fats and oils, are subject to no custus duties or levies'
- 
oils from countries which are signatories of the Lom6 Agreements are imported under the Community
market at a zero rate of duty' 
c, r ''oof the free-at-
- 
as regards customs duties applicable to other imports, these vary between 10 ant
frorrtier price, depending on the type of oil and the packaging'
Thus out of 2 million tonnes of vegetable oil imported from the United States in 1978, only 43 000 ionnes
were subject to customs duties, biingingto the EEC only 3 million ECUs (or approximately 17 million
FF).
In order to protect its own position, the Community must therefore open negotiations in GATT so that cus-
toms dudes on all fats and oils of vegetable or marine origin are no longer bound.
I
,F rt rF
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Draft amendment No 432
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan and Mr Turcat, on behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.2.4.0: Community energy-saving programme .
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 3 000000 EUA (from 3 OOOOOO EUA to 60OO0OO EUA) (Rein-
smtement of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensauon
C) Revenuc
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropriation by
(Reinstatement of the appropriation shown
18000000 EUA (from 10000000 EUA to 28000000 EUA)
in the prelimrnary draft budget)
REMARKS
unchanged
Scbedule
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 28 O00O0O EUA. The likely schedule of
payments vis-d-ois commitmenrc is as follows:
Az EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Payments
1980 l98l 1982 1983
and subs years
Appropnatron outstaEdlng
ltom l9'19
Approprratron for 1980
Appropilatron for I98l
t4 300 000
25 000 000
28 000 000
5 140 000 r
l0 000 000
4 000 000
2 000 000
Pm.
l 000 000
8 000 000
8 000 000
3 160 000
5 000 000
20 000 000
otal 67 300 000 l6 140 000 6 000 000 l7 000 000 28 160000
I Of whrch 140 000 EUA carrrcd over from 1979 to
JUSTIFICATION
Energy savings make it possible to limit the growth in energy consumption in our countries.
The benefits of energy-saving policies are immense since this is a rapid and sure way of reducing the Com-
muniry's dependence on energy supplie5 from the oil exporting cbuntries.
Efforts already begun in this field should be continued. For this reason, rhe Group of the European progres-
sive Democrats Proposes the reinstatement of the appropriations requested by the Commiision.
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Draft amendment No 433
:llld 
O, *. Onsquer, Mr Flanagan and Mr Turcat on behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1.2.4.1: Programme for the development of new sources of energy
A) Expendrture
Inoease the payment appropriation by 5000000 EIJA (from 17000000 EUA to 22000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Increase the commitment appropriation by 10000000 EUA (from 16000000 to 26000000 EUA)
REMARKS
unchanged
Schedule.
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 26000000 EUA, including 5000000
EUA entered in Chapter 100.
The likely schedule of payments ais-d-ais commilments is as follows:
@ EUA)
Commitmcnts
PaymcEts
19E0 198 I t982 1983
and subs. ycars
Commitmcnts cntcrcd into
bcforc 19t0 to bc covcrcd
by ncw approprratrons
for paymcnt
Appropriation outitanding
from 1979
Approprratron for 1980
Appropriation for 19tl
7 380 000
8 470 000
47 000 000
26 000 000
7 3t0 000
l 500 000
15 120 000
4 000 000
12 100000
l0 000 000
2970 000
I I 180 000
14 000 000
E 700 000
2 000 000
Total 88 8s0 000 24 000 000 25 000 000 28 150 000 10 700 000
.JUSTTFTCATTON
The development of new energy sources, in particular solar energy, geothermal energy, coal liquefaction
and gasification and the use of peat are the only ways of ensuring that the Communiry has greater security in
energy supplies and providing it with substiturcs for hydrocarbons in the next century.
Thanks to work financed by these appropriations, new sources of energy should make a significant con-
tribution to the Community's energy supplies in the 21st cenlury.
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Draft amendment No 434
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan, Mr Turcat and Mr Doublet on behalf of the Group of European Prog-
ressive Democrats
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1.7.0.2: Communiry operation for the development of data processing
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 2000000 EUA (from 5000000 EUA to 7000000 EUA) (Re-
instatement of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget).
B) Compensation
C) Reoenne
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Increase the commitment appropriation by 1500000 EUA (from 8000000 to 9000000 EUA)
Schedulc
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 ainounts to 9500000 EUAI.
The likely schedule of payments oisi-A-ois commitments is as follows:
(n EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Payments
l9E0 l9El t9E2 1983
and subs. ycars
Approprratrons outstandlnt
frcm 1979
Appropriatron for 1980
Appropriatron for l98l
I 9?2 523
8 000 000
9 500 000
I 972 523 |
3 000 000 3 000 000
4 000 000
2 000 000
4 000 000 l 500 000
Totel t9 4?2 523 4 972 523 | 7 000 000 6 000 000 I 500 000
' 
Induding 9'12523EUA qrricd ovcr from 1979
JUSTIFICATION
In the current state of development of data processing in the Communiry, technical developrhent measures
should be accompanied, resolutely and immediately, by the appropriate regulations without which the laws
of the market will rule unbridled. Furthermore, the opening of public contracts must be accompanied by the
establishment of Communiry norms for the European industry, if a real Community market is to be created.
Draft amendment No 435
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan, Mr Turcat and Mr Doublet on behalf of the Group of European Pro-
gressiie Democrats
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.7.0.4: Srudies in the field of rclematics
I See Article 1 (3) of the Frnanoal Regulation of 2l D€ember 1977
tl
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A) Expenditure
Enter anrppropiaaonof 1000000 EUA instead of the token entry (Reinstatement of the appropriation
shown in the preliminary draft budgeQ
B) Compensation
' C1 Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Telematics is infiltrating all fields of activity and information.
If the Community is to have a telematics policy it must achieve compatibiliry between systems within the
Community and protection against any attempts to establish a monopoly, by esablishing Community
norms relating to the Eansmission of information and user interfaces.
Draft amendment No 436
tabled by Mr Ansquer and Mr Flanagan on behalf of the Group of European Progressive Democrats
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.7.5.0: Aid for certain crisis-hit industrial sectors
A) Expenditare
Make a token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Make a token entry for 1981 appropriations
Scbedule
Commitment appropriation authorized for 1981: token entry
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
r
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(n EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 1981 19E2 1983
and subs. ycars
Appropflations outstandrnt
from 1979
Approprution for 1980
ApproprBtEtr for l98l
15 0(n 000
P.m.
P.m.
7 500 000 
'
P.n
P,m.
P.m.
P.m.
7 s00 000
Total 15 000 000 7 500 000 P.m. 7 s00 0(n
I Carrred ovcr from 1979
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Public opinion would find it hard to accept a lack of pardcipation by the Communiry in the general effort to
restnrcftre crisis-hit sectors. The purpose of this amendment is to draw to the aftendon of the Commission
and the Council the desire of the Assembly to set up a coherent Communiry action as soon as possible.
It is regrettable that, for the third successive year, the Commission has been unable to use the appropriations
entered in the budget because of the Council's failure to act.
The purpose of the token entry is to stress the topicaliry of this measure and make this budget line operation-
al.
,? tr y.
Draft amendment No 437lcorr.
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan end Mr Turcat, on behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats
Section III 
- 
Commission
?AYMENTS
Item 3.7.6.0: Industrial guidelines
A) Expenditure
Inc:rease the payment appropriation by 200000 ELIA (f.ron 400000 to 600000 EUA)
B) Cornper*dion
C) Rettenue
Isqease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
R4MARKS
unchuugci
*lced.ade
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JUSTIFICATION
Since the number of crisis-hit sectors of industry is not falling, preventive measures must be maintained at
the highest possible level.
Draft amendment No 439
tabled by Mr Ansquer and Mr Flanagan on behalf of the Group of European Progressive Democrats
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.9.0: Research projects in the field of technology and industry
A) Expenditure
Make t token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Commission is preparing new guidelines for common policy in science and technology for the period
1981-1985..
The purpose of a token entry is to show the political importance attached by the Assembly to this Pro-
g."..., one aspect of whiclr is promotion of the innovative capacity of small and medium sized undertak-
lngs,
**,t
Draft amendment No 440
tabled by Mr Ansquer and Mr Flanagan on behalf of the Group of European Progressive Democrats
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 5'4'0: 
.:,',r[',Ui,:T:::.ti:it:#rtemPorarysocialmeasuresinconnectionwiththe
4s4 Debates of the European Parliament
A) Expenditure
E.nter apayment appropriation of 100 000000 E[/,4 as a reserve in Chapter 100 
- 
provisional appropria-
uons
B) Compensation
_-:
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedsle
REMARKS
(new article)
This appropriation is to permit the financing of temporary social measures in the context of restructuring of
the steel industry (Doc. COM (79) 199) submitted for the opinion of the Council pursuant to Article 95
ECSC).
Moreover, a decision must be taken under Article 235 ECSC to authorize for this purpose an exceptional
contribudon from the general budget to the ECSC (proposal for a Council decision (80) 134, 25. 3. 1980).
JUSTIFICATION
The already weak siruadon in the steel industry has now deteriorated considerably to a point where.the
Commission is proposing the application of Article 58 ECSC, stipulating quotas for Communiry produc-
tion.
Quotas have become essendal to protect the European steel industry. But the belated application of produc-
tion quotas must be accompanied by social measures without which workers in the steel industry will be
faced with increasingly dramatic conditions.
The time for legal argumentadon about rhe validity of this budget item has now passed. It has become ur-
gently necessary to provide the appropriations needed for effective Communiry acdon.
Draft amendment No 441
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan, Mr Cronin and Mrs Ewing on behalf of the Group of European Pro-
gressive Democrats
Section III 
- 
Commission
. PAYMENTS
Article 5.5.0: Communiry action in support of national regional policies
A) Expenditure
', 't":,::::,.'ilrTi#flfi;l"T:r'J#',f '::i:^i"!:,!*:rl'.',::i'oo EUA 'lo 750000000 EUA)
B) Compens4tion'
C) Reaenue t.
Inctease revenue by the same amount
fi
I
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COMMITMENTS
Inoease commitment appropriations by 190000000 EUA (from 1330000000 EUA to 1520000000 EUA)
(reinstatement of appropriation shown in preliminary draft budget)
Schedule
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(n EUA)
Commitmcnts
Payrnents
1980 1981 t982 l9E3 19E4
and subs. ycars
Commrtments entcrcd into
bcforc 1980 to be coYcred
by ncw approprntrons
for payment
Approprration outstrnding
from 1979
Appropnatron for l9E0
Appropriatron for 1981
832 000 000
3 000 000
I 106 750 000
l 520 000 000
l7l 000000
I 000 000
220 375000
304 000 000
l 000 000
332 525 000
I l2 475 000
191 000 000
l 000 000
332 500 000
951 525 000
166 000 000
I l0 675 000
152 000 000
I 10 67s 000
304 000 000
Total 3 461 750 000 392375000 750 000 000 l 476 025 000 42t 675 000 4t4 675 000
REMARKS
Add the following sentence to the remarks:
The council and commission must make the arrangemen$ necessary to give Greece a 15 7o share of the
ERDF.
JUSTIFICATION
The Regional Fund was set up in 1975 to correct regional imbdances in the Communiry.
Its purpose is to encourage the economic development of underprivileged regions by participating in in-
vestm;ts in industrial, 
"i"ft arrd service activitiei, thus helping 
to remedy inequalities between poor and
rich regions.
This aim is far from being attained because imbalances are deteriorating in the Community which has today
over 7 million unemployed.
Because of inflation and the share which must be given to Greece, the Commission's already insufficient
proposals r?resent no more than a slight increase over previous years.
By making a subsrantial cur in the appropriations proposed by the Commission' the Council is showing a
passive attiilde to the deterioration of existing inequalities.
It is important for the appropriations assigned to the least privileged areas of Ireland, Scodand or the French
.ou..r.i, rcrrirories and Jepartments, rc be maintained in real terms following the redistribution of quotas
necessitated by the accession of Greece.
The EpD Group therefore considers it essential to reinsBte the original appropriation.
*
Proposed Modification No 442lPdM
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagah, Mr Davern and Mr Fanton on behalf,of the Group of European Pro-
gressive Democrats
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Tide 6:
Chapter 6.2:
Article 6.2.8:
Item 6.2.8.0:
EAGGF Guarantee Section
Milk and milk products
Financial contribudon by milk producers
Co-responsibiliry levy
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A) Expenditure
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
'The following shall be exempt from the co-responsibiliry levy:
- 
any milk producer whose holding is situated in a region classified as a deprived, upland or mountain re-
. gion.
- 
producdon less than or equal to 60000 litres of milk per year.
The Council is requested to make the arrangements necessary for this exemption in the first four months of
the year.
JUSTIFICATION
It is abnormal to seek to reduce dairy surpluses by an unjust and ineffectual co-responsibility levy whose
principle we do not accept. fts drawbacks have in practice proved to ourweigh its advantages: penalization of
small producers and regions whose economic and social progress involves the development of milk produc-
tion.
It is unjust to apply a quasi-uniform burden to all producers. Vhile rejecdng the principle of co-responsibil-
iry,, we therefore propose in terms of practical implementation, the exemption of :
- 
allmilkpt'oducerswhoseholdingissituatedinaregionclassifiedasadeprived,uplandormountainreg-
ion,
- 
production less than or equd to 60000 litres of milk per year.
In this way we shall preserve the family nature of our agricultural holdings to which we attribute the greatest
possible importance.
Draft amendment No 443lRev.
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan and Mr Clement on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Tide 9:
Chapter 9.2: Food aid
Anicle 9.2. I : Food aid in milk products
Item 9.2.1.3: Bumeroil programme for the year
A) Erpenditure
Inoease tlre appropriadonby 15070000 EuA
(raised from 67840000 to 82910000 EUA)
(reinstatement of appropriations shown in preliminary draft budget)
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B) Compensation
C) Reoenuc
Inoease revenue by same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbed.ale
REMARKS
This appropriadon is to cover the supply in 1981 of 55000 tonnes of butteroil to developing couhtries par-
ticularly the countries in most need.
JUSTIFICATION
Of all the practical policies which the Communiry is able to pursue, prioriry must be given to development
cooperation policy for humanitarian and economic reasons.
At the end of a debate whose contenr was generally approved, Parliament adopted an outstanding report on
world hunger.
\flithin the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly, the Communiry has been able to place the dialogue berween
the industrialized and developing countries on an institutional footing.
In the logic of its own decisions, Parliament cannot therefore accePt a reduction in Title lv of the Budget
concerniig derelopment cooperation as the expression of a deliberate political will' 
-to 
be reduced below the
previous yiar's figure, at the very time when world inflation ii having a negative effect and the needs of the
developing countries are increasing.
Draft amendment No 445
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan, Mr Cronin and Mrs Ewing on behalf of the Group of European Pro'
gressive Democrats
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 5.6: European Regional Development Fund 
- 
specific Community measures
Article 5.6.0: Specific Communiry measures
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 7 0000000 EUA (from 10000 000 to 20000 000 EUA) (reinsate-
ment of appropriations shown in preliminary drafp budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inqease revenue by same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropriation by 10OOOOO0 EU,4 (from 70000000 to 80000000 EUA) (reinsate-
ment of appropriations shown in preliminary draft)
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Scbedale
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 80000000 EUA.1
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-ais commitments is as follows:
(z EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 l9tl 1982 1963 l9E4
and subs, ycars
Commitmcnts cotercd into
bcforc l9E0 to bc covcrcd
by ncw eppropriations
for pryment
Approprirtion outsteoding
frcm 1979
Appropnation for 1980
Appropriatron for l98l
45 000 000
5E 250 000
E0 000 000
10 625 000 5 000 000
l5 000 000
10 000 000
15 000 000
20 000 000
10 000 000
15 000 000
20 000 000
9 375 000
I 3 250 000
40 000 000
Total It3 250 000 10 525 000 20 000 000 45 000 000 4s 000 000 62625000
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Communiry musr,be given appropriate resources to remedy regional problems.
The disparities berween the richest and poorer reBions are continuing to widen. A real increase in the Com-
munity's financid commitments for regional development is therefore vital.
The Group of European Progressive Democrats accordingly proposes the reinstatemenr of the appropria-
tions proposed by the Commission.
++'l
Proposed Modificaiion No 446lPdM
ubled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan and Mr Clement on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 9:
Chapter 9.6: Cooperation with non-member countries
Article 9.6.2: Financial cooperation with Greece
A) Expenditure
' 
' Inoease t}re payment 
"pp.op.i..ion by 1115659 EIJA (from6 1OOOOO EUA to 72l565gEUA) (rein-satement of appropriation shown in the preliminery draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Rettenue
Increase revenue by same amount
COMMITMENTS
unchanged
I See Anicle I (3) of thc Fimncid Regulation of 27 December 1977.
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Schedule
The likely schedule of payments ois-i<tis commitments is as follows:
(in EUA)
Commitmcnts
Payme nts
l9E0 1981 1982 1983 1984
and subs, ycars
Commrtmclts entcrcd into
before 1980 to bc covcrcd
by ncw appropriatrons
for paymcnt
Appropriation outstanding
from 1979
Appropriation for l9E0
Appropriation for 1981
t2?15 659
l6 s00 000
P.m.
10 000 000 |
97t5 659
27ts 6s9
4 500 000 2284 341
'otal 29 215 659 l9 715 659 
'
7 215 559 2284 341
f lncluding 2215659EVA carried ovcr from1979.
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The problems which Greece must overcome following its accession to the Community justify maintenance
of a high level of financial cooperation from the Communiry. This would not be an appropriate time to in-
crease the difficulty experienced by our Greek friends in adapting to the Community especially in thg ag-
ricultura.l and industrial areas.
The Group of European Progressive Democrats therefore proposes reinstatement of the cooperation ap-
propriadon prcposed by the Commission in its preliminary draft budget, amounting to 7215659 EUA.
*+*
Proposed Modification No 447lPdM
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan and Mr Clement on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Tide 9:
Chapter 9.6: Cooperation with non-member countries
Article 9.5.5: Financial cooperation witl the Maghreb countries
Item 9.5.i.0: Financial cooperation with Algeria
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 1 500000 EUA (from 8 500000 to 10000000 EUA) (reinstate-
ment.of appropriations shown in preliminary draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Rertenue
Inctease revenue by same amount
COMMITMENTS
unchanged
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Schedale
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounrs to 22500000 EUA.1
The likely schedule of payments ais-i-ais commitments is follows:
An EUA)
Commrtments
Paymcnts
t9E0 1981 1982 l9t3 1984
and subs. ycars
Commitmcnts entered rnto
bcfore t9E0 to bc covcrcd
by ncw approprEtions
for payment
Appropnatlon outstandrng
ftom 1979
Appropriation for 1980
Appropnation for 19tl
14 100 000
7 000 000
22 500 000
10 700 000 I
6 400 000
I 700 000
300 000
8 000 000
l 700 000
300 000
l0 000 000 4 500 000
'otal 43 600 000 17 l0ooo0 1 l0 000 000 l2 000 000 4 500 000
I Includrng 7 100 000 EUA carrrcd ovcr frcm 1979.
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
At the dme when Algeria is having to reconstruct the economic potential of a whole region devasated by the
earthquake at El Asnam, the Community which has already given assistance to the victims of that disaster
must maintain the financial cooperation appropriations allocated in the preliminary draft budget.
The Group of European Progressive Democrats therefore proposes reinstatement of the original appropria-
dons of looooooo EUA.
:lt+
Draft amendment No 448
tabled by Mr Ansquer and Mr Flanagan on behalf of the Group of European Progressive Democrats
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 5: Social and regional funds
Chaprcr 5.8: Supplementary measures in favour of the United Kingdom
Article 5.8.0: Supplementary measures in favour of the United Kingdom
A) Expendtture
Article 5.8.0: Transfer the amount entered on this budget line, i.e. 974700000 EUA to the reserve in
Chapter 1.0.0 
- 
provisional appropriations
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
1 See Amcle I (3) of the Frnancral Regulatron of 2l Decenber 1977.
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Schedule
REMARKS
Amend the sentence'an appropriation of 100000000 EUA is entered in Chapter 1.0.0' to read'an appro-
priation of 1074000000 EUA is entered in Chapter 1.0.0'.
JUSTIFICATION
Although the Brussels agreement is essentially a financial operation, use of the appropriations intended for
strucrural measures in favour of the United Kingdom must not escape from Communiry control.
The Assembly must therefore be given the means of ensuring that control; the Group of European Progres-
sive Democrats therefore proposes that the amount of 974 700 000 EUA should be placed in reserve in Chap-
ter 1.0.0 in addition to the existing 100000000.
,t*>l
Draft amendment No 449
tabled by the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item2.7.2.2: Current affairs films for developing countries
A) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by 200 000 EUA (from 692000 to 892 000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Increase ievenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTTFTCATION
Particularly in view of rhe rate of inflation, the appropriation decided on by the Council represents a 30 7o
cur over 1i80. This would lead to very serious restricdons on the activites involved in the programme of
weekly filmed news on rhe EEC designed for the developing countries which Parliament believes must be
expanded and improved.
It should be stressed that the Commission's abiliry to spend the funds in the budgetary line in question is
panicularly good.
For the 1979 flinancialyear:
- 
99.97o of appropriadons were committed by 31/12/1979,
- 
at the presenr dme payments covering 99.7 7o of the above appropriations have been carried out.
+>l>l
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Draft amendment No 450
tabled by the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item2.7.2.9: Information projects relating to Direct Elections to theEuropean Parliament
A) Expenditure
Enter a token entry (reinstatement of entry in Preliminary Drafr Budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The maintenance of the token entry made by the Commission but deleted by the Council, is justified in or-
der to keep a line available for financing projects relating to direct elections to the European Parliament,
when this becomes necessary, prior to the next elections.
't*:l
Draft amendment No 451
tabled by the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 2.9.0: Subsidies to instirutions of higher education
A) Expenditare
Amend heading of Article 2.9.0 to 'subsidies to institutions of higher education and residential centres
for adults'
Inoease the payment appropriadon by 370000 EUA (from 180000 to 550000 EUA) (reinstatement of
amount shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Com?ensdtion\
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
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COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Amend rhe remarks as follows:
'Appropriation to enable aid to be granted to higher education in strtuions and residential education centres
for adubs setting up a programme of value to European integration.'
(reinstatement of the remarks shown in the preliminary draft budget)
JUSTIFICATION
The increase proposed by the Commission undgr this article is a direct response to Parliament's action in
tabling an amendment to the 1980 Budget, including an appropriation to cover aid to residential adult educa-
tion institutes 
- 
called for in three resolutions adopted by it 
- 
the Albers Repon (Doc. 679/78), the Kel-
lett-Bowman Report (Doc. 158/78), and the van der Gun Report (D oc. 149/79).The European Parliament,
consistent with its own previous decisions, will therefore reinsert the amount cut by Council.
Dra{t amendment No 452
tabled by Mr Linkohr, on behalf of the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.2.3.0: Use of coal in power stations
A) Expenditure
Enter a, token entry.
B) Cotnpensation
C) Reoenrc
COMMITMENTS
Enter a commitment appropriation of 100000000 EUA.
Scbedule
Enter the following schedule of payments:
The.commitment appropriation autlrorized for 1981 is 100000000 EUA
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
@ EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
l9E0 19il 1982 l9E3
and subs. ycars
Appropriatron for l9E0
Appropnation for 1981
p.m.
100 000 000
P.n
P.m. 100 000 000
Total lo0 600 o0o P.m, P.m. 100 000 000
JUSTIFICATION
A Communiry protramme of granting financial support to operators of power stations with a view to
encouraging the constnrcdon, conversion or modernization of their plan for the use of coal instead of Iiquid
fuels, vould not only contribute to the reduction of the Community's dependence on oil imports but also
stimulate the Community's coal sector. The European Parliament delivered a favourable opinion on the
Commission's proposal on 10 May 1977 and has called on the Council to adopt this proposal in a series of
resolutions since then.
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Draft amendment No 453
tabled by the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.5.9: Subsidy towards the operation of the European Foundation for the Improvement of
Living and Vorking Conditions
A) Expenditure
Reduce :dte payment appropriation by 200000 EUA (from 2850000 to 2650000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Re dace r ev enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament is not satisfied with the rate at which this body is achieving results, and does not
consider it appropriate to endorse any increases in appropriations in its favour.
)t**
Draft amendment No 454
tabled by the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.9.3.1: Financial conributions to cultural events of European importance
A) Expenditure
Inctease the payments appropriation by 7 40000 EUA (from 140000 EUA to 280000 EUA ) (reinstate-
ment of the appropriation shown in the preliminary draft budget)
B) Cornpensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
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Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament feels it is essential to restore the appropriation, already very modest, proposed by
the Commission in the preliminary draft budget.
Any reduction in this appropriation will make it impossible to finance the mere six cultural events which the
Community intends to support and which include the Communiry yourh orchestra.
It should be stressed that *re Commission's ability to spend sums on this budgetary line is particularly good.
For the 1979 financial year:
- 
1007o of appropriations have been committed by 31. 12.1979
- 
at the present dme payments have been carried out in respect of 907o of the above appropriations.
iL >! :t
Proposed Modification No 456lPdM/Rev.
tabled by the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 6.2.1.3: Aid for liquid skimmed-milk for use as feed for animals other than calves
A) Expenditure
Reduce expetditure by 20000000 EUA (from 249000000 to 229000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Re duce reventte accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The need to achieve savings in the light of the findings of the Court of Auditors.
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Draft amendment No 457
ubled by Mr Albers, on behalf of the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 8.7.6: Grant towards medical assistance and safery at sea
A) Expenditure
Enter an appropriation ol 200000 EUA
B) Gompensatio
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by a corresponding amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
At the first Reading of dre 1980 Budget the European Parliament was in favour of reinstating the proposed
appropriation of 200000 EUA shown in the preliminary draft budget. At the Second Reading a token entry
was considered sufficient, since half of the budgetary year had already elapsed. However, it is now appro-
priate to honour the commitment made by the European Parliament in the Kavanagh Repon(Doc. 101/79)
concerning the coordination at Community level of medicd assistance and safety at sea, in order to ensure
collaboration berween fishery support vessels operating in Community fishing grounds.
Draft amendment No 458
tabled by Mr Muntingh, on behalf of the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.1.0: Expendirure on pollution control
A) Expenditure
Enter a payment appropriation of 1000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenrc
Inoease revenue by same amount
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COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
The Commission must be given the resources needed to implement the two Communiry environment pro-
grammes.
JUSTIFICATION
This item shown as a token entry for the 1980 financial year must be endowed with the appropriations cor-
responding to the pollution contiol measures planned by the Commission for 1981.
The Commission must assist local authorities which are effecting investments to reduce and control pollu-
tion, particularly in regions qualifying under the ERDF, Mediterranean areas and trans-frontier zones.
Draft amendment No 459
tabled by Mr Muntingh on behalf of the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.1.1: Aidsforthedevelopmentoftechnoiogiescausinglesspollutionandusingfewernatural
resources and for the development of new monitoring rcchniques
A) Expendiwre
Enter a payment appropriation of 2000000 EUA
B) Compensation
L1 
^,ornn,
Inoease revenue by same amount
COMMITMENTS
, Schedule
I
REMARKS
It is impoftan! to ensure respect for ecological balance, particularly through the preservation of natural re-
sources,
JUSTIFICATION
The Commission must be provided forthwith with the financial resources needed by it to take measures for
protection of the natural environment, particularly by encouraging new processes and less polluting tech-
nologies.
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The aim is ro:
- 
cause less pollution
- 
generate less waste
- 
dconomize natural resources.
This financial instrument will enable the Commission to encourage the pilot projects proposed by undertak-
ings.
Draft amendment No 461
tabled by Mr Muntingh on behalf of the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5"1.3: Measures to protect dre environment in the context of changes in economic acriviries
A) Expenditure
Enter apayment appropriation of 500000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
The environment must be protected against the adverse effect of cenain economic activities.
JUSTIFICATION
Protection of the environment against the effects of economic activities requires the instatement of adequate
appropriations for 1981, to provide in particular for an effective training policy.
Draft amendment No 462
tabled by Mr Muntingh on behalf of the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.5.4: Community environmental prorection measures
Item 3.5.4.6: Subsidies to European ecological organizadons
(neu)
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A) Expenditure
Create anewitem 3546'subsidies to European ecological organizrions' andEnrer apayment appropri-
ation of looooo EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
The measures to stimulate public awareness of the problem of the environment provided for in the environ-
mental action progrr-*.i rely on the existence of ecological organizations which must be supported, in
particular financially.
JUSTIFICATION
These furopean ecological organizations play an important role in educating and informing thepublic in the
area of environmental protection.
+v.-*
Draft amendment No 463
tabled by Mr Linkohr, on behalf of the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 3.2: Expendirure under the energy policy
Article 3.2.6: New Qommuniry initiative (reinstatement of heading in preliminary draft budget)
(new)
A) Expendture
Create e new article 3.2.6 'New Community initiative' and
enter a token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Enter a token entry
Schedule
I
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REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
In order to reduce the level of the Community's oil imports, investments of berween 50000 and lOOOOO mil-
lion EUA must be made in the early 1980's so as to feld results by around 1990. rVhereas this investment
should come primarily from the Member States, a larger Community contribution to energy invesrment will
be necessary in order to avoid widening the economic and social gaps within the Community and to ensure
that the achievement of the objectives of the Treaties is not further delayed.
+++
Proposed Modification No 464lrev.
tabled by Mr Aigner and Mr Notenboom of the Group of the European People's Party
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 400: Flat-rate repayment to the Member States of costs incurred in collecdng own resources
A) Expenditure
Reduce the paymenr appropriation by a37356000 EUA
B) Compensatian
C) Reoenae
Redtce revente by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
JUSTIFICATION
The budgetary discussion is taking place this year in a particularly difficult financial situation, since neces-
sary expenditure cannot be undertaken owing to the ceiling on the revenue side. Nevenheless, the budgetary
powers of Parliament cannot be undermined by unwillingness to cooperare on the part of the other arm of
the budgetary authoriry.
Parliament takes the view that in a tight financial situation in the Communiry new policies can only be
launched if either the revenue side is increased or the expenditure side reduced. Since at present the national
governments are not PrePared to increase revenue, the only way open is to cut back expenditure. This av-
enue can, however, only be used where there is no risk of adverse effects on the satisfactory development of
the Communities. Aciordingly, it appears appropriate to reduce expenditure und.i Anicle^ +oO by
437355000 EUA.
The expenditure of the Member Sutes have so far never been defined precisely, rhe l0 Yo repayment rate be-
ing based purely on a political act, or on a finlncial esdmate. Since theiepayment level is leg'ally fixed, a con-
flict undoubtedly arises-by the reduction of the appropriation, but thir i"" be avoided-by calling.on the
Member States to amend, if necessary, the decision of 2L April 1970 or to agree that, for a dme and ii pan, it
should not be applied.
Ir any event, under the system in force thele is no guarantee that it is those who bear the administrative bur-
den and the costs of collecting own resources who dso receive the flat-rate repayments.
I'r
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Draft amendment No 465
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Secdon I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Article 2.0.4: Fitting out of premises
A) Eqenditare
ff.educe by 4OOO00 EIIA (from 1400000 to 1000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
R e d, uce r ev enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This reduction is proposed in the interests of economy in the administration of Parliament.
+ *.>t
Draft amendment No 466
*ULa Uy rta. r""ges, Mr Klepsch, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti and Mr Vergeer on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Pany (CD Group)
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
chapter 3g: other expenditure on specific proiects undenaken by'the Institution
lvicle 397: Preparations for the improvement of the Olympic sports facilides in Olympia
(new)
A) Expendit*re
Create rhe following new Article 397:'Preparations for the improvement of the Olympic sports
facilities in Olympia'
l[ahe a token entry
B) Compensatnn
C) Reoenue
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REMARKS
Token entry to enable the Commission to establish, in cooperation with the Greek governmenr, a perma-
nent site for the Olympic games and to get the preparations underway in 1981.
JUSTIFICATION
On_l January 1981 Greece will be the 10th country to ioin the European Communiry. The European
Parliament wishes to make clear to the Greek people, their future Greek colleagues in the European Parlia-
ment and especially the Greek President, Mr Karamanlis, already during the discussion of the Commission's
budget fgr 1981, that, for the reasons set out above, it firmly supports the basic idea of 'Olympic games in
Olympia'.
This will facilitate decision-making in the IOC. It will also make plain that the European Communiry is in
favour of the olympic Games, the olympic committee must find new ways of reicuing them.
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
Draft amendment No 457
tabled by Mr Notenboom, Mr Klepsch, Mr van der Gun, Mr Vandewiele, Mr Modiano and Mr van Aerssen
on behalf of the Group of the European People's Pafty (CD Group)
Section IIi 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 3:
Chapter 3.0:
Article 3.0.7:
Item 3.0.7.1:
Amend the heading of item 3071 as follows:
Item 3071:
Communiry policies relating in particular to research, technology, etc.
Expenditure in the social sector
Communiry measures ro promote the participation of both sides of industry in the
economic and social decisions of the Communiry.
Aid to employers'and workers'organizadons for the provision of training and infor-
mation for their representadves on the subject of European affairs.
'Aid, rc Earopean organizations of small- and medium-sized undertakings for the pro-
vision of training and information for their represenhdves on the subject of European
affairs'.
A) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by 120000 EUA (frcm 100000 to 22OOOO EUA) (reinstatement of
the appropriation shown in the prelim.intry drak budget).
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
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]GMARKS
Mo&fy the remarks as follows:
'Priority No 9 established by the Council resolution of 21 April 197 4 concerning a social action programme
is intended 'to promote the participation of both sides of industry in the economic and social decisions of
*re Communiry ; tbis programme sbould be geared mainly to the small and medium-sized undertakings in
tbe Community'.
:t*+
Proposed Modification No 468
tabled by Mr Glinne, Mr Bangemann, Mr Klepsch, Mr Leonardi and Mr Simpson on behalf of the working
['arty on a Statute for Members
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
T'itle 1:
Chapter 1.0:
Article 1.0.3: Pensions
A) Expenditure
Enter apayment appropriation of 1000000 EUA
B',t Compensation
c) Reaenue I
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
RE,MARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Pending a Council decision on the emoluments of Members, a pension fund should be established for Mem-
bers of the European Parliament at Communiry level.
Given that the obligations of Members with a European mandate are in principle identical, their financial
situation should also be identical and settled at Community level.
The absence of a Community.financial system for Members could have particularly adverse consequences in
the area of pensions.
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.Draft amendment No 469
tabled by Mr Coppieters, Mr Blaney, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Castellina
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.3.0.0: Nuclear safety
A) Expendiiure
Dectease by 30000000 EUA
Bl Compensation
C) Reoenue
De oe ase revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
, Scbedrle
REMARKS
The nuclear safety programme should be strictly limited to examining and approving safery of existing reac-
tors and reactor ty?es, and not cover in particular:
- 
sodium-cooled fast reactors
- 
plutonitrm fuels and plutonium fuel cycle
Remaining sums should be concentrated on assessment of waste-storage risk and srudy of protection bar-
ners.
JUSTIFICATION
This amendment springs from a coneern to separate vital work on safety of existing reactors from subsidies
to the industry for development o[ sodium-cooled fast reactors.
'Draft amendment No 470
tabled by Mr Coppieters, Mr Blaney, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Castellina
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMEi{TS
Item 3.3.4.3: The plutonium cycle and its safery (Plutonium recycling in light-water reactors)
A) Expenditure
Delete this item
B) ConEensation
I
l-
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C) Reoenue
Reduce rqenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The Community should not in any way subsidize the unproven and dangerous technology of the pluonium
cycle, but should concentrate its efforts on promoting soft energy development and ensuring the safery of
existing nuclear plant.
***
Draft amendment No 471
tabled by Mr Coppieters, Mr Blaney, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Castellina
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.3.4.5: Decommissioning of nuclear power stetions
A) Expenditare
Delete this item
B) 
.Compensation
C) Reoenae
Re dace r ev enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Commission should take steps to transfer staff involved !o other work
JUSTIFICATION
Costs of de-commissioning should be entirely borne by the nuclear industry, which should have foreseen
them in its costing. This is an injustifiable subsidy falsifying the comparative costs of nuclear energy and safe
renewable energy sources.
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Draft amendment No 472
tabled by Mr Coppieters, Mr Blaney, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna, Mrs Castellina
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.3.4.7; Safety codes and standards for fast-breeder reacrors
A) Expenditure
Delete rhis item
B) Compensation
C) Revenue
Reduce revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
The Commission should not take on the planned extra staff, nor commission the srudies referred to.
JUSTIFICATION
Despite the reference to safery, this is yet another subsidy to the development of rhe fast-breeder technology
(as yet unproven) for which there is no justification as long as the re-processing industry is failing to work
safely.
,">r:r
Draft amendment No 473
tabled by Mr Blaney, Mrs Bonino, Mr Capanna and Mrs Castellina
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.3.5.2: Uranium ore prospecting and processing
A) Expenditure 
.
Delete this item
81 Cotnpensation
C) Reoenue
Re duce r ev enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
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Schedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The Communiry should not put further resources into uranium prospecting or processing. This is danger-
ous, and opposed by local populations. The equivalent sums should be switched to soft energy develop-
ments that bring safe job opportunities at the local level.
Dralt amendment No 474
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Item 2.2.3.02 New purchases
A) Expenditure
Reduce by 175000 EUA (from 275000 to 100000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Rettenue
Reduce rev enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
' 
Scbedtle
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This reduction is proposed in the interests of economy in the administration of Parliament.
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Draft amendment No 475
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item1.0.0.1: Residenceallowances
It) Expenditwe
Reduce by 26N0 EUA (from 226000 to 200000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Re d,ace reven Je accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Sched,ale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Appropriations have been abnormally increased without explanation: the amendmentprovides for a reason-
able increase.
>r+)t
Proposed Modification No 475
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 1.0.9: Provisionalappropriationsforpossibleadjustmentstotheemolumentsof membersof
the Commission
A) Expenditure
Rednce by 100000 EUA (from 225000 to 125000 EUA)
B) Compensatian
C) Ret,e)ue
' Reduce revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
,. l
,t I
I
J
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Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Appropriations have been abnormally increased without explanation: theamendmentprovides for areason-
able increase.
t'&*
Draft amendment No 477
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 1.1.9: Provisionalappropriationstocoveranyadjustmentstotheremunerationandpensions
of officials and other staff
A) Expenditure
Redace by 6594000 EUA (from 21,694000 to 15000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Re duce r ev enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Sched*le
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Afpropriations have been abnormally increased without explanation: the amendment provides for a
reasonable increase.
+r*
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Draft amendment No 478
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article I .2.9: Provisional appropriation to cover any adjustments to remunerations and various al-
lowances paid to officials and other servan$
A) Expenditare
Redace by 163000 EUA (from 563000 to 400000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenae
Re dace rev enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Appropriations have been abnormallyincreased without explanation: the amendmentprovides for a reason-
able increase.
;t )3 )i
Draft amendment No 479
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1.3.0.2: Special equipment for missions
A) Expenditure
Reduce by 33OOO EUA to a token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reaenae
Re duce revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
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Scbed*le
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
There seems little merit in an appropriation earmarked for the purchase of tropical clothing.
Draft amendment No 480
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 1.1.7.3: Travel and subsistence expenses of national experts seconded to the Commission
A) Expenditure
Redace by 390000 EUA (from I 390000 to 1 000000 EUA)
B) ComPensation
C) Reoenae
Re dace r sv enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
To encourage the Commission to limit such activities to policy areas with a reasonable .li"n.. of ,u"".r..
Draft amendment No 481
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
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Item 2000: Rent
A) Expenditure
Reduce by 2OOOOOOO EUA (ftom 41000000 to 21 000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Transfer 2OOOOOOO EUA to Chapter 7O0 (new lum 2000)
C) Reoen*e
COMMITMENTS
Schedsle
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The renegotiation of contracts is awaited following criticism by the Coun of Auditors in their special repon.
t*i<
Draft amendment No 482lrev.
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3030: Contribution to pilot projects on better housing for handicapped workers
A) Expenditure
Reduce paymenrsby 600000 EUA (f.rom 6/0000 to 70000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Revenae
Re da ce r ev en:ue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedwlc
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounrc to 700000 EUA.
The likely schedule of payments ois-d-ois commitments is as follows:
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(ir EUA)
Commitmcnts
P.ymcnts
1980 1981 t9t2 1963 1984
and subs. ycars
Commitmcnts cntctcd into
bcforc 19E0 to bc covcrcd
by ncw appropriations
for prymcnt
Appropriation outstrnding
from 1979
Appropriation for t9E0
Appropriatioo for l98l
600 000
40 000
700 000
700 000
400 000
20m0
155 000
20 000
50 000
100 000
300 000
400 000
100 000
245000
250 000
otal 2 040 000 575 000 70 000 t00 000 595 000
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
These appropriations should be reduced to a realistic size so long as the Commission has not provided a con-
vincing explanation of their management in recent years.
Draft amendment No 483
tabled by the European Democradc Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 250: E>gend^iture on forrrld meerings and meetings in general
A) Expenditare
Reduce by l4OOOOO EUA (from 6SOOOOO to 5400000 EUA)
B) Compensatbn
Transfer 1400000 EUA to Chapter 100 (tuticle 250)
C) Reoen*e
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
To await a report by the Ccimmission to the Committee on Budgetary Control on the narure andpurposes of
these meetings.
1, 
- 
|
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Draft amendmenr No 484
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2.5.5.1: Cost of the Institution's participation in Conferences, Congresses and Meetings
A) Expenditare
Red*ce by t0000 EUA (from 243500 to 193500 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoente
Re duce revente accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Appropriations havebeen abnormally increasedwithout explanation; the amendmentprovides for a reason-
able increase.
Draft amendmenr No 485
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article: 260: Limited consultations, studies and surveys
I) Expendit*re
Redrce by 1000000 EUA a token entry
B) Conpensation
Transfer 1000000 EUA to Chapter 100 (neu Articlz 260)
C) Reoenrc
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
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REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
A convincing.explanation of the utiliry of such studies is awaited from the Commission.
++*
Draft amendment No 486
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Aricle 262t Comprehensive communiry studies and general surveys
A) Expend.iture
Reduce by 1300000 EUA to token entry
B) Compensation
Transfer 1300000 EUA to Chapter 700 (neut Article 262)
C) Reaenue
COMMITMENTS
Sched*le
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
A convincing explanation of the utiliry of such studies is awaited from the Commission.
Draft amendment No 487
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.1.3: Measures to protect the environment in the context of changes in economic activities
A) Expenditure
Enter apayment appropriation of loooOOO EUA
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B) Conryensation
C) Reoenuc
I noe ase revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Scbedu.le
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This operation will be crucial if the Community enviponment is to be improved.
++*
Draft amendment No 488
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 5.5.0: Community action in support of national regional policies
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 70000000 EUA (from 490000000 to 560000000 EUA)
B) Con?ens4tian
C) Reoen*e
Inoease revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Inqease the commitment appropriation by 100000000 EIJA a 1430OOO0OO EUA
Scbedub
Modify the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amounts to 1430000000 EUA.
. The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
,.,', 
t 
,
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(in EUA)
CommitmcDts
PaymcDtr
19t0 l 98r t9E2 19t3 l9E4
and subs. ycars
Commitmcnts cntcrcd into
bcforc I9t0 to be covcrcd
by ncw appropriatiom
for prymcnt
Appropriation outstandrng
frcm 1979
Appropriatron for l9E0
Appropriation for 1981
832 000 000
3 000 000
I 106 750 000
I 430 000 000
171 000 000
I 000 000
22037500rJ
304 000 000
1 000 000
185 000 000
70 000 000
l9l 000 000
l 000 000
4u 000 000
961 000 000
166 000 000
111000000
133 000 000
109 375 000
266 000 000
Total 3 371 750 000 39237500o 560 000 000 I 634 000 000 410 000 000 375 375 000
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
These amendments provide for a substantial increase over the 1980 figure.
Draft amendment No 489
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYME}VTS
Item 5.6.1.0i Preparatory studies for integrated actions
A) Expenditure
Enter a payment appropriation of 50000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
I noe ase revenue accordingly
COMMITMENIS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This appropriationis to enable these studies, for example in Northern Ireland and Naples, to getunderway'
+++
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Draft amendment No 490
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ircm 9.2.0.1: Programme for the year for cereals other rhan rice
A) Expenditure
Increase b 11219000 EUA (from 103781000 to 115000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Inoease revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
To permit the Commission to purchase additional cereals in order to begin the increase rowards 2 million
tonnes per annum envisaged in Parliament's Food Aid Resolution (No 421).
Draft amendment No 491
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9.2.7.3: Butteroil programme for the year
A) Erpenditare
Inoease b 11070000 EUA (from 67840000 ro 82910000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reuenue
Inoease revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
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Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTTFTCATION
To reinsmrc the appropriation originally requested by the Commission.
+*Y.
Draft amendment No 492
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Arcicle 9.2.3 Food aid (other commodities)
A) Expenditure
Enter a payment appropriation oI 8900000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
To reinstate the appropriation originally requested by the Commission.
Draft amendment No 493
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
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Item 9.5.0.1: Creation of emergency reserve in cereds (including rice)
(new)
l) Expenditwe
Create a, new item 9.5.0.1 'Creation of emergenry resewe in cereals (including rice)'
and enter a payment appropriation of 1 000000 EUA
B) Conryenvtion
C) Reoenue
I ncte ase revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedsle
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
To permit the Commission to commence the building up of central and regional reserves of cereals, as pro-
posed in Parliament's Food Aid Resolution (No 410), so as to increase speed of distribution when required
and save costs of purchase.
+*+
Draft amendment No 494
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 9.3.0: Financial and technical cooperation with non-associated developing countries
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 21 000000 EIJA (from 23 000000 to 44 000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoen*e
Inoease revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Inoease the commitment appropration by 50000000 to 150000000 EUA.
Modify the schedule of payments as follows:
Scbedule
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The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 150000000 EUA.
' The likely schedule of payments ois-i-ais commitments is as follows:
(in EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
19t0 l9E1 1982 l9t3
rnd subs. ycars
Commitmcnts cntacd into
bcforc 1980 to bc coYcrcd
by ncw appropriations
for peymcnt
Appropriation outrtanding
frcm 1979
Appropriation for 1980
Appropriation for l9tl
t26037 865
59 t40 904
138 500 000
150 000 000
7 000 000
r0 000 000
5 000000
23 000 000
2l 000 000
40 000 000
20 000 000
40 000 000
70 0(x) 000
56 037 E65
29810904
93 500 000
59 000 m0
Total 4?4 3?t769 22 000 000 44 000 000 170 000 000 218378769
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
To double the amount spent by the Commission in the 1980 fiscal year so as to improve the balance in aid be-
tween associated and non-associated countries.
+++
DraIt amendment No 495
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 9.3.1: Promotion of trade and industry between the Community and non-associated de-
, 
veloping countries
A) Exp,enditure
Inqease the payment appropriation by 3500000 EUA (fromt500000 to 7000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue rccordingly
COMMITMENIS
Inoease the commitment appropriation by 1300000 EUA to 7 5t0000 EUA
Schedule
Modifu 6e schedule of payments as follows:
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 7550000 EUA.
The likely schedule of payments vis-d.uis commitments is as follows:
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(ir EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 1981 t9t2 19t3
and subs. years
Commrtmcnts cntcrcd ioto
beforc 19E0 to bc covercd
by ncw approprratroro
for paymcnt
Appropnation outstanding
from l9?9
Appropnatron for 1980
Appropriation for l98l
2 360 000
290 000
5 250 000
7 550 000
2 360 000
290 000
I 600 000 3 000 000
4 000 0d0
I 650 000
2 500 000 I 050 000
Total l5 450 000 4 250 000 7 000 000 4 150 ofl) l 050 000
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
To make an adequate contribution to this activity in accordance with the intentions of the Parliament's Food
Aid Resolution (No alO).
,F**
Draft amendment No 496lrev.
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3031: Contribution to pilor proiec$ on better housing for migrant workers
A) Expenditure
Redace paymentsby 600000 EUA (from 650000 to 50000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Re duce r ev enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedsle
Amend lte schedule of payments as follows:
The appropriation for commitment authorized for 1981 amounts to 650000 EUA.
The likely schedule of payment ois-i-ois commitments is as follows:
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(n EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 l9t I t982 I 9E3 1984
and subs. ycars
Commitmcnts ctrtcrcd into
bcfore 1980 to be covcrcd
by ntw approprirtions
for paymcnt
Appropnrtion outstandrng
frcm 1979
Appropnation for l9E0
Appropriation for 1981
680 000
40 000
53s 000
650 000
330 000
20m0
160 000
50 000
100 000
20 000
245 000
560 000
100 000
230 000
40 000
150 000
'otrl 2 005 000 5 l0 000 50 000 925 000 370 000 150 000
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
These appropriations should be reduced to a realistic size so long as the Commission has notprovided a con-
vincing explanation of their management in recent years.
***
Draft amendment No 497
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 3.3.5: - Indirect and concerted action 
- 
Quality of life
A) Expenditure
Transfer 14333000 EUA a Chapter 10.0 (new Article 3.3.5)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The repon of the Coun of Auditors for 1978 shows total disorder in the administration and a lack of control
in these projects 
- 
see in particular points 6.42 to 6.59, especially Point 6'55'
Appropriations should be released from Chapter 10.0 only after full explanation and proof in the Commit-
tee on Budgeary Control that the criticisms have been met.
+*+
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Draft amendment No 498
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.5.3: Public Health Studies and measures
A) Expendiure
' Reduce by 2OOOOO EIJA to a token entry
B) Compensatbn
C) Revente
Re dace r ev enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
These appropriations, which can only provide for an adminisuative infrastructure, are a waste of money.
+:t>F
Draft amendment No 499
tabled by fie European Democradc Group
Section III 
- 
Commission '
PAYMENTS
Article 3.5.6: I!(/ork organization and iob enrichment
A) Expendiure
Reduce by SOOOO EtlA to a token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Re d uce r ev enue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Scbedulc
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REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
These appropriations, which can only provide for an administrative infrastructure' are a wastc of money.
'l*+
Draft amendment No 500
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3'5'1'1: l'.l**fl",i n:'f,:ffi"*::[?'i#T:*:i:il1::;*and,singrewernaturar
A) Expendiwre
Enter e payment appropriation oI 1000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
I noe ase revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This operation will be crucial if the Communiry environment is o be improved.
+'t*
Draft amendment No 501
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.5.1.2: Measures to protect the environment and nature
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A) Expenditure
Enter a payment appropriation of 1000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reaenae
I noease revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This operation will be crucial if the Community environment is to be improved.
++>t
Draft amendment No 502
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 9.4.5: Community contribution towards schemes concerning developing countries carried
out by non-governmental organizations
A) Expenditure
Inqease the payment appropriation by 5250000 E\JA (frcm loz5oooo to 16000000 EUA)
B) ComPettsatian
C) Reoenue
I ncre ase revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Inoease tle commitment appropriation by 6000000 EtlA to 2OOOOOOO EUA
Scbedule
Mo&fy rhe schedule of payments as follows:
The appropriation commitment authorized for 1981 atnounrs to 20000000 EUA.
The likely schedule of payments ois-d-ois commitments is as follows:
,t
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(n EUA)
Commitments
Paymcnts
1980 196 I 1982 1983
and subs. ycars
Commrtmcnts cntcrcd into
bcforc 1980 to bc ovcrcd
by ncw approprirtionr
for paymcnt
Appropriation outstending
from 1979
Appropriatron for l9E0
Appropnation for l9El
10 400 000
lu) 000
14 000 000
20 000 000
5 900 000
100 000
3 750 000
3 500 000
5 000 000
5 500 000
4 250 000
l0 000 000 3 500 000
'otal 44 500 000 l0 750000 t6 000 000 t4 250 000 3 500 000
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
To iestore the appropriation requesred by the Commi\sion.
+:trt
Draft amendmenr No 503
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 9.4.7: Community participation in the International Fund for Agricultural Dwelopment(IFAD) t
A) Expenditure
Enter apayment appropriation of 1000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue accordintly
COMMITMENIS
Enter e commitment appropriation of 40 500 000 EIIA
Scbedule
Enter the following schedule of payments:
The commitment appropriation aurhorized for l98l amounts to 40500000 EUA.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(h EUA)
Commrtmcnt5
Paymcnts
1981 19E2 1983
Appropmtron for l9El 40 500 000 13 500 000 r3 500 000 l3 500000
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REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
To permit the Commission to make an initial contribution to IFAD
Draft amendment No 504
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Anicle 9.5.0: Aid to disaster victims in developing and other non-member countries
A) Expenditure
Increase by 7000000 EUA (from 3000000 to 10000000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
I noease revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Scbeduk
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
To restore the appropriation requested by the Commission in the preliminary draft budget.
Draft amendment No 505
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.2.6: New Community energy inidative
(neu)
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A) Expenditwre
Create e, new article 3.2.6 'New Community energy initiative' end enter a token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Enter a commirmenr appropriation of 50000000 EUA
Scbed,ule
Enter the following schedule of payments:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amounts to 50000000 EUA.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
ftz EUA)
Commitments
Paymcnts
1980 1981 1982
and subs ycars
Appropriatrons
for 1981 50 000 000 P.m. 50 000 000
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Communication from the Commission to the European Council (COM (80) 130 final). Conclusions of the
European Council of 28 April 1980.
This article is intended to cover the expendirure on a Community contribution to national investments to
reduce the Community's energy dependence.
Draft amendment No 506
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
REVENUE
Article 9.2.3: Remuneration accruing for services provided by the joint research centre to outside
bodies upon request and against payment
A) Expenditure
B) Compensation
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C) Reoenae
Inoezse revenue by 100Co000 EUA (from1975000 to 11975000 EUA)
COMMITMENTS
/ Sdr"d"b
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Char,ges made for services rendered to outside bodies and individuals must provide revenue.to sustain this
faciliry.
Draft amendment No 507
ubled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
REVENUE
Anicle 9.0.0: Proceeds from the sale of movable properry
A) Expenditure
B) Compensation
C) Reoente
Increase revenue from 1 000 EUA to 25 000000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
IUSTIFICATION
Revenue can be increased by the disposal of old or redundant movable items at three of the JRC Cenres
(Ispra, Petten, Geel).
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Draft amendment No 508
tabled by Mr Notenboom, Mr Langes and Mr Aigner on behdf of the Group of the European People's Party
(CD Group)
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 580: Supplementary measures in favour of the United Kingdom
A) Expendh*re
Reduce expendirure by 200000000 EUA (fr6m 974000000 to 774700000 EUA)
B) Compenwtion
C) Reuenrc
Redtce revenrte by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedilz
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
At its meeting of 7 October 1980 the Council decided to grant the United Kingdom an advance for the finan-
cial year 1980 to be charged to the 1980 budget.
The authors of this amendment welcome the principle of this advance, which should be covered by a 1980
amending budget.
However the consequences of this advance for the 1981 budget are to reduce by the same amount the ap-
propriadons already entered in the draft 1981 budgel which must thus be amended. It is unlikely that this
modification could be made in time by means of a letter of amendment from the Council. In order to con-
serae resorrces, Parliament should therefore propose, at the first reading of the draft 1981 budget, a reduc-
tion equivalent to the advance which, according to the Commission's information, should be around
200000000 EUA.
This has no effect on the total volume of appropriations earmarked for supplementary measures for the Un-
ited Kingdom in 1981 and the authors are in favour o{ paying an advance in 1980.
.,h + *
Draft amendment No 509
tabled by Mr Notenboom and Mr Langes on behalf of the Group of the European People's Parry (CD
Group)
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article.S8O: Supplementary measures in favour of the United Kingdom
A) Expenditure
Redtce expendrwreby 200000000 EUA
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B) Compensation
Increase by 200000000 EUA rhe appropriation in Chapter 100 (Article 580)
C) Revenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
At its meeting of 7 October 1980 the Council decided to granr rhe United Kingdom an advance of
2OOOOOOOO EUA for the financial year 1980, to be charged to the 1980 budget.
The Commission has indicated its abiliry ro pay this advance.
Since the procedure cannot be concluded during the discussions on the budget and in order to prevent uncer-
tainry about the amount involved, the appropriation in Chapter 100 should be increased by 200000000
EUA.
Draft amendment No 510
tabled by Mr Ansquer on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section II 
- 
Council
Annex I 
- 
Economic and Social Committee
Establishment plan 
- 
add the following new posrs to the organigram:
3LA6
3C3
1C5
A) Expenditure
Increase paymenr appropriations under Title lby 70200 E{JA
Title I 
- 
Inirial amounr 13639200 EUAIncrease ZO ZOO EUA
New total t3r1o4oo EIJA
B) Compensation
Reduce appropriations under Chapter 27 by 70700 EUA
Article 270 
- 
Official Journal
Initial amount
Reduction
New total
393000 EUA
70700 EUA
C) Reoenue
Increase Chapter 40 by a 600 EUA
Increase Chapter 41 by 3200 EUA
78OO EUA
322300 EVA
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COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
Breahdou)n
Item 1100:
Item 1101:
Item 1102:
Item 1103:
Item 1130:
Item 1131:
Item 1141:
Item 1231:
Item 124L:
47400 EUA
4OOO EUA
7600 EUA
l OOO EUA
14OO EUA
5OO EUA
24OO EUA
24OO EUA
4OOO EUA
70700 EUA
Scbedule
Basic salaries
Family allowances
Expatriation allowance
Temporary fixed allowances
Sickness insurance
Accident insurance
Travel expenses on annual leave
Removal expenses
Temporary daily subsistence allowance
JUSTIFICATION
Enlargement will inevitably affect all the services of the Committee Sec retarlat, although it will be felt more
ir, 
".r{2i1 sectors such as the document translation service. The language 
divisions should therefore be
strengthened.
If the creation of six new posts 
- 
i. e. one for each language division 
- 
is to be avoided in the immediate fu-
rure working methods wiil have to be modified and adipted to a new formula whereby Greek texts for trans-
lation *oulibe passed on through relay languages. Thii method would make it possible to limit the number
of new posts in 1981 to three and the other three could be created in1982'
The three secretaries' posts are intended for the translation divisions and in particular for the heads of section
who have hithe.,o noi h.d the services of a secretary. This deplorable situation has compelled heads of sec-
tion to deal personally with work which is manifestly secretarial (selection of documentation, typing of
notes and repons).
The clerical assistant post is for the document printing shop whose work will increase considerably in vol-
ume and whose staff should therefore be increased.
*)t*
Draft amendment No 511
tabled by
Section II 
- 
Council
Annex I 
- 
Economic and Social Committee
Establishment table 
- 
add the following five conversions on the list of posts:
I ATinto A6
lLA5intoLA4
l B2into B1
2 C5into C3
A) Expenditure
Inoease payment appropriations under Chapter
Chapter 11 
- 
Initid amount
Increase
New total
llby 14200 EUA
12982000 EUA
14200 EUA
12996200 EU L
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B) Corrpensation
Reduce appropriations under Chapter 12by H2N EIJA
Article 120 
- 
Reouitrnent
Initial amount
Reduction
New total
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by 2800 EUA
COMMITMENTS
Scbedsle
150000 EUA
14200 EUA
135800 EUA
Breahdoun
Item 1100:
Item 1l0l:
Item 1102:
Item 1130:
Item 1131:
Item 119:
Basic salaries
Family allowances
Expatriation allos.ances
Sickness insurancr.
Accident insurance
Provisional appropriation
10600 EUA
880 EUA
1580 EUA
330 EUA
110 EUA
7OO EUA
JUSTIFICATION
These five conversions are intended to cover both the upgrading of careers and promotions within cenain
career brackets.
The quesrion of conversions of posts is particularly imponant for the Committee. These conversions should
make it possible to pursue a staff poliry in line with the letter and spirit of the stirff regulations. In other
words it is on the one hand indiqpensable that certain jobs should be upgraded to the level of the duties which
some officials are obliged to carry out in fact as the resulr of constant evolution of both the volume of work
and the responsibilities linked with their jobs.
On the other hand conversions should make it possible to provide promotion within a career bracket for cer-
tain officials who for many years have been at the first grade of their career bracker or even at rhe initial grade
of a category (C 5 rypists). Ttiis grading corresponds to the instirution's recruirment policy which is to ap-
point recruits at the basic grade of a category. This policy although correct is also restricrive and must be rl-
viewed once the_staff in quesdon have proved their worth. This measure is made all the more necessary by
the fact that staff are tempted to leave the institution if promotion opportunities are not available. A corn-
Parative study (see establishment table) shows that the situation in the basic grades and particularly in the C
category is less propitious in the Economic and Social Committee than in other institurions.
Draft amendment No 512
tabled by Mr Ansquer on behalf of the Commitrce on Budgets
Section II 
- 
Council
Annex I 
- 
Economic and Social Committee
Article 115: Overtime
A) Expendiare
Increase payment appropriations under Chaprer 11 (Anicle 115) by IOOOO E{JA
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B) Compensation
Redtce eppiopriations under Chapter 12 
- 
Article 120by 10000 EUA
Article 120 
- 
Rectuitment
Initial amount
Reduction
New total ,
3 posts (l 45,2 A7)
7 posts (1 B 1, I B 2/3,58 5/4)
7 posrs (7 C t/2)
2 posts (2 D 3/2)
1s0000 EUA
10000 EUA
140000 EUA
C) Reoenae
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
unchanged
'JUSTTFICATION
Taking account of all the factors which have to be taken into consideration for the cdculation of appropria-
tions f"or overtime- the volume and development of work, new posts, auxiliary agehts 
- 
the Economic and
Social Committee had initially asked for 45000 EUA. This amount was all the more.iustified since the ex-
penditure dfected in 1979 was 48662 EUA and in 1980 it will exceed 50000 EUA.
There is therefore no justification whatsoever for reducing the committee's request and the appropriations
should be reinstated in the amount of 45000 EUA'
*s+
Draft amendment No 513
tabled by Mr Ansquer on behall of the Committee on Budges
Secdon IV 
- 
Coun of Justice
List of posts
Create the following posts:
Category A
Category B
Category C
Category D
Total 19 posts
Conven the following posts:
1A4toA3
683/2toB1
2.B 5 to B'4
4C2toC1
5C5toC4
A) Expenditare
Inoease the appropriationby 326 320 EtJAl
t t* j"*f""*" f"r brcrkdom of these figures.
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B) Compensatian
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by 32220 EUA|
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
In its estimates the Court of Justice proposed 120 posts. The Council has agreed to only 48 posts. Of these
48, 30 are for the recruitment of new Greek officials and only 18 for the reinforcement of the departments.
The figure proposed by the Council is therefore lower than the number of requests which were not met dur-
ing the 1980 procedure.
After consulting the representative of the Coun of Justice, your rapporteur feels that an additional 19 posts
are necessary for the reinforcement of the internal organization of the Coun of Justice.
These posts are mainly for the following depanments:
- 
I A 5/4 post for the documentation service;
- 
2 A7/6 posts for ligal librarians;
- 
7 B posts, including one B 1 for the social insurance division; the other posts are for the administration, '
documentation and language services (in accordance with the iob description already supplied by the
Coun of Justice);
- 
7 C 3/2 posts for the secretarial service (which at present needs 18 auxiliary secretary posts);
-2D3l2posts.
Your rapporteur feels that these proposals, which represent an absolute minimum, should enable the Court
of Justice fully to exercise its responsibilities in the coming year and to overcome the administrative difficul-
ties resulting from enlargement.
The Court ofJustice has asked for certain posts to be converted in order to take account of the need for better
career prospeits for certain officials. The opportunities for promotion for officials at the Court of Justice are
less favourable than at the European Parliament. Moreover, the Court of Justice uses the lowest grades in
certain categories (for example C 5 and B 5). These grades have virtually ceased to exist at the European Par-
liament. Thus, the conversions requested would bring the pracdce ar the Court of Justice into line with the
practice in our institutidn.
The Council has reiected all of these proposed conversions without giving any reasons. Moreover, it has not
even taken account of the fact that in 1979 the Council itself gave an undertaking concerning the conversion
of the A 4 post to A 3.
In view of the unusual circumstances in which the 1980 budget was adopted, it was not possible to honour
this undenaking. Your rapporteur feels that all of the basic conversions requested by the Court of Justice
should be accepted.
B re ahdown of appropiations
Expendtture
Item 1 100:
Item 1101:
Item 1102:
-
I See justificatron Ior breakdown of these figures
+ 181520 (from10673520 to 10855040)
+ 16140 (from 960620 to 976950)
+ 28140 (from 1654400 to 1682540)
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Item 1103:
Item 1130:
Item 1131:
Anicle 119:
Item 1211:
Item 7221:
Item i231:
Irem 7241t
Article 129:
Item 2200:
Item 2210:
Reaenue
Chapter 40:
Chapter 41:
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
1610 (from
5450 (from
1210 (from
13960 (from
1710 (from
17820 (from
7000 (from
30450 (from
2880 (from
5 180 (from
13050 (from
90 860)
125660)
72730)
867 670)
12 1 10)
271930)
120930)
219570)
33940)
54 900)
85 340)
1922120)
775650)
89250
1202r0
71520
853 710
10400
254 tr}
1 13 930
209 120
31 060
49720
72290
+ 19970 (from 1902150
+ 12250 (from 763400
to
to
)t :l ,!
Draft amendment No 514
tabled by Mr Ansquer on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section IV 
- 
Court of Justice
Article 208: Other expenses prior to the acquisition of immovable property or to the construction
of such property
L) Expendiwre
Increase payment appropriations by 130000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Rertenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
your rapporteurproposes that provision should be made for an additional sum of 13OOO0 EUA to cover the
"orr, 
,.irii.rg ,o ,ir. 
"o.rr,-"rion of 
the annex of the Coun of Justice. The existing building can-not accom-
modate all tie officials, so it has become necessary to construct a new building. A number of officials have
temporary offices in Commission premises (Jean Monnet building)'
The architect's plans must be thoroughly analysed to ensure that the designs are as Practical as Possible. Ex-
perts will ha.rre io be brought in frorn'the out;ide for this purpose. The cost of such analyses is trivial com-
pared with the expense that a superficial study could involve.
*:l:t
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
These appropriations are intended to cover the cost of publishing the annual volume of repons of cases be-
fore the Coun, the first instalment of previous r.po.ti b.fur. th'e Coun in Greek and th-e source index of
Community case-law.
Publication of these repons is not discredonary: they must be published in all Community languages.
The Court estimated that an appropriation of 1 495 140 EUA would be necessary for 1981. Council reduced
this figure to I mEUA. This reduction, made without any accompanying explanation, does not take ac-
count of the need to produce previous ieports in Greek. Nor does itiater fo-r th. fact that the appropriatiois
in 1980 are unlikely to prove sufficient 
- 
a transfer will almost certainly have to be made.'
Therefore, your raPPorteur suggesB increasing appropriations by 3OO0OO EUA to l3OOOOO EUA.
Draft amendment No 515
tabled by Mr Ansquer on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section fV 
- 
Coun of Justice
PAYMENTS
Item 2710: General publications
A) Expenditure
Inoeiue appropriations by 3OOOOO EIJA
B) Compensation \
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
yr*+
Draft amendment No 516
tabled by Mr Ansquer on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section V 
- 
Coun of Auditors
Esublishment phn
Add rhe following posts:
(a) in the new Grlek Members cabinet: 1 C 3/2 post(b) to streng_the-n the audir sector: 1 A 5/4 post, 2 A7/6posts, I B 3/2 post(c) for the Greek language service: 2 C 3/2 posts
(d) f... t: other language services: 3 LA 7/6 posts and 2 C 3/2 posts(e) administrative post in the language service: I B I posr
Total: 13 posts
It) Expenditure
unchanged I
B) Compensation
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C) Reztenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
your rapporteur proposes that all of the posts requested by the Court of Auditors should be approved be-
cause the reasonigi"en by the Council for refusing a number of these posts are invalid.
In volume VII (explanatory memorandum of the draft budget) the Cou_ncil points out that'on 1 July 1980'
38 of the 237 posts in the CLun of Auditors' establishment plan were still vacant. As a result the Council has
adopted a restrictive attitude to the Coun of Auditors' requests'
However, the Council's auention should be drawn to the fact that the 1980 budget was not adopted until
l0 July 1930. Moreover, it always takes a cerrain amount of time to fill posts. Your rapporteur.has been in-
for-ei that th. Court hab, since the adoption of the 1980 budget, filled 17 of the pos$ vacant' by statutory
means. This situation is satisfactory.
The aim of the Court of Auditors' requests was twofold:
(1) to ensure that it was able to work in a seventh Community language from January 1981;
(2) to reinforce ceftein eudit sectors, in particular the mo EAGGF sections, own resources and the ERDF.
In the rapporteur's view, these proposals are very reasonable, but he las already exp-ressed his intention of
ke.pirrg, as fa, 
"s 
possible, to the exienditure limiis set by the Council in the 1981 draft budget. He therefore
,rk, thI Corn of'Auditors to keep iithin th.re limits and rc take the additional applopriations which in the
normal course of events would be required for these new posts (i . e. 22OOOO EUA) from the total of Chap-
ter 11, which amounrs to 9.9 m fUA. this addidonal effort would make it possible to keep the Coun of
Auditors' rate of increase in the budget to 13.27o, which seems reasonable and iustified.
***
Draft amendment No 517
tabled by Mr Ansquer on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section V 
- 
Court of Auditors
Article 260: Limited consultations, studies and surveys
A) Expenditure
Increase payment appropriations by 50000 EUA
B) Compensation
Chapter 100:'Provisional appropriations'
Deoease the appropriationsby 50000 EUA
C) Reoenuc
unchanged
COMMIIMENTS
Schedule
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REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The Coun of Auditors requested an appropriation of 100 000 EUA for this article. That amount would have
enabled the Court of Auditors to employ outside experts in order to avoid recruiting permanent officials.
The assessment of econornic pglicies by the Coun of Auditors has become so complicited that it will proba-
bly become increasingly necessary to call on the services of outside experrs.
The Council has approved 50 O0o EUA, which it has ransferred without explanation to Chapter 100 (provi-
s.ional appropriations).
This procedure will only force the institutions to resort to transfers of appropriadons during the financial
yeaj.
lo avoid t!1 your rapporteur proposes that an amendment (wirh compensation) should be tabled entering
the 50000 EUA against Article 260 and reducing the appropriations frovisionally entered against Chapl
ter 100.
,l+ri
Draft amendment No 518
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
Reoenue
Article 940: Eximbank borrowings
Article 941: Euratom loans
Article 942: Communiry loans for balance of paymenr suppoft
Ardcle 943: communiry loans used to g..r.r"i. i.r't .rt-..ri ln the communiry
- 
Reinstate the remarks appearing on these lines in the preliminary draft budget
Expenditure
Item 3290: Guarantee of Eximbank borrowings and loans
Item 3291: Guarantee of Euratom loans
Chaprcr 42: Guarantee for Communiry loans for balance of paymenrs support
chapter 43: Guarantee for loans raised to promote inrrestment in the community
- 
Reinstate dre remarks appearing on these lines in the preliminary draft budget
Annex 3
Borrowing and lending operations
- 
Reinstate the tide: 'Volume 8 
- 
Pan II 
- 
Borrowing and lending operations' and the content of Vol-
ume 8 of the preliminary draft budget
- 
Amend, however,asfollows, theremarksagainstArticles2OL,2O2and,203of Volume 8-pan IIof the
preliminary draft budget:
'For the legal basis see Article.
Tbis beading u the authoization for tbe Commission to grant loans uitbin tbe limits of the trancbe en-
tered.'
JUSTIFICATION
It is necessary, on the occasion of Parliament's first reading of the 1981 draft budget, to resrore by amend-
ment the type of budgetization proposed by the Commission in the preliminary dr"aft budget and *hi.h i, i1
line with repeated requests by Parliameni.
If agreement can be reached on this matter with the Council during the current budgetary procedure, thepresenution of the budgetization of loans could be adjusted accoidingly.
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N . B. Presentation of tbe amendment
Budsetizadon of these loans entails the modification of some ten articles in the draft budget-and the complete
;;:;;il;;;; ii;;;J;;budget which becomes'Volume 8 
- 
Part II o{ the budget'' Essentiallv,
what is i"nvol.,red here is the ,.irrrtrt.rnJr, of the presentation proposed by the Commission in the prelimi-
,"ry JrJi urag.r; i, t a.r.ro.. p.op*"d th"t alithes. -odifications shouldbegrouped togetherinasingle
amendment.
A minor correction to the presentation proposed by the Commission in the preliminary draft budget.is'
ho*.r.., necessary; the remarks ,.lrtirg o Chapter 20 of Pan II should consti6te the authoization
gr"rrt.d io the Commission by the budgetary authority to contract loans'
:l:E+
Draft amendment No 519lrev. II
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commissioh
List of posts 
- 
add the following to the list of posts:
Esublished posts
(a) add the following 80 Posts:
4A/4,4A15,8L/6,6A/7,5F,/1,108/2,88/3,68/4,4P,/5,4c/1,6c/2'7c/T',4c14',4c15
Temporary posts
(a) add the following 25 Posts:
4 A/4,4 A/5,4 A/6,2 A/7,28/2,28/3,2 c12,2 c/3,3 c/4
A) Expenditare
Inoease the appropriationby 1915000 EUA
B) Cornpensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease appropriations in Articles 400 and 410 by
Inctease revenue bY 1677000 EUA
The overall increase will be distributed as follows:
Expenditure
Chapter XI Item 1100
Item 1101
Item 1102
Item 1103
Item 1130
Item 1131
Item 1141
Art. 119
Chapter XII Item 1211
Arr. 124
Reoenae
Art. 400
Art. 410
lt9ooo EUA and79000 EUA
EUA
1 164 000
118 000
147 000
12 000
l5 000
8 000
t2 000
87 000
respecdvely
EUA
1 603 000
3 12 000
- t gt s o6o Torrl:
1 59 000
79 000
-llsooo Torrl
36 000
276000
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REMARKS
Q) The priorities for established posts are, as indicated by the Commission, for the Computer Centre,GATT' cooperadon and development, as indicated by Parliament, the agriculturalpolicy and region"tfoti-
cy, and those indicated by the other committees responsible: policy onjobs fo, ori-.o, on edricatiorr, the
environment, public hedth and consumer prot€ction, rerea.ch lbiomolecular engineering) and the informa-don office in Germany.
(b) The priorities for rcmporary posts, as indicated by the Commission, are telematics and the data proces-
smg Programme.
JUSTIFICATION
The Commission had requested 123 permanent posts including 10 in a reserve for recruitment to cope with
its tasks and exceptional requirements.
The Council accepted none of these requests.
The Committee.on Budgets believes that the requests put forward by the Commission for the third cohsecu-
tive year are well founded. However, in view of the need forbudgetary austerity, and while not contesting
the iustification of the_requests, it feels it,more advisable to limit Jreir scope.rrd 
"onr.q.r*,ly..irr*.t iflproximately 667o of the permanent and temporary posts requested.
The Committee on Budgets believes that it is not the task of the Parliament to allocate in detail the number
of posts which Parliament decides to create for the Commission. Only the Commission, wirhin i35 own dis-
cretionary powers, can fix the exact number of posts in each sectoi.
However, the Committee on Budgets should indicate simply the prioriry sectors for the allocation of posts,
taking account both of the commission's requests *d th"se 
-ra. uy parliament.
+**
Draft amendment No 520
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Soction III 
- 
Commission
List of posrs 
- 
add the following to the list of posts:
Esublisbed posts
(a) add the following 32 posrs:
7 A/4, I N5, 5 N6, 4 N7, 7 B/1, I C/2, 2 C/3, 2 C/4, 2 C/5
A) Expenditure
I,noease ptyment appropriations in Chapter 100 'provisional appropriations'by 760000 EIJA, broken
down as below, creating the budgetary line'Establishment of s*i oirh. Europ.L Agency for Cooper-
ation'
B) Compensatio
!r-4yr: !:lppropriations in Anicle 992'Commission delegation in the ACp countries and OCT,by12t0000 EUA (from 34500000 to 33250000 EUA)
C) Revenue
Inctease Anicles 400 and 4ro by 82000 EUA and 38000 EIJA respecively
. 
Redace revenue by 610000 EIJA
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The total increase is broken down as follows:
Expenditure:
Item 1100
Item 1101
Item 1102
Item 1103
Item 1130
Item 1131
Item 1141
Item 119
Reoenue:
An. 400
Art. 410
(EUA)
531 000
78 000
76000
3 000
16000
4 000
10 000
42000
Total 760000:
82 000
38'OOO
Total 
_49900
REMARKS
The establishment of staff seconded to the Directorate-Generi for Development should have as a corollary,
when the European Cooperatiori Agency is set up, the implementation of Parliament's proposal for deter-
mining the status of staff of the Agency's headquaners.
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Budgets, like the Commission, believes that it is necessary to settle the status of staff
who, recruited to the EAC by contract, have been seconded to the Directorate-General for Development
for more than six years and are carrying out the same tasks as their coleagues on the established staff.
This request was, indeed, put forward by Parliament last year.
The Committee on Budgets points out to the Commission that the establishment of these 32 officials would
have less justificarion if at the same time the Commission did not act on the Resolution adoprcd by Parlia-
menr in May 1979 (on the basis of the report by Mr Sandri), calling for the creation of a European Coopera-
tion Agency. Parliament proposed in that resoludon (paragraph 17) th* the Agency's headquaners staff
should enjoy the same status as temporary staff filling a permanent post, with retroacdve effect.
Only by deciding to establish the 32 staff already working in the Directorate-General for Development and
at the same adopting measures to allow the establishment of headquaners staff once the European coopera-
tion agency is sit up, will a solution be found to the general problem which goes far beyond the scope of the
problem of officials of the EAC seconded to the Directorate-General for Development.
The Committee on Budgets will insist, on the second reading, on the esteblishment of the 32 staff particu-
larly if the Commission takes steps to have the Council implement Parliament's resolution on dre status of
the headquarters saff of the new European Cooperation Agency.
Draft amendment No 521
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.0.3.0: Contribution to pilot proiects on better housing for handicapped workers
A) Expenditure
Iioease the payment appropriation by 110000 EUA (from 670000 to 780000 EUA)
B) Cornpensation
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C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by a corresponding amount
COMMITMENTS
Increase the commitment appropriation by 1300000 EUA (fuom 700000 to 2000000 EUA)
Schedule
Amend the schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 amounts to 2000000 EUA.l
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(t EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 l98l 19E2 1983 l9E4
and subs. ycars
Commitmcnts cntercd rnto
bcforc l9E0 to bc covcrcd
by ncw appropriauoos
for paymcnt
Appropriation outstanding
from l9?9
Approprration for 1980
Appropriatron for l98l
Total
600 000
40 000
700 000
2 000 000
400 000
20 000
155 000
200 000
20 000
400 000
160 000
100 000
900 000
45 000
555 000 385 000
3 340 000 575 000 7E0 000 l 000 000 600 000 3t5 000
REMARKS
Amend rhe text as follows
'The Community proposes n obuin an inoease in aoaihble ho*sing to ,neet the needs of minoities (ease of
dccess dnd. use, links uthith p*blic sentices and, centres of dctioity); to tbis end, it supports pilot projeas ar-
ranged in tbe Member Sutes.
The appropriation is intended to finance the following measures:
- 
tbe construaion and adapution of accomodation specially designed for bandicapped worhers dnd infrd-
strr4ctures to sr4nlcment bousing;
- 
prePdratian of these o?erations, assesstnent of the resnlts and publiration of tbe latter tbrougb studics,
seminars, co*rses and ad-hoc docaments
These measures will be adopted to implement the objective defined in Article 117 of the EEC Treary'.
JUSTTFTCATTON
In the context of the International Year of the Handicapped, Parliament considers it imperative to step up
Community action in this sector, which is of highly significant human and social interest.
It further considers that this action, instead of being confined to the specific characteristics of housing,
should take account of all the problems of 'habitats' and their influence on the creation and maintenance of
optimal socio-professional integration.
In this connection it will be noted that in the communication from the Commission to the Council on the
subject of information on pilot projects in the housing sector ro promote social integration of the handi-
capped and of migrant workers' (COM (80) 491 fin), the Ccmmission stressed the need to:
- 
adapt infrastructures and services
- 
give attention to the living conditions provided for the mentally handicapped.
Parliament shares the view and considers that the Community should conribute to a larger number of pro-
jects and also to proiects with a wider scope.
Moreover, if the pilot proiects financed by the Community are to prove effective and have a real impact, the
Communiry contribudon must not be confined to the construction and conversion of existing'housing:
PreParatory srudies, waluatory seminars and in general measures to make the resulm more widely known,
should be stepped up.
In the context,of those objectives, the appropriations requested must be viewed as the essential minimum.
1 See Anicle l, pmgnph 3, o{ the fimncial regulation of 21 December 1977.
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Draft amendment No 522
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
List of posts 
- 
add the following to the list of posts:
Perrnanent posts
(a) convert the following 55 local staff posts to permanent posts:
I Bl4, 1B/5,3 C/2,3 C/3,2 C/4,20 D/1, 16D/2,9 D/3.
(b) in item 1 1 12, reinstate payment appropriations for 35 unestablished local staff (350 000 EUA) (increase
from 9752000 to 10002000 EUA)
A) Expenditure
Inctease appropriation by 870000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease appropriations in Anicles 400 and afi by 52000 and,25 000 respectively.
Inqease revenue by 793000 EUA.
The overdl amount is distributed as follows:
Expendiwre
Item 1100
Item 1101
Item 1102
Item 1103
Item 1130
Item 1131
Item 1141
An. 119
Reoen*e
An. 400
Art. 410
EUA
375 000
38 000
47 000
11 000
3 000
18 000
28 000
Total 520000
52 000
25 000
Total 77000
REMARKS
Those local smff posts which now correspond to perrnanent dudes should be converted into established
posts providing that those holding them have 4 years seniority. The same rules are enforced in Parliament.
JUSTTFTCATTON
The Committee on Budgets supports, as it has for Parliament, 4re conversion to permanent posts of local
stalf posts for duties which no longer fall within the description of that category laid down in the Staff Regu-
lations of Officials. It is clearly a decision which must be implimented progressively in view of the large
number of local staff employed by the Commission.
The Commission had requested 100 conversions and the Council granted 10 (to D/4). Parliament believes
that principles of budgetary austeriry make it necessary to restrict the iustified requests made by the Com-
mission and it supports approximately rwo-thirds of the Commission's outstanding requests.
l
I
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Draft amendment No 523lrev.
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behdf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
List of posts 
- 
add the following to the list of posts:
Conoersion of posts
(a) conven the following 160 posts in the Secretariat:
10 A/6 to L/4
10 A/6 to A/5
tB LA/5 a LA/4
40 B/2 to B/l
36 C/2 to C/l
4l C/3 to C/l
5 D/2 to D/l
together with the following 20 posts for the Joint Research Centre:
1 A/4 to A/3
7 A/5 to A/4
7 B/2 to Bl1
1B/3 to B/2
4 C/2 to C/l
A) Expend.iture
Inoease appropriations by 221000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease Anicles 400 and 41A by 23 000 EUA and 11 000 EUA respectively
Inoease revenue by 187000 EUA
The total increase is broken down as follows:
Expenditure
Item 1100
Item 1101
Item 1 102
Item 1103
Item 1112
Item 1130
Item 1131
Item 1141
Item 119
Reaewe:
Art. 400
Art. 410
(EUA)
r65 000
17000
21 000
*oo
1 000
12 000
Total 221OOO
23 000
11000
34 000
REMARKS
The Commission undenakes to restore one-third of these posts to present levels in 1986, when the age
pyramids in the establishment plan allow, as it appears they will, a more balanced career development.
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JUSTIFICATION
The circumstances of the adoption o{ the budget in the last two years have blocked promotions. The conver-
sions of posts requested can no longer be put off in view of the current profile of career development, which
is excessively slow and a source of serious dissatisfaction.
The Council has accepted no conversion of posts except two from LA/4 to LA/3.
>9*,i
Draft amendment No 524
mbled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
I PAYMENTS
Item 2231: Replacements
A) Expenditare
Reduce expendirure by 42000 EUA (from 127000 to 85000 EUA)
B) Cornpensation
C) Reoenae
Redace revenrte by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The proposed increase over 1980 (from 42 OO0 to 127 000 EUA) seems excessive and has not been adequately
justified by the Commission.
Draft amendment No 525
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee oll Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2277: Replacements
A) Expenditure
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Redace expenditure by t0000 EUA (from 200000 to 150000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Reduce revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The proposed increase over 1980 (from 50 300 to 200 000 EUA) seerhs excessive and ha's not been adequately
justified by the Commission.
*++
Draft amendment No 526
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2000: Rent
A) Expenditure
Redace by a1O0O00 EIJA (from4lOOOOOO to 36900000 EUA)
B) Compensation '
Transfer 4IOOOOO EIJA to Chapter IOO (new ltem 2000)
c) 
loen*e
COMMITMENTS
Scbed*le
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The renegodatign of contracts is awaited following criticism by the Coun of Auditors in their special repon.
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Draft amendment No 527
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behdf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 251: Committees
A) Expenditure
Redace expenditure by 295750 E{JA (from 4000000 to 3701250 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Redace reventse by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The sole aim of this amendment is, by reducing appropriations to the 1980 level 
- 
to encourage the Com-
mission to rationalize the overall organization and operation of the committee system.
tl /. :l
Draft amendment No 528
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 270: Official Journal
A) Expenditare
Redace expenditure by 4OOOOOO EUA (from 19000000 to 15000030 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Red*ce revente by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
I,.
,]
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Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The explanations provided by the Commission justify an increase in appropriations of only 4O7o approi-
mately over 1980 
- 
and not dre 907o increase decided by the Council. Funhermore, the information pro-
vided by the-Commission shows a cost of 100 to 135 EUA per page of rhe Official Journal (printing and
transport) a figure which appears unacceptable to the rapporteur. The rappofteur rherefore proposes o.,ly 
"507o increase in the appropriations for 1980 (from 10 to 15 mEUA) while calling for an urgCnt ind close ix-
amination of the question of the cost bf the Official Journal by the Institurions.
Draft amendment No 529
abled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Seition III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 288: European Universiry Institute in Florence
A) Expenditure
B) ComPens4tion
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Modrfu the remarks as follows:
'An appropriation of 250 000 EUA, earmarked for the European University Institute, Florence, has been in-
cluded in the amount entered under Ircm 2940: Research and study grants . The Commission is callzd tpon 
-during tbe 1981 financialyear- to initiate steps to budgetize tbe financing of the Institate as prooidcd in Ar-
ticle 19 (2) of the Comtention oeating the Institute'.
JUSTIFICATION
Parliament's constant position on this matter has been that the Institute should be considered a s aComrnu-
ruty.organization, and not an inter-governmental one. Expenditure should therefore be entirely financed by
thebudgetof theCommunitiesasprovidedforintheConventionof t9 April lgT2.ltisforthe-Commission
to propose this budgetization and it should therefore be held directly responsible for any delays in the entry
into force of such budgetization.
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Draft amendment No 530
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behdf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 289: European schools
A) Expenditure
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Add the following sentence to the remarks on Article 289:
During the 1981 financial year the Commission will take steps to amend the Staturc of the European Schools
in order to increase the powers of the Community bodies over the organization and operation of the Euro-
pean Schools.'
JUSTIFICATION
The Community budget finances 707o of the total expenditure of the European schools (37.8 m EUA for
1981) whereas the Communiry, under the present Statutes does not have sufficient powers over the opera-
tion of these schools. In accordance with what has been t}re constant position of Parliament on t-his matter,
the Commission is therefore asked to initiate 
- 
in 1981 
- 
the procedure to amend the current Statute of
these schools.
+:i)i
Draft amendment No 531
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ardcle 298: EEtcontribution to administradve expenditure connected with international agree-
Item 2ggg: Implementation of the International Agreement on natural nrbber
(nezo)
A) Expenditure
Create anew Ircm 2988:'Implemenrarion of the International Agreement on natural rubber'
Enter anappropriation of 4OOOOO EUz{ (rginstatement of the appropriation shown in the preliminary
draft budget)
B) Compensation
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,I
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbed*le
REMARKS
Reinstate the following remarks:
'This appropriation is inrcnded to cover the Community's contribution to administrative expenditure relat-
ing to the International Agreement on natural rubber.'
JUSTIFICATION
The opinion of the Court of Justice of 4 October 1979 confirms rhe Communiry nature of this measure in as
much as it is financed by the budget. Parliament has always felt that this type of measure (international a-
treements on basic products) fell within the competenceof the Communiry (Anicle 113 EEC) and should
therefore be financed through the Community budget (see amendment relating to Anicle 971).
yr**
Draft amendment No 53i
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 590: Aid to disaster victims in the Communiry
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by I 000 000 EUA (from 5 000 000 to 6 000 000 EUA) (reinstatement
of the appropriation shown in the preliminrry draft budget)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbed*le
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Budgets considers that the appropriation entered in the preliminary draft budget for this
measure should be reinstated.
t'
I
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Draft amendment No 533
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 7: European Agricultural Guidance and Griarantee Fund 
- 
Guarantee Section
Chapter 79: Expendirure rezulting from the application of different exchange rates
A) Expenditure
Rephce the heading of Chapter 79 by rhe following: 'Provisional appropriations for the
EAGGF/Guarantee'
Enter en appropriation of.254500000 EUA
B) Compensation
Redace by 254 500 000 EIlA,the total amount of the appropriations under Tides 6 and Z 1i. e. a reduction
of. 27o on each budget line under these two titles)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
Enter rhe following remark:
The purpose of this reserve is to permit the Commission to respond to fluctuations in farm expenditure in
the course of the financial year.
JUSTIFICATION
Parliament considers that the total sum entered in the draft budget for the EAGGF/Guarantee should not be
exceeded during the financial year and agrees with the Comrnission that any additional expendirure that may
arise should be financed by saoings to be made within that sum.
Provision should be made at the time of the adoption of the budget for these additional appropriadons 
- 
in
other words these savings 
- 
which must be set aside in a special chapter of the budget.
The sum of 254.5 m EUA chosen corresponds to a linear reducttonof 2%oinell the headings under Titles 6
end 7.
These appropriations are entered in the /zst heading of Title 7 (Article 7.9.1) which has had to be modified
accordingly.
They can be used, if necessary, during the financial year by means of transfer at the Commission's request
and subject to a decision by the budgetary authority.
Draft amendment No 534
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article9.4.7,: Community participation in the International Fund for Agricultural Development
(rFAD)
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A) Expenditure
Enter a payment appropriation of 1000000 EUA
B) Com?ensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Sched*le
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
To permit the Commission to make an initial contribution to IFAD.
,t )l ,r
Draft amendment No 535
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter,54: Contribution to the ECSC for social measures in connection with the restrucdring
(partially new) of the steel industry
Article 540: Contribution to the ECSC for social measures in connection with the restructuring of
(partizlly neu) the steel industry
A) Expenditare
Arnend the heading of Chaprcr 54 to read: 'Contribution to the ECSC for (tan anrds dcleted) sociel
measures in connection with the restructuring of the steel industry'
Amend the heading of Anicle 540 to read: 'Contribution to the ECSC for (ruto zoords deleted) sociil
measures in connection with the restructuring of the steel industry'
Enter apayment appropriation of 112000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C1 Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
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Scbedule
REMARKS
Enter thefollowing new remarks:
'This appropiation is intended to finance social measures in conneaion utith tbe restructuring of the steel in-
dustry $ee Article 56 (2) (b) of tbe ECSC Treaty and COM (79) 199 fin. and COM (79) a36 lin.).'
JUSTIFICATION
The situation of the steel industry is constantly deteriorating because of the downturn in domestic demand
and difficulties in exporting as well as the financial weakness of the production undertakings, many of which
are making steel at a loss ($ 30- g 50 per tonne): this is resulting in a great deal of spare capacity in the works
(in many cases only 607o of the available production capaciry is being utilized).
Regardless of whether a state of 'manifest crisis' is declared in accordance with Article 58 ECSC, such a crisis
definitely does exist. Community measures for restructuring are therefore imperative.
Moreover, the employment situation is deteriorating dramatically especially in regions dependent on a
single industry: this is making the adoption of Community social measures vitd in order to help alleviate the
effects of the industrial crisis and of the necessary restructuring.
The traditional measures under Article 56 (2) (b) of the ECSC are proving increasingly inadequate given the
scale of the employment problem today.
Parliament therefore calls upon the Council with the utmost insistence o adopt forthwith the new tempo-
rary social measures proposed by the Commissionl or, at the very least, those measures vhich are the most
urgent, e. g. contribudons to early retirement and supplements for partial unemployment on which dre EP
has already delivered a favourable opinion; a total appropriation of 100 m EUA should be entered for their
financing2.
The ECSC budget is nor only unable to finance these new measures but, in the 1980 financial year, has avail-
able only 67 m EUA to meet an anticipated volume of requests for conventional aid totalling some 82 m
EUA.
Furrhermore, additional requests for aid towards reconversion have been received from France and the UK;
these requests relate to some 58 000 workers and correspond to contributions expected to total 300 m EUA
and 140 m EUA respectively.
The expenditure to be borne by the Commission in meeting these requests is likely to be in the orde r of 720 -
150 m EUA3.
Moreover, other requesrs for support are expected to be submitted by other countries including Belgium.
In order to solve the problem of financing these conventional and new social measures, it is imperative for a
conrribution of 150 m EUA to be transferred from the general EEC budget to the ECSC budget.
The European Parliament views this contribution as imperative and calls upon the states represented in the
Council to consider the underlying paradox of a possible refusal to make this contribution available: by do-
ing so the Council would be in essence refusing to finance aid which it had itself requested.
Parliament funher considers rhar the amount of this particular appropriation must not encroach upon its
margin for manoeuvre in respect of the other non-compulsory expenditure: there is a need to provide, in re-
sponse to tle request of the Member States themselves, a solution to a ne'w and exceptionally serious pro-
blem which necessitates a corresponding increase in the margin for manoeuvre. It is unacceptable for re-
sponsibilities towards workers in the steel industry arising from restructuring to be allowed to result in a
further compression of structural policiei and, in panicular, of the Community's social policy.
According to information given to the Committee on Budgets by the Commissioner responsible, the ap-
propriations needed for 1981 amount to 112 m EUA.
See COM (79) 199 {n. and COM (79) 416 {in.
See Perers report (1-215180) and OJ C 197 o{ 4. 8. 1980.
See COM (80) 587 {rn. of 6. 10. 1980.
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Draft amendment No 536
tabled by M r Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III -- Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 5.0.5: Measures for women
' A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by aOO0000 EIJA (from 12OOOOOO EUA to 16000000 EUA)
B) Compeisation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Inc.rease the commitment appropriation by 12000000 EUA (from 22OOOOOO EUA to 34OOOOOO EUA)
Scbedule
Amend rhe schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment apprdpriation aurhorized for 1981 is 34000000 EUA.l
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
(ir EUA)
Commitmcnts
Prymcnts
l9E0 1961 1982 1983 , l9t4
and subs. ycars
Commrtmcnts cntcrcd ioto
bcforc l9E0 to bc covcrcd
by ncw appropriatrons
for paymcnt
Appropriation ouBtandint
from 1979
Agpropnation lbr 1980
Appropriation lbr 1981
Total
14 020 000
60 000
20 000 000
34 000 000
l 000 000
20 m0
3 9SO O0o
2 98s 000
15 000
4 800 000
8 200 000
4 500 000
l3 000
5 ll00o0
r2 000 000'
3 435 000
12 000
6110000
8 000 000
2 100 000
5 800 000
68 080 000 5 000 000 l6 000 000 2t 623 0@ l7 557 000 7 900 000
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament must firmly'oppose the Council's cut in the appropriations requested in the pre-
liminary dra:ft budget for the following reasons:
I 
- 
General Considcrations
(a) The Community is facing an economic and social crisis the gravity of which is demonstrated by the fact
that at the end of September the numbers of ,,,nemployed exceeded 7 millbn (7092 000) for the first time,
representing 6.57o of the total civilian working population;
(b) To deal with this situation in pracdce the only employment policy instrument available to the Commu-
nity is the European Social Fund, which is already inadequite both in its strucrure and in the measures it
encomPasses;
(c) Furthermore, the chronic inadequacy o{ the financial endowment of the Fund is demonstrated by the
, 
factthatinlgTgapplicationsforaidexceededavailableresourcesbyTlTo:thisgapislikelytorisetoS2To
' for 19802;
(d) ln 1979 rhe overall size of the weighted reduction was 300 million EUA, or 327o of total prioriry ap-.
plications3;
1 See Arucle 1 (3) of the Frnancial Regulauoo of 2l December 1977.
I fe Jol-ume 7/A,, p 48, point 2 2,1rd paragnph, of rhe prehmrnuy draft budget for l9tl.3 See Erght Report on thc activiues of the ESF for l979rCOM (80) 365 frnal, p. 15. r
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(e) As regards the management of the Fund the use of appropriations has increased sharply as is shown by
the following figures:
- 
in the 1979 financiil year, the average rate of utilization of commitments was 94161,
- 
in the same year, the average rate of utilization of payment appropriations was 77.87o2;
(f) This rate of use has further increased during the current financial year and has reached the point where if
the appropriations proposed by the Commission in its preliminary draft and described hy it aC the abso-
lute minimam are not adopted, there is a red possibility that in the coming financial years the Fund will
not be able to make'payments against the commitments already entered into;
(g) ToillustratethefactthattheappropriationsrequestedbytheCom:-rissionforlgSlrea.llyarean'abso-
lute minimum', it is sufficient to consider that, as regards commitments, the increase over 1980 (9,97o)
scarcely matches the foreseeable rate of inflation. As regards payments, the increase (89.6%) is certainly
substantial but is based on a comparisorr with the 1980 budget which provided for one of the lowest
payment endowments (for the ESF) in recent years. In addition, from 1981 apglications for aid will also
be coming in from Greece;
(h) In the light of these facts the arguments put forward by the Council3 to' justify' the reductions made in
the appropriations proposed by the Commission are ill-conceived and irrelevant.
ll 
- 
Specific Consid.erations
(a) LastAugustthepercentageofwomenasaproportionofallunemployedwasestimated*45.27o:there
are therefore officially 31OOOOO women in the Community looking for worka;
(b) Unemployment affects women more than men: the rate of unemployment for men (as a proponion of
the working population) is 5.57o, while the rate for women is 7.57o;
(c) Of panicular significance among the reasons for unemployment are the inadequacy and unsuitabiliry of
professional qualifications not only in the transition from school to work but also when attempting to
rerurn to work after a period of absence from outside work due to family commitments;
(d) This siruadon demands, panicuhrly in the light of the rezults of the recent Copenhagen Conference,
that every effon be made to achieve equal treatment and conditions for men and women in practice;
(e) After a rather slow start, the flow of applications for aid gradually increased during1979 to reach 31
million EUA md,99.6To of commitment appropriations were utilized.
+>t*
Draft amendment No 537
ubled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 400:
A) Expenditare
Reduce the appropriation by 437356000 EUA
B) Compensation
t.
C) Reoenae
Redace revenle by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
I See Erght Repon on the rctivrues of the ESF for 1979; COM (80) 165 final; p. 73.
2 lbid., p.74.
3 See Volume 7 of the Council's &aft budget, p. 49
' See Satisdcd Telegm 'Unemployment' No 7-1980 
- 
Eurosut.
Flat-rate repayment to the Member Starcs of costs incurred in collecting own resources
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Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The budgetary discussion is taking place this year in a panicularly difficult financial situation, since neces-
sary expenditure cannot beundenaken owing to the ceiling on the revenue side. Nevertheless, the budgetary
powers of Parliament cannot be undermined by unwillingness to cooperare on the pan of the other arm of
the budgetary authoriry.
Parliament takes the view that in a tight financial situation in the Communiry new policies can only be
launched if either the revenue side is increased or the expendirure side reduced. Since aipresent the national
governments are not PrePared to increase revenue, the only way open is to cut back expenditure. This av-
erue can' however, only be used where there is no risk of adverse effects on the satisfactory development of
the Communities. Accordingly, it appears appropriate to reduce expendirure ,undei Article +OO by
437356000 EUA.
The expenditure of the Member States have so far never been defined precisely, the 10 7o repayment rate be-
ing based purely on a political act, or on a financial estimate. Since the repayment level is legally fixed, a con-
flict undoubtedly arises by the reduction of the appropriation, but this can be avoided by calling on the
MemberStatestoamend,if necessary,thedecisionof2l AprillgT0ortoagreerhat,foratimeandinpan,it
should not be applied.
In any evenr, under the system in force there is no guarantee that it is those who bear the adminisrative bur-
den and the costs of collecting own resources who also receive the flat-rate repayments.
The appropriations for the new poliry are entered in Article 100 so as to permit the new policies to be defined
in conjunction with the Council and Cornmission.
The Committee on Budgets therefore proposes the temporary suspension of 507o of these repayments with
a view to opening discussions with the Council on this matter.
Draft amendment No 538
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
iection III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.2.9: Expenditure resuldng from borrowing and lending operations in the energy sector
Iterr. 3.2.9.2: Inreresr subsidies on Communiry loans to the Member States intended for investment(new) projecrs for implementation, in and by the Member States, of the Communiry basic
energy saving programme
A) Expenditure
Create a new Item 3.2.9.2: 'Interest subsidies on Communiry loans to the Member States intended for
invesrment proiects for implementation, in and by the Member States, of the Community basic energy
saving programme'
Enter apayment appropriation (non-differentiated appropriation) of 5000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Revenue
Increase revenue by same.amount
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COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
Appropriation to finance 37o interest rebates for loans to be granted to the Member States for investment
p-j."t, i, the context of 'lending operations to promote investments in the Community' (ORTOLI facili-
ry) pursuant to Council Decisioni 78/87OEEC of 16 Ocrcber 1978 ,79/486EEC of 74 May 7979 and80l739
EEC of 22 luly 1980.
The purpose of these loans and interest subsidies is, through investments in and by the Member States, to:
- 
give practical effect to the priority for investments in energy savings stipulated by the Council in Arti-
ile 2of DecisionTg/486EECof t4May lgTgandinArticle 2of DecisionS)/739EECof 2Zlulyt9tO;
- 
givepracticaleffectto*remainprovisionsofthebasicCommunityenergysavingprogrammedefinedby
the Council in its resolution of 9. 6. 1980 (OJ C 149, 18. 6. 1980).
These loans and rhe accompanying interest subsidies must be distributed equitably between all the Member
States and grarted on 
"ondition 
that the Member States effectively submit a programme for energy savings
and the rati-onal use of energy in conformity with the basic Community programme (Council resolution of
9. 6. 1980).
JUSTIFICATION
1. CouncilDecisionTS/870/EECof 16 OctoberTSTSgrantedauthorirytotheCommissiontoraiseloansto
a maximum value of l OOO m EUA. These loans are for the promotion of investments in the Community .
and constitute the ORTOLI faciliry. The investment project concerned must meet prioriry obiectives of
the Community in the energy, industrial and infrastructural sectors.
Council Decisions791486/EEC of 14 May 1979 mdSO/739/EEC of 22 July 1980 approved a first and a
second tranche of 500 m EUA; Article 2 of the relevant decisions stressed the need for investments from
the ORTOLI facility to be made in the energy saving sector.
As of 30 September 1980 loans of 3g1,.g m EUA have been granted from the ORTOLI faciliry. Having
regard ro pioiects currently in preparation, there remains sufficient possibiliry for specific actions, Par-
ticularly in the energy saving sector.
2. Various Communiry bodies have, at different times, stressed the urgent need for a pr'nctical and coherent
policy for the rational use of energy and for energy savings, both at Communiry level and in the Member
States. Attention should be drawn in this context to:
- 
recent decisions of the European Council of June 7979 and April 1980;
- 
the recent resolution of the Council of Ministers of 9 June 1980;
- 
the Commission report of luly OIS on the Community energy saving programme;
- 
the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee issued in January 1980;
- 
the Linde report approved by the European Parliament on energy saving guidelines.
The rational use of energy and energy savings can, at least in part, help to solve the difficult energy sirua-
tion and the energy crisis together with its adverse consequences on the overall economic sinration, the
balance of payments, inflation and employment.
A concrete energy saving policy would offer a number of special advantages:
- 
a favourable effect on dre overall economic situation in the EEC and in the Member States;
- 
a positive effect on employment because new and additional activities would be created in various sec-
tors of industry;
- 
a favourable effect on the environment by counteracting pollution.
3. Paragraphsland2ofthisjustificationleadtothelogicalconclusionthatadditionaleffortscanandmust
be made to save energy by using the ORTOLI faciliry.
Hence the proposal to enter an initial tranche of 5 m EUA in the 1981 budget (out of an estimated total of
40 m EUA) for interest rebates. This appropriation will provide 37, rebates on a total of 200 m EUA in
volume lent or borrowed of 200 m EUA.
The aim is to enable all the Member States to make use of these loans and interest rebates with a view to
investments in measures to save energy.
All the Member States should benefit equally from this faciliry provided that they submit a programme in
conformiry with the basic Community energy saving programme (Council Resoludon of 9 June 1980).
The advantage to the Member States is that they would have access to advantageous financing for an energy
saving programme: firsdy, because the Communiry can obtain more favourable conditions than Member
StateJ on lending operations and, secondly, because interest rebates would be granted.
The advantage to the Communiry is that it would help the Member States to pursue an effective policy; its
basic programme would be given practical effect and these incentives would represent only a minimal
burden on tle EEC budget.
As such, this action would supplement the appropriations entered in ltem 3.2.4.0 of the EC budget.
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4. This proposal is restricted to an amount of 200 m EUA, in order to leave latitude for the pursuit of other
policies through the ORTOLI faciliry.
It provides for 37o interest subsidies based on an existing practice in the matter of interest rebates on
Communiry loans to the less prosperous Member States belonging to the European Monetary.System
(Anicle 570 of the EEC budget).
Finally, it provides for interest rebates of 5 m EUA in respect of total loans estimated at 200 m EUA, tak-
ing account of various relevant factors such as a 3 7o interest rebate, loans granted for a period of 10 to 15
years and the currenry in which the loans are made available.
Draft amendment No 539lrev.
tabled by Mr Ansquer, rappofteur, on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Title 10: Other expenjirure
Chapterl00: Provisionalappropriations
A) Erpenditare
Inoease payment appropriations by 1000000 EUA
B) ComPensdtbn
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by the sime amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Add the following remarks:
'This reserve also covers expenditure relating to Item 1032 'survivors Pensions' (1 OOO OOO), in the light of the
decision of the Bureau of 29.4. 1980.'
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Budgets proposes that the necessary appropriations be entered under Chapter 100 which
could be transferred to Item 1032'survivors Pensions', whibh has a token entry eritered against it, as and
when necessary. The pensions would be paid out according to the provisions of the decision of the Bureau of
29 April 1980.
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Draft amendment No 540
tabled by Mr Ansquer, rapporteur, on behalf of. the Committee on Budgets
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Chapter 10: Members of the Institution
Article 100: Salaries, allowances and payments related to salaries
Item 1005: Allowance for maintainilrg contects with the electorate
(nezo)
A) Expenditure
Create t new Item 1005'Allowance for maintaining contacts with the electorate'
Enter apayment appropriation of2083200 EUA
B) Compensation
Deoease by 2083 2OO EIJA the appropriations under Item 1004 'Travel and subsi.stence allowances; at-
tendance at meetings and associated expenditure'
C) Reoenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Sched*le
REMARKS
A monthly sum of 400 EUAperMember is to be made available in ordertopermit the434 Members to main-
tain perriranent contacts with their electorate. An adjustment will be made where Members receive funds
from other sources. This sum will be paid out on the basis of documentary evidence justifying payment of
the allowance.'
JUSTTFTCATION
Until now, these appropriations have been entered under Item 1004, although the expenditure in question
does not relate exclusivlly to refund or travel expenses. The creation of a new item is therefore desirable.
The Committee on Budgers therefore decided to table a new amendment to separate this Item from ltem
1004.
It was also agreed that the budget should stipulate rhat payments should be made under this heading only on
the basis of documentary evidepce,
:l++
Draft amendment No 541
. tabled by Mr Ansquer, rapporteur, on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Title 2: Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous operating expenditure
Chapter2g: Subsidiesand4inancialcontribudons
Article 294: Study grants
Item 2943: Scientific cooperation berween universities and the European Parliament
(neut)
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A) Expenditure
Create a new item entitled'Scientific cooperation between universities and the European Parliament'
Enter a payment appropriation of 50000 EUA
B) Compensatbn
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENIS
Scbedule
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks: t
'This appropriation is intended to finance a study analysing the possible effects 
- 
with panicular reference
to the more effective integration of young people in the workprocess 
- 
of the establishment of a permanent
strucRrre incolporating the universities, the European Parliament and the social and professional bodies
concerned.'
JUSTIFICATION
The Committee on Budgets accepted the principle of Amendment No 286 tabled by Mrs Pruvot on behalf of
the Liberal and Democradc Group but decided that it would be more appropriate to open a new item in the
budget of Parliament, rather than to place the item under Section III 
- 
Commission. Ii therefore instructed
its rapporteur to table an amendment rc this effect.
**+
Draft amendmenr No 542
tabled by Mr Adonnino on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.2.6: New energy initiative
(neut)
?r) Expenditure
Create a neto Articlc J.2.5; 'New energy initiative' and
eflter ep.m. against it (reinstatement of the entry shown in the preliminary draft budget)
Create in Chapter 100 a new Article J.2.5 'New energy initiative'and
enter against it a p. m.
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Enter inChapter 100'provisional appropriations'a commitment appropriation of loooooooo E|JA rgatnst
this article
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Schedule
Enter a schedule of payments as follows:
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 100000000 EUAr/2.
The likely schedule of payments ois-i<tis commitments is as follows:
- (w EUA)
Commitmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 l98l t9t2
and subs. ycrrs
Commitmcnts cntercd into
bcfore 19E0 to be covcrcd
by ncw appropnatrons
for paymcnt
Approprirtion outstatrding
ftom 1979
Appropnatron for l9t0
Appropriatron for 1981
Total
100 000 000 P.m. 100 000 000
100 000 000 p.m. 100 000 000
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
New Article:
'Communication by the Commission to the European Commission of the European Council (COM (80)
130 final).
Conclusions of the European Council of 28 April 1980.
This article is intended ro cover the expenditure on new actions in the coal sector, a Communiry contribu-
tion to national invesrmenrs rc reduce the Communiry's energy dependence and other new initiatives'
A commitment appropriation of 100000000 EUA1 is entered in Chapter 100.
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriations entered under this anicle would be used to assist new initiatives in the energy sector fol-
lowing the Venice Declaration, as well as to enable the Community to initiate other actions leading to the
development of a Community energy policy. A considerable appropriation is necessary if this is to be effec-
tive.
This appropriation is entered in Chapter 100 as the Commission has not yet finalized its proposals.
Draft amendment No 543lrev.
tabled by Mr Ansquer, rapporteur, on behalf of the Committee on Budges
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
List of posts
Delete the following posts from the list of posts:
543
5 A 5/4 plus 1 temp.
16 A 7/6
8B1
20 B 3/2
25 B 5/4
27 C1
74 C 3/2
25D 1
27 D 3/2
Total 211
I See Article 1 (3) of the Financial Reguladon o{ 21 Deccmber 1977
' 
This appropriation is entered rn Chapter 100.
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A) Expenditare
Title 10: Other expendiure
Chapterl00: Provisionalappropriations
Redace payment appropriationsby 1500000 EUA
B) ComPensdtion
C) Reoenue
Re d uce r ev entte accordingly
COMMITMENTS
Establishment Phn
Amend the establishment plan by the conversion of the following posrs:
(a) Drivers'Secrion: 5 D 1 posts into C 3/2
5 D 3/2 posts into D 1
A) Expenditure
unchanged
B) Compensation
unchanged
Schedule
REMARKS
Delete the following sentence from the remarks:
'This reserve also covers appropriations relating ro nes,, frozen posts (l5OOOOO),.
JUSTIFICATION
The.Committee on Budgets, at its meednB of 29 October 1980, approved by 2$/l/zamendment no 425 ta-
bled by Mr Pfennig deleting I 472 ooo EUA from Ch. 100'Provisiond appropriations'. A total of t.5 mEUA
had been earmarked in the remarks column against Chapter 100 for expinditure linked to the recruitment of
extra smff voted in the 19Q1 draft estimates. These extra staff (233 in number) had been proposed in order ro
cater.for changes in Parliament's internal structures and to cope with the e*tr" *,o.kload following direct
elections. The posts themselves had been frozen and the appropriations earmarked under Chaptlr 100.
TheCommittee on Budgets funher decided, in adopting an amendment to paragraph 6 of the motion for a
resolution drawn yp by the rapporteur on the adaptations to Section I 
- 
Parliament of the draft general
b_udget of the European Communities for the financial year 1981, that the list of posts should be amended to
allow, in 198 1, for the cre*ion of. only those posts to be reserved for Greek offiiials (88 out of the 3 2l extra
posts included in the draft estimates for 1981).
It follows from these decisions that a funher amendment to the list of posts deleting the 233 extra posts
should be tabled.
Draft amendment No 544
tab_led by Mr lamersby, Mr simonnet, Mr van Minnen, Mr seefeld, Mr Scott-Hopkins, Mr R. Jackson, Mr
o'Leary, Mr cottrell, Mr Muntingh, Mr Radoux, Mr seeler, Mr panerson, Mr^Boyes, Mr Tuckman, Mr
Howell, Mr Forth, Mr Gdlagher, Mr Nold, Ms clwyd, Mr caborn, Mr curry, Mrs Hoff, Mr price, Mr
Prag and Mr Baudis
Section I 
- 
Parliament
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REMARKS.
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
The European Parliament has on a number of occasions found that barriers existed to the advancement of
careers, particularly in the lower categories.
These barriers result in addidonal difficulties for the functioning of the institution. For example, in order to
progress in the institution, a good driver is more or less obliged to change his job if he is to gain access to a
higher category.
This was why Parliament, when adopting its estimates in June 1980, approved 92 conversions of posts in or.-
der to pro.rriie for more equitable careeridvancement. Nevenheless, these conversions could not cover all
the depanments of the institution.
The aim now is to complete this operation by extending it to the drivers' section.
The siruation in this secdon is panicularly glaring since in the 1980 establishment plan there are 28 D posts
for it with, in con6ast to ro1n. analogous depanments, no access wharcver to category C.
The posts that exist in this category are intended for staff responsible for running the section.
The purpose of [his amendment is therefore to give some small access to cat€gory C (5 posts) which would
perrnit dlriuer. in this category with a long period.of service and deserving of promotion to obuin it. It is of
"orrr" 
.rnd.r.tood that rr.r-ch itaff *ould Jontinue their work as drivers, thus benefiting from the specific al-
lowances to which they are at present entitled.
The European Parliament may be reproached for promoting certain.particu.larly well-qualified drivers to
category C, thus depaning {rom the accepted pracdce in the other institutions'
However, it is necessary to take account of the fact that the drivers' section in our institution is the largest,
since the number of Members entitled to an official car is the highest. Moreover' Parliament need not always
follow the administrative practices adopted at the Commission, and the opposite would somedmes would
somedmes be more appropriate.
*+:t
Draft amendment No 545
tabled by Mr Ansart, Mr Piquet, Mrs de March, Mrs Hoffmann, Mr Baillot, Mr Frischmann, Mr Damette
and Mr Fernandez
Section III 
- 
Commission
C) Reoenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
unchanged
PAYMENTS
Item 3.7.5.0:
A) Expenditure
Delete ltem 3,7.5.0
B) Compensation
C) Reoen*e
Schedule
Aid for cenain crisis-hit industrial sectors
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COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
- JUSTTFTCATTON
The Community's action in favour of certain crisis-hit industrial sectors has turned out to be the coordina-
tion at European level of restrucruring plans which have led to tens of thousands of dismissals and the dis-
mantling of factories which constitute an unacceptable waste of economic and human resources. All restruc-
turing plans and in particular those concerning the iron and steel, shipbuilding and textiles industries must
be halted immediately and totally.
Draft amendment No 546
tabled by Mr Ansart, Mr Piquet, Mrs de March, Mrs Hoffmann, Mr Baillot, Mr Frischmann, Mr Damette
and Mr Fernandez
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.7.5.1: Intervention in the oil refining indusiry
A) Expenditure
Delete Ltem3.7.5.7
B) Cornpensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
:
Scbed,ule
REMARKS
IUSTIFICATION
Community action in the oil refining sector is designed to reduce or abolish production capaciry in certain
Member countries. This policy undermines national independence and the maintenance of an iniustrial po-
tential to meet national economic needs. It is therefore necessary to delete the item relating to this Commun-
ity action.
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Draft amendment No 547
tabled by Mr Ansart, Mr Piquet, Mrs de March, Mrs Hoffmann, Mr Baillot, Mr Frischmann, Mr Damette
and Mr Fernandez
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item3.7.6.0: Industrialguidelines
L) Expenditure
Dele te ltem 3.7 .6.0 md the payment appropriation of 400 000 E UA
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Reduce reveme by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
An immediate and final stop to the industrial resrructuring plans which is necessary today because of the
immense wasre of human and economic resources which the Communiry's acdons have coordinated at
Communiry level implies the abandonment of the sectoral srudies aiming to set up funher restructuring
plans or further studies concerning the existing restructuring plans.
i
Draft amendment No 548
tabled by Mr Pranchere, Mr Maffre-Bauge, Mr Baillot, Mr Martin, Mrs le Roux and Mrs de March
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 7.8: Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of intra-Communiry trade
h) Expenditure
Delete ill the items under Chapter 7.8 and the payment appropriations amountingto256000000 EUA
in toto
B) Compensation
Inoease the payment appropriation entered under item 9.2.0.1 by 36000000 EUA
Inoease the payment appropriadon entered under item9.2.l.l by 20000000 EUA
Transfer to chapter 1.0.0 2OOOOO000 EIJA as a reserve fund for increases in agricultural prices
C) Reaenue
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COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Monetary compensatory amounrs cannot be considered expenditure required by the common agricultural
policy. They cause an unacceptable distonion of compedtion between producers in the various counrries of
the EEC. If they were totdly and finally abolished, resources would be available for a reserve fund for a
satisfactory increase in agricultural prices and food aid to developing countries could be increased,
*tt'F
Draft amendment No 549
tabled by Mrs le Roux, Mrs Poirer, Mr Pranchere, Mr Baillot, Mr Ansart and Mr Denis
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 6.2.8.1: Addidonal levy
A) Expenditure
Delete item 6.2.8.7
' Delete the negative expenditure of.175000000 EIIA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
. 
JUSTIFICATIoN
Milk producers do not want to become the 'milch cows' of the Community budget. There is no justification
.for a super-tax on producers who are in no way responsible for the surpluses. In some regions like South-
'Western France, the dairy industry does not have enough milk. Furthermore a super-tax will retard effons
to modernize and increase productivity being undenaken by a large number of producers.
++*,
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Draft amendment No 550
tabled by Mr Pedini, Mr Del Duca, Mr Herckens, Mr Hahn, Mr Schall and Mrs Gaiotti de Biase on behal{ of
the EPP Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMEN]!
Article 3.9.6: European Foundation
REMARKS
Amend the remarks as follows:
'Financial contribution by the Community to the operation of the European Foundadon'(reinstatement of
thb remarks shown in the preliminary draft budget).
JUSTIFICATION
A decision was taken by the European Council on 5-6 Decemb er 7977 ro set up the European Foundation
and that decision *", ,rrppo.t.d by the European Parliament; however, the Foundation has still not been es-
tablished because of the ieplorabie failure of the Council of Ministers to comply with thb wishes expressed
by the Heads of State or Government o{ the Community'
By its decision to delete the appropriation proposed by the Commission and to enter a mere token entry, the
iouncil of Ministers har ,ro* cl."rly shown that it has no intention whatever to act in this matter. Parlia-
ment cannot possibly accept this anitude aqd must enter at least a sufficient appropriation to enable the
Foundation to commence its activities.
A) Expenditure
Enter apaymenr appropriation of.200000 EU,4 (instead of a token entry)
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
. 
Inerease revbnue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
+**
Draft amendment No 551
tabled by Mrs Poirier, Mr Gremetz, Mr Baillot, Mr Verges, Mr Denis and Mrs de March
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 9.2.0.1t 
, 
Programme for the year for cereals other than rice
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 35000000 EUA
b_) Compensation
'i 1t'
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C) Reaenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The EEC's food aid given under the Food Aid Convbntion must be increased, This aid must be made availa-
ble without making any use of the food weapon against any country whatsoever or under any pretext what-
soever in accordance with the motion adopted unanimously by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly on
25 September 1980 in Luxembourg. The food aid for Vietnam should be restaned and increased.
' Draft amendment No 552
tabled by Mr Verges, Mr Denis, Mr Gremetz, Mr Baillot, Mrs Poirier and Mrs de March
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9.2.0.3: Rice programme for the year
L) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by 10000000 EIJA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
:MARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The EEC's food aid given under the Food Aid Convendon must be increased. This aid must be made availa-
ble without making any use_of the food weapon against any country whatsoever or under any pretext what-
soever in accordance with the.motion adopted,unanimously by the ACP-EEC Consultadve Assembly on
25 September 1980 in Luxembourg. The food aid for Viemam should be restaned and increased.
)lrt+
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Draft amendment No 553
tabled by Mr Denis, Mr Gremetz, Mr Pranchere, Mrs Poirier and Mr Verges
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 9: Cooperation with developing countries and non-Member States
Chapter 9.1: Agriculrural cooperation with the developing countries aiming to encourage an ex-(new) pansion in their agriculture and food supplies
A) Expendit*re
Create a new chapter 9. 1 'Agricultural cooperation v/ith the developing countries aiming to encourage
an expansion in their agriculrure and food supplies'
Enter a token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
The Council of Ministers is requested to take a decision in favour of the proposed actions.
JUSTIFICATION
One of the very first human rights is the right to food. Sufficient resources ought therefore to exist to satisfy
needs but this is nor rhe case. In the EEC millions of families do without food products and in the countries
- 
of the Third'World tens of millions of people and children are suffering or dying from hunger. This is par-
ticularly the case in a large number of countries linked to the EEC by the Convention of Lom6. This situa-
tion demands that a halt be called:
- 
to the destrucdon of produce by sprinkling it with oil or throwing it in the sea,
- 
to the policy of reducing production conducted by the Commission in Brlussels and the Council of
Ministers.
On the contrary, while strictly respecting the Community's responsibiliry, it demands an expansion in pro-
duction to meet all the needs.
'We therefore propose, as an initial measure that two funds be created immediately:
- 
one ro allow agriculrural products which are destroyed or denatured in the EEC to be sent to the de-
veloping countries which need them,
- 
the other to make it possible to develop agricultural cooperation with the developing countries. One of
the objecives of this fund should be to foster long-term agreements to allow the developing countries
to receive regular supplies.
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Draft amendment No 554
tabled by Mr Denis, Mr Gremetz, Mrs Poirier, Mr Pranchere, Mr Verges
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 9: Cooperation with developing countries and non-Member Stares
Chapter 9.1: Agricultural cooperation with tle developing countries and non-Member States de-(new) signed to promote the development of their agriculture and their food supplies
Article 9.1.1: Programme for making available to the developing counrries the destroyed or dena-(neu) rured agricultural products at the disposal of the European Economic Community
A) Expenditure
Create a new Chapter 9.1 'Agricultural cooperation with the developing counrries and non-member
States designed to promote the development of their agriculture and their food supplies'
Create a new Anicle 9.1 ._1 'Programme for making available to the developing counrries the destroyed
or denatured agricultural products at the disposal of the European Economic Community'
Enter etokenentry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
, Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The destruction of tens of millions of tonnes of agricultural products in the EEC consrihrtes a veritable scan-
dal when hundreds of millions of people 'are suffering from hunger. The setting-up of a fund should make it
possible to solve the-problems of conservation, processing and transpon so that tlese products can be con-
veyed_to people suffering from hunger, particularly in thi countries signarory to the tonvention of Lom6
with the EEC.
Draft amendment No 555
tabled by Mr Denis, Mr Gremetz,
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 9:
Chapter 9.1 :
(neto)
Article 9.1.2:
(neo)
Mrs Poirier, Mr Pranchere, Mr Verges
Cooperation with developing countries and non-Member States
Agricultural cooperarion with the developing counrries and non-Member States de-
signed to promote the development of rheir agriculture and their food supplies
Fund to implement long-term supply agreements wirh the developing counrries
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REMARKS
The Council is requested to take the appropriate decisions.
JUSTIFICATION
Instead of the plans to cut production implemented by the European institutions, producdon must be
stepped up ,o 
"i to -..t r.qrire-errts. The agricultural potential of the EEC, and of France in particular, is
.rroi-oui. It should therefore be possible to contribute to the food supplies of the developing countries,
especially those having signed the Convention cf Lom6 with the EEC, by means of long-term contracts.
A) Expenditrre
Create a. new chapter 9.1 'Agriculrural cooperation with the developing countries and non-Member
States designed to promote the development of their agriculture and their food supplies'
Create a new Article 9.1 .2 'Fund to implement long-term supply agreements vrith the developing coun-
tries'
Enper a oken entry 
,
B) ContPensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
Y.!l+
Draft amendment No 556
tabled by Mr Denis, Mrs Poirier, Mr Ansan, Mr Chambeiron, Mr Piquet
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 9.5.0: Aid to disaster victims in developing and other non-member countries
A) Expenditure
Increase the payment appropriation by 67000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
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REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriation set aside, which is intended to finance,emergency aid to disaster victims, is utterly inade-
quate. It is essential that it be substarrtially increased.
Draft amendment No 557
tabled by Mr Denis, Mr Baillot, Mr Gremetz, Mrs Poirier, Mr Verges
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2.9.8.5: Implementation of the International Cocoa Agreement
A) Expenditure
Enter a payment appropriation of 10000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
, 
JUSTTFTCATTON
\flith the recent fdl in the price of cocoa, an international agreement has become more necessary rhan ever.
The attirude of the European Communiry has nothitherto encouraged the conclusion of such anagreemenr.
The Commission and Council must therefore take steps to contribute to the signing of an intirnational
cocoa agreement, as requested unanimously by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly in rhe following re-
solution adopted at its sitting of 24 September 1980 in Luxembourg:
Tbe ACP-EEC Consultatioe Assembly,
1. Requests the Communiry, the world's principal cocoa consumeryfully to accepr its responsibilities so as
to enable the negotiations on the signing of a new International Cocoa Agreemint to beiesumed and suc-
cessfully concluded;
2. Requests the Community, to this end,
(a) to accept the fixing of a minimum price for cocoa taking account of the imperadve need to provide the
ACP producer states with a fair rerurn and to protect their interests;
(b) to accept the fixing of a guaranteed seasonal price for cocoa and the principle of the periodic review of
the price of cocoa.
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Draft amendment No 558
tabled by Mrs le Roux, Mr Damette, Mrs Hoffmann, Mr Fernandez, Mrs de March
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.9.2.0: Implemenration of the education programme
A) Expenditure
Reduce the payment appropriation by (OOOOO EUA
B) Compensation
Inoease by 100000 EtlA d'te payment appropriation entered in Ltem9.2.2.7
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The education acdon programme mirst not include matters related to an education policy, which is totally
outside the sphere of responsibilities of the Community institutions.
:i :t y..
Draft amendment No 559
tabled by Mr Marchais, Mr Ansart, Mr Pranchere, Mr Martin, Mr Baillot and Mrs de March
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 580: Supplementary measures in favour of the United Kingdom
A) Expenditure
Delete Article 280
B) Cornpensation
Transfer rhe corresponding appropiarion of9747OO OOO EtlA to Chapter 100 to create a reserve fund to
finance the increase in farm'prices
C) Reaen*e
COMMITMENTS.
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Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Farm prices are to be fixed after the vdte on the budget. A reserve fund must therefore be set up under the
EAGGF in order to permit an increase in farm prices to compensate for the rise in production costs and the
cost of living by providing steady growth in farmers'incomes.
Draft amendment No 560
tabled by Mrs le Roux, Mr Pranchere, Mr Maffre-Bauge, Mr Martin , Mr Piquet ' I
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
hem 6.2.4.7: School milk
A) Expenditare
Inoease the payment ippropriation by 29000000 EUA
B) Compensatian
Reduce by 29000000 EIJA the payment appropriation entered in ircm 6.2.1.3
C) Reoenuc
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
.++*
I
l
'. i t,t"nt
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Draft amendment No 561
tabled by Mr Pranchere, Mrs, Poirier, Mr Maffre-Bauge,'Mr Piquet and Mrs le Roux
STATEMENT OF REVENUE
Title 1:
Chapter 1.0:
Title 1:
Article 1.0.0:
, ti cle 2 (a) of the Council Decision of 21 April 1970)
Article 1.0.1: Special levy on oils and fats of plant and maritime origin intended for consumption
(neu)
A) Reoenae
Create a new Article I .0. 1 : 'special levy on oils and fats of plant and maritime origin intended for con-
sumPtion'
Enter e tohen entry
B) Compensation
C) Expenditure
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
Draft amendment No 562
tabled by Mrs Poirier, Mr Piquet, Mr Damette, Mr Baillot, Mrs de March
STATEMENT OF REVENUE
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Levy-free impons of fats of plant origin are an important factor swellingexpenditure on suPPort for the but-
t.r 
-arket. 1'lr. E.r.opern Arr.mbly"propor", ,h., a levy be introduced on such imports, estimated by the
Commission to have been *ortt, f Oi ObOtjOO fUA in 1976. The latter had notin fact taken any further action
on it, propor.l, invoking in particular the rules of GATT. Thisposition is. not acceptable. In the first place,
th. ir.,iortation into the"EE^C of vegetable oils and fats provides the agriJoodstulfs multinationals (Uni-
le,rer, iesieur) with substantial profiis ar the expense of consumers; in the secord Place' it constitutes a con-
,ia.rrUt. p.";rdi"b to milk proiucers, and finity, the privileged position of the United States as a supplier
country ii incompatible with the rule of Community preference'
Own resources
Levies, premiums, supplementary or comPensatory amounts, additional amounts or
pr. 
"*orn,, "nd 
other dudes established by the institudons of the communities in re-
spect of trade with non-member counrries under the commonigriculrural policy (Ar-
Own resources
Levies, premiums, supplementary or comPensatory amounts' additional amounts or
p"n 
"-ourrt. "nd 
other duties established by the institutions of the communiiies in re-
ipect of trade with non-member countries under the common agricultural policy (A.ri-
cle 2 (a) of the Council Decision.of 21 April 1970)
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A) Revenue
Inoease revenue by 100000000 EUA
B) Expenditure
Inoease expenditure of the EAGGF Guarantee Section by the same amounr
C) Compensation
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Add to the Remarks the following senrence:
'Abolish the derogation (abatement of levies) which certain countries enioy for'the importation bv sea of
feed-grain originating in third countries, which represents an item of revenue which can be provisionally
quantified at 100000000 EUA.'
JUSTIFICATION
The abatement of levies granted to certain countries to allow them to import feed-grain from third countries
should be applicable for a limited dme. This derogation has particularllbenefitedimports and large export-
ers of American maize.
:t )i 
'i
Draft amendment No 563
tabled by Mrs Poirier, Mr Pranchere, Mr Fernandez, Mr Maffre-Bauge, Mr Manin
STATEMENT OF REVENUE
Title 1: Own resources
Chapter 1.0: Levies, premiums, supplementary or compensatory amounts, additional amounts or
part amounts and other duties esublished by the institutions of the Communities in re-
spect of trade with non-member countries under the common agriculturd poliry (Ar-
ticle 2 (a) of the Council Decision of 21 April 1970)
Article 103: Levy on maize seed
(new)
A) Reoenne
Create a new Article 1.0.3: 'Levy on maize seed'
Enter a tohen entry
B) CornPettsdt on
C) Expen&ture
COMMITMENTS
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Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
In France maize seed is produced principally on small and medium-sized farms.
In recent years producers'incomes have falen, paftly because of soaring production costs but a]so because
of competition from imports from non-member countries.
To protect maize seed producers it would be desirable to introduce a sizeable levy on such imports.
Draft amendment No 564
tabled by Mrs le Roux, Mrs Poirier, Mr Pranchere, Mr Piquet, Mr Fernandez
STATEMENT OF REVENUE
Article 1.0.0: Levies, premiums, supplementary or compensatory amounts, additional amounts or
part amounrs and other duties established by the institutions of the Communities in re-
spect of trade with non-member countries under the common agricultural policy (Arti-
cle 2 (a) of the Council Decision of 21 Apil 1'97A)
A) Reaenue
Increase reventebyg00OOOOO EtJA, abolishing the derogation still enjoyed by the United Kingdom for
imports of New Zealand butter
B) Compensation
Increase by 40000000 EtlA the payment appropriation entered in ltem9.2.l.1
Inoease by 50000000 EUA $e payment appropriation entered in ltem9.2.1.3
C) Expenditure
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The derogation inroduced in 1973 for UK imports of New Zealand butter was to serve the sole purpose of
facilitating the United Kingdom's adjustment to the Communiry's mechanisms. The extension of this dero-
gation, originally supposed to be provisional, is all the more outrageous in the light of the levy iTpgrj{ o1
-ilk p.odrrc.rs ..*r.a of generaling surpluses. This derogation is all the more unjustified as the United
Kingdom re-exports New Zialand butter (48,862 t in 1978) to the other Communiry countries. If this dero-
gati6n were abolished, an increase in revenue would result which could then be used for food aid in dairy
products (skimmed milk and butteroil).
:t >i lr
. 
'.,,|
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Draft amendment No 565
tabled by Mr Pranchere, Mr Gremetz, Mr Ansart, Mr Baillot, Mrs le Roux
STATEMENT OF REVENUE
Title 1: Own resources
Chapter 1.0: Levies, premiums, supplementary or compensatory amounts, additional amounts or
, part amognts and other duties established by the institutions of the Communities in re-
spect of trade with non-member countries under the common agriculural policy (Ar-
ticle 2 (a) of the Council Decision of 21 April 1970)
Article 1.0.2: Levies on substitute products for cereals (manioc) intended for animal feed
(neu)
A) Reoewe
Create a new Article 1.0.2: 'Levies on substitute products for cereals (manioc) intended for animal feed'
Enter atohen entry
B) Compensation
C) Erpenditare
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
, 
JUSTIFICATION
Levy-free imports of substitute products tend to limit the use of cereals in animal feed and thus contribute to
an increase in the amount of refunds. Furtlermore, they favour the'milk factories'of Nonhern Europe
which are mainly responsible for the'surpluses'. A levy on these imports is all the more necessary as the vol-
untary restraint agreemenrc concluded between the EEC and supplier countries have had no result.
Draft amendment No 566lrev.
tabled by Mrs Hoffmann, Mrs de March, Mr Frischmann, Mr Denis, Mr Gremetz, Mr Chambeiron
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Item3.7.O.2: Expenditure on the Joint Parliamentary Committee provided for within the
framework of the association with Turkey
A) Expenditare
Delete the 225 000 EUA appropriation end enter e token ently
B) Compensation
: i,i
# 
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C) Reoenae
Red.uce rcvente by 225 000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
In view of the seizure of power by a military dictatorship in Turkey, the Council must freeze these appropri- -
ations until democrary has been restored.
rt rF Y.
Draft amendment No 568
tabled by Mrs Cresson, Mr Sutra, Mr Josselin, Mr Pisani and Mr Motchane
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter1.0.0: Provisionalappropriations
Article 8.2.8: Agricultural development programme in the French overseas departments
(neu)
A) Expenditure
Create under chapter 1.0.0 a new article 8.2.8'Agricultural development proBramme in the French
overseas depanments'
Enter a payment appropriation of40000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
Inoease revenue by a0000000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
Enter acommitment appropriation of 96 500 OOO'E U A
Scbedalc
REMARKS
The European Assembly in plenary session accepted a proposal fror4 the Commission to establish an ag-
ricultural ievelopmenr programmein the French overseas departments because of the economic difficulties
facing these terriiori"s. i{oi"rer, there is no line in the budget making provision for this even though an ap-
propriation of 96500000 EUA had been accepted.
F
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JUSTIFICATION-
rVe think that the backwardness in agriculrural development in these departments, which are moreover zub-
iect to climatic hazards, is such that a payment appropriation needs ro be entered in this budget for 1981
which will allow this development programme to be started.
Draft amendment No 569
tabled by Mr Sutra, Mrs Cresson, Mr Josselin, Mr Pisani and Mr Motchane
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 6.2.8.1: Additional levy
A) Expenditure
Delete item 5.2.8.1: 'Additional levy'
B) Compensation
Inoease the negative expendirure entered under Item 6.2.8.0: 'Coresponsibility levy'by 
-17t OOOOOO
' EUA (from 
-334000000 to -509000000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
For some. time now opposition to the co-responsibiliry levy has been gaining ground. Mr Curry's draft opin-
ion on behalf of the Commimee on Agriculture has lent it greater force. \(e cannot help but be pleased since
w_e were against it from the beginning. Unfortunately we are obliged to take due accou.rt of regulation EEC
No 1079/77 modified most recently by regulation EEC No 1364/80. Our amendment is rheiefore not in-
tended to remove the Communiry's revenue but to modify the present co-responsibility levy on milk de-
liveries by introducing a progressive levy which we propose should be calculated as follows:
O7o on farm production of up to 200000 litres (at present it is 2Vo).
2Vo (the present rate) on farm production of 200 to 3OOOOO l.
4Vo on farm production of 300 to 4OOOOO l.
67o ot o\rer 400000 litres.
One should point out that calculations have shown that this progressive and hence fairer system would pro-
duce as much revenue for the EEC as ar presenr entered rridei Items 6.2.g.0 and 6.2.g.1.
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Draft amendment No 570
tabled by Mr Balfe, Mr Seal, Mr Rogers, Mr Griffiths, Mrs Buchan, Mr Megahy, Mr Enright, Mr Boyes,
Mr Gallagher, Mr Key and Ms Clwyd
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Article 1OO: Salaries, allowances and payments related to salaries
Item 1005: Constituency work
'(nezo)
A) Expenditure
Create a new Item 1005 'constituency work'
Enter a pryment appropriation of 2083200 EUA
B) Compensation
Decrease by 2083200 EUA rhe appropriations under Item 1004'travel and subsistence allowances; at-
tendance at meetings and associated expenditure'
C) Reoenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
. Scbedule
REMARKS
A monthly sum of 400 EUA per Member is to be made available in order to permit the 434 Members to main-
t"i1 p..-"rr.nt conmcts *it-h their constiruents and travel within their Member State in discharge of their
-"nJrr.r. An adjustment will be made where Members receive funds from other sources.
JUSTIFICATION
Until now, these appropriations have been entered under Item 1004, although the expendirure in.question
does not ,.lrt. .*.irrirely to refunds of travel expenses. The creation of a new item is therefore desirable.'
Draft amendment No 571
tabled by Mr de Keersmaeker, Mr Costanzo, Mr Barbagli, Mr Bocklet, Mr Friih, Mr Helms, Mr Tolman,
Mr Dalsass, Mr Mertens, Mr Clinton, Mr McCartin, Mr Colleselli, Mr Diana on behalf of the EPP Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 4: Repayments and aids to Member States and miscellaneous
Chapter 4.5: Monetary compensatory amounts paid or levied in respect of trade in agricultural pro-(new) ducts
Article 4.5.0: Mbnetary compensarory amounrs in respect of intra-community trade
(new)
Item 4.5.0.0: Monetary compensatory amounts paid or levied by importing Member Starcs
(neut)
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Item 4.5.0.1: Monetary compensatory amoun$ on imports paid by exporting Member States on(neut) behalf of imponing Member States
Item 4.5.0.2: Monetary compensatory amounts on exports paid or levied by exporting Member(nezo) States
Article 4'5.1: Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of trade with non-Communiry countries
(new)
Item 4.5.1.0: Ponion of monetary compensatory amounts granted on imports over and above the(nezo) levy
Item 4.5.1.1: Monetary compensatory anu)unts on exporrc
(neut)
A) Expenditare
C.reate a 1ew Chaprcr 4.5: 'MonLtary compensatory amounrs paid orlevied in respect of trade in ag-
ricultural products'
Create a, new Article 4.5.0: 'Monetary compensatory amounrs in respect of intra-Communiry trade'
Create t new Item 4.5.0.0: 'Monetary compensatory amounts paid or levied by imponing Member
States'
Enter 
^ 
payment appropriation of -25t000000 EtlA
Create a new ltem 4.5.0.1 : 'Monetary compensatory amounts on impons paid by exponing Member
States on behalf of importing Member States'
- 
Enter a payment appropriation of 60000000 EIIA
Create a new Item 4.5.0.22 'Monetary compensatory amounrs on expora paid or levied by exporting
Member States'
- 
Enter a paymenr appropriation o{ 237000000 EIJA
Create anew Article 4.5.1 :'Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of trade with non-Community
countries'
Create t new Item 4.5.1.0:'Ponion of monetary compensatpry amounrs granted on imports over and .'
above the lwy'
- 
Make a token entry
Create t new Item 4.5.1.12 'Monetary compensarory amounts on exports,
- 
Enter a payment appropriation of 214000000 EIIA
B) Compensation ,
Dele.te Chaprcr 7.8: 'Monetary compensatory amounts paid or levied in respect of trade in agriculoral
products'
Delete Am,cle 7.8.0: 'Monetary compensatory amounts in respect of intra-Community trade'
Deletelrcm7.8.O.0:'Monetary compensabry amounts on importspaid orlevied by impordng Member
States'
- 
Delete the appropriation of -255000000 EIJA
Deleteltem7.8.0.1:'Monetary compensatory amounts on imports paid by exporting MemberStates on
behalf of imponing Member States'
- 
Delete tlre appropriadon of 60ooooOO EIIA
Delete ltemT .8.0.2: 'Monetary compensatory amounts on exports paid or levied by exporting Member
States'
- 
Delete the appropriation of 237000000 EUA
Delete Aratle7.8.1:'Monetarycompensatoryamountsinrespectof tradewithnon-Communitycoun-
tries'
Delete ltem 7.8.1.0:'Portion of monetary compensabry amounts granted on impons over and above
the levy'
- 
Delete the token entry shown against it
Delete ltem7.8.7.7: 'Moneury compensatory amounts on exports'
- 
Delete rhe appropriation of 214OOOOOO EUA
C) Reaenue
COMMITMENTS
i ,1.
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REMARKS
Transfer oArticle 4.5.0 and Items 4.5.0.0, 4.5.0.1, 4.5.0.2 md Article 4.5' 1 and Items 4.5.1'0 and 4' 5' 1 ' 1
,h. ,.'."rk, ,ppearing under chapter 7.8 against Article 7.8.0 and Items 7.8.0.0' 7:8.0.1, 7.8.0.2 and Anicle
7.8.1 and ltems 7.8.1.0 and 7'8.1.1.
JUSTiFICATIoN
As monetary compensarory amounts reflect the lack of alignment between Member States'economies and
the absence of economic and monetary union, they cannot inder any circumstances be regarded as expendi-
rure directly chargeable to the con,mon agriculrural policy.
The Committee on Agriculrure therefore requests that this expendirure be transferred to Title 4 'ReP"y-
ments and aids to Member States and miscellaneous'.
In connection with the 1978 draft budget the Council accepted the modification with compen'g9" ?t9!:
";J t th. Eu.op."n Parliament .eqi.sting the ransfer of this expenditure 
from.Title 7 to Tide a (OJ
L 36 of 6.2. 19i8, pp.3a2-3a!.In addition, the European Parliament at.its sitting.of 27 1une 1980,
adopted a resoludon,lar"gr.ph v of *hichcalls for a reclasiifi&tion of expenditure not directly connected
*ith th. CAP. The 
"-bo'r. 
p.oposed modification meets this demand'
)l 
'l :F
Draft amendment No 572
t"Ui.d Uy Mr Friih, Mr de Keersmaeker, Mr Cos*nzo, Mr Barbagli, Mr.no9kl1l Mr Helms, Mr Tolman'
Mr Dalsass, Mr Mertens, tut, Clin,on, ivlr McCartin, Mr Colleselli, and Mr Diana on behalf of the EPP
Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
:*:,:;::;, :*:,'i:"1-,,r1'",",oo amounrs granted in respect or intra-communiry trade(new) (Greece)
A) Expenditare
create anew Ardcle 4.9.2: 'Accession compensatory amounts granted in respect of intra-community
trade (Greece)'
Enter r'payment appropriationof 25000000 EUA
B) Compensation
Delete chtpterT.5:'Accession compensatory amounts granted in respect of intra-community trade'
and
delete Aricle7.5.O mdthe appropriationof 25000000 E\JA showo againstit
C) Reaenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Schedale
REMARKS
unchanged
Schedale
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JUSTIFICATION
As the accession of Greece to-the Community is a highly political issue involving more rhan just the common
agriculrural policy the cost of Greece's accession should not be charged to the C-AP alone. The transfer of the
Paym€nt aPPropriations of 25 m EUA from Title 7'EAGGF 
- 
Guarantee Section' to Jitle 4 'Repayments
and aid to Member States and miscellaneous', Chapter 4.9 'Other repayments' shows clearly t[. 
"ort 
of
Greece's accession to the Communiry during the transitional period.
During discussion of the 1978 draft budget the Council accepted a similar modification with compensation
proposed by the European Parliament (see oJ L 36 of 6.2. lg7g, p.3a2). Funhermore, th.'Eu.op.rn
Parliament at its-sitting of 27 June.1980 adopted a resoludon on the n.* draft general budget of th. e'uro-
pean Communides for the financial year 1980, paragraph 9 of which called for a"reclassific#on of expendi-
ture not direcdy connected with the CAP. The a6orri proposed modification meeg5 this demand.
Draft amendment No 573
gblgd !r Mr de Keersmaeker, Mr costanzo, Mr Barbagli, Mr Bockret, Mr Friih, Mr Helms, Mr Tolman,Mr Ddsass, Mr Menens, Mr Clinton, Mr McCartin, Mr Colleselli and Mr Diana, on behalf of the EppGroup.
STATEMENT OF REVENUE
Chapter 1. I : Levies andother duties provided for under the common organization of the markets in
sugar and isoglucose (Anicle 2 (a) of the Council Decision of 21 April 1980)
Article 1.1.3 : Levy on oils and fats of vegetable and maritime origin and intended for consumption(new)
A) Reoenae
Modifu $e heading of Chapter l.t as follows:
'Levies and other dudes provided for under the common organization of the markets in certain sectors,
Create a new -\rticle I .1 .3:'Levy on oils and fats of vegetable and maritime origin and intended for con-
sumption'
Make a tohen entry
B) Compensation
C) Expenditure
Sched.ule
REMARKS
The Council is urged to adopt the necessary regulation for the collection of this revenue.
The revenue from this levy is estimated at36j rn EIIA.
JUSTIFICATION
The current limits on Community financing are bringing the Community close to the exhaustion of itsbudgetaryresources. This situati onis dte,inier a/ra, tJthJrrery steep increase in expenditure on the animal
;ld veSetable fatsand oils produced.in the Commrrniry as a result, in panicular, of t. gro*irrg .ompetitiontrom imported oils and farsois-i-ois butter and.vegetable oils from-the CommunirylA co-iespoisibility
levy is imp.osed on milk_produc ers 
.(2vo of rhe guide"price) and the Council has decid'ed to irrt"r,rify this 
"o'-responsibiliry levy if milk supplies in 1981 .rc"id t919 r.rp pliesby'l.57o.In t]lese circumstances itwould belogical that in return for the sacrifices required of milk proiucers oils and fats of r.g."Uf. *a.r.ii..Jgi"imported into the Community.on a piirrileged basis should also be subject ,o', 
"o-..rporsibiliry l&yscheme. For this reason, it would advisable to-take on board the Commissioi-r;. p.opool o f l7 October lg76
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for the introduction of a rax 
- 
with effects equivalent to those of the milk co-responsibiliry levy on butterfat
-- on oils and fats of vegetable and marine origin produced and imported into the Community and destined
for human consumption.
If the effect of the milk levy on bumerfat is calculated using the same ratio between the'fat'element and'pro-
tein' element of milk (55/a5) which forms the basis for the guide price for milk, the budgetary revenue result-
ing from the lery on milk would correspond rc a levy of 94 ECU/T on butterfat produced within the Com-
munity.
If the same levy were applied to oils and fats of vegetable and marine origin destined for human consumPtion
(with the exception of olive oil), rhe revenue would amount to 365 m ECU (3.9 tonnes x ECU/I). This levy
should be applied to all oils and fats of vegetable and marine origin at the crushing stage and to imported oils
and fats. It would be refunded for exports and in the case of internal utilization for purposes other than hu-
man consumPtion.
Such a levy on internal consumption would not contravene GAfi rules.
Draft amendment No 574
tabled by Mr Konrad Sch<in, Mr Simonnet, Mr Brok, Mr Notenboom and Mr Langes'on behalf of the EPP
Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Title 1.0:
Chapter 1.0.0:
Other expenditure
Provisional appropriations
A) Expenditure
Inoease the appropriations by 5 rn EUA (placed in reserve for Chapter 2l: Data Processing Centre)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Add the following to the remarks against Chapter 100:
Chapter 21: expenditure relating to the Data Processing Centre 5000000 EUA
JUSTIFICATION
TheCommissionhadrequestedatotalappropriationof 33.5 +1.6:37.1 mEUA(of which3.6 mEUAin
Chapter 100). The Council has granted only 20 m EUA. The appropriations adopted for 1980 were 16.7 m
EUA.
The appropriations in Chapter 21 of the draft budget are intended o enable the Centre to operate on the
basis of its present structures.
TbepurposeofthisamendmentistoincreasethedpproPiationsfortheData ProcessmgCentreby5 tnEUA,
but to enter rtese appropiations in Chapter 100.
The supplementary appropriations placed in reserve by Parliament will make it possible to make a start on
th. .rr.nd"l tark of .*l""dl"g these structures as soon as Parliament has been provided with aclear plan of
such expansion
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Draft amendment No 575
tabled by Mr Calvez, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.0.7.1: Aid to employers'and workers' organizations for the provision of training and infor-
' matiori for their represenutives on the subject of European affairs
A) Expenditare
Inoease the payment appropriation by 120000 EUA (from 100000 to 22OOOO EUA)
B) Compensation 
,
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by.the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedsle
REMARKS
unchanged
JUSTIFICATION
Item 3071 is designed to ensure an even-handed approach by the Communiry Institutions to both sides of
industry in respect of the provision of training and information for their representatives on the subject of
European affairs insofar as it enables measures to be provided for employers' organizadons similar to those
financed for the European Trade Union Instirute under Itbm 3070.
The appropriation entered by the Council under Itern 3071 (lOOOOO EUA) does not permit such an even-
handed approach since the appropriation for the European Trade Union Institute is much higher (750000
EUA). It is, therefore, necessary to reinstate the quite modest appropriation entered in the preliminary draft
budga.
+*>r
Draft amendment No 575
'tabled by the European Democratic Group
STATEMENT OF REVENUE
Chapter 9.9: Other revenue
Article 9.9.8: Financial contribudon by wine producers
(neut)
A) Expenditure
B) Compensation
.t
['
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C) Reoenae
Create a new Anicle 9.9.8: 'Financial contribution by wine producers'
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
The Council is called upon to adopt in 1981 the Regulations necessary for the collection of this revenue in re-
qp..,.ilr;pf"r wine productio. abou. a standarJ quantity equivalent to production levels as at 1 January
1980.,
JUSTIFICATION
The wine surplus in the enlarged Communiry.
>t:t*
Draft amendment No 577
mbled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.2.3.0: Use of coal in power-stations
A) Expenditure
Enter t token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Enter atoken entry
Scbedule
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
.proposal for a Regulation submitted to the Council on 31 Decembe r 1976 tnder Article 235 of the EEC
fr..ry tOl C 22 ;f zs. t. tiil, p. 5. Opinion of the European ?arliament of 10 May 197-7 (Ol C 133 of
t,0,. iil1".m"item is to cover expend.iture arising from the grani of support to operators of power-stations
*iii 
" "i.'* i" .""our"ging th. "o,irt-.tion, 
corr',rirrion o. ,iodernization of *reir plants for the use of coal
instead of liquid fuels.
Support is limited to *re extra costs due to these operations. The appropriation for commitment authorized
for 79872P.nt.
JUSTTFICATION
The coal sector should be a political and technical priority'
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Draft amendment No 578
tabled by rhe European Democradc Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.7.0.2: Community operations for the development of data processing
A) Expenditure
Inoease the payment appropriation by 1478000 EIJA (from 5oooooo to 6478000 EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by same amount
COMMITMENTS
Increase the commitment appropriadon by 928000 EUA (from 8oooooo to g97g000 EUA)
Amend schedule as follows
Schedile
The appropriation for commitment authorized for l98l amounrs to g97g000 EUA.1
The likely schedule of payments ois-i-ais commitmenrc is as follows:
(in EUA)
CommitmeDts
Paymcnts
19t0 l9E I 1982 19E3
and subs. years
Appropriatrons outstanding
from 1979
Approprration for 19t0
Approprirtroo for l98l
Iotal
1 972 523
8 000 000
8 97E 000 ,
19725232
3 000 000 3 000 000
3 478 000 3
2 000 000
4 000 000 I 500 000
lE 950 523 4 972 523 
' 6 478 000 5 000 000 l s00 000
REMARKS
Delete the reference to 'Community premiums for industry or users for the development of products in thisfield'.
JUSTIFICATION
Minor sums which the firms concerned can well afford themselves on specialist production facilities will
make no difference to these firms, abiliry ro compere.
only.the knowledge that there is real determination to develop a European market by rhe Council acting to
coordinat" defence purchasing and purchasing by the telecommunications organizati'ons as well as *pp5a-ing all the Commission's other proposals williause firms to make th. rr.".rr"!. in-*menr decisions to en-
sure competitiveness.
I See Anicle t (3) of Fimncial Regulation of 2l Duembet gn.
'1 lncludng972523 EUA mied fomard from 1979.3 In addirion 522 000 EUA te to be shovn tods the essblishmenc plm to cover the remunmtion of speidzed mporary suff requed for
rmplementation of the prognme.
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Draft amendment No 579
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.7.1:
Item 1 .7 .7.2:
(neu)
Technological research
European supersonic cryogenic wind tunnel
A) Expendrtare
Create anevr item 3.7.1.2: 'European supersonic cryogenic wind runnel'
Enter a.p.m. against this item
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Enter a.p.m. against this item
Schedule
Draft amendment No 580
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
This is an ideal Communiry project. Vhile all Member States with aerospace interests vitally need access to a
transonic wind runrr.t fo, i.i."r.h, and collectively would make full use of it, no single Member State would
;; i;;i;;;.;;"gh to iustify the cost. \flithout it, the EEC aerospace industry must become uncompedtive,
with inevitable consequences for employment'
PAYMENTS
Chapter 3.9:
Article 3.9.72
(neut)
A) Expenditure
Create :dte following new
facilities in Olympia'
Entqr a oken entry
B) Cornpensation
Other expendirure on specific proiects undertaken by the Institution
.preparations for the improvement of the olympic sports facilities in olympia'
Article 3.9.7: 'Preparadons for the improvement of the Olympic sports
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C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
This appropriation is to enable the Commission to establish, in cooperation with the Greek Government, a
permanent site for the Olympic games and to get the preparations underway in 1981.
JUSTIFICATION
On 1 January 1981 Greece will be the 10th country to join the European Community. The European Parli-
ament wishes to make clear to the Greek people, their fururc Greek colleagues in thl European iarliament
and especially the Greek President, Mr Karamanlis, already during the iiscussion of thi Commission's
budget for 1981, that, for the reasons set out above, it firrnly supporir the basic idea of 'Olympic games in
Olympia'. It therefore creares a new budget line with a token-entry.
This will make it possible to launch in 1981 a large-scale international competition for the overall design of
the Olympic sports facilities. This will facilitate decision-making in the IOe . It will also make plain that the
European Communiry is in favour of the Olympic Games, but that the Olympic Committee must find new
ways of rescuing them.
:t++
Proposed Modification No 581
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 6.0.1.2: Other production refunds
A) Expenditure
Reduce payment appropriation by l5oo000o EUA (from gooboooo EUA to z5ooooqo EUA)
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
.DecTase 
revenue by rhe same amount
COMMITMENTS
REMARKS
Scbedule
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JUSTIFICATION
the European Parliament has or, 
" 
)r.r-b., of occasions requested the elimination of starch production re-
funds for cereals. The Commission originally had proposed to provide for their progressive reduction by'
. thirds; the Council decided to reduce by a sixth. Vith such a slow progression, there is a risk that these re-
funds will be maintained indefinitely. Therefore a reducdon byone-third of the 1980 appropriations is prop-
osed.
+*+
Proposed Modificadoq No 582
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Ircm 6.2.8.0: Co-responsibiliry levy
L) Expenditare
Delete thisitem and the payment appropriation of -334000000 EUA
B) 'Cqmpensation
Inoease by 
-334000000 EUA the paymenr appropriation under Item 6.2.3.1 'Additional levy'
C) Reoenae
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The dilry co-responsibiliry levy is an unjusq and discriminatory tax which causes distortions in the milk mar-
ket, is oiel to 
"drr., -d io., ,rothing to curb overproducdon of milk. It should be completely 
replaced by
a lwy on milk produced above a standard quantity to be determined.
*:F>t
Proposed Modification No 583
tabled by the European Democratic'Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 6.3.1.2: ConsumPtion aid
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A) Expenditure
Inoease the appropriation by 20000000 EUA (from 158OOOO0O to I28000000 EUA)
B) Compensdtion
Dlayse the payment appropriation under item 6.3.1.0. 'Producdon aid'by 20000000 EUA (from
3860Q0000 to 366000000 EUA)
C) Reaenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
. 
JUSTIFICATION
Experience has shown drat consumption aids are a more effective means of balancing the marketinolioe oil
than production aids. It is necessary, therefore, as a first stage, to transfer 20 000 000 EUA from item 6.3. 1 . O.
'Production Aid'to item 6.3.1.2 'Consumption Aid'.
I
Proposed Modification No 584
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 6.5.1: Intervention storage of beef and veal
Item 6.5.1.4: Equalization of intervention standards
(new)
A) Expenditure
Create a new Item 6.5.1.4:'Equalization of intervention standards,
'Enter e paymenr appropriation of 150OOO EUA
B) Compensation
Reduce by 150000 EUA the appropriation under 6.5.1.3'Otherpublic storage costs'(from 372000000
to 371 850000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
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REMARKS
Item to cover the cost of ensuring equalization of intervention standards for beef and veal in all Member
States.
JUSTIFICATION
Equalization of the above standards is necessary throughout the Community.
>t*:t
Proposed Modification No 585
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 7.0.1: Intervention in respect of tobacco
Item7.0.1.2: Reconversionpremiums
(neu)
A) Expendtture
Create a new Item 7.0.1.2 'Reconversion premiums'
Enter aptyment appropriation of 10000000 EUA
B) Compensation
Red*ce by 10,00OOOO EIIA the payment appropriation under Item 7.0.1.1 'Storage' (from 41 000 000 to
31 000 000 EUA)
C) Reoenue
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriations entered {or tobacco (340 000 000 EUA) are out of all proportion to the importance of the
sector, for example, approaching in certain years appropriations entered for wine. Stornge appropriations
have increased from 12 OO00O0 EU Arn1979 to 47Q00000 EUA for 1981, mainly as a result of varieties being
produced for which there is no demand. Such increases in expendirure on storage cannot be iustified in a sec-
tor for which the level of self-sufficiency is extremely low. Part of these appropriations should be transfer-
red, therefore, to effons to convert producdon to qualities demanded by the market or to encourage pro-
ducers to leave the sector.
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Draft amendment No 586
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Chapter 8.2: Measures to assist less-favoured areas
Article 8.2.8: Rural policy
(neu)
A) Expenditure
Create a new Article 8.2.8: Rural policy
Enter a, token entry
B) Compensation
C) Rebenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
This budget entry is in respect of the inroduction of a rural policy to strengthen the social and economic
stntcture of rural areas in need of assistance.
JUSTIFICATION
There is need for the introduction of a Community rural policy in cenain less-favoured areas, with the ob-
iectives of improving rural infrastructure and providing alternative employment, to strengthen the rural soc-
iery and improve regional balance.
++*'
Proposed Modification No 587
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENIS
Item 6.8.2.2: Processing premiums
A) Expenditure
Reduce thepaylent appropriation by 40000000 EUA ('from4S5OOOOOO EUA to 445OOOOOO EUA)
B) Cornpensation
C) Reoenue
Reduce revenueby a0000000 EUA
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COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Processing aids for tomatoes are currently paid at a higher level than necessary to achieve market stability.
DraIt amendment No 588
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 8.7.1: Financialpanicipationininspectionandsurveillanceoperationsinthemaritimewaters
' of Denmark and Ireland
A) Expenditure
Amend theheading of Article 8.7.1 to read:'Financialpanicipation in inspection and surveillance opera-
tions in the Community maritime zone'
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedale
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
It is likely that an agreement on a common fisheries policy will be achieved in the near furure. There should
be a budget line to improve the inspection and surveillance systems of all maritime Member States.
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Draft amendment No 589
tabled by the European Democratic Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Tide l0:
Chapter 10.3:
(new)
Other expendirure
Global operational reserve for the energy sector
A) Expenditure
Create a new chapter entitled'Global operational reserve for the energy sector'
Enter e,token entry
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Enter a commitment appropriation of 10000000 EUA
Schedule
The co-mit-.nt appropriation authorized for 1981 is 10000000 EUAI.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
REMARKS
Enter'the following remarks :
'The appropriation in Chapter 10.3 is intended to cover the investment financing requirements arising in
1981 for the proper development of a common energy policy. It is, therefore, provisional and may only be
utilized after being transferred to the budget lines concerned in accordance with the procedure laid down to
this end in the Financial Regulation.'
JUSTIFICATION
Despite numerous declarations by the Heads of State or Government of the Community emphasising that
the Community of the Nine must take concerted action in the energy sector, no real progress has been made
in this area in recent years.
The European Democratic Group considers that the precari,ous nature of our energy supplies 
- 
in the long
as well as in the short term 
- 
requires that declarations of intent should be immediately transformed into
concrete acdon.
Pending the submission by the Commission of practical proposals for the implementation of these
guidelines and the adoption by the Council of proposals already submitted 
- 
in some cases several years ago
- 
the European Democratic Group proposes the creation of a global operational reserve to demonstrate its
determination to foster the real development of a common energy policy.
The appropriation entered in this reserve may only be utilized afrer being transferred to the budget lines con-
cerned; it will enable investment to be made in:
(rn EUA)
1 See Ar. I (3) of the Frnancral Regulatron of 2l December 't977
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- 
the coal sector (gasification and liquefaction),
- 
the development of alternative energies,
- 
research into nuclear energy (security and safery, uranium prospecting),
- 
research ino new technologies,
- 
the development of energy-saving measures.
Draft amendment No 590
tabled by Mr Bangemann, Mr Aigner, Mr scott-Hopkins, Mr Spinelli, Mr Irmer, Mr Habsburg and Mr
Pfennig
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2.0.0.0: Rent
A) Expenditure
Create alineinChapter 1OO (provisional appropriations) for Item 2.0.0.0 (rent) andenter 150000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenae
Inoease revenue by 150000 EUA
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Add the following to the remarks:
'An appropriation of 150 000 EUA has been entered in Chapter 100 to enable the Commission to pursu.e its
policy of d.".ntralization of the information offices; in 198 1 this decentralization will take place p-rimarily in
-G.r-rrry. 
Before transferring the necessary funds, the Commission will inform Parliament of its plans'.
JUSTIFICATION
The Commission sees a need to decentralize its information offices in the Member States. The authors of this
amendmenr are of the opinion that this policy which has been applied already in the UK should be continued
in the first instance in the other large Member States of the Community.
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Draft amendment No 591
r tabled by Mr Bangemann, Mr Aigner, Mr Scott-Hopkins, Mr Spinelli, Mr Habsburg and Mr Irmer
Section III 
- 
Commission
List of posts
Add the following to the list of posts:,
The following posts are to be included:
1 A grade post in A 5/4
1 B grade post in B 5/4
I C grade post in C 5/4
A) Expenditure
Inoease expenditure by a7700 EUA
B) Conryensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by 41400 EUAr
COMMITMENTS
' Schedale I
REMARKS
These posts are frozen. They will be released when the Commission has informed Parliament of the creation
, of the office in Germany.
JUSTIFICATION
The personnel policy resulting from the attitude of the budgetary authoriry in the past 2 years has had disas-
trous effects on the decentralization of information. The policy which led to the creation of information of-
fices in Cardiff, Edinburgh and Belfast had to be suspended through lack of posts. The purpose of this
amendment is to enable the poliry of decentralization-to be continued initially in Germany.
,s>!+
Draft amendment No 592
tabled by the Socialist Group
Section I 
- 
Parliament
PAYMENTS
Tide 1.0: Other expendirure
Chapter 1.0.0: Provisionalappropriations
A) Expenditure
Increase paymenr appropriations by 200000 EUA
1 + 6 300 EUA from tarecion on remuneretion.
{li
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B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
Add the following remarks:
'This reserve also covers expenditure relating to pensions for survivors of members of the European Parlia-
ment (2OOOOO EUA), in the light of the decision of the Bureau of 29 April 1980.'
JUSTIFICATION
The need to implement the decision of the enlarged Bureau taken on 29 April 1980 without preiudice to any
decisions which might be aken wentually establishing a Community statute for Members of the EuroPean
Parliament.
+>tlF
Draft amendment No 593
tabled by the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 3.3.6: Indirect and concened action 
- 
Qualiry of life
A) Expenditare
Reduce expenditure by 7000000 EUA (from 14 133000 to 7333000 EUA)
B) Compensation
Enter 7000000 EUA in Chapter 1.0.0 (Article 3.3.6)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
Add.: TOOOOOO EUA is held in reserve for expenditure on this anicle
t
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JUSTIFICATION
Concern has been expressed in the Committee on Budgetary Control about the effectiveness of Commission
expenditure in this area. The entry of 7000000 EUA in Chapter 1.0.0 will enable Parliament to achieve
proper control.
Proposed Modification No 594l?dM
tabled by Mr Pisani, Mrs Casde, Mr 'rtr(ettig, Mr Gamo, Mr Voltjer, Mr Sura and Mrs Cresson on behalf of
the Socialist Group
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 6210: Aid for skimmed-milk powder for use as feed for calves
A) Expenditure
Redace rhe appropriation in item 6.2.1.0 by 50000000 EUA.
B) Compensauon
C) Reoenue
Redace revenrte by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Scbedulc
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The production of veal from reconsdtuted skimmed milk is expensive in borh budgetary and energy terms.
During the procedure thq Cornmission must indicate what savings would be achieved by promoting the con-
sumption of 'narural'milk by calves. The procedure could ttren result in a modification of presentpractices if
the results of the study justify this.
Draft amendment No 595
ubled by Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialist Group and Mr Klepsch on behalf of the Group of the Euro-
pean People's Parry (CD Group)
Section I 
- 
Parliament
List of psts
Add the following new permanent post: 1 A/2
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A) Expenditare
Inoease the payment appropriations by 82100 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inctease revenue by 720001
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The entry of 24 Greek members inrc the European Parliament makes necessary a.revision of the establish-
-.rrt pl"r, in order to 
"r."t. a senior 
position of responsibiliry for a Greek civil Servant.
*,s>t
Proposed Modification No 598/PdM
iJfl,J Uy Mrs Castle, Mr Balfe, Mr Griffiths, Mr Collins and Mrs Buchan
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 6.2.0.0: Refunds
A) Expenditure
Redace tppropriadons by t67000000 EUA
B) Compensation
Tiansfer t6TOOOOOO EIIA to Chapter 1'O'O (neu item 6'2'0'0)
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
,..1 1
Schedule
, ," 
"dd-"a* of l0 100 EUA should be enrcred 
in respect of deducuons from remuneratrons
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REMARKS
567000 000 EUA is held in reserve in chapter 1.0.0 which will be made available once the commission candemonstrate that all possible savings have been made.
JUSTIFICATION
The Court of Auditors has discovered evidence of serious wastage of resources on these refunds. Reducing
:tt,l-.o'n' t, the line and placing the rest in reserve will enable Parliament to check that the Commissionrealty ls makrng adequate savings arlowing expenditure to rise above the 1979 figure.
Draft amendment No 599
tabled by Mr Nyborg, Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan on behalf of the Group of European progressive Democ-
rats
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 3.1.4.2: Research programme concerning new uses for agricurrural products(neto)
'A) Expenditure
Create e new item 3.1-4.2: 'Research prograr,nme concerning ne'w uses for agriculrural products, and
insert 'token entry'
B) Compensauon
C) Reaenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
The Commission is-requested. to put forward a draft research programme with a viJw to discovering or de-veloping nev/ uses for agriculruril products in industrial .nd ."'..8y ;.;,.r;: - 
--
JUSTIFICATION
Europe has very few raw materials.and is obliged to import almost all of its needs. This puts Europe in ahighly dependent siruation which is unsatisfaJtory botf, poritical a;J.;;;-i;"it.
on the other hand, the Community has, thanks to its agriculture, a form of raw mr,.ri.l *hi.h i, 
"lmost 
in-
exhaustible. Therefore, instead of reducing our agricuirural proiuction in ,."ror, *h..e there is 
" 
,r;il;,
would it not be wiser to develop new uses fJr agriclrln r"l proir",r, pr.l"ut"rly inlnJrrt.i"l 
"rrd 
.r.rgy ,."-tors?
For this reason the. Group of European Progressive Democrats is tabling a token amendment in order to
Prompt the Commission to put forward a research,programme thatwiff ri"t. iip.r.lul. fo. p.ogr;r, . 6;achieved in this field. For, in the same way a, 
" 
*hol. i,iurtry of derived p.oarr.,l i", a*eloped from oil, itis quite cenain that, besides their role as foodsruffs, agricultural prJ;;;. 
"bl. io-..*. "r rubstirutes notonly in the energy field but also in many sectors of"technolog|.
I
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Draft amendment No 600
tabled by Mr Ansquer, Mr Flanagan, Mr Davern and Mr Fanton on behalf of the Group of European Prog-
ressive Democrats
REVENUE
Chapter 1.0:
Article 1.0.5:
(new)
Levies, premiums, supplementary or comPensatory amounts, additional amounts or
pr.t 
"-ountt.t 
d other duties established by the institutions of the Community in re-
ipect of rade with non-member countries under the common agricultural policy (Ar-
ticle 2 (a) of the Council Decision of 21 April 1970)
Levy on butter imports from New Zealand
A) Expenditure
Create a new Anicle 105: 'Levy on butter imports from New Zeal,and'
Make a token entry
B) Compensation
C) Revenue
COMMITMENTS
Schedlule
REMARKS
Enter the following remarks:
The Council will adopt appropriate regulations.
JUSTIFICATION
Massive imports of New Zetlandbutter by the United Kingdom at preferential prices are causing serious
dr-"g. to Co-muniry milkproducers. They have contributid in no small measure to t}re present surpluses.
Th.rJi, 
"rr 
rrrg.nt r.ei to firri ,n equitable solution to the sulplus situationin the Communiry but this solu-
tion must be Lased on total respeCt for the principle of Communiry preference.
Ve are well aware of the difficulties which certain trade problems cause for New Zealand.
A value judgement of the success or failure of that country in the trade sector cannot be the basis for Com-
munity decisions.
In a recent rq>ort the Commission concluded that 'a protectionist reduction by other Community countries
in the dairy sectorwould be a highly desirable development in the ioint interests of the EEC and of New Zea-
land'. Our efforts should therefore be concentrated on that aim.
Fufthermore, Community producers are suffering from the lack of a policy for fat products which is leading
to serious infringements of^Co--.rrrity preferenie and has largely contributed to the high butter stocks in
the EEC.
It is therefore regrertable that the Commission and Council have been unable to propose_and implement a
genuine policy f"or fat products, including in particular a limitation on imports and an import levy.
+++
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Draft amendment No 601
tabled by Mr Piquet, Mr Damette, Mrs de March, Mrs poirier and Mr Manin
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 500: Specific Community measures
A) Expenditure
Delete Aricle 560 and the corresponding payment appropriation
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Reduce reyenrte by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Anicle 560 of the budget includes the non-quota appropriations of the Regional Fund and constitutes a seri-
ous infringement of national sovereignty and a way of speeding up the disaitrous decline ofwhole regions by
granting them limited funds as a sbp-gap measure. The regions-of southern France would be serio'usly af'-
fected by the accession of Spain to the EEC. The CommissiJn in Brussels views enlargement as a definite fact
and recognizes its consequences as reflected in a report published by it; but it has tak"en the initiative of seal-
ingthe fate of whole regions which it considers must be dependent on rurd tourism only. But these regions
wish to continue to exist normally and do not wish to sacrifice their assets, their produition st.ucturei and
their human resources. They p.opos. to safeguard their resources at national level.
Draft amendment No 602
tabled by Mr Maffre-Bauge, Mr Mardn, Mrs de March, Mrs poirier, Mr Fernandez and Mr piquet
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 8.2.3.0: RestructuringandconversionofvineyardsinLanguedoc-Roussillonandcertainother
French regions
A) Expenditure
ReTlacl the heading 'Restructuring and conversion of vineyards in Languedoc-Roussillon and cenain
other French regions' by the following text:
'Improvement of vineyards and of the quality of wine production'
B) Compensation
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REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The purpose of the restructuring and conversion operations is to prepare forthe enlargement of the Euro-
p."n Co*.,r.,iry by grubbing "up rines and forcing many wine gto*.t, to leave the land. Instead of en-
couraging grubbing:"; prog."-rn1n., 
"nd 
illusory co-nrre.si,on, it would be better to improve the earnings of
wine growers and the qualiry of wine production.
C) Reoenue
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
Proposed Modification No 603
t"bled by Mrs le Roux, Mr Pranchere, Mrs Poirier, Mr Ansart and Mr Denis
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 6280: Co-responsibilirY levY
A) Expenditure
Delete ltem 6280 and the negative expenditure oI 334000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Inoease revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
Schedsle
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The co-responsibiliry levy is in effect no more than a tax designed to apply pressure on the price of milk and
discourrge's-"ll produc.rs. ruro.."".r,,fr. proceeds of this li-uy 
"t. 
,*d io tubsidize, directly or indirectly,
agro-alimentary companies.
/;
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Draft amendment No 604
tabled by Mrs le Roux, Mr Ansarr, Mrs de March, Mr Martin and Mrs Poirier
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 8.6.0: Common measures to improve the structures of the inshore fishing industry
A) Erpenditure
Reduce the payment appropriation by 3000OOO EUA
B) ConPensatian
Inqease by 3000000 EUA $e payment appropriation in Ardcle 8.8.0
C)'Reoenue
tnchanged
COMMITMENTS
Reduce the commitment appropriation by 15OOOOOO EUA
Amend the schedule as follows:
Scbedale
The commitment appropriation authorized for 1981 is 10 million EtlA.
The likely schedule of payments against commitments is as follows:
ftn EUA)
Commrtmcnts
Paymcnts
1980 I 981 t9t2 l9t, t9u
end subs. ycars
Commrtmcnts cntcrcd into
bcforc 1980 to bc covcrcd
by ncw appropnatrons
for paymcnt
Appropriation outstanding
ftom 1979
Approprirtion for l9E0
Approprration for l9El
l5 000000
l0 000 000
5 000 000 5 000 000
2 000 000
5 000 000
2 000 000 3 000 000 3 000000
otal 25 000 000 5 000 000 7 000 000 7 000 000 3 000 000 3 000 000
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The appropriations allocated to the fisheries sector must not contriburc to the destruction of important fish-
ing acdvides but should on the contrary permit an increase in fish prices to improve the earnings of fisher-
men and give them rhe resources necessary for development and-modernizaion.
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Draft amendment No 605
tabled by Mrs de March, Mrs Poirier, Mr Piquet, Mr Denis and Mr Baillot
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 9.6.0.1: Aid to prepare for accession
A) Expendit*re
Delete ltem 9.6.0.1 and the payment appropriation of 30000000 EUA
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
COMMIiMENTS
Schedule
REMARKS
. JUSTIFICATION
The accession of Spain and Pomrgal will have serious consequences for industry and agriculture both in Fr-
ance and in the applicant countries. It will serve as a pretext for new infringements of national independence,
particularly throughthe abandonment of the unanimity rule.
The Council decision of 20 October to allocate 30 million EUA for the accession of Porugal to the EEC
confirms the desire of all the governments without exception to prepare actively for enlargement.
**>t
- 
rr'
I
Proposed Modification No 606/PdM
tablid by Mr Maffre-Bauge, Mr Pranchere, Mrs Poirier, Mr Denis and Mr Fernandez
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 6.2.1.0: Aid for skimmed-milk powder for use as feed for calves
A) Expenditur
Redace $e payment appropriation by 50000000 EUA
B) Compensation
Inoease by 50000000 EUA the payment appropriation against Item 6.5.2.3
C) Ret,lnue
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COMMITMENTS
Scbed*le
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The factory farming of calves reared on milk powder costs the EAGGF a great deal of money and does not
sadsfy the consu-.r. Aid should be given for the rearing of calves fed by nursecows through an increase in
the piemiums for nurse cows and an extension of these premiums to mixed herds.
:l >t i-
Draft amendment No 607
tabled by Mrs Poirier, Mr Denis, Mr Verges, Mr Gremetz and Mrs le Roux
Section III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Item 2.7.2.2; Current affairs films for developing countries
A) Expenditure
Delete dis item and the corresponding payment appropriation
B) Compensation
Inoease by 692000 EIIA rhe payment appropriation against Item 9.2.1.1 (skimmed-milk powdel
programme for the year)
C) Reoenue
t,
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
The developing countries need more by way of food aid from the EEC than a'weekly magazine of current
affairs on film'.
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Sitting of Thursday, 6 November 1980 581
Draft amendment No 508
"ul.a uy 
Mr Battersby, Mr Kirk, Mr clinton, Mr Newton Dunn, Mr Provan and Mr Harris
Secdon III 
- 
Commission
PAYMENTS
Article 8.7.0: Immediate measures to adiust capaciry
A) Expenditure
Enter a payment appropriadon of |OOOOOOO EIJA under Article 8'7'0
B) Compensation
C) Reoenue
Increase revenue by the same amount
COMMITMENTS
JUSTIFICATION
The council, at its meeting of 30 May 1980, agreed to adopt 1 9o1n1ol Fisheries Policy before 31 De-
ce-be. tSSO. tt is essential 
"that st-.ro.rl 
-."rrir., 
".. 
provided for in 1981 so as to allow fishermen to ad-
just to the new conditions facing the fishing industry, and in Particular:
ia) to allo* fishermen and the processing industries to adiust to the new catch potential in Communiry and
third country waters; and
(b) to provide f o, the r.deploy-ent of pan of the Community's high seas fleet into exploratory fishing both
' ' in 'co-.uniry and in third counrry waters and joint ventures with third countries'
20 OOO 0OO EUA had been proposed by the Commission but were replaced with a token entry by the Coun-
cil. 10000000 EUA shouid be entered to provide for structural measures in 1981.
Draft amendment No 509
tabled by Mr Lange and Mr Ansquer on behalf of the committee on Budgets' and Mr Aigner, chairman 
of
the Committee on Budgetary Control
Section I 
- 
Parliament
Establishment Phn
conversion of post of Head of Division in the committee on Budgets and committee on Budgetary 
Con-
trol from A3 to A2.
A) Expenditare
B) Compensation
C) Reaenue
JUSTIFICATION
In its resoludons of 1g June, 2T.october and 14 December 1976 and 15 March and 
10 May 1979 onaprop-
osal from the Commimee .;;"J;; P;;iirrr,".,t 
""ll.d for 
the creadon of a Budgem Directorate with sec-
retarial functions to:
1.,'"+t i.
t
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ensure the. necessary coordination between the authorization, implementation and control of expendi-
ture and the consultation procedure for legal acts having financial implications;
take account, quantitatively and qualitatively of the volume and scope of budgetary expenditure;
provide the services needed for the implementation of Parliament's budgetary powers under the best
possible conditions.
The Bureau itself has acknowledged the need for a flexible administrative instrument in the budgetary sec-
The work done by the officials of this department, especially the person who has been Head of Division for
many years'.Provides. adequate justification for the conversion oi rhe A,3 post into an A2 post and no deci-
sions involving additional expendiure are required.
The conversion of-this post represents a first step towards the creation of a homogeneous Budgets Directo-
rate. ExPerience of the 1980 and 198 I budget deliberations is sufficient to jusdfy this decision *[ich has been
called for by Parliament on several o""aiiorm in the past.
(r)
(b)
(.)
Draft amendmenr No 610
tabled by Mr Ansquer, rapporteur,,on behalf of the Committee on Budgets
Section I 
- 
Parliament
List of posts
Add the following to the list of posts set aside for secondments to the political Broups:546
1B1
1B4
sc2
Total 12 posts
Modify the list as follows:
1 A4toA 6
lLA4toLA3
lLA6toB 2
A) Expenditure
unchanged
B) Compensation '
C) Reoenae
unchanged
COMMITMENTS
Scbedule
REMARKS
JUSTIFICATION
Following a recent enlargement of the.political group secretariats and as a result of recent open competitions
and recruitments it is necessary to update the listof posts set aside for secondments to the political gioups. It
will be recalled that this list was created to avoid blocking posts permanently as a rezult of seconi-.o,. .
the political groups. There are ar presenr 4l posts on this list.
By letter of 27 October 1980 Mr Glinne, acting onbehalf of the chairmen of the polidcal groups, requesred
the rapporteur to table an amendment updating the list of posts as shown in &r. 
"bor. amendment.
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